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• F O R E W O R D 
' — » I W ; n u r » 
During the Fourth Session of the Economic Commission for 
Latin America (Me;dco City-> May-June? 1951)? the delegations of Costa 
Rica* El Salvador, C-uatemala* 'Honduras^and Nicaragua expressed the' 
interest of their governments in the ^development of agricultural and 
industrial production and of transportation systems in their respective • 
* »«•¿Uutügtt». rn.il» i « u m — . n . n a a y o ' . i ^ W M t m i i M W i 1 m i n— 
countries so as to promote the integration of their economies and the 
expansion of their markets"« The Commission agreed (Resolution 9/IV) 
to request the Secretariat to study? among other things, "the means or; 
plans for the progressive attai;^nent. r>f these objectives"• 
» 
In fulfillment of this mandate, and bearing in mind at 
the same time other resolutions approved at the Fourth Session which 
specifically concern Central American transport problems -Resolution 
24 (IV) concerning traffic regulation on the Inter-American Highway, 
and Resolution 25 (IV) concerning the Free Zone of Colón-, the Secretariat 
began conversation's with the Central American governments on the best 
way of going about the study of transport at ion in those countries, in 
relation to their economic development and the possible integration of 
. 1/ 
their economies . The governments expressed the opinion that, iñ order 
to carry out as complete a" study as possible, they were willing to 
request the United Nations Technical Assistance Administration to 
l/ The general problem of the economic integration of Central America 
was considered at -the First Meeting of the Committee for Economic Co*" 
operation of the Central- African.Ministers of Economy, held in Tegur . 
cigalpa. in, August-1952o The resolutions arising out of.-this meeting' 
were based largely on the documentation submitted by the Secretariat 
of the Economic Cojriiiission "for Latin America« (See Document E/CN* 
12/2?6J 
( i ) 
provide transportation experts to collaborate vdth the technical per-
sonnel of the Economic Commission for Latin America in undertaking the 
survey* . 
The governments also indicated the advisability of discus; 
ir-.r; the preliminaijrreport' of the Mission at a Seminar4 on Central 
Mori can .Transportation in which experts of the different, countries1 of 
the region shpuld participate,, Accordingly, the governments of. Costa 
Rice,. El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama presented 
requests for technical assistance for the purpose stated. Upon approval 
of these requests the Technical Assistance Administration proceeded, in 
collaboration with the. Secretariat of the Economic .Commission for Latin 
America, to appoint the. exports and organize the preparatory work of the 
Mission and the Semiriar* The Mission was composed of the following " 
persons:. 
Juliap KEY ALVAREZ-(appointed by TAA), railroad expert,' 
1 Chief of Mission. 
John CLARKE (appointed by TAA), transportation 
expert, Deputy Chief, • * -
C^ar ELI AS (from ECLA's staff), highway expert. < v 
Marco Antonio RODRIGUEZ MACEDO (from ECLAfs staff), maritime transport expert. 
Jorge CORTES OBREGON (appointed by TAA), inland waterways 
expert• 
J. Parker. VAN ZANDT (appointed by ICAOl, air transportation 
expert, 
. After preliminary research.in the Mexico Office of ECLA, 
the iiisiiion'b^gan its field work on August "31, .1952, and after visiting-
Costa Rica:, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Panama, 
returned .to Mexico .City on December 18, 1952. During their stay in the 
''Central'AmeriL-can countries, the members of. the Mission inspected the 
various means of transport and collected information directly from 
government departments and private enterprises concerned *with transport 
ation problems. 
In drafting this report, the Mission consulted with the 
Transport and Communication Division of the Department of Economic 
Affairs, United Nations, and was assisted continuously by the economic 
staff of the Economic Commission for Latin America. On matters of roads 
and highways, especially the Inter-American Highway, Mr. Edwin W. James, 
Chief; Inter-American Regional Office, Bureau of Public Roads, United 
States Government, acted as consultant. On various specific, subjects, 
the Mission was able to consult experts from several international 
agencies.; 
The ECLA/TAA Seminar on Transportation, was held in San 
José, Costa Rica, from June 9 to 20, 1953» with the cooperation of the 
1/ 
Government of Costa Rica. The preliminary text of the present report 
2/ 
served as a basis of discussion for the Seminar. This report had been : 
previously submitted to the participants through the Governments of 
the Central American republics. Bearing in mind the proceedings of n the Seminar, the Mission revised the text of the report, as well as of 
1/ The Economic Cooperation Committee of the Ministers of Economy of 
Central America also sponsored this Seminar. See Resolution 4 
(AC.17) adopted by the Committee at Tegucigalpa, August 27» 1952. 
2/ Doc. ST/ECLA Conf.2/L*l . (ST/TAA/Conf.5/L.l), May 22, 1953. 
See Report on ECLA/TAA Seminar on Transportation in Central America. 
Doc.-ST/ECLA/Conf.2/L.4 (ST/TAA/Cmf. 5/L.k). 
; . * • \ v ru.x ) 
the reconimendatio^^ any1.sugg^sted/cKari^es'-'t-hat'' it con-
sidered advis able 9 / /filial edition- and'presehtdtldn was 'undertaken 
by the .technical staff.;of-•.thê .Economic- Commissionfor"Latin America. 
• In p^esentins-report to -""'the' ''Government s of Costa Ri-
ca:- Guatemala» El Salvador, Nicaragua,and Manama, as well as to the 
Cor^.ttee for Economic^ jCtaoparation -of" the Ministers''of Economy of Cen-
tral America, -^hich/ds: :to/'.c;on£rider those'-of' the-Mission's recommendations 
which ;inay be of collective interest :'for the Central American countries 
.,âcV;.vvhicl. vefe,v'to the economic' integration p r o g r a m ' ' -the Mission" is 
- pleased to. a$d(X..ĉ ledge the' assistance- tod';ihe' courtesies extended to it 
by thevaboYe-mc-ntioned Governments*and their;officials, as well as' the 
cooperation received from: the • chambers of commerce5 and * industry and 
public and private transportation- organizations; The Mission is also 
grateful for the cooperation of the Governments, particularly that of ' 
Costa Rica: in thev;hQMing^o£ .the ¿Seminar :-at "San lJds&;' :;'' 
E/CN.12/356 
ST/TAA/Ser.C/8 
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The economic. integration program of the Central American 
/ 
republics would not Da possible without substantial -improvement in 
the..means oftransport anvong them. An accelerated rate of economic 
development'in these countries is not feasible unless the domestic 
transport, systems' are expanded, and their efficiency increased. Ac-
tually, domestic and inter-Central American means of transport..are so 
intimately connected that..no clear and precise distinction can be 
established, between one and the other, even though the problem of one 
may require different kinds of solutions from those of the other: in 
one.'case purely national, ar..d .in the other requiring the cooperation 
of the various.Central American governments. Nevertheless, the inad-
equacy and deficiency of the means of transport is an indisputable 
general characteristic of the region, 
t - . . .At the present time, the Central American republics are de-
termined-.to-.cai'ry. out" new and better defined programs of development 
and.„diversification of their economies, not only in order to strengthen 
and build up their capacity for exporting to the outside world, but al-
so in order to:increase -the production of essential consumer goods of 
agricultural origin, arid, to some extent, industrial products, as well 
as to promote intra-̂ Ce'ntral American trade, At the same time, public 
works projects , are. giving rise'to the development of construction 1. . * * - • 
materials .industries and'; to.the use of raw materials previously not-, 
considered of great.: value0 • Likewise, new and important stimulus, is , 
being given to ; ,eIectrif±cationc " /As in the past, 
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. As in the past, transportation is of basic importance for 
carrying out programs of development.' In Central America there has 
been extension and improvement of means of transportation and communi-
cation during the periods of economic growth, related to the develop-
ment of export product's. Expenditures on transportation made'it pos-
sible i:,n invest large amounts in other fields, particularly' in agric-
ulture ; as Well as to move thé new production to larger markets abroad. 
s' envelopment had also the simultaneous effect of creating a great-
er*''cr̂ '';rcià]jlzàtion of domestically consumed products,'and'to a cer-
••̂ui'.V extent his contributed to the accumulation of additional - savings 
.v'lii™ 'have l eeri directed- into investment later. • Transport has brought 
.¿¿V; ocnstiapi'iriti needs and new' industrial products' to the Central Amer-
ican" cô irtrie-s,' arid at-the same time has stimulated" the'-establishment 
loca-1:' enterprises, besides bringing"clear''benefits of a 'social, 
pôlI'L,iof?.l and cultural nature. ; • 
• . Nevertheless, the présent conditions of transportation in 
Central America —in its nevrstàge of economic development—* leaves 
much to'be desired. Transport development has been'Wry une vén and 
has yhowri' a considerablelack "of'intégration, evéh taking into account 
the" 'fact that the various ' national économies are quite similar in their 
production,Vif different in'population arid resources. While one coun-
try has a road density of 72 ieters of all-weather' road'per square 
kilometer of area, another, oh thé other hand, has' scarcely 7 meters 
per"square kilometer. • In placés where perhaps not one'single truck 
•'is to'be" found, bne can see the airplane, the animal 'fcart and human 
beairers. ' There' are means - of:'transportation for moving basic export 




and import products, whereas in extensive regions they are-lacking, 
—at times completely— even for transporting basic food products 
between relatively near zones„ There are ports whose use is sub-, 
ject to certain limitations and even discrimination, and others where 
conditions of operation are antiquated and greatly increase prices 
and encumber the movement of production. There are navigable rivers 
and lakes, but very little navigationc There are long coastlines 
which coastwise vessels ply but seldom, .Transportation is almost al-
ways inefficient, costly and slow, and suffers from a notable lack of 
adequate regulation of rates and services. Above all, there is need 
for a national transportation policy^ to consider the problem as a 
whole and choose the most rational and economical solutions of various 
possible ones. Nor are there technical and administrative organiza-
tions to study and coordinate the various sectors oftransportation. 
properly* In short, one finds in each country all the conditions., which 
would make advisable a very detailed and careful e valuation .of. .nation-
al deficiencies and needs, with a view to carrying out.a- coordinated, 
program of investment in transportation, of improvement of services./.; 
and of fixing of adequate rates. ... 
But since distances between neighboring.countries of .Central 
V . . . . . 
America are so short, and oince there c,xi§t the possibilities and. de^ 
sirability of increasing trade among these countries as a result rof 
programs of economic integration and enlarging of reciprocal markets,, 
it is obvious that no purely national pla.n for transport improvement 
would be as effective by itself as one which would take into.account 
the plans and programs of the neighboring countries, or, better still, 
/one forming 
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one. .forming.part of a general program for all of the Central American 
countries taken as., a group? Inter »Central American coordination of 
...investment in transportation^. and of the development of new services 
and. regulation of existing ones f. would avoid costly duplications, 
: fupnish a continuity "which the,means of communication now lackr reduce 
the cost.. of transport, and. ensure that what is done in this field 
, should.be an effective complement to improvements in agriculture and 
..industry, where there, are also bases, of cooperation and integration. 
ALL of this is what makes the study of Central American 
transport a special case, of the greatest importance for the general 
.economic development of the region, since it permits, on the one hand, 
the. examination, as a whole of what now exists, and on the other hand, 
makes it .possible to .consider, the most advisable solutions to the prob-
lems not, only from the point of view of a single country, but also of 
* V , 
groups or°pairs of countries and even of the region as a whole. The 
" solutions, which may be agreed on could well bring lead to great rcCi-
pro calbenofits, thus .helping to speed up the economic development of 
the region and to achieve more orderly progress. 
, . ..The Mission named by the Technical Assistance Administration 
..and the Economic Commission for Latin America for studying transporta-
tion in .Central America felt that its first task was to carry out as 
complete a compilation ,of facts and figures as was possible in the time 
... .assigned to it , with^ the purpose of describing and analyzing the means 
.. of. transportation ..and communication,, existing in . the region, as well as 
•the, conditions of.efficiency under which they operate. The Mission was 
/able to.perform 
E/CNJ.2/356 ' 
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able to perform this task in large part in the field, and for- over 
four months travelled through the six republics in order to complete 
its information and appreciate the problems at first hand. Moreover, 
the Mission took account of the partial studies and country studies 
which various national and international organizations have made in 
recent years» In this way it was possible to prepare Part I of this 
Report, which explains the conditions of transportation in each coun-
try, and the extent to which' it is adapted to economic needs and pos-
sibilities« Doubtless much of this information cannot be considered 
definitive, but only as a preliminary indication of the real facts, 
since in the field of transportation, perhaps more than in any other 
field, there is a lack of statistics, or information is contradictory 
and unreliable. 
Part I of the Report deals, country by country., with the 
means of transportation having to do with international tr^de —railroads, 
roads, and highways, road transport services, ports, maritime services, . 
and air transport— and with the means of transportation oriented prin-
cipally toward domestic activity, treated in the same order. The Mis-
sion believed that without this basis of description and analysis of 
the present situation—which may be highly useful in any general or 
particular study that might be made in the future— it would not have 
been possible to go ahead with the suggestion of solutions or the- for-
mulation of specific recommendations. 
Part II of the Report considers transport problems among 
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regional point of view« The possibilities for extending and inte-
grating transport ifi Central America are obvious, 'as much for join-
ing the economies of the countries as for encouraging more trade 
among them and. for -establishing bases for future enlarging of re-
gional markets«. • On.-these aspects the-Mission has made general and 
spe.cif.ic recommendations--for each means of transportation. 
. One of the principal elements for the integration of trans 
portation in the 
region nas been for several years the construction of 
the fso-called Inte.r American Highway. • This highway has not been 
finished, yet8 Important stretches of it are lacking in three of the 
Central.American countries, and their evaluation and investigation 
has brought the Mission to the conclusion that in the programs of de-
velopment . of the Central American governments, high priority should be 
given to the completion•of this highway and to the improvement of the 
existing sections. But this is not the only international highway which 
the. Mission has- considered important. It was found advisable to recom-
mend the improvement or construction of other international highways 
which, serve two, or more'Central'American countries. One of these is 
the.coastal route from Guatemala to Nicaragua; another is the highway 
between San Salvador and^Puerto Cortds in Honduras. In the same way, 
others .between Guatemala and Honduras, Honduras and Nicaragua, etc.., 
are considered. All of them would have: important economic consequences, 
would help to reduce present transport costs, would provide an outlet 
for products which now lack'adequate markets, and would encourage the 
development of new zones of production. In conjunction with the need 
for building new international roads, the Mission makes a number of /recommendations 
E/CN,12/356 
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recommendations oh^^ .enlarging of regional road trans 
port services y ¿rid'bn-the • facilitation of freight and passenger traffic 
on the existing'roads' and highways, where the expenditures made in the 
last few years cannot be -fully effective so long as a large number of 
obstacles which'hinder the..movement of goods and persons, and which 
would be relatively easy to;eliminate, continue to exist. 
The problem of 'the, lack-.of adequate maritime services for 
• ^ 
inter^Central American traffic has been of interest for several years. 
Since sufficient overland comiriunication has not existed up to now, it 
is noteworthy that maritime.communication has not been developed either. 
The Mission studied the problem and came to the conclusion that there 
is a basis for establishing certain-regular and frequent maritime serv-< 
ices between Central American ports, at reasonable rates. In particular, 
the Mission has emphasised the importance that the future Port and FreeZbne 
of'Colón can eventually have as a place for transshipment,storage, pack-
ing, processing and even manufacturing of merchandise carried by the 
great international shipping lines, arid which could be re-shipped by 
means of possible inter-Central American services --or vice versa—- if 
and when maritime rates applicable to transshipped or re-exported mer-
chandise is more; favorable than it now is. These transshipments could 
not orily'be made 'at Colon,- but also in those Central American ports 
which could advantageously become points of concentration or distri-
bution of' merchandise«,... In; this respect the Mission also. concerned it-
self with the problem of the simultaneous use of certain ports by two 
or three countries: through suitable agreements. The purpose should be 
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of..costly duplications-of investments - in facilities that already' 
ç/xist pr;-which can-be provided at. a short distance in a neighbor-
ing ;countyp It .is a question requiring inter-Central American co 
operation-for regional planning of ports and their use. 
:t , Air transport has increased greatly in the Central'Amer-
ican countries and between them and other regions.•: In-the Mission's 
opinion-, .there • is still insufficient intercommunication by air among 
the .'Central, American, republics, . It could be furnished by national 
airlines, particularly through thè extension of domestic services be-
.yond national borders. Likewise,-the Mission.emphasizes-the importance 
of closer cooperation among the governments in thé field of civil avia-
. tiorit ' ' : ' 
In dealing in Part III of the Report-with the problems of 
domestic transport.which are; common to the different Central American 
republics,' and : making .¡recommendation thereon.,-thé Mission kept-constant 
ly in.mind the close,;-relationship-existing between programs of-domestic 
transport, .development and .the .overall development-of inter-Ceritraï Amer-
ican- transport,..since these two aspects of the problem-are mutually 
compierne rotary è Moreover, as long as the development in one country 
lags behind, that* achieved, in the others, maximum benefit cannot be 
obtained from the, expenditures made in any one country, much less'from 
expenditures on the ..inter-Central American routes. Thus, for example 
- the value- of an international trunk road cannot be fully e^loited if 
the countries, through which it, passes do not build the necessary second-
ary and connecting roads to provide access to that road and to open it 





deficiencies in the teclinical and economic planning of the road sy's-
.tema and that,, in addition, • there are zones. of great economic poten-
tiality that would vastly benefit from the construction of new roads. 
.In some coii;¿tries, even -¿he maintenance of existing roads- is complete-
ly . inadequateIt was thought advisable to include the general out-
line. of the plan .of primary and secondary roads for each country,.. 
along .with' the corresponding estimate of probab?iie cost and a,n. indica-
tion of the stages in which the plan could be carried out* 
The bad condition of the roads is the principal reason for 
the high cost of motor transport. Other contributing factors are: the 
high cost of equipment, fuel, replacement parts and repairs, relative-
ly inefficient arid on economical operation on the part of transport 
companies, and the lack of an adequate policy of regulation and promo-
tion of services , based on the real necessities and characteristics of 
motor transport at its present stage of development. In view of these 
facts, a series of suggestions is offered for the elimination of these 
negative factors and for the facilitation of domestic freight and pas-
senger traffic. 
The railroads, most of which operate only in the countries 
in which they are based, present a very diverse- picture. While some 
of them are operating rather efficiently, others are in state of de-
plorable neglect and backwardness. There is a great necessity for 
improvements of track* equipment and organization, as well as in the 
quality and extent of service. These needed improvements are dealt 
with in detail in the Report* In considering solutions to these prob-





function of the railroads, a function which is greatly different from 
that which they exorcised when they were first built and when there 
were no other mechanical means of inland transport. In the opinion 
of the Mission consideration should not be given to the enlargement 
or expansion of the railroads in general« In view of the difficulties 
of terrain and the short distances which are characteristic of the 
region, as well a:-? the nature of the traffic, the Mission believes it 
advisable to give priority "bo the development of motor transport. This 
does not imply, however, that, in certain special cases, extensions or 
new rail connections-' are not justified. The study made of the rates 
now in effect, on .several railroads has led the Mission to the conclusion 
that a -great deal can bo done to fix them at levels which are more 
reasonable and in better accord with economic requirements and with • 
the nature of the present and potential traffic, as well as with the' 
character of public service which this kind of transport should haver-
Central-America has few ports which can be classified as"' 
first-class, and, in the* case of these few, either the administration-
lacks a clear orientation based on national interest, or there are 
defects in installation and equipment which render impossible the. 
degree of efficiency required by the demands of present traffic. The 
Mission has studied,these problems to the extent permitted by the • 
scarce data and the limited 'time available, with the purpose of point-
ing out the :• kind of solutions possible to the different problems.. 
Another matter which was considered is national coastwise shipping, 
and it appears that there are no important- reasons why this could-. 
/not be increased 
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not be increased, especially as an integral part of the local coastal 
shipping services0 River- and ]_ake navigation is an economical means" 
of transport for certain, kinds of merchandise and, it has not yet been 
sufficiently exploited in the regions of Central America where it can-
bo carried out» The Mission feels that it is urgent to begin a study 
of the rivers to determine taeir future navigable extent, in conjunc-
tion with other means of transport and in accord with plans,for the* 
development of new zones 0 
Just as inter-Central American air traffic is in need of a 
series of improvements, domestic air transport within each country • 
-*-as long as other means of transport are not adequate— could be 
ampler if more attention wore given .to the construction and maintenance 
of airports, to the regulation of services and to the fixing of reason-
able rates. Considerable aid could be given, in. this field by the in-*' 
ternational organization which deals with civil aviation, and whose 
experience is at the service of the corresponding national organiza-
tions , 
A series of recommendations such as those presented by the 
Mission in its report should point to a series of national transport 
programs, and to a coordinated program for the Central American region 
as a whole. However, at the present stage of the study of transport 
in Central America, and bocause of thfc need for discussing many of the 
problems more fully, the Mission believes that the formulation of these 
programs should be undertaken by the governments, themselves at a-later 
stage. The Mission has been able to outline the principal problems, 
to indicate the, kind of solutions which it believes advisable, and in 
/many cases 
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many cases even to propose rather specific solutions. But, in addi-
tion to the above reasons, the Mission fully realizes that, although, 
transport is a question of major importance for the development of 
Central Amcrica,. there also exist many other needs in other fields 
(electric energy, agricultural improvements, irrigation, the construc-
tion of'housing, the building of schools and hospitals, sanitation, 
etc©) and that, just as some of these needs may be at a given moment 
more urgent than the question of transport, many of them are related 
to each other and to transportation. It is obvious that, since trans 
port is a basic and general service, which at the same time results 
from and has an influence on economic development in its entirety, no 
transport plans or programs can be formulated except in the closest 
coordination with the other .fields of the economy. In other words, 
transport is only one aspect of the national economic development and 
of the economic integration of Central America, and its importance and 
the feasibility of improving it must be judged by the governments, in 
relation to the rest of their activities. 
Any program of investment in and improvement of transporta-
tion is costly, and even more so in countries of difficult topographi-
cal conditions like those in Central America, According to a prelimina» 
ry estimate made by the Mission, a program of national and internation-
al highways alone, over a period of seven years, would represent a 
• . , - ' 1 • 
probable total investment by the six Central American republics of a 
little over 2C0 million dollars, or an annual average of close to 30 
million. And this would not include local roads and other projects 
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available at present, that the national income of the six republics 
reaches a total of, approximately 105 billion dollars, and if it is 
estimatecl, moreover, that the annual net investment could reasonably 
equal % of this income —which represents a considerable, effort— 
new investments of all kinds —public as well as private, in transport 
as well as in power and in construction, etc*— could be made in .Cen-
tral America to the extent of a little more than 100 million dollars 
a year0 This•does not represent the available funds* But the approx-
imate value of what could be carried out at a more accelerated rate of 
development than the present one* Now, it. is possible that,, under 
these conditions, it may not be possible to carry out a 30 million 
dollar annual highway program to which would have to be added the ex-
penditures on ports and shipping services,' railroad and motor trans-
port equipment, airports and planes and river navigation. It might be 
that transport would absorb an excessively high proportion of total 
possible investment, leaving very scanty resources for other fields of 
development. The ultimate possibility or impossibility of assigning, 
say, half of total net investment in Central America to transportation 
depends on an overall economic analysis which a group of experts 
specialising in only one aspect of development, (transportation) cannot 
carry out*And it depends also on decisions in regard to priorities 
which can only be made by the governmentsdn consideration of all the 
factors, economic as well as social and political, which bear upon 
this kind of program , 
It may nevertheless be stated that the feasibility of a given 





Investment .for economic development is greater the higher the degree 
i 
to which it.is well planned and the degree to which it takes account 
a 
of the-present and potential productivity of a certain kind os specific 
long-term Investments ii\ transport* The feasibility of such a program 
0 
will, also be .greater in proportion to the attention which is given to 
the improvement of existing cervices and to the organization necessary 
to obtain greater returns from the means of transport which are cons-
tructed, with the purpose of increasing the volume of traffic as rapidly 
as possible. On the other hand, the productivity of investments in 
transport is not determined only by these investments themselves but 
- also by other complementary investments, A new road in a region here-
tofore without communication would have no value if at the same time 
the government, and private enterprise did not make investments in the 
•agricultural and mining potentialities of tha.t region or encourage the 
establishment of industries capable of utilizing the products of the 
region. The more attention is given to these factors which directly 
•and indirectly.raise, the productivity of a given investment in trans-
foration, the greater will be the increase in national income, and 
as a result, in later years, it will be easier to deal with transporta-
tion investment needs without draining resources away.from other fields 
of investment, 
, It .should also be noted that the development of transporta-
tion. has•been greater in some countries of Central America than in 
others and that« although a program, such as, for example, that indicated 
.by.th? proposed highway plan^ represents in its entirety a high propor-





country would be different» For example, assuming a total net in-
vestment of of natioanl income each yeâ r to cover all means, coun-
tries like Guatemala and Honduras would be rspending for highways 
alone close to one-half of this sum, which is undoubtedly a "heavy ex-
penditure o On the other hand, in Nicaragua, Gosta Rica and Panama 
the highway program would perhaps in no case absorb more than one-
third of aggregate investment^ and in El Salvador perhaps only one-
eighth* Consequently, it would be easier for these latter countries 
than for the former to carry out the objectives of improving roads 
and of expanding at the same time other fields of transport, as well 
as power, agricultural projects, housing, etc. 
These figures and those presented in Part III of the Report 
are merely illustrative of the magnitude of the problems. No attempt 
whatsoever is made in the Report to draw up definite plans or even 
goals, since, among other things, there would still be a need for a 
much more detailed study of the available data on national income, on 
the one hand, and of the needs in all the other fields of expenditure 
on the other hand. But the Mission wishes to call attention to the 
fact that any program of investment in transportation is very costly 
and requires very careful planning in itself, as well as in relation to 
and in comparison with the other investment programs. 
The Mission hopes that the present Report will provide the 
Central American governments with more certain bases and factual know-
ledge for the formulation of national programs as well as programs which 
may involve the cooperative actions of several of them. At the same 





and private circles a greater interest in transportation problems and 
will encourage experts in this field to delve more deeply into its dif 
'fererit aspects 3,0., that it may be possible to face with greater efficien 
cy the problems which may arise in the future as a result of the general 
economic development of the region« 
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• ONE 
THE PRESENT S T A T E OF TRANSPORTATION : . 
I N C E N T R A L A M E R I C A 
Ohapter I 
GJj A T E M A I, A 
Io Introduction 
Guatemala is the most northern and most heavily popu-
lated of the. Central American republics, , It has-an area of 108,889 
• square kilometers and a population of 2,957.,030,"/ or 27.1 inhabitants 
. per square kilometer* It is located between .13°42r and 17°49f north 
. latitude and 88°10* and 92°3C! west longitude. In the east it has a 
small coastal area bordering on the Atlantic^Ocean, and it is complete 
ly bounded by the Pacific in the 'south.... . -
The central'and southern. parts ..of ̂  the country, which 
are the most densely populated'-'areas.,, are.. very mountainous. The Petén 
zone, which makes up the entire northern region, is flat country simi-
lar to the Yucatán peninsula iri Mexico, Its population density is 
scarcely 0.4 inhabitants per square, kilometer, and it is still an unde 
veloped region. There is another lowland- area near the Atlantic coast 
1/ Dirección General de Estadística, 1952 datá0 
/and the regio; 
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and the region of Lake Izabal. Here also economic activity and popu-
lation density (602 inhabitants per square kilometer) are less than in 
the mountainous zones or in the valleys« Its banana cultivations, which 
became diseased, have been partially replaced by abac^ plantations. In 
the south, on the Pacific coast, there is a belt of lowland from 30 to 
60 kilometers wide, which has good quality agricultural lands. However, 
tropical diseases and problems of a demographic nature have prevented 
any considerable settlement here* The most important economic activity 
of this region is stock raising. The country's principal banana and 
citronella plantations are found in Tiquisate, • 
The slopes of the Sierra Madre range, beginning in this 
flat coastal region, form an area of declivities' and valleys of from 
100 to 1500 meters above sea level0 This is' one' of the richest" regions 
in the country. In the lower sections of this region the chief" activi-
ties are stock raising and the cultivation of" sugar cane and other trop-
ical products. At 600 meters_j coffee plantations begin to be important. 
The population density of the departments located in this zone (Santa 
Rosa, Escuintla, Suchitep^quez, Retalhuleu and the Southern'parts of 
Quezaltenango and San Marcos) varies from 28 to "50 inhabitants per square 
kilometer. ' " 
The highlands, located at somewhat more' than 1'500 meters 
above sea level, constitute the most "heavily populated part of the coun 
try, The mountainous and volcanic chain forms a number of valleys in 
which the basic foodstuffs of major consumption are grown. The princi-
pal cities are also situated in the highlands, and the country1s commerce 




and industry ate concentrated here. The population density in the high 
lands varies, but« generally speaking, it is more than 50 inhabitants 
per square kilometer« While in the Departments of San Marcos, Chiatal-
tenango, Solola, Totonicapan and Quesaltenango it varies from 60 to 100 
inhabitants per square kilometer, the figure climbs to 126 in the Depart-
ment of Eacatepdques and reaches a peak of 2 0 6 i n the Department of 
Guatemala, where the capital is located. The seven above-mentioned 
departments represent lip of the total area- of the .country and contain 
47$ of the total population0 
In contrast to the abrupt descent of the terrain on the 
Pacific side, the altitude in the north and east diminishes gradually, 
forming numerous valleys of temperate climate. In some regions, such 
as that of Cobdn, Department of Alta Verapas, there is considerable 
farming, principally coffee-growing, but the* greater part of this area 
is less well-developed than are the slopes of the Pacific coast. The, 
population density varies from 20 to 30 inhabitants per square kilometer, 
.Subsistence farming and stock raising predominate here. 
Until a few years ago, the economy of Guatemala was devel-
oping at a relatively slow rate. In the depression of the 30!s, many 
other sectors of the country1s economy were affected by the slump in 
coffee prices, and there was little incentive for new enterprise or even 
for the further development of coffee-growing. The Second World War 
hindered Guatemalan development, and it was Only in the post-war period 
that the country began to realize some benefits from new governmental 
and private initiative in agriculture and industry, as well as in public 
/works 
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workse The high coffee prices which have prevailed since 1949 have 
not only been an important stixxolus toward the expansion of coffee-
growing itself, but have also, through taxes collected by the govern-
ment, aided official credit programs intended to stimulate agriculture, 
industry and the importation of capital goods* Nevertheless, the pro-
cess of development cannot be completely carried out without first over 
coming the innumerable difficulties which .Guatemala has had to face for 
many yearse Outstanding among these difficulties is the lack of ade-
quate means of communication. 
An indication of the low average standard of living of 
Guatemala's .population is the' fact that agriculture still represents 
56.7$ of the Gross National Product (see Table l)., which-was estimated 
in 1947/48 at .335 million '.dollars. Moreover, more than 70$ of the 
total gainfully employed population of Guatemala was engaged in agri-
culture. Mining and manufacturing (including small industrial and handi 
craft activities) amounted to only 13.8$ of the National Product and, al 
though they are of some significance in the country, (I2.7$.!qf the gain-
fully employed population), their development may be considered as still 
incipient. Services (transportation, commerce, professions, etc.) rep-
resent a total of 18.2$ of the.National Product,- of which 3c3$. correspond-
ed to. transportation and of the rest 10$ was represented by the government 
and 1.3$ by private construction. 
Export crops make up the greater proportion of agricultural 
production, according to the Agricultural and Livestock Census of 1950. 





... .. Table 1 . 
Guatemalai. __of the Gross National Product. 
Millions- of Percentage 
Soaroe dollars of.total 
Agriculture f ir.oiadir-s fishing and 
• u d a i a n i t V l i M . ' n . -i . t .W.'fXJ. ' . ' iaw.- ' .VtiTr •o.-waaanom.-w»»« . i W < i m unca i» . ' . «gn^ i -n»«ub t iXiKuMv*. » , 
forestry production J, .189*8 . .56 »7 
Corn. •tuoeo?vc'> 4,̂  #0 13 • 3 
Cox iöfy..o 0 *•* «9 O'I'C l)C 0 Ott 0 O C O 00 O " 0-0 C A 2ö 9 J.. 7 « 8 
Bananas t o o © o ¿>»o o ̂  * c«o*o &• o o • $ o o ©2 5«4 
. Beanso» » t o.oo o o.* © -o • 4 ?ti c $« o * ̂  $ ® 12o4 3o7 
Cattle Raisingoo*oi»»«co*oe«.ocuoa 3 5 $ 1 • 5 
Pishing 0 i» c • o o % u a P C ti © o t a O 3 • ü <3 • 9 0 0,0 ...0,2 
Other agriculturet0®.ccec;,oooo^oQ 52,2 15*6 
fenufacturih^: and mining 46 03 13 • 8 
• F.ood, and ,bever\ages. t t e Ö «» " ; 16 a0 • • - . . .4»8. ->: 
1 extxle S#a«»«ft6,oe*vc«'j<a-qi> 80/ 2 ® 6 
Lumber. ® - o « » o a o ̂ » » o « 4»2 2 
Other manufacttaring/ mining, and 
..handicraito &•• c»e • c. a«c«c « • * • 1704 .5*2; 
Private il construction .-• • . 4o2 ..• \1.3 
. Private services . ; . 6l0l - •..:1802 
Wholesale and reto.il trade„ 0., 0 » 23o5 7.0 
•Transportation,'00 c,o • c 00 60 * o«0 00 .d.j . 11«0.,,. 3 «3 
i Housing••••t>«*oooGo«f*'>»4«e3»c*f>* 17o5 5• 2 
Other,, including, professional- . 
and domestic s e r v i c e s 9 « 1 - «7 
Goveriiinervt 33 «6 10 „0 
National«• •, o»o o *»a • o .*»a >«0«39 > 30 ®4 . . 9 * 1 
Municipal and autonomous enti-
.i i/ies 1 • t om * 04 *'i»0.»4 0•.9 c a a,$ > 3 * 2 0,9 
Total Gross National Product 335*0 ̂  ,100,0 
'Source: • John H« Adler,'Eugene R0 Schlesinger and Ernest C. Olson, 
Public Finance and Economic Development in Guatemala,.Stan-
ford University Press, 1952, p. 24® • 
a/ This estimate of the Gross National. Product represents the 





tons, with a velue of 5¿ c 3 million " dollars, and bananas represent a 
i / ' 
value .Gf.;l̂ :-mil].iori;.. dollars^ Exports of abacá fiber, chicle, es-
.sential ctc0., . are lessQ The cultivation of export crops is con-
centrated chiefly, jji certain regions of the country0 Thus, coffee is 
grown,pr.inc?ipally in the temperate zone near the Pacific coast, and. in 
the Department of Alta Verapaz, bananas in the Departments of Escuintlá 
•'and Isabal, and .ataca in the last mentioned« 
In the production of basic articles for domestic consume 
tion¿;.corn has first place, 'with an average: crop of 365,000 tons annual 
ly, valued at approximately 28 million. dollars a Next in importance 
are beans (22,000 tons, valued at 3 million -dollars), . wheat (17,000 
tons--,; valued at 2 million" • dollars) : and many, other'."agricultural food-
stuf-fs. The most important products for domestic consumption —corn 
and -beans— are cultivated throughout the country. Others, such as 
wheat, are localized in the highlands, above all in the western regions 
rice and sugár 'cane are cultivated chiefly in the tropical Pacific zone 
Cattle —estimated at 902,000heads . in the 195.0 Census— 
is centered principally on the Pacific coast.and'in the southeastern 
region (Departments of EscuintJ.a, Jutiapa, Suchitepequez, Santa Rosa 
and Retalhuleu), although considerable t quantities -are' 'also raised in 
many other departments.^ Sheep, pre raised chiefly in the western part 
of the highlands^ . • 
.'/ - / The country1 s industrial production consists mainly of 
cotton textiles, vegetable ;oils,..beer3 .soap, shoes, leather goods, and 
cement. There is also- an important production of indigenous handicraft 





;articles, especially woven goods0 While the handicraft industry is 
scattered throughout the towns of the highland zone, industrial fac-
.tories in the strict sense are located chiefly in Guatemala City and 
its environs and, to a lesser degree, in other cities where certain 
factories have been established, for example, Quezaltenango, which is 
a textile center0 The great majority of manufactured articles consumed 
in the country are imported« 
Guatemala also has a small mining industry, producing 
chiefly lead, silver, copper, zinc, chromium and bismuth. The prin-
cipal mining region is that of Cobán, where zinc and lead are extract-
ed,. Nê çt in importance are San Miguel A catán and San Sebastián, in 
Huehuetonango (lead), and Jalapa (silver, lead, cooper and chromium)» 
Mineral deposits have also been discovered in other parts of the coun-
try, All these products are intended for exportation, 
"The inadequacy of present facilities for transportation 
probably constitutes the greatest single barrier to the economic devel-
opment .. and the cultural integration of the Republic'1*«/ The lack of 
means,of communication, the: serious deficiencies of many of those which 
are. now in service, high freight rates and other factors bring about the 
isolation of many zones, retard.the development of others, impose a high 
cost burden on the distribution of merchandise and limit the economic 
radius of supply of producers® This encourages the operation of small 
uneconomic units of production and keeps, real income at a lower level 
than that which would prevail with improved transportation facilities. 
1/. The Economic Development of Guatemala, Report of the Mission of the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Washington, 





, Although the;'Bureau of Industry, Commerce and Controls 
of the Ministry of Economy has ample legal powers in the matter of 
rates and.transport se.rvices,'in practice the exercise of these,powers 
appears to be limited 'to'the field' of urban bus transport. Actually, 
Guatemala has no official organization which exercises general control 
over the means of transport, regulates and checks transport services, 
establishes routes, schedules and rates for road transport and compiles 
and studj.es the s t a t i s t i c s ' necessary for an understanding of the needs -
and tendencies of the traffic0 No integral program of economic develop-
ment can get under way in Guatemala which does not have as a fundamental 
component arational and thorough going plan for improving the.country's 
transport facilities,. 
... There are also difficulties —natural, economic and- ad-, ; 
ministrative— which make the construction of good means of. transporta-
tion more difficult, and more expensive* The climatic conditions, the-, 
topography, and the nature of the soil in a large part of the country,/ 
call for the investment of,large sums in the construction of roads. The 
low level of investment in transport services by both the government . 
arid private citizens has been one of the principal causes of the slow 
i . 
advance in this field.. : In short, the absence of a transport policy 
and of adequate planning' are responsible for the fact that.Guatemala12 
highway system in particular is considered "an overextended, poorly 




II* Means of Transportation for International Trade 
The greater part of Guatemala^ import and export traf-
fic is by railway. In 1951 a total of approximately 580,000 tons was 
moved by rail, (See Table 20) The principal ports -—Puerto Barrios, 
.San José and Champcrico«-.—^ through which pass almost all exports and 
the major part of all imports, are connected with the production cen-
ters and the principal cities only by rail, except San'José, which is 
• 2/ also connected by highway;—' but whose, import and export traffic for 
reasons which will be analyzed later is handled almost exclusively by 
rail, 
•<• • • • Table 2 
Guatemala : ' International Trade moved .by Rail in. 1951 
(in short tons) 
Customs • Exports , -, Imports Total 
Puerto Barrios 274,078 V£,844 416,922 
San Josd 20,346 . 121,904 li£,280 
Chnmperico 8,050 * 3,353 11,403 
Àyutla : 5 7,544 7,549 
Totales 302,479 275,645 578,124 
Source,: IRCA, Division of Guatemala, 
The small volume of overland traffic with Mexico is car-
ried by rail through the border town of Ayutla and, to a lesser degree, 
i 
by highway, via Puente Talismán. In the trade with El Salvador, in addi-
tion to the transit freight on the rail lirie from Puerto Barrios to San 
1/ Se<2 below point 2, "Port and Maritime Situation", of this section, 
P* 34 
2/ Champerico is also joined to Retalhuleu by a dry-season road. — j ^^ 
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Salvador, there 'is a relatively minor movement by truck via the Inter-
_ ican Highway«, :l 
1« Rai^aaris 
There are four railroads in operation in Guatemala 1 
(1)" International Railways of Central America (IRCA), Division of Gua-
temala; (2) United Fruit Company railroads.; (i3) Railroads of the Com 
pania Agricola de Guatemala: and (4) Verapaz Railroad0 
The total length of the railroad network, .including the 
branch lines serving the banana plantations, is 1,156 kilometers, - In 
1951, rail traffic amounted to 4 million passengers and 1 million tons 
of freight, (See Table 3«) 
(a) International Railways.Central America (IRCA) Division of Guate-* 
mala. This line constitutes the principal transportation system of the 
country and the most important and -extensive railroad network between 
Mexico and Panama, The company1is owned by United States capital, and 
is closSly allied to the interests.of the United Fruit Company, 
The total extension of the line is 820 kilometers (gauge: 
0,914 meters, or 36 inches)* This railroad serves the most important 
coffee regions in the country (Pacific zone) and also the banana planta-
tions (Tiquisate and the Atlantic coast regions), and connects them with 
Puerto Barrios, San Jose and Champerico. It likewise connects these 
ports'with-the capital and with other departmental capitals (Retalhuleu, 
Masatenango, Escuintla, El Progreso, Zacapa, Chiquinula), The Guatema-
lan network ' is linked to the El Salvador Division by a line which origin 
nates-in Zacapa (at kilometer 165 of the Puerto Barrios-Guatemala trunk • 





Guatemala i- Rail Traffic, 1947/1951 
% change 
máJia. rni/M. i?go/a j s & i s l 
Export loadings . 
(.thousands of 
metric tons) 
Bananas 339*9 377.4 2 272.5 206.6 47.0 
Coffee 59 06 57.5 64.7 66,7 68.4 / 14.8 
Other . . 21 „4 22,9 . •.•-Í&d 40f6 / 89.7 
Total 470.9 457,0 371.5 36501 315.6 — 33*0 
Import loadings 268.6 236,7 268.6 312.3 330.1 / 22.9 
Local freight and 
express .463,6 . 396„0 272.3 328.8 326.2 29.6 
Freight and passenger 
• revenue 
(thousands of dol-
lars) 9,583.2 9-,996.2 9*016,6 9,826,7 8,946,3 ~ 6.6 
Passengers carried 
"(thousands) 4*122*7 3>929i2-4,790o8 3,826.73,856.4 - 6.5 
Source: Dirección General de Estadística, Guatemala. 
line), intended for Salvadorean import and export freight traffic- via 
Puerto Barrios. This connection is.also used for passengersi/ and freight 
between the.two countries, especially for Guatemalan' cement, which, until 
1952, was being shipped to El Salvador. The trunk and branch lines of the 
IRCA are: 
1/ In 1951, some 12,000 passengers were carried in trips--between stations 




• Puerto Barrios <- Guatemala 
Guatemala - Ayutla (-Mcxican border) 
Zacapa - Salvadorean border' 
•'^a^h^^nesi " * 
Santa Maria - San Jesi ' 
San Antonio''- Palo Gordo 
Las Cruces - Champerico 
Ayutla - 0c<5s 
San Felipe - Mulua 
Total 
:.J. • Under the terms of existing contracts, the IRGA, holds a 
.concession in pei^petuity to the Puerto Barrios-Guatemala City line, but 
the government has th<? right to expropriate it after April of the year 
'2003"-at- a price to be determined by arbitration. The othkr:.lines will 
be turned over to the government without compensation, iri. 2QÒ9 The com-
pany has the exclusive right to build railroads'-within a-sonò óf 32 ki-
lometers on either side of its tracks and is exempt from national and 
'municipal taxes as well as from import duties on fuel'and" equipment. 
The Mission traveled over almost the entire' itétwork of 
the IRCA and, although the technical characteristics of the permanent 
•way dò not meet present traffic requirements it was observed-that the 
tracks, the structures, the installations and buildings' are in good 
condition. The shops are also well-equipped' for repair and maintenance. 
Locomotives-and rolling stock (see Table 4) are in good traffic condition 
and are safe, but passenger cars, especially second class cars, leave 
much to be desired in regard to comfort. Sanitary facilities are lacking 
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are not modern and some of them have little tractive force. This raises 
the cost of traction, which is already high due to the difficult location. 
In effect, almost all the regions through which the IRCA 
lines pass 4re.very..mountainous and steep« Only between Puerto Barrios 
and kilometer 100? in the Atlantic section, is the gradient less than 
1O5$G Some level stretches of track are also found in the.Pacific sec-
tion» Throughout all the rest of the system there .are,..numberless' curves, 
reaching a maximum of 19 degree (minimum radius 100 meters), with gra-
dients of more than 3%* One stretch of 100 kilometers on the-Puerto Ba-
rrios-Guatemala City line has frequent gradients of, 3$,...climbing.¡from 
300 to 1500 meters above' sea level. In the Pacific section,;-between 
Palin and Escuintla, there is a very difficult; stretch which; has, a prac-
tically constant gradient of 3*6$ for a distance of:,32 .kilometers. These 
conditions not only raised the;original cost of constructing the line, 
but at the present time•they:are .responsible for high-maintenance expen-
ses and, especially, for high operating costs;the gradients and the resist-
ance of the curves considerably reduce" the hauling capacity .-of-the loco-
motives and make it necessary to^employ double, triple, and even quadruple 
traction. To illustrate the degree to which the difficult location 
raises the operating costs bf^this- railroad, it is sufficient to point out 
that the IRCA's two most powerfuL;locomotives, which can haul 1400 gross 
tons on a level track, haul only 250 gross tons on the Palin-Escuintla * 
stretch northward and that on-thePuerto Barrios-Guatemala City line 
there are some stretched where the 'hauling capacity of these locomotives 
drops to 300 gross tons* 
" "" - ' ' '-/Table 4 
E./CN «12/356 
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Table 4 
Guatemala: Equipment of the 
Lateraajj.ona.1 Railway of Central 
. '" ' ;America 
Permanent-.Way • 
Rails, standard type- 60 and 70 pounds per yard (29.8 to 
34o7 kilograms per meter)length 
33 feet (Í0 meters) • 
Ballast Stone and gravel..-
.Ties' Imported creosoted pine and native 
hardwood ,-v.. .L: 
-Maximum gradient ' 3*1% 
Maximum curvature 19 degrees' •• 
,Signals.: : ' , Hand-operated semaphores 
.Locomotives .-and rolling 8tock 
Steam locpmat-iyes (fuel oil) • 101 (including -41 steam units 
belonging to the Compañía..; 
. . * • • • • "•• Agrícola5de' Guatemala) 
Diesél-Eléctric locomotives 
of 1250 HP. . 6; belonging to the Compañlá'-' 
Agrícola de Guatemala) 
•-Passenger' cars • : '• 
First -class1 45 (including 11 coach cars) 
Second class 66 . .. 
Combination 6 ' 
Baggage, cars .25 , v . . • 
. Box cars , 621' -
Banana cars 989 (including 6.40 belonging, to-the 
Compañía Agricola de Guatemala) 
Livestock cars 79 
Tank cars 68 
Other types 9 
Inspectipn cars * 4 
Brakés Westirighouse 
'Repair and rebuilding shops in Guatemala City 
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The. most effective means of lowering the cost of trac-
tion, is the replacement of steam by Diesel locomotives, which are much 
more.economical;'and efficient0 Because of their economy and efficiency 
they have been or are being adopted by many railroads all' over-the 
world, With the object of. reducing operating costs, the 1RCA acquired 
six Diesel-electric" locomotives of 1250 HP and put them into operation, 
•but. was-obliged to withdraw them due to the'opposition of the-railroad 
workers :.union of .^Guatemala, which alleged that the use of Diesel power 
would, necessitate the. discharging of some personnel, • 1 -'' 
' The IRGA moves the greater part of the import and export 
•traffic-in Guatemala«- -Taking as a basis the data for• 1951> exports ac-
.•counted-:dn ton-kilometers for 51$ of this traffic (bananas 38$ > coffee 
and. other, exports 13$), while imports amounted to 33$ and :local traffic 
•;l6.$yc: :(:S'e.e Table 5*) : • • ' 
Table 5 
• Guatemala: • . t h e " I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Railways' "of Central_America .1947-1951 
(Millions of ton-kilometers) 
1947 1943 .1949 1950 1951 
— : 1 : 1 ~ : ~i/ 
Banana exports- l6l 162 • ' 111 ' 126 • 88 
Coffee and other exports 23 24 26 27 30 
Imports , ' ' 50 • ' -55" • 64 v 1'-74 76 
' Local traffic 49 41 30 38 36 
Total 283 282 _ 231 265. 230 
Source: IRCA, Division of Guatemala, 
a/ The decrease in banana exports is largely due to the hurricanes 
which; razed the-.- plantations in the Tiquisate region in 1951# 
/Due to the 
E/CMc'I2/3,56. .'< 
ST/T.AA /3 e r".. C./8 
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• i; Due- to .-the• increase in operating costs specially in 
wages and salaries/the net operating income, which was' 2,196,293 -dol-
lars in 1947, dropped to 951;754'in 1950. In 1951 there was a deficit 
of 6,865 dollars , (See. Table 6.) 
b) Railroads of the Compañía Agrícola de Guatemala of the United Fruit 
Companye These railroads are not public carriers, but limit their ac-
tivities to transporting crops from the banana plantations and various 
materials and equipment needed for the operations of those plantations 
and for the use of their personnel. The lines of the'Compañía Agrícola 
de Guatemala (affiliated with the United Fruit Company) are located in 
the Pacific region. They have a total extension of approximately nine-
ty kilometers and join with the trunk line of the IRCA at' Río-Bravo 
The United Fruit Company -railroads are. in the Atlantic region and ex-
tend for approximately 200 kilometers. They join the IRCA^s trunk line 
at Bananera. 
: The IRCA*s trains.carry freight and1passengers on the 
Bananera-Chiriguá Junction line (36 kilometers) of the United Fruit 
Company, and also on the Rio Bravo-Tiquisate section (26 kilometers) 
'of'the Compañía Agrícola de Guatemala.. 
For the transport of bananas exported by both companies, 
the IRCA generally uses the locomotives and rolling stock' of the-Compa-
ñía Agrícola de Guatemala.. (See Table 4.) • 
(c) Verapaz Railroad. This railroad once belonged to a private company 
but is now government property.. It serves, a part of, the. important cof-
fee region of Alta Verapaz, using a narrow gauge track (gauges 0,865 
meters, or 35 inches) 47 kilometers long,, which runs -from Pancajché to 
/Table 6 
E/CN. 12/356 .. 
ST/TÂA/oero C/8 
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; . • . ' Table.6 
Guatemala-*. International -Railways of .Central America 
j^Gua^ema^a Division) Statistics as of 
•"3,835,000 





76 33 $ 
_J6 J 
230 . . 100.0$ 
Gross income (thousands of 
dollars) 
;;Freight : . $ 6,111.9 
Passengers 1,497.8 
Express and:mail ' 258.4 
Other' 2,481*6 a/ 
Total $ 10,349.7 
Itemized, expenses •, ;. 
Maintenance- of line and structures ' •'$ 1,748,6 
Maintenance of equipment 1,786,6 
Traffic -. , 31.9 
Transportation 4,074 c 6 
General 1,189.9 
Other expenses 1,524,9 
Total : ' $ 10,356",5 
Net operating income-
$ 10,349,7 
—10,356,5 6*8"Deficit " 
Employee s ànd'workers 5,600 
Source; IRCA, Division of Guatemala' • 
a/ .Includes income from port operations, 
/Panzds, 
Pas senger gi_c9rrl_e d. ( unit s ) 
Thousands of 
Freight short tons 
Bananas 206*6 Coffee- and., other freight. 106 Q8 
Total exports 313.4 33$ 
Imports-. 330,1 36$ 
Local 301.8 31$ 
-9-45.3 100$ 
E / C N . 1 3 / 3 
ST/TAA/Sert;C/;8 
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Parish's, on the Folochic River. From this point it operates a river 
and maritime barge service across the Polochic and Lake Izabal, El 
Golfete and the Dulce River to Livingston and Puerto Barrios. The 
traffic is-very slight, the total movement of freight being at present 
less than J>000 tons annually, of which a little over 3000 tons are cof-
fee-shipments«, Passenger traffic is insignificantM 
The Mission inspected this railroad and found it to be 
in a deplorable state. TJie track, originally well-constructed, with 
steel'ties, is in. very bad condition due to neglect of maintenance for 
.-several years. There are three locomotives, of which two are in run-
ning condition and one is dismantled, The rolling, stock is barely suf-
ficient to make up a train of six or seven cars, 
•; - Because' of the very bad service of this railroad this 
natural outlet? from the rich Coban region to the international ports 
is not utilized as It should bec Both freight and passenger rates are 
excessive due to the high operating costs. Shipment of lead ore from ' 
Cob^n, which could make use of the Verapaz railroad system if the rates 
were reasonable,'is made by truck from Cob^n to El Rancho (an IRCA 
station) and is carried from here to Puerto Barrios by rail,-/ 
2,. Port and Maritime Situation 
In order to analyze the effects of the present railway 
system on the economy of Guatemala, it is necessary to consider "the port 
1/ See point 6 (a) in Section III of this chapter, page 91, 
2/ In Part Three of this Report some recommendations are made for the 
improvement of this waterway and its overland connections with the 





and maritime situation, In Guatemala, as is also the case in El Sal-
vador, control of rail transport, ports, and the principal shipping 
companies is.concentrated:in1the. hands of the same or closely realted 
companiesc .There is also in Guatemala the circumstance that these 
transport companies are. linked to the United Fruit Company, which owns 
large agricultural tracts; in .the country and which utilizes a high pro-
portion of the means .of - communication for purposes of international com 
mercea It is therefore convenient to examine the port and maritime, 
situation in order later to study the part played by the transport sys-
tem in expert and import trade.; . 
Guatemala's three principal ports are not controlled by 
the public authorities, but.are privately operated. The IRCA is the 
proprietor of the port. installations at Barrios/ including the pier, 
equipment, warehouses, and access-facilities. : It is also the proprie-
tor of the San Jos£ pier, but:this, port is operated by the Agenda Mari-
tima Nacional, S,A,, a company associated with the Grace Line, The firm 
Agendas de Champerico S,A., also affiliated with the Grace Line, owns 
and operates the port of Champerico. The other ports are of minor im-
portance in general and ha.ve.,no significance-whatever in international 
trade. 
(a) Puerto Barrios. Situated 317 kilometers by rail from the capital, 
this is the only important sheltered port in the country. It is on the 
• I }• 
southeastern shore of the Bay of Amatique, which permits the entrance 
and direct mooring to the pier of vessels with a draught of up to 29 • * 
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^although -it is available if requested. The installations are good and 
• a^q- weii--mainta:aiod, and its operations are handled efficiently; but 
the port, has three important drawbacks; first, the. lack of an approach 
by highway,, which gives the IKGA a monopoly of the traffic; second, 
the inability of the installations to meet the demand for services, and, 
•third, the inadequacy. of the customs facilities, 
... The insufficiency of installations is closely related to 
the special,services provided for the shipment of bananas by the United 
Fruit Company. The pier is .2400 feet (732. meters) long by 132 feet 
(40.3 meters) wide, but the berth spaces, which are. located at the end 
where the warehouses .stand,...measure only 1000 feet (305 meters). Since 
the.berth space.facing, north is used exclusively for the loading of ba-
\nanas, there remain, only 10C0 feet at the disposal of the public. The 
• equipment for . loading bananas is excellent,..but. that which ...is put to 
other uses ia inadequate. The warehouses, on the .contrary,,are sufficient 
for normal traffic. There is one for local traffic and two others, one 
of which has a capacity of 35,000 bags of coffee, and the other a capacity 
.of 55,000 bags.-
. The inadequacy of .the customs services is a question not 
only of the scarcity of storage space, but also of the undue use of the 
customs house for storage0 Merchandise is left, .in the customs house for 
long periods, and frequently the tax,for excess storage.time is not 
imposed. The customs procedures themselves are ..much..too slow. The 





cations which it has undergone have not improved it significantly« 
Approximately 65$ of the. country*s total maritime imports 
and exports in 1951 was moved through Puerto Barrios« Exports through 
this port reached a figure :-.oi 274«>400 short .tons 'and' imports amounted 
to 196,300«-^ ' : :: 
In general; the traffic is well-balanced in regard to the 
relation between the volume of exports and the volume of imports. The 
largest volume of exports is;, made up of bananas (around 10%), followed 
by coffee (about 20$) and minerals (about 6$) 0 However> in value, cof-
fee represents 75$ and'bananas 11$ of the exportse "The transit trade 
with El Salvador amounted, in 1951.to 13$ of the volume of e:xports and 17$ 
of the volume'of import3c r- -
Maritime service through Puerto Barrios"is regular and' 
frequent.. In 1951, 341 merchant ships in international service touched 
port-here ~ a n average of .28 ships per month-^., the .majority of which 
came from or were en route to• New Orleans and New York, some touching 
other Central American ports. ; The average tonnage was more than 2200 
•'' 1 . -
gross tons.' Most of these, ships (80$ .in 1951) belonged, to the fruit 
companies. "" 
(b) San Josd. Located: on the Pacific coast, 120 kilometers~ by rail and 
105 kilometers' by highway from the capital, San Josd is at an open road-
stead with a 'lighterage -system for loading and unloading. There is a 
steel pier, which'is'918. feet long (280 meters) and 61 feet wide (l8«6 
meters)' at the head0 '" The port operates 2 tug boats, 7 lighters with an 





average- capacity of..45: tons,. and 4 steam cranes (three 5-ton cranes 
and. op.e..l5.'-ton crane)0 ;;.,There-is one warehouse belonging to the port 
. owners..which .measures- 150 by 200-feet. (46 by 6l meters) and a smaller 
pne, which, .¿a the property7, of the •Guatemalan customs service<> 
In 1951 the volume of imports passing through San'José 
was 121,904 short, tons —mostly fuel-- while its. .volume of exports was 
20,346., .according-to data supplied by the IRCA«- The-figures for-the 
», ..... < •. 
. fiscal .year .19.50/51, according-to the Bureau of Statistics, were:, 
imports, 186,,405''metric- tons and exports 17,201 metric'tons. As is 
. evident., .there is .a considerable discrepancy between'-the vòliime of 
imports and the .volume ,of exports, ; „Possibly the IRCA't-'s system of rail 
rates has something to do with this discrepancy, since these rate's tend 
to channel to. ,:Puerto Bar ri 0 s. ti ). e shipments- of coffee from the regions 
.near Pacific .ports,; .Only 10,461 tons.; of coffee.w.ere loaded-àt San José 
in ,1951» An average,.of. eleven ships, per "month'called at S'àrì- J òsi, and in 
the first few., months of-1952.this figure was. stil-I lower* • 
( c) Champerico,. This port is located, 40 kilometers f-roto'''the Mexican 
• border and 240kilometers from Guatemala City by rail, - It is connected' 
with the city of Retalhuleu and the main Pacific highway-by a dry weather 
road, • Champerico is also at an'; open roadstead' having* à pier 822 feet 
long (250*7 meters) by 80-feet.-wide (24.4 meters) at the head. It oper-
ates 2 tugboats, three 34-ton lighters ••and-five cranes (one 25-ton, two 
15-ton and two 10-ton)0 • It has a repair . shop and- two'warehouàes —one 
belonging -to the port owners and the other to the customs service^-
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In 1951, 7¿03$ ̂ o n s o:f e-"̂ ports (mostly coffee) were 
leaded at Ohaniperico, and its imports amounted to 3, 179 tons. An 
average of 308 ships per month called here, most of which also touched 
at San J036« As in the case of San Jose, almost all the ships in oper-
ation belong to the Grace Line, which, as previously noted, also controls 
both these ports0. 
.3% : Services and, rates , . • 
. • , • The copnunity uf interests-which.exists in Guatemala 
between.the railroad,, port,, and. shipping companies: oil: the one: hand, and 
the banana enterprise on the other, has created a transport situation 
Which..is not, always, beneficial to the country1 s economy, especially in 
.the field of-foreign ijpade® -It should be -noted that the shipping service 
•for. imports; and .-exports, is: regular and that the warehouse needs for ex-
port goods are met satisfactorily by the shipping .companies,: Likewise, 
.in, q,,-general ;way:, the IRCA provides, efficient service for the transport 
.of export,, products to the ports and vice versa 0':: But'-there are two basic 
conditions which have,an-.adverse.effect upon1 the established system: the 
preferential treatment which> 'for.various"reasons,i is accorded-to the 
.shipment of bananas, and- the.rates- system^-
• In regard.to the first.point, preference is ;given to bana-
nas. oyer other traffic: in rail transport'and in the handling of the ships 
.owned..by: the.-fruit companies«,. Banana trains have absolute priority, and 
other trains.are. forced,to wait on sidings while they pa'ss. Bananas are 
also given special space and priority in the'ports, often causing delay 
in the operation of ships, and trains-, engaged-in other business*' There 




have even been instances in which the loading or -unloading of other 
products has been interrupted in order to expedite banana shipments, 
In the matter of preference shown in the ports to ships 
not belonging to the fruit companies, the Mission was informed that a 
rational order is not always observed in mooring and unloading and that 
the ships of certain companies enjoy the privilege of being unloaded 
before other ships which arrive in port previously to them. In addition 
to causing material damage, incidents of this sort give'rise to" resent-
merit-and- bad'relations between the railroads and" the fruit and transport 
' companies-'ori: the orié handy and' the users of 'the' transport services on 
•thè' other. '•'"•'•' 
" The rates' system"'is constructed • in such:a way that it al-
ways ' favors shipment byway òf- Puerto- Barrios /in spite of'the greater 
-distance" between this"'port "and-the more • important' centers:of production 
and consumption. ' 
The freight- rate'on'coffee' exports to'the "United States is 
global and indivisible. It includes:,-as one unit, the rail freightage, ... 
port charges arid màritìme freight from the station from' which it is ship-
ped to.the port bf- destination in the United States. The charges on a 
ton. of coffee from the station in Guatemala via Puerto Barrios or via San 
José, tò the- port '-of • destination iri the United States, are - $35.60c^ 
When coffee is shipped'to'European ports, the rate does 
not include the maritime 'freight^ and the charges' vary according to whe-
ther they are for Puertos Barrios-or for San José and Champerico. There 
is a notable difference iri the price per ton-kilometer. Thus, from £s-
cuintla to San Jose —which is a downhill trip— the rate is 16 cents per 
1/ Hereafter the sign and the term "cents" will refer to U*S. curren-





ton-kiloiaeter, tthftle the- rate from Escuintla to Puerto Barrios ;—a more 
difficult stretch of road with' steep gradients and sharp curves— is 5 
cents; from Maaatenango to Champerico it is 10 cents, while from Maza-
tenango to Puerto Barrios it is 3*9 centsc If it is assumed that the 
rates' charged to Puerto Barrios are sufficient to cover the cost of the 
• service- and the return on investment, it is obvious that the rates charged 
to the'nearer ports are excessive. Although some cost elements are fixed, 
and, therefore, independent of distance, the disparity in rates is so 
great (see Table 7)^ and the previously described' conditions of. terrain 
are so'favorable to the use of the Pacific ports, that,...while the Mis-
sion-could not carry out a detailed study of the costs, it was able to 
conclude that the guiding principle in the construction of the"rate, 
schedule has been the channeling of as much traffic as possible towards 
Puerto- Barrios»' ' 
"On the other hand, the costs and consequently the port 
charges in;San J6s'& and Champerico, are much higher than in Puerto Ba-
rriosy($5'i60 as against $2.00 per" short ton). ' ' 
'The rate on other export products.follows the same prin-
ciple, the charge per kilometer for Piierto Barrios being very low in 
comparison'to that"for'other ports. Thus, the charges for a tbn of cow-
hide's are 6,2 cents per" ton-kilometer; arid 9.5 from Escuintla to San Jo-
sd; the rate for 'cocoabeans "is 5.4 from P'atuiul de Puerto Barrios, and 
14.5; from Patuiul td San ¿osd/the rate for cotton in bales is only 3,6 
from'Retalhuieu to-Puerto Barriosj the rate 'for lead ore from Rancho to 
Puerto Barrios' is- 7, arid from' San 'Felipe to Champerico 3.1 cents per . 





Guatemala* g a i l j d ^ to Europe 
(in dollars) 
.Less-port R0R* " Gents pi 
Kms& Per ton ' charges charge ton-km. 
Guatemala-Barrios . 317 ; .2106o 2,00 19 o 60 6 c2 
Guatémala-San Jooé 120 14 »6o 5 = 60 9,00 6.6 
San.Fernando-Barrios 370 19//o 2,00 17.70 •  ' 4 . 8 
San" Fernando-San José 56 12,70 ' 5.60 7,10 10.8 
Espuintla-Barrios ,, . 390 •19.60 2.00 17.60; 5.0 
Escuintla-Sán José 42 12,60 5 c 60 7.00 16,0 
Ma.zatena,ngo-Barriqs. •.. 500 ' 21c40 2 „00 19.40 3 . 9 
Máza t ¿rango -»Champar i c o 66 14*40 5,60 . 8,80 10.0 
San Folipei-Barrios 534 21,20 2,00 19.20 3 . 6 
Soijrce:. IHCa, Division oí' G'üf ),témala, 
freight rates are not available to the public, but are a matter of agree-
ment,betwen the IRCA and the-United Fruit Company» ' In Guatemala there is 
the, opinion that. the. IRCA charges the banana company a very low rate, 
less than the cost of the service/and that consequently it has to seek 
compensation through high rates for public traffic. From the available 
data, it is not possible to determine the truth of this statement,' This 
is a special type of transportation in which there are factors which do 
not exist.in other freight movements. The cost of the service rendered 
to the United Fruit Company by the IRCA would appear to be very'low 9 In 
the first place,.the locomotives as well as the rolling stock used are 
the property.of the Compañía Agrícola de Guatemala and the loading and 
unloading of the bananas is carried out very rapidly by the specialized 
personnel of the fruit company.» IRCA*s only direct expenses are the fuel 
/consumed 
E/CN,12/35'6 . .. 
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ppnaurnod by the. iocoitotives. and the salaries of the railroad personnel* 
The ^favorable factor, in banar-a transport is that the perishable, nature 
of, this, product, requires, more rapid and. more careful service than,.other 
traffic and that the preference given to banana traffic to achieve this 
special, service causes delays in the transport of other commodities«, 
In any caso, whatever the agreed rates on banana freight, 
it may be said' that'the prevailing rates on export traffic are not ra-
tional- and>-- -in - general,- may o?; considered'high, .Import "traffic is sub-
ject to a combined rate which-,incLades railroad arid port charges. (See 
examples in "Table. 8 0) 
4 • The rates 'which the IRCA charges in Guatemala are higher 
than, those it .charges in SI Salvador • Thus, the rate for moving a. ton 
of wheat fiotfr.^rom Puerto.'Barrios to Guatemala City is 4.2 .'penis: per 
t . s > 
totí^kilometer, while the rate from Cut'uco- to San Salvador is 3°.6:,;cents; 
the rates on wheat are 5 o and 2*5> respectively, and for. cement. ¿5*. 5 
and 3»2 cents, respectively,. Part of this difference in rates-between 
the two. countries, may be due ';-to the fact, that in- Guatemala costs , are high-
er -because ' of the nature of the terrain and labor -benefits. '""According 
to. data /supplied, to" the Mission by the IRCA itselfthe train-running 
"cósts in 19.5Í was 72; cents per train" kilometer, in.the El.. S&ivador Division 
and |lo42,-: or nearly dórale, in the Guatemala .Division. (See Table 9 0) 
Consequently/'in'comparing the rates of the two countries-., the differences 
in operating costs should'be taken into account. 
On the other hand,"a considerable difference is found 
between the'' riites '"charged by the' IRCA for..',ibhe;..transportofimported prod-
ucts and those for locdl 'transport' within Guatemala. • Rates per ton-
•/Table 3 
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kilometer are lower for domestic traffic. This suggests that the import 
rates are high and that the absence of highway competition in the traf-
fic to the ports allows the company to maintain higher rates for import 
traffic than it charges for local traffic, in which it does have to com 
pete with trucking companies , 
, Table 8 
Guatemala s Rail charges for Imported products 
To' Guatemala 
(from shipboard) 
(Dollars (Cents per 
per ton) ton-Km») 
Via San José 
120 Kms. 
(Dollars (Cents per 
per'ton) ton-Km.) 
Diesel oil 15.48 5.0 9 .00 7 .5 
Gasoline I6o40 5o2 9.40 7 .7 
Kerosene 15o80 5c0 10.00 8 .3 
Wheat flour- I3o40 4 .3 • 6,50 5 .4 
Wheat 16.88 5.3 7 .20 6 .0 
Iron and steel for • . ' , 
sconstruction 20 „80 6 . 5 7 .20 6 .0 
Iron bars 1.9 e 40 6.2 7.20 6 .0 . 
Cement 17 c 20 '5 .5 6 .40 5.3 
Automobiles, assembled. Dollars per unit Dollars per unit, incluc 
unboxed 
Up to 500 cu, ft, 
from 501 to. 560 cu.ft. 
from 561 to 600 cu.ft. 
from 601 to 660 cu.ft.-
More than 661 cu0ft. 
.Unassembled, and boxed 
(up to a maximum of 8000 







R«Ra charges and wharfage 
26»80 plus 0.12 per 
100 lbs. of weight for 
wharfage (up to a maximum 
of 8000 lbs,)j 0,45 per 
100 lbs, weight in excess 




Source: IRCA, Division of Guatemala. 
a/ An extra charge of 40 dollars per unit for "heavy lift" is col-
lected in both ports, 
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Table 9 
Guatemala : International Railways of Central America 
of the cost of t r a i n operation. 
1946 « 1951 
(In thousands of dollars') 
Repair of locomotives 
Repair of cars 
Repair of coaches 
Wages of locomotive 
crews 
Fuel 
Other supplies1 for 
locomotives 
Engine house expenses 
Trainmen's wages . 
Other supplies and 
train expenses 
1946 1947 •. 1948 1949 1950 1951 
403 „4 
243 e 2 
1C309 
533,8 











































100,2 128 „9 160 »7 160.1 170,5 176.4 
T o t a l s '2;454.9 3,352,3 . : 4.475,6 . 3/761,3. 2,782.8 3,901.3 
Train-miles ' 1.869;014 2*113,92? 2,117,514 lo760,001 1.935,208 1,719*930: 
. xrair^-kilometers f 3 , 0 0 7 f 0 0 0 3,401,300 3,407*000'2.831,800 3 U 1 3 , 7 0 0 2 » 7 6 7 , 3 0 0 
Cost per train-mile($) 1,313 .1,586, , . 2 CU4, 2,137 • 1.955 2.268 
Cost per train-kilo " 1 • 
meter ($) " - -. 0.816 0,986 . 1.313 1.328 1.215 U 0 9 
• .,••''.' f 
Source: IRCA, Division of"Guatemala«' ^ 
4. ' Alr_ transport 
' -Air transport is highly important in Guatemalas in inter-
national trade as ;well ,as in. domestic traffic. The countryls internation-
al air operations, together with its domestic air service? are concentra-
• * /ted at the government 
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tod at the gevernraent-owned La Aurora air-port, which is located just 
outeide/Guatsmala^i'ty«,.. ' This airport has an attractive terminal 
Uiilding, already outgrown, and now used exclusively for international 
traffic-o There is an asphalt runway 2,1.52 by 6l meters (7,000 feet by 
200), a paved highway approach, and other installations constructed dur-
ing -the Second World Wa^-tythe United States Government as a part of 
. .... • • - • 0 
'the "Hemisphere Defense Prograra0 At the same time, this Government cons 
tructc.d two other- airports : one in San José, with an excellent asphalt 
runway 1,580 .mpters long by, 46 ( 5,-200- feet by 1-50) and another /of equal ' 
dimensions irí-Puerto Barrios0 The San José airport is not at present . 
used commercially, and the runway at Puerto Barrios, due!to lack.of .. 
maintenance, is -bè ginning to chow signs of serious depreciation... - .. 
The Empresa. Guatemalteca de Aviación (Aviate ca). .'attempted 
to establish a freight service, between. Puerto Barrios and San Salvador 
,iri the..middle^of -1952, chárgiñg 3V5'to '4 cents per pound (34 cents per 
metric ton-kilometer, equivalent to 50 cents per ton-mile)j but the IRCA 
raised considerably'the •wharfage rates 'ori; freight'destinedfor., air .trans--.; 
port-, making-it..-impossible--for A via teca to establish a- 'Regular service • 
•:The following are' the principal companies operating in-
ternational flights from La Aurora airport: 
(.a)...„.„Empresa -Guatemalteca :de Aviación- (Aviste'ca), whipp/V' " 
began major international operations in 1949 and has continued to increase 
its activities since then, above all in the transport of freight from the 
United: States» " In the'month of December 3.952 alone, Aviate ca carried more 
•than 'l60 tons (350,000 pounds) from New 'Orleans at an average rate of 1205 
• • • /cents 
E / C N . 1 2 / 3 5 6 
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cents per pound or 16 cents per metric ton-kilometer (23o-5 cents per 
-ton-mile). The company has filed an application with the United States 
Civil Aeronautics Board in the United States to establish a regular 
freight and passenger service between Guatemala and the United States, 
(b) Pan American Airways (PAA) , which began its opera-
tions in Guatemala twenty-three years ago (March 1930), and which in the 
latter part of 1951 was offering 42 passenger flights and 5 cargo flights 
per week from Guatemala City, With 4,555 arrivals arid departures, the 
PAA moved 76$ of the passengers who traveled into or out of the country 
via La Aurora airport in 1951« This airport is the principal center for 
the company* s passengers in Central America In .cargo transport, it 
moved 32$ of the merchandise arriving at or departing from La Aurora, 
(c) Taea International Airlines ('TACA), which began regular 
operations in May 1946. With 20 passenger flights'and 2 cargo flights 
per week, TACA transported 35$ of La Aurora's freight and 17$ of its pas-
' se'ngers in 1951« 
(d) 'Aerovias Sud Americanas (ASA), which began its cargo 
flights from St. Petersburg, Florida, on a charter basis in 1949 and re-
ceived a temporary certificate from the United States Civil Aeronautics-
Board in August 1952, for regular cargo service0 It transported 13$ of 
La Aurora's freight in 1951, or the same percentage as Aviateca0 About 
7$ was carried by other companies on unscheduled flights0 
'1/ In September 1950 the figures on the movement of PAA passengers 
' departing from or arriving at Central American airports were as 
follows: Guatemala 'City.., 2,112,914 passenger-miles; San Josf, 
' Costa Rica, 1,614;,2.67; Managua, 1,535>268; San Salvador, 1,103,328; 
Tegucigalpa, 564>9S60 ' 
/(e) Resort • 
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(e) Resort Air Lines, which in July 1952 initiated 
tourist .flights from New York and Miami to Guatemala City and backo 
Passenger fares charged by PAA and TACA, which were the . 
same for points served by both companies, were high in 1952$ compared 
with the fares charged in Morico and the United States 0 The rate per 
passenger-kilometer varied from 5*3 "to 5e9 cents (S,5~9a5 per passenger-
mile) and up0 Thus, the fare from Guatemala City to Mexico City is $63, 
or 5*7 cents per kilometer (9¿2 cents per mile)*—/ 
Air freight rates on large shipments of specific commodi-
ties are more reasonable than are passenger fares and compare favorably 
with those charged in other parts of the world, TACArs average rates, 
for example, on some merchandise (office equipment, machinery, household 
appliances, textiles, automobile parts, etc,), with a minimum weight' of 
100 pounds (45 kilograms), from New Orleans or Mexico City to Guatemala 
City are 20 cents per metric ten-kilometer (28 to 30 cents per ton-mile)„ 
A similar rate prevails for general merchandise weighing more than 3,300 
pounds. (l,500 kilograms")0 On the other hand,, the express charges for 
small shipments of general commodities (less than 100 lb.) "are rather 
high. 
The main problem of international air freight transport 
in Guatemala, as in all of Central America, is the scarcity of export 
1 / About-the middle-of .1952 there--was a. lo.cal strike, of the PAA employee 
in Guatemala .and many passengers made the. trip by Aviateca, Domestic 
Division, to Mala catán, near the Mexican border There they crossed 
the border and continued'on to Mexico.;City :via- the Compañía Mexicana 
de Aviación for a total fare of $36, or 3«3 cents per kilometer (5,3 
cents per mile)« The total flying time was 6-1/2 hours as against 
three1 hours and a few minutes on the direct route, 
/freight. 
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freight* In order to got a greater volume of -freight for their return 
flights^ TACA and some other companies offer extremely low rates (3 to 
" 5 cents per pound, with no limitation on volume, which is equal to 3*8 
to 6*4 cents per.metric ton-kilometer, or 5*5 to 9o3 cents per ton-mile) 
on handicraft products and .agricultural products from Guatemala, including 
bananas« However, the volume of exports of this type of production has 
not so far been sufficient to increase the return freight in any consider-
able degree,, In the matter of banana exports, in spite of the low rate 
per: unit.of weight, it appears that the principal restrictive factor is 
• overland transport to the airport rather than the air freight rates, Ba~ 
. ,-nanas are.not well .handled in truck transport and consequently run the 
risk-.-of; arriving, at• United States markets in bad condition. It is 
believed .that with a runway adequate for modern cargo planes,—near Maza-
tcnango,.for example«- and easily accesible to independent producers, a 
.substantial tonnage of bananas could be transported to United States 
markets quite economically*. 
.Coffee, which has a market value per pound several times 
.that of bananas, readily lends itself to relatively small shipments of 
, from 100 to 200 bags, suitable for modern cargo aircraft. In addition, 
there.is an accumulation of interest on the investment while coffee is in 
. transit from finea to consumer, which could be saved by air transport« It 
has boon .estimated that, in transport from-the coffee-producing region to 
Wow Orleans or to any interior point in the United States, a rate of 4 
cents per pound, equivalent to five cents per. metric ton-kilometer (7*5 
conts per ton-mile) could compete with current surface transportation* 
1 
Here, again, the- need is for suitable landing strips near the coffees 
growing areaso 
/5• Highways 
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The international movement of passengers and freight by 
highway is very limited, considering-that Guatemala has direct road con 
1 / 
nections with Mexico ~ and El Salvador, and indirect connections with 
Honduras and Nicaragua* This is probably due, in the first place, to 
the inferior quality of the roads, arid also to the administrative and 
custorris 'delays which beset international traffic0 There are very few 
•'•'operators in the country "which engage in traffic with the neighboring 
countries". The most" important of these is Rutas Lima,Service, which 
•operates an efficient fleet of seventeen modern buses running to El Sal 
••vador'arid Tapachula and will soon put four more into' operation. ' 
'The transport of import and export commodities by highway 
has-not:yet achieved the 'importance it should have in Guatemala in view 
of 'the -favorable conditions which exist there for its development. The 
• production 'Centers and markets'are located at short distances from the 
ports and from bordering countries. Also, in addition to the air traf-
fic mentioned above, several streams of international traffic come to-
gether in Guatemala: (a) trade with the west coasts of Mexico, the 
United States,'and'Central and South America'via the Pacific is carried 
on through the-Guatemalan ports of San Jos£ and Champerico (apart from 2/ 
.the'traffic, which passes-through the Panama Canal);*" (b) through Puer-
to Barrios'y-on 'the Atlantic, pass the exports and imports' to and from the 
1/ . To.'Tapachula> which, is reached' by the Ferrocarriles Nacioriales de Md-
xico. 
.2/ This" traffic consists in products coming from the eastern'coast of the 
United States and from Europe as well as the small volume of articles 
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eastern United States and Mexico; (c) Guatemala's overland trade with 
El Salvador, Mexico, Nicaragua and Honduras passes across the Salvadorean 
and Mead.can borders» 
The limitations imposed.by the private companies' combined 
system of maritime navigation, economic and administrative control of 
the ports, and rail transport, have deprived highway transport in Guate-
mala of importance and drained it of vitality. If this situation had 
not existed, Guatemala would not only have a much greater volume of high-
way transport, but also, as a result of the competition which would have 
developed, it would enjoy lower operating costs and lower freight rates 
in general, especially for overland transport. 
In spite of the existing difficulties, there is a relative-
ly active movement by highway for purposes of international commerce. Of 
the present highways, those which are important to this commerce are: the 
Pacific Highway (Guatemala City-San Jos-d) j the Inter-American Highway; 
National Route No* 6W of the Coastal Highway (Escuintla-Ayutla); National 
Route No, 4 (Guatemala City-Puerto Barrios) and National Route No, 22, 
(a) Pacific Highway (Guatemala City-San Josd). This route, which is 
probably the most important in the country, begins 4 kilometers from Gua-
temala City, and connects the capital with Escuintla and the port of San 
Josd on the Pacific coast. It covers a distance of 105 kilometers and is 
also designated National Route No, 3,. It-is parallel to the railroad . 
line and, with the recent completion of the 19 kilometer stretch between 
Palln and ©srci&ntla,^ it is now completely asphalt-paved. The construc-
l7 This stretch on February ,21,. 1953.The 
cost of construction for the 19 kilometers plus .3 additional kilometers 






tion specifications for this r'oute considered a total thickness of 26• 5: 
25 centimeters for the base, to be of select material, graded sand,' stone 
chips and asphalt; and a wearing surface of small broken stone 1«5 centi-
meters thicko The width-of the paved section is 6 meters, and the shoul-
ders 1 to 2o5 motors» The road has good horizontal and vertical align-
ment, easy curves, good visibility, and gentle gradients, although in 
some stretches near Villariueva the gradient reaches approximately 10$» 
Almost all the bridges are wide and sturdy, the narrowest being that of 
Villalobos, with a width of only 4.40 meters« The specifications permit 
the development of a very active commercial traffic, which is rapidly 
increasing, not only because it is used for the transport of import prod-
ucts in particular and of export products to a lesser degree,., but also 
because it passes through a &ono of considerable importance .in agricultural 
and livestock production and joins the coastal highway, which is highly 
" " ' " 1/" Important to this region*- Guatemalan officials have, stated that the 
government will increase the port facilities at San Josd so that road 
transport operators will be able to handle more rapidly and in largdr 
quantities the freight moved through the port. In some sections, begin-
ning at kilometer 10 and at kilometer 18, the pavement of this highway is 
deteriorating appreciably, , .. , 
(b) Inter-American Highway (IAH)„ This route, .construction of which 
began in 1945> has a total length of 5,10 kilometers and runs from.north-
west to southeast,; from El Occtal (Mexican bbrder) to San Cristobal (Sal-
vadorean border)« The present state of each section of this highway 
varies considerably? : .(See-Table 10o) 
1/ See Section ill, point 2 (c) of this chapter, pe65, 
.; :.; . /The initial 
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The initial 40 kilometer section, running along the Mexi-
can border, has riot yet been constructed® This constitutes the only ob-..• 
stacle to permanent traffic in the entire region between United States and 
the northern border of Costa £ica0 Of the part already constructed, only 
79 kilometers are paved® Of the remaining 390 kilometers, almost all of 
sections 2 and 3 (kilometer 303 - Sampango), covering a distance of 265 
kilometers, needs to be relocated because of its bad horizontal and verti-
cal .alignment and because it is of insufficient width in many stretchese 
About 60$ of section 6 •.kilo.nr.ater 22-Asuncidn Mita), already -relocated 
should be constructed according to the new alignment» 
: " Table 10 . . . ' 
Guatemala: • Pre^?;^ sections of. .the 
Intc:>^Am.nrloan H1 í 
Section Rms„ Presdnt conditio! 
Moldean border-kilometer 3^3 40.:: . Impassable 
2. Kilometer 303-San Cristóbal 122 All-weather road 
3. San Cristóbal-Sumpango 143 ,. • • • • ..... All-weather road 
4. Sumpango-Guatemala City 37 ' Paved 
5. Guatemala City-Kilometer 22 23 . • • ; Paved. 
6, . Kilometer 22-Asunciín Mita 126 "' All-weather road 
7. Asunción Mitd-Kilometer 160 • 13- Paved 
,8. Kiloaeter l60~Salvadorean bordar 6 ' Paved 
Total 510-
Source: Data gathered directly by 'Transport Mission«,, 
From the beginning",' in 1945j until June 1951* during which 
period Guatemala received technical and-economic aid from' the United 
States, grading work was' carried "out over 186 kilometers65 kilometers 
were paved and 605 linear feet of bridges were, built6 ..The investment 
/therein 
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therein was $.9o9 million, of which, the United States contributed $6 mil- -
lion and 'Guatemala the remainder 0 
Prom July 1951 through June 1952, the Guatemalan govern-
ment carried out by itself 2 kilometers of grading, 16 of paving, 10 of 
'base, and placing of select material in another 10* Minor road maintenace 
work was also performed®. The investment in this period was $540,0000 In 
brief, the .total cost of the Inter-American Highway as of June 1952 had 
boon *$10o3 million0" According to information received by the Mission in. 
October 1952, the completion of this highway would require the relocating 
of 23Q kilometers, the clearing of 800 hectares of forest, the movement 
of 11,400,000 cubic meters of earth for grading, 24,800 linear meters of 
drainage and the construction' of 3,708 linear feot of bridges, in ad-
.dition to the considerable joD of paving, structural excavation, and 
the building of structures0 The estimated cost is approximately $25 mil-
lion, For completion of tlie initial stretch of the Inter-American High-
way^ including bridges and -drainage structures,'an estimated total of ap-
proximately' $3«5 million would be required. 
In spite of the. fact „that Guatemala's foreign trade with 
the Central American countries has not yet.attained any considerable 
volume, most of the interregional exports and imports for the last five 
years have b£en moved by surface transportation, and with the exception 
of a few commodities —cement, some cattle^ a small quantity of lumber 
and others—; moved by rail, almost all'the .commodities exported to or 
imported from the Central American countries (including Panama) have been 
transported by highway. It is therefore obvious thdt the Inter-Amorican 
Highway has "acquired''-great- importance in the region, despite the. fact that 
/it has not 
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it has not been-.Goir^eted. iii Guatemala, Costa "Rica, and' Panama and is 
.. r.ot yet completely '.paved in El Salvador' and Honduras, where it is near-
.ly finishedo The'-uncompleted 40-kilometer Initial section from the Me-
xican-Guatemalan border is not only depriving Guatemala and the other 
..Central American- countries of valuable overland trade xvith the United 
States and Mexico but is also cutting them' off from a very important 
stream of tourist trade0 It is'estimated that no less than 10$ of the 
; tourists who.visit- Mexico each year could be attracted to Guatemala by 
highway, a- figure which Would represent 10 to 15 million dollars per 
- year« 
Negotiations for an agreement on economic and technical 
cooperation between the United States and Guatemalan governments for 
purposes of'.continuing the construction of the Inter-American Highway 
werq.-jinterrupted, some months': ago, 
(c) . National.Route No.,: Bl of. • the Coastal Highway' (Escuintla-Ayutla). This 
route is at present a part of the Coastal Highway, which is described be-
lQW.^/-vjt: connects, thê - capital- with Ayutla, a river port on the Mexican 
b9rder,-;And̂ fiby.. a brkrrcĥ roaH'i -wi't'ft"Ci'c6s,: "a'minor "Guatemalan port on the 
. Pacific, This:.\ro the" importation" from Mexico of silk 
and cotton fabrics, pewter articles, chinaware, agricultural and industrial 
machinery, .gasoline;, kerosefte^ - Diesel'oilj .etc, . Formerly some foodstuffs 
were exported via-this-rdad^ - • - \ ._.y:. . 
Construction- oftheCbastal Highway '..will, greatly stimulate 
"international-.traffi^-^thrbugh:iAyiitla, ;.v;V v *•. : 
1/; See point 2 (c/ of• Sect^oiT:ili 6'f this; chapter, p, 6.50 : •. . ' 
/d) At J antic 
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d> At/iantic. Highway (G^emala^i^Puerto- Barrios).-' National Route ' 
Nci^Jt. Guatemala has given major importance to the construction of this 
route:, which will .connect the capital and the interior of the country 
with, the Atlantic coast.and,. particularly, with the vital point of Puerto 
Barrios,, which- is now reached only by rail. The government decided to 
construct- this, road in view of the ever-increasing activity of the port 
— a fundamental element in the country1s economy— and with the object 
of benefiting the country as a whole through the lower'passenger fares 
and freight rates which are expected*to result from highway passenger 
and freight transport to and from the port,- The benefits to be expected 
from, this road would be'considerably greater if, by branch roads or in 
some, other way, it could be made to cover a màximum area beyond that-
served by the .railroad. The highway will be first class and will 
have a total length of 318 kilometers. It will run parallel to the rail-
road line between its terminal points. Its approximate' cost w-ill be 
about 20 million dollars,.-/ , • 
There are already in existence. 219 kilometers of 'a llw 
weather road,,, running between Guatemala1 City".and thè point called Los 
Amates, , The locating of.this stretch was deficient: bad horizontal-and 
1/ The. specifications are as follows: • (a) maximum gradient, • 7$; (b) 
road surface width, 6,70 meters; (c) width including shoulders, 
11,00 meters; (d) maximum degree of horizontal curves in moun-
tainous country, 20 degrees; (d) maximum speed specifications for 
mountainous country, 45 kilometers per hour, 
2/ According to the. estimate of the Comisión de la Carretera del Atlán 
tico (Atlantic Highway Commission) which supplied these data to the 
Mission, the net cost per kilometer is 4P to 45 thousand dollars on 
a basis of the average unit cost of the different sections of the 
Inter-American Highway y The experience gained in the construction . . 
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vertical alignmentshort tangents, numerous curves (some'sharp), low 
visibility, gradients of more than 6% in some sections and 
•varying widths (very narrow in some parts). Although it is- an al'I-weafch-
er road,' in order to adapt it for use as a part of the new highway it 
will be necessary to make a complete readjustment of its location, and 
to effect many improvements on the sections which can be renovated» An 
estimated three years will be needed for the completion of the highway, 
beginning in 1953o Approximately one-sixth of the job has now been 
completed0 
(®) National Route No. This road, which is described below 2/ con-
• nqcts Guatemala City with Puente Talisman, on the Mexican border, ' Puen-
i . ....., 
• te. Talismán is connected by a 25 kilometer asphalt highway with Tapachula, 
• a Mexican town of relative importance in production and commerce. The 
greater part- of the commodities imported from "Mexico via Tapa chula is 
moved by rail to Tapachula and from there, along National Route No, 1, 
through Malacatán, La Union, Qüezaltonango, etc«, to Guatemala City and 
vicinity,. 
- Even should the Inter-American Highway be completed in the 
near future, National Route Noa 1 would continue to be important, especial-
ly-the Totonicapán-Quezaltonango-San Marcos-Malacatán-Puente Talismán sec-
tion,; due to..its double character as a channel for the"development of • 
1/ As of November 30, 1952, the following work had been completed: ..(a) 102 
.. kilometers of right of way clearedj (b) grading•• of 59 kilometers and re 
placement of 1,857*000 cubic meters of material; (c) 84,000 linear me-"" 
,, ; ters. of..drainage.,, Two bridges and six culverts had been completed, ana 
five more bridges and two moro culverts were under construction* Expend-
itures. through October 32.,. 1952 wore $7 o 24 million,* of which 3o9 mil-
lion had been spent for mechanical and construction equipment0 
-2/ See point. 2. (d)., Section III of this chapter, page 710 
/international 
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int.erxiational: commerce, and for the stimulation of the economic develop— ^ * 
ment of the. region«;. 
(f). National .Route No0 22« This highway, which is at present being im-. 
proved, and completed along itr- last stretch near the La Pas River, will 
soon be joined with the Ah'iachapcin-Las Chinamas~Rip de 'la Paz highway 
in El Salvador and. will form a new link in international communication. 
I I I . Means of Transport for Domestic Economic Activity 
Transportation in Guatemala is basic to its domestic 
economic activity and to the promotion of a greater development of the 
country1s economy0 In the more densely populated part of the country, 
to the south of a line which can be drawn from Huehuetenango to Cobdn 
and Lake Izahal, the existing routes of transportation are inadequate, 
and transportation costs are very high. There arc many localities which 
are isolated from the rest of the country within this zone. In the nor-
thern part of the country, where the population is still relatively small 
but where there are possibilities of considerable economic activity, there 
are practically no roads at all. 
.There .is a. great disproportion between the zones of pro-
duction and the zones of.consumption of the basic articles of food. For 
example, five departments of the northern and northwestern parts of Guate-
mala — S a n Marcos, Huehuetenango, Quiche, Alta Verapaz and Baja Verapaz—-
produce 40$ of the corn crop. (See Table 11,) The excess production of 
these departments makes up. for the deficiency in the.zone.of greatest 
consumption, which comprises the City and Department of Guatemala and 
/four- other 
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four .other departments of the highland area, together containing one-
third, of the country5s population0 Almost half of the production of 
beans comes from seven departments in the northeastern and southeastern 
, zone which form an arc around-"the Department of Guatemala, and the ex- . 
cess production of.these zones is consumed in the Department of Guatema-
,la0 More, than 80$ of the.rice crop is produced'in the Pacific coastal 
area., .from which the rest of the country is supplied, 
• Table 11 
1 Guatemala:' Production of Various Foodstuffs 
(in metric tons) 
Department .;' Cor:a Braas Víheat Sorghum Panela a/ Sugar 
Total 368,993 22,300 16,350 9,701 33,907 34,808 
Guatemala 15,756 1,195 271 5Ö9 1,611 
. El Progreso •: 2,937 ..209 ; ' • 13 15 725 
Sacatepcíquez 5,666 46O — — . . 957 
; Chiraaltenango 17,893 1,044 1,594 • 8 ; 6 1,276 
Escuintla 19,403 341 — — 25,741 9,446 
Santa Rosa .' 16,212: 2,084- 11 355 23 4,241 
Solola 7,609 460 1,073 - — • — >i 1 . . 525 
TotonicapAn 6,2 58 252 2,064 — 
Quezaltenango 23,882 366 4,537 — ™ 2,028 
Suchitepéquez 13,843 110 — 3 6,550 • 3 >842 
Retalhuleu 21,096 100. 2 1 . 957 2,585 
San Marcos 29,754 1,174 4,540 3 3 1,072 
Huehuetenango •37,977 • 1,228 2,212 2 4 1,178 
Quiche 28,420 1,420 244 194 1,038 
Baja Verapaz 12,168 580 ...2 . ... 893 3 • 965 
Alta Verapaz 39,828 1,796 2 .1 502 
Peten . , 4,063 242 — 224 
Izaba! -10,346 . '791 • 2 —— 
Zacapa ' . 8^405 .. 878 43 1 965 
Chiquimula 14«109 2,096 ,— 1,317 3 733 
Jalapa: 12^638 1,302 61 152 2 382 
J utiapa 20^660 4,172 6 6,445 8 513 
Source: Agricultural and Livestock Census, 1950 (Censo agropecuario)0 




y.:... . , Almost the whole of the production of sugar comes from 
the •Departments of Escuint'la and Suchitepequez, in the Pacific zone,, 
and is transported to the capital and other urban centers of consump- *• s 
.1/ 
t̂ipn.a _ The production of ̂ ¿MBJJii^ also highly concentrated on the Pa-
cific coast ? gives rise to an even more spread-out transportation move-̂ . 
• meht :tp': the;rural areas of the highlands. 
This movement of goods from zones of production to those 
of consumption requires modern«, plentiful and cheap means of transporta-
tion to take the place of those now in use, which frequently are among 
the most, prjjnitive in Central America, A sizeable proportion of the prod-
ucts-- of small-scale farming and of Indian handicrafts arc carried to 
^ / market on the backs of the neeapaleros.^ with a resulting waste of human 
- • . . . . . .„„ mr ^fcr. «111 J»*— J « n w » r ^ 
energy*. In some regions neither transportation by road nor even by 
donkey ov muleback is used; men with loads on their backs cover distances 
up to 200 kilometers,' that require fourteen days of travel, including 
the return trip. 
There are three principal moans-of transportation for 
domestic commerce: railroads, roads and highways,.and. air transport, 
•••To these can be added, on a smaller scale, transportation on inland 
waterways, both rivers and lakes, . 
. !• Railroads 
As wa!s seen in pbint l.of Section II- of'/this chapter, the 
1/ Unrefined loaf sugar * , 
2/ Porters, or bearers of,merchandise,-are called mecapaleros, a name 
f IB I'll IIIIII g i u I -• M t̂ « I * « — / 
derived from mecapal, which is a/leather band use.d.t.o hold up the 
.load by /suspending it from the forehead of the bearer. 
/ r a i l r o a d s , 
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.railroadsparticularly, the. IRCA ''"provide daily freight and passenger 
.service, a^png tte entire length of their lines. In 1951 the volume of 
.local.freight hauled was 301/795 tons (36 million ton-kilometers), com-
pared with an overall total volume of 945*344 tons (23O million ton-
kilometers) 0 (See Table 12®) . The ton-kilome.ters,:hauled. in local runs 
represent lb% of the.total0 The number of.passengers carried in 1951 
was 3,800^000^ practically the same number as in, each, of ...the . three previous 
yearsa In 194-6 the railroads carried 4 million passengers.. The decrease 
is attributed to the growing.competition from passenger buses. 
• . ^ . .Unlike export -arid, import freight shipments.) local ship-
'merits, are' .sUbjb<sf"to"-Icilome'ter-ra't'e's"'wKieh"incrê TS'e'"In direct proportion 
to the- •distance* This favors short hauls, which normally have a higher 
operating cost since the terminal charges have to bo divided , into a smal-
ler -number of'kilometer's® Rates per ton-kilometer are generally somewhat 
higher in the Atlantic' District than in therP.ac:ific (seo Table 12), prob-
ably because'competition from trucking is'groater in the latter district.—^ 
Freight'rates for local shipmdntls''are' in general a little 
above those"charged by" the IRCA in El Salvador, fNevertheless, bearing 
in^mind what has already been said about differences in''co'Sts,the Gua-
temalan rates can'-bc'- considered high, but not excessive. 
Pa'ssenger service is deficient, especially;with regard 
to speed. The daily passenger train, first class, makes1 the' run from 
Puerto Barrios tovGuatemala City in 9 hours and 40'minutes, and the return 
1/ " Guatemala City is the''dividing the two 'districts. 
2/' See'before;, p]?o : 
• '"'' • ' ; '.';; /trip in 8 
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trip in 8 hours and 15 minutes, or at average speeds of 33 -and 49 kilo-
meters per hour, respectively, Even taking into account the winding, 
route and the relatively .large number of stops, there is not,doubt that 
those speeds can be junprcved, particularly through the use of Diesel 
traction« Present passenger rates are kept within the limits set by 
the concession; that is, 3 cents per mile in first class, and 1,5 
cents in second class (approximately 2 cents and 1,. cent per kilometer, 
respectively)9 
Table 12 
Guatemalas Railroad freight rates for local traffic a/ 
Atlantic District Pacific Distric" 
CcL, b-/ L,C0L0jc/ C. L:. L.C.L. 
Ton~Knw Ton-Km. Ton-Km 
Córri 3.0 3.7 2.75 3.4 
Fertilizers 2.5 3.7 2.5 3i4 
Raw cotton 5c0 6.2 ' 4,5 6.2 
Husked rice 3.7 • » "II 3.4 — 
"' Less than 95 miles 5.6 4.5 
More, than 95 miles . 4.5 . • — 3.7 
Lime 3.1 5.0 2.5 
Guatemalan cement 3»7 3.4 _ 
Beans 3«7 3.7 
Honey . 3.7 „ 3r? — ' 
Bricks of all kinds 3*7 5.0 2.8 2,8 
SaWn wood or logs- Special rates . 2.5 4.5 
















Source; Transport Mission, on data supplied by the IRCA,. 
Notes• The. concession contract which the IRCA enjoys fixes the follow-
ing maximum rates: freight, 20 cents per ton-mile, or 12,-5 cents 
per short ton-kilometer; passengers, 3 cents per mile in 1st 
class and 1,5 in 2nd class, or 2 cents and 1 cent per kilometer, 
respectively, 
a/ These rates are given in cents per short ton per kilometer, and 
those corresponding to livestock in cents per car-kilometer, 
b/ C,L, Car load 
c/ L.CoL. Less than car load. 
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The" total extension of the roads of Guatemala is ap-
• • ••prosdmat'ely 6^500 -kilometers« Of these, only some 4>300 kilometers are 
all-weather roads<> and only*33'0 are paved/ In many cases the location 
and distribution of the roads has not been planned on a technical and 
economic basis which'would provide cheap and efficient commercial trans-
• portation, and-':at the same time would connect the different departamental 
: capitals 3 Added to this are the mountainous terrain and the difficult 
'. . climatic'conditions of the country, which mean high construction costs 
•• •"'and very advanced construction techniques; as a-result there is an ex-
tensive but inadequate- road system, upon which transportation costs are 
very high, 
Guatemala shews a ratio of one kilometer of roads of all 
kinds for every 462 inhabitants, compared with one kilometer for every 
249 inhabitants in El Salvador0 There is one kilometer of all-weather 
road for every 704 inhabitants, while in El Salvador there is one kilo-
meter for every 1,280 inhabitantsc There are sixty linear meters of 
roads of all kinds, and 39 meters of all-weather roads per square kilo-
meter of territory* In El Salvador there are 366 linear meters of 
roads of-all kinds, and 72 meters of all-weather roads pér square kilo-
. meter, 
. . -'/;':.:; • Guatemala's road system'is-shown in Appendices I, II and 
1/ In .the Rational-Route system there are .3*300 kilometers..•&£ all-weather 
roads,. and 440. kilometers of dry-weather roads; in .the.. Departmental 
and Municipal systems there, are 1,065 and 1,730 kilometers of the same 






Ill at the end of this chapter« The total length and the passable 
sections of the National Routes are indicated in the first of these 
•tables; the lengths of the Departmental and Municipal roads are indi- . 
catea in the second; and the road density and kilometer distances of 
all-weather roads by departmentare indicated in the third* 
Most of the reads are located in the central plateau, 
the region of greatest population density, The central belt, com-
prising the Departments of San Marcos, Quézaltenango, Totonicapán, 
Sololá, Chimaltenango, Sacatepáquez, and Guatemala.possesses 37$ of 
the all-weather roads of the entire country; and if. one adds to this, 
the narrow belt of roads, in the contiguous zone of the Departments of 
Santa Rosa, Escuintla9 Suchitepdquez and Retalhuleu, then this limited, 
central zone possesses 54$ oí the above totals The three departments 
which have the highest satio of roads área are Sacatepáquez, Chimalte-
nango and Guatemala, which occupy the central part of the plateau re-
gion, On the other, hand,, the extensive Efepartments of Alta Verapaz 
and Quiché together have more than 16$ of the country's all-weather 
roads. The Departments of Petánand Izabal, which are the territorial 
divisions of greatest areaP have but 0,6$ of the country's roads, 
(a) Inter-American Highway0 . This highway runs through the Departments 
of Huehuetenango, Quazaltenango, Totonicapán, Sololá, Chimaltenango, 
Sacatepéquez, Guatemala, Santa Rosa, and Jutiapa, Heavy inter-depart-
III y I, II .1.1 • — !•,•>—. <'-u.:r «, I 1 1 , . , I . - l - . i 
1/ To describe the read system, the following classifications, in-part 
similar '.to those used by the. Bureau of Roads of Guatemala have been-
•adopted: (a) National Routes, and Departmental and Municipal Ro'ads, 
according- to their importanceQ (b) Rbutes in continuous' year-round 
use? and those used only in the dry season, according to their con-
dition 0 
/mental traffic 
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mental traffic is carried on along the Inter-American Highway, despite 
the fact that trucks operate at high cost due to the deficiencies of 
the highway0 Since this is also an international route its de scrip-
• j/ 
tion has been given before 
f. . . . . 
(b) Pacific Highway (Guatemala Ci^z-San, Josd) e The main features of 
this road have already been jteesribed ' From Guatemala Citjr. to the en-
virons of San Jose, there are numerous national and privately-owned 
farms where coffee, sugar caue, corn, beans, tobacco, fruit, livestock, 
etc, are raised, both for export and domestic consumption,. There is a 
considerable density of traffic on this route, largely of the heavy com 
mercial type, 
.•(c) -Coastal Highway^ This highway comprises the greater part of the 
National Routes designated 6M and 63, which are at present .all-weather 
routes from Escuintla as far as Ajoitla to the west, and as far as Chiqui 
.mulilla to the-eastv In the future it is hoped ;to extend it from Chiqui-
« ^ 
mulilla as far as Pijije on the Salvadorean' border,' a sectiorV now 
traversed by a dry-weather road,•• This constitutes one of tĥ : trunk routes 
of major importance, for the country, since, besides; its link'with a neigh-
boring country, it passes through a farming region of'large-production 
and ample potentialities'.for'development, • •r' 
. At the present time 111 kilometer's of this; highway are 
paved (from Chiquimulilla to Popoy^, via Escuintla.)and other sections 
1/ See Section II, point 5 (b)™of this chapter> p« 52. 
2/ See above Section II, point 5 (a) of this chapter, p,551o 
'¿J See above Section II, point 5 (c) of this chapter, P«55o 
/are being 
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are being graded and graveled** From Popoyá, Route 6W continues through 
Patulul, Cut san,' Sañ Antonio, Suchitepéquez, San Bernardino, Mazatenango, 
and.Cuyatenango0 From here it branches off to San Andrés, San Martin, 
and .Santa ;Cruz Mulúa, continuing to Retalhuleu, from where it goes on to 
El Acintal and Coloraba, and thence to Coatepeque, Pajapita, and Ayutla* 
Along the whole stretch from Popoyá, the highway has defective alignment, 
/ « / y 
varying.width, excessive and sharp curves, gradients of more than 6%, 
and poor visibility, and there are numerous rivers and streams lacking 2/ 3/ 
bridges- or'culverts, or with bridges either very narrow 4f- or inpoor 
condition,most of which will have to be rebuilt*. 
17 Some even exceed 10$; like the hill of Amatón, three. kilometers fròm 
Popoy£, which exceeds 12$ j or the one 6 kilometers from there, which 
reaches 14$; or the hill of La Ermita, with as much as 16$ gradient 
and sharp curves® 
2/ (a) From Fopoyd to Patulul four bridges must be built (including one 
on the way out of Patulul.) and one rebuilt; (b) between Patulul and 
. San Miguel Pan5n seven are in very bad condition and should be made : 
'into permanent structures: (c);between Nahualate* and Mazatenango nine 
b̂ridges in bad repair should be replaced; (d) betwean Mazatenangp^and 
Ócosito nineteen permanent bridges will have tó be built. 
(a) two kilometers from1 Escuintla there is a small bridge . with a- span 
of no more than four meters, and only 380 meters wide; (b) the Panta-
león River bridge- is only 480 meters wide and has a span of- 28.meters 
and a wooden floor which must be replaced with one òf a permanent 
. material:/, (c) thè Pan^n River bridge is only 290 meters wide, and ,spans 
I1S0 meters. 
y (a) The- Brcyvo E:ì ver bridge needs repairs. One of its bases, is being, 
undermined and destroyed by the erosive actiori of the river; to . ; 
prevent this, the river should be diverted into its original course; 
(b) the Nahualate River bridge, which was previously dèstroyed, 
should.bo relocated1 in accordance with the projected route of,the . . 
new highway; (c) the Pan£n River..bridge.-mentiònèd-in' the 'previous 
footnote-, also; needs1 répàir on its pier bases, which are badly under-
mired; (d) the suspension bridge over the same Nahualate River (110._ 
meters lcr,g)9 wr-ich was finished recentlyjin 1952)-, has; a .Sharp 
curve on its approach which should.beveliminated.-'̂  . 




At.the present time the Bureau of Roads is working on 
the Nahualate-Mazatenango-Retalhuleu-Ocosito section, which has an ap-
proximate distance of 37 kilometers. The agricultural region through 
which.this section of the route passes has undergone considerable de-
velopment in the last ten years. The principal, products - of San Anto-
nio Suchitepequez and vicinitj^ are coffee and sugar cane,. Sugar cane 
cultivation has.been intensified through private initiative and the co 
operation of the producers for,the modernization,of the large refinery 
at Palo Gordo, which it is hoped will produce some 300,000.quintals of 
sugar in 1954., and reach 500,000 subsequently. The transportation of 
sugar and of . other products ,is at present carried out .by railroad from 
the nearby stations at Mazatenangp and San Antonio. Products for ex-
port, like Coffee are.3hipped from this region to Puerto Barrios, The 
construction of the. paved Coastal Highway (with first-class features) 
and of feeder roads will permit traffic to reach it immediately as a 
result of more efficient' and rapid transport service, and also of a pos 
sible reduction in the present level of freight rate, which is enforced 
by the railroad.-
From Mazatenango to Retalhuleu, and from the latter place 
to Coatepeque, where the projected route deviates from National Route 6W, 
there is a great deal of work,to..be done, ,and the cost of the highway 
will be high. But the agricultural and foresty resources, of this 
U The government-engineers in charge of this project estimate that 
between Masatenango and Retalhuleu, where the job of grading will 
not be of major proportions, the cost will be at least $25,000 per 
kilometer, and that between Retalhuleu--and Coatepeque, -where earth 
vi;' '.moving-as•-wfell-as drainage-will be considerable, it will cost about 
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;reg£o.ny :which.:are at present' acquiring great importance, justify the 
work".and -'expenditure« 
••• , . I f the Coatepeque area,-where there are" about twenty 
nationalgovernment) farms a/ad many private' ones, approximately 300,000 
quintals'' of -coffee-, are harvested annually,which-.are : shipped out by 
rail, 20$ to, Champerico and 80% to Puerto Barrios.In-'-addition, cotton, 
corn, :bearis, and livestock ;are- raised, and if prices are favorable, 
there' are great possibilities for increasing production- for; shipping 
outside of the region. . "••"o^ 
1 , Several all-weather roads and many seasonal-routes fan 
out from Mazatenango, Retalhuleu, Coatepeque and" other' towns located 
on this highway .or near.it, They constitute an important^.oad network. 
This network-.makes ..possible today, albeit somexfhat"'inefficiently, the 
intercommunication.of the departments of Suchitepequez, Retalhuleu, Que-
: zaltenango, and- San Marcos, and of the highland'and1 semi-tropical re-
gions and the ports and inlet's of the Pacific cocist: 0c6s, Champerico, 
Playa Grande,.e,tc.; ^ , ' - * '; - •.•.- y •; 
•, National Route 6E, now finished and paved from Escuintla 
through Taxiaco and Guazacap;ari' to Chiquimulilla, passesethrough a very 
'important^farming, and livestock-praising area. Its' feattii*es are similar 
•to those of the Pacific Route on the paved section,' but the new pavement 
is deteriorating badly betweeh-Giiazacap,5rx,a(nd Ta-xis.c.o,.and needs immediate 
;and; dostly-repairs. Between Chiquimulilla r̂id'''.0Srrito5 there is a badly 
1/ The population of the' city itself is about 9,000, and of the entire 
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.maintained •all-weather.road of inferior- quality, . Between Cerritos and 
, Pijije -there is merely a very inadequate "summer" (dry-weather) road, 
The road linking Chiqiiimulilla with Guilapa (50 kilometers) is an all-
weather one, but 'it.is. of v e r y , bad quality and in such a bad state of 
repair, that, a- total -reconstruction and relocation will probably be re-
quired o - , • 
; .. , ;The construction' of the Coastal Highway, to .first-class 
specifications, is:-.one of the most important projects that the Quaterna 
Ian government ha:s; under way at present, since it has the essential- pur 
..pope of promoting economic development and transporting important farm-
ing, livestock, and forest products from the southern region of the 
.country, • 
- ..- Another-.important government pro ject, tò be started in 
1953 > is the construction .of a first-class'highway to .connect Quesdlte-
, nango and Retalhuleu with the port of Champerico, The idea' behind this 
•project to move a part of the imports and exports/to-and from the 
highland zone through Champerico, thus cutting-down.the.inland mileage, 
...reducing the region's dependence, upon Puerto Barrios, and stimulating 
t.economic development-. Despite the.obvious advantages that would be: 
.derived from reducing the inland' transport- milea,ge' for. exports -.and im-
ports by more than 70% —through the use of the ports, of .San Jose' or 
.-.Champerico instead .of..Puerto Barrios— it must nevertheless be.borne in 
mind that the port facilities and capacity of Puerto Barrios are superior 
to those of the Pacific ports, and that the Atlantic port} s .loading, „and 
;unloading charges are lower, .Furthermore, the maritime freight'rates 
from San José or Champerico to, the. Atlantic ports of the ̂ United-'States 
/are generally 
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are generally higher than from Puerto Barrio's«^ These factors must 
therefore be taken into -account in calculating- possible savings from 
road transport. They are part of the general problem of railroad 
2/ 
freight rates and port charges referred to above 
Although there are many local farm to market roads 
throughout the region crossed by National Route 6W, which are used 
for bringing out the products to be transported mainly by the IRCA, 
operating costs are generally very high, For instance, there is. a 
road 17 kilometers long from the "Moca" farm to the nearest railroad 
station, which is used to transport the 6,500 quintals of coffee pro-
duced there. The transportation charge is no .less than $0.10 per quin 
tal, even though the upkeep of the greater part of the road is the re-
sponsibility of the farm owners« Thus the ton-kilometer costs $0,13. 
This example is typical of many, farms on this route and on others 'in 
•the country. The main problem is the poor quality of the secondary and 
farm róads, their poor maintenance, and the fact that there are still 
not nearly enough of them, ' • . 
. The-construction of the Coastal Highway will encourage 
the building of new"and better secondary and farm roads connecting with 
it. Also, when highway transportation in thè "region is in' a position to 
compete with railroad, the latter will be encouraged to reduce its freight 
charges and there will bo inducement to build new farm roads connecting 
with the railroad lines0 
1/ This difference reaches its maximum for coffee:. $14000 a ton. from Puer 
to Barrios, and $21o00 from the Pacific portseThis fact alone wou.ld be 
enough to.prevent any coffee from being exported- from, the Pacific ports, 
2/ See Section II, point 3, pp..39-44. 
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•(d)' "--Nátlbrial Route No. -Guatemala. -Glty-Puente Talismán).*^ This route 
was considered' .the ftiost important one in the country before construction 
bnthe Inter-American Highway was begun, and some parts of ..it have been 
• incorporated in the international highway,, At the present time- certain 
stretches 'are being used provisionally (Totonicapán-Los Encuentrosj So-
lolá'-Godínes;' Patsdn-Patzicía) while the location for ;the new highway 
is -completed, ' With an extension of 314 kms, passable the year .round, 
this highway connects the capital ('Chimaltenañgo¡:¡Sololá,,TotonicSpán, 
Quezaltenango, and San Marcos)» It. traverses regions of •economic.iivaluë, 
•and-has-an established heavy commercial, traffic, •.'in:spite-;ofr:high,toper-
ating costs,' This highway-1 s.prédominant, characteristics are the: follow-
ing: poor horizontal and vertical :alighment, numerous sharp curves, many 
gradients of more than 6$, up to 13$ in some places, poor visibility, 
•varying-widths,. some/.very narrow sections, and inadequate grading> rol-
- larig f tod''stirfacirig, .v- •,•:..-•:.. 
:5(.á).í;./.]̂ aíionál:R.oute':.fe 5' (Petên Access Highway),' This';road, to link 
' th©: Departments. of -Guatemala: and Bajá and Alta Verapaz,, -is considered 
tb have-great -possibilities as. a-.means of penetrating the Petán,,.:-Only 
310 km's, are of all-weather1 road, starting at the-capital .'city-and reach-
ing phápultepec/ in 'Alta' 'Verapaz, In general, the: vertical arjd horizontal 
-•alignment' ¿s pdórj it has many .unnecessary-' curves, /some of .them, very 
• sharp; there: is poor' -visibilityy.;and inclines, of _.more :than-6̂ ,,;which in 
ípláĉ s attain: more'than 10$ on long -/narrcM : climbs,. • Between Tactic and 
iSañta-'-iCruz Verápazy 'and : between •.>Santa.-.-;Cruz-' dérapa? ...-and-;CQbán-,.-'"jbhe "align-
merit-.'is better; ..¡between' Cobán qpid-Qhapultepec there;,are;;strqtches with 
1/ See above Section II, point" 5 Ce) of thisi c h a p t e r ' 
/regular 
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^ • r;- regular 'aliĝ eiit;...and jgradient-s of less than 6$, The last section, 
,.t;>.:;,Jl§?feieen:Sa.Qoy¿n s,r,d-Qhapultepec,. is .poorly maintained, 
.. ,. 'ihe' Department of. Alta Verapaz, with approximately .20,000. in~ 
/JwbitAjxts, /is.- one of the most important -coffee and corn-producing de-
..  partment.s in; Guatemala, as well as important too in other farming,-
• forest and mining .products, and livestock raising. The Tactic-Panzás 
, section :-of the Longitudinal Mountain Highway, is a branch of National 
,Jtap&S.-No-e ;5. in- this. departmrat, and when the section-between Panzds and 
..\.:;E1 Estor (on Lake Izabal) is constructed, the valuable production men-
;tioned: above can be transported easily and cheaply to the Atlantic., 
J .(f) .Atlantic Highway,^ Only 219 kms, of this highway have been con-
;r-/ strutted T- a section from Guatemala City, to Los Amates, which-has >.a; 
/qértáin amount of automotive traffic under unfavorable conditions due 
-1 - to, high operating costs, The production of the regiop:t.hrp^h-which 
it passes is valuable, but limited by the lack ofv cheap:transportation, • 
(g) Longitudinal Mountain Highway. National Routes.Nos.:./ZW-and 7E* 
This highway,, comprising . National Routes 7W • and. TE,.,. extend?: from .west 
to east, and.-links the Departmentsof Huehuetenango, El-Quiché , Alta 
•Verapaz, and Izabal. .It is- paasable-.the year...round, and:..connectsi:the 
port of El Estor (on L^kev,Izabal) with Cpban • (-.capital, of .Alta- Verapaz),-
•and--, ;by:.means. :of ; National Route-.-No,. 5, -Guatemala City.: .Thus, it .is -for 
. ;all. practical.-purposes . a - . connection-between-the oapitalcity and:-the 
•. : Atlantic, .-Its features' in large part are similar to., those-; of .National 
•Route No,'-5> but it should be added, that some sections are passable.on-
.'V ly .with:..difficulty during• the;.-rainy season, .If It were basically;,.... 
improved.and better maintain--d, this, highway could..become..one„..of. the most 




important trunk routes in the country« 
0*).-' National Routes Nos. 15, 10, 11, 18 and 22 also 
have a certain reJative importance» The last one mentioned—^ now in 
process oí construction and improvement, will constitute a link in in 
ternational coinmunication, since it will soon join with the Ahuachapín-
las. Chinamas-Río de.la Pas highway in El Salvador, The other highways 
mentioned are appreciably helping the further economic development of 
the. regions .through which they pass, 
3• Public Expenditures on Highways and Roads 
The government of Guatemala has been spending approximately 10$ 
. of its. :total: national budget on- the construction, improvement and. main-
< 
te.n^nce of. roads in recent years. Nevertheless, the, actual,amount of 
money invested is not very large, considering the high construction and 
.maintenance costs in the country.^/ 
In 1948, 2.2 million quetzales and in 1949, 2.7 million quetza-
les were-spent on.national and departmental roads and.highwaysa .(See 
Table 13.) Of these limited totals, in 1948 only 13$'was applied, to 
construction as such, and in 1949 only 16$. For this reason, very few 
kilometers; were actually constructed in those, years. Of the total, 42$ 
1/ See above Section II, point 5 (f) of this chapter, p. 58. 
£/ According to the data from the Dirección General de Caminos, the 
average cost per km*-for. grading and -surfacing (not including 
bridges and culverts) in the various projects corresponding to 
the eastern section of the Inter-American Highway was $64,236, 
and on the western section, $70,125o The cost of the bridges was 





-Guatemala: ' 3 on Roads and Highways, 1948-1950 
(thousands of dollars) 
12kâ ¿ M 
Construction ' 280o2 438.5 1,470.0 
Improvement 68.7 137 o0 , 225.0 
Maintenance 1,853.1 2,146.0 1,820,0 
Total 2,207*0 2,721„5 3,515.0 
Source: Transport Mission, on data supplied by the Direccion General 
de Caminos* 
was used for construction in 1950 — a still insufficient quantity.—^ 
About 80$ of the total was spent on maintenance in the first two years 
mentioned (the absolute figure for this in 1950 was lower). Keeping 
in mind that at the very least it is necessary to maintain the country*s 
4,300 kms..of all-weather roads, the annual average of 1.94 million 
quetzales represents an expenditure of 450 quetzales per km.9• or, in 
other words, about 1.5$ of the average cost of each km. As long as a 
substantial, improvement in the"road system is not achieved, the type 
and quality of construction of these roads will result in a high:cost 
of maintenance, perhaps no less than 5$. From all the above facts it 
can be inferred that for some years to come it is probable that main-
tenance costs alone will require an annual expenditure of almost twice 
1/ This depends on the region in which the road is being constructed. 
If it is in the highlands, where the average cost per km, can be es-
. timated at $50.000, only 30 kms, a year could be built with the money 
assigned for the purpose in 1950. If it is in another area, where the 
over-all average cost for Guatemala ($30,000 per km«,) can be applied, 
it would be possible to build 50 kms0 a year, but this is still very 





the total amount of the 1950 budget for roads, . The construction of 
new roads and the improvement of those already in existence will re-
quire the expenditure of extraordinary amounts, taking into account 
the cost of the projects previously considered and authorized^' . 
¿t«.:-'Road Transport Conditions 
The low technical level of the.greater part of Guatema^ 
las's roads and the high investment and vehicle operating costs, have 
resulted in a meager development of automotive transportation. In 1951 
there were fewer than 15,000 motor vehicles in the entire country (ex-
cluding motorcycles and mbtor-bicyqles), divided about evenly between 
commercial and private vehicles, (See Table' 14,) This represents 185 
persons per vehicle, and 7 square kilometers of territory per vehicle9 
as compared with 171 persons and 1,8 square kilometers, en. El Salvador, 
The small-number of automobiles and trucks is not compensated by a 
large number?of carts, of which there are fewer than 5>000# 
Of the total number of vehicles, 70$ ar^ '^¿gistered with-
in the capital and vicinity. There are departments'̂ ' l^abal, El Pro-
greso, Baja Verapaz, Totonicap^n, and. J a l a p a , . i e & p vehicles, 
and others '.like Zacap^, :E1 Quich^, Jutiapa,'~Sd'16i3, Huehuetenango, and 
Chiquimulilla with less than 100, (See Tab̂ le 15,), Of. the total number 
of registered vehicles, 15$ appear as "official", indicating a high pro-
portion .of 'government vehicles,. - . • 
;•'•"•*"•" Most ;-o.f . the trucks and'tmses "have :beeri purchased since 
't'19'44 iand" are1 'in a'C'CCptab̂ ^ 
to overload them and to neglect their upkeep, -their ¿verage capacity is 
/5 tons, 
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5 tons, but it shoialdr-bej. notedithat--for • more 'economical operation of 
. 4 . * '' '' 
r.oad transport, ¡from. 1Q0. tc^JOO '.kmsY', .it would be 'necessary to employ 
trucks of greater.capacity,, • ¡especially for; export'And import traffic, 
but bearing in mind.^oth^.,factors.'- ILmitihg-the- possibility of carrying 
on such heavy commerce over long distances,. More than 20$ of the pri-
vate cars are pre-war models. The number of trailers in use is very 
: limited,. 
. ; : .yjjjr, "Table 14 ; 
Guatemala: Registered Vehicles- in 1951 
Type of..¡Vehicle ' -v'V- . <"'• • Number of Vehicles 
Motor -vehicles': 
Automobiles ' 6,590 
Trucks , . > hr. 3,673 
Buses' " .1,906 
Pick-up trucks ., ... . - • * 951 
JVep£r ^ 981 
Panel, trucks - - j j v v.- ' 325 
• r- f-M6torĉ 'icidsl " 1 1,811 
Motor-bicycles0.,-. r. .v-.-. . • 1,322 
r'"OthersC'(*ambuiances, hearses, station 
wagQns ,t etc,;') •, i:ut. , • .* 21 
'' ' V Total: 17,632 
i 
-Vehicles 'Without motor: 
Bicycles'' V " 17,560 
Carts pf..^nimal. tajaetisn- ;'.' ' • • 4,819 
Carriages" ^ 33 
Carts of human traction - . • v - 2,864 
Total: 25,276. 
-Sóur'ce:' Dirección General de Estadística, Guatemala, Estadística.. 
. .August;. 31, .o-.-^:;. 
a/ Excluding Army.; vohicles. ^ 
/Trucks 
oí' / l iLA/oer, o / o 
Pase 77 . 
Trucks or buses with both passenger and freight services 
transport most of the goods from villages to cities, and imported commo-
dities from commercial centers to important towns in the interior. Rice 
àrid'sugar are transported in ihe same way, and coffee too, from,the mills 
to the railroads,, 
Table 15 
Guatemala: Registered Vehicles by Departments -J 
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Source; Dirección General de Estadística, Guatemala, Estadística, August 
31, 1952o 
a/ Excluding Army vehicles0 
/Mechanized 
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Mechanized transportation by road is carried on princi-
pally by small.landowners.who;'have one or two vehicles, and drive them 
themselves0 ; ..The lack of large, well-organized trucking enterprises can 
be due to the low margin of profits caused by high operating costs, and 
to scarcity of capital and credit facilities^ Fear of competition from 
other operators and also from the buses offering mixed passenger and car-
go services has its effect too, 
Car and truck places are very high in Guatemala. The 
cheapest truck costs $3,200, and the cheapest type of bus costs $5,500 
with body, and $3,000 without« The most ordinary private cars., .cost 
$3,000. .The main reasons for such high prices are import duties and 
freight charges. Duties for passenger cars are 20$ ad-valorem and for 
trucks,.there is a specific charge of 5 cents per kilogram, in addition 
to a 5$ consular fee» Maritime shipping charges and overland freight 
charges are also excessive. Shipping an automobile or truck from the 
United States to Puerto Barrios increases its price from 23$ to 25$, and 
in addition, the railroads charge a rate for shipment to Guatemala City 
which comes to approximately 18$ of the price of a truck and 12$ the price 
of an automobile. 
Moreover, accesoris-s, replacement parts, and gasoline are 
all too .expensive. Tires and tubes increase in price at least 35$ above 
their initial price because of freight charges,2/ Gasoline costs 48 
1/ The, purchaser of a truck usually must pay 50$ down, and the remain-
der by installments within a year after purchase, 
2/ The following are the prices for new tires 2 
700 x 20-10 $69 o 16 
750 x 20-10 $S2«32 
' 8 2 5 x 20-10 $9 '6089 
/cents per gallon, 
E/GN.12/356, 
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cents per gallon, and, diesel oil 24 cents per gallon, almost 50% of 
which is tax (for gasoline, 22 cents per gallon)4 To this must be ad-
ded, special taxes and other charges for driving, license .plates.,—^ 
brakes, as well as sales and municipal tares* The.lack of capital and 
credit facilities, and the scarcity.of mechanics make for expensive 
repair and maintenance services 
As a result of these adverse factors, the operating 
costs of automotive ••.transportation, and the prices charged for this 
type of service are very high, even though the small enterprises in 
this business scarcely receive an income large enough to cover expen-
ses, depreciation costs and interest on capital- investment, and that 
only with difficulty0 The maximum authorized freight charge for high-
way transport varies, in relation to road conditions, from. 10." to..19 
cents per ton-kilometer, although in actual practice the'freight charges 
aire at times lower . than authorized, particularly. in areas of much, compe-
tition among the trucking companies, (See fable 16,) 
... .......The .urban-paasenger-• transport- -system -is-,good,- particular-
ly in Guatemala City. The vehicles are modern, "clean, and well-cared 
for. Service is frequent and fares are reasonable. The enterprises 
that-offer''this service are "combines"''under governmental control, and 
. operate under good conditions of organization. The'largest one of these, 
1/Commercial freight vehicles pay an annual fee that varies accord-
i n g to the tare, from $35 for one-tor} trucks to..$118 for 5-ton 
trucks. Private cars and buses pay according to the number of seats 
they have, whether they have a radio, etc., the minimum being $33, 




'the'Auraco Company, owns 202 vehicles of a total of 350, The fares 
are set by the government at 5 cents for a maximum distance of 7 miles 
or an average of 3"miles^ 15$ of which is . city tax* Apparently this rate 
has net changed in the last 20 r̂ ars in spite of the rise in costs. Urban 
traffic has increased considerably i|n recent .years: from 13 million pas-
sengers in 1943 to 60 million in 195j00 
- Table 16 I 
Guatemala• Maximum.Authorized Freight Charges 
on Roadie and Kighways 
. Distance Quetzales Cents 
R u n ir i Krns» per Ton per Ton-Km. 
Guatemala City-Panzds' 
! 
265 47*00 ' 18 
Guatemala City-Antigua 
fe 
.4,00 . 10 
Guatemala City-Escuintla 5,00 9 
Guatemala City-San J osé l©5 10,00. •• 10 
Guatemala' City-Jalapa 115 22.00 19 
Guatemala City-S.Pedro Pínula, 135 13.00' ' 10 
Cobán-Sl Estor 136 16,00 12 
Guatemala City-Quezaltenango . „ 195 ' 20 „00 10 Que zalt enangc-Coa otcpoque 54 6,00 11 
Quezaltenango-Ta-lisman >, H 9 12.00 ••• -10 Quezaltenango-A'yutla 07 10.00 11 
Source;' Ministerio de Economía y Ti-abajo, Dirección de Comercio e In-
dustria,. April 19 52,- ; 
. . . Inter-city passenger service varie s•from pla ce • • t o place, 
i 
On certain lines,, such .as , the-.one.'tliat goes ::from Guatemala City"' tô An-• - - . | 
tigua, the vehicles are modern and -¿he fares are reasonable, but in the 
-provinces, many of the vehicles in use are in bad-' shape, •"'-Service is ir-
regular, and fares, high, (See Tablé 17. ) . : 
| • /Table 17 
Page Öl 
Table 17 
Gua temala ; Inter-city Passenger Buscares, 1952 
Distance Fare Gents per 
R u n ' in RiaSc (quetzales) ' passenger «Ion c 
'Guatemala City-Antigua . 40 0,50'. . T ;.1-1/4 
Guatemala City-Escuintla 57 0C50 .1 
Guatemala City-Quezaltenango ' 195 2o00 ,1 
Guatemala City-San José • 105 lo0Q I 
Guatemala City-Jalapa 115 1.50 • 1-1/4. 
Guatemala City-Quichd 156 1.50 "1 
Guatemala. City-Hùehuetenàngo . 276 3 »00 . 1 
Guatemala City-Cobän ' 210 . 3.50 ; 1-3/4 
Guatemala City^Esquipulas • . 228. • 4 000 . ' 1-3/4 
Source: Ministerio de Economía y Trabajo, Dirección de Comercio,e Indus-
tria, 
' 5. . Air Transport 
Since the terrain is so mountainous in almost all of Gua-
temala, and since good highways are so scarce, domestic air .transport of-
fers groat advantages in comfort and speed.. Some regions like the Petén 
are accessible only by air. What advantages aviation brings, to .domestic. 
transportation can be appreciated if one considers that from Guatemala. 
City to Quezaltonango the flight is.made in 25 minutes, in contrast,to.. 
the 5 hours or more that are required by highway; to Huehuetenango, the 
respective times are 35 minutes and 7 hours; to Cobán, 23 minutes and 
..12 hours; and to' Puerto Barrios, 1 hour by plane and 10 by train, • 
There are some 75 landing fields, and runways in Gua tema- .. 
la, of which 60$:bclong to the government, 2 .belong to municipalities, 
' ./and the.rest. 
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and the rest are privately owned. More or less half of these fields 
can be used only during the dry season. 
Domestic air transport service is a monopoly of the 
State-owned Empresa Guatemalteca de Aviación (Aviateca), a dependency 
of the Ministerio de Economía y Trabajo, This company is the successor 
to Aerovías de Guatemala, which begian service in 1940 after the contract 
with TACA of Honduras was cancelled, and which operated until 1944, when 
the government took over its operation., TACA began its flights to the 
! 
Petén region in 1935, bringing out Lhicle for export, Aviateca was re* 
organized in April 1952» 
Aviateca*s domestic services consist of a series of flights 
j 
every morning (except Sunday) leaving La Aurora airport at Guatemala City 
for the principal regions of the country, with return flights in the ear-
ly hours of the afternoon. Thus, people who live in Coatepeque or i c 
talhuleu, for example, and who wish to fly to Quezaltenango (40 kms, by 
air), must first fly to the capital, 120 or 145 kms. distant, then fly 
115 kms. back to Quezaltenango, This procedure is justified to a certain i 
extent, however, for the greater part of phe business and administrative 
activities of the country are concentrated in the capital city. Further-
more, important economies in operation and maintenance are made possible 
by concentrating operations in one place. 
Air service in the Pétdn depends on traffic possibilities. 
During the chicle' season, special cdrgo flights are made- from the princi-
pal exporting centers in this region, generally to Puerto Barrios (about 
230 Icims.). Approximately 1,400 metric tons of chicle have been shipped 
t i 
/annually 
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annually by air out o£; the Petdri in recent years. However, in 1952, 
this chicle traffic fell to less than 400 tons, most of which'was ship-
ped by'the government to Guatemala City for storage, 
• The equipment used by Aviateca for its domestic service 
.consists"primarily of 7.twin-engined DC-3*s and C-471s* Most of these 
were-'-undergoing complete overhaul (after 8,000 hours flying time) at 
the end'of 19520 The company also has a C-46 which it generally uses 
for international'flights, and leased another one of this type at the 
•beginning1 of'1953« Practically all of the pilots and maintenance person-
nel are -Guatemalans„• Many of them" were recruited from the ranks of mili-
tary. aviation, and Air'Force officers are currently giving their services 
to Aviateca as co~pilots0 Average flying time of pilots is from 80 to 
•100 hour s a month 0 
Since the' flights are principally made in'the morning 
hours, • when ..weather conditions are generally good, the average daily 
utilization' per aircraft is only 4 hours,' During the rainy season low 
clouds and air currents make navigation difficult in the afternoon, 
.Despite -the adverse ' conditions under which the company frequently oper-
ates, "it'has maintained a remarkable safety record«, 
• ' Passenger fares (including a 6% taic) vary from 4 cents 
per passeriger-km,' (6,5 cents per mile) on the Puerto Barrios route, 
where there is competition from the railroad, to 5*7 cents per km, (9,2 
cents per mite), on the mountain route (25 minutes) to Cobdn,• The rate 
for the Petdn route averages 4*4 cents per km0 (7o0 cents per mile), 
.Bearing in mind the nature of the operations in Guatemala, these fares 
do not appear to be too high0 
/A new air 
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A new air freight rate was established in May 1952, rais-
ing the previous one. by an average of 10$, based on a charge of 4 cents 
per pound for all regions of the colntry. This represents a high unit 
rate for relatively near points like Gobifn and Quezaltenango, where they 
amount to $1022 and $1012 per ton-milë (84 and 76 cents per metric ton-
kilometer) respectively, while for thé Petén the rate averages 34 cents 
per metric ton-kilometer (50 cents jper ton-mile)0 Competition with the 
railway is reflected in the charge Sot cargo in excess of 100 pounds 
flown from Puerto Barrios to Guatemala City, which is only 2 cents per 
pound, or 17«8 cents, per metric ton-kilometer (26 cents per ton-mile). 
Outside of the chicle-gathering season,there is-a special 
rate varying from 10^5 to 14 cents jkr metric ton-kilometer (15 to 20 
cents per ton-mile), and for shipping within the Petdn a fixed rate of 
3 cents per pound on any item, which ;is equivalent to an average of ap-
proximately 90 cents per metric ton4kilometer ($1*30 por ton-mile). Al-
though some of these .charges seem, high,"^ there are many arguments in 
favor of a simplified rate structure, • if one takes into consideration the 
primitive conditions under which the agents work in many places. 
Considerable air transport service is needed in the rich 
and as yet little-developéd regions to the north of Huehuetenango, Qui-
chd, Alta Verapaz, and other departments. Many products from various • * 1 
1 
regions can be shipped by air* A few private operators and" air clubs 
1/ In Mexico, for e:xample, on the Linóes Adreas Mexicanas (LAMSA), the • 
cargo rates vary from 15 to 31 cents per metric ton-kilometer for or-' 
dinary and express freight respectively (22 to 45 cents per ton-mile). 




arc already extending air transportaron a still limited scale— to 
isolated regions5 and private landing fields exist on some ranches0 
But future development of civil aviation is in the hands of Aviateca, 
the company that has a monopcjy of commercial aviationa 
What this company has accomplished up to the present time 
is quite considerable, but a great deal remains to be done to meet the 
country-s air transport needs.. On the other hand, if more effective 
progress is desired, government assistance is indispensable. The air-
ports of La Aurora and Puerto Barrios need a "preventive" maintenance, 
Many of the provincial airports do not have good landing facilities. 
This statement is valid not only for isolated localities, but also for 
fields of importance© Quezaltenango, situated at ah altitude of 2,400 
meters (7,850 feet), has only one runway 600 meters (2,000 feet) long, 
and Cobdn, at 1,280 meters (4,200 feet) altitude, has a runway 700 meters 
• .long with a hill obstructing the approach® 
Certain equipment that is lacking—for instance, statie-' 
free and ultra high frequency (U,H,F„) radio— and adequate controls sys-
tems at the principal airports, particularly at La Aürora,- are badly 
: needed. Much of the navigation equipment is the prope:rty;of 'Pán Amer-
icon Airways, and when this company does not have it in service because 
its planes are not in flight, the safety of the other:air-operations is 
thereby induced, -
:.'i"m In addition, it should be pointed out that certain taxes 
on fuels, replacement parts and accessories, as well as the fees which 
local pilots are charged for landing at La Aurora, are a hindrance to 





6 o Inland. Watemy^ 
Estimate's to the extension of navigable inland water-
ways in .Guatemala set1the figure at .approximately 2,400 kms* Although -
\ 
in number of kilometers this is more than half the total extension of 
the country's all weather roads (4,300). and more than twice the total 
extension of the railroad system (1^156 kms®), inland navigation has had 
very little developmentt The navigable inland waterways are distributed 
as follows: I 
1 • Usuiqacinta .River Basiii 





2• Polocbic River-Lake Izabal-






3• Motagua River 
4» Sarsttm River 
5. Lake Petdn Itzá 
6„ Lake Atitlán 
7. Chiquimulilla Channel _ 
8. Suchiate River 
9. Nahualate River 





















— Ì 5 
2,410 
(!) Us urna cinta River. The • Usuraacintja is the longest river in Central 
America. It is formed by the confluence of the Chixoy (or Salinas) and 




Pasián Rivers¿:!The source of the Salinas is in. the Sierra Madre near 
;.the division • between the Departments of Huehuetenango and Quezaltenango, 
It is navigable from the village of Rocnimá on, The Río de la Pasión 
has its source in the Cocks Caro Hills, and is navigable from El Porve-
nir on0 The Usum.acj.nta forms the border between the Mexican State of 
Chiapas and the Petén, then'continues its course through Mexican terri-
• tory 'to its mouth on the Gulf of Mexico, It has a length of 1,126 kms,, 
and is completely navigable from its point of formation as far as the 
rapids of Tenosique in Mexico© Below these rapidá all the way to its 
mouth it is navigable by boats with a draught of 6 feet, 'It has an 
•average width of 100 meters, an average depth of 2, and a gentle cur-
rent, Its main tributaries are the Lacanti3m, which flows in from the 
left, and' the San;Pedro, from the right* 
(2) Polochic River-Lake Izabal^Rio Dulce-Amatique Bay System, The Pq-
lochic River has its source in the Department of Alta Verapaz, flows 
through a valley situated between the Chama and las Minas mountain ranges, 
and empties into Lake Izabal, where it forms a delta. Its principal tri-
. . . . » • • • 
butary is the Cahabdn. It is navigable by small tug-boats and low-dra.ught 
badges':(3 feet) downstream from a place known as Puntarriel, situated a 
' few-'meters' below the' confluence of "the Cahabdn® 
" Lake Izabal is'in the central part of the department that 
be 
ar's- its name, between the Santa Cruz and the Mico mountain ranges. The 
Polochic, Schachd, and Sauce Rivers flow into Like Izabal, and the'R£o . 
Dulce' drains' it« It is' 18 meters deep, 48 kms, long and 24 wide. 
The Río Dulce serves as an outlet for Lake Izabal; half-. 
- - v/ay -down its course to the sea it widens out into a kind of lagoon or 
/lake 
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lake which is called EI Golfete, The San Vicente,. Chocdn, and Lámpara 
Rivers flow into the Río Dulcec Before emptying into the Bay of Amati 
• - i 
que, it forms a bar which determines the draught of the vessels that 
can navigate the river0 ; i 
(3) S^^ánjliver 0 Having its source in the Department of Alta Vera-
paz to the north of the Canabín, this river forms the border between 
the Department of Izabal and Belize, (British Honduras),» It is 120 kms/ 
long, of which 50 kms. are navigablé«, Its. current .is slow, and the 
volume of water it carries is considerable. On the navigable part, its 
average width is 40 meters, and average•depth 2.meters,. 
(4) Lake Peten Itzá¿ This lake, is I located in the center of the Petén, 
It is 40 kms, long, 20 kms0 wide, and is very deep in places. It has 
several islands, the main one being'occupied by the small city of Flo-
res, the departmental capital,' 
(5) Lake Atitlan«, This lake is. situated in the Department of Sololá, 
at an altitude of 1,500'meters abové sea level. It is fed by several 
small streams, but its outlet is unknown. Its maximum . length is 26 
kms',, and its maximum width, 18 kms* 
(6) Chiquimulilla Channel0 This is actually an inlet of the Pacific, 
in the southern part of the Department of Escuintla, Santa Rosa, and 
Jutiapaj' it has a length of 100 kmsi and it is deep enough for naviga-
tion by small boats. There is some cargo movement in canoes, and in a 
i 
few motor boats, 
(7) Suchiate1 Rivera The source of,this river is in the northern part, 
of the Department of San Marcos, and for much of its course it forms 
t h e border With Mexico, . I t has a length of 150 kmsp. a width of 40 m e t e r s , 




and is considered, navigable from the ranch of Las Margaritas as far as 
its-mouth-(60. kcisf;)0 
(8) • Nahualate River» ..Its source is in the Department of Totonicapán, 
and it flows into the Department of Solola. Its approximate length is 
I50 kms3, of which 25 kms0 are navigable. 
(9) Esclavos Rivere Its source is in the Cataguaná Mountains, near 
Matecuintla in the Department of Jalapa, and then it flows .through the 
Department .of Santa Rosa, It forms a large delta, the principal arm 
of which is the Corregidor 'River,. This river has a certain interest for 
transportation, since its navigable part joins with" the Chiquimulilla 
1/ Channel.,"". 
In the Ministry of Communications, there-is no department-
or section exclusively in charge of problems -of. inland navigation,- The 
lakes and rivers have not been properly surveyed, and the ..facts that 
concern navigation are almost unknown. The waterways now used for trans-
portation are not marked, and nothing is done to keep 'them'in navigable 
condition. 
The boats in use are for the most part canoes,'with a 
few gasoline motor launches as well, either imported or of domestic 
manufacture with imported motors, Diesel motors are not used, evén 
though they are the cheapest to operate. 
1 / These descriptions were taken in part from Miguel Navarro,' Geogra-
fía de Centroamérica, and from Síntesis Estadística de Guatemala 
presented to the Central American Seminar on Agricultural Credit 
..by the Organizing Committee-of the same, with the collaboration of 
the Dirección General de Estadística, 
/Boat registry 
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" Boat registry is. not centralized, and is done by depart-
mental or district agents 0 But more often, there is no registry at' all, 
and: not even estimates '.have been macle as to the volume of traffic on 
the navigable w a t e r w a y s T h e r e are no regulations governing navigation, 
salaries, rates, o r transport conditions. \ 
I 
. ; Because of the short1 time that the Mission had .at its 
disposal for. study and inspection trips, and because of the.few exist-
ing facilities for traveling by inland waterways, it was possible to 
visit only Lake Amatitlctn, Lake Atitl^n, and the Polochic-Izabal-Rio 
Dulce -system. ' 
The Usumacinta River\ which with its tributaries consti-
tutes the most, important•river in the country, is completely separated 
from all other transportation routes in Guatemala. Thus the development 
of its large-basin is rendered impossible at the present-time, 
(a) Verapaz Railway and Connecting:;Services, The navigable waterway 
that carries most traffic in Guatemala is the Pblochic-Izabal-Rio Dulce-
Amatique Bay System. For many years it has been served by the Ferroca-
rril Verapaz y Servicios Anexos (Verapaz Railways and Connecting Serv-
• • : i 
ices), the operations of which were taken over by the government during 
the Second World War, and continue to be administered by the government. 
This company provides rail service from Pancajchd to Panzds, and boat 
service from Panzos to Livingston and Puerto Barrios. 
With its very milch neglected equipment, this enterprise 
makes a .daily combination passenger'and cargo trip from Livingston to . 
Puerto Barrios and return, and also one trip weekly upriver from Livings-




ten to 7?GiOB$Qj where the. change. is made from boat to train. The train 
then.carries the passengers, cargo, and mail as far as Pancajch^, 
During the coffee-gathering season, from December to 
Marc-hp monthly trips of 3 barges are made. Each barge carries 
750 sacks of 150 pounds net each« During the months from July to Oc-
tober, with coffee from the previous harvest, two such trips are made 
a month. Thus, according to these figures, the company annually moves 
some 3,000' tons, of cbffee fromPanzos to Puerto Barrios, 
1. 
The rate, charged for coffee.is 9*9 cents per ton-kilo-
'meter, and for lead ore,-. 3*2 cents, - Despite the bad service, the rate 
for passengers is higher than that which the government has set as the 
maximum for railroads (2 cents per passenger-kilometer in first class). 
It actually costs $5.50 per person from.Livingston to Panz6s-3 cents 
per passenger-kilometer). 
The equipment for river and coastwise navigation consists 
pf one wood-burning paddle steamer, which is totally uneconomical, one 
Diesel tug-boat used for the Livingston-Puerto Barrios run, and 4 
gasoline units, also expensive to run, only 2 of which are equipped to 
carry passengers. There are also 5 smaller barges, only J of which (and 
in very bad shape at that) were in service at the time of the Mission's 
visit; the other 2 were undergoing costly and perhaps unjustifiable 
overhauling. In short, the service is most deficient« 
The enterprise is in a bad situation due to the inadequate 
broken down conditions of the greater part of the equipment it is using. 
If this natural transportation route is to be used to advance the economic 





•dispose of almost,all of .the equipment now in use, and replace it with 
i 
barges of the same type they are using now, but with greater capacity, 
i 
if possible9 | 
(b) The Bnpresa de Jlavegacifin Tzanjuyd (Tzanjuyd Navi-
! 
gatiora Company) operates on Lake Atitlan. Using, old, unsafe, uneooncm-! j 
ical boats, they offer a tourist ajid a combination passenger and cargo 
service between the towns of Tzanjuyd, San Lucas Tolimctn, Santiago Ati-
i 
tlan, and San Pedro0 , The fares vary from 2fl0 to 2.3 cents-per passenger-
i 
.kilometer; and for cargo, from 30 to 40 cents per ton-Mlometer. The 
i 
service is very poor.®. The existing; few wharves are old and dilapidated. 
i 
Nevertheless, until highways are oppned up in this region, Lake Atitl3n 
will not lose its importance as a transportation route, and even then, 
i 
I 
it will'continue.to have-a certain importance for the lakeside population 





GUATEMALA: ROAD I IE WORK« 1# NATIONAL ROUTES 
Total 
Inter-Amorlean 
Hi.gh.way 0 Me xi can-
Guatemalan Border-
Salvadorean Border §'10 
National Route 1: 
Guatemala City-rPuente 
Talisman, Mexido 314 
National Route 2 s 
Cuilapa-As une i<5n-Mita 147 
Pacific Highways 
Natioriàl Route 3* 
Guatemala City (Km,4 
I.-Â.H. )-San José 101 
Atlantic Highway: 




National Route- 6W : 
E s cuint la-Ayut la 230 







National Route 7E: 
Tactic-El Estor 10$ 
Petdn Access Highway: 
Nat ional Route 5 • 
Guatemala City-Salamó-
Tactic-Cobän-Chapultepec 310 
National Route 8: 
Malacatàn-Ayutla~0cós 51 
National Route 93 s 
Que zalt enango-Retalhule u-
Champerico • 84 
Length in Kilometers 
All Weather Dry Weather Total Impas 



























































National Route 9Ns 
Que zaltenango-Kuehue-
tenango-San Pedro Solomá 
Á.?á,x¡v"x Há 'Via' 
Itóticnal Route 10s. 
Pachacali (1s210 3)-•Popo-
yá 103,3)/ .. 
National. Route. 11: 
Godínez (l49202)-Pa3jr±ra<-
(éW,119,6)' 
National Route 12: 
I2S San Marcos (1,247»7)-
Coatepeque (6W,25±o4) 
National Route 12N; 
San Marcos-Tacaná 
(1,247.7) 
J%sto Rufino Barrios Hifih-
way;:. National Route 13 
El Rodeo (1,2ó3„6)-Cua tepe 
que-Nueva Linda (9S,2óóKi 
''Chimaltenango-Esqixir.t'La'' 
Highway: National Roui>d 
14: Chimaltenango (1,46)-





National Route 16: 
Cuilapa (2,63 ) -C hiquimu-
lilla (6E,11?.8) 
National Route 17: 
El Rancho (4,110)-Salairi 
(5,138) 
National Route 13i 
San José Pinula (2,16)--
Atulapa (Hondureán border ) 220 
National Route 195 
Sanarate (4,19)—El Pro-
greso (2,128) 
National Route 20: 
Santa Cruz (4,157)-Las 
Minas (Hondurean border) 
C opa n11 Highway: Na;fcion-
ai Route 21: Vado Hondo 
(20,210)-El Florido (Hon-
durean border) 
National Route 22 












' j Length in Kilometers 
A3.11 Weather Dry. Weather Impa s• 
Pavei SiJirfaced (Dirt) Passable sable 



















; c-ç-L 3281 2965 
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GUATE MALAs ROAD NETWORK. 2e DEPARTMENTAL "AND MUNICIPAL ROUTES 
Iior^th of passable roads (in kilometer d ' ; 
Department A113Mther Roads b/ Drx Weather Roads ç/ Total 
l o Alta Verapaz 79,3 36 a 115.4 
2, Baja Verapaz 24,2 9.7 .34.9. 
3« Chimaltenango . 1.52,8 • ' ' 14.4" 167.2 
4« Chiquimula "10.7 82,7 93.4 
5, Es.cuintla 74.1 184,8 258.9 
6, Guatemala 90,0 208.4 298.4 
7, .Huehuetenango 7.0 7.0 
80 Izabal 9.7 - — 9.7 
9» Jalapa 25.1 32.2 57.3 
10, Jutiapa. 18.0 83,5 101.5 
11. Petén 1.2 1.2 
12, Progreso 24.9 . 7.8 32.7 
13. Quezaltenango 84o 5 141.4 225.9 
14« Quiché 124,5 43.5 168. Ö 
15. Retalhuleu 36.8 80.2 117.0 
16. Sacatepéquez 6.7 56.6 63.3 
17. Santa Rosa 95o3 158.1 253.4 
18, Síin Marcos 68,8 110.8 179.6 
19. Sololá . ló«5 84.3 100.8 
20, Suchitepéquez 43.5 245.2 288.7 
21, Tptonicapán 37„2 . 37*1 74.3 
22, Zacapa 40.8 104,7 145.5 
Totals: 1,064.6 1,728.5 2,794.1 
Source.:. Transport Mission, based on official data. 
a/ No departmental or municipal route is paved, 
b/ All these roads have been graveled in their base and/or with . 
some kind.of material capable of withstanding permanent, all 
year round traffic,' 
0/ All of these roads are dirt, and lack a base and/or surface, 






GUAFEMJilAs ROAD I® WORK o 3, ALL-WEATHER ROUTES, 
DISTRIBUTION BY DEPARTMENT 
PoDVlGtâOil 
iii . . Popd density 
All Weather Roads (ksuO. 
•n thousands) Area (in (inhabitants ' % of (meters per epartments a/- • ••sqjems,.) per sqbrfca,) ! A B Total total sq«, km.) 
Alta Verapaz 189 8,7 ''A O ; 312 79*3 391,9 9.1 45' 
Baja Verapaz 66 3.1 21« 3 134>1 24 a 2 158.3 3.7 "' 51 
Chimalt.enango 122 2.0 61.8 . 175..8 152o8 328.6 7.6 167 
Chiquimula 113 2c 4 47.5 • 125.5 10,7 136,2 3«5 54 
Escuintla '124 4c4 28.2 306,6 74-1 280,7 6.6 ' 6 4 
Guatemala 441 2,11 207,5 262o2 90 c0 • 352.2 8.2 • 166 
Huehuetenango 199 7 c 4 26,9 2.16,-7 0.0 216.7 5.1 • 29 
Izabal ' 5.5 9,0 6.1 lo jó 9.7 26.3 0.6 • 3 
Jalapa . 75 2.1 • J ó /V. 162,9 25.1 188.0 4.4' ' 91 
J utiapa 139 3,2 43,1 158,5 18.0 176.5. 4.1 .55 
Fetén ' •"" 16 35.8 0,4 : ÖoO 1.2 1,2 '0.0; • 0.03 
Progreso '48 1=9 2/fo 8 159» 4 • 24o9 184 e 3 • 4.3'- ,, .96 
Quetzaltenango 184 lc9 94.1 198 „4 84 c 5 282,9 6,5 . ! 145 
Quiché. . ', 174 8.4 20 . 9 . 178,6 124*5 303.I •'.7.1 • 36 
Retalhuleu '66. 1.9 35.6 55,5 36,8 92.3 : 2.2 • • 50 
Sacatepéquez '60 0c5 loo n 118 „6 6.7 12.5.3 2.9 . 270 
Santa Rosa 110 . 2c 9 37,2 133*2 95=3 228„ 5 1 5.4 . 7 7 
San Marcos 230 3 08 60, 7 ' 215,9 68,8 284*7 •6,7 • 76 
Sololá • 8 3 " " 1.1 78,1 " 107.6 16 c 5 12.401 2.9 117 
Sucbitepéquez 125 2,5 49 o 9' • :95.7 43.5 •" 139.2 3.3 56 
Totonicapán• • 99 leí • 93 « 7 45 0-2 37.2 82.4 -I..9. ... .. 78 
Zacapa 70 2.7 2 5.8 125.4 40.8 166,2- 3.9 62 
República de Gua-
1 
temala . 2,788 108.9 2.5.6 3; 205 1,064' 4,269- 100 ' 39 
Source; Transport. Mission, based on official ¡data. 
a/ Figures from the Census of 1950, 
A0 National Routes 
B. Departmental and Municipal Roads 
/Chapter II 
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The Republic of El Salvadpr is th$ smallest- and the most 
densely populated of thè six Central American countries. With an area 
of 20^877 square kilometers,"^ it has a population estimated in 1952 at 
2 / ' . 
1,921,339.inhabitants, or 92 inhabitants per square kilometer. It as 
thè only.country in the region "which has no Atlantic coastline...Although 
it is in the tropical zone (it is located between 13°8! and 14024,,porth 
latitude and 90°10! and $7°43I west longitude), its climate is tropical 
only in the lowlands, along the Pacific coast, G.n the central plain the 
climate is semi-tropical and in the mountain zone it is temperate, .The 
raily season is from. May to October, and the dry season from November to 
April. r ....... 
. Two mountain ranges, running, from east to jiest, divide 
the co^itry into three well-defined regions: the mountainous, r^rthern 
region, .which comprises, a .third of the country's arê a: the central 
plain, which makes up one-half of the national territory, and th© south« 
, ern. mountain region, with its coastal zone,. The .country is.,divided into 
14 departments, of which 3 niake up the We stern..Zone, ,.7 the. Central Zone, 
. 1/ See,Boletín Estadístico, publication of;the. ̂ ire.c^i^n-^ de' 
Estadística y Censos, No, 2, iíarch-April'1952> Table 9, p, 26, 
2/ Ibid., Table 7, p. 23 
/and 4 
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i 
and 4 the Eastern Zone, 
' The Western Zone'(Departments of Santa Ana, Ahuachapan, 
and Sonsonate) occupies 20,3 $ of'the national territory and contains 
2204$ of the population, -with a density of 101,5 inhabitants per square 
kilometer. The Department öf Ahuachapan, with 75.6 inhabitants per 
square kilometer, is the most thinly populated department in this-Zone. 
The -Central Zone (Departments of La Libert ad, Sän Salvador, 
1Chalatenango, Cuscatlän, La Paz, San Vicente,, and Cabanas) .occupies 44.2$ 
of'the country's area and has 40,4$ :of the population. The population 
density is 100»8 inhabitants per square kilometer. This high figure is 
-greatly .affected by the., inclusion of the Department of Sari Salvador, which 
represents 16.0$ of the country's total population and has a density of 
r • • . 1 
350,9, On the other hand, the Department of Chalatenango, in the moun~ 
täiriöus region north of the Lempa River, has the lowest population densi-
ty in the country: 43®5 inhabitants1 per square kilometer» 
The Western Zone (Departments of Usulutän, San Miguel, Mo-
razän and La Union)' occupies 35#5$ of the country's total area and contains 
29*2$ öf its population, with a density of 75»7 inhabitants per square 
kilometer. ' 
In the 1950 census, 63.6$ of El Salvador's population was 
• ' ll : ' ' ••-•• -
classified as rural, and 36.4$ as urban, The gainfully employed popu-
lation (653,409 in 1950) constituted; 35.2$ of the total; 63.2$- (412,646) 
. of -the gainfully .employed was engage¡1 in agriculture. • • • 
1/ Classified as urban population, were people living in'.the "capitals 
1 of the* municipalities11. . ' , / ' 
/ F r o m 1945 
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From 1945 to 1952 there "was an annual population increase of 59? 600 
inhabitantsP • 
The cconomy of El Salvador is essentially agricultural». 
• The national income estimate 'irac.e by tho Technical Assistance Missi6n 
1/ 
, of tho United Nations ~ shows that, in 1950? of a total income of 
.845v9 million colones, 49.4$' originated in agriculture and 7*5$ in 'in-
dustry« • (See Table 18.) k'5% 'of the agricultural income came from ex-
port crops (coffee, cotton, ses:me, hene6iuon)s' 21$ from basic food-
stuffs (corn,.'sugar, beans, sorghum., rice), 16$ from livestock and milk 
:: pro ducts- and.'the remaining 20$ from fruit, vegetables and other crops 
•and agricultural products> ; 
Table 18 
El Salvador: Gross 
• ~ 1 
Notional Prodi 
946 "arid 1950 
\ct by Activities, 
• Millions of colono5 Percent of total 
1946 , 1950 1946' ... -1950 
Gross National Product 434.9 845.9 •100.0 '•• 100.0 
Agriculture 199.9 417 e 7 46.0 49 Ö 4 
Coffee (53v0) (I6I.5) .(12,2) (19 oil 
Other products -"(146,9) (256,2) ' (33.e) (30.3) 
Forestry and Mining 17.4 30.2 4.0 • 3.6 
Construction 15.0 35,1 3.4 4J-
Manufacturing 46,0 63.5 ' 10,6 7.5 
Interest and Rent 25*5 . 47.7 ' 5.9 5.6 
Commercial Services. 80,5 153,9 1Ö.5- . 18,2 
Professional Services lie 5 11,6 2o6 1.4 
Government . , 23.0 48,2. : 5.3 5.7 
Other Services 16,1 3Ö.0 3.7 4.5 
Source : ; Feuerlein, op» oit; 9 
1/ ; Wf"F. Feuer lein, Suggestions for tho Further Economic Development 
of El Salvadorj Appendix A. p. 8 (Doc. ST/TAA/J El Salvador R?S*} . 
/In El Salvador 
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In El Salvador, as in the rest of the Central American 
countries., the development of transportation has., until recent years, 
been determined chiefly by the needs of international trade. The 
system of domestic transportation has been Inadequate and in many ca^ 
ses of a primitive nature, But in spite of the fact that the con-
struction of roads and highways is rebent, it has preceded what has been 
'done in this field in the other Contrai American countries, and in the 
last few years the government has' constructed highways which place El 
Salvador at the head of thè six republics in road density as well as in . 
' volume of motor vehicle traffic * Thè Salvadorean economy is based on 
commercial crops for export and on an industrial development which is 
beginning to acquire a certain importance. 
El Salvador is.steadily departing from the kind of 
subsistence economy characteristic of underdeveloped countries. With 
this in view, the Salvadorean government has.understood the necessity 
of including among its plans for the ¡country's further development the 
construction of means of transport which could more effectively serve 
its purposes. " j 
: II» Means of Transport for International Trade 
The international economy of El Salvador is based almost 
exclusively on one product: coffee. This product accounts for more than 
'80% of the country!s exports. In 195Ó, coffee represented 19.1$ of. the 
gross national product. The domestic'transport system was developed with 
the objective of providing outlets for coffee shipments from the principal 
/coffee 
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coffee-producing areas to the Pacific ports of Cutuco and Acajutla,. and 
through Guatemala to Puerto Barrios on the Atlantic, Most imported com 
moditics follow the same route inland (including the port of La Libertad), 
to the principal domestic marketsc 
Tho coffee-producing areas of El Salvador arc connected 
by rail with both the Atlantic ana Pacific coasts„ Coffee is grown 
chiofly in the Western Zone (56$ of the total), in the Bepartmonts of 
Santa Ana <30.5$) ¿" Ahuachapln (i4*5$) and Sonsonate (±1.2%) In'tho 
Central Zone about 27$ of- the total is grown, chiefly in the Department 
•of La Libertad (13-3$)? where the railway serves the important coffee-
growing Municipality of Quesaltopoque. In 'Nueva San'Salvador (Santa Te-
•cla), Comasagua, Tepecoyo and other coffoe^growing regions there is a 
need for -improving''roads or dor to transport coffee to' 'tho railroad 
line.. However,' tho distances here arc relatively 'short* In the East« 
ern Zone, which produces only about 17$ of the coffee crop, 'the chief 
coffee-growing regions —Usulután (9.7$) and San Miguel (5.8$)-̂ - are 
served by the IRCA.. • 
Tho some situation generally prevails in regard to other 
major export.products.. 'The. railroad passes through the important cotton-
producing center of Zacatecoluca¿ .connected by road with Santiago Nóhuai-
co, the other cotton municipality in the Department of .La.-Pas. It also 
touches Usulutáñ and San Miguel, which are also municipal capitals of 
cotton-growing areas. These last-named areas are also important in tho 
production of sesame, as is Sonsonate, in the Western Zone, which is 
1/ Öata from 'the Agricultural and Livestock Census of 1950, Boletín 




served by the Salvador Railway Company. San Miguel produces a sub-
stantial quant it y of henequon. On the other hand, the regions of Cha^ 
latc'nango'j producing sesame, and Mdr^z&n, which produces henequen, are 
distant from the railways linos* 
1. Railroads 1 
The domestic transport system serving foreign commerce 
was based in the beginning on rail transport. Even today, in spite of 
the considerable development v.hich has taken place in road building in 
the last twenty years, the greater volume of the couuntry's transport 
is carried by. rail. The railroad companies, are in control of the port 
services (except in the case of La Libertad, a port operated by a'trans 
port firm controlled by .shipping interests)«, Through a sul-generis 
freight rate system, with combined rates including rail freight and 
port charges, they monopolise all import ana export traffic passing 
through the ports,with which they are connected. 
The railway network of El Salvador is narrow-gauge 
(0,914 meters) and covers a distance of'602 kms. This system carries 
1 / 
4 million passengers and 500,000 tons of freight 'anually, Two rail-
road companies operate in El Salvador: • (a) International Railways of 
Central America, XRCA, El Salvador Division, with a total length of 45S 
kms.? and (b) The Salvador Railway Co. Ltd. with an extension of 144 
kms. 
IRCA also operates in Guatemala. It is affiliated with 
the United Fruit Company and owns the port facilities at Cutuco, which • 
1/ Data for 3.951. The distribution of these figures is as follows: 
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is connected with San Salvador by a 252 kms* line passing through the 
cities, of San Miguel, Usulutin^. Zanatecoluca, San Vicente and Cojutepe~ 
que« Originating at Soyapango C7 kms# from San Salvador) is a line 
which passes through Xexistepeque and reaches the Guatemalan border 
V.a distance of 147 kms,) There it joins the 3ECA1 s Guatemala Division 
and continues to Puerto Barrios, From Texistepeque a branch line (.59 
kms* long) servos the important coffee growing areas of Santa Ana and 
• Ahuachapan« • t< 
The Salvador. Railway, a British company, serves the; 
country's .richest.agricultural -region, between San Salvador, Santa..Ana, 
and .SonsonatfO., connecting this area with the port pf Acajutla, which 
it. operates together with its subsidiary, • Agenda. Nacional,..Lt.da¿".Its 
:trjink line -connect s San Salvador with Sitio del Nino (3? kmsDj'- from 
•• \whiph two other, linos branch out: one going to Santa'Ana (40 kms,)• 
andf.tH'e.'pthor to .Sorisonate (47" kms*), continuing on to Acajutla (20 kmsf). 
iBoth-'-of theso:railroads have high operating "costs for 
V 
^ • \ several-reasoris.:'' - (a)' • •the adverse'topography of the regions thrdugh which 
Y 
v they pass (since' the -steep'grado.& and the; ¿harp''curves increase the time 
required'for each run and• substantially • reduce • the'trictivd force'of ̂ the 
locomotives )'j (b) 'the inadequacy of the "locomotives themselves;'- (c) the 
short runs (especially in the" case of the Salvador "Railway), and (d) the 
•relatively small voliiifte of traffic, 
In 1951? tho HICA owned 28 locomotives, 60 passenger and 
inspection cars and 502 miscellaneous freight cars« The Salvador Railway 
owned 17 locomotives, 32 passenger and'inspection cars,'11 gasoline motor 
cars and 234 miscellaneous freight cars. (See Table 19 J The Mission 
/ i n s p e c t e d 
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.-inspected most of the IRCA?s network and concluded that the line and 
.installations are in good condition,, The locomotives and rolling 
' stock are not modern, but are kept in good running condition. On the 
other hand, the permanent way of the Salvador Railway is in 
bad condition^ long stretches need to be replaced and others repaired* 
The locomotives are very old models, uneconomical and of little trac-
tive force, which makes the cost of traction excessive 1,41 per 
train4cm, compared to $ Oo72 for IRCA), especially considering the 
fluctuation in the volume of traffic (according to the coffee-gather--
ing seasons) and the directional differences of this traffic. 
In'1951'the IRCA moved 401,000 tons 0 of freight (12$ 
more than in 1950)• Of this total, 44$ was import freight, 11$ was 
export' freight, and 45 $>as. local traffic. It also carried 2,244,000 
passengers: (l6$ more than in the previous year). The Salvador Railway 
4 moved 115,400 tons * of freight (9$ more than in 1950), of which'23$ 
'•was import freight, 19$-export freight and 58$ local freight. It 
carried 1¿872,000 passengers (an increase of 1$ over 1950») (See Table 20). 
, The movement of passengers between Guatemala City and San 
Salvador-is very slight. The railway .connection wis mode especially for 
'export freight traffic.via Puerto Barrios, Passenger service;-'is not 
.'.direct, and the trip is long and uncomfortable, 
The freight rate system is the fundamental problem of Sal-
vadorean rail transport in relation to.the"country's economy. Since 
this problem is closely related to the control of the ports by the rail-
way companies, as in Guatemala,, it Is useful to examine first the port 
' and maritime situation* 
/Table 19 
T a b l e ;;19 ; 
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El Salvador : •International Rallw.áys • of. Central America 
and.Salvador Railway.:.;-permanent way and 
- equipment 
IRCA Salvador Railway 
Permanent way; 
Rails, standard type: weight 
Ballast; 
Ties : ' •  • < . 
¥ <>ximum gradient 
Maximum curvature 
Signals? 
Locomotive and Rolling Stock': 




Combination passenger and cargo 
Gasoline motor cars (passenger) 
Gasoline motor cars (freight) 
Covered, freight cars 
Baggage 'cars 1 
Cabooses * 
Flat cars 







54, 56, and-70 
lbs, per yard 
Volcanic ash and 
broken, stone 
54 and 60 lbs. 
per yard 
light earth about 
1 ft, deep, crushed 
lava 








4,5$ Sitio del Niño 
to Santa Ana. 2»5$ 
Acajütla to San 
Salvador • % ' 































Source: IRCA, El Salvador Division, and Salvador Railway. 
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Table--.- 20:" 
El Salvador: Traffic and.,,^ Railways of 
Apê îca''.and {Salvador-;-Railway 
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Cost.of Each' Run per train~km» 












































... 21,469 ' 
Operating Revenue ..(in thousands nf pounds sterling) • 
Year "'. .Revenue Operating Ratio 
1946/47 .. 133.3 92.8 
1947/48 .'.'.. 162.7 83.2 
1948/49 288.8 92.6 
1949/50 ::: 264.5 -101.4 
1950/51 ^ 302.3 rV. 92.5 
Average cost of train runs per train-km.- -in 1950/51' $ 1.41 
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2 c Fort- and Maritime Situation 
In order of importance on the basis of their respective 
volumes of traffic^ El Salvador's three principal ports are Cutuco, La 
Libertadj and Acajutla0 These ports moved a total of 387^800 tons in 
1951« Imports and exports were divided among these ports as follows: 
Cutuco, k5%? la Libertad, 3 7 ^ and Acajutla/ 20$. (See Table 21.,) 
Table 21 
El Salvador: Imports aivl Exports by Customs (Ports) -/ 
(in thousands of metric tons) 
I m p 0 «.OA S. x p 0 r í. s a».** 
La • La Li- Sonso- La La Li- Sonsp- Total 
Unión . bertad . nate . Total' Ünión bertad nate Total • Imp, and I 
1947 84.8 45.3 9.7 139 c 8 39.9 12,7 28.4 81„0 220 „8 
1948 56.8 42,7 13.9 113 „4 33.9 15.1 33.1 82.1 195.5 
1949 68.7 . 53 »9 20.7 143.3 38.4 16 „4' 23.2 78.0 221.3 
1950 84.8 93.3 30.2 208,3 44=9. 19 «3 ' 24 bl 88.3 296.6 
1951 • • 139.4 •124.5 . 56,0 319.9 35.2 12.6. 20,1 67.9. ... 387.8 
Source: Dirección General-.de Estadística y Censos, Boletín Estadístico No. 6, 
a/ .Data exclude shipments in vessels .under 100 tons. Tonnage includes 
imports, exports, and baggage; excludes mail. 
The above-mentioned ports handle the greater part;of cof-
fee exports, (See Table 22«) The total volume' of maritime imports and 
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Table 22 
: El • Salvador s Coffee exports by port of origin and." production center 
October" Ì948 ^"October 19k9 
(metric tons) 
Departments 




Barrios Overland Total 
Total 28,726 2JL2.28 3,867 8 75,057 
Santa Ana 10,013 308 15,557 2,00 3 27,881 
La Libertad 758. 11,56.2 • 5,78.7 304 f '.- """"" 18,411 
Usulutän 8,041 186 — .14 — 8,241 
San Miguel 14,607 . • ; . . — 86 — 4,693 
Sonsonate 5,822 7 — 5,829 
San Salvador - - 83.1 5,455 .. . 739 1,177 8 5,260 
Ahuachapan , 2,239 17 ' 276 — 2,532 
17 6 — — 1,234 
San Vicente 976 _ — • ' — ' — 976 
Soürce:' Compañía Salvadoreña de Café, Boletín Anual de Estadística, 
' ' '" 'September 30,-1949. 
Of the three Salvadorean ports, Cutuco, on the Gulf of Fon-
seca, is the best one in the -country, and the only sheltered port "'.-which 
allows the direct mooring of the ships to the pier, It has- a concrete 
pier 125 meters long„and sufficient warehouse space for the current 
volume of traffic, except during the period from December'to March, when 
the high seasonal export traffic causes some congestion. However, it is 
the port furthest away from the main production and consumption centers. 
The western coffee belt is at the other extreme of the country, and the 
leading import center — S a n Salvador— is 252 kms, by rail.and 185 by road 
from the port, 
/Although 
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Although the other two ports, La Libertad and Acajutla, 
are closer to the producing and consuming centers, they have insufficient 
. storage space and high operating,costs due to. the system of loading and 
discharging by means of lighters. •Acajutla¿ the westernmost port/ is 104 
kms. by rail from San Salvador and 85 by road. La Libertad has no rail-
way; it is 36 kms, from San Salvador by road. 
The outstanding factor in the Salvadorean port situation 
from the economic point of view in the close interrelationship of the 
ports with-the shipping companies and with the overland transport inter-
ests. The port installations at Cutuco are the property of the IRCA. 
Those at La Libertad and Acajutla belong to the government, but are 
leased, in the case of La Libertad, to the Agenda Nacional Salvadoreña, 
an affiliate of the Grace .Line, and in the case of Acajutla to the Agen-
cia Nacional Limitada, a subsidiary of the Salvador Railway, :Further-< 
more ...since the shipping companies work closely together in a. conference 
system, and the principal lines handling El Salvador's traffic are the 
.United Fruit Company and Grace Line fleets, it becomes more evident how 
; large a degree of control of the transport system for foreign trade is 
concentrated in the.hands of a few interests; these same groups control 
the overland and maritime transport as well as, the handling of:port oper-
ations of nearly all Salvadorean foreign trade traffic. 
Cabotage. Since there are no important towns along the 
coast, and since the ports, with the exception of Cutuco, are not easily 
accessible to small craft, there is practically no. cabotage „in J51 Salva-
dor, . : 
/ 3 * F r e i g h t r a t e s 
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3o Freight rates ' ' '-' 
(a*) Co^Axicd raiiwayHsbrt ratesc The fact that the same few interests 
are in'control of the transport network linking'the production centers 
'and'markets permits a rate structure through"which it is possible to 
exercise a virtual monopoly of import and export traffic * The competi-
tion of independent truck transport can thus be'eliminated with no 
;sacrifice-In transport charges, since what is lost in overland freight 
rates is amply-recovered in'port charges*' There also exists an agree-
ment between the two railway companies and the' trucking firm Agencia 
Salvadorcria,. which'serves'La Libertad, to charge virtually the*same rates 
(which include port charges) 'for -transporting the more important' foreign 
trade•commodities to or from any of the three ports. Through the combi-
• nation-'of-inland transport with ocean freight rates there is also'estab-
lished a -very similar total charge for transport to' the' chief export 
markets, or from the principal import markets,"in shipments through Puer-
:'to'Barrios' in Guatemala« '' ••••••••••• 
^ • Thusy export "commodities' —coffee-, cotton," "sesame— are 
subject- to the Salvador to either "La'Libertad 
or Cutuco, -despite:'rthe 'difference 'in distances'(coffee, $14.20 per ton; 
cotton, $16.00; ses'iMe," $8o80)o As'for Imports,'the''chargesfor'cement 
are $9.00 per ton; 'fbr-VHeat, wheat'1 flour,1 llO.OO"; and for 
'••iron - $14.00, whether̂ '̂ â CutricO','''-1'!̂ " l^bTiatli-^v^oa^ntlA^ (See rates 
on coffee, .cement ahd I m i in Table 23V) ' ' ; •' '"'" 
1/ The rail freight rates quoted include increases which went into, effect 
in November 1952 for coffee shipments, and in February 1953 for' other 
cargo. 





JE1 Salvadors Through freight rates (U.S. Atlantic and Gulf ports) for 
coffee exports and structural iron and cement imports. 
(in dollars per short ton) 
Cutuco-Ja Libertad Aca.jutla. Puerto Barrios 
San Santa San - San " 
Salvador Ana Salvador Salvador 
Coffee 
Railway or road 
Ocean 
" ' Total 
Cement 


































Source: Railway and shipping companies-.-
If the'component parts -of 'these ''freight-rates';are examined 
separately, it-can only • SohciUded • that: they h.̂ ve -been'-constructed in 
the most arbitrary way. '-- For exampley in export-ing.. coffee, from Sari Salva-
dor through Acajutla^ (e6mbihod charge of #14.S0)y thd':rail freightage is 
only $2.60 for a run 6f: 104 kms, or 2.5 cents per ton-km,/ while' lighter-
age and wharfage • ($11,60 j amount to 4-1/2 tnjf.es the flight charges,-/ 
1/ The same system prevails in La Libertad, in combination with motor 
.¡.transport. 
/(See Table 24.) 
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(See Table 24®) To import cement by the same route, the total charge 
is..:|?^0^'the • rail ; freight. proportions of this -charge being the same as 
in the case"of coffee, but port charges being less: $6*40 as against 
$11o60£ or 2-1/2 times the ra v, freight charge« It may well be asked 
why 'the port charges for cement are approximately half the charges for 
"coffee," It is also observed that if the Salvador Railway 
charged for port services the same., rate applied to coffee in Champerico 
and San Josd ($4.60 per ton)r and the rest were incorporated into the 
rail freight charge to comprise the combined rate of $14*20, the rail 
freight charge would be higher than the maximum permitted under the 
terms of the concession contract, 
Although it does not seem that the freight charges are 
high., it is clear that the port charges are arbitrary? since they bear 
no relation to the actual cost of the services rendered, There; are also 
spécial circumstances which tend to operate in favor of the railroads at 
thé expense of road transport. Thus, the port areas of Cutuco and Aca-
"j'utla are inaccesible" to trucks. For example, ;if. a.,customer-should de-
sire to move freight by road for export from Cutuco, he would be obliged 
-to turn it over' to the IR&A at•.La. Uni6ny• pay, thé: rail freightage to 
Cutuco, and .then pay the charge . arbitrarily'fixed for- p'orti services, 
(b). - Ocean, freight rates. It is•• no. simple matter to determine' whether 
>j 
or not.,ocean freight r^t.es are fair, ..Even if data';were available in re-
gard to all the cost factors> .the-.attempt would, still ;-bê frustrated, since 
,it- is. : impossible to evaluate ..the-, effect- which . other - important' -external fac 
tors, such as subsidies and special ̂ privileges. wpuld...ha.ve^upon..the -accounts 




of most of the shipping companies serving the Central American ports. 
Table 24 
El Salvador; ' Rail freight rates combined with port charges 
(in dollars por short ton) 
l̂erjjatlâ  San Salvador Cutuco-So .n Salvador 
With por t Lsss port With port Less port 
charges charges charges charges 
Imports -
Cement 9,CO 2.60 9.00 3.80 
Iron bars 14-00 2 , 6 0 14.00 5 »40 
Wheat 3 o 2 0 2 , 6 0 8.20 3.80 
Wheat flour - lOoOO 2 „ 6 0 10.00 3.80 
Automobiles 25.00 2 e 6 0 25.00 1 1 . 0 0 
Trucks 2 0 , 0 0 2 o 6 0 20,00 8.40 
San Salvador Acajutla San Salve idor-Cutuco 
Exports 
Cotton in bales 160 0 0 1.00 16,00 8.80 
Sesame 8 , 8 0 2 „80 8.80 2,30 -
Coffee ' 14*20 2.60 lit.. 20 7.70 
Coffee, San Salvador- - , . ' » ' 
Santa Ana 15.60 4.00 
Source: Salvador Railway Coc and IRCÀ, El Salvador Division, 
On the other hand, more than the real operating cost, 
the factors determining freight rates are the market value and other 
characteristics of the freight involved. Consequently, freight rates 
should havo to be judged through comparisons, that is to says (l) 
comparing the freight rates on Salvadorean cargo with freight rates 
considered reasonable in other countries and (2) determing the ratio 




Regarding the first point of comparison, the Flota Gran-
colombiana may be used as an example. Although it is in the conference 
system, this company is owned by many of its users ̂  and, consequently, 
the freight' rates —cspeeiall;/ for coffee— arc kept at a level favorable 
to them0 Thus the freight rate for a ton of coffee from Colombian ports 
on the Pacific, to. U.,,Sfl. Atlantic and Gulf ports, is $20o00 while the Sal-
vadorean freight .rate to the same ports of destination is $21,00 the 
distance being somewhat greater in the case of El Salvador, It is, theft, 
evident that the freight rate does not;place El Salvador in an unfavora-
ble position of competition, : 
As to the second point under consideration, it can be 
established that the rate represents scarcely 2% of the market value of 
. coffee,', when the latter is $0,56 per pound. 
To sum up, in the case of the principal export commodity, 
the freight rate in itself is not excessive nor detrimental to business. 
With reference to imports the situation is different and, as a result, 
it is very difficult to generalize here, since there are inmemorable dif 
ferent classes of commodities and an extremely varied and' complex clas-
sification aystem0 Freight rates vary greatly: for cement, for example, 
it is $17©00 per ton; for automobiles and trucks, $23<>00 per 40 cubic 
feet plus some "extra charges'1, and for articles not otherwise specified 
up to $70,00# This system of charging according to value and other chara 
teristics is prevalent in all maritime services, it being generally 
.1/ Federación de Cafeteros de Colombia, Almacenes de Depósitos, Banco 
Agrícola y Pecuario de Venezuela, Corporacióñ Venezolana de Fomento, 





:und£rstoqrL"'that' the"-"value. of service increases as the ¿value of the "com-
"modity at/:tliê 'con.sumirig- center0 
.  '.•.The. samo' customs .practices prevail -in Salvadorean ports 
that arc'.in̂  o f f o o t • in-o-lmost all of Central America, necessitating a 
..double handling of cargo and excessive rod tape« Perhaps the situation 
is still more complicated in El Salvador, since' the country has experienced 
considerable economic development in the • last few years> and both : Customs 
practices and port installations have 'remained''substantially' ilnchariged 
since the days when port activity was a • fraction"of it's present-vdlume, 
'. • Thecustoms- for Acajutla arc located'in Sonsonate, 20 
kms,..' distant from the port; irport'od cargo must be transported in sealed 
••freight cars' from the pier: to the customs« This ̂anomaly' causes loss of 
time, »higher costs,, and the --delay -of rolling ,stock0-: " • - : ' ••' 
4. Air Transport 
El Salvador is served by five international airlines of-
fering regularly scheduled flights3 It has more international services 
than any other Central American country« All air operations are central-
ized at the government-operated National Airport at Ilopango, located 10 
kns« oast of San Salvador on the Inter-American Highway, at 614 meters 
above sea level« The main runway, with a usable length of 1600 meters, 
is built on a rock base, surfaced with crushed stone penetrated with 
asphalt and sealed 0 The terminal building is excellent, but there .are 
no hangars for the use of international carriers«. 
Pan American Airways (PAA) was the first,and is the- largest 





daily into, q»nd an equal number out of, San Salvador, using DC-4's or 
Constellations, serving the other Central American countries as well 
as Mexico,, New Orleans, Los Angeles, Miami and Havana* 
TACA International Airlines (TACA), the only company 
operating under the Salvadorean flag, uses three DC-4'*s and offers 5 
mixed passenger and cargo flights weekly to Mexico and New Orleans. 
Since February 1953$ it has established a cargo and passenger service 
to Panama, and a cargo sorvice"to New Orleans on the two days in"which 
it has no passenger service, 
The three other carriers —Compañía Real Holandesa de 
Aviación (KLM)¿ Aerovías Sud Americanas (ASA) and Transportes Adreos 
Nacionales de Honduras (TAN)— have only been in operation a year or 
two, with two-engined planes and relatively limited schedules,'' 
During July 1952, PAA carried 53$ of .a total of 2,761 
passengers leaving or arriving at the Ilopango airport, TACA carried 
38$, and the other two passenger services^ ELM and TAN carried 4$ to-
gether, Of the total cargo of .210,000 kilograms moved in, and out of the 
Ilopango airport during the same month, TACA carried 46$, PAA 41$ and 
KLMj TAN and ASA together the remaining.13$. 
Almost the only practical way for travellers to reach El 
Salvador at the present time is by air. Even from the neighboring capi-
tal of Guatemala, 182 air kms, away, the trip by bus takes. 8 hours or 
more, while the railroad —primarily a freight carrier— requires 24 to 
30 hours. By air it is a 35 minute flight. It is not surprising there-
fore, that air passenger movement at San Salvador has increased 425$ in 




the last decade, while surface transportation has shown only a 25$ 
increase.̂ .. 
The number of international flights serving San Salva-
dor, is now ,ov£r three times a8 :mny as five years ago, and in general 
larger.and faster equipment is employed. In the same-five-year period 
the volume, of inbound air freight has increased over 4*5 'times to a point 
whore i-t;-now. represents, from 5% to 10% of all imported manufactured 
ticlas o,'; -Jf".'various administrative obstacles to air travel development 
were removed,1 arid if more air cargo services were .available at appro-
priate-rates;, there is little question that this proportion would in-
crease very, substantially ,5 
- .'Air transport offers numerous advantages to the importer 
of. manufactured goods in. El Salvador and also in other. Central 
American countries: (l) the time between placing an order in the 
United States and its receipt at destination is often reduced from 
several months to a few days; (2) the elimination of. heavy' packing re-
quired for sea and land shipment saves packing costs, and"also shipping 
charges, consular fees, customs duties, etc„, which are sometimes based 
on gross weight; (3) air transport documents in general are simpler, 
and customs formalities at airports are also less complicated and are 
dealt with,rapidly; (4) there is much less danger of loss through 
theft or pilferage since there are no transshipments: and since air car-
go remains under the-, constant" supervision of the same , crew until it ar-
rives at its destzm̂ tiori; (5)' there is less .handling arid -Smoother pas-
sage; (6) there being no danger of salt water spray or siAilar difficul-





greatly reduced., and consequently insurance rates are generally lower, 
..while on fragile articles they may be several times, less; (7) interest 
charges while the shipment is enroute are very much reduced, and there 
. is .also more likelihood of the entire shipment arriving as a unit (this 
is particularly important in the case of buses and automobiles).; (8) 
finally, the actual shipping cost by air may be only a little more, or 
even less, than by surface means« On a shipment of 25 typewriters to 
v.. San Salvador, for example, the air charge came to $628, while the 
comparable ocean shipping charge was $609« On relatively small ship-
. ments of general commodities such as, for example, two bales (about 275 
kilograms) of textiles from South Carolina, air rates are considerably 
less than surface chargcs, 
A brief sample list of some of the articles which are 
being imported by air in increasing volume is as follows: breeding cat-
tle, household furniture, refrigerators, stoves, washing machines, type-
writers, caterpillars, Diesel electric groups, automobiles, chinaware, 
.earthenware, mattresses, office supplies, batteries, tires, radios, 
phonograph records, medical products, baby chicks, etc. 
Cargo rates at El Salvador, on a ton-mile basis;, are 
substantially the. same as those prevailing in Guatemala, Thus., for 
example, PAA. rates. from Los Angeles, TACA rates from New. .Orleans, TAN 
rates from Miami or ASA.rates from, St* Petersburg.,. .Florida,, on ship-
.̂ ments. of 3300 pounds or more, range between.-. 14.and. 20; centsrper;metric 
..f tQft-km. (from. 20 to ,30 cents per ton-mile).* The, directional-differences 
in air freight movement are at serious handicap«, During the .month of July 




1952, .for .example-, • the ratio by weight of inbound to outbound air. cargo 
at San Salvador was 14 to 1* In an, effort to attract return freight, 
certain carriers, such as ASA, offer northbound rateg as low as 4.5 to 
9 cents per metric ton-kn0 (605-13 cents per ton-mile), But in spite 
of these attractive rates,, outbound cargo has remained limited» 
Unit passenger fares for El Salvador on.PAA and TACA do 
not differ materially from those already described for Guatemala, Fares 
of other passenger carriers are somewhat lesst Between Miami and San 
Salvador, for..example,..PAA1 s current one-way fare is §102, or 6*2 cents 
per passenger-km0 (10 cents per mile), while TAlI's fare is $85> or 5»2 
cents per km* (8*3 cents, per mile), TAN.also has a round-trip tourist 
fare (tickets valid for two months) of 3«9 cents per km, .(6,25 cents 
per mile), Thus, passenger fares more in line with conventional leve-is 
have begun to be available at San Salvador« 
Certain operating restrictions' at the-airport at Ilopan-
go limit air transport activity at the.present timo, The. short length 
of the principal runway prohibits the use of modern, high speed equip-
ment on.both day and night schedules. A development program for the 
airport is needed, .and certain steps could „be taken, to. encourage, the 
expansion5* of air operations . . • • 
5, Highways 
At the present time El Salvador has the best network of 
roads in Central America. According to the Salvadorean Highway Depart-
1/ See Parts II and III of this Report 
/ment, the total 
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merit, the total length of the road system is 7,700 kms.j but only 
about 20$, or approximately 1„500 kms, may be considered, because of 
technical layout and quality of construction, as all-weather roads. 
The rest is made up'of .roads w h i c h in most cases lack technical speci-
fications in their location, and in which the construction and finish 
were done using only the natural terrain with no. adequate preparation 
of the base and superstructure c During the rainy season traffic is 
impossible' on those roads® • 
Of the 1,500 kmsa of all-weather roads., 600 are paved, 
and the rest are made up of roads which in most cases have been graded, 
'graveled, and/or surfaced to accommodate a relatively heavy and permanent 
• traffic, • ' -
; If the road density of El Salvador 'is. compared with that 
of countries of greater economic development, it appears to be markedly 
.low,' for there is 1 km. of every kind of road for every 249 inhabitants 
and I'teu of- all-weather road for every' 1,280 inhabitants, while in the 
•United States there is 1 kni, of roa'd for every 30 persons. " In El Sal-
vador there- are 366 linear meters of oyovf kind of road and 72 linear 
meters; -of - all-weather rbads f or; every' square kilometer' of' the country1 s 
area, while in the United States for every unit of area there are 620 
linear meters of all-weather roads. On the other hand, .the Salvadorean 
indexes are the highest in Central America, Furthermore, there is a 
relative compensation in El Salvador if the following., factors are, taken 
into consideration: (a) The good location of its main roads, which 
serve all the production areas' with relativb efMciericy through tli& help 
" • ; , ' /of secondary 
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of secondary, and feeder .roads; ' (b). the transport service afforded the 
.national economy by the 6̂ 200. kms 0. of dry-weather roads during the har-
vest season of some.of the most important products; (c) the roads that 
link the country*s capital city with the principal ports, the most im-
portant- departmental. capitals and the neighboring countries; and (d) 
the .existing roads between the departmental capitals and those that con-
nect them .with the heavy population- centers .aŝ  welJ..-as with , the-more im-
portant agricultural regions in the countryc 
In Appendix^, -at the. end of -the chapter, there is a 
list of the network of all-weather roads in El Salvador. In Appendix 
II another one of nearly all the primary and. secondary roads which make 
up the- country'.s-principal road system and most of which are dry-weather 
roads#: Appendix III gives a list of the local roads of each of the six 
zones into which the road system of El Salvador is divided. 
El Salvador is a country which is especially adapted to 
road transport, since its greatest length from east to. west is 255 kms. 
•and from north- to .south 102 kms. The utilization of. roads.--for.traffic 
.with, the-main ports would have represented a reduction in total: trans-
port costs of imports and exports, if the railroads and port, companies 
had not established their combined system which -has-practically:- eliminated 
rop.d traffic.with the ports., of Cutuco and Acajutla. -
. ..The only roads which .are. important . in international trade 
are the Santa To lea-La Libortad road;for traffic, between-.San. Salvador and 
.the: latter port; the .Inter-American"; Highway for .commerce-with Guatemala 
in the. west and with Honduras and Nicaragua in the east.,-/ and the San 
1/ J i'he1 Military Route (Ruta Militar) San Miguel-Santa Rosa-Inter-̂ Amer-
ican Highway also carries part of this trafficc 
/Salvador-
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Salvador-Puerto Lempira-La Palma-Citalá road for traffic with western 
Honduras o Besides these , roads with- relative current and'potential 
importance ere the Ahuachapán-Las Chinamas-Rio de la Paz route and the 
Coastal, Highway (under construction), which will contribute to increase 
substantially the trade with Guatemala. 
(a) El Triángulo—La Libertad. In the-years 1942-51, 363,143 tons of 
imports entered through La Libertad, or 21% of the total for this period. 
Export figures for the same years were 127,757 tons, or 16$ of the total. 
The only means of communication with La Libertad is the road which leads 
from the port to Triángulo (26 kms.) on the Inter-American Highway, and 
from here, on this highway to San Salvador, a distance of approximately 
10 kms. The average width of the highway is 6 meters, but there are 
some sections where it narrows to- 5.5 and others where it is only- 5« 
Its horizontal and vertical alignment is deficient, with many unneces-
sary curves (some with a high degree of curvature) and grades which 
slightly exceed 6%; this has obliged traffic authorities to impose 
maximum speed limits of 50 and 40 kms. per hour. The pavement is dete-
riorating in some stretches, and the bridge over the ravine "of El Plata-
nar needs reconstruction of its pier bases. All these factors'are res-
ponsible for a high operating cost for trucks —many of them with trail-
ers— and passenger buses, : L... '*' • 
(b) Inter-American Highway, The most important route' irí ÉÍ Salvador 
and the backbone of its road system is the Inter-American Highway (307 
kms,) which crosses the country from west to east'and' has a total length 
of 273kms, from the Guatemalan border to the point called Siráma, at 
'/the eastern 
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the eastern end, and continues 34 kms0.further northeast as far as the 
Hondurean border. This highway-, which from a technical point of view 
meets the requirements for trade-with the neighboring countries, runs 
lengthwise across the plateau5 connecting the important cities of San-
ta Tecla, San Salvador, Cojutepeque, San Vicente and San Miguel. It 
.is joined directly or indirectly to all the other important national 
or local roads, - . 
The 273 kms, from the Guatemalan border to Sirama are complete-
ly paved, and the bridges and culverts along this stretch-are,finished. 
The remaining 34 kms. were to be paved in 1953*"^.Tlie.construct ion of-
the:', road has been carried out according to the specifications officially 
laid down for all parts of the Pan-Americ.an Highway,'" ;'For;most of its 
pavement bituminous materials have been used, largely asphalt-penetrated 
macadam. In some stretches these specifications have been exceeded: 
the width of the tangents has been increased to 7 meters; the horizontal 
and vertical alignment has been improved and the curves have been widened 
;and, superelevated according to the usual technical standards. Other 
stretches in the eastern section need to be'improved in order to eliminate 
.numerous curves and to increase the limited radius of other curves, re-
duce some.grades and diminish the frequency in slope changes. With 
these modifications a reduction-1 in the operating cost of transport would 
1/ The local office of the United States Bureau of Public Roads estimates 
that this entirejection, which is well located and which runs through 
a region having gentle slopes as far as the international bridge over 
thev Goascorin River, .can be paved at a cost of only .$500,000,since all 
the bridges and drainage structures have" already -.be.en, permanently 
' - erected;, •• p J. . . . 
"''"'. /be obtained 
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be obtained as. well as a greater degree.of safety for traffic, (For the 
length and ..present condition of the different .sections of the. Inter-
American Highway, see Table 25*) 
' Table 2.5 




1; Guatemalan border-Santa. Ana 
2 • Sq.nta Ana-San • Salvador 
3, 'San Salvador-Cojutepeque 
4.« Cojutepeque-Cuscatlän Bridge 
* (Lèmpa River) ' 
.5» ,Cuscatlc<n Bridge-San Miguel 
6, San Miguel-Siramä " 















Sources • Transport Mission, from' official data, 
(c) - Morthem Highway (San1 Salvador-Puerto Lemp ir a-C it a Id) / -'"This'route y 
not yet paved1, Is especially'Important because it "'ihay: 'boristitute : the 
-'Salvadorean section of: a future' trans-is;thmian hlgfiway'' coMunicaiting El 
Salvador with Puertb':Cbr'tes by way-of Mueva'^Ocote^qUe^ Santa'Rbsa de 
-eop̂ n and San Pedro Siila'in Honduras',' At the present time" only the Sal-
vadorean section of 96 kms. has been constructed. This section runs to 
Nueva :Qco.tepeque.,. some .10 kms, .-into Honduras., -.-The-,,specif ications of the 
highway:-are }first, class and it ..goc4̂••̂alignT̂aht'¿•., -widths- of :6 and 7 
metersy and grades no greater than 6$, It is graded, graveled and sur-
/faced to its grade 
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faced 'to- its- grade line» It requires widening and better horizontal 
and vertical alignment along some stretches0 There is a regular bus 
service between San Salvador and San Ignacio, 7 kms. from the Hondurean 
border, and numerous trucks make the trips from the capital tó Nuevà 
Ocotdpeque0 Their return load consists of tobacco, wheat, onions, garlic, 
livestock and* pigso'"' 
6. Road Transport Conditions _ .in —y»—.m-r—Ml. n. I II •!•! 
In view of the fact that the Inter-American Highway at 
the.present time connects Guatemala City, San Salvador, Tegucigalpa (in-
directly), Managua, and will, soon also connect San José.,_ it.would, be 
logical to expect a rapid development of international passenger traffic. 
However, the actual, situation is very different; ...the. transport services 
operating on this road are few .in number, and very few. .vehicles, are being 
used, (See .Table 260:) ,r . . 
.Table 26- . . 
El Salvador : International Highway Transport Ser? ices.,,,, 
^ _ . : . ...,, Cents 
• : -" " * ' "'Price' per 
Com— Vehi- -.in .., Passen-
Service Km̂ c_ panies cles Runs " ' ' Colones' ger-Km. 
From San Salvador to: ... s 
S.Cristdbal^G^atemala . 265 .3 .6 .2 per day.., 12o50. , 1»9 
: Tegucigalpa (via Goas- '" "'" "" '"' -V : 
cor^n) . . 369 .-1... . 1 .3 per. week, . , 15*00 lc.6" 
• Managuk-̂ -vid'"GbasCor̂ n) 6o£ T ' ' 1' " 2 per week" 30,00 2,0 
Source :Transport Mission) f'rom official data," ' ' ' 
: /The lack 
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• The lack: of development.of this economical transport sys-
tem is attributed to'a number of factors. Most important among them are 
uncertainty about the future of the business due to the fact that a given 
route is not guaranteed or granted exclusively to.a particular public'car-
rier, and due also to difficulties such, as the legal formalities involved 
in securing transit permits from two or more countries. The more, impor-
tant companies have not felt that there is enough incentive, and have 
therefore failed, to invest the capital necessary to operate these services 
on a large scale0 
The present services, are inadequate and insufficient for the 
movement' of passengers along this route. 
It is not possible to make an exact estimate of the total 
volume of road traffic in EI Salvador, since there are no statistics 
and since it is not even possible to obtain approximate figures. Con-
sequently, it is necessary to rely on observations and deductions of a 
general nature. Only a small part of the import and export traffic is 
carried by road, namely, the traffic via La Libertad, handled by the 
Agencia Salvadoreria, which has its own vehicles besides those which it 
rents from other firms. In 1951 the total traffic through this port 
was 98,000 tons. 
Since there is only one rail connection between El Salvador 
and Guatemala, and'there is none with Honduras or Nicaragua, international 
traffic is by sea, road, or air. Little information is available with 
respect to the total number of trucks used in international traffic, but 





(Honduras) and Candelaria de la Frontera (Guatemala), it is estimated 
that in I95I there was a total movement of 10,000 tons of import traffic 
and 6,000 tons of export traffic. Although this is not an important 
volume of traffic, it has been increasing for the last 5 years, and it 
is logical to expect that it will continue to rise0 
IH'e • Means,;_6f --Transport for; Domestic- Economic Activity. •: 
Domestic transport in El Salvador can be summed up into 
the following activities: (a) transportation of agricultural products 
(corn, beans, rice, sugar cane,. etc0) from the zones of production to 
looal markets, or to mills., the most common means of transport being mule 
or ox-drawn carts; (b) transportation of agricultural products from local 
markets or centers of production to the population centers, or from one 
department "to-another, the principal means being-trucks-and- the railroads, 
•and local passenger buses to* some extent'.;:, (c) transportation in the op-
posite direction for the distribution of manufactured products,/; which 
uses the same- means of transport as (b)».". 
- An important. ;part of this-movement of goods consists of 
basic foodstuffs, the production of which is concentrated in.: certain 
zones and departments which-have to supply the piacew of .greatest^popula-
tion density* For example,-two sparsely/populated departments-- -^Dsulu* 
.t&n and La Libertad— produce about a third of the corn crop (see Table 
27), and help to meet the demand in such departments as San Salvador and 
• Santa Ana,, where, production., falls far .below, consumption, requirements. In 
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.La Libertad and Usulut^n produce almost half of the country's total, 
and the other two aforementioned departments are both deficient. San 
Vicente and Usulutdn together produce about 40$ of the country's rice, 
and help to supply almost all the other departments« 
1. Railroads•' • 
(a) Freight rates0 The railroads carry part of the local freight: in 
1951" the 1RCA carried 180.>000 tons of local-freight, and the Salvador 
Railway 70,000* As to the number of passengers, the IRCA carried 2,224,000 
and the Salvador Railway 1,872,000 during this period, 
•/..• .. . • • Table 27 • • • 
El'Salvador :-. Production of Basic Foodstuffs -by Departments; 1951 
'• .. . (in thousands of quintals)' 
Department • Sor.ghiim ' - • Beans Rice 
Santa Ana 2/a 85 21 6 
•Ahuachapän - - 190 319 •24 • - 24 
Sonsonate 3?4 114 14 6 
La Libertad 312 ••••..: 369 • •••' 143- - 48 
San Salvador 159 2k 11 17 
Chalatenango . ' 254 : 242" 25 31 
Cuscatlän 181 75 34 33 
La Paz ••• '2§2-:- ' 158 - / 12 24 
San Vicente 2 7 3 197 40 61 
•Cabanas 220 194 : - ='.•'•':.'." .:•'•; 2Ï : -••.':•• 14 
Usulutän 7Ö2 631 93 128 
.San-.Miguel - 331 • 556 • - 15 23 
Morazän I/4I 159 7 8 
La. Union - • 2 6 4 O"--.-' • 239 • * ,.•: 16 • 3 0 
Total 4,324 2.5862 476 453 
Source: 
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The two companies- have a policy of low rates in order to 
competo with highway transportation* The passenger fares on the IRCA 
fluctuate, according to the run, between 2.5 and 1.6 cents per km0 in 
first class^ and between 102 and O.fì in second class; while on the Sal-
vador .Railway, which is more strongly affected by highway competition, 
the fares in motor rail cars (first class) vary from 106 to 1.0 cents, 
and in steam trains (second class) from 0.8 to 0.6 cents. These fares 
are not high, rather they are less than official maximum limit,^ but 
this is reflected in the low quality of service, especially in second 
class on tho Salvador Railway' 
The local freight rates are scaled in proportion to the 
distance, and in some instances there are special rates also with the 
' 2 / object of competing with highway transport»— On the IRCA the kilometer 
charges fluctuate, according to classification, from 4#8 cents down to 
:1.9:cents'per ton-km* The charges on the Salvador Railway are. computed 
on a more complex basis, and they do not follow thè same system of clas-
sification as the IRCA, but in those articles which form the greater part 
of the freight hauled, the charges are more or less equivalent to those 
of the IRCA, On the run between Santa Ana and San Salvador the rate per 
kilometer for corn, beans, rice, cement, lime, etc0 vary from 3.2 to 1.8 
cents. 1/ 
1/ The concession contract, for .the .IRCA fixes a maximum of.,2,and 1.25 
cents per km, for first and second^class,'~respectively. 
2/ The concession fixes a maximum limit on local freight rates as fol-
lows:" on the IRCA, 6 cénts per ton-k¿,j and" on the Salvador Railway, 
8 cents. 
2/ Freight rates in effect in December'1951. 
/(b) Financial 
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(b) financial Situation of the Railroads 
The financial situation of the two Salvadorean railroad 
companies does not appear to be flourishing. Total income of the IRCA 
in 1951 was $2,300,000 (as compared with 2,400,000 the previous year), 
with an operating ratio, of 39 (as compared with 90 in 1950); and the 
figures for the Salvador Railway during the period 1950-1951 showed an 
operating income of 302,000 pounds sterling (as compared with 264,000), 
with operating expenses running to 92$ (as compared with 101$ in 1950), 
(See above Table 20), 
Undoubtedly operating expenses could be reduced if several 
improvements were made, particularly if a less expensive means of trac-
,tion were introduced, with gradual substitution of Diesel-electric for 
steam locomotives, for hauling both freight and mixed cargo and passenger 
trains, as well as the use of light motor rail cars, powered with Diesel-
hydraulic or mechanical engines, hauling only one or two coaches for rapid 
.passenger and express freight services, Such improvements would pay. for 
themselves in a relatively short time through the savings that would be 
effected, but they would require a large initial capital outlay, especial-
ly in the case of the Salvador Railway, which first of all would have to 
carry out the complete renewal of its permant way, 
2, Highways and Roads 
The road network in El Salvador is the basic transport 
system for domestic commercial traffic. There are no available statis-
tical data on the movement of passengers and'freight on the country1s 
road network, but judging by the number of trucks and 'buses used for 
/this type 
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this. type of transportation (see Table 28), it is estimated that it 
.const •itu-̂ es the principal means of local transport o ... 
;••••:, ...; . .• Table 28 
r : 
: 31 Salvador» Number of Vehicles 
-Year" •'< 1 • . Automobiles Buses Trucks Total 
1947 3,315 567 556 • 4,438 
-1948 • . 3,722 860 1,222 5,804 
1949 ' 4,204 1,249 1,718 6,171 
1950 6,891 1,132 1,410 7,441 
1951 7,627 1,003 2,364 10,954 
Sources Ministerio ele Economía, Instituto de Estudios Económicos, 
(a) Inter-American Highwayc This highway has already.--been considered 
in..detail,"̂  All kinds of locally-produced agricultural, livestock and 
industrial products are transported on this highway and its branches, 
and imported commodities .are redistributed from the" capital city to all 
the other departments. Moreover, a still small proportion of. articles 
for export is shipped from the production zones to the Inter-American 
Highway, and thereby to the relatively near railroad station —or in 
much smaller proportion— directly to the ports.-,;-
(b) San Salvador-Zacatecoluca-Sari Marcos Lempa Highway«,. . ..This route 
crosses a zone of abundant agricultural and-livestock.production (de-
partments of San Salvador, La Paz and San. -Vicente) *,Beyond Comalapa it 
1/ . See Section II,. point 5~(b) of this., chapter, p0 1223' 
. , ;/will form part 
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will form.part of the Coastal Highway, which is now under construction, 
The-highwáy is 79 kms. long, of which about 65 kms6 are paved^ and it 
has solidly-constructed, relatively wide bridges with a probable weight 
resistance capacity of 20 tons* -At the present time, paving work is 
going ahead 
on some s\>re tches, and other stretches are being improved 
so that their final construction will..come up to higher specifications, 
similar to those for the Coastal Highway project. The large .San.. Marcos • 
Lempa suspension bridge -—construction of which was begun in 1948—• has . 
a span .of approximately'760 meters. Its cost was $2.3 million and it was 
dedicated on' December 11, 1952. 
• s / "Because of the results, .obtained and theV.importance official-
ly given,to.: the Coastal' Highway, and to the irrigation and drainage project 
which complements the Lempa River hydroelectric project/- the;;goVer&ent*' 
plans to finish" the grading and paving from Zacatecoluca to San'Marcós 
Lempa in - the near '-future, as well as to extend this highway, with- similar 
specifications, to Usulután, and from there, as far .as:the.Sari Miguel River 
(Rio- Grande .de San -Miguel). An all-weather road, already exists- between 
the city óf San Migué1 and the San Miguel RiverA which completes the great 
circle route formed hy this through highway and the: Inter-American High- ' 
way from this city to'San Salvador. 
( c) Northern Highway (San Salvador-Puerto Lemoira-Citalá) .. Besides ' 
its importance as -an international highway, this route also serves an 
important agricultural-zohe, partly also a mining, area, between- San Sal- "' 
vador and the Lempa River* Beyond the great Río Lempa suspension bridge, 
1/ The first stretch of .56 kms.. between" S¿in: Salvador" and Zacatecoluca, and 
9 kms. between Zacatecoluca and San Marcos Lempa. 





an: area1'fee gin's' ih which'the predominance of agriculture gives way to 
stock raising, extending as far as La Palma, at an altitude of 1,200 
meters, 
(d) ' SjatsLJ^^ o This road branches off 
the Inter-American Highway 10 Ions, west of Santa Tecla, which is located 
75" kmso"from the port cf Acajutla® It links the central zone with the 
Department of Sonsonate and the port of Acajutla, passing through an im~ 
... , i 
portant 'farming region, along a route almost parallel to the Salvador 
RailWay.': It has' good horizontal and vertical alignment, easy curves, 
grades of less than 6$, and is in a good state'of repair. 
Ce) • Santa Ana~ChaIchuapa~Ah.uachap^n-Highway, Extending for 35 kms,,i/ 
it connects"the two important western coffee-growing' zones5 and has fea-
tures similar to those of the Santa Tecla-Acajutla Highway. Beyond krn. 
90 from San Salvador, between Atlquisaya and Ahuachap^ri, the pavement is 
deteriorating, despite the fact that It is of recent construction (1950), 
The apparent cause of this deterioration" is the instiff'iciericy of the 
base and the thiri'wearing Surface, 
(f) El"Tridngulo-Ia'Libertad Highway. It traverses a region of important 
agricultural and livestock production and has considerable freight and pas-
senger traffic**it the' present' time, despite" the deficiencies mentioned in 
Section t l M : : : 
(g) Military Route: San Mi^uel-Sahta RbSa^lhter-American Highway. This 
i3 the route generally used'by ;commercial vehicles travelling"toward Hon-
1/ This includes the first 4 krno. of the Inter-American Highway beyond 
,Santa Ana. 





duras or vice versa® Its length is 51 kms» It crosses some farms and 
stock ranches, and passes close to the gold and silver mines of Monte-
cristo. It has good horizontal and vertical alignment, maximum grades 
of 6%< easy curves and a general rolling surface width of 7 meters. On-
ly the first 7 kms, are paved, but the rest is well graded, graveled : 
and surfaced, which permits it to withstand heavy traffic the year round. 
Only a few stretches need improvement and widening at small cost, 
(h) Other highways. Among those that have present or potential impor-
tance are the following: (a) Sonsonate-Santa Ana; (b) San Juan de los . 
Cedros-Ilobasco-Chorrera del Guayabo (connecting"the capital with the 
water storage works and the hydroelectric plant of the Rió Lempa; (c) 
Ilobasco-Sensuntepeque; (d) Aiuia chapán-Las Chinamas-Río de-La.Paz.In-
ternational Bridge (which will connect with the Cuilapa-Jalpatagua-Rio 
de La Paz highway in Guatemala in the future); (e) Usulután-Santiago-de 
MariarInter-American Highway; (f) Santa Ana-Texistepeque-Metapán; (g) 
Soyapango-Suchitoto; and '(h) Chalatenango-Puente Lempira, 
Among the roads either projected or under construction, 
of special interest is the Coastal Highway, which will also be an in-
ternational route. Work has already begun starting from the road between 
Sonsonate and Acajutla, It will have a..total length of 230"kms•'"from 
the Guatemalan border to the Rio Grande de San Miguel, and will cross a 
potentially important agricultural area along the Pacific coast, linking 
it to the port of La Libertad and the San Salvador-Zacatecoluca highway. 
It will therefore help to increase the production and income of that part 
of the countryo 




3o Public Expenditures on Highways and Roads 
In the years 19/-; 7-1951 the government of. El Salvador 
spent a total of 25 million colones ($10 million) on roads, or an an-
nual average of 5 million colane3 ($2 million), of which 64*5$ was ap-
plied on construction and the rest on maintenance0 During' this same 
period -the., government of the United States contributed to the construc-
tion of-the Inter^American Highway an amount equivalent, to two thirds 
of-the cost, or approxim.ate3.y 2 million colonesn . (See Table 29.) The 
expenditure-applied on new construction has been increasing from. 2*7 
million colones to 4.8 million in 1951 and 6,3 in 1952.^ In 1953, 
7.2million colones has/ been:earmarked for the Coastal Highway alone. 
Also the amounts assigned to maintenance have been increasing: from 
1/Ì million colones in 1947 to 3«0 million in 1951. However, if one 
takes into account the fact that improvement work is included' in 
maintenance activities, and that dry-weather roads require preferential 
attention during a certain time of year, thè sùms appropriated for these 
2 / 
purposes would seem to be insufficient' Assuming that of the average 
total'expenditure of 1,78 million colones, 50$ is used for improvement, 
then only 890,000 can be applied to the necessary maintenance of the 
1,500 kms, of all-weather roads, which.comes to 593 colones per km, 
1/ Taking 60% of the total amount appropriated to the Highway Department 
in thaVyoar — 10,454*310 colones * 
2/ The improvement of existing roads involves frequent and considerable 
changes in their horizontal and vertical alignment (resulting from 
considerable or serious< defects.in their original location), which 
is costly work requiring high expenditures. Also it means costly 
work of building the base, and consolidating and resurfacing of the 
-superstructure«, 
" /Table 29 
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El Salvador: ' Expenditure,, on Construction-' and .-. 
Maintenance of Roads and Highways, 
• • ~" i W " - 1951 ' "' 
, (in .thousands of .colones.)' 
Construction 
Year,. .Inter-American Other . . : ... 
High-way. Highways ~ Maintenance Total Expenditure 
. . • (A) (B) . - (A,-) , : (B) 
. 1 9 4 7 . . . ' 730 2,190 1,957 1,125 . 3,812 ,.. 5,272 
1948 ' -' '243 72Ö 1,597 4,H8 ' 4,603 
1 9 4 9 . . . . — — — 1,910 - 1 . 6 1 7 3,535 -... .  3,535 
1 9 5 0 ' — 4*107 1,579 5,766 5,766 
1 9 5 1 4,333 3,008. .7,841 . . ; V,841 
Total 1947-
1951. ... 973 2,918 15,173. • 8,926 25,07? . 27,017 
Annual. Average 194 534 3 fO.34 1,785 . 5,013 , : 5,403 
Source: Transport Mission, on data furnished by the Dirección General,,de 
Caminos, 
(A) Excluding amount contributed by U„ S# Government» 
(B) Including amount contributed by U. S, Government , • 
It is estimated that' this.-represents only 1,5$ of the/.average; cost per 
km. y 
4» Road Transport Conditions 
The road network built in El Salvador in the last few years 
has brought about a rapid development of transportation,. •Traffic along 
1/ If one conservatively estimates that average-cost per km..of the 600 
Ms, of paved highway at 50,000 colones, and that of- the -9.00 kms0 of 
and/or surfaced roads at 30,000 colones, this gives an average cost 
per kilometer 38,000 00lones for the 1,500 kilometers0From; the infor-
mation gathered in the field and in the offices of the Highway Depart-
ment about construction costs in various regions of the country,it is 
estimated that the average representative cost for each region of as-
phalt-paved highway is 50,000 colones ($20,000). , 
\ 
T a b l e 3 0 
E l S a l v a d o r : Automotive V e h i c l e T r a f f i c i n t h e month o f Jul?/ 1952 
to 





0 to cti PL, 
Total number of Daily average Average traffic Calculated traffic 
Highway . .. vehicles during of vehicles density: density: 
Town Post 12 hr. periods during vehicles per - vehicles per 24-hour 
over a period of 12 hr. period hour day 
p 31 days 
Metapán 927 30 2 32 Santa Ana • San. Cristóbal - : 6,889 222 18 • 233 Santa Ana San Salvador 33,541 : 1,082 90 1,136 
Santa Ana • Aldea 34,850 1,124 94 1,180 
Ahuachapan 7,326 236 20 248 . 
Chalchúapa 17,403 561 • 47 . 539 ' 
Sonsonate El Filar 2,718 88 : 7 : 9 2 
Sonsonate• Calle Nueva .12,846 414 435 
Cojutepeque : No. 35 21,: 87 5 706 59 ' 741 
Cojutepeque No 0 28 6,330 . : 204 .17 214 
La Libertad 8 5 95.0 '289 24 303 Jucuapa IJá ulut.án 130 4 — 4 
Jucuapa China. ca 817 2 6 2 2 7 
Jucuapa San Salvador 845 27 2 28 
Usulután 4,220 136 11 143 
Santa Tecla Colón 35,255 It 137 95 1,194 
Santa Tecla San Salvador AO;952 1,321 110 1,387 
San Vicente 6,238 201 17 211 
La Unión 2,807' 91 8 96 
San Miguel Jo coro 7; 361 238 20 250 
San Miguel La. Unión 6,745 218 18 229 
San Miguel San Salvador 12 s 681 • 409 34 429 
San -.Salvador. La Ceiba 70,959 2,289 190 2,403 
San Salvador Mejicanos 34,861 1,125 94 1,181 
San Salvádcr La Garita 63,707 2,055 171 2,158 
San Salvador, Zacatc.-coluca. 28,353 .• 915 76 • 961 . 
Zacatecoluca' 8,413 272 23 286 
Totáis 477,999 15,419 1,285 16,190 
S o u r c e : T r a n s p o r t Ivi iss ion, • from f i g u r e s provided by a u t h o r i t i e s i n . charge o f t r a f f i c control -* 
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the country! s-principal highways is heavyy but particularly on the 
Inter-American Highway in the vicinity of San Salvador. In July 1952 
there was an average of 2,100 vehicles a day moving through La Garita, 
and up to 2*400, at La Ceiba. On the western section of the highway, at 
Santa Ana, there was a daily traffic average of 1,100 vehicles,, On the 
eastern section, however, the automotive traffic was much lessi for 
example, at,San Miguel, a daily average of just over 400 vehicles was 
registered. (See Table 30). 
' * ,. Among thé other highways, special mention should be made 
of that which runs from San Salvador through Zacatecoluca as far as San 
Marc.oa Lempa, with an average of 961 vehicles a day on the stretch 
leading out:of San Salvador, and 286 at Zacatecoluca. The route going 
to La Libertad averaged 303 vehicles a day; the Santa Ana-Chalchuâpa-
Ahuachapan road, 589 a day. 
In 1952 there were 11,243 motor vehicles of all kinds in. 
the country, including 856 belonging to the government and 100 trailers. 
The classifying system used in El Salvador makes it difficult to de-
termine how these vehicles are distributed, but it would seem that ap- . 
proximately half of them are for private and half for public use. (See : 
Table 31.) 
Of the total number of motor vehicles in use in 1951, 
10,000 had boen imported during the previous five years. (See Table-
32.) This shows clearly the rapid increase which has come about in 
recent years in the number of road vehicles. This also explains the 
fact that-the'majority of the automobiles in use are in good condition, 
/inasmuch 
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inasmuch as they are generally of recent manufacture. The same cannot 
be said for trucks, for here there is a noticeable proportion of old 
and worn-out vehicles in use. 
fable 31 
El Salvador î Vehicle Distribution by Departments and 
— •. I.'|.»I I •; • •• "•! I . •' • •[• I« »I I •••.!! . • • — l-Llll'—.»•• • • I. • — •••••!•• . .11 I II». !-. tl ! •' ' 
Station Station 
wagons wagons • -
up to (more than 
; : 9 seat 9 seat 
Department Automobiles Jeeps capacity) capacity) Pick-ups Trucks Trâilars Totals 
Ahuachapln ' ' 114' 68 22 8 68 - 46 : 2 328 
Cabanas 10 9 3 5 2 10 — 39 
Chalatenango . 7 1 — 10 7 — 25 
Cuscatlän 15 7 6 3.2 8 13 — 61 
La Libertad 162 44 69 51 32 86 2 446 
La Paz 21 11 8 14 12 36 3 105 
La Unidn .14 1 3 4 7 14 — 43 
Morazän 9 4 ' 20 2 8 — - . 43 
San Miguel 154 61 46 56 39 76 1 433 
San-Salvador •  4,123 425 666 •%43 668 . 1,205 81 7,611 
Santa Ana 616 78. 121 116 224 313 7 1,475 
San Vicente 33 7 6 19 7 4 — 76 
Sonsonate 96 27 20 30 29 37 2 241 
Usulatcin 100 61 .Já - • _25' 30 75 2 317 Total 5,474 804 984 823 1,128 1,930 100 11,243 
Source : Departamento General de Tránsito, 
There has been a marked increase in the number of ox-drawn 
carts during-recent years -—30,000 units in all— which is not what would 
be expected of a country that has improved.and extended its road network. 
The ox-carts used in El Salvador have a capacity of roughly one ton, and 





route, the k:i.;id of goods shipped, etc. For a .'full, load from- San Salva-
dor--to Oojutepeque, the charge is l6,00 colones, and as far as Zacateco 
luca, 25.00® Between other points it varies from O075 to 1,25 per quin-
tal (4,5o3 kilograms), acoordirig to the distance. Within the city of San 
Salvador a more or less fixed rate is charged. For example, from the 
railroad station to any part of the city 6 colones is charged for trans-
porting a cart-load of firewood, A cart for the distribution and sale 
of charcoal may be rented for 4 colones a day. Sand is also transported 
by carts, the price of the material plus transportation being 2 to 3 co-
lones per load. Although it is evident that the cost of cart transporta-
tion varies considerably, an average of.about 18 Salvadorean centavos per 
ton-km, seems roughly correct; 
Table 32 
El Salvador: Automotive Vehicles Imports, 1947-1951 





Year Automobiles _]ouses_ Total Automobiles buses Total 
1947 494 866 1,360 800 1,070 1,870 
1948 735 349. 1,584 . 1,274 1,135 2,459 
1949 796 786 1,582 1,496 1,236 2,732 
1950 • 1,152 1,808 2,960- ... 1,830 1,932 3,762 
1951 1,199 1»502 2,701 1,973 2,621 4,594 
Source: Dirección General de la Renta de Aduanas, Sección de Estadística,, 
/The cost 
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The, cost of motor vehicles.and accessories is high in 
El Salvador, An ordinary "5 ton truck has a dealer's price-of 9,500 
colones ($3q80Q), that is .to .say, approximately 80% more than in the 
United States« The higher price is due to the freight'rate,- 'commission, 
and customs duties (l0$)fi. Lower price range automobiles sell for around 
6,000 colones ($2,400).» Gasoline costs-1*24 colones ($0,<50) a -gallon,, 
half of which is accounted, for by taxes of various kinds. A gallon of 
Diesel oil costs 0.45 colones ($0,18), and 70% of this is: tax, ' -The cost 
of imported passenger.buses with body is. also Very high. • The'cheaper 
passenger buses of the most usual type, practical though somewhat uncom-
fortable, .cost about 19,000 colones ($7>600), 'This high cost means that 
the operators.prefer to buy the chassis and then put .on a body'manufactured 
in the country. These usually offer little comfort to the passengers, and 
are uneconomical because of their poor construction. 
Another expensive item is tires. Size 7t50 x 17 costs 
150 colones ($60), and size 8025 x 20, 300 colones ($120). The scarcity 
of replacement parts and deficient repair service —which is mainly due 
to the lack of means for training mechanics— explains the fact that 
vehicles frequently are out of service for periods much longer than neces-
sary. In general, the average life of a vehicle in .El Salvador is 5 or 6 
years, as compared to a life of 7 or.8 years in .the United §tates and 
other countries, . • 
1/ The term ".5~ton:: refers to the maximum effective capacity of the 
vehicle. In the classification system of the manufacturer, these 
trucks are referred to as 112-ton", 
/There are•no 
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There are no regulations concerning highway freight 
rkteso'̂ 'Hiese depend oh the "various factors of free competition, not 
only among different truck owners, but also between these and the rail-
roads'«' 'The iraih ones ares ' (.3:) Seasonal traffic: as the greater volume 
of traffic 'occurs between December and March (the harvest season) and 
the'demand "for trucking service is then greatest, the freight charges 
rise dioring" this' 'period and'fall during the'rest of the year, (2) Com-
petition from'thd railroads; in"those areas where there is rail service 
the 6hargfe's are lower0' (3) Highway and road conditions: as operating 
costs xncrea/se with'bad road conditions, the charges are higher on un-
paved' roads',' 
" ' ' " '5' Highway freight charges are not ordinarily published, but 
several examples picked up on the spot may give an idea of what they are: 
th&y"vary from 4 to "5.4 cents per ton-km, on paved roads, to 11 cents op 
unpaved roads,' (See Table'33*) 
....... Table 33 . 
El Salvador: Highway Freight Rates in 1952 
Centavos 
Rate of colon ' U, S, cents 
Highway or Road per ton. per .ton-km* per ton-km0 
San Salvador-Sonsonate 
(paved, railroad available) 6 5 kins, 7 o 5 0 1 1 . 5 4.6 
San Salvador-San Mi.guel - ' 
(paved, railroad available) 140 kms, 14o00 10 4 
San Salvador-Zacatecoluca 
(paved, railroad available) 56 kms, 7.00 13 ,4 . 5 .4 
San Salvador-La Libertad 
(payed, no railroad) 3 6 kms0- 3 » 5 0 1 0 4 
San Salvador-Santa -.Ana 
(paved, railroad available) 65 kms, '7.50 llc5 4*6 
San Salvador-Cabanas 
(not paved, no railroad) 40 kms0 11900 28 1102, 
Sources Transport Mission^ based on information gathered directly from 
private transport operators, /Trailers 
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; Trailers are not very common, although great savings 
in .operating costs could be made through their useu ^ There are only 
10.0..: vehicles': of•this type in the country, 
v ••• • ' •The ' use • o:f Disisi motors has not become widespread owing 
to;the high initial cost of truckà of this type, to the higher tax to 
which they are subject, and to the lack of specialized technical serv-
ices-, which would be requiredc 
v."; " As-a'general rule, transport operators own only a few 
vehicles each and' Sometimes a single one. There are only a few compa-
nies with à large-'fleet of trucks, and there is vigorous competition 
among them, which 'results in low rates. Except in a few cases, produ-
cers and merchants prefer to utilize these public road transport serv-
ices, for they are cheaper than using their own vehicles. Ordinary 
trucks operating -as passenger vehicles are often found in intercity 
areas. 
There is a marked tendency among operators to overload 
their- vehicles, which' gives rise to frequent damage and breakdowns. The 
lack of.weighing stations along the roads and highways makes it difficult 
to enforce traffic regulations governing weights« This results in cut-
throat competition as well as in irregular and inefficient service. Per-
haps herein lies the cause'for' the increase in the use of animal traction, 
even though the cost of transportation by ox-cart is estimated approximate-
at 0*.50 colones per ton~km, ($0̂ ,20), 
All of these difficulties and disadvantages contribute 





general, the rates new charged do not yield a return adequate to the 
capital;invested* On the other hand, however, it would not be bene-
ficial "to the country for the rates to be raised* Therefore, a solu-
tion, will have to be sought which will not only provide an improvement 
In service', but also take into account in a satisfactory way. the finan^ 
cial -situation'of the operators® 
Passenger bus services are regulated insofar, as. fares.. .,; 
i / 
and routes are concerned,-7 and for this reason a regular and efficient 
service ;is provided. There are 300 intercity bus services now operat— • 
irig;," using 900 vehicles, including the "rapid services1',-/ which. use . 7-r: 
passenger automobiles in direct trips between important towns. The most 
coirihon type'of bus used has a seating capacity of 20 to 25,..and furnishes 
not only passenger service, but also carries the various articles which; 
the passengers bring with them to market —grain, fruit, vegetables,_ : 
fowl, etc,«*- and all kinds of merchandise brought back on the return 
trip. These mixed passenger and freight vehicles fill a .special need 
in the rural areas, and offer a highly useful service. The main. qbjec-:. 
tion to them is the poor safety and hygienic conditions brought about-
by putting together passengers, animals and freight. There are few . 
localities where roads exist that do not have bus service. Bus fares, 
averaging less than 1 cent per passenger-km., are reasonable, especial-
ly taking into consideration the high operating costs. (See Table 34.) 
1/ Decree No, l6l, Reglamento de Transportes para Autobuses). 
2/ "Rapid service51 fares run 20$ to 40$ higher than those charged by 
ordinary passenger buses. 
/The disadvantages 
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The" disadvantages of these services are their irregularity, the exces-
sive number' 'of passengers» and "the bad-condition of the . vehicles in 
general«' ' ' -• 
El Salvador s Intercity Passeng ;er Bus Fares c, 1951 
Per Passenger--Kilometer 
• * • • ' .. • , • colones Dollars 
From San Salvador tos Kilometers Fare (centavos) (cents) 
Santa Tecla 10 • 0.20 ,. 0.02 . 0,0075 
La' Libertad 36 IcOO . 0.03 0.01 
San Vicente 60 l o 0 0 0.015 0.005 
Zacatecoluca 56 1.00 0.02- 0,0075 
La Herradura 61 1 . 0 0 0.015 0.005 
Santa Ana 66 0.75 0.01 0,005 
Ahuachapán 1 0 1 •1.50 - 0.015 . 0.005 
Sonsonato 65 1.00 0.015 0.005 
Acajutla 07 1 . 5 0 0.015 0,005 
San Miguel 138 2.00 0.015 0,005 
Usulután 1 1 0 2.00 0.02 0,0075 
La Union 184 3 . 0 0 0.015 . 0,005 
Teotepoque • 41 3,00 0.07 0.03 
Quezaltenango 27 0o50 0.015 0,005 
Chalatenango 78 1,50 • 0.02. 0,01 
Sensuntepeque 90 2.50 0.025 0,01 
Citali 96 3.50 0.035 0.015 
Source: Servicio de Transportes Interurbanos. Fares and number of vehi-
Direccidn General de Minas, Comercio e Industria, Sari Salvador, 
.September 19, 1951o 
. Urban services cannot be compared with interurban services» 
In San Salvador there are about 200 old buses in bad condition. They 
sometimes belong to the drivers themselves, who are organized into co-
operatives. In 1951 these services carried a daily average of 162,545 
/passengers 
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passengers (approximately 50 million passengers a year). The reason 
advanced to justify the poor passenger service is the low fare charged: 
7 centavos, which is 2,8 cents0 Before the war, the fare was 5 centa-
vos o This fare is far out of balance with present costs, since oper-
ating costs have gone up 20G$o The government is studying the problem 
in order to find.a solution which will protect both the interests of 
the public and.of .the operators& 
\- ..• City taxi service is satisfactory, and the vehicles are 
in good condition, but the fares are high. As the rates are not dis-
played in any way in the taxis, there are often abuses in the amounts 
charged, 
. There are few regulations and little official control 
-over highway transport in El Salvador. Passenger fares and routes are 
fixed by the Dirección General de Minas, Comercio e Industria, and the 
inspection and licensing of vehicles is controlled by the Departamento 
General de Tránsito of the Ministry of Defence; but there is no control 
whatsoever over freight transport, nor is there an organization in charge 
of coordinating the road and highway transport system with the other sys-
tems. .Neither is there any organization of truck operators trying to 
develop the.industry and ready to discuss transport problems with the 
government and other trucking companies. There is no automobile asso-
ciation, There is, however, an organization-of bus drivers, but its ac-
tivities arc limited to discussion of labor and wage problems. There is 





, ..EL SALVADOR: ROAD NETWORK. 1. ALL-WEATHER ROADS 
Roads • .. ""Length' in Kilometers 
Graveled and 
*" Paved. ....Surfaced 
. 1. Inter-American Highway (I.A.H.): (Guatema 
Ian border-San Salvador-Hondurean border) 307 273.. 34 
2. Santa Ana-Ahuachapan 35 35 ^ r-
Santa Ana-Sonsonate " s/v 
Sonsonate-Ahuachapan-Las Chima:nas~Rio Paz" 
45 " •••  10 35 
4. . ; 59 — •59 
. 5. Santa Ana-Texistepecue •" 17; " ' •17 
,6. El Congo-Lago Coatepeque -, 8" : . 8 ; .T— 
7. Coatspeque towards Izalco 18 18 
8. Junction Km.19 West I.A.H„-Senseriate 43 . 43 \ 
• 9. Junction Km.27 Highway No,8~El Bebedero . : 3;.. • • • . . . • 3 
10. Sonsonate-Acajutla , 22 . 22 . — 
11, Junction Km.17' Highway No a10-Los Cébanos 9 ' — • • - .9 
12. El Triángulo-La' Libertad b/ . 27 ' '27 ' 
..13 • San•• • Salvador-Puerto Lempira-La Palma-Citalá~ - 96. 5 - '91 
14. San Salvador-Quetzaltepeque (Detour Highway .. . 
No.13) 13 ' • .13 
15. San Salvador-Zacatecoluca-San Marcos Lempa 79- ... é5 -14 
•16. San Salvador-Planes de Renderos 10 10 • — 
17. Soyapango-Tonacatepeque-Suchitoto • • 38 . -- 38 
18. Junction Km.12, East, I.A.H. -Apulo 6 6 • —1 
19. Junction Km.42 Highway No ,15-L.a Herradura. . 19. * 10 ^ 9 
20. San Rafael Gedros-Ilcbasco-Chorréra del 
, Guayabo—' :; • ,50 . — 50 
21. Ilobasco-Sensuntepeque •..32 — 32 
22. Junction Km,56, East, í.A.H.-San Vicente . . 2 2 — 
23.' Usulután-Santiago de María-El Triunfo 35 ' 22 13 
24. Berlín-Santiaga de María-Jucuapa-Chinameca . 25' . '.' ' • 25 
25. Berlín-Mercedes Umaña-Kmo10, East I.A.H*,.. 12 " • 0.5- • • 11.5 
26. Nueva Granada-Km. 10 5 > East, I.A.H. ' • •• .4.. . — • 4 
27. Jucuapa-San Buena Ventura-Km,114j East I.A.H. 4 — • 4 
'28. Chiname ca-Mueva Guadalupe-Km•118, East I.A.H. 4 — • 4 
29. San Miguel-San Jorge ~ 26 - — • 26 
30. San Migue 1-E1 Amate ' 13 — - ' 13 
31. San Miguel-Río de San Miguel-Sl Delirio' 16 — 16 
32. Military Route: San Miguel-Santa Rosa Km.204j 
East, I.A.H. 51 7 • 44 
33* Santa Rosa-Nueva Esparta-Poloros 24 — 24 
34. Sirama-La Union 8 8 — 
35. "Military Route "-San Francisco Gotera _13 13 
Totalsr1*1,173 553 -5 61975 •W I •••MUÍ» •«» 
Source: Transport Mission, from official data, 
a/ International route to Guatemala 
b/ International route to Honduras 





EL SALVADOR-:. ROAD METSfORK. 2. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 
DRY^JEATHER ROADS, OR ROADS PASSABLE WITH 
DIFFICULTY THE YEAR ROUND 
Roads ' " " Length in Kms. 
1. El • Congo-Izalco " 12.0 
2. Santa Ana^San Luis 1$.0 
3. Detour of. Santa Ana-Ahuachapán road to San Sebastián .• • 2.6 . 
4. El Refugio-El Arado 5.0 
5. Atiquizaya^an Lorenzo 8.4 
6. Atiquizaya-Turin 1-3 • 
7. Chalchuapa^Las Cruces 9.0 . 
8. AhuachapánrSan Ramón-Apaneca 15*0 
9. Ahuachapán-wTacuba-San Francisco-Méndez 42.0 . 
10. Ahuachapán-Cashal. .8.0 . 
11• Tacuba-Ataco ' 18.0 . 
12. Detour of.Ahuachapán-Sonsonate road to Salcoatitán ' 0 . 9 , 
13. Ataco-Barra de Santiago ''. 31.0 . 
14. Ataco-Jujutla-Gaymango ' 22.0 , 
15. Apaneca-Santo Domingo 28.0 
16. Salcoatitán-Santa Catarina Masahuat- 6.0 . 
17. Sonsonate-Santo Domingo 10.1 . 
18. Juayúa-La.Majada-Los Naranjos 12.0 
19. Santa Ana-Metapán • 47-0 . 
20.. Armenia-San Julián ;" 17.9 
21. Detour of Inter-American Highway-Sonsonate.-to Caluco- 2.2 . 
22. Sonsonate-rNahuilingo 1.9 
23. Acajutla-Metalillo-La Hachadura 42.0 . 
24. Detour of Inter-American Highway-Sonsonate to San Julian • 7-7 
25. Atiquizaya-El Refugio-El Salitrero . • 10.0 
26. Ahuachapán-Apunla 10.0 
27. Detour of Santa Ana-Ahuacha.pán road to El Porvenir 13.0 
28. Chalchuapa.-El Trapiche . . • . 1.5 . 
29. Detour of Inter-American Highway to.El Porvenir 2.3 , 
30. Ahuachapán-Los Ausoles c 4.0 
31. Sonsonate-San Antonio del Monte 1.2 , 
32. Detour of San Salvador-Puente Lempira road to Paisnal 6.4 . 
33. Z&ragoza-San José Villanueva 5-0 . 
34. Detour of San Salvador-Zacatecoluca-Lempa road to San 
Pedro Masahuat and San Miguel Tepezontes .19.4 
35. Detour of San Salvador-Zacatecoluca-Lempa road to San 
Pedro Nonualco 17»0 . 
36.. Detour of San Salvador-Zacatecoluca-Lempa road to San 
• Juan Talpa and 01o.cuilta 10 o0 





Reads Length in Kms. 
33« Detour of San Salvador-Estero de Toluca road to Casa 
Piedra 0C5 
39> \Detour of Inter-American Highway to Opico and Tacachica 26.0 
40.' San Juan Opico-San Mat í a s-Quet saltepeque 14.3 
41* Ciudad Arce-Zapotitán /̂ Q 
' Sitio del Niño-Quezaltepeque 11-.2 
43. Santa Tecla-Quezaltepeque 22«0 
44, Mejicanos-San Juan Los Planes 12.0 
45o Ilopango-Asino• 
46. Detour of Inter-American Highway to San Martín q.5 
47 Detour of San Salvador-Zacatecoluca-Lempa Road to 
.Texacuango and "Analquito 12.1 
48.- Chlnamequita-Comálapa . . 13.0 
49« La Libertad-Córnalapa ' 3 5 . 0 
50. Los Aguilares-Suchitoto 2.0 
51... San Salvador-Huizúcar - , 1 6 . 0 
52. La Joya-Huizúcar 13.5 
53- Santa Tecla-Jicalapa '44,8 
54. Detour of Santa Tecla-Jicalapa road to Comasagua 3#0 
55. Ateos-Jayaque 13.3 . 
• 5.6. Ateos-Te pe coyo , 7.3 
b57.. Detour of Inter-American Highway-Sonsonate to Sacacoyo 3#0 
58. Detoar of Santa Tecla-Jicalapa road to Jayaque ]_#Q 
59. Juan Higinio-Chiltiupán 10.7 
•(60. Detour of Santa Tecla-Jicalapa road to Tamanique 10.2 
61. Detour of Inter-American Highvray to San Antonio Abad 3#]_ 
62. Detour of Inter-American Highway-La Libertad to Santa Tecla 2,5 
63. San Salvador-El Angel 16.0 
64. Detour of San Salvador-Zacatecoluca-Lempa road to Tecoluca 
65. Santo Tomas-Asino .¿.0 
66. Mejicanos Cuscatancingo 1,5 
67. Olocuilta-Plan de las Delicias 10.5 
68. Chuchucato-Talnique 14.2 
69. Tepecoyo-Las Tinieblas ' 9 . 7 
70. Santa Tecla-San Jeronimo-San Juan Los Planes 10.0 
71. La Libertad-El Zunzal 9t2 
72. Zacatecoluca-Baños Ichanmichen * 
73. San Juan Nonuilco-Cantón El Chile" 10,0 
74. Zacatecoluca-El Caballito 
75. Chalatenango-Las Vueltas-Ojo de Agua 24.0 
76. Hacienda Amaya-Nueva Concepción-Río Lempa , '36.0 
77. Chalatenango-Las Flores-Arcatao * 32.0 
78. El Limón-Petapa-Hondurean border 40.0 
79. Río Grande-Dulce Nombre de María-Hondurean border Zj.8.0 
80. Río Grande-El Paraíso-Tejutla 14.0 
81. El Salitre-La Reina „ 6 . 0 
82. Metayate-Agua Caliente 12.0 
83. San Rafael-San Francisco Morazán-Tremedal 12.0 
84. Tejutla-San Juan-Hondurean border 36.0 




"Roads Length in Kms 
85- El iiorritc-Lâ Laguna-Hondurean border 24.0 
86. Barcaje San.Cayetano-Bosque-San Francisco Lempa-Potonico 16.0 
8?» San Francisco Lenipa-Azàcualpa-La ì'Iuca 12.0 
88. La Cruz-SI Granial-Potonico 12.0 
89, El Gramal-Son Antonio Lop Ranchos-Cancasque 12,0 
90. Chala ̂<snH.ngo~San Miguel de M.vro-'jdes-Rio Lerapa 2.0.0 
91. Arac at eo -Noicbre de Je^ús-Chorrera del. Guayabo Dam 10 „0 
92. Detour of Puente Lempira.- 'Citala road to Te jut la 1.0 
93. Detour of San Rafael.Gedros-Ilobasco road to Tejutepeque 10.0 
94. Ilobasco-Cinquera 16.0 
95. Sensuntepeque-Puerto San Pedro ' 16.0 
96. Sensuntepeque-La Providencia 22.0 
97 o Détour of Sensuntepeque-La Providencia road to Puerto Santa 
•Lucia 20 í0 
98. Sensuntepeque-San Ildefonso 20.0 
99. Detour of Ilobasco-Chorrera del Guayabo road to Poza çlel 
Silencio 10.0 
100. El Sillero-Río Lempa . 21.6 
101. Suchitoto-Los Aguilares 21.0 
102. •Sari Martín Montepeque 16.0 
103. Detour of Inter-American Highway to San Pedro Perulapán 4.0 
104. Cojutepeque-Lago de Ilopango 9.0 
105. San Ramón-San Vicente 21 >0 
106. San Ramòn-Analquito 5.0 
107. Detour of Cojutepeque-Lago de Ilopango road to San 
Cristóbal . - 5-5 
108. •.Santa Cruz Michapa-Tenancingo 20 o .5 
109. Detour of San Rafael Cedros-Ilobasco road to El Rosario 6.0 
110. Detour of Inter-American Highway to Santo Domingo and 
San Sebastian .5-0 
111. San Vicente-Verapaz-Guadalupe-El Chile 21.0 
112. San Vicente-San Sebastián 14. Ó 
113. . Apastepeque-San Ildefonso 29.0 
114. Detour of Ilobasco-Sensuntepeque road to Santa Clara '"24.0 
115.- San Vicente-San Nicolás Lempa 29.0 
116. Tecoluca-El. Payón 13.0 
117. Detour of Inter-American Highway to La Laguna arid Santa 
Clara 5.0 
118. IJsulután-Jucuarán-El Espino 35.0 
119. Inter-American Highway-Jucuapa-Usulután 21.9 
120. Usulután-Puerto Parada 11.0 
121. Usulután-San Dionisio 9.0 
122. Jiquilisco-Puerto E3. Triunfo 8.0 
Ì23. Valle San Juan-San Francisco Javier 8.4 
124. Berlín-Cantón Linares 20,0 
125. Be rlín-tóe chot ique 17.0 
126. Berlín-Loma Alta 13 .0 
127. Antiguo Santiago de María-Jucuapa 8.9 
128. Estanzuelas-San Juan Nuevo Edén 27.0 
/129. Detour 
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Roads Length in Kms. 
129o Detour of Inter-American Highway to Lolotique 
130« Chapeltique-Sesori-V. .•" - ... 15-6 
131. Ciudad Barrios-Carolina 14.0 
132. Detour of Ciudad Barrios-Carolina road to San Luis de 
la Reina . • 806 
133- El lalmital-La Poza 6.5 
134. Gualache-San Francisco Javier 9*0 
135. /Sahta^Mem ' "IO08 
136. Carolina-Hondurean border 7 «0 
137.-;. ;San Luis de la Reina-San Gerardo *:' • —.10.0= 
138/;. ;ìnter-American Highway-Estanzuelas • ..'.-. IL.0-: : 
I39.^Berlín-San Agustín • /.; ', :r '-•.• . :12.0 
140¿.. Sán Agustín-Valle San Juan r. 9•0-..- ; 
141 Vint e r-Ame ri can Highway-C hapo lt ique . . :. • '1&. O 
I42.;t vlhter-American Highway-El Volcán de San Miguel * . •••S.O" 
143Chinainaca-San Jo'rge-San Rafael Oriente . ; 18..0 
144• * ,Usulután-El Amate \ . 20..0.. 
145.-.. El Delirio-El Cuco, _ 23.0 - .. 
146. Detour of San Miguel-Usulutan road to El Delirio. T. 12.0 
1 4 7 . t o u r of Inter-American Highway to San Alejo ; ;. .10.0 
148.j-,:'San Francisco Gotera-Jocoro • : • ;I2:;0 ; 
149¿.i. :Sàn Francisco Gotera-Chapeltique ^ V O * " " " * 
I50. >'San Francisco Gotera-Jocoaitique . ' . -32.0 
151 0-Detour of Inter-American Highway to Playa .El Tamarindo- . 
and El Faro . / : 22.;o . 
152.-/La Unión-Conchagua ..V. . . ;6.0 
153 • •• La Unión-Cutuco •'. ." ~ •• 2.5 
154. -La Unión-Playitas - . - • :.10e0 .: 
155. •• 'La Unión-Amapalita .r " . 4.0'" 
1 5 6 . . : . .Gotera-Cacaopéra .. 12.0 -
1570;'El Sauce-Concepción do' Oriente ;,-i7yO 
Source.: Dirección de Caminos,. Ministerio de .Fomento y Obras Públicas. 




EL SALVADOR: FEEDERJROADS 
FIRST ZONE ; Departments of Ahuachapán, 
Santa Ana and consonate 
Length in Kms 
Santa Ana-Flor Amarilla 5.0 
'Santa \na-Potrerillos - .5-0 
'Santa Ana-Tres Caminos .. 9.0 
'Santa Ana-Piedra Pacha - .. 6.0 
'Santa Ana-Loma Alta • .5.0 
'Detour of Inter-American Highway to El Cristo . : :12.0 
Detour of Inter-American Highway to San Juan Buena Vista- * 7.0 
Detour of Inter-Amerlean Highway to Las Aradas . 7,0 
Detour of Inter-American Highway"to El Jocotón • . • -6.0 
1 Detour of Inter-American Highway to El Limón. ' 8.0 
,\E1 Congo-San Juan Opico 10.0 
Atiquizaya-Pepenance-Tapacum 8.0 
Chalchuapa-Guatemalan border 21.0 
Ahuachapán-Ashapuco '8.0 
Ahuachapán-Agua Shuca-El Arenal 0 
Turin-Santa Rita " 8.0 
Detour, of Acajutla road-La" Hachadura 1 .2Ö-.0 
Detour of'"Apaneca road-Santo Domingo to Salcoatitán • * 4.0 
Las Cruces-Buenos Aires .. -.6-.0 
Agua Caliente-Guarnecia - 1 - 7*0 
Detour of Santa Ana road-Metapan to San Antonio el Pajonal ' 20.0 
• Metapán-La- Majadita " 8 . 0 
Metapán-Ostúa - - -12.0 
San Luis-Los Apoyos • r , . t. • ; 10.0 
Armenia-Los Mangos-La Preza " " 12.0 
Detour of El Bebedero road-San'Julián to los Lagartos 4.0 
San Julián-Cuisnahuat 8.0 
San Isidro-Izalco 20.0 
Detour of Sonsonate road-Acajutla to Salinas de Ayacuchapa 14.0 
San Luis Nancintepeque 14.0 




Santa Ana-La Parada 20.0 
Apañeca-Laguna Verde 6.0 
Turín-Buena Vista-San Juan de Dios 12.0 
Ahuachapán-Acacalio-Santa Rosa 8.0 
Ahuachapán-Palo Pique 9.0 






" Length in Kms. 
Atiqiiizaya-San José 6.0 
La Puerta-Tacuba 4.0 
Izalco-Cruz Verde-Talconumca 5-0 
Armenia-El Cerro • 12,0 
Santa Ana-Primavera - . 7 6<0 
Santa Ana~La Montañita • ,:. 15-0 
Santa Ana-Empalizada 3-0 
Callejón del Diablo-Aldea San Antonio .1.0 
El Portezuelo-Pinalito ' • • 11,0 
Chalchuapa-Guachipilin .,10.0 
Izalco-Cruz Grande y..- 5.0 
Santa Ana-El Pinalito -20.0 
Santa Ana-Palo Campana .23.0 
Apaneca-La Malinehe • • 4.0 
Detour of Inter—Imerican Highway to Los Conacastes • ' .. 6.0 
Atiquizaya-El Naranjo • ... -8.0 
San Julián-Peña Blanca-El Balsamar . . 6.0 
. 'El Chapín-El Jo cotón . • 4.0 
' Ahuachapán-Chapilapa .,7 - 6.0 
Ahuachapán-La Labor -...• $*0 
Turi n-C uyana c zul 6.0 
Apaneca-El Saltillal " 5-0 
Ahuachapan-El Arenal - 2.0 
Santa Ana-Las Canoas 3.0 
Total (First.Zòne).569-0 
SECOND ZONE: Departments of. San Salvador/" -
La Libertad and .La.Paz 
San Salvador-San Antonio Abad 2.5 
La Calavera-San Antonio Abad 4.1 
• Detour of Inter-American Highway to San Antonio Abad - 3.0 
San Salvador-Chantecuan 2,5 
Mejicanos-Zacamil 3-0 
Mejicanos-San Roque • 3-Ò 
Mejicanos-Chancala 3*0 
Mejicanos-Delicias del Norte .... 1 2.0 
Mejicanos-San Miguel 2.0 
Mejicanos-Ayutuxtepeque 2.0 
Mejicanos-Cuscatancingo • • 2.0 
Villa Delgado-Cantón La Cabaña to the junction with the 
Inter-American Highway-Tonocatepeque 8.0 
Villa Delgado-Arenal-El Callejón ... • ' 9.0 
Villa Delgado-San Laureano 4.0 
Villa Delgado-Cantón Milingo-Cantón Chaqüite 2,0 
Villa Delgado-Paleca-Rio Urbina 1.0 





:'C;üscs,t-ancí.ngc-/£popa • " el 
Cuñcatancingo-Villa Delgado 
Cuscatancingo-Nejapa 
• Ayutuxte pe que--Apopa 
•A yut uxte pe que-los Llanitos 
' Ayut/oxtepequs--La Trinidad 






Tonacatepeque-La Fuente • • 
Tonacatepeque-La Unión 
Tonac ate peque-;Ve ra cruz 
Guazapa-Cantón Nanoe Verde-San José Guayabal 
Guazapa-Canton Loma de Ramos-San Lucas 
Guazapa-Cantón San Jerónimo-San Cristóbal 
Guazapa-Zacamil-Railroad station : 
Guazapa-Cantón Calle Nueva-Apopa . 
Guazapa-Nejapa 
;Detour of Inter-American Highway to Cantón La Palma 
Sari Martín-Cantón El Sauce 
San Martín-Cantón La Flor 
San Martín-Cantón Las Delicias 
San Martínr-Cantón San .José 
San Martín-Cantón El Rosario 
Cantón San José-rDelicias ; -
Cantón Rosario-Oratorio de Concepción 
San José-San Bartolomé Perulapia 
Cantón El Rosario-Malacoff 






Nejapa-Cantón Galera Quezada 
Nejapa-Cantón Conacaste 
Nejapa-Cantón Salitre 
Nejapa-Cantón Camotepeque . ' • 
Nejapa-Cantón Tutultepeque 
Nejapa-Cantón El Bonete 
El Paisnal-Quezaltepeque 
El Paisnal-San Pablo-Taeachico 
El Paisnal-Nueva Concepción(southwest • bo'und) ; 
El Paisnal-Nueva Concepción (north'bóund)'- . • 
El Paisnal-La Reina 
El Paisnal-Suchitoto 
El Paisnal-San Matías 







• : 4 . 0 





• 5 . 0 
.-• 8.0 
"lOoO 
•••-. 4 .5 
, 11.0 
' •: ; 8.0 
, 4 .0 
••-,'•-• 6.0 
.-•. = 3-0 
' : 4 .0 


















. 8=0 8.0 





• ; 12.0 






Ilopango-Cantón San Bartolo ••"• 
Ilopango-Cantón Apulo 
Ilopango-Cantón Changallo 
Aguilares-Cantón Las Tunas 
Aguilares-Cantón Las Pampas 
Aguilareo-Los Mangos-El Paisnal 
Santo--Tomás-El Ciprés-Las Casitas-El Guaje 




Santo.Tomás-Caña Brava •" 
Santo-.Tomás-Cantón Potrerillos 
Panchinialco-Los Palones 
Panchimalco-Los Planes de Rende ros 
Panchimalco-El Guayabo 
Panchimalco-El Cedro 











Santiago- Texacuangos-Joya Grande 
Santiago Texaguangos-Chaltipa 
Santiago Texacuangos-Río Grande 
Detour. of San Salvador road-Zacatecoluca to Santiago. Tex. ..-
Santiago Texacuangos-El Morro 
Santiago Texacuan?;os-Finca Santa Rosa -
Santiago Texacuangos-El Morro (by way of the cemetery) • 
Santiago Texacuangos-Cantón La Cuchilla 
Rosario de Mora-Huizúcar 
Rosario de Mora-Loma y Media 
Rosario de Mora-San Ramón " .. 
San Marcos-San José Ahuatitán -. 
San Marcos-Casa de Piedra 
San Marcos-Planes de Renderos 
San Marcos-Cerro Amatepec 
San Marcos-Caserío El Pepeto 
San Marcos-Caserío Jiltepeque 
San Marcos-Loma Larga 
Guadalupe-El Mangal 
San Marcos-Casa de Piedra (by way of Los Planes de Renderos) 
Plañe ;s. de Rende ros-Loma Larga 
Planes de Renderos-Cantón Cerro Amatepec 
Length in Kms 
6.0:,' 
3.0- • 
. 4.0 . 
. 4.0 ... 




3-0 . ' 
4.0. 
:.. 3.0-
-.:.-' . .3.0 
6.0 = 
. ,3.0 -
i 4.0. .,:' 
•••.. . 8 . 0 . 
- . : 13.0 ' 
• ' -10.0- . 
, 4 . 0 : 
•...- - 1 3 ¿ o . . 
• 24.0 :• 
11.0 --
• 9 . 0 
• •:•. 6.0 . 
• . 9.0 
3 8.0 : 
.•12.0 :: 
7.0 . . 
6 . 0 : • 
•-1- • - -8.0 
- .7.0 . 
.. 6.0 








, 7.0 ' 
. 3.0. 
.. 1.5 
. . • 1 . 0 . . 
• 0 . 9 ; . 
4 . 0 . . . 
3 . 0 -
6 . 0 
3,0 ' .: 




Paga 156 ' 
• ' : • • M " Leng;th in Kms 
Planes de Renderos-Caserío Jiltepeque 2.0 
Planes dé Renderos-Caserío El Pe peto 2..5. 
Nueva San Salvador-Cantón Alvares 2.0 - -.• 
Nueva San Salvador—El Limón 5-0 
Nueva Sari Salvad.or-El Sacasil , 8.0 
Nueva San Saivador-El Matasano 4.0 
Nueva Sán Salvador-El Progreso 12.0 
Nueva San Salvador-Las Granadillas 6.0 
Nueva San Salvador-Los Amates . 8 . 0 
Nueva San Salvador-Los Pajales . 32.0' 
Nueva San: Salvador-Victoria . . 4.0' 
Nueva San Salvador-El Triunfo .30.0 . 
Nueva San Salvador-Loma Larga ..12¿0 ; 
Nuevo Cuscatlán-San José Villanusva 13-0 
(Antiguo)- San Salvador-Santa Tecla . 2.0 ' 
Huizúcar-Canton Tilapa . 12*0 , 
Ruizúcar-\mequiles .. 4.0 
Huizúcar^San Juan Buenavista . .16.0 
Huizúcar-La Lima .  8.0 
Huizúcar-Nazareth , - -16.0 • 
Huizúcar-Ojo de Agua 12.0 
Teotepeque-Finca Los Trozos ...ló.O 
Te ote peque r-Cantón Los Izotes .. ,2Q-.P:. , 
Teotepeque-Mizata 24.0 
Teotepeque-El Níspero : . .18.0 •' y 
Teotepeque-Sihuapilapa • 24.0 • 
Chiltiupán-Tamanique 8.0 
Chiltiupán-Teotepeque • : 5.0 
Chiltiupan-Port of La Libertad • \ ' • ,16.0 . 
Jica]apar-Ganíóri La Perla _ . ¡: 4.0 
Jicalapa-Cantón La Argentina . • 4.0 ; 
Jicalapa-Cantón El Tablón . r* 4.0 
Jicalapa-Ghiltiupán . . - ' • ; " 8 .0 -
Colón-Cantón El Cobanal 5.0. 
Colón-Cantón Las Moras V '2.0 
Colón-Cantón El Botoncillal ' • '3.0: 
Colón-Cantón Las Angosturas 3-*0 
Colón-Cantón El Capulín • .2*0 
Comasagua-Cantón El Tránsito-Caserío Margarita .. :2̂ 0 
Comasagua-La Curabre . 4.0 •• 
Comasagua-Cantón Conacaste . • 7 .4-0 
Comasagua-La Shila • ,12.0 y 
Ja yaque-Cantón La Labor • . 10v0 
Jayaque-Cantón Las Flores " ... 11.0 
Jayaque-Juan Higinio ... •. 4-0. y 
Jayaque-La Gloria ' . . 3 -0 
Jayaque-Santa Inés , ... • .3*0 / 
Jayaque-Finca El Valor " ' ' 3-0 _ 







Que zalt'e peque -fian Erar, cis co 





Que zaltepe que-Platanilios 
Quezaltepeque-El Puente 
Que zalte pe que -Primav e ra 
Quezaltepeque-Santa Rosa 
Villa d'e La Libertad-Cantón TOIL Cimarrón 
Villa de La Libortad-Tapeagua 
Villa de,La Libertad-San Diego 
Villa.de;la Libertad-San Dieguito 
Villa de.La Libertad-La Cangrejera 
Villa de La Libertad-Buenos Aires 
Villa de La Libertad-San Rafael 
Villa La Xibertad-Majahual 
San José Villanueva-Las Dispensas 
San José Villanueva-El Matasano 
San José Villanueva-Tula 
San José Villanueva-Santa Emilia-Tula 
San José Villanueva-El Escalón 
San José Villanueva-Huizúcar 
San José Villanueva-Escalón al Banco 
San José Villanueva-Puerta Azul 




Zaragoza-Cantón El Zaite 
Zaragoza-Cantón Asuchillo 
Zaragoza-Cantón La Pilona 
Zaragoza-Río San Antonio 
Zaragoza-La Vuelta del Corralito 
Tacachico-Cantón San Isidro 
Tacachico-Cantón Mogotes 
Tacachico-Cantón Obraje Nuevo 




Ciudad Arce-Cantón Las Acostas 
Ciudad Arce-Las Cruces 
Ciudad Arce-Santa Rosa 
Ciudad Arce-La C' chilla 
Ciudad Arce-El Espino 




























• ' 4.0 
2.0 
.•••: V--:,;-. 2.0 
• : • 3.0 
2.0 • 
• :.:.• ... ;:."• •••• 3-0 
• ::• : .•:.. " • '••• • ; • 4.0 
. . •':•••; • 1,0 
•v. ••- '•• 1.0 • 
• 2 . 0 
13.0 
.. • 12.0 
• / ..-.•.; .-..• . • IO.O •'• 
. - • 2.0 • 
• .; ;:••.• ••;,•••,-.• 10.0 . ' 
V. J 9.0 
•  !./ • : ' 1.0 • 
- • 5.0 • ' 
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Length in Kms. 
Ciudad 'Arce-Cantón Caña de Tarro 5.0 
Ciudad'Arce-Cantón San Andrés - 6,0 
Ciudad'Arce--Cantón Las Lemas 10.0 
Ciudad Arce-El Oonacaste 8.0 
Ciudad "Arce-La Esperanza 2.0 
Ciudad Ai\;e-La Joyita 2.0 
Ciudad Arce-La Reforma 3-0 
Ciudad'Arce-Zapotitan 5.0 
Ciudad'Arce-Veracruz 8 U0 
Ciudad* ̂ rce-Caserío Los tongos 3.0 
Ciudad" Arco-Casería San Pedro 2.0 
San Juan Opico-Cantón Agua Escondida 8.0 
San Juan Opico-Chanmico 10.0 
San Juan Opico-Sl Matazano - 11.0 
San Juan Opico-Sitio Grande 12.0 
San Juan Opico-Las Granadillas 14.0 
San Jiian Opico-Las Delicias 16;0 
San Jüan'Opico-El Jabalín 15.0 
San Juan Opico-Belén 17.0 
San Juan Opico-Sitio del Niño . 9*0 
San Juan Opico-San Felipe ' 6.0 
San Juan Opico-Minas de Plomo 7.0 
San Jüan Opico-La Encarnación 9.0 
San Jüan Opico-El Castillo 12.0 
San .Juan Opico-Nombre de Dios 13..0 
San Juan Opico-Buena Vista • 10*0 
San Jüan Opico-San José La Cueva • 12.0 
San Juan Opico El Carmen 13.0 
San Juan Opico-Barranca Honda 11.0 
San Juan Opico-Los Amates _ 3.0 
San Juan Opico-Tehuicho \ • • ' -5.0 
San Juan Opico-San Antonio 9.0 
San Juan Opico-San Pedro Mártir . '" 8,0 
San Juan Opico-San Pedro Oriente ' • '5.0 
San Juan Opico-Lomas de Santiago •"••'7.0 
Tamáñique-Chiltiupán 16.0. 
Tamañique-Comasagua 16.0 
Tamahique-Port of La Libertad 8.0 
Villa de San Matías-Cantón El Jocote ' 3 . 0 
Villa.de San Matías-Santa Rosa 8.0 
Villa''de San Matías-Masajapa " - ' V ' *• • 2*0 
Villa. de San Matías-El Jícaro ' 2V0 
Villa de San Matías-Santa Teresa 12.0 
Villa de San Matías-Las Anonas • • -8-.0 
Villa, de San Matías-La Loma . 3-'0' 
Tepeeoye—La Javia 4.0 
Topecoyo-El Carrizo '4*0 
Tepecoyo-San Antonio 




Length in Kms. 
Te pe c oyo -S1 Guamo 6.0 
Tepecoyo-Sl Zacamil 3.0 
Tepecoyo-Casérío El Masugo 2.0 
Talnique-Cantón Las Quebradas 4.0 
Talnique-Cantón San Carlos 4.0 
Talnique-Victoria La. Peña 6.0 
Canvón Penitente Abajo-Cantón Penitente Arriba •3*0 
Cantón Penitente Arriba-Lióvano 3*0 
Cantón Amayo-Lievano-Tepechame 8.0 
Zacatecoluca-Cantón IJluapa .. • 1 V 3.0 
Zacatecoluca-Piedra Grande Arriba 4.0 
Zacatecoluca-San Rafael-Santa Lucía 4.0 
San José-San Juan Nonualco 2.0 
San Sebastián-Las Tablas-Escobal 20.0 
Zacatecoluca-Cantón El Socorro . . . 4.0 
Zacatecoluca-Tienda El Espino 4.0 
Zacatecoluca-San Marcos-Sán José de la Montaña 24.0 
Zacatecoluca-San Francisco-Los Reyes 12.0 
Zacatecoluca-Cantón Buenavista-Cantón Pineda 2.0 
La Joya-Cantón Amatal 2.0 
Zacatecoluca-Santa Lucía-El Carmen 2.0 
Piedra Grande-Santa Lucía 2.0 
San Rafael-Cantón San Lucas 3.0 
San Marcos-Cantón El Desplomado 
San Juan Nonualco-Canton El Golfo ° 
, 10.0 
10.0 
San Juan Nonualco-Tehuiste Arriba - 9.0 
San Juan Monualco-El Pajal-Tehuiste Arriba ; 2.0 
San Juan Nonualco-Tierra Colorada 1 3.0 
San Juan Nonualco-Las Piedronas ' . 3-0 
San Juan Nonualco-Santa María Ostuma 1.5 
San Juan Nonualco-Guadalupe Jerusalem 0.#5 
San Rafael Obrajuelo-La Palma 4.0 
San Rafael Obrajuelo-La Longaniza 4-0 
San Rafael Obrajuelo-San Jerónimo 6.0 
San Rafael Obrajuelo-San Pedro Mártir-El Carago 4.0. 
Santiago Nonualco-La Herradura 20.0 
Santiago Nonualco-San Francisco Porfiado 24.0 
Santiago Nonualco-San Sebastián . 16.0 
Santiago Nonualco-San Pedro Nonualco 14.0 
Cantón Amulunco-San Francisco Hacinda 4.0 
Detour of Santiago Nonualco road-San Pedro .Nonualco to Cantón 
Chancuyo ' 4.0 
Detour of Santiago Nonualco road-San Pedro Nonualco to Santa 
Cruz Chacastal 4.0 
Santiago Nonualco-San José Loma . 9.0 
Santiago Nonualco-Cantón Las Animas 14.0 
San Pedro Nonualco-San Ramón 4.0 
San Pedro Nonualco-El Roble 6.0 





Length in Kms . 
San Pedro Nonualco-Lazareto 3.0 
San Pedro iJonualco-La Comunidad 6.0 
San "Pedro Nonualco-El Espino 4.0 
San Pedro Nonualco-Hacienda Vieja 8.0 
Santa María Ostuma-Paraíso de Osorio 4-0 
Santa María Osturna-San Pedxo Nonualco 4.0 
Santa'María Ostuma-Cojutepeque 8.0 
Santa María 0¿turna-Verapaz • • 8.0' 
Santa Ufaría Osturna-San Juan Tepezontes 4-0 
El Rosario-Cantón El Pedregal 6.0 
El Rosario-San Pedro Masahuat -8.0 
El Rosario-Río Miraflores 1.5 
El Rosario-Santón El Cerro 2.0 
Paraíso de Osorio-Cojutepeque 2..0 
Paraíso de Osorio-Santa María Osturna 2.0 
El Rosario-San Juan Tepezontes .5*0 
San Juan Tepezontes-San Antonio Masahuat 2.0 
San Juan Tepezontes-Cantón La Loma 4.0 
San Juan Tepezontes-Santiago Nonualco ^ 7 - 0 
San Juan Tepezontes-San Pedro Konuilco 6.0 
San Juan Tepezontes-San Emigdio 2.0 
San Pedro Masahuat-Cantón La Sábana 3*5 
San Pedro Masahuat-Cantón Earahona 5.0 
San Pedro Masahuat-Las Delicia® 5.2 
San Pedro Masahuat-El Paredón 3.2 
San Pedro Masahuat-Buena Vista _ 2.5 
San Pedro Masahuat-San José ' 12.0 
San Pedro Masahuat-El Porvenir 20.0 . • 
San Pedro Masahuat-Las Isletas 27.0 
San Fedro Masahuat-Las Hojas 28.0 
San Miguel Tepezontes-Laguna de Ilopango . 2 . 0 
San Miguel Tepezontes-Paraíso de Osorio 6.0 
San Miguel Tepezontes-San Francisco Chinameca . 4.0 
Olocuilta-Panchimalco .6.5, 
Olocuilta-Panchimalquito 4-0. 
Olocuilta-San Francisco Chinameca 2.0 
Olocuilta-Cantón Santo Tomás 8.0, 
Olocuilta-Cantón San José Buenavista 2.0 
Olocuilta-San Antonio C-irón 8.0 
San Eniigdio-San Miguel Tepezontes 4.0 ; 
San Fmigdio-Santa. Cruz Analquito 1.5 
San Emigdio-Lago de Ilopango 5-0 
San Antonio Masahuat-Cantón La Loma 4.0 
San Antonio Masahuat-Belén-•• - -8*0 
San Antonio Masahuat-La Estancia 9*0 
Tapalhuaca-San Francisco Chinameca 4.0 
Tapalhuaca-San Pedro Masahuat • 4.0 
Tapalhuaca-Cuyultitán 2.0 
San Juan Talpa-Veracruz 6„0 
/San Juan 
E/CN , 1 2 / 3 5 6 
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Length in Kms. 
San Juan Tnlpa-Tobalón 3-0 
San Juan Talpa-Cornalapa 3.0 
San Juan Talpa-Tajualaya 10,3 
Cuyultitán-Tapalhuaca 2.0 
Cuyultitan^La Barranca " 2 * 0 
Mercedes La Ceiba-Santa María 0stu¡r¿L lo5 
Mercedes La Ceiba-Guadalupe 1.0 
Mercedes La Ceiba-Jerusalem C%5 
Total (Second Zone) 2,394.0 
THIRD ZONE: Department of Chalatenango 
Detour of Chalatenango road-El Coyolito a los Cobanitos 10.0 
San Francisco Morazán-Rio Grande Tejutla 8,0 
Guarjila-San Isidro Labrador 8.0 
Corral de Piedra-San Isidro Labrador 6.0 
Cayuco-San Antonio Lempa 12.Ö 
Puente-Sumpul-San Antonio La Cruz-Ghorrera El Guayabo . 12.0 
Nueva Trinidad-Maniquil-San Antonio La Cruz . 8.0 
Total (Third Zone)' . 64*.Ö 
FOURTH ZONE: Departments of Cuscatlán, 
Cabañas and San Vicente 
Detour of ffilobasco road-Cinquera to Jutiapa 20.0 
Oratorio-San José Guayabal 2.0 
Detour of Cojutepeque road-El Lago to the outlet of Lake/ . 
Ilcpango . 3.0 
Detour of Inter-American Highway to Tenancingo 12.0 
Detour of' Inter-American Highway to Valle Jiboa 4.0 
Detour of Inter-American Highway to Tepetitán \ 3.0 
San Vicente-Parras Lempa • 28.0 
Detour of Inter-American Highway-San Sebastian to San Esteban 4.QC 
Puente Cuscatlán-San Ildefonso 10..0". 
Cinquera-Suchitoto 12.0. 
Detour of Inter-American Highway to San Felipe . 6.0 
San Isidro-Jiboa 3.0 . 
Ilobasco-A'zacualpa-San Francisco-Santa Rosa La Maraña . 31.0, 
• / Total (Fourth Zone). 138.0J... 
FIFTH ZONE: Departments of Usulutan and 
San Miguel * . 




Page 162 ' • 
Length in Kms. 
U a aiuta n -Obra, j ue lo 6.7 
Santiago de María-El Cementerio-California 4-0 
Santiago de feria-Batres-La Loma-Los González .3-0 
Santiago de María-Cantón El Tigre 11.0 
Santiago de María-Las Riveras 3-0 
Santiago de María-Marquezado-Bates '4-0 
Santiago de María-Cantón La Peña 8o0 
Santiago-de Maria-Batres-El Santo '3-0 
Santiago de María-Joya-El Garbato 4.0 
Santiago de María-Marquezado-Cantón El Tigre 4.0 
Detour"of"Santiago de María road-üsulután to Las Barrancas 2.5 
Santiago de María-Cantón San Fernando. 4.0 
Jucuapa-Cant5n El Tapesquillo . . . . 5*0 
Jucuapa-El Amaten . 4.0 
Jucuapa-El Chagüite' 3«0 
Jucuapa-El Paraisal 2-0 
Jucuapa-El Zapote 3*0 ' 
Jucuapa-Beneficio San José Chinameca '3.5 
Jucuapa-Cantón Las Marías-El Ratón 2.0 
Jucuapa-Cantón Las Marías-El Ojo de Agua-San Antonio 4°0 
Jücuapa-Cantón Las Marías-Oromontique " * . - ' 4.0' 
Los Arenales-La Peña-Plan Grande 3-0 
Cantón Las Marías-El Tapésquillo 3.0 
Jucuapa-Cantón El Cerrito 4.0 
Jucuapa-Cantón Loma de la Cruz 4*0 
Santa Ele na-Cantón Joya Ancha. Arriba v/... 6.0 
Santa Elena-Cantón Joya Ancha Abajo' "' 4.0 
Santa Elena-Cantón El Zapote 4.0 
Santa Elena-Cantón El Nisperal ' - • 3y5 ' 
Santa Elena-Cantón El Volcán 6.0-'' 
Santa Elena-Pueblo Ereguayquín 4.5 
Santa Elena-Pueblo Santa María 3.0 
Detour of Jucuapa road-Usulután to San Rafael Oriente 3.0 
Alegría-Cantón Las Casitas " , 5.0 
Alegría-Cantón Piedra Honda ' ' 3*5 
Alegría-Cantón Yomo 5*0 • 
Alegría-Cantón Potrerillos ; ' ' ' - - 4.5 
Alegría-Cantón Guallinac • '•'• 3-0 : "• 
Alegría-Cantón El Quebracho . • - ' 3-o0 
Alegría-Cantón El Yomo-El Quebracho" • 5-0 ' 
Tecapan-Cantón Gualache . , • 5,0 
Tecapán-Cantón El Cerro' Verde •' ' - •"': • - ' '•> 7-0 : 
Tecapán-Cantón El Cerro Verde-Los Chapetones 13.0 
Tecapáñ^Cantón Gualac'he-EÍ Bongo-Jiquilisco 8.0 
T'ecapán-G-ualache-Altos San Lorenzo 9.0 
Tecapán-Cantón Los Chapetones 4.0 
San Francisco Javier-Altos San Lorenzo .... ... 12o0 
San Francisco Javier-La Pita^San Agustín : .6.0 





Length In Kms. 
San "Francisco Javier-Cuyanizal 
Detouxvof Gualache road-San Francisco Javier to Ozatlán • - .10o0.: 
San Agustín-Las Tres Galles-San Marcos Lempa - 12.0 
San Agustín-Al Río-San Francisco Javier -8.0 
Jiquilispo-Puerto • Ajalos 8 a0 
Jj.quilisco-El Hcnquito 6 o0 
Jiquilisco-El Tabure te -Jagual . - - -5 .0 ' 
Jiquilisc,o-El Taburete-Cantón Claros - -., " 6 t0 
Jiquilisco-Cantón El Hule Chacho . 8VQ : ; 
Jiquilisco-Los Campos ;.LY:. 8.0 ;; 
Jiquiliscq-El Carrizal ;6.0" 
JiquilisQó-El Coyolito 6»0 
Jiquilisco-Aguacayo -5.0' " 
Jiquilis c.o-EI Paraíso ••• s 6.0 
Jiquilisco-Salinas-Fl Potrero • 6,0 : ; 
Jiquiliscp-La Canoa .' ••20<,0 ' 
Jiquiliscp-Isla Mendoza "4.0 '-; 
Jiquiliscq-Bolívar 10.0 " . 
Jiquilisco-San Juan de Letrán 12.0 
Jiquiliseo-San Pedro '-8.0 _ ; 
Jiquilisco-San Juan del Gozo , ' " 4.0' ; . 
Ozatlán-El.Palmital 2.0 \ 
Ozatlán-Las.Trancas 7*0 
O7.atlán-San Francisco Javier "5.0: 
Concepción..Batres-San Antonio-El Espino • 20.0 
Concepción Batres-Railroad station 2.0 
Jucuarán-El. ?]spino 10 .0 ' 
Jucuarán-La.Cruz 4.0 
Jucuarán-El Zapote - . -
Jucuarán Samuria 6.0 
Jucuarán-Gualora . . - 2.0 
Pueblo El Triunfo-Cantón El Aceituno 3«5 
Pueblo El Triunfo-Cantón Los Espinos 3.5 
Pueblo SI Triunfo-Los Riítos 2.0 
Pueblo El Triunfo-Cantón La Cueva 3.0 
Pueblo El Triunfo-Agua Ujuste • 9.5 
Pueblo El Triunfo-San Antonio-Los Novillos 12.0. 
Detour of Inter-American Highway to Estanzuelas .9.0'-
Estanzuelas-La Pintada . 2.0 
Estanzuelas-Puerto Joco '3.0 
Estanzuelas-Hacienda San Jacinto 8'.0 
Estanzuelas-Corlantique 6.0 
Estanzuelas-El Amatillo - 9.0 
Estanzuelas-San Sebastián 12,0 
Estanzuelas-Sesori * 18.0 
Estanzuelas-Güayabito 8 . 0 . 
Estanzuelas-Pasaquina and Hacienda Tecomatal 5.0 
Estanzuelas-Cantón San Juan 4.0 
Estanzuelas-Hacienda Condadillo 5.0 
/Mercedes Umana-
E/CNe 12/35Ó' .. 
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" " " Length in Kms ¿ 
Mercedes ;ü::&ña-Cantpn. La Montañita .  5-0 
Antiguo .Mercedes Umana-Jucuápa 8,0 
Mercedes Umaña-La Barca ' ' ' / • , 4.0 . 
Santa Anita-Cantón El Jícaro 5.0: 
San Buenaventura-lias Jaguas-El Semillero 4.0 
San B-ue na ventura-Nueva Guadalupe 5«0 
San Buenaventura-Lolotique 2,0 
San Buenaventura-La Caridad 6*0 
San Bue-nave nt ura-Lo s Charéos 4*0 
San Buenaventura-San Luis 3*0 
Berlín-Cantón Virginia 2.0 
Berlín-Cantón Los Chulupacos 3*0 
Berlín-Cantón Colón 4.0 
Puerto Parada-Puerto Flor 2,0 
California-El Nisperal 4.0 
California-Cantón Las Flores • 2 . 0 ' 
Chapeltique-Cantón Trinidad 8.0 
Chapeltique-Cantón Sontulín 3.0 
Chapeltique-Cantón San Pedro 4.0 
Chapeltique-Cantón Cacahuera 6.0 
Chapeltique-Cantón Hualania -3.0 • 
Chapeltique-Cantón Los Amates 7.0 
Sesori-Cantón Las Mesas 8.0.. • 
Se sor?.-Cantón Mazatepeque - 8.0 
Sesori-Cantón Santa Rosa • ' 4.0 -,.. 
Sesori-Cantón Minita 2.0 
Sesori-Cantón Mariauara • 8 .0 . 
Sesori-Cantón Petacones ' 24-¿0.-
Sesori-Cantón El Tablón • 8.0 
Sesori-Cantón Charlaca f 7.0. . 
SesorirCantón San Cristóbal . 6.0.. ; 
Carolina-San Luis de la Reina :4.0 
Caro lina-San Antonio 1 3.0 
Carolina-Santa Clara • . : ' 3 '0 
" . Totál (Fifth Zone) 792.2 : . 
SIXTH ZONE: Departments of San Miguel, 
La Unión and Morazán ; 
Moncagua-Quelepa ,2.0 : 
Detour of Inter-American Highway to Quelepa .1.5 • 
Detour of San Miguel road-üsulután-El Delirio to' - ¿licuarán • • 15VO- .;.. 
Inter-American Highway-El Colorado and El Hormiguero . - - 16-.0. 
Detour, of the Military Route-San Francisco Gotera to San 
Carlos • : • - . - - 2,0/ 
Detour of the Military Route to El Divisadero > ,.0.3 





Length In Kms. 
Detour of the Military Route to San.José Chagüite 12.0 
Detour of the Military Route to Agua Zarca 9°0 
Detour of Ihter-Arnerican Highway to Valle Alegre 6.0 
Detour of Santa Rosa road-Anamorús to El Sauce 12o0 
Detour of Inter-American Highway to Pasaquina 2,0 
Detour of Inter-American Hi¿hxay to Yayantique 10.0 
Detour of Int e r -Ame ri can Highway to Olomega 10 u0 
Detour of San Francisco Gotera road-Joe aitique to Chilanga 2,0 
; • -'Military-.Route to Sociedad and Corinto 29.0 
Detour of Inter-American Highway io'Yucuaiquin 12.0 
-Detour/of S$n Francisco. Gotera road^Jocaitique to Gualococti 12.0 
Gualococti-San Simón 3.0 
vDetour ;pf...San-Francisco Gotera road-Jocaitique to El Rosario 13.Ó 
Detour of Inter-American Highway to El Jobo ••"' ' •. . • 8.0 
.'íLa::MoritarEl, Tránsito.. ... 12.0 
Chinameca-El Copino! . . ..2,0. 
- Chíname ca-El Pacayal ...... 8 «0 
Detour of Inter-American'Highway 'to El Caulct'e" • - 4.0 
.0 .Chinamecp. —SI -Boquerón-Las Marías 7.0 
Santa Rosa-Moritemayor.' ;. ; . 10.0 
•;;I)elIcias de. Concepción-Hacienda California and Delicias de 
Concepción-Hacienda Calderón-Hacienda Quintanilla. 11.0 
Detour of Inter-American Highway to Él Papalón 3.0 
Chinameca-El Sambránal - .3.0 
i: Chinameca-La. Bombeada 7^0 
Chinameca-La Palma " 4.0 
Chinarneca-El Pacayal-La Laguna 8.0 
Chinamaca-San Luis ; ... . .. ,2.p 
Detour of Chinameca-La. Bombeada to Las Mesas 7.0 
Los Julianes-Vmate'dé Amate'de Agua ' • - . . 2,0 
•.Detour of Inter-American Highway to Uluazapa 10.0 
Detour of the' Military' Route to Comacarán . / • 10.0 
Total .(Sixth Zone) 295.8 
Total of "'the. sixisones'-¿4^253 
Source: Dirección de Caminos, Ministerio de Fomento y Obras Públi 
cas. 
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I0 -Urbr oduot ion 
The Republic of Honduras, located in the center. of Central 
America, between "13° and 16° 3011 north latitude and 830 and 89°30! west 
longitude, has coastline on the Atlantic and the PacificAlthough it is 
the" second largest in area of the Central American countries, it' is. one of 
the least populated«. Its area is 115,205 square kilometers, and its popu-
lation in 1950 was 1.428s089, which amounts to a" density of 12,4 inhabit-
ants per square kilometer« The gainfully employed population —631,500 
persons— represents 44*2$ of the total population«-^ 
The country is extremely mountainous, A chain of mountains 
crosses it from the Guatemalan border on the west to the Nicaraguan border 
on the east, having many ranges which cover aljnost all the country1s area0 
Only on the Atlantic coast is there any considerable area of flat country, 
and even here it is broken up by the outcroppings of the mountains. His-
torical reasons (the Atlantic coast was for many centuries plagued by 
pirates) and climatic and sanitation problems caused the greater part of 
1/ Servicio Informativo del Banco Central de Honduras y del Banco Nacio-
nal de Fomento, Aspectos,,demográficos y económicos sociales de la po-
blación de Honduras» Tegucigalpa, May 1952, Tables 27 and 32* The fi-
gures from these tables, which are those used in the text, are adjust-
ed figures and correct those of the Resuaie.n_general del Censo de Pobla-





the population to settle in the mountainous part of the country, in the 
numerous vajleys.. Only in recent, decades has the coast experienced an 
appreciable economic,activity and an increase in population-density. 
.. From the .ê onon-;'.-. point of view^ the country may be di-
vided-into several regions«, . The richest and most highly developed re-
gion is the northern.coast,.which includes chiefly the Departments of 
Cortes and Atl.£ntida, in addition to a part of "the'Department of loro and 
the Bahia Islands, The basic .product is bananas, cultivated on a-large 
scale by the Tela Railroad ^Company, subsidiary of the United Fruit Compa-
ny, with headquarters in La Lima and in the port of Tela, and by the 
Standard Fruit and Steamship Company, with headquarters in La Ceiba. There 
are also some independent.banana producers, especially in the regions 
served by the Ferrocarril -.National de Honduras, who sell their products 
to the above-mentioned companies. Also important in this region are 
forest products, especially mahogany and other fine woods, which are ex-
ported through the ports of. Cortes, Tela, and La Ceiba. 
r • 
Honduras is the largest banana-exporting"country in the 
world, with shipments amounting to 13 million 'bunches in 1950 and 15 mil-
lion in 1951- . Income arising from these exports is spent chiefly in the 
northern part of the country, where the most' important ports are located, 
as well as the most active trade, livestock and agricultural centers of 
different kinds,, and the most; important "industries in the country (brewer-
ies, tanneries, shoe; factories, oil and soap' factories In San Pedro Sula, 
Tela, La Ceiba and Progreso). The four departments together have a popu-
lation of 309,155, or 21.7$ of the total, population, and^a"density'of 22.9 
inhabitants per square kilometer. 
/The western 
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The western1 region —Departments of Copán, Santa Bárbara, 
Ocotepeque-, Lémpirá áríd: iTltibucá— is moüntainous, with numerous valleys 
in which th6 léádiñg: products1 are agricultural« Copán is ah important 
producer of corri, sorghum> ánd tobacco, and Santa Bárbara of coffee and 
'-fc'orn,"̂  Ocotepeque produces corn and wheat, and Lempira and Iñtibucá are 
'^corn-growing centers.. ;Iri Copan tobacco is-'also processed. • The population 
bf this region .is 404,280- inhabitants, or 28.2%,of-'the-total*; a^density 
•of 23 «-9* inhabítánts-.pérsquare kilometer« .v i. 
-'•The • central' zonex .--^Departments of • Comayágua,:.Fráncisco Mo-
rarán, La-P&z-áñd El-'Paraísó—'.is .also mountainous : and .agricultural;: The 
total population is 409¿572-inhabitants, or 28+7% of thé country*:s total, 
a density of^18.3 inhabitants- per square kilometer,r -Of this-population 
about 100,000 i people reside- in the Distrito Central -' ( Depártatóento Fran-
cisco'-Morazáñ) , sèat; of the ̂ capital. This region produces large "quánti-r. 
ties of corn, " rice,- boffe'ë^ pigs and other basic .foodSv-'ïti'"Tegucigalpa 
and Comayagüela^âre also-located the Central Government and the central 
^•ádministraltive^ágtsncies^.^the ^government banks and-'some industries (cot-
ton fabrics/'footwearThé'-silver and gold mines of -Él Rosarioaré 
Situated^in^the-'Department of -Francisco Morazán,-.:and--"the ;Agùa- Fría -mines 
are in El: Paraíso. • i : v , •-•".v.n •..•:• • • ¡. r- : 
On'^the. Pacific:coást, brv<the'Chores' of thé Gulf of Fonseca 0 
.and bordering:^oniiEl Salvador .and Nicaragua, are the Departments of El Valle 
1/ Santa Bárbara also produces first-class straw hats comparable to those 
• of. Ecuador. .. . •" . *•'.. t <•:. *':••:• 




and Gholuteca, heavy producers mainly of livestock, but where cereals 
are also, cultivated, especially corn, and sorghum. These departments 
have the highest population density in the country —33o5 inhabitants 
per square kilometer--with a txtal figure of 170,353 inhabitants, 12.,7$ 
of the aggregate population of the country0 On the ether hand, another 
important, livestock: region, 0lancho, has scarcely 3.5 inhabitants' per 
square.kilometer and an absolute figure of 87,497® Here there are large 
areas., of virgin territory, 
A part of the Department of Olancho and that of Colón 
(37,250 inhabitants, or 1,4 per square kilometer) in the northeastern 
part of>:.the country, comprise the least developed region of Honduras. 
Its forests of different, woods are a source of income to a number of 
concessionaires and to a .sparse indigenous population, especially in the 
region of Mosquitia, The western most part of the Province of Colón, 
in the vicinity of the old city of Trujillo and Puerto Castilla, was an 
important banana-producing region before the United Fruit Company was 
established there,. The Panama disease decimated the plantations in the 
thirties, and the company abandoned them and scrapped the rail lines 
which served the area. At the present time the cultivation of rice is 
being developed here with the aid of the. Ban.cp. Nacional de Fomento, 
National per capnta income was estimated in 1950 at 
$116 but it is derived in large part from the high productivity of the 
banana industry, while the bulk of the population has a lower standard 
of living.' More than half the national income comes from agricultural 
and livestock productione (See Table 35c) Manufacturing accounts for 




less, than 10$ ̂  transport 6%, and commerce and related services 15%. The 
still slight influence of. the government on the national economy is evi-
dent in the small participation it has in the national income: 3%c 
-Among the circumstances which have contributed to the slow 
' development of Honduras are the population factor; the topography of the 
greater-part of. the countryP which limits agricultural activity to isolat-
ed- valleys of difficult access3 the system of tenancy and cultivation of 
the soil, which —apart from the large banana plantations— consists fun-
' damentally-of small, scattered, self-sufficient units; the social and 
political conditions, etc,» But possibly the most influential factor in 
the underdeveloped state of the country!s cconomy has been the absence 
• of, transport facilities« Honduras has been, and still is in great part, 
a country.without a system of inland communications, and this has accent-
tuated.the. eelf-sufficiency of the different regions and the isolation of 
the different productive zones0 Even today there is a notable difference 
: and a relative-separation between the economy of the Atlantic coast, dom-
inated by banana production and essentially an export economy, and that 
of the; rest of the country. • • 
II9 Means of Transport for International Trade 
In 1948-1950 74$ of the total value of.the exports .of Hon-
duras, with an annual average of $40*7 million was derived from,bananas0 
In 1951 the total value was $42 «4 million and bananas represented 6.8% of 






Honduras s National Income by Activities, 1950 
Millions of % of 
.lempiras total 
0 / National-, income at..factory; poet 352« 5 100,0 
Agriculture^-forestry,"hunting and fishing 182 » 8 55oO 
Mining and quarrying 1,6 0.5 
Manufacturing 29 »4 8.8 
Construction 15,6 4.7 
Electricity, gas and water 1,8 0.5 
Commerce, finance, insurance and real state 50.3 15.1 
't, storage and communications 19.5 5o9 
Ov ' , ' ' 0 • 21.0 6.3 
Government - . 10,5 5.2 
Source: Banco Central de Honduras and Banco Nacional de Fomento, In-
formation Service 9 Estimación preliminar de la renta nacional, 
de Honduras en 15*50r> Tegucigalpa, March 1952, Table 7* 
a/ Net payments to foreign countries, amounting to 48,6 million 
lempiras, deducted from the total and from the different sec-
• " " tor totals«. 
68$ of the total. The volume of banana exports amounted to 13 million 
bunches in 1950 and 15 million in'1951, shipped principally from Puerto 
Cortds and in lesser quantity from Tela and La Ceiba* (See Table 3 6 . ) 
The country benefits from only a part of the income from banana salest 
salaries paid by the companies, purchases made in Honduras by the com-
panies, taxes and now investments0 This fact differentiates the banana 
economy from the' coffeee oconomy, since in principle all earnings from 
coffoe exports revert to the national economye Coffee is the country(s 
second-ranking export products Average coffee sales to foreign coun-





foreign sales 0 In 1951 there was- such an increase in both the volume 
and the value, of.coffee- exports ($9*2 million) that they reached 15$ 
of.the total * < Lumber and minerals —each.representing an average share 
o f l\$ of total' exports-— are the country ls other ranking export commo-
dities o The balance cf exports is made up of cattle and pigs, abaci 
fiber^ tobacco and other products which usually have an annual value of 
less than, a:. million dollars® 
. : Table 36 -
Honduras; Banana exports by ports, 1950 and 1951 
[in thousands of bunches) . . .... 
1950 1951 
Tela Railroad Go. via Puerto Cortds - • 5,045 6,532 
Tela Railroad Co* via Tola 4,061 4^831 
Standard Fruit and Steamship Co. via La Ceiba 3,817 3,687 
> — — — — _ 
Totals, . _ - . • 12,923 15,050 
Source: Tela. Railroad Company and Standard Fruit and Steamship Company . 
Railroad« 
Imports are chiefly manufactures and these represent most 
of the country1s consumption of these articles. Foodstuffs amount to 
barely 8.7% of total imports (1951), less than $5 million. Textiles^ on 
the other hand, came to ¿2*5%, fuel 7*6$, and construction materials, 
machinery and other capital goods 25.4$c 
From the viewpoint of foreign trade, the outstanding fact 
about transportation in Honduras is that the entire system is well adapted 




to the banana economy, 'while other exports and imports are handled under 
not very advanced ..conditions and with excessive charges« Imported, com-
moditiesare/highly priced on the Hondurean market and c o n s e q u e n t l y real 
income is-reduced^ ..  Moreover* the high transport charges on exports, and 
the lack oí', adequate means of -communication limit the possibilities of 
a greater ..volume - of "prbdxiction and export of commodities other ..than ba-
nanas „ , ,.,„ , \ 
The railroads and ports 'were set up chiefly for banana 
exports. Except for bananas, International freight traffic has to consist 
of road traffic due to the lack of a railway, network connecting the ports 
with production* arid consuming centers* Traffic through Puerto'Cortés 
h&s..to-make-us"e of the S5-kmfc railroad line which constitutes the only 
accoss to tha pqr,t:0 - This involves a slow and% costly trans shipment from 
o^//transport'"SysterA to the other« The movement of imports through Pa-
cificports is also by road« A small proportion of :the country*s foreign 
commerce is by air> 
1. 'Railroads 
Honduras is the 'Central American .country haylñgV."tHe smaH-... 
est. extension "Of ""camion .carrier railroad, lines:,» • The railroad network 
—including the lines belonging to three companies—Is 539; kms* :;long,—^ 
of which-10.1,.^belonging..to the Ferrocarril Nacional de Honduras/ are al-
most the only section used for public freight and passenger service „ 
1/ 1,2¿7 kms. including the branch lines serving the banana plantations9 
• . /The other 
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The other two companies -—Tela Railroad, affiliated with the United 
Fruit C o m p a n y , and-'Standard 'Fruit" and Steamship Company— are used al-
most1 exclusively for the transportation of bananas from plantations on 
the A t l a n t i c ; coast; " The passenger and freight" traffic is also mainly 
in connection with the "companies1"agricultural'and Industrial activities. 
''• - ' ••' ' In'1951 Bondur^aii railroads carried' about 1.5 million pas-
sengers and one million tons of freight., 50% of which was banana exports. 
•(See Table- 37.) j ' : " 
. . Table 37. 
Honduras : Railroad freight and passenger traffic,-1951 
Ferrocarril Standard Fruit 
Nacional de Tela and " Steamship' • 
Honduras . Ra ilr oad C ompany.. Railr oad -Total 
Train-kilometers (thousands) .212 •1,174. . 1,054.. • i :2,440 
'•Passenger's' (thbusands') 421' 8'27 306 ' 1,554 
Total freight (thousands of 
tons) 209 630 '••'195'a/ 1,P34 
Local 30 227 ,52 • 309 
Import 101 —— 101 
Export .71 _ 71 
- Bananas : ' /•••'•''•'' 7 403 143 553 
• Sourcesr -Ferrocarrili;Nacibnä,l de Honduras, Tela Railroad, and Standard 
^ Fruit and Steamship Co. Railroad., .... 
a/ Fiscal year 195.0/1951*. Informe , de, Fomento. Apicultura. y Tra-
ba.jò1950-1951; ' Tegucigalpa." ' Kilograms per- bunch of bananas: 
38.6 ... . 
(a) Ferrocarril Nacional do Honduras. Government owned, but administered 
•:by- the-'Tela Railroad" Cbmpáñy "by 'virtue of a* contract with the government, 
/this is a 
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this is a single-track, narrow gauge railroad (gauges 1,067 meters,.or 
inches), ^ - T h e - " l o n g , . . starts at Puerto Cortds on 
the Atlantic coast« passes through San Pedro Sula,. the country*s second 
largest city and an important commercial and industrial centery and ends 
near Potrex-illos.whore.it connects with the Northern Highway leading to 
'j^Tegubigalpa'i fee*' tot$l. length, including branch lines, is 10I;km$. . It 
joins with the lines of the Tela Railroad Company in- Btifalb and Baracoar^ 
The rolling stock and locomotives consists of 11 steam 
locomotives (fuel-oil), 16 passenger cars,. 3 • gasoline' motor "cars," arid" 183 
cars of various types« Part of the locomotives and rolling stock .has:been 
recently acquired. All the." equipment is in good condition. .. -
(See Table 38-) The permanent way. which the 
Mission inspected, is also ;in good condition, and the company is. carrying 
out a broad program of maintenance,and renovation.- • Structures"dn3~build-
ings are. alsoirin good condition*. Repair shops are well equipped. 
• • * Nevertheless, the passenger service on- the. combined• pas-
senger/ and cargo trains is/not satisfactory. The passenger' train'-'betyben 
Puerto Cortiis: and Potrorillos takes 4 hours to make a run of 95.;kms./ 
The .region served by this line is relatively flat,-.and., 
¿onsequcntly, traffic conditions are favorable,. . The..maximum.,gradient is 
2# and..the mrimuin curvature 7°, Operating costs per train-kilometer, 
(•.including--ropairs, salaries,, fuel" and lubricants,'"water and other expen-
ses), was $1.12 in 1951, as compared to $1,42 in Guatemala (IRCA), 
; • • .-- . • ' T " • * ^ m " m ' m ^ " * ' " ' • " * 
%/' In 1953 a branch line was constructed from Potrorillos- to. Gua-
nacaste.-for' the transport of bananas from new plantations in.this, re-
;"' gion* '» , • -
•/Table 38- • 
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.Table 3 8 
Honduras} Pcrmanent way, cquipment» and traffic of the Ferrocarril Na-
cional de Honduras 
Pormnont way: 
Gauge " 42 inches (lc067 meters) 
Rails . .. - ; . ...... 23. and 30...kilograms per..meter 
* Ballasi grave1 
Jfaximira gradient .. : 2*5$ . 
ii^ximum curvaturc 70 
Signals ..hand-operated 
'Loconiotlve^' and rolling stock: 
Steam'locombtivc (fuel oil) " ' 11" 
Gasoline motqr passenger. cars . ' .f . . ••-•3: 
Coaches ' ' 16 " 
Covered freight cars . .. .40. 
Flat cars " ' '75' 
Banana cars - 48 
•Tank cars • ' • " 3 
Others .... 18. , ........ ........ 
T -r: 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 
Train-kilometers (thousands.) . . .. 224.2.24.. ,.222 .,-224,, 212 
- Pa s 3 ehRor s (thous ands) "'"' "302 365 378 ~378 421 
Freight (thousands of metric t.ons) ; ...... * , 
Local ; - ' • ^ 20 " 23 25 ^ 26 30 
Import 66 76 85 26 30 
Export-'-"-' v : 46 " 53 59 60 71 
.Bananas 1.8, .15 . 12.. . 6 . 7 
Cost of runs per train-kilometer 
• " {dollars) • - ' ' 0*86 1.02 1022 1.10 ' 1,10 
• Source:: -Fe'rrocarril Ifccidnal de Honduras/' ' v 
Most of the traffic handled by this line is general import 
and export freight, which. in 1951 cmountod to 170,000'tons,' or.: 85% : of the 
' ' ' /total freight. 
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total freight* (See Table 38 above.) . 
Thus^ duo to the light voluino of bananas transported, this 
railroad has less traffic than the other two,~^ 
(b) ferrocarril do Tela (Tola Railroad Company;),» This line belongs to 
.the 'United. Fruit Company interests, and its main business is the trans-
port of. bananas from plantation to port® By government contract it manages 
: Buprto Cortes and,-- since it owns the port of Tela and operates the Ferro-
carril Nacional,, it controls the two ports and. the access facilities0 To 
„reach Puerto Cortds, the Tola Railroad uses the line of;. the; Ferrocarril 
Nacional do Honduras from the junction at Baracoa (20 kms,)» 
The gauge of the Tela Railroad is the same as that of the 
Ferrocarril Nacional* The' extensión of its lines in-kilometers is as fol-
lows : From Baracoa south to Bdíalo (Ul&a branch line), 64; from Tela 
southwest to Santa Rita, 119J total 183. There are also a number of 
•branch linos serving the plantations, with a total length of 626 kms. 
The layout-of the line is thoroughly functional for the 
plantations, which are situated on both sides of the tortuous Ulúá. River. 
In the zone served by the Tela Railroad the níoát'important localities are 
La Lima, headquarters-of the United Fruit Company, and Tela, terminal 
* port of the railway. : •• 
The permanent, way, installations, and rolling stock are 
-•in-''excellent condition, (See Tabic 33), 
.1/ With the production of the new ̂ banana' region served by the railway, 
the volume of banana traffic is expected tb roach, in 1954-a total of 
9000 cars (1,800,000 bunches)* . / • . 
' " • /Table 39 
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Hondurass Permanent way, equipment« and traffic of the Tela Railroad 




Tela Railroad Company Company 
/o. - , 
o 
wrnxkim*. 
' Gaug<*' ' ' 0.914 meters - 3 ft. . .0.914 meters 3 ft. 
Rails (weight) 27o8, 29.8 and 34.9 60 and 40 lbs. per 
" w ' " ' v' kilograms per meter - yard.. 
... Ties Native wood, plain and Pine 
- creosoted pine 
. . ,, ..Ballast Crushed rock and earth Gravel 
: Maximiim'gradient ' ' 107%• ( 1 in 59) ' 
Maximum curvature 12° minimum radius 146 2k 
4 • • • - • • •: ' meters ' .' . ••;; 
Signals Hand-operated Hand-operated 
Locomotives and rolling stock* 
"Steam" locomotives (fuel-oil")34 • 30 Diesel 6 
Gasoline motor passenger cars 86 74 
:: Coaches ' 36 . ; 27 
Covered freight cars 256 57 
Open cars: . 413 ; 
Banana cars 834 430 
i;:̂ ';:;:Tank cars '/','- 50 •*,; , , -....24,.. . 
Refrigerator cars (gasoline 
motor) • - 2 4-. 
Flat cars — 300 
Live-stock: cars • - . •—;.. •. . 17 
, ... Fertilizers cars and miscel-
laneous ears . ' • 60 .:.. 
Ballast cars — 15 
' ; Others ^ :••." 52 . .,-v - . 50 
• T r a f• f i e -.; r 1947 1948 • • 1949 . 1950: " 1951 
Tela Railroad Company 
Train-kms. (thousands) 
Passengers (thousands) 
Freight (ths^of metric tons) 
Local 





















1949 1950 1951 1952 
Standard Fruit and Steamship Coa 
.Train-kms, (thousands)""* . — • 721.. . .844 1,072 
Passengers (thousands)^ ' 384 35.0 - ..\.3Ö6.; 316 
'Freight ' 
Coconuts (thousands) "3 > 7 2 - 3,443 2,707 1,744 
Lumber (cars) . 1,719 1,693 1,985 1,530 
Bananas (thousands of bunches) 2,713 3,817 2,687 3,714 





Two-thirds of the freight traffic is made up of bananas, 
and the rest is local freight, (See Table 37 above») Most of the lo-
cal freight, like the banana freight, belongs to the fruit company. In 
1951 this railroad transported a total of 630,000 tons, or more than 
60%'. of the country?s total and handled 80% of the total banana traffico 
(c) Standard Fruit and. Steamship Company Railroad, This line is 255 
tons, long (540 tons® including the;branch lines on thè plantations). It 
has a smaller gauge than the other two railroads (0,914 meters, or 3 feet), 
(See Table 39«) The port of La Ceiba belongs to this company as well as 
most of the public service and industrial plants of this city. Almost 
all the economic activity in the region where it operates is- dependent 
on the company. Transshipments with the Tela Railroad Company are in 
Tela, The Standard's line is used for transporting to the port of La 
Ceiba the bananas cultivated by the company in an area near the coast 
stretching 40 kms, to the west and following the Aguan River Valley south. 
Bananas make up two-thirds of the freight carried and about one-fourth 
of the country's total banana freight, (See Table 37 above,) 
The lino has been laid out'for the exclusive service of the 
banana plantations, and La Ceiba, although an important industrial and 
commercial center, is practically isolated from the rest of the country. 
Almost all passenger and freight traffic between La Ceiba and San Pedro 
Sula, Puerto Cortds and Tela is by air» 
2, -Port and Maritime Situation 
Honduras has ;a long .coastline in the north and a very short 





coast, has the best bay not only in Honduras but possibly in all Cen-
tral America a It is at..-present abandoned, and its traffic has been 
almost nil since the United/Fruit Company abandoned its plantations . • 
iÚ."that region and scrapped the railway line0 The ports ..in use: are-> 
/ ; -
in the order of their, importance, Puerto Cortés,- Tela, and La Ceiba 
on the north coast ,and Amapala .on-the south coastc Amapala. is the ,.on~-- • 
ly national port;, the others are operated through concessions«, Of the 
total international-sea-borne- traffic in the fiscal year 1959/51, these 
'ports handled 96$, distributed as follows; Puerto Cortes, 39$,.Tela, 
28$, La Ceiba, 23$,- and Amapala, k%9 Together they handled a total -
volume of 828,607 metric tons0 (See Table- /¡G0) .... • 
Of the., three main Atlantic ports, two —Tela and. La Cei-
b a — have a very reduced and clearly delimited hinterland. This is due 
to the fact that the only means of access —the railroads— are riot con-" 
nected with other railways or roads penetrating farther into, the interior. 
Puérto Cortés is connected to San Pedro "Sula and Potrerillo.s by rail, 
and from Potrerillos there is a road to Tegucigalpa. Thus, the hinter-
land of this port extends to.the' capital* 
(a) ' Puerto Cortés, Tela and La Ceiba. Puerto Cortés is a good port and 
the only sheltered one on the .north coast." It is situated on the north 
of-the 'Bay of Cortés, 355 kms.. by rail and road from Tegucigalpa. It 
has a good wharf, but with limited mooring space. However, this limita-
tion will be corrected by the projected extension. Ships tie up direct-
ly at the wharf and since the tide is only a.,few inches, it does not hin-
der operations. There are four banana conveyors and a few cranes belong-
/ing to the companyc 
E/CN.12/356 . 
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ing to the company© The company also has. warehouses but not. for public 
use* The now customs warehouse being built wi2A..pogk hftlf: a. million dol-
• • . — t - " • I lars o s 
f • . / 
i .V . X-T. :;: r:.; c.U-*.. . v.• -'- ' T a br e 40 • 

















Sources Direccion General, da Eentas. Series .revised by the Banco Cen-
tral-tie 'Honduras 
- a/- The 'figure for the total tonnage was reached by using the fol-
lowing conversion for data not given in kilograms. 
Kilograms 
Bananas Bunch 38O56 Pine Cubic .-meter 650 
Pigs Head 90 o 72 ' Cedar Cubic meter 900 
Coconuts 3.5 lo00 Mahogany Cubic meter 975 
Mules Head '205.21 Other woods Cubic meter 975 
Plantains Bunch 27.22 Hats (palm) 8 1 
Steers Head 158.76' Hats (Panama) 12 1 
Cigars 1000 • 4 
Tela and La Ceiba are, to be more precise, private ports. 
The piers, equipment, warehouses (except those of the.customs), access 
facilities, otc„ are all the property of the. two companies' referred-to 
above, who also control the ocean lines. Both ports are at open roadsteads, 
/but there is 
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but there is considerable depth at the pier heads, and ships can moor 
directly when the sea is relatively calm. The pier at Tela is 2,028 
feet (618,5 meters) long, and 4#4 feet .(147*9 meters) of this length 
is used for mooring. The pier has a wood structure built on" concrete 
piles,;.and allows, mooring of ships with a draught of 35 feet. The 
tid.e. is a few inches# There is good equipment for loading bananas, 
but no permanent equipment for loading" and-unloading general cargo, so 
that this must be-handled, with the ship's tackle. Nor are there any 
public warehouses except that of the customs. This warehouse'is 108 by 
34 feet (32.9 by 10#4 meter's) and has an annex —-which was, under cons-
truction during the Mission's visit— which is 54 by 25; feet (16.5 by 7»6 
.meters), 
The pier at La Coiba is .1*237 .feet (377.3 meters) long, 
•of which 350 feet (106,8 meters) are for mooring,. As is the case at Te-
la, loading and unloading is performed with'the ship's tackle arid the 
cargo is hauled to the customs by rail. Except for the customs, there 
are ,no public warehouses, .Although a small addition was made to the 
customs warehouse at Tela because of the excessively small storage space, 
the volume of - traffic at both La Coiba and Tela is so light that lack of 
storage space does' not generally constitute a serious problem. 
The Atlantic ports have by far the largest volume of im-
ports and exports4 The movement'at La Ceiba and Tela is almost exclusive-
ly limited to cargo belonging to the two fruit companies. Exports from 
Puerto Cort6s arc also confined mainly to company products, but imports 
here arc largely commodities for general public consumption. In contrast 




to the situation at most Central American ports, there has been no 
great increase in the volume of traffic at Hondurcan ports in the 
last ten years® Exports have not only failed to increase, but1 have 
even diminished to a small degree, and imports have slightly increased0 
Puerto Cortds has the greatest, volume of traffic,, Its 
exports for the fiscal year 195C/1951 were 256,486 metric tons, and 
its imports were 92,276 metric tons. About 70$ of the export tonnage 
was made up of the company*s banana shipments, and of the import ton-
nage approximately k% was for the. company. The bulk of import tonnage 
was fuel from the Dutch West Indies .and, next in volume,, manufactured 
products, raw materials and foodstuffs from the United States,. Third 
and fourth were imports from Venezuela and Canada respectively, Guate-
mala was the only Central American country exporting any considerable 
tonnage to.Puerto Cortesa The volume coming from Guatemala was 663 tons in 
the fiscal year.1950^1951© Imports from other Central American countries 
were insignificant, 
Internationa], maritime movement was relatively active 
in 1951o 218 ships in international service called at port,, or an aver-
age of 18,2 ships per month. Of these ships, 208 — o r more than 95$— 
belonged to the company or were consigned to it, and only 10 were inde-
pendent of the companyrs interests0 
Although not so great as at'Puerto Cortds, international 
traffic at Tela and La Oeiba was considerablebut was almost exclusive-
ly limited to cargo belonging to the two fruit companies. 
About 99$ of the total export tonnage of these two ports 
consisted of bananas, and at Tela, of the total of 90,635 metric tons 
/imported, 
E/CN.12 /356 
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imported, 83,939 or 95$ were for the company. . 
In Tela / as in Puerto "Cortes., the bulk of imports consist-
ed of fuel, principally from the Dutch West Indies.. Next were raw ma-
terials, manufactured article's. and foodstuffs from the United States. 
Costa Rica was almost the only Central American country exporting to 
this port —about 66 tons—- and: total imports from other Central Amer-
ican countries amounted to less than one' ton-. Although Tela*s maritime 
traffic was almost the samë in 1951 as-' that of .Puerto Cortes, and many 
of the ships calling at Tela weighed'anchor .for Puerto Cprtds, by the 
volume of cargo loaded and unloaded at Tela.it is: evident that the uti-
lization of bottoms was much smaller than that at. Puerto Cortds0 Dur-
ing the year 214 ships called at Tela, an average of I7.8 per month. 
192 of those, or 90$, were company ships..' / 
Of the three northern ports, La. Ceiba handled the Icest 
• ' V -
. cargof In the fiscal year 1950-1951 total imports, and. exports at L,; 
.Ceiba reached 198,992 metric tons, a monthly average of 16,533 t e w , « 
which may be considered a substantial volume... Only ?6 ships in inter-
national service called here, or an average of 6.3 per monthc Almost 
all'imports came from the" United States,-with the exception of sono 
7,000 tons of fuel from Curaçao, 1,000'tons of sugar from Cuba and a 
little over 1,500 tons of banana seeds which the company imported t'vom 
Guatemala. 
(b) Amapala. This is virtually a po^t in the encircling a vu* thai form 
the Gulf- of Fonsocac " T h e port is situated on the i s l a n d of T i / r r c . " 
the south of t h e n&l^ott o.V Z a c a t e " G r a n d e * . . T h e p i e r io Ir. /400G I c i o n , 
E/CN.12/356 
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but 'in- such shallow water that'ships'have to-anchor some distance from 
f 
the island,' and cargo'must bo loadod and unloaded on lighters* After 
the merchandise has gone through the customs, it has to be re-shipped 
in lighters to San Lorenzo^ mrce than*20 krns, towards the coast from 
Amapala0 «There it is unloaded practically by hand and with the aid of 
a small crane, and reloaded on trucks, in most cases bound for Teguci-
galpa which is approximately' 130 kms 0 away, 
•With the port^s new warehouses there appears to be no 
problem of congestion^ The chief disadvantage is the high cost of double 
handling and excessive hauling <> For example, for unloading a ton of ge-
neral cargo,. ENTSA (Empresa-Macional de'Transportes, S,A,) charges 4 lem-
piras, which is the normal rate and is reasonable. But for transport-
ing it from Amapala to San Lorenzo it charges 8 lempiras more, which, 
while not an excessive rate in itself, is an extra charge for a service 
not nccessary in other ports in Honduras or in Central America, To 
this must bo added more transshipment costs at San Lorenzo, and when this 
total is increased by the additional highdiarges for road transport to 
Tegucigalpa, it is easily understood why Amapala, in spite of being the 
only Hondurean port on the Pacific, handles such a small volume of traf-
fic, Some merchandise, such as 5 to 6-ton tractors, are subject, in ad-
dition to all the extra fees, to a charge of 200 lempiras for unloading 
and freightage to San Lorenzo, 
In 1952, 52 ships in international service, or an average 
of one ship weekly, called at A m a p a l a ^ Most of the ships — 2 8 of the 
1/ Excludes all types of watercraft from Puerto Morazdn, Nicaragua, 
1 " "* * /~52' serving 
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52 serving the port in 1952— belonged to the Grace Line, a firm which 
has for many years .served the Pacific, Service was chiefly to Pacific 
ports of the United States and Panama. Only 5 ships arrived directly 
•from Europe during.the year. 
The bulk of Amapala's imports was made up of liquid fuel 
from Peyu."^ In second place were manufactured articles and foodstuffs 
from the United States. Principal exports are pine, naval stores and 
washed coffee. 
Traffic with other Central Akerican ports was of a rather 
substantial volume,, especially with Nicaragua., since Moraztfn is but a 
short distance away and on the Gulf. Imports amounting to 3>02Z|. tons 
come in from Moraz&i in 195*2, a largo part of which was sugar. There 
was very little traffic with El Salvador, 
3. Services and Rates 
From the point of view of the banana companies the trans-
port situation is excellent. The shipping lines, ports and railways 
handling traffic to and from the plantations offer efficient service. 
On the other hand, from the point of view of the other aspects of the 
Honduraan economy the situation is different, in regard to both ocean 
transport and port services as well as inland transport. 
The principal shipping line serving Honduras is The Great 
White Fleet of the United Fruit Company. It specializes in banana trans-
port and gives priority to this over any other traffic. As indicated 
above, the equipment at the piers is limited to banana conveyors, and 
all other cargo is: handled with the ship's tackle, except at Puerto Cortds 
1/ In the last few years this fuel has been shipped in small boats from 
Corinto, Nicaragua, directly to San Lorenzo. 
/where the 
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• 'where-: the company has-a few cranes... , ., : - - • , 
- The. most, critical situation is:tin regard to acccss 
facilities* Due to- the-'],ack of roads loading to the ports, all im-
port and export cargo must uso the railway. Since the rail line from 
• Puerto .Gortds "reaches only as far as Potrerillos, the limit of the ba-
nana zone, beyond this point the merchandise must be transshipped to 
» 
trucks going to Tegucigalpa and other towns. This naturally increases 
costs. 
The freight rates, v "divided into four principal classes 
.according to... the value and nature of the commodity, vary from 5 to 20 
' cents per ton.-kilometer, in less-than-carload lots, with discounts in 
each, cl̂ s.s .pf,.^, 35$,.30$ and 25$ for carload lots. (See Table 41») 
If the cargo is destined to or originates, in Potrerillos., the rebate 
Is much greater. * • , 
Diesel oil in..tarde cars-, automobiles, and trucks pay 50 
cents per kilometer; a thousand.board feet of cut pine, 10 cents; of 
hardwood 15 cents; logs of 5000 feet or less, 30 cents'. 
, .The tmosttnotable features' of these, rates 'arc their high 
* 
level and the considerable difference between the charges for local 
freight and those for traffic to and from Potrerillos in carload lots. 
The difference between carload rates and less-than-carload rates also 
appears to bo excessive, . To move a ton of basic foodstuffs within its 
zone the Ferrocarril Nacional de Honduras charges 10 cents per kilometer, 
. 1 / Passenger fares and freight rates charged by the Ferrocarril Nacional 
de Honduras and by the Tela Railroad Company, are.' identical. The pas-
senger fare is 4 centavos "first class "and 2 centavos second class per 
kilometer 6r> fraction, thereof, which is equal to 2 and 1 cents res-
pectively. The rates charged by the Standard Fruit and Steamship Com-
pany for.its limited public traffic are practically the same as those 
charged by the other two. railroads* ' 
/while 
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while on railways in E l Salvador and Guatemala the charge i s less than 
half this amount* Import and export rates,' tliat" is, from and to Potre-
rillos.(even for carload shipments, which get a substantial discount) 
are relatively high*i/ It m u s t also be "borne in mind that the operating 
cost per train kilomater is less than "on the I R C A and the Salvador Rail-
way. - .. . • : -
Table 41 
< 
Hondurasi Selected railroad .freight rates 
(in cents per ton-km.) -, 
Local traffic To or" from Potrerillos 
Commodities LCL ,CL a/. ...LCL 
Corn, beans, sorghum-,., potatoes, , + •. • " 
lard, better, etc, 10 . 7 10; 5 
Rice (rough), domestic vege-
table oils 10 3,75 ., ...10 -i- 2.5 
Cement, iron bars, paint, wire 15 7! 1 15 5 
Coffee beans 10 . 7 10 5 
Abaci, cotton,..copra,- hides, 
etc. 10 . 3,75 ..... .10 2.5 
Diesel oil in drums- 10 7 10 5 
Imported machinery 2Q . 10 . . 20 ••.:'•::. ' 10 
Source; Ferrocarril Nacional de Honduras. 
a/ CL - Carloadj LCL = tess-than^carlbad.,. 
Profits from the Ferrocarril de Hpnduras -go tò ;the govern-
ment. In I95I "the company had a not income of ..$191,000 out-.of .a; gross 
• • • 1 
income of $892,000 which is.very satisfactory from .a strictly financial 
1/ Cutuco-San Salvador,-¡cement 3-.;2 cents,, wheat . 2..wheat flour 3f6j 
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.point .of. view, c specially, in. .view of. the: low mileage-of .track and the 
. relatively. light. traffic * ..-(See Table 42-,). But-.this represents a 
. heavy, drain ,on the,.country-V.s economy,, reflected, particularly in the 
..high-.cost,rof • consumer• goodso. -It also./ondermines incentives for pro-
duction c.nd-:.e3qport business in ..general and to this, must be added the 
.high port vcharges,, the.cost of transshipment, at Potrerillos, and the 
.tprevailing road transport. situation. 
Table'42 
Honduras: Income Statements of the Ferrocarril Nacional de Honduras 
(in thousands of dollars) 
Total Total" Ratio of income 
Years- . . • Income expenses Net income • to expenses 
1947* " 638 ' 428 • • 210 67.0 
1948 • - 7.36 ...530 •. • 206 72.0 
1949 739 567 172 76.7 
.1950... . . . . 741 . 680 : 61- . 91.7 
1 9 5 Ï 892 701' 191 78.5 
Source: Ferrocarril Nacional de Honduras. 
4. Highways 
Highways are more important for. international trade in 
Honduras than in the other Central American countries. All goods not 
moved by air —except on the north coast—utilize motor transport, 
a11 freight leaving Tegucigalpa and .the central region of the country 





point, on the northern stretch of the Inter-Oceanic Highway* Freight 
entering or leaving Amapala goes by the southern stretch of the same 
highway. There is a certain amount of coirimercial traffic with El Sal-
vador via the Inter-American Highway* The annual average traffic with 
El Salvador passing through El Amatillo customs in the five-year period 
from 194& to 1952 was 6,3,85 tons of imports and 20,097 tons of exports. 
Road traffic with Nicaragua via SI Espino customs was much lighter (223 
tons of imports and 208 tons of exports), but traffic between El Sal-^ 
vador-and'Nicaragua" "on the same road amounted to more than 6000 tons 
in 1951/1952,. (See Table 43.) 
• - The HonduT'ean road network is not extensive, even though 
the' country has a slightly larger area than Guatemala, and is five and 
a half times larger than El Salvador. The total length of the coun-
try's roads is only 1,730 1ms.-, 'which represents 27$ and 22.5$ of that 
of the two other countries mentioned, respectively. 
• Of this total, 1,355 knsr- arc national routes under the . 
administration of the Direccion General de Caminos, 130 kms.- are muni-
cipal and 245 knis». are private roads. Paved roads practically do not 
exist, and the total length of all-weather roads in the country is' 
1,572 kns., 
In Honduras the ratio of length of roads to population is 
one kilometer of roads of all kinds for every 868 inhabitants, as com-
pared with one to 466 inhabitcants in Guatemala, and one to 249 in El 
Salvador* There is one kilometer of all-weather road for every 954 in-
habitants.- Per square kilometer of territory there are 15 linear meters 
/Table. 43 
Table 43 
A-y V^AMo-L*-/ J JKJ 
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Honduras Inter-Aracrlcan Highway» Imports and Expor 
at Ei'Sspino 2/ and El Amatilj.o —•' and thr 
'ts through Customs 
• .» í - . i«^ «i—.,—. 
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American High>fay 






Imports through El Amatillo, 
' - • ' • ' ' 1948/49 ' 
1949/5Q 
• • • 1950/51 
1951/52, 
Annual "'average ' 




>-•-- • • - • -1951/52 - -
" Annual average 
-Sfetillo •'"'"•' •' 
. 1948/49 
' • '>—.1949/50 
' - ' 1950/51 
1951/52 
Annual average ' 
B. Through traffic from El Salvador to 
• Nicaragua 
...... 1951/52 
Cp '.Through traffic from Nicaragua to El 
• 1 Salvador 
..... - ^ 1951/52 ' 
D. Summary 
(a) Foreign trade (by land) 1951/52 
Imports through El Espino 
Imports through El.Amatillo 
Sub-Total: 
Exports through El Espino c/ 
Exports through El Amatillo c/ 
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of roads of all kinds (59 in Guatemâl^/ and 366 in El Salvador). 
Of the 989 kms. of trunk routes now in service, 379 cor-
respond to the Inter-Oceanic HirJxway and 160 to the Inter-American High-
way. In other words, 539 kms., pr of the total, are of major im-
portance "because of their intermti^tial traffic, without taking into 
consideration the fact that an important part of the freight on the 
West or n Highway is transshipped at San Pedrô Sula for shipment to Puer-
to Cortés and foreign markets. 
(a) Irtter¿Oceanic Highway. It will connect Puerto Cortds with San Lo-
renzo on the. Gulf of Fonscca. At present the Southern Highway, or the 
Tegucigalpa-Jicaro-GaI3n-San Lorenzo stretch, and the Northern Highway, 
or the stretch from Tegucigalpa to Potrerillos,. are in service^ 
Table 43 (continued) 










(b) Through traffic betweefy.E^ 
Salvador and - Nicaragua 
Merchandise in transit to Ni-
caragua 









Sour.ce: Transport Mission, from official data. 
a/. Nicarar-;uah border, 
b/ Salvadorean border 
£/ For 1951/52 the estimates of value were made on 1950/51 average 
prices. 
1/ See the Hondurean road network in Appendix I at the end of the chapter 
/(i) Northern 
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(i) Northern Highway. The constructed part has a 
length of 260 kms0 and it passes through Comayar-ua and Sifuatepoque, 
The first section from Tegucigalpa to Km, 36 is from 6 to 7 meters 
wide, but it is narrower in so:f.e stretches and on some bridges; its 
horizontal and vertical alignment is defective, the grades are rela-
tively gentle (generally loss than 6$), and although it has numerous 
.sharp curves, others, on the other hand, are of a large radius; the 
grading is good, it is filled-, and finished to the grade line, and its 
upkeep is in general, satisfactory*-^ This section of the highway can 
be improved at a relatively moderate cost. 
From lira. 36 to Comayagua (Km. 102) the alignment is poor 
on somewhat more than 50$ of the highway, with numerous curves (some of 
them unnecessary), grades of more than 6$ and even 10$, varying width 
and excessive gradient changes 0 The stretch between kms. 49 and 52,- and 
those in the lar/~e valley of Comaya^ua beyond km. 75, are an exception. 
From Comayagua to >. Si vt ope que (Km. 122), an overnight stop for vehicles, 
the highway generally has the same features as in the previous scction, 
and becomes even worse in the first stretch of' thV 'Sir^atepeque-Potrcri-
llos section (as far as Km, 180), where the road crosscs mountains, be-
comes narrow, has a poor alignment, numerous inclines with sharp curves 
and grades up to 10$, Boyond Kin, 180 the alignment definitely Improves, 
1/ There is a nor row bridge at Kh. 24, and the road narrows at Km, 21. 
The first 8 kms.'and the stretch between Kms. 29"and 36 have good 
alignment. The rrade is slightly over 6$ at'Kmse 13 and 15,-and • 
• •• def initely ̂ greater ; t h ^ M VTWi^^^ 
.in": some, s tr ot che& vis'. :in. paoi ic ondition, fo r: example.,; at Itm«- ;19 J ' 
^ -'v.-'-' \> * ; .. •; ; , ^/especially 
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especially .when it begins to cross the wide fertile plains of the Lin-
do .River- and the Sula Valley, where it is 7 meters wide, has very good 
alignment, long tangents and curves of a large radius, very gentle gra-
dients and is in a very good state of upkeep," 
(ii) Southern Highway. 110 kins, long, this route links 
the: capital city with the Inter-American Highway, and at the present 
time constitutes the only international land route communicating Tegu-
cigalpa with the neighboring countries.-^ This has partially made up 
for the isolated position in which Tegucigalpa was placed as a conse-
quence. of the .route chosen for the Intcr-American Highway, Work is pro-
gressing at present on the relocation and improvement of the Southern 
Highway preparatory to paving it completely and converting it into a 
first-class highway. The road now in use is an all-weather road, on 
which poor horizontal and vertical alignment predominates, as well as 
varying width, grades in some places exceeding 6% and in others reaching 
10$, many unnecessary curves and poor visibility,—^ 
(b) Inter-i imerican Hjrhway. In Honduras this does not constitute the 
most important highway as Is the case in the other Central American re-
publics, for it is located in the southern part of the country, follow-
ing the shortest distance between El Salvador and Nicaragua. The Hondu-
rean section of this highway, 160 kms. long, has all bQen constructed, 
from the International Bridge over the Goascardn River (on the Salvadorean 
1/ The length of the section between Jicaro Gpil^n and San Lorenzo is not 
included since this forms part of the Inter-American Highway. 
2/ The relocation of some stretches will moan, the total abandonment of 
some parts of the present road. Others can be restored only at high 
cost. In both cases it will be necessary to replace many bridges and 
to widen others.. 
/ b o r d e r ) 
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bolder) to Ei'Es'pirio• (on the "Nicaragua border). '-It is not paved, but 
it Is "passable the -year, round/ ' (For the lengths of each section, see 
Table 44.)'' : 
Table 44 
Honduras 5 • :Inter-Araerloan- "-HiRhway \ v 
•-^Section ' Length in- Kms , "; 
Salvadorean border-Jícaro Galán 40 
'2; fJibaró Galftn-San1 Lorenzo • '12- - ' - . 
3./San Lorenzo-Choluteca 38 
4• ; Gholütocá^-Sarr Marcos- • • ;58- ': t 
5» San Marcos-Nicaraguan border 12 
11 : " ' ' Total; ' ' Í60 % J"'; 
Source; Transport Mission, from official dataa 
Some "Work still remains to be done on this highway, 
particularly'on b r i d g e s M ín general, from the Salvadorean border as 
far as" Choluteca*the highway "has"very good alignment, the corresponding 
specifications have been improved, high speed• traffic is possible, des-
pité the fact that there is a"lack of'adequate maintenance. From Cholu-
teca to the l'Nicará¿--uán border, a mountainous area is crossed (Chirichayo-
te" Pass),'in which'the road climbs"from"a' very low altitude to 2,700 feet 
above sea level. However, 'it'L'has' been' possible' to locate the highway in 
such way that it "has "good Vortióal'and horizontal alignment, wide • 
'%/" Three' temporary''bridges," located at. 14, 21y and 22 kcisv from Jícaro 
Galán'must be replaced; and'. 9 bridges and some culverts must be built 
. --between Jícaro Galán and'Choluteca. 
/curves 
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curves and gentle grades, with the exception of a stretch of 4 kms* 
which'Is very poorly located, with narrow sharp curves and positive 
and .negative grades greater than 1 0 $ . T h e same situation prevails 
between Kms, 110 and 120 from the Salvadorean border. 
5* International Highway Transport Conditions 
• Transport -on the. Inter-Oceanic and Inter-American High-
ways tends to be carried out more and more in trucks.of 6: to 8 ton ca-
pacity, in contrast with the current use of 5-ton trucks on the'other 
roads. There are few Diesel motor units or trailer.trucks in use. Fur-
thermore, in contrast with the system of small truck operators that?pre-
vails in Central'America generally, traffic in Honduras tends to be oper-
ated by companied owning 20 or 30 vehicles, which carry, most of the in-
ternational freight traffic, 
At present on the Northern Highway there is a marked 
directional difference in net traffic, the 'volume of import freight being 
much greater than the small volume, of export freight. . However, salt ship-
ments from the Tegucigalpa region to the north tend to offset it in part. 
The usual,freight rates, between Potrerillos and Tegucigalpa vary from 
1>'?5 to 3' centavos per pound for bulk merchandise, with an average of 2 
centavos'per pound^ that is, 16.centavos or 8 cents per short ton-kilo-
meter. The rate can be considered high, and this rate plus the railroad 
freight'give's-a total rate that is partly, responsible for., the high..prices 
of imported articles, 
1/ For this stretch, use was made of the temporary, or access road'built 
during World War II by the. -UJ3-. Corps of Army Engineers.., 
/From San 
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From San Lorenzo to Tegucigalpa the highway freight-rate 
is even higher than on the Northern Highway, with an average o.f 25 cen-
tavos or 12« 5 cents per ton-kilometer, On the Southern Highway there 
is also a - marked directional difference in net traffic, the. volume of 
o 
exports.being only one-fifth of the•volume of importsG . 
Traffic with EI Salvador on the Inter-American Highway 
consists mainly of lumber, cereals and livestock. . There are not many 
services in operation, and since the volume of imports from El Salvador 
is less than exports, trucks often return empty, Current charges are 
from 6 to 7 centavos por squire foot of lumbere Services.with Nicara-
gua, .are irregular and depend on the goods available for shipment, 
•In addition to .this international highway traffic,:,there 
is--also a-.small volume of traffic between the Salvadorean.border- and..the 
town of Nueva. Ocotcpeque,. Since this region is quite isolated from ,the 
rest of the country, most of its traffic with El Salvador is via the 
San Salvador-Puerto Lempira-Citalá . r o u t e . -
There are few international passenger services between 
Guatemala City, San Salvador, Tegucigalpa and Managua, and;of these"; • 
only one is Hondurean— operating between San Pedro Sula, Tegucigalpa 
and San Salvador, The fare is 15 lempiras, which can be considered 
reasonable, 
6, Air Transport 
Air transport is particularly important in Honduras« The 
absence of sufficient surface routes has brought'about an unusual develop-
1/ See. point 5 (c) in Section II of Chapter II, p* 12.4. 
/ment in domestic 
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merit in domestic air service, which will be duly discussed in Section 
III of this chapter. 
International air transport activities are centralized 
at'Toncontin airport, 6 k m s , from Tegucigalpa, at an altitude of 990 
meters (3,250 feet)/above sea level. Previously this'was a small field, 
with a runway less than 1000 meters long. At the beginning of 1952. an 
excellent runway 1.,800 meters' long (6,>5oO feet), permitting operations 
of modern four-motor -aircraft, become available,,.. Future plans for .this < 
airport provide.:for a second runway 2,000 meters long (5,900 feet) .should 
the need arise, As a result of this airport improvement, the interna-
tional companies immediately increased their services. Pan American Air-
ways began 6 flights a week itfit'h DC-4fs in February 1952; TACA Interna-
tional Airlines began 5.flights a week also with DC-4!s in July, In 
December PAA replaced its DC-4's with Constellations, but later had to 
put DC-3*s back in service because of the hazard of the loose gravel on 
the runway. The government plans to pave this runway towards the end o f 
1953» When this and other improvements have been,carried out, Toncon*-
tin airport, with its modern building, will be one of the best in Central 
America, 
The companies which provide international service in Hon-
duras are Pan American Airways, TACA International Airways, and Transpor-
t s Adrcos Nacionales (TJIN) , the last-named flying the flag of Honduras.. 
Also, there is TACA of Honduras which makes 3 flights a week from Sari'Pe-
dro Sula to Belize, 
In 1951 Pan American Airways carried a total of 400,000 
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12,400 passengers, and TACA 3,000^, Transportes Adreos Nacionales, which 
has two C-46 air-craft, provides a service of 4 flights a week between 
Miami':and Tegucigalpa, with .intermediate stops at Havana and San Pedro 
Sulao- • "Twice :a'.weck -its flights are extended to Managua and El Salvador. 
This company-has carried a ,considerable amount of freight for the Insti-
tute of"'Inter-American Affairs-« Every week a plane takes-a" füll load 
•of-silver ore from.Honduras'to Miami, and other national products are 
also - flown to foreign countriesG The most-interesting innovation is an 
: äir:shipment 4 times, a" week of chilled meat from Tegucigalpa to the 
United-States via M i a m i ' W i t h these - export products -TAN:. has - been able 
. to overcome in part the lack of balance in the volume of import and ex-
• port, cargo». Thus, while in 1951 the volume of imports reached 906^000 
pounds, and of exports,302,000, during the first nine months of 1952 
. imports'amounted to 1,277,000 pounds..and exports 870,000;. 
International rates for passengers and cargo do not dif-< 
für in Honduras from those charged in the other Central American coun-
• tries. TAN charges a specific commodity rate for freight -weighing from 
100 to 3,300 '.lbs. from Miami to Tegucigalpa, of 15' cents per pound> or 
22 cents per.ton-kilometgr ( 3 2 cents per metric ton-mile)# • For north-
bound freight weighing more, the rate is 5 cents a pound, or 7,2 cents 
per ton-kilomöter (10*5 cents per ton^mile), TACA International's 
rates to New Orleans are from 27 cents to 11.7 cents per ton-kilometer 
(40 to 17 cents per ton-mile). •• -
1/ Since TAN did not have enough planes, TACA International also trans-
ported meat to New Orleans -towards the middle of 1952, The''cost of meat 
was 23 cents per pound in Tegucigalpa, or one-fourth of the price In 
New York; thus, there was a large enough margin to cover transportation 
costs by air and leave a profit, 
/III, Means 
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' " " III o M o a n s of Transport .for Domestic Economic Activity 
Honduras is characterized by the absence of land trans-
portation routes between the different regions of the. country^ Those 
that do exist are extreme 1;/ deficient- .and cause high •-operating-' costs0 
, Many iniportant regions have no communication-with the-- principal com-
mercial .centers of the country., Aviation has partly'fulfilled the need 
created by the-abs.ence. of roads> • b.ut the conditions under-which it pro-, 
vide? its services bear heavily on the prices of the products shipped. 
Thus, the solution of the road problem is fundamental for the develops, 
, mont of Honduras o 
The production of basic foodstuffs, which requires cheap 
means of transput, doulâ bó ificrô&6 3d if thé road network wëré improwd. 
Contrary to the situation prevailing in other Central American republics* 
corn production is distributed among the different deparments in 
proportion . . , -to the population, reflecting how little is transported, 
even though, some departments are potentially capable of yie-lding much 
larger crops. The same thing is true of .bean.production,Sorghum pro-
duction, on.the other hand, is not distributed proportionally: the De-
partments of Choluteca and Valle, in the southern'part of the country, 
produce about a third of the total, with only 12$ of the country1 s popula-
tion, Half of the rice crop comes from 4 departments —Toro, Comayagua, 
Cor'tds and Colón— which have 21$ of the population. Of the potato 
crop, 28% comes from El Paraíso, to the southeast, which has 6% of the 
population. Almost all' the- sugar is produced in Cortés, with 10$ of the 
total population* ''Practically all of the wheat crop is harvested in Oco-
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see.Table 45») 
V . . . . . . • „ . • 
• • Table 45 ' ' ' - . 
' Honduras: Production of Basic Foodstuffs. 1951 ' -
' (in metric' tons) 
'Rice Beans' Corrí Sorghum Potatoes Wheat Sugar 
Honduras; . 10.010 21,240 186,639 48.110 . 5.080 3.629 4.-588 
Francisco Mo-
ráz'áh 256" 2.377 : 16,829 6.737 " 707 3 - -
El Paraíso 284 . 3.053 11.7.68 6.092 1.362 Í6 — 
Cholute ca 298 1,216 15.227 10.347 12 34 
Valle 469 472 8.758 6.092 . 7 
0lanchó ' ' 691 2,162 14 *824 " 19' . 140 ; — 
Comayag.ua, 1.122 . .1,807 10.733 1.388 :. 792 — — 
La Paz':" 227 ' 671 9.823 2,519 64 21 — 
Y oro 1.444 1.424 15.714 36 132 t.- . . — • 
Santa Bárbara 630 1.822 ' 22.467 ' ' ' 7 203 — 819 
Intibucá 220 733 . 8.123 4.487 10 118 .— 
Lempira": 418 1.559 14.110 10.116 75 : 172 — 
Copán 267 1.435 17.251 . 1 4 210 . 91 
Ocotepeque . • : 307 4.832 •  2.299 3.206 — 
Cortés . 1.748 942. 9.276 17 1.100 2 3.735 
Atlántida 687 626 6.:324 4 68 — — -
Colón .1.105 . .631 3.545 7 36 — 
.Islas de la Bahía a/ 3 35 - y ' " â/ ' — — 1 
Sources: Figures "for riac'y berins, ' corn, and - sorghíiirí: • Censó- Agropecuario 
1952; for potatoes, wheat, and sugar: Servicio Informativo del 
Banco Central y:del'Banco Nacional de Fomento; Tegucigalpa. 
• a/' • Less' than '1 'metric ton. " 
1« Highways and Roads 
(a)v Inter-Oceanic Highway. % This...route--.haszSropffy;bavin 'describ'ect. 4tf de-
tail,- '.;;Ag'rlcultiiral vandV livestock 'products are' shipped to" Teruri falpa 
/ r ^ ^ - T r - . ^ ; ; v , . .v• ... 
'1/ -SOe Section II, :point" 4 (a), p. 192, ' " / 
/.; • . * /along 
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along the first 36 kms. of the Northern Highway.. The Tomara region, at 
1,200 meters above sea level produces corn, .beans, bananas, oranges, 
etc. From Km,...36 to Gomayagua the highway passes through an extensive 
region of forests producing.. l u m b e r a n d alternating with cultivated 
fields of corn, bananas, beans, sugar cane "and fruit. There are important 
stock-raising areas . as well,.:.as uncultivated lands. On the Comayagua 
plains, there - are- - vast - fields "Oí '̂ ügHr"'cMe" and' cercáis, ás well as 
fruit o r c h a r d s . ' ' W e r e irrigation has been introduced with satisfactory . 
results.. About .2. .kms, from ̂ omayag-u^ (toward Siguatepoque) . the Banco' 
Nacional 'de Fomorit'ó\'-has rbiiíT̂ - an ;oiapprtant-. :grain elevator.- • 
Along' the..-se'efcion ̂between Siguatepeque and Potrerillos, 
which crosses the Río Lindo' plains and the. Sula Valley at an-altitude 
'of about: 300 feet, there are. important lumber-producing .areas ancl saw-
mills, large and - medium-siaed, cultivations of su.gar cane, bananas, fod-
der (with abundant livestock)x corn¿ fruit, and rice, . 
.. * -The Southern*Highway, which at the present time is being 
i -
"improved and relocated in.order to convert.it into a first-class paved 
h-ighway,^ passes through 'a'ArbrIph.'^''which corn, beans, sorghum, pota-
toes, livestock, poultry-products,- lumber,, etc.,- are produced. 
In addition to international traffic, there is heavy 
domestic commercial traffic on the Inter-Oceanic Highway, principally 
to and from Tegucigalpa.- «... 
1/ The contract for the relocation, ¡improvement and paving of the first 
stretch of 40 kms... from Jícaro Galán (point of junction with the In-̂  
ter-American,Highway) towards- Tegucigalpa has been awarded to the J,. ' 
A* Jones Construction Co..,-. .on a cost plus 10$ basis.. .The study and ra-
location of the rest of the highway'to Tegucigalpa has also been given 
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(b) Inter-American Highway. 
(c) Eastern Highway. This route is 129 kms. long and connects Tegu-
cigalpa with Danli and El Paraíso. (When completed as far as the Nica-
raguan border, it will also constitute an important international route. 
This road has traffic the year round, and its construction has appre-
ciably contributed, in a direct way, to the economic development of Dan-
li and El Paraíso, and indirectly tó that of Yuscarán and the mines of 
the Agua Fría zone. 
The features of this highway are poor horizontal and 
vertical alignment, numerous curves (many of them sharp), .and inclines 
in various sections with grades of 6$, and in others, up to 10$, The 
width is insufficient in many stretches. It is irregularly graded, and 
almost totally filled and surfaced for year round traffic. Some drain-
age work is lacking, some bridges are inadequate and others are defect-
2/' 
ive. On very few stretches are there good alignment and gentle grades. 
(d) Western.Highway« This route, whose terminal points will be Nueva 
Ocotepeque and San Pedro Sula, now has an established traffic between 
the latter city and La Entrada, at 72 kms. from Santa Rosa de Copán, 
but because, of the lack of many bridges, traffic is occasionally inter-
rupted when the rivers are high. Aside from the value that it already 
has for. the development of the western region, it will have in the future 
1/ See Section II, point 4 (b) of this, chapter, p.194. 
2/ For example, at Km; 40 a bridge is lacking. A wooden bridge at Km. 
47 should be replaced with a permanent structure. There is one un-
der construction at Km. 51, and another at Kmr 88 (Río Azul); and 
bridges are lacking at Kms. 54, 57 and 62 (Río Guayabo). The one over 
the Netiapa River at Km, 76 is in very bad.condition.. 
/great 
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great, importance .for„trade with El Salvador since it . will connect with 
* 
the San Salvador-Puente Lempira-Citalá highway. At" pre sent the road 
' is being relocated and improved between La Entrada and Santa Rosa de 
Copln« The construction of bridges and drainage structres has also 
been, started. It has poor horizontal and vertical alignment on many 
stretches, sharp curves, varying width (narrow in some places), and , . ] / 
grades of more than o%0"~J 
(e) Plancho HighwayIt will connect the capital with Juticalpa, and 
will penetrate farther to the north into the Department of Olancho, to 
. stimulate the development of valuable farming, stock-raising, and forest-
ed zones8 At present it is only partially built, extending for 149 kms., 
and its features are similar to those of the last two roads described 
2/ 
above 
(f) Other roadsa Also worth mention are the routes from Siguatepeque 
•to.La Esperanza, and to Marcala, the branch of the Western -Highway to 
to Santa Bárbara,, and the Central Highway (La Ceiba-Olanchito), because 
of the.significance they will have in the development of important re-
gions of.the country. Plans exist for connecting the first of- these 
routes to the capitals of the Departments of Lempira and Copan. 
1/ Since 1952 more maintenance work is being done on the San Pedro-Sula-
La Entrada sections Some relocation work is to be done, and a few 
bridges that are still lacking will be*built0 Between Santa Rosa de 
Copán and Nueva 0cotepeque•• (approximately 99 .kms.) studies are being 
made, for the location of the entire section, so that its definite 
construction may be started subsequently« 
.2/ ;Fqr the fiscal year' 3-953/54 "the-Dirección General de Caminos has 
/ proposed the construction' of 4 ¿5 additional kms0 of this important 
.route, which would! me an; an expenditure of-approximately 900,000 lem-
piras. ' * • 
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2, Eubligj Eixpg,nditures ..on Roads and Highways 
f .. „-The government of Honduras has been spending an annual 
average. ;.of 3 ?4,million lempiras on construction, improvement and main-
V ' ' ' • j . . " 
tenance of. .its roads,, (See Table 46,) 
" ' -'Table 46- • ... . -
^ Honduras: ! Public-E^endit^es -. on rfoa'ds. 1947/48 to. 1951/52 , * 
: Central' Local' . ., 
Years.. Government Governments Total Total 
' 7 (in thousands • (in thousands(in thousands 
...T-, lemprias) of lempiras) of dollars) 
1947/48 •2,104 '260 2,364 1,182 
1948/49. ........ , ,. 2,506 344 2,850 . 1,425 
1949/50 ' ' ; 2,945 • • 424 ' 3,369 1,685 
19:50/51.. .. 3,621 , 322 3,943 1,971 
1951/52 • 5,972 - - 404 ; 6,376 ; 3,188 
,;To;ta.lr., 17,148 1,754 18,902 9,451 
Annual Average ' ' ' 3,430- •"••• •': : '351 ' • ' - 3>780 -, .,1,890. 
Source: " Central governmentMinistries of Finance and of"Development; 
local governments: Annexes to Reports of Minister of the In-
terior, 
: , ^. 4 Maintenance absorbs 60$ of this, and the remainder goes 
.to,.the ̂ construction and improvement of the roads of the entire country, 
If one,.bears in.mind that in Honduras, in a region with topographical 
end other natural features similar to those of the zone crossed by the 
Southern Highway, the construction of 1 km, of first-class highway may 
1/ There are several-sburces of-income for construction, improvement 
and. jaaintçnanco of roads in Honduras: (a) tolls; (b) land and water 
lcàsos'; (c) personal'road ta&; (d).. taxea on raal-Q.state^ commercial 
establishments, gasoline, manufacturing enterprises, patents, and con-
cessions on mines , and mining ...zones.; ..'and, .(.e.) .a pojrçentage - of --general 
::;import\duties and"óf coffe:e exportduties,'• - - . .. ' 
/cost 
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cost around 80,000 lempiras and in the region of the Central Highway, 
some ÜtíyOOO'lémp^asy then it..is_ evident, that with an average" aiffitai: 
appropriation1 oi'-ILVfTtoillioo lempiras it would , only be possible to 
build some 19 kms. of the first type of highway,., and some 50 kms. of 
the second in a year, leaving nothing for the improvement of a singlé' 
kilometer,,of road. The annual road expenditures applied to maintenance 
activities amount to 2.2 million lempiras-. ' ̂  that- X9500 
lempiras —^ is the average cost per kilometer-for^.maintenance, only 
some: 1,500 kilometers';., a year can be/ taken care of ,- "leaving the rest of 
the road network without maintenance • /.In other 'words, the funds as--' 
signejd for the purpose during"the past -five-years have been insuffi-
cient, for the various e^enditureA,"on roads. (The.'limited number;,of-ki-
lometers that have ¿been added to road network - the country confirms' 
t^is,'as can be se'én. by the figures compiled the Banco CEntr:al¡, deT 
on the rate of increaée^f the road jietwork be-
tween 1945/46 and 1951/52.. . V v 
3* Road Transport Conditions 
' ¡ a ^ -There £a no 'statistical.information concerning vehicle 
traffic along the r o M s H o n d u r a s . , An estimate made by the Dirección 
General deL Cámihos-consider? that^long the Northern Highway (between 
Tegucigalpa and' Coihayagua;) there are; 50. motor vehicles a day, and along 
the' Sbüthérii: arid 'Eastern ..Highwaya,,. 6p . . On the other hand, it is esti-
,.mated that along the highway leading to Olancho and on the Siguatepe-
w q^Q-Xia Ebpferánzá^Marc^a highway,, :ihfíe 'ate less than.'50 vehicles': a day. 
1/ Fig\iréá from the. Dirección General 




These figures are possibly lower than what they are in reality. Traf-
fic on the Inter-American Highway can be estimated at some 150 vehicles 
a day along the route to El Salvador, and at about 90 vehicles along 
the route to Nicaragua, Even thoiigh these are low figures/ they rep-
resent an increase over those of recent years. 
Low road mileage and low population density are the prin-
cipal factors which have kept highway transportation at such a mean level. 
Road traffic in Honduras may be summed up as follows: 
(a) Imported goods are distributed from the capital to 
the most important towns —Comayagua, Danli, etc,— in Central Honduras, 
and from San Pedro Sula to the towns and villages of the coastal dis-
tricts, From the important towns to the villages, goods are carried 
generally by ox-cart or pack mule» 
Table 47 
Honduras : Increase in the road network 
Annual increment 
Years' Kms. (in kms.) 
1945/46 1,339 
1946/47 1,357 18 
1947/48 : 1,389 32 
1948/49 • ... 1,400 11 
1949/50 1,442- 42 
1950/51 1,544 102 
1951/52 1,675 131 





(b) Road transport of farm products and of.local manu-
factures is limited to the most populated zones of the central region 
and of the northern coast0 Most' of the domestic transport is by carts 
and muleso .An exception .is the transport of bananas, 'which are moved 
by railroad, and coffee 9 which is' moved by trucks, or ox-carts to the 
processing mills, and from there pften by truck to railroad terminals 
such as Potrerillos, or to. San Lorpnzoo. .. . 
The number of automotive vehicles in Honduras is Very 
small« At the. present time there are only 4>o27.> divided about equally 
between private anci commercial vehicles, (See TableJ+S. and 49«) About 
half of these vphicles are registered in the. Department of,Francisco 
MorazcSn, where Tegucigalpa is located, and about 25$ in. the, Department 
of Cortds, where San Pedro Sola,, the principal industrial and commer-
cial center of the country, is located. Of the 15 other departments, 
only 4 —Yoro, Atl^ntida, -Ohoiuteca- and Valle— have more than 50 ve-
hicles« h J ^ ^ ^ l ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ o ^ the number of automotive vehicles, ex-
cepting' passenger /buses, has increased" almost by 50$, 
. ' Table 48 
" Honduras: Automotive vehicles registered, by class,-' I9-50-1952 
""' " . „ . - « , _ . , . . s. ^ , .. . . . 
Auto- Pick- r Station 
Year ^bijgs Trucks Buses u,ps .Jeegs Others Total 
1950. 113.7- 1151 57 16 182 . 63-1 121 3295 
1951 .. 1295-' 1309- . 56 56. 197 - .606. . 46 3565 
.1952.^ ... . 1506' . .1502. 332 .. 347. . ,-6.70 '"-211 4627 
Sources Direccion General de la Policxa Nacional. Tegucigalpa" 
/The nmber 
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The number of passenger buses is very small (59) • The 
increase from 1950 to 1952 was only 2 vehicles. It is estimated that 
there are 10 trailer trucks in the country and 300 semi-trailer trucks, 
the majority of which are primarily used in transporting lumber and 
livestock. There are no statistics relating to ox and mule carts, which 
are the principal means of transport for most of the country, but probably 
they are quite numerous, . 
Table 49 







ups Jeeps Others Total 
Francisco Morazán 1012 550 386 41 201 178 201 2569 
Cortés 312 509 186 6 106 68 2 1189 
Atlántida • 93 122 15 6 3 12 — 256 
Choluteca 37 83 38 4 7 42 8 219 
Yoro 15 68 6 2 • 1 9 — 101 
Valle 11 66 11 _ _ 1 — - — 89 
Santa Bárbara 4 35 7 - — 4 4 — 54 
El Paraíso 5 21 9 — • 2 5 42 La Paz 2 18 3 — — — 7 — 30 
Olancho 1 19 — — 1 8 — - 29 
Comayagua 4 4 2 — 4 3 — 17 
Copán. 3 2 4 — 2 5 — 16 
Intibucá 2 3 2 _ _ — 7 
Ocotepeque — 2 1 — 2 — 5 
Lempira — — — — . — — . 4 - - 4 
Totals 1506 1502 670 59 332 347 211 4627 
Source-: Dirección General do la Policía Nacional, Tegucigalpa, 
The greater part of the automotive vehicles in Honduras 
has been purchased in recent years, and consequently is in satisfactory 
/condition. 
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condition. ' This is ¿"specially'true of those belonging to the trucking 
enterprises, which do not neglect their maintenance-* 
The cost' of vehicles, replacement parts and fuel is high.. 
The cheapest truck chassis comes to, 6,000 lempiras ($3*000), and com-
plete With body o,'600 lempiras ($3,300). Tires, as elsewhere in Central 
America,"are high-priced.^" Gasoline costs 1 lempira (50 cents) a gal-
lon, inclusive of taxes from 37 to 44 centavos« Diesel oil costs 92 
2/ 
centavos, and has a tax of 32 to 42 centavos,»"' This high cost of 
Diesel oil limits a wider, use of Diesel-power.ed vehicles,, and may bp 
considered harmful to the country1 s economy. A more extensive use of 
this type of vehicles would reduce.both operating costs and expenditures 
for imported-fuel. ' : 
Repair ,.and maintenance expenses are -also high because- of: • 
the lack - of garages, repair equipment, and.'trained mechanics. 
• j . . . . • 
•••';;' The Constitution provides for no Regulation concerning 
rates, and consequently the operators establish'-them freely. There-are... 
1/ The usual prices^fe ¡xs~£ollows: 7«50 x 20, 175 lempiras ($87.50)}" 
8.25~x 20, 250 lempiras ($125)-; and.9¿00-x 20, 290 lempiras ($145)..: i 
2/ National and"municipal import "duties and taxes on gasoline Diesel.can 
be classified as follows:" ... vlr-
Duties" and taxes " Gasoline Diesel 
-T' " North " ' ' South'^ ' North : .. South 
Consular .r;:: ;-; v: ' 0.0168.. '• 0>0i6Bri 7""i;" V^o;bi30^ 
Customs ' ' 0.3144 0,3197 0,2942 O.3OI5" 
Municipal 0,1074 0o0375 0.1220 0.0091 
Total. . . . 0.4386 0.3740 . , . 0,4292 0.3236 
The higher custom duties in the South are due to the inclusion of 
lighthouse- and., ¡tonnage' dues.,, which in/the North" paid" by' ship cap-
tains . 
/ r a t e s 
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rates between 7 and 12 cents per ton-kilometer. (See Table 50)« 
Table 50 . 
Honduras : Truck transport freight rates 
Distance Rate per pound Rate per ton-kilometer 
(kms.) . (centavos) - (centavos) (cents) 
Tegucigalpa-' 
Siguatepeque 122 1,5 2 4 12 
Tegucigalpa-
Potrerillos 260 1.7 14 7 
Potrerillos- :: --AT- ! 
Siguatepeque 138 1,5 23 11.5 
Potrerillos- • 
Comayagua : " ' 158 1,5 20 10 
Potrerillos-
La Villa de 
San Antonio 175 1.5 17 8.5 
Source : Transport Mission, from data furnished by private companies. 
Public passenger service is less satisfactory than 
freight service. When the Mission visited Honduras, there were only 
57 passenger buses in the entire country. Three fourths, of these were 
operating- in the Department of Francisco Morasdn, and there were 12 de-
partments with no buses whatsoever. Intercity bus service is sporadic 
with the exception of the most important routes. Buses with bodies of 
local manufacture are heavy and uncomfortable. Furthermore, the fares 
are very high —two or three times higher than in El Salvador— varying 
between 1,75 to 3 cents per passenger-kilometer, (See Table 51,) 
- 'Thò; city bus service in Tegucigalpa is satisfactory, in 






Honduras?.. T-) i o v> -city bus fares 
. • -
"'"Tare per 
:\i<r.tari ee Fare passsng^r -ki.loir.ete] 
R u n (i<msc. ) -(le^iras) (centavos ) (cents 
Te gucaga!pa<-San Ant onic.... - - - ""ST "5aoo '3 »0 
Te guc iga Ipa-C oiiayag ;xa 100 « 6,00 6o-0 : 3,0 
Tegucigalpa-Siguat epe que 1.22 .7̂ 00 53/,:.;. . '. 2,75 
Tegucigalpa-Potrerillos • v* ' 260 3 ¿00 3 o.O f ••'••1.5 
Siguatepeque-Potrerillos 13$ /¿¿'GO 3.Q:,: .1 : :' 1» 5 
Sources ^Transport Mission, from data furbished by privata:,:.cpmpaMes0 
The Inter-Oceanic and Inter-American Highways,:-which have 
been constructed 'under better" technical standardsjrrdo;;not^'iuifillviiie-re-
quiroments for '-.anyv. cojisidcratiie' amount of traffic between Honduras and 
the neighboring countries0 Consequently, road traffic..has high costs 
and high ratqs^.whi^h-adds-to the inconveniences and overcharges already 
noted, and results-;in -still- higher" prices for the consumer; and; reduced in-
come for th^ producer*: Furtherhore, there are municipal -traffic- taxes • 
(piso y pea.je); levied in"" the 'towns' on each incoming vehicle. : Ttie5se J ' 
taxes vary from -.one muiiTkcipaiity to another, and in .some.. cases,' are high—11 
er for imported; qrtigle.s than"for those "of domestic manufA-cture^. - 'For ' 
example, at PotreaSLloB:---.and at--fchii "a truck has to. pay a,:tax ̂of. 5 lempi-
ras if carrying.iirported merchandise, and 1*25 iempiras,;if dom^ticprod-
ucts. In mqriy ce<ses, wspeci/il-toils" are charged for crossing certain 
bridges, especially .along -the iiortfern EijgjamSo Examples of-municipai"J 
E/CN02/356 
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taxes levied on trucks operating between Tegucigalpa and San Lorenzo 
and between Tegucigalpa and Potrerillos appear on Table 52. To these 
expenses others must be added such as bridge tolls, or national and 
municipal charges for registration, licenses, inspection, customs and 
fuel sales tax*. Charges for pisp y pqa.le have been eliminated in air-
* 
most all other countries, and there- is no justification for' retaining 
them in Honduras, 
4» Air Transport 
Honduras is> in a sense, the cradle of civil air trans-
port in Central America, It was her« that Pan American Airways estab-
lished in 1929 the first air route for crossing the isthmus, shuttling 
amphibians from Téla on the northern coast to San Lorenzo on the Gulf 
of F-onseca* It was also here in 1931 that the New Zealander, Lowell 
Yerex, organized a small company called Transportes Aérèos Interameri-
canos, which as years passed by, gradually developed into the well 
known TACA enterprise, which has operated not only in Central America 
but in other countries as well. For many years the maintenance shops 
of TACA at. Tegucigalpa served as an international training center for 
Central American mechanics, and the men who were trained in them are 
to be found -toĉ ay throughout • the whole region. At present TACA de 
Honduras is a company representing Hondurean interests for the most 
part, and it serves the majority of the domestic air routes,—/ 
1/ The Mission was informed that according to a proposed fiscal reform, 
the government is studying the possibility of eliminating them, 
ijt/ The Hondurean company should not be confused with TACA International 
Airlines of El Salvador, which is a completely different enterprise, 
/ /Table 52 
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r Table 52- ] ̂.-ri.tyj 
Honduras ? ( "Piso y pea.i'e" taxes ' on- thé- S^;.L<yrénaQ^Tegucigalpa-Potre--
"rillos^ròìite, : 
^empiras" r 
1, 'Murixcipàl1^traffic tàx-i® Tegucigalpa (per month) ' «••• 
2.. r.:Truck entry fee TegucigalpaMurii'cipaiitir ^y^^-o}: 3.00 
3» ìtuck entry Ì&é.'VSarV:Lorenzo.:Municipality — up to 
. : 10,000 lbs. & .--U'-;;:., 
Truck entry";-'fe?e -San •Lorenz.o. Municipality —• up to "'" 
-r;:;15j0Q0 lbs. , . 3• 75 
"Ìrùèik entry-'f^e,TS^n: Lorenzo Municipality — up to 1 
••,2.5,000 lbs. " -/¡•.y 5,00 
4• iruck' éhtry - fee P.btr erillos, Mujnitì ipality ' ' "vl. 2 5n ; -
... ..Truck entry fee Potrerillos Mlinicipality^ foreign 
CÓiltàÒditibs ' ̂  •• ... * " J"5»0(>i-
Soufeèi Oficln& T-écnica.de...Ingenieria, 'Secretarla de Agricultural 
rTegucigalpa. " * <i-;x; 
When Yerex 'began' his' operations -SQ/years. aga,,(.the rela-
tive isolation of Tegucigalpa and: thé:'lack':of surface : transportatipn 
routes, made Honduras peculiarly suitedrto< àié^;tran^port^Mu;qh î he same c o n -
dit.ions, still hold true. It is therëforé'n^ :to.find that 
air transport continues to be one ' of "tfe''pri^cipa'l:^éans, Qf .çonimiuiica-
tion throughout the country. •"•'•-' ° 
- In October 1952 TACA de Honduras was providing scheduled 
ae^yidf .4?£'-SGffl£'-27 ̂ Qint&jrgp region, in Olancho, 
^.nd^aiong the -northern• coast* " -.Flights"', Vary--'frém:as-many.:as'~^a d¿y from 
^Tegucigalpa to San Pedro Sula,' to'' as" few'as' 1' . week'tp'plabfes like 
Sap Marcos Ocotepeque, near the Salvadorean border, and San Francisco de 
Let Paz, in Olancho» Unlike Guatemala, where air routes -in general radiate 
/out from the 
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out from the capital and back again, the Hondurean routes have a dif-
ferent pattern. For example, from Tegucigalpa to. La Ceiba there is no 
direct service, and passengers must go by way. of San Pedro Sula, Puer-
to Cortés and Tela, or. by way of Olancho, in flights, requiring 2 or 3 
hours. Fares are based on these roundabout distances. Flying:, time 
for the non-stop flight between Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula is on-
ly 45 minutes, but on the majority of flights there are frequent land-
ings made at places only a few miles apart, over a river or mountain. 
. ' j 
Planes average 10 or 15 landings a day, and the average flight-time.be-
tween stops is only 17.5 minutes. As a result, engine depreciation, 
gasoline consumption, tire wear and other operating costs are higher 
than normal. 
In Honduras merchandise of all kinds is carried by. air — 
from cosmetics to construction materials. For export-and.for consump-
tion in the more important cities, the air lines, carry coffee,, tobacco, 
hides, grain, meat, machinery to be repaired, etc. 
In 1952 TACA operated 6 planes:, four C-^'s, one DC-3 
and a Lockheed 14, the last-named stationed at Belize. . Each of these » 
planes had logged a total of 8,000 to 12,000 hours or more. . The amount 
flown per month per plane for the first nina months of 1952 was 42 hours 
for the Lockheed, and 73 hours for each of the other five.. This is 
relatively poor utilization. The maintenance and repair shops of the 
TACA de Honduras, with a personnel of 110 H0ndurean and 2 Costa Ricans, 
can perform all the maintenance required by Hondurean plyil,aviation at 
a very reasonable "cost. 
/In addition 
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... . ... , . . . In addition to TACA there are several other airlines. 
Among them: is Servicio .Aéreo de Honduras (SAHSA), one of '4 companies 
organized in 1944 on Pan American Airway1s initiative in the countries 
of Central ¿America* ;,?AA owns of the capital, the government 20$, 
and local citizens the balance. Today SAHSA practically' duplicates all 
the .domestic, routes of TAG A, and has in operation four C-47rs'* The com-
-pany has ...constructed, parallel or nearby landing strips tó'"those of TACA 
-at San. Pede o Sula, Nueva Ocotepeque and Santa Rosa de Coprírí. "'In 1951 
SAHSA- flew. a. .total of 456,601 miles as compared with the' 470,613 of TACA. 
Operating, ajid unit costs of both companies were also very similar. 
• . .  , Another company is Aerovías Nacionales de Honduras, S.A. 
(ANHSA), which was organised in 1949 primarily to transport aguardiente, 
..a government monopoly« This company carries only official freight, of 
which.-90$.,is aguardientep In 1951«, operating with two C-47fs, it flew 
153>0.00 .miles., transported 6,0/2,000 pounds, and had a gross income of 
$20.?,052 ($0.02 per kilometer flown). " 
,? ,,>;,... .The most outstanding feature of Hondurean aviation, in 
close relation to.the .country-s economy, is the high rates. On the main 
route,..frqm Tegucigalpa to San Pedro Sula, express charges are 61 cents 
.per. ton-kilometer (89 cents per ton-mile). The rate to Catacamas, in 
the -Department of .Plancho, or to Santa Rosa de Copán is as"high or higher. 
Ê prp.-ss. r.ates to Tela and La Ceiba are over $lo00 per ton-mile* Similar-
ly,- pas.sejager .fares rare the 'highest in Central America; for* example, 9®5 
t;q.lG cents per pa,ssenger~kiIometer (15 to 16 cents per passenger mile) 
between the capital and Tela or La Ceiba: 13©7 cents per kilometer (22 
/per mile), 
E/CN.12/356 
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per mile), from Tegucigalpa to Yoro; 11 per kilometer (18 per mile) 
between Santa Rosa de Cop&i and Nueva Ocotepeque. Even on the direct 
flight between the capital and San Pedro Sula the passenger fare is 
7.2 cents per kilometer (11.5 per mile). On the other hand, the fare 
on TAN for the flight from Tegucigalpa to Managua is 4.8 cents per ki-
lometer (7.7 per mile). These rates and fares do not include the 2,5$ 
tax on domestic flights and the 5."0$ tax on international flights. 
5. . Inland Waterways . 
Transportation on the -inland: waterways of Honduras has 
not-yet been developed. The rivers, 'inlets,, and. lakes have not been 
studied and data basic to inland navigation is- not available, although 
it is estimated that there are more than 1,300 kilometers ;of: navigable 
waterways.,, distributed.as.follows: . 
Segovia River (Coco or Huanqui) 400 
Patuca Rivfer 400, . j, 
Caratasca Lagoon 200 
Agu£n. River - ; . . 150 . • 
u m a River 150 
Chamelec6n. River ..• , 50 • :,r 
Lake Yojoa 25 
. The channels are ..not ̂ marked in any way, and nothing is 
done to^keep them in navigable condition.; 
On .the Bahia.Islands (Islas de la. Bahla) there is some ' 
sporadic.-shipbuilding, on a: small scale. Wooden hulls for cabotage boats 
.and river craft.a re built to order. The carft used, for the.most part, 
are .canoes, and there is only a small number of gasoline boats either 
imported or built locally but with imported motors. -
rr.v • . . • . „ /There is no. 
Ü ; / U N . ± 2 / 3 
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There is no centralized system of boat registration 
and ofoWn'there'is none whatever9 There are no regulations governing, 
navigation,": rátés" or' provisions for carriage; nor is there any estab-
lished^regular'traffic or any estimate of the volume of inland water ^ 
r : t:. .. j;;, vTilO'v 
traffic® 
'y ,::̂ fi'/v'AÍthoügh''''thé* Mission 'had insufficient information to 
be^áble^to j'üagé" "the '••íutüre possibilities of water transport at ion, in 
j?ts opî ioh'̂ d'f' al! vthe'konáurean waterways only, a small portion of them 
are adequate for navigation and have a rich enough bá-M&'that-^é^é^per-
mit their deyelopinent,* h'̂ Iftí 'o-ii no n--;: ¿/-rio^ •:' 
Some 7 of,, tĥ e., r i v e ^ on̂ s- :Vhichv%re practical-
ly uninhabited,, and, their i£S§ j. as,-. 
meansvof transportation'would depend 
above all upon the.. pcorioipic; l^p^nt -o| their'-irárhediate-"hiñtéflandi; 
This is the case of the Patuca and Segovia Rivers., éách^óf-which'i-s", n 
estimated to have a navigable extension of 400 kms6 Other rivers suited 
for navigation, su"p$ as the UiVáa and Chamelecóny:dros&-industrial and 
agricultural zone ¿Already served by highway andi rá'ilroád, and conse-•w\ e '• v quently, their useXas a means of communication:-át: the- present time offers 
little possibility," 
- ^ . . , , , a r e a s _ 
sumed to be navigable, has its soT^cg,;4©nthe-;®épa¿tm^nt-o:f Yoro." "':It 
flows through a fertile.„valley^in )no.r,th'érn pár^t';of^the;íDepartment of 
Colón, and einpties .ixitq- ̂ Tpp.jillo.>,Baŷ  .jWhich.:is:;: well-pr ot é cted"canÍi; 
sidered onp^ of t£p íi^eqt .in ,j3eptral:^mq^ica^:. GbnSidéririg; the ' ^ ^ l c ^ ' 
ment possibilities o£, t^s.rggi^nh^id the • other.:'.Conditions' mentioned,' the'' 
study and exploration of .^^^guán-Si^er ^ighti>corístitute -'the- fiTstv step1 of 
an investigatior^pf Hondurena waterways .especiallv those which cross the 
o n o i :v-¡í.>í;í \ 
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APPENDIX I 
HONDURAS: ROiiD NETWORK 
•Length" in' Kilometers'''' 
1. All-weather roacls 
A, Trunk roads : . I.-
1. Inter-Gcfeanic Highway: : - 31%. :• 
(a) Southern. Highway: Teguci- - •< 
: gaipa^icairo Galin 119 
|[b)" Northern Highway: Teguci-* V *. : 
galp&fiPotrer illo s 260 
' ̂ ¿;C:£aratern Highway: Tegucigalpa-., 
Ei Paralso 1 129 , 
3. Olancho Highway: Tegucigalpa-
Guayape - - 14.9- . / ' 
4« Western Highway: San Pedro Sula-r* 
Sta. Rosa . ~ " - ,172 . •• \ ' 
5. Inter-American Highway , , 160 
B, Other important routes : - 2*46 
6. Siguatepeque-La Esperanza-tiarcaia. ;: - 123 -
7. Branch of Western Highway to Sta. . 
Barbara r̂ / : : . - : . - • ; • • 6j6 
8. Branch of Southern Highway to San 
Buenaventura 3 
9« Branch of Inter-American Highway 
to Goascorin 4 
10. Branch of Olancho Highway to Cedros 27 
11. Branch of Eastern Highway to luscardn 23 
C, Secondary routes 337 
12. Tegucigalpa-Mateo-Lepaterique branch 
road 10 
13. San Pedro Sula-La Lima road 14 
14. Tegucigalpa-San Juan de Flores road 41 
15. Branch of Eastern Highway to Agua Fria 29 
16. Branch of Eastern Highway to Moreceli 4 
17. Branch of Eastern Highway to Colinas 10 
18. Branch of Southern Highway to Ciruelo 15 
19. Choluteca-Orocuina branch road 35 
20# Branch of Olancho Highway to Archaga 24 
21. Progreso-Yoro road 125 
22. -Branch of Western Highway to Macuelino 30 
^>:Tpt&'I length of all-weather roads: 1,572 
/2. D r ^ 
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Length, in kilometers 
2. Dry-weather roads 158 
23. Branch of Northern Highways 
•Rio Lindo~Sta. Cruz de Yojoa 28 
24. San Pedro ..S.ula.-̂ Choloma road 20 
25# - • Branch-of-'Southern Highway to ... ... -,v>; 
Ojojona - - -yf ' 
26. Branch of Eastern Higlway to . .. - ; 
Guinope-San Luis ... ,... *J. 
27.V San Liipas branch to San Ai-itonio de;^: "y- :̂ ' : ) 
F l o r e ' s 1 « L ^ ; - , ^ - " y-^-.i:-^ ^26; 
28. Branch of Eastern Highway to TatuffiM&: — -
Total length ^-Hondurean roads: ^ c.,-b-l£73Q 
3. Roads under construction ^ a ; . : : : " - ^ * ' ' .. n 
— 1 • 1 ™ • . .f 
• * - * 
1. Gracias^feanta Rosa de Cop^B-road:: ; 50, ' 
2. ComayagJ4&~La Libertad road % 50. .  
3. Centra^)' La Ceiba-Olanchito road " : : ' v : " '60 * 
4. .Puerto"'dort^s-Cuyamel road. .. 5Q„.. . .,. 
5.. Potrerillos-San Pedro road ~ l 7 T ; ' 0 
• cuv- .. i-.".»-.-.- ''- ' r 
Total length of roads under:_CQT15TRuction:j ' ,, . , , , > 2 4 5 
* '0 ;"i . \ . "-1 
;..(.!:., A1.-5 •--•;.••• 
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Nicaragua is.the largest of the Central American re-
publics and has the lowest population density. Its area has been 
estimated at 148,000 square kilometers,and it has a population of 
1,057,023, or 7»14 inhabitants per square kilometer, according to the 
final figures of the census of May 1950, The 1940 census showed that 
35.9$ of the total population was gainfully employed and that 73 
' 2/ 
was engaged in agriculture .-r' From 1945, to 1951 the increase In popu-
lation was more than 22>000 per year, or about 2% annually. 
The country is almost triangular in shape. Measured 
along a'straight line> Nicaragua has some 450 kms, of coastline on the 
Atlantic and 300 on the Pacific.. It is between 10° 45* and 15° 101 
north latitude and. 83° 15r and 87°. 401 west longitude, 
Nicaragua is divided into three large areas: 
(a) The western, zone on the Pacific coast, made up', 
largely of low, flat country with an elevation of less than 200 meters, 
1/ Including Lake Managua and Lake Nicaragua, which have a total area 
of 9000 square/kilometers,, 
2/ The corresponding figures"for the 1950 Gensus. were still not avail-
able when this, report was. written. 
/the large 
Jí/uNo 12/350 . 
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the large lakes of Managua and. Nicaragua, and a line of volcanic peaks. 
There are two seasons in almost the whole region; the rainy season, 
from May to October, and the dry season from November to April. The 
climate is hot, except in some parts of the Departments of Masaya and 
Carazo, where it is temperate,- In contrast to the other Central Amer-
ican countries, which have tended to develop in the mountains and cen-
tral plains away from the 'coast, Nicaragua has its most highly developed 
region on the Pacific zone. About 60% of the population lives in this 
. no., .; ' •• .. , r , . . 
area, and the country1s 5 largest cities are found here. More than 10% 
of the country1s population is concentrated in Managua, the capital ci-
ty«, . :M?, saya, the most densely populated department, with 120.7 inhabit-
ants per square kilometer, is likewise in^this area. Natural conditions-
are favorable to agriculture and to its mechanization, and production of 
agriculture and livestock is considerable0 There is also some produc-» . , ,, • . . r -" ••'*••••••• -- A.-.-w..: J •J'.'.;'J-.-'.' 1. -'.l/.'̂O .'- J' 
tipn of industrial articles« Most of this areo. is crossed by the prin-
cipal.roads and^y the rail line of the Ferrocarril del Pacífico, whose 
terminal is Corinto — the country's leading port. 
(b) The central zone, which begins about 95 kmsfl inland 
from thq Pacific coast. It contains 23$ of the population, is very 
^mountainous^ has a milder climate, and a rainy season lasting from 6 to 
9 months. Its most densely populated department is Madriz, with 24*1 
inhabitants per square kilometer, The largest livestock region in the 
country -is in vt'he rB¿parteéht' ,y6£ -Choritaílétf y which, ais o/:Has;-gr¿at;. ffliniral 
'and Thé• ;Iñte:r-American -Highway j¡. as:iwe¡ll.-as-:;the projected 
Atlantic Highway, cross this area«, There are also some roads of per-
'r:,v!* /manent 
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manent and seasonal traffic that are used to transport products of 
the region, 
(c) The eastern zone/Situated between*-the Atlantic . 
and the Continental Divide, has 8% of the population, or only a lit-
tle over 1 inhabitant' per' square'̂  kilometer. The climate is hot, and 
the rains last from 9 to 12 months. It is rich in minerals and forests. 
The largest rivers in. Nicaragua flow'through'this area, and along the. 
river banks are the .region's 'chief'population centers*. 
Nicaragua's'economic development has been slow, but for 
the past 3 years plans for accelerating it have been introduced, the 
first grain elevator has"been built, a development corporation has been 
'founded, and certain economic and fiscal measures are under consider-
ation, . * 
Gross Ha-ti-onal-product-4n. l^SCLwas ̂ stimated^at 1,027 
million -c6rdobas, of which agriculture represented 40$, manufacturing >. ? J. ' 
14$, and mining 6%. (See Table 53.) ' 
' Table 53 •  ̂  • 
Nicaragua :' • Gross National Product, 1950 
Millions 
of córdobas of total 
Gross' national frroftTOfr-: - • .1,027 100 
Agricujtype •;•;<.. • 416 40,5 
Mining . ' — * — " ' • • - • 60- 5.8 
Construction 54, 5,3 
Manufacturing 145 14.1 
Transportation and communications 37 3.6 
• Power ;.> •• . — • , — , v l , l 
•Commerce- and finance... . ^ . 108 10,5 
Government -, - ; ; 63 • 6 , 1 
Professional'and domestic services 27 2,6 
Other services (hotels, interest payments, 
rents, etc,) 106 10.4 
Source: .International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The 
Economic Development of Nicaragua, p, 74» based on preliminary 
estimates of the Dirección General de Estadística, Managua, 
/T~ i n n 
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In 1951 the gross national product probably exceeded' 
1,200 million cdrdobas.^ This increment of close to 17$ was partly 
due to the greater volume of exports, but it also reflects :the deval-' 
uation of the c5rdoba and the'rise;of internal prices» : ' v 
Agriculture, the country's"principal economic activity, 
is concentrated in the western coastal region and yields•exportable 
surpluses even of basic consumer products. (See Table 54») 
Table 54 
Nicaragua: Production and exports of some agricultural commodities, 1951 
(metric tons) 
-. Products < ; - . Production Exports 
Corn 92,886- "14,300 £i' '' '• 
Beans 19. ¿939 .792 
Sorghum * 31,945 • 
Sesame 15,079 8,177 
Cotton 17,332 4,365 
Rice 18,160 8,347 
Manioc 6,898 — 
Coffee - • 23,828 16,098 
Sugar 29,440 8,346 
Source s Dirección General de Estadística, 
During the agricultural year 1951t*±952> 93,000 metric 
tons-of corn were produced, and more than 14,000 were exported. Half' 
1/ 'Source given for,Table. 5 3 . At the rate of 7 cordobas to the dollar, 
this is equivalent to $170 million and. almost $155 per capi-tav ; 
. ,/of this 
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of this production was in the Departments of Chinandega, León and Ma-
nagua, in the western zone. (See Table 55») All departments are pro-
ducers, but some in the central zone, do not completely cover their 
demand. Bean production in 1952 amounted to 20,000 tons, of which 
800 were exported,- León, Managua, Carazo, and Granada produced more 
than half of the total, and certain departments in the central zone 
did not produce enough for consumption,. Of the total rice production 
80$ is concentrated in Carazo, Chinandega, Granada, Managua,and Masaya, 
but nearly all departments are self-sufficient, and in 1951, of a total 
crop of 18,000 tons, more than 8,Q00 tons were e:xported. The western 
o 
zone also produced almost all of the 15,000 mctric tons of sesamep of 
which more than 8,000 tons were exported in 1951. It also produced 
two-thirds of the 17,000 tons of cotton grown in 1951. Most of the cof-
fee also comes from the western zone, although it is also grown in the 
central zone. Since 1950 coffee is the leading export product. This 
is due to its high market price. The sugar cane plantations are con-
centrated in Chinandega, but there is an increasing number in Managua, 
These two departments supply the rest of the country and at .times ex-
port, More than 20,000 heads of livestock have been exported annually,. 
Some cross the Honduran border on foot; some are shipped from San Juan 
del Sur and Corinto to Peru, Panama, and other countries. 
Nicaraguan industrial production is centered chiefly in 
the area near the capital. The cement factory at San Rafael del Sur, 
about 50 kms, from Managua, has produced 18,000 tons per.year. About 





also some production of beer- vegetable oils-/ and other commodities 
tliat are ' shipped to the • different-de-partments; Industry'has made lito-
ti e progress in recent years, and' the demand for manufactured articles. 
is satisfied largely thresh 'ix-xpovts0 --T -
Table 55 
Nicaragua2 Production of basic foodstuffs for domestlc^gonsumotion* by 
• - ' — (metric tons). 
Corn--/Bèans' Manioc Sorghuiii"̂ . •Rice'. Cy Sugar 7 
Totals 92.836 19,93? 31;945 18,160 6,898 15,696 
Boaco ' -449 1,551 • • •• — • — .— 
Carazo S XlÑ <» • • « x n . X » y / 2,197 2,154 4,135 • I — 
Chinandega IÓ:O?X 636 3,023 1,744 392 1 3 , 7 4 1 
Chontales 7",763 788 2,184 106 149 — 
Esteii: : • 2,821 487 325 . —r 
Granada 3j3 ' 7 l 2,424 772 3,337 880 123 
J inotega"' '.,8,675 969 963 'I- 16 ' — . 
León . . 13'.112 2 y 213 4,881 819 521 857 
Madriz • 2,008 . 543 1,169 4' - 14 
Managua 14 a 193 3,791 13,089 2,549 2,901 285 
Masaya': •"•• • 2,920 1,007 142 2,579 1,219 — -
Matagalpa 4,703 1,637 1,142 108 4 
NUfcva Segovia ' - 1,^86 • " 420 •'•462' 33 354 — 
Rio San Juan 457 229 — 523 
Rivas 3,957 •2,024 108' 1,535 690 
Zelaya — 125 — . 682 449 „ 
Comarca del Cí abo Gracias 
a Dios — — — — — 
Source: Dirección General de Estadística, Managua, 
a/ The fanega of corn and sorghum was converted to kilograms on 
the basis of one fanega to 132„4® kgs0 
b/ The fane/?;a of beans was converted on the basis of one fanerg. 
'to 154« 56 kgs0 
c/ The 1945/46 sugar season, This is the last year for which 
figures are available by departments. 
/There are 
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.,: -Therf aré ip.Nicaragua..an/estimated :1>3$3 gold" and 
silvgr,,,m,itji.ng bla.ims that have-. b'ee'n. denounced«—/ The number of'mines1'5 
in productipn,;.b9Wever, :is.. much, smaller, and. only 6 mines producé al-' 
. most all the gold» For many, years t^se metals occupied first place " ' 
among.Nicaraguan• escorts• In 1951, 7,820 kilograms of gold valuód'at-'' 
$8.7 million,; and 6*4$0 ¿kilograms-- of silyer valued at •$17l̂ 10Ó0,,•••'wer'¿"'•'• 
- .>.. .. r 
exported, >Iining :is. concentrated.in the' central and eastern parts of 
the cQ.imtPy,̂ frQm,y/hei;e -the -productions• i-9bhipped-'-by aIrL,~v' 
': • >-Therer'has. bee.n..very little development in"transporta-
tion. ,. 5oa.d- building,:is ...veryrecent,•.and due '1 to;- the::Increased • agricül-' 
tural production; ithf yprincipal\trai;lroadvlacks- '-capacity to ifiové export 
crogs.^effipiently*••//.Nicaragua./hasoa :.gre<it '<economic potential'for' develop 
ment ;,iq.mansy zones.,f -both .in/the.-.fields ofíbmasti'c. consumption^ahd in the 
field;.,of. export sr.to,, the r4e st -of: 'Central Ame rica" and other countries.'' 
There.:vu.st\.are^ bas opened up for cultivation,' and there 
are mineral;, ancl ,forest resoui^ces. which/ have never -been exploited. It is 
theref or.e. .clê -jblî tj -tor ĉ rr-y/ out the dovelo'pmént' prbgr\ams which"' the ' 
government is undertaking or wii-l.-.unclerta'kê /'. traftsport'atiori- facilities 
will have to be improved and further developed« 
" TÍ. ' 'Means of Transport for International Trade 
' Iri order to meet present foreign commerce requirements, 
an int'éhsiVe úse' is 'made1 of existing transportation facilities, parti-
1/- Interna^iori^l .Bank for Reconstruction..-and Development1, •'The %Economic . 
DéVeiópmeht"of" Nicaragua, p. 185. 
2/ See the five year development program proposed by the Mission of the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, op.cit. Ap-
proximately two-thirds of the total cos-t-o-f-t-his 'program?Consists ' of' 
^ expenditurp,s -on Improveméñts-rir^^^ ánd' commioni cat ions. 
/eularly of those 
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cularly of those in the" western coastal region; The Pacific ports 
handle.about 75% of the total volume^ of foreign conmerce/ Approximate-
ly 4-5$ of-:Nicaragua,fs exports •—chief coffee, cotton, oil-seeds, and 
sugar-r- and:almost 70% of her imports"pass through- the pott: of 'Corin-
to (see. Table 56) é '"iThe-• .only..'access*, to'-.¿-he.' port iáHhe rail1 line-;^which 
connects itwith, the: capital, 138: kfts.-away. A -lighter but increasing«-
volume of .exports;.. and impórts :pass; -through" theport of • S"anj Juan del *': v 
Sur, on the Pacific .̂-- Including fromthe: heá'rby:-ñbrthérn:jré- -
gion of Guanacaste^ Costa R i c a ; Puerto "Cabezas :añd-Er''Blüff (Blue-
fields) : on. the;Atlantic -also have'-some^traffic^-bulk 
lumber-:.¡exports*. . -JInternational:"áit-. cargo"tÉáíiic:-f--Ís light>°-fhéíre"isL-' • 
a small; but-growing international: traffie.: with El Salvador-and"Honduras' 
viar:th@i:Ihter^imdrican -Highwayy ahd a:'sinall::volumé:;of fréir/htvis' mb^ed-
throu^JP^rtba^MQraaáni-acrotó'ithe. Gulf of Fonáeca4--However/'the greai 
importance of. .Sorintb.-.and of the means .of conMuaiióatioñ bétwéeri it arid f 1 • 
the citiQS of; Chinandegay león -and MaM;gua,-asi Well as hetween ̂ he1 liort -
and the; western ;;and central; sones, is the - basic characteristic of':the'- -
existinginternational; transport fácilities. -
1» . Railroads 
The only public railroad system in Nicaragua is the Fe-
rrocarril del Pacífico, which is government-owned. The railroad also 
owns the ports of Corinto and San Juan del Sur on the Pacific, and the 
port of San Jorge on Lake Nicaragua, as well as the steamship service 
on 'this. l ^ -This combined -'transport System is'-the-most important • In 
the .^ouritry^; •/. .•!;:. v .• 
1/ and .poker cpmpany in -Managua. /is -also;, owned by the railroad, 
/Table 56 
cv ? TABLEÉ" ' . 
G^ . , ; N I C A R A G U A : VOV.VWE CIF. IMPORTS AND EXPORTS,. BV CUSTOMS I Q I ^ Q S I 
«J ; : r • i 
PERCENTAGE 
PORTS AND CUSTOMS ' EXPORTS (THOUSANDS OF'TONSI IMPORTS (THOUSANDS CF'TGNS) DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL TRAF?IC' 






5 9 . 0 
¡38 .6 
5 6 . 3 
i i2 i .5 MU.O 
. 7U¿7 7U;-G 
9 5 . 7 Ì 0 9 . 3 
7 5 . 3 92O0 
U 3 . t 1 1 9 . ^ 
9 5 . ? 
I T Í . 2S 
REU 3 
I 7 T . 9 
W 5 
• 9 9 , 1 9 3 , 9 
70.-7 
9 3 , 5 
7 5 - 6 
9 9 - ) 
7 2 . 5 
97>'6 
7 1 - 7 
9 6 , 7 
7 7 . 2 
CORINTO.- ITT.3 5 7 . 1 HT.6 I»9IN 5 6 . r ' 5 0 . 5 7 ^ 9 « C . 5 7 3 . 6 7^.2 i 2 o . 5 ' 6 7 . I T 6 Q , 2 . 6 ? . 9 60 . '3 5 > M 5 7 . 3 
SFTN JUAN DEL -SUR 6 . 3 3 . 7 : S . 2 5 . 2 ; 7 - 6 € . 3 0 . 5 I.] 3 .H Ir I ? . 1 * 3 . « U.7 '«U5- TF.R i.t 7 ¿ » 
MORÄZAN' Í . 5 0 . ! • 3 . 2 2 . 6 1 6 . 7 0 . 1 Ó. i 0 . 2 0 . 3 C4.L : . N%2 0 . 1 • Ul, 2 . ! ) 5 . 7 
SOMÜZA — —h — • . • —• — 1 1 . 1 N . 3 1 3 . 0 ! V . 3 ; , 1 9 . 6 . — 5 . 7 5 . 5 6 . 2 5,¿ 
ATLANTIC ZCNE 21A.SUL ¿ Ü 3 2 X 2 - 2 0 . FR L ] L I H U Í - LÉT9 2 7 . 6 . •,2Í¿2 2 ? ¿ 9 2 5 . 9 
EL/B^UFF 7 . 5 ' 1 1 . 2 T I . R - I J . 6 2 9 . 2 2 2 . 2 . . 3 . 3 U . 6 N . 2 ' 5 : 6 5.1» ; 7 . 7 ' 7 .U ; 7 . 7 ; T I . ? : I U .2 9 . 3 
PUERTO CABEZAS 1 5 . 9 2 0 . 6 . 1 2 . 1 1 3 . 6 I 3 ¿ 5 T 3 . 9 . 1 3 . 9 13.'I» I 2 . ! I 1 2 . 2 ? o ¿ 7 I . 1 2 . 9 , 1 7 . 2 1 7 . 5 : 1 2 . 3 9 . 3 9 . 1 
CABO GRACIAS A Dios • U.Ò 5 . 9 : • 6 . 0 LI.6 3 . 9 2 . 6 F 0 . 7 Ò . 6 0 . 6 . 0 . 7 O<6 0 . 1 • 2 . 7 ' 3 . 3 3 . 2 2 . 5 t . 8 0 . 9 
DELTA DEL SAN JUAN A/ • • • » • » 0 . 2 • 0 . 5 — — — — — . . « • . .... O.'L 0 . 2 
INJUND CUSTOMS C ; I L A I 0 . 8 I . T : U 6 0 . 2 0 ¿ I T.O O I L ' "• Ó . ^ • •. 1 . 0 O ^ I " lai m 
EL ESPINO (HONDURAS)" o . !••; ' L.G O.A • 7 . 0 — 0 . 1 • 0 . I 0 . 1 0 » 2 0 . 2 •• 0 . 0 5 O.L 0 . 9 O.LJ'- I.lt 2.1} 
MANAGUA B/ 7 — — — _ — . Ó.L C.I 0 . ! 0 . I C.?L 0 . 6 . 0 . 0 5 0 . 1 • N . 0 5 : 0 . 2 0 . 2 
MANAGUA t/ ..; — • — . — — • — un t . U 0 . 1 — 0 . 3 0 . 2 0 . 6 0 . 7 ; ; C * ° 5 — 0 . 1 0 . 1 
ÄIRPÖRT (MANAGUA) P. I ; 0 . 2 C.I ;c;2 i o;? • " O . ? 0 . 7 1 . 6 „0 .2 T . 0 .2 . 0 . 5 ' O.t., 0 . 7 o.;i. 
TOTAL •75.9 - . 9 0 . 5 « 9 . 6 1 2 M L2 ! . 2 ? 7 . I N U 2 M 3 . 9 1 2 0 . 3 l20.Íjf 1 7 U . 5 ì o o . o 1 0 0 . 0 l ° 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 r o . o 1 0 0 . 0 
S O U R C E : ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE RE C A U D A C I Ó N GENERAL-':DE ADUANAS, MANAGUA, ' ) 
A / DATA U N K N O T FROM T<5U6 TO I 9 ^ 9 ( R E L A T I V E TO BANANA EXPORTS V I A COLORADO , COSTA R I C A ) , 
D / IMPORTS BY ROAD R E G I S T E R E D AT THE MANAGUA CUSTOMS. 
C / IMPORTS BY S E A R E G I S T E R E D AT THE MANAGUA CUSTOMS. 
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... In 1950/51 "the Ferrocarril del Pacific.o 'parried"more . 
\ :
 1
 . * • • ' , > 
than 3 million passengers and more than 200,000 "tons of/freight , one-
third of which was import traffic. ' ; There was ;an almost equal Volume 
of exports, chiefly through Corinto. (See Table 57*) Both passenger 
-and freight traffic,, but especially the la,tter, have increased sub— 
- » 1 ' * 
stantially since 1947, in spite of the increasing competition of road-
transport all along the line except on the Corinto-Chinandega stretch, 
Table 57 1 
• r • 
Nicaragua:. Traffic on.the Ferrocarril del Pacífico, 1946/47 -• 1950/51 
1 . 
. - -
1946-47 ' 1947-48 1948-49 : 1949-50 1950-51 
Train-kms. (thousands) . 3,032 '3,203 5,396 
) • 
' '3,534 ¿,758 
Passengers (thousands) : 2,821. 2,859 .2,928. .3,021 3*117 
Freight (thousands 'of ton^): •* »1 * 
Local . - 55 43 62 43 92 
Coffee '}'• • • 12 7 .>15 >; /1 . • 20 - : 15 
Import 87 101 91 105 115 
Export- 48 . . 55 •1 .• 76 84 
Total- 202 214 213 244 306 
Source: ::Ferrocarril del Pacífico, Managua. 
The railway system runs along the Pacific coast, from 
the port of Corinto and Chinandega southeast, passing through León and 
Managua to Masaya. Here it divides, one line leading to Granada, on. the 
shore of Lake Nicaragua, and the other" to Jinotepe and Diriamba, in the 
Department of.Carazo«" From the* trunk line at León, a branch line' runs 
north to the Rio Grande*, and'another. dne/frbm 'Chinandega runs to Puerto 
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thréüghrtbe :city. pf.cRivas near, the. Cosida. Rican border and connects 
the'óceañí port, ofo-San;-Juan_ .delSur .with the( lake port of San Jorge, 
The total lengtjh;;.of ;rthe; system is 3S0 kms,. distributed as follows: 
Vi" r*.-.; « _ • • . • / ^ KmS. 
« v Main line, Granad,a^pr3^tp 190 
Branch lines: León-Río Grande 
' . .oiis;/;-: Ifesaya-Diriamba 44 
Chinandega-Puerto 
'.t,;. ;•.; Morazá.n .. . . 30 
San J loan del Sur-San Jorge lino ' 31 
¡ ú . í-ayuJi-v- The railroad owns 31. steam locomotives (fuel oil), 73 
passenger qarsf, small gasoline motor cars and 320 miscellaneous freight 
cars ;: The;-Mission travelled on the ordinary trains of the railroad,con- -
• the,-Ma.haf;ua.rC[orinto and San Jorger-San. Juan del Sur runs. It thus had an 
opportunity to observe the movement on. these lines and to make a light 
<: in&p.ect/ion of;,the.-rolling..stock, and. permanent way. Especially notable 
is „the .small stock of .locomotives, r-some. of them dating from the last 
.century-^ insufficient in number for.present traffic needs, and even 
more .;re'iB$irkable is -the..inadequacy of most pf these, Almost all of them 
should have been withdrawn from., service and replaced .by more powerful 
and'.morei ecpnomical-locomotives... Consequently, these locomotives have a 
minimal efficiency and operating costs are high> not. only because of the 
low thermic capacity of these,antiquated*models, but.also because of the 
frequent: and high costs of repairs and the low number of units available 
for service. Locomotives average monthly 2,700 kms;-^ the cost per 
1/' Data -from.Btatistics' supplied by the Ferrocarril .del Pacífico, June 
- •.I952,-'The "normal average, per- locomotive for a .system like this one 
should be, xvith steam traction, from* 4,500 to 5*000" kms, .per month, 
/locomotive-
E/CN.12/356 
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locomotive-kilometer (including wages, repairs, fuel, lubricants and 
other items included in variable costs} is 3»Q1' córdobas, or 
repairs per locomotive-kilometer amount tô 0.736 córdobas, or 10.4 
cents. The average tráctive force; per.train-kilometer was scarcely 
203 gross tons. These costs are very high for such low working averages, 
especially considering that the trunk line, Managua-Corinto, where most 
of the traffic is handled, is quite level (maximum grade of 2% on one 
short stretch). 
The number of freight cars owned by this railroad would 
be''Sufficient'" if thë locomotive equipment were increased and improved, 
thus achieving greater tractive force and more speed; more trains could 
be run, arid the present long cycle for freight cars would be cut consid-
erably,* 
; General conditions of the permanent way are deficient on 
the trunk line itsëlf/' The 'lino between San Jorge and San Juan del Sur 
is in bad condition, biit it is going- to be scrapped, since traffic can 
be handled less expensively and more rapidly by the road parallel to 
the railway. This new road is now being built. 
The roadbed is earth (partly volcanic ash), with light 
rails, 30 kilograms per meter- 'ón- three-fburths of the main line, and 25 
to 20 on the rest. Branch line rails are 20 kilograms. If traffic .con-̂  
ditioh'S' 
are to* be* improved, it will be necessary to renew long stretches 
1/ At the rate of 7 córdobas to the dollar. 
2/ On the stretch from Granada-Managua, on the San Juan del Sur line 
and the Diriamba branch line, conditions are more difficult (maximum grade 3%). /of the line; 
E/CN.12/356, • \ . v 
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of the line ; ties .which... are- in bad condition will have .to be. replaced. 
and the..,line rebalJLastedo • If heavier locomotives are to be. used .for 
greater speed, a. complete renovation with heavier rails-will be-,rieces^ 
sary* Another factor which voaId mate for great economy would be the 
improvement of the present system of„ hand-operated signals, at least 
--line- where- traffic ' is' heavy enough'to' 'justify' an efficient 
system» 
• • - -The port - cf'Corinto," who ŝ '' railroad' facilities' are 
practicailjf'the^scime as they; were ,3Q years ago, also contributes to the 
inefficiency -of-'-rail-transport©' "This "Is due 'primarily to "the "delays""in"' 
the use' of freight cars and to the volume- of freight handled which is 
top'large for .'existing facilities0"^ ' 
•" The railroad-s situation is paradoxical, "since despite 
the unfavorable factors described above, its financial statements reveal 
excellent resuits0 Operating ratios (operating expenses in relation to 
operatxr^revohue)"'have" varied' from 60%'to' 70% in recent years; only in 
one year 'the ratio was'74$* ' (See' Table 58*) There are very'few private 
or;; government-otmed railroads in'the world —and perhaps none in Latin 
America—: which can'show such'a low operating ratio;* The Nicaraguan 
government has ~aceumiOAted': profits"from the ' operation of the railroad 
but has not reinvested'them "in spite of the need there is to renew and 
modernize the rolling stock,'locomotive's and other "equipment, and to im-
prove port facilities,' Ih"l3k39 when the operating ratio was even lower 
1/ See point 2 (a) of this section, p, 237. 
A-52/*— 
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% — there. .was a net income of -3 million córdobas, and rates were 
ráiséd'20$; in 1945...and. in 1951 rates were again raised 25$ and 20$ 
respectively, while, net income continued to increase at the same time. 
Table 58 
Nicaragua: Ferrocarril del Pacífico, Operating Income, 1946/47 - 1950/51 
(thousands of córdobas) 
Pas- Other Operating Net oper*- Operating 
Freight senger revenue Total expenses ating,dncome ratio 
1946/47 6>755 3,605 523 10,883 6,737 4,146 61.90 
1947/48 6,643 3,540 443 10,626 7,313 3,313 68.82 
1948/49 6,201 3,574 320 10,095 7,491 2,604 : 74.20 
1949/50 6,958' 3,684 318 10,959 7,364 3,595 67.19 
1950/51 8,272 4,421 785 13,480 8,390 ' 5,089 62.25 
Sources. Ferrocarril del Pacífico, Managua. ' ~~ 
If the favorable balances of the last five financial V 
years had been applied toward improving the line and acquiring new locomo-
tives and rolling stock, the railroad would be now not only in excellent 
financial condition, but it would also be able to offer more efficient 
service with lower freight rates, to increase its traffic and to face suc-
cessfully the competition of the roads. If a sum equal to the aggregate 
net income of the last five years had been invested, it is likely -that an 
improvement plan couid have been carried out which would have replaced all 
the present steam locomotives with electric Diesel units (in a 2 to 1 pro-
portion) and would also have brought about other important improvements, . 
such, as: / 
/15 electric 
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... .(Thousands of dollars) 
15 electric Diesel .locomotives- (-"Iload-Switcher!.f 
type, 660 H 0F 0) at $90,000 each Fo0«B. ship-
ping port '. :.... "1,350 
Acc'esory equipment to supply them with 6 
traqtive arlos for,-, each locomotive (instead , r . • 
"''•"of 4 ) t o reduce the" weight per- axle of 
.. . raodpr|i.î )Comot^.ves, .which .is greater than ' . . 
"; >-'r"'"th&' captfcity of the Forrocarril del Pacifi-
cp. line,, without reducing the total adherent . . • 
freight of the" locomotive j also the use of 
....double traction..Kith single control 220 
2 light" hydraulic or mechanical Diesel trains 
for rapid passenger .service on .the. trunk . „ ' 
line, each train made up of two 320/360 HP 
motor..cars and one coupled, car, with-a seat-..-.:!.' 
ing capacity per train of approximately 270 
passengers, at an estimated price of $220>000-. 
•-''•each -Fo0VB. " ' * ' 440 
3 hydraulic or mechanical Diesel motor cars., • 
• ' 300 'HP.8Tbi*"'rapid passenger' service (80/90 
seated) at |7P«,000 each Fo0oBo . . : • . 210 - • 
30 freight 'cars of different kinds at an aver-
age of $5,000 each Fo0eBo ..... , 150̂  
• " Freight and expenditures' ' 250 
Equipment for Diesel, roundhouse and repair = 
shop' ' 150 
• - • . •:. - Total - • : • • 2,770 ' • 
It should be kept in mind that once the new equipment 
Were in service at least two-thirds of the cost, or about one million 
dollars, would have been saved in fuel alone, and that during the first 
year, normal locomotive repairs would have', amounted to almost-nothing« * 
To" the.se advantages must be added .others such as elimination of water 
service., economy in fuel transport,, .speeding -up -of 'traffic, and greater trac 
tive force, inhere would also be an increase in:traffic, especially passenger 
traffic., due to, the . speedy comfort, and.-frequency of .the trains*.- With these 
•' • • 1 • ' . . _ -additional economies it would have been possible- to improve the lines and i- • 
' ••••-•.. v ... 




the^signaling and switching system.-^ 
Import cargo freight rates are considerably higher than 
export cargo: rates; local freight rates are in most cases double the 
export freight rates. This situation is possibly due to the fact that 
there is no road between Corinto and Chinandega; here freight is handled 
exclusively by the railroad» In other words, the railroad profits from 
its monopoly of both the rail services and the port which handles .60$ 
of Nicaragua's imports. Freight charges for wheat, construction steel, 
and industrial machinery are very high:' 13 cents per ton-kilometer for 
less-than-carload lots for the first 50 kms., 11 cents up to 100 kins., 
and ,7»6 cents up to 200 kms. Textiles freight, rates are 16, 13 and "9.5 
cents respectively. (See Table 59») Export freight rates, except those 
on coffee, arc not as high as import rates. Coffee freight rates ,are • 5*6 
cents for carload lots and 4.4 cents for less-then-carload lots for 200 
kras. or. more. For shorter distances, rates are higher. (See Table 59.) 
The rate for cotton bales is ,5.6 cents in carload lots for distances of 
200 kms. or more; for other commodities the rates are considerably lower. 
1/ The limited, time at the Mission* s disposal .did ndt! permit a thorough 
inspection of the fixed equipment, and it is thus unable to recom-
mend a detailed plan of* the work necossary for- reconditioning the 
line. In respect to this, the recommendation of the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development is quoted here, op.cit.; 
Reballasting almost the entire 1 3 8 kilometers of roadbed'be-
tween Corinto £ and7 Managua at-a total cost of''-$390,000.Re-
placing the bulk of the present cross — ties on the Corinto— 
Managua's main line by higher quality logs at.a gross cost of 
$300,000» Relaying some 3,000 tons of rail, about a fourth of . 
the required effort, for complete rehabilitation. The total ; 
cost is estimated at 1325,000 of which $300,000 would be for 
rail, $15,000 for switches, and $10,000 for labor. 
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2o Port and Maritime Situation 
Tile-. greater'vpâ T/-of Nicaragua's maritime traffic is 
concentrated on the Pacific coast, where there are two principal and 
two secondary ports« .On the Atlantic.there are two important ports, 
»¿no'Of which —^Puó^to Cahesas™-belongs to a fruit company0 
( a) ifilliSThis is the best port in the country and the one with 
the greatest volume of traffic0 It is situated at a relatively deep 
harbor and is well-shelteredc. The 1háxirauní%díaû it' is 28 feet. The 
port facilities are used exclusively in connection with the Ferroca-
rril del Pacífico, which links Chinanclega and Managua; the port is man-
aged by the Railway© The .pier is about 150 meters (500 feet) long and 
• * • •• • 
15%eter^ (50 fept) wide.; but.ships can berth only along one side, for 
there is not enough depth along the other and it is blocked by sheds« 
Between the space where liquid fuel is discharged and the foot of .the 
pier, coastal craft and 'Slkill vessels can tfie up. 
The port has twej' éhíófiüñit'atlons: ' insufficient berth-
ing capacity and lack oí" equipment for discharging and moving cargo on 
the pier and from the pier to the warehouses. In regard to the pier it 
self, its short length limits the space available for ships of any con-
sierable draught and. they sometimes have to anchor out in the bay await 
ing a berth. . TJiis increases costs.,and. .consequently, ocean freight rate 
for commodities loaded or discharged at this ..port.0-. There is.no equip-
ment for loading and discharging freight between ship and pier, nor for 
moving it on the pier,or .to the warehouses, except the obsolete rail-
road equipment® This causes' congestion on the pier and also increases 
costs«, 
/ T a b l e 51 
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T a b l e 59 . . . 
Nicaragua : Selected commodity freight rates in effect on the Ferrocarril 
.del Pacífico in January 1951 
. ,. (in cents per ton-kilometer _ 
50 Kms. 100 Kms. 200 Kms.•-
C.L. C.L. L.C.L. C.L. L.C.L, 
Imports 
Wheat, construction steel, -
industrial machinery 10.0 13.0 7.9 11.0 5.6 7.6 
Textiles (woolen or cotton) — 16.0 — 13.0 —•' 9.5 
Exports 
Sesame 3.8 5.8 3.1 4.6 2.2 3.3 
Cotton bales ' 9.5, • 5.8 7.6 4 . 6 5.6 3.3 
Palra and other oils 5*8 . 5.2 4.6 4 . 2 3¿3 3.0 
Rice,- beans, corn ' 3.8. 5.8 3.1 4 . 6 2.2 3.3 
Coffee 7.5 9.5 6.2 7 . 7 5.6 4.4 
Local freight 
Domestic rice, beans 9 • - • -
corn, cement 6.0 7.8 4.7 6.3 3.4. 4.6 
Source : Ferrocarril del Pacifico, Managua, 
a/ 'Figures converted•at the. rate of 7 c6rdobas to the dollar, 
b/ C.L.: carloacl; L,C.#L.: less-than-carlond. 
When the volume of traffic is normal there is sufficient 
space in the warehouses. However, they are poorly situated. This is 
common in ports developed -with practically no planning; It is also true 
of the facilities for'discharging liquid fuel, which are poorly located 
at mid pier,. 
(b) San Juan del Sur. This port, 30 kns. from the Costa Rican border, 
on the Pacific coast, has a relatively limited hinterland. It is linked 
/with the town 
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with the town of Rivas by a 26-km^ rail 'spur but it is likely that 
• this line will .soon be- scrapped* The- Inter-American - Highway will then 
go through the- port and continue along the cpa„st line to the Costa Ri-
o can border«®,.. The..bay is; vsry shallow except at the entrancev Here" ships 
must afLehpF-j? and load and-discharge by lighters., since .the small pier;,',;: 
and the. shallow..water only allows, small vessels to reach it. There are 
not enough facilities for loading, discharging, and for hauling the 
freight :„to .the custom house .ancii tp: the railroad station, particularly 
in view, of ;.tho...portl.s incrpasing .traffic. The custom house has recent-
ly been enlarged, so.;.for. the time being there "is no congestion.- ' 
i . . ..,,. In 1951 exports through San Juan del Sur included almost 
11,000 head of livestock and a substantial quantity of lumbert There was 
also a..,.9.pnsicierable.-voluiTie of imports. ..San Juan del Sur has potential 
importance., .as & port, for the northern Guanacaste- region in Costa Rica«" " 
(c) El .Bluff. This .port -is situated- on the Atlantic coast .on the east- -
ern ̂ ide, of ,t.he.Bluef-ields .-Lagoon,;-8 km§.«.. from the toval of Bluefields. 
It has. had increasing .activity since 1950., and now handles a greater 
Volume .of, tr.aff:ip,;than .Puerto..Cabesas —a port; belonging to a fruit com-
pany which for^m&ny ŷ ars-was;;Nicaragua's most .important Atlantic port« 
El Bluff is K§ll-sheltered., but; at; the entrance to- the. -lagoon there is 
a bar at q, l.Q.ast .depth of .13 feet at .high water. • At the -wharf'there is 
sufficientrd.opth^.but..since the ;tidc.: Is.only 18; inches, ships with 
considerable...¡draught that..could,tie-up at-the, wharf, are unable to cross 
the bpr>. Accord̂ ig.:to.̂ n-fo?mâ iQri-;from• the- U, -S. ̂Government Hydrogra-
phic Office .in:thQ.:Panama Ganal ;Zono.,;;;ships with a draught of 12 feet 
,.have. called.:;at...El.Bll̂ f̂ but at;low: water ..and with heavy sea the recom-
.. /mended draught 
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mended;dfeught is not more than .9' feet.. 
•••••' ' ' . 'Opposite; the:custom house,there is a well/maintained -
reinforced concrete ...wharf. 150 meters (500 feet) long. The warehouses 
arc new and spacious, .Free water is supplied to the ships, and pilot • 
-service "is not compulsory. .The cargo- is: discharged with the ship' s , 
tackle, and dispatched on lighters to Bluefields.,. at the other, end .of 
the- lagoóñ," " 
'•"'. El Bluff1 s only communication with-, its. hinterland-is-by 
the'Hid Escondido, which "empties into the lagoon; , This river is.navi-
gable -as - far as Tiama<,...but the region through which it flows is thinly 
populated and is not very suitable for cultivation. ;Thus, the port's 
traffic is limited to lumber'..and banana exports. 
• Maritime services-are regular, especially to, and from 
Corinto. - -In 1951,'139'foreign, merchant ships arrived at port,.. or an: 
average of-11.6 per ..month,; with an average registered tonnage---of more 
than' 1,800 net tons.. Only ,6l :foreign ships ..callecl,at San-Juan,, del. Sur, 
;or 5' por; month,. "With- an:.-:average .nót-.tpnnage---of 1,£60.. tons, ...The .number 
of - ships ' calling-' dt- El-.Bluff was .almost as groat- as. at .Cor into (11. per 
month)'-)'1but their average: tonnage.was," scarcely 270 net tons,.' 
•In-contrast, together Central American .ports,-those .in 
Nicaragua do not- suffer; so'imuch:from discriminatory-freight rates nor 
from control by foreign interests as.', from-deficient, port facilities. As 
"-for oceán freight rates.,, ih the case •.-•of • .C.or into.- and t qf San. Juan del Sur, 
' the'•samo'factors come- into. play;, which;affect other'Central American ports. 
The Shipping conference which pontrols most of- the • international- traf-
fic-of -these ports' has .established;, accprdiiig.̂  to;- common »practice,., identical 
• ' < / r a t e s for 
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rates for the entire Pacific coast, from Champerico, Guatemala, to 
Puerto Armuelles, Panama. At the two Nicaraguan ports the situation 
is even less favorable due to a surcharge of 50 cents per ton, which 
reveals the greater cost of calling at these ports. 
, Port charges appear to bo reasonable,.. The wharfage fee 
is 13.20 córdobas per ton of imports discharged. The charge for liquid 
fuel in bulk is 4.80 córdobas for less than 500 tons and 4.20 for larger 
quantities. In general, export handling charges are also reasonable, 
but since commodities of very different value are groyped in a single 
class, charges weigh more heavily on some export items than on others. 
Thus, the charge for coffee and for cement is the same, 13.20 córdobas 
per ton, which seems reasonable for coffee, but high for cement. 
Some inter-Central American traffic has developed; at 
Puerto Morazán, a small Nicaraguan port on the Estero Real River, which 
empties into the Gulf of Fonseca. In 1951; from this port, about 12,000 
tons of corn were shipped to El Salvador, 14,000 tons of sugar to Hondu-
ras, and around 3^000 tons of rice and sorghum to both these countries. 
A substantial volume of lumber is also shipped to El Salvador, On the 
« - • 
other hand, the volume of imports discharged at Puerto Morazán is, insig-
nificant, Ocean traffic with Costa Rica is handled at San Juan del Sur 
and Corinto, ..butvit. Is ..also, vprylimited. . - ' " 
Finally.,: there:, is/Puerto Somoza, a'short distance; away - -
from.Managua^ Sinco the port:., is at an open roadsted, the construction 
of a .breakwater̂  ancj. p;lG?/w£^l:requi^ - At present it 
is only used, by, tankers-to cjis Charge 'liquid fuel. • 
(d) Nicaraguan Merchant Marine. The Mamenic is a priyate 
/enterprise 
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enterprise' serving'the following routes as a public carrier: (l) from 
New York'àncl" other U,S, Atlantic ports to Pacific ports in Central Amer-
ica; (2) from New Orleans and other U.S. Gulf ports to Pacific ports in 
Central America; (3) from Europe to Pacific ports in Central America; 
(4)'from Corinto to EÌ Bluff and nearby ports on the Caribbean; (5) be-
tween ports on the Gulf oì Fonseca, and (6) special voyages, primarily 
« 
to carry livestock. 
According to information the Mission was able to obtain 
on the field trip, the routes to the United States are covered mainly 
with chartered vessels of approximately 2,400 tons d.w. There is an 
average of five vessels on those routes, and sailings are fortnightly 
or every ten days, On the European route there are two vessels with 
monthly'sailings. The Mamenic has placed an order with a Bremen yard 
for two more vessels of 3,500 tons d.w, each; they will probably be com-
missioned in this service. In the coastal and intercoastal routes it 
generally has five small craft with itineraries varying according to 
demand.""The Mamenic is affiliated to the Atlantic and Gulf/West Coast 
of Central America ancl Mexico Conference. 
3.0 Highways 
Nicaragua has about 2,600 kms. -of roads. There are 580 
kms. of national,highways, and the rest are departmental or local roads. 
All-weather roads havq a total length of 974 kms. of which 303 kms. are 
payed. The total length of.dry-weather roads is 1,636 kms. At present 
there are 370 kms. of roads under construction, (See Appendices I and 
II at the end of this chapter.) ^ - ... , 
/The road 
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..;•:. .. .-.,; The, road-.clensity ,pf,.'ljicaragtia.-is of...'that.--of El Sal -
vador and 1$ of that of„t^e ;Uro;bedv-Statesft ; .There .are 17,6; meters of 
all l;inds of roads and 6G6 meters of all-weather roads per square kilo-
meter- 0 Since there is 1 -km« of roacls for every 386 inhabitants and 1 
km* of all-weather roacls for every 1,150 inhabitants, the populatior/ 
all-weather road ratio is 38 times greater than in the United States 
and araundjnmc that inv^^^Ai^^01,• - -
The lack of roaas is so acute that x̂rith the exception 
of the areas-.covered: "by; the Inter-American Highway, by the constructed 
partof'.the road to. Rama, and by other all-weather, short-length roads 
(mostly in the' CQ'ntral-.zqjio), the country is practically without any 
kind of all-weather #oadSo;: 
(a) Inter-American HirtUwaŷ  With,a total length of 383'tasvy 'the 
routê 'becinvS;. at the.. .Rondure an border,, at a placc::callod'El Espino, con-, 
tinues east for a relatively short ;Sp.'an and theii. predominantly in a 
southeastern directiQn t&warda tlie.; closta;;Riqan'..border.- -"It. rums • through.:,.. 
Manama and through other important centers such as Somoto, Condega, 
Esteli,: Diriamba;,, Jinotepo ¿̂ ftnd.lilvas', '.: .(For; the \length -and condition 
of each .section of this rhichv̂ ay:,.see:.Table :60.)- . ' -' • I 
•. -.••The • • Jntor-Amprican'Highway-; ia --'an all-weather- r6ad *from":- • 
the HGndiurean to the-.Costa:. Rican -border , Although xt has" been' almost "' ' 
Gpmpletely .-graded, th<£.; first; saction between the' Hondurean border and ; 
Somoto.-.(19.:. lems.;;) yy which at .-.present -has- bad horisontal and vertical "align-
ment -grades.:: of more.) t t e n i r e l o c a t i o n and grading, as well 
as the,_.c.Q̂ Btru'ctipn .-of; .several -bridges.r̂ -'lt -is1' expected that"an existing 
1/ Among them, a bridge with a span of more than 100 meters, Is now lin-




plan for improving this road will be carried out very soon in order to 
give the highway good alignment and easy grades. 
Table 60 
Nicaragua : Inter-American Highway 
Section 
Length in 
kilometers Present condition 
1, Hondurean border.-Somoto 
2. Somoto-Condega 


















All-weather (10 kms* graded; 










Source: Data gathered directly by Transport Mission, 
Past the valley near. Somoto, the highway .continues for 
some distance through hills and rolling country.as far as Condega. A 
short stretch of about 10'kms. near Condega has been graveled and graded. 
From Condega to Estell (36 kms.) there are several temporary bridges which 
will have to be replaced by permanent ones. Most of the highway has poor 
or fair alignment and numerous slopes with grades of over 6% —in some 
cases as high as 10^ or 12$—• an!excessive curves (some very sharp). Al-
though the road is well maintained, traffic conditions are difficult on 
some stretches because of insufficient width. The whole section from 
/Condega 
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Condegá to Estélí will be relocated and completely rebuilt. Between 
Estelf and- Sábacó (46 kms.) the highway is not paved, but it has a -
stone .base, arid is completely grádéd and finished'to its grade line, 
with good hori2ontara;rid: vertical alignment, and gentle grades (ex*-, 
cept for some of Moré"than":ai kinsi. 120 and 134)> It, is well 
maintained.- "' • 
The 106-km. section from Sábaco to Managua is paved. 
The width varies - from 5 to' 5#50 meters; the horizontal; and vertical 
alignment"-- i's^good-^ thé;"-¿úr'Ves""aré'" relatively easy, and grades, are- no 
greater than1 '6$. the bridges and drainage structures are perma- -
nent. Except On' the stretch P^ Viejas-Pasle (Kms. 71-86), where 
the pavemefit is deteriorating, the condition of the- road is good.: From , 
Sébsücb there- is á pavéd' bránch road to Matagalpa. : 
- • • - 'The section betweéri Managua and Jinotepe (46 kms.); 
is>.-completely pávéd¿ :- It is ; 5" ineters wide and has good alignment along 
most of: itslength. TñéJvstretch near km. 19, which was built ten years 
ago, h^s: some constructibn defects and bad alignment. 
' : •'.*' The' 'se dtion • be twééh J inotepe and Ri vas, a distance of 
66 kms. is also paved. The heaviest traffic on all the highway is.between 
.the;. cápital arid̂ Rivas --spebialiy'between Managua and Jinotepe— since the 
the .road'-here rtiris; through' brie of the country's richest agricultural and : 
stock regions. : -r t .̂¡jr.,-- vr. 'is'- • ' " H v" ' " ' ; 
The highway is well maintained, has good alignment, 
gentle grades, and a width of 6 meters beginning at kilometer 47; As 
far as. km. 66 it was not difficult .to loc^éfí^Bt-clá^ materiáÍs:otór; 
1/ Distances in kilometers on the highways are measured from the main 
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the sub-base and base,-but beyond this point, towards the Costa Ri-
• ... 
can border, on a.stretch of approximately ¿5 kilometers, there is a 
great deal of..sonsoculte —a. material of very poor quality. It has 
created a re.̂ 1, construction problem, and to: overcome it has meant con-
siderable effort &nd érense. Its use is more costly than that of or-
dinary materials. The asphalt pavement ends at. approximately 1.5 kms, 
from the Ri vas. railroad station. / : .c • • * ' ' 
. Ttje section b e t w e e n ^ , t h e Costa Rican border 
(35 kms.) has good alignment, -long tangents, a width of 6 meters, 
easy curves, good visibility, arid grades of or less. Permanent 
concrete or steel, bridges ; needed̂  to replace 8 temporary wooden 
structures. The> bridge oyer the,; tas -Lajas: River"' is relatively new 
(1945)» It has a steel framework and is in-Very good condition. All 
this section;is -well,mintained. -Fr&ighi traffic' from the Costa Ri-
can side is only from the ̂ nearby border region, for in 'this área of the 
Guanacaste thereis onlyone,. drŷ weathér:'íoad which is difficult to 
travel. There are about 105 kms, - between 'tile border and the present 
terminal point of the Inter-Americari Highway in Costa Rica that still 
have to be built. : v.; 
(b) San Benito-Rama: Road. -This road, also.known as'the Highway to the 
Atlantic, begins at San Benito y 36 kms. from Managua, on the Inter-Amer-
ican Highway, and at present goes as.far as Quinama,-/ 165. kms, from San 
1/ Actually, the all-weather road at present reaches as far as Muhan, 
- 19 kms. from Villa Somoza, but beyond that point it is practically 
an access road. - ;--̂ v""'."V'' 
' /Benito 
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Benito (9 from Villa Somoza), The road will end at Rama, 270 kms, 
from San Benito,^ a point from where the Escondido River is. navigable,.. 
When this highway is completed it will serve as a link : 
between the two oceans. On the Atlantic side, cargo will be loaded and 
discharged at the port of El Bluff, On the Pacific side, access to the 
ports will be by the highways from Rivas to San Juan del Sur (under 
construction), and the one from Las Conchitas to Masachapa, which are 
branches of the Inter-American Highway, 
The section still to be constructed between Quinama and 
Rama is to be partly financed with á grant of 4 million dollars from 
the United States government. The total cost of the 105 not yet 
constructed will be about $ million dollars, including improvement 
of the stretches already built. Even considering that, specifications 
are first class and that the road will be completely paved, the total, . 
cost seems very high. It would be possible to spend less, making it 
an all-weather road but postponing the paving and improvement of the 
¡ 
section which is already constructed, 
The Nicaraguan government "attaches great importance to * 
this road- because. ite:w;ill constitute the first means of communication 
by land between the. two; oceans-, ánd: because the forest, livestock, and 
agricultural, products, and minerals^of the eastern zone'that at present 
1/ Between Rama and the Caribbean, river navigation can be used as far 
as Blue fie Ids; and El,: Bluff * At ̂Rama' >a -smdli river port will be' con*-
structed and equipped for boats with a 15-foot draught; the sand 
banks and silt which form at the mouth of the river will be dredged, 
and the port facilities at El Bluff will be/used, 
:. r - ^ * , /have low 
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have low local prices, would have higher prices as soon as the road 
is built. It will also provide an, exit through El Bluff for products 
from the western, zone which, should be. serit: out by, the,:Atlantic. It 
will likewise serve to transport Import pojnmodifcies,' avoiding the trip;-;;;; 
through ,th.e Panama Ĉ nal.- :Nevertheless^ phe usefulness ;of -the-road will 
be limited until Rama has been provided with additional^ facilities.̂ -, and 
until the necessary river traffic equipment has<: been .acquired;: 
(c) San Jorge-San Juan;del Sur • Road Cunder; construction) This high-
way will replace the line : of, the Southern - Railway, which, is being..- ^ ; 
scrapped,. -..:;V .. ;•;. . .o 
...B.e,twe©ntS.anrJcorger,..on? L a k e a n d : San: Juan.dej?,• ̂  
Sur, on,the Pacific, coast,..it runs through Rivas:, .on the• Inter-American. 
Highway, It is ejected, that, this road;will stimulate export and im-
port traffic, ..-and thedevelopment ̂of .the fishing indust^y;at. San Juan. : . 
del Sur Q stim̂ ted,. cost .of . construction..is, approximately $285,OQQ -
4. Air Transport 
~ Internationa^ operations are centered at Las Mercedes 
airport, 9 kms. east of Managua, at an altitude of 55 meters above sea 
level," Constructed during World War II as part of the Hemisphere De-
fense Program by the United States government, it is one of the best 
airports in Central America. It has a 1,830-meter asphalt runway, 
paved taxi strips, hangars, floodlights, rotating beacon, and instru-
ment landing facilities. Pan American Airways operates the field .for 
the Nicaraguan government* 
The only other civil airport in the country with a paved 
/ r u n w a y , 
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runway, also.a legacy. of the Hemisphere Defense Program, is at Puer~ ; 
to Cabezas on the Caribbean,coast, in northeastern Nicaragua. In 1951 
plans were, made for the. „joint .operation of an. international service 
connecting Puerto Cabezas with. Miana, Florida, to the north, and; San 
José to the south, and an agreement to this effect.,was; signed between 
Líneas Aéreas de Nicaragua (LANIGA) and Líneas Aérqas- Costarricenses 
(LACSA). . The plan was never implement c.d, however,. and LACS A alone 
operates, the ,route today with only", a fuel stop, at. Puerto Cabezas. 
, ... Between Managua, and San .José, LANICA and LACSA, under 
a joint, pooling agreement., operate two weekly round trips each. ¡ : . 
There are four other .international air carriers .Iseryr* ••,.. 
ing Nicaragua. The principal passenger carrier is Pan American World 
Airways (PAA); while, by far the greateft, part of the cargo.--is carried 
I 
-by .TACA..International Airlines.. Air cargo.,imports have increased 
considerably in the last 5 years —. from... 270 ton^ in 1947 to: 1,600 in 
1951* The :^oyal Dutch Airlines (KIM) .which first started serving Mana-
gua in. May 19£1, .operates tifice a week with DC-3:airc?af;t to-San Salvq.-; 
dor, where its .Cpntrair/^rican. service terminates ; at present,: and-, 
south,, via, San-.4an$;.ganama, to the Dutch West Indies and Europe; , 
Transportes (;TAN)_flies twice a week - o -
with C-46's to Miami, via Tegucigalpa, .. ..-AiA h - A: : 
o I 
,, Í Because, of the limit ed.a, ir port. facilities in San José, 
both PAA and rTAQA, shuttle backhand.,forvth,;with DC-3T s to ,the: ;Co;sta. Ri-
can. capital,.^connecting at Managua, with. their ; fom^-engine :̂schedul , 
Prior,to Febr^ry ,-1953* ^hen ,it .initiated thpougĥ ;;seryi.ce. to Panama,'..; ;..;.-
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TACA terminated fóür̂ érí¿ihe operations' át Managua¿ arid 
only easier providing non-stop "ote-plane service"to Panama. Burifiĝ  
the last year or so, in addition to'"ité daily through four-engine" 
service, PAA has also flown' a Substantial number of 'special' dargo '* 
trips northbound out 'of Panama to Managua bringing primarily prod-*' 
nets from the Free Zone of Colón. '• " ~ "" 
As elsewhere throughout Central A&erica, áircárgó im-'' 
ports ill Nicaragua far outweigh exports. International rcárgo -rateá; 
vary from around 41 cents per metric ton-kilometer for 'packages weigh-
ing not more than 100 pounds, to 14-20 cents per metric ton-kildmeter' 
or even less for'large export shipments. " ; 
International passenger fares have varied cónsidérkbly.'' ' 
Thus, in an effort to develop traffic betweén Nicaragúa1 and' Costa Rica",'" 
LANICA anál¿ÍGSA charge;$14 one; way, and round t-̂ ip̂ ' equivalent-to-4.2 
cents and'3.1 céñts per kilometer, respe ¿ti ve ly.-7 . 
/ V" i fc^r ¿ ' one^wáy é̂ bé'-'is' tíi, vifiiió "PAA and' TaCA 'charge*r' 
$19, the "latter equivalent to 5.6 cefits per kilometer; MA's oñé-wáy: ̂  
fare from Managua to Miamir iri ia''"5foüí»-engî e:''Cohétellatióh '(via SanSal-: 
vador)'f'is'-'&LU, equivalent to'cents per* great-cxrble kilometer; while" 
TAN 
charges $91^in a twin—engine C—46 (via Tegucigalpa) ,̂ 'eqtiai to 5;7 
cents per kilometer, « . ' ' -7 
o 
, •'•¿Fáfciííties- for international ¿sir transport at Las Merce-
des air port Is reported' by air carrier personnel arid 'trávóllers to be ~ 
the least satisfactory ;bí any''point In Central 7toerita.' '••Clearance-'':for-̂  
malities- nót' infrequently 'déláy the - aftémooir áftuttlé: plárk̂ 'íó ;Sán 
beyoná its daylight departure deadline, compelling transit passengers to 
1/ From San José .to Managua, -L&CSA charges a farelequivalent to $13,l or" 
3.9 cents per kilometer. . /remain 
E / C N . 1 2 / 3 5 6 
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remain overnight in, Managua, Customs clearances sometimes take two 
hours» Closer adherence to internationally accepted standards for 
facilitating air transport would greatly reduce these complaints^ 
III. Means of Transport for Domestic Economic Activity 
• ' O : 1 
Domestic transport.in Nicaragua .is carried on for ¡the 
most part under quite primitive conditions, except for the traffic on 
the- Ferrocarril del Pacífico and for the relatively, recent one on the# ( 
..various roads that have been wholly or partially constructed. As eco-
nomic activity reaches areas previously undeveloped agriculturally, the 
need for creating new routes becomes imperative. It can be said ¡that 
the development of the different means of transportation has not kept 
.pace with the needs of commercial agriculture for export, and of mining 
As is the case in the other Central American republics., 
,somQ crops are concentrated, in certain" zones > and'.consumption mainly= 
in others. Consequently the demand"for domestic transport comes to a. 
considerable extent from the distribution of these basic foodstuffs. 
Corn is produced in the western coastal area, primarily in Chinandega 
and Leon, which have a surplus, It is ̂consumed in the central and 
eastern parts of the country. These two departments and Managua, pro-
duce nearly half of the total corn crop. y (See 'above Table 55.) Bean 
producing areas are also concentrated pi-incipallŷ in the western zone, 
1/ 'Üicáragü̂ ; generally, has....a corn surplus which in most cases is ex-
ported to El Salvador "and other countries. - - i 
; ; ' /and part of 
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and part of the crops is: shipped'to the central and: eastern, zones;. ^ 
this is also the case with -rice.» Almost all-the countryfs sugar.-is* ... 
produced in the Department of'Chinandega,. -
1* Railroads . 
The Ferrocarril del. Pacífico, which is the only public 
railway-system in the country, has already been discussed. It has also 
been'pointed' out that :i#orts and exports constitute an important part 
of it£ "traffic. :;Hcwevér,vthis railroad is also important for docal 
trade';in the «western region of the couñtry,'between 'Chiñandegá: and Gra-
nada/ as well as in the short route from San tfórgé to: San*Juan del Sur. 
On both of these routes the railroad's situation will change when high-
ways are built, They will" undoubtedly !take •awáy'-íñur;h''vof*>its local traf-
fic ; if its high rátes are not' lowered.~ - ; 
* - Even though'rates fbir l'oóal-' fréight are lower than those 
applicable•to imported freight,; they'a^e nevertheless quite-high;-es- : - -
pecially for short hauls,' For instance: rice, :Ée'áné, cement) and' corn 
pay 6* cents' per ton-kilometér 5'in 'carloads> ̂and 7,8 Cents in less-than-
carloads- for- distances W to- 50 kms,; 4#? and'6.3 cénts> respectively 
for distances between;'50 and 10& kms;; 'and-^irand 4c6 fbr 20Ü kms. or 
more. '(See- above Table 59•) ;These rates;arevhigh even when ¿ómpared " 
witH those' charged byOther; Cent^l:M^ 
rates 5are of coursesubject; tó"éertairiv¿har^y and • speóial:treatm6,nt'i 
1/ For example^ those- :of: ;Guatemaia'"ahd^Ei:;S^l^dor" (See Tart^l; 'QhSpter̂ -
I and II, Sections II, 3; and: li, 3 respectively.) In:Hohduras t^ 
are some .rates that are even higher. 
0 " * /merchandise 
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MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BY EGRESS IS SUBJECT TO AN EXTRA CHARGE 100^ OVER 
AND ABOVE THE ORDINARY FREIGHT RATE^ AND̂  IN ;PRACTICE MOST,, VALUABLE .MER-
CHANDISE IS ONLY ACCEPTED.,, A S EGRESS.. ON .THE. OTHER-. ,HAND> -VARIOUS IN-
DUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES -<-AMONG .THEM FLOUR, MILLS, THE CEMEHT F;.ACT0^, AJ : 
GLASS FACTORY, AND THE SUGAR REFINERIES.^.; HAVE SPECIAL RATES';WITHRE-^'-
BATES UP TO 50%. OF THE ORDINARY -RATES,.. THE.EFFICIENCY .OF .'THE TRANSPDRT 
SERVICE FOR LOCAL FREIGHT LEAVES MUCH .TO-, BE-DESIRED-,,'' I.SSI-'- '̂I-
THERE.IS A CERTAIN... .AJRIOIINT, PF : PASSENGER; TRAFFIC^^ ÈSPFIÈBLAL :̂ 
LY ON THE CORINTO-MANAGUA ROUTE.,AND,A^T.ER|AFDIATE-.POINTS^WMÊHHOTÀLLED 
3,3 MILLION PASSENGERS IN 1952,AS...CONIPAR.OD. WITH •2*9: MILLIONRIN-1949•: : 
ABOUT ONE THIRD OF THE COMPANY(S INCOME IS T DERIVED .FROM THIS PASSENGER-
TRAFFIC, (SEE 
ABOVE TABLE 58«) PASSENGER SERVICE LEAVES MUCH TO BE 
DESIRED WITH RESPECT TO COMFORT AND SANITARY CONDITIONS, ESPECIALLY 
SECOND CLASS, AND ABOUT 75% OF THE PASSENGERS TRAVEL SECOND CLASS. PAS-
SENGER: CAPACITY-'OFFERÉD BY TH'E'RAILROAD IS GENERALLY LESS THAN THE DE-
MAND-FOR'--IT V BUSINESS HA'ËJ"IRIËRÈASED'! IN RECENT YEARS, BUT THERE IS THE ....... i-.i v̂.;-: -r1::' 'I,- j: : "-.i 
SAME NUMBER*OF NEW'ROLLING STOCK, SPEED STANDARDS ARE 
VERY LOW; R0TB:-̂ TÔ:-:-THË INSUFFICIENT "TRADTIVE FORCE AND TO THE POORJ CON-
DITIOÛ.R.ÛF' THE" PËÏ^NÈIÏT' 'WAY^ THE'TRAINS CANNOT DEVELOP ENOUGH SPEED 
BETWEEN-ISTATIONE^ TB -HBVË"^ GOO^ÂVERAGE FOR THE TOTAL RUN* THE DAILY 
PASSENGER EXPRESS, TRAIH :BÈTWEÉH- MANAGUA AND GORINTO, WHERE TRAFFIC CON-
DITIONS T^ANOII^ÏÂVBRAFEIE^'HAS'AN'AVERAGE SPEED OF 30 KMS, PER 
HOUR, WHILE THE DAILY PASSENGER £RAIN FROM GRANADA TO CORINTO TAKES 
7:20 HOÙRS-TO^ËOVE^ Ï90'ÏÂIUS, — AN AVERAGE SPEED OF ONLY 26 KMS, PE.R 
HOUP-È*->-©FTT HDTKE Ĵ'HARID/'TWE''AVERAGE PASSENGER RUN IS SCARCELY 36 KMS., 
- /AS COMPARED 
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as compared with the average haul which is 80 kms. 
Passenger fares as of February 1951 are low. However, 
the low quality of the service must be kept in mind. The standard 
first class fare is 0.0945 córdobas '(Í3»5 mills) per passenger-kilo-
meter, and.the second class fare 0.0432 córdobas (6*2 mills). ' There 
is a 25$ reduction for week-end fares, but on express trains the fare 
is 25$ higher* Therfe is also a third class passenger fare in freight 
cars^adáptéd fór this service;'this fare is 25$ of the standard first 
claSs^farev "The ̂ ^ragé'p'ér pasáéhgér-kilómeter income j¿h'1.95Í was v" 
just'b;J(j45:rc6rd6bá3 :-(6;5 mills)* '/ " : " • ••'•' »•' 
2. Roads and Highways , , ..., 
.... ; - Nicaragua, has few .roads., for . d o m e s t i c ^ . t r a f f i c , a n d . few . 
roads,..of access to the Inter-American.. Highway•• ,Of.,the.cpuntryis.-total,,.... 
of 974 kms» of all-weather roads^ the Inter^Ame^ the, .construct" ., 
ed portion of thq San Benito^Rama highway constitute. 548..}cnjs. The . . 
other roads, jiaiplyi for .domestic use,;total .426 kps. _ T.Q.he., sure, ,..t:Jie . ..,, 
San Benito-Rama ̂ highway isv at pre^cnt^a jroû  .. 
fic. Dry-weather routes total 1,6^6 l̂ ms, ,.,(See Appendix,II). ::TÎ ,,acW; .¡.-.! 
dition there_are 370 ,.kms.; under .construction,. 114 pf which, are ,on the, 
San Benito-Rama route, 12^on the Managua^Ghin^ndega^qu^e , tjh©., 
rest are short stretches in various.̂  regions» .  ...... 
(a) San Benito-Rama Highway. .. .This road is now consteuQt̂ .d„as a§., 
^uinama, 165 kms. ̂  from .Managua* Up to Villa Somozay^^s^ befĝ e. rea.cĥ  
ing Quinama, the road is graded and filled, is. well maintained,has good 
horizontal and vertical alignment, and can take heavy year-round traffic. 
/Its initial 
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Its initial, location was clone in 1937 up to about km. 46/ at Puerto 
Banderas. Beyond this point it was relocated and. constructed in 1940 
with technical aid from the United States government. 
At Km, 78 a 19 km,, consolidated dirt, road leading to 
Boaco,.branches off the main route. At S&nto Tomás another road "branch-
. . . ^ ^ 
es off to San Pedro de Lóvago (10 kms,) and to the La Libertad mines 
(26 kms,,), part of which is in bad condition and at, present under recons-
truction, The La Libertad mines and the town of Santo Domingo are con-
nected by an all-weather road .(12-5 kms^ now under traffic), Leaving 
San Tomás the road continues with good alignment, and is graded ánd fil-
led to- the grade line. In the last few l̂rtisv before reaching Villa So-
moza the.grading and filling work is incomplete.. From Villa Somoza on, 
the route is merely a narrow access road, with.poor alignment but reía-, 
tively easy grades. Most of the bridges are temporary. The access road 
" • - . 'j 
ends at Muhan, 19,kms,. from Villa Somoza, The Highway Department has 
installed there an important.sawmill,,and is planning to installJanother 
one near by which will furnish all the lumber needed in road construction, 
(b) Sdbaco-Mata^alpa Road"*.. This route, 26 kms, long, is completely-
paved, and connects the capital of the Department of Matagalpa with the 
Inter-American Highway,. It was graded.around 1944.and paved with as-
phalt in 1948. It has good alignment, gentle grades, and relatively 
easy curves. The road is 6 meters wide and is well maintained. ,jA large 
part of the location was made with the /..cooperation of the U.S, Bureau of 
Public Roads. A road branches off from this route at Waswalf, leading Í to Jinotega (27 kms.). Although it is neither paved nor does'it jhave 
the features even of a second-class highway, it is an all-weatherj route, 
i 
/Because 
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Because of bad location and construction, the alignment is quite de-
ficient« There are numerous horizontal and vertical curves (many of^ . . 
them sharp), and consequently some sections have very poor visibility. 
There are stretches with relative]^ moderate grades, but others exceed 
6% and even 10%. Beyond Jinotega, the road goes on to San Rafael del 
Norte, but this section is generally passable only in the dry season* 
From San Rafael there is a dry-weather road to Concordia and Estelx, 
and another to Condega# 
(c) Le 6n~Ponelova> This route is all paved and has a length of 20s kms. 
It lihks the capital of thè Department of León, where grains, and cotton 
are produced, with Poneloya, on the Pacific coast. The Ferrocarril del 
Pacífico passes through Leon, and has a branch from there to Totqlapa. 
(d) Conchitas-Masachapa« This road was jointly constructed by the Minis-
try of Development and the National Cement Company, It is 33 kms, long,, 
The grading, bridges and drainage structures were built by the Highway 
Department, and the concrete pavement by the Company, Half of this 
route has à transverse section 5»5 inches thick in the center, and 7 „ 
inches thick at the edges; the rest is 7*75 inches thick on its entire 
width. Thé width of the pavement varies from 6.00 to 6,10 meters.(with 
transverse expansion joints every 10 meters and a longitudinal joint). 
The average cost for pacing was approximately 93,250 córdobas à kilometer. 
The cost of maintenance in 1949 and 1950 was 30,000 córdobas a kilotaeter..., 
(e) Eana.pqia-León-Chinandega. This route will be 124 kms. long. This was 
the route origxrially preferred for the Inter-American Highway, since it .. . 
crosses a region of valuable.and abundant agricultural production which 
/has prospects 
. .. - • . . . . . V " "" orp /rp A a /Q̂ v, PJ 
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has prospectas, of -rapid̂ ê-conondĉ devélópmehtV̂ 'Howéver̂  it was rejected 
at the request of the;:goverrimerit'̂ caustf kit' ttíxvá parallel to. the rail-* 
road» General opinion is that.now.the railroad's capacity has practical-
ly been.rpaohectj..and.;that .thejhéW--highway• will'-not"' af f ect its operation, r 
The total construction; stv ---financed iripart with funds from the In-
ternational: Bank fqr.;Rê qnstruCtióh ahd;Development— has been estimated 
at 2 million: dollars, _;.-,Up .to. the present tiiiie almost all the surveying, 
clearing, gracing;, ¿and; drainage ̂ structure work has been completed on 
the fenagua-Le^ (-85; krasy^ The Mission was able to verify 
that the resets., point 
of viqw of thev technical-..qüallty of thé"wóM as well as the short time 
taken to construct.,itv^Therro^ León to Telica (9 
kms.), and from .ther^,^ .")'*, 
(f) Matagalpa-Jinotep:a* .;.xThisTróüte:"wxlÍ: T&i''34 kms. long. The location 
has had to .be,e££ectod-¿o^ 'terrain along its en-, 
tire length. , The- total, :construetibhrc has feeen.'estimated at $707,000.. 
Climbing to a maximum altitude of 1,555 meteré'̂ ' rb"mil cross the region ,, 
of El Arenal, Vhich has-ca4plentiful;water supply and produces one of the 
best varieties o:f ,Nic.aragua;n; c.off̂ é̂ ,•- Here 'thê mean temperature is 20* 
. v .. ••.-» • r • „ . ,.:.. s - . 
1/ The geheHr specifications of this and _oth§r.,highways. -under' ebnstrui-' 
tion are .as.follows:..- total;:widthym^teTs; 'asphalted rolling surface 
5-met3rs| minimum radius of curves, 30 meters; ôpimm̂ g-radfê 'id̂ /-'' 
bridge load; capacity^--a^cordir^ to design 11-15.'" The base of.the as-
phalt -'pavement' can have up to 30 cms, thickness of select material, 
and a layer of watcrhound macadam covered with an asphaltic layer com-
posed5 bf a primary penetration coat of cold'asphalt, RCO, and1an RC2 





centigrade. There are also,some mines, and forest and livestock pro-
duction, The connection between Jinotega -and Matagalpa by means of a 
good paved highway..will aid more :and; ¿lore in the transportation of its 
products through highway - to "Managua or El Salvador, 
or to the :export ports,y > , • 
(g) MataRalpa-Tû nar-Caratera.:(under construction), This route (40 kms.) 
will connect the. capital: ,of the 'Department of Matagalpa (which is destined 
to become an. Important distribution- 'center-for the products of the region 
and for those; brought in. as the interior, regions are settled and developed) 
with the place where ^ccQrding;to existing plans, the Tuma 'River hydro-
electric plant 
is to,.he built,- The road will cost approximately $809,000t 
(h) Managua-Santo Domin^oyMasaya /under -̂ construction)*.' ' This route will 
be 27 kms, long. It will aid ̂ in, .the development of an important agricul-
tural zone now only partially ./.under.; cultivation!, and'wiir'connect the 
towns of Santo Domingo, Ticua$t.ep.e/.and Nindiri with Managua and Masaya. 
It. will also stimulate the development• -and -drstributioh of goods pro-
duced in the Ticuantepe Valley,; At . present the'- agricultural products 
grown in this region, are transported in- animai-drawn" carts. The cost 
of this project is. about ,$540,000, .. 
(l) Other roads. From the town of Yalaguira, 12-kms. from Somoto, be-* . 
tween Somoto and Condega, a narrow all-weather-road branches off-from 
the Inter-Ameriban;'highway,to Totogalpa,-Ocoial̂ aiid';Dipilto, crossing ' 
an important * farming;' ahcl.;.;iive stock, region; The 'horizontal ,and. vertical 
alignment'" and -general, quality; of. construction could be appreciably improved 
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two sawmills with a daily capacity of 30,000 feet and 75,000 to 100,000, 
respectively., There are others in the region, such as those installed 
by another American firm which has a concession on the Poteca Riiver 
(tributary of the Cocos River), This company is building a roadi be-
tween. ..Jalapa ..and Español. Gránete: following the; left . bank of the Cocos 
! 
River, I . . „ 
Another important branch- of the Inter-American Highway : • 
is the one that gpes^from km, 13 to Sábana Grande, j 
3. Public Expenditures on Roads and Highways • í1: • 
The1" Minis try of Development and; Public Work? -has7 spent 
during the last four fiscal years an annual average of 9*3 million cór-
dobas (equivalent to $1,3 million) on construction, improvement and main-
tenance, of roads, (See. Table 61.) According to the Highway Department, 
the average cost per kilometer for some of the most important roáds has 
been $50,p0p in mountainous terrain and $27,000.in flat country. The 
cost, per linear foot of structural steel or concrete bridges is_ $440, 
The Highway Department has been increasing its annual expenditures in 
carrying out;,new road projects, These expenditures have included in- -
creasing purchases of mechanized equipment, especially during the; fiscal 
1 
year 1951/52,. when this investment reached 16.6 million córdobas @2.4 








' c _ • 
Table 61 
Nicaragua: Annual Expenditures on Road Construction and Maintenance 
Years Thousands of córdobas Thousands of dollars a/ 
, ' ' .. I-! ^ ; ^ 
1948/49 6,983 997 
1949/50 5,933 . 847 
1950/51:;' - V . 7 , 8 0 3 : " ̂  ^,115 
1951/52 16,595 2,371 
Total in 4 years 37,314 5,330 
Annual average b" v : 
Source : Transport,; Mission»; on .'data-.'furnished 'by #he- Highway Depart-
ment (Ministerio de Fomento y Obras Públicas)« 
a/ Converted at 7 córdobas to the dollar. 
Successive investments on roads and highways will increase 
in future years. The Ministry of Development and Public Works worked 
out in Í951 a 'four'year'plan, and'to'carry it out, expenses up to #12.7 
million'will be incurred. Included in this plan are three regional road 
networks' tiiat''wiii ¿¿implement the existing trunk roads, that is, the In-
ter-American'Highway and tííé' 'Sari' Bériito-Rama Highway. (See Table 62.) 
To carry1out "this plan "the"government has obtained a loan from the Inter-
national Bánk for Reconstruction and Development that will cover 28$ of 
the cost"($3.5"million), and a grant from the United"States government 
that will amount to approximately $4 million. The rest is to be financed 
from ;,fî ca:l\funds. The loan from the Bank will be spent on mechanized 
equipment, materials and other items whose purchase is in foreign exchange 
The grant from the United States government is allocated exclusively to 
the construction of the 114 kms. between Villa Somoza and Rama. 
/Table 62 
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Table 62 
Nicaragua: Road and Highway Program 1951-1955 
Project 
Length Cost j 
(Kms.) (In thousands of dollars) 
A. Northern Group 
» 
1, Matagalpa-J inotega 
2 a Matagalpa-Tuma-Caratera 




1,.. San-Jorge-San. Juan del Sur . 3l 
2 r Managua-Sarito' Domingo-Ma saya 27 
3. Managua-Masaya 45 
C, Western Group 
1» Managua-León 
.2» León-Telica ' 
3* Telica-Ghinandega 
D»• Rama Highway 
Villa 'Somoza-Rama stretch = 
Total cost 
Financed by the United States 
government 
• Loan from the International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Develop-
' ment 
Fiscal funds (Nicaraguan govern-

















Source:: ' Transport-Mission, .from-official data. 
1 Besides- the general "plan," estimates' for minor* expenditures 
have been made in order to complete the.Inter-American Highway, These 
! 
estimates amounted to only 2 million córdobas for 1952/53» (See Table 63,) 
I /Table 6 3 
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Table 63 ' 
Nicaragua : Amual'v'Jbâ arKilt.ures on, the Construction and Maintenance of 
the Inter-American Highway 
Years :.'Millions of córdobas 
1948/49 4.o . 
1949/50 2.2 - -
1950/51 2.6. 
1951/52 2,0 • ;• 
1952/53 2.0 ' 
12 J. • . ^ 
Source: Ministerio de Fomento y Obras Públicas, Departamento.-de Carre-
teras, . , ••: 
4, Road Transport Conditions 
.-.Automotive traffic in Nicaragua has Increased considerably 
since the construction of the Inter-American Highway, A marked increase" 
• iii : • . > ' 
in agricultural production as a result of improved communications is also 
' . ' : . • ; • J- J « V .h. . 
noticeable. Traffic on the country's roads has shown a very rapid growth. 
Whereas in.1946 —according to an estimate made by the U.S. Bureau of 
Public Roads— the highest recorded traffic density on the' Intter-American 
Highway was onlŷ  50 vehicles a day aloftg the Managua-̂ San Benito section, 
in 1951 the following figures were recorded: 806 vehicles a day between 
Tipitapa ani San̂ Serixto'," 'WJl^i&ween Managua-an̂ i-.Tipitapa, 1273 as the 
maximum between Managua and Las Conchitas, and 1235 between Esquinas 
and Dir.iambar.• -;(See• Table 64.,), Nevertheless, the proximity of all these 
sections ,to the -city of -Managua should be noted. 
' <; ... r-. /Table 64 
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• ' V ' ¡ i . ; • • . • . : • traffic 
Vehicles Average density in 
Sections per hr. in 12 hrs, 24-hrö. a / 
Inter-American Highway i 
Northern Section 
j 
Managua-Tipitapa 85 1,020 1,071 
Tipitapa-San Benito 64 •76Ö ¡ 806 
Sán.Benito-Sébaco 47 564 ' ! 592 
Sébaco-Estelí 28 • ' 336 ! 353 1 
Southern Section • • i 
Managua-Conchitas 101 1,212 1,273 
C onchltas^squinas / - 70 840 882 
Esquinas-Diriamba 98 1,1V6 1,235" :Dir iamba-̂ Jinotepe ,: , 68 816 ! 857 
Nandaime-Riva s 30 3'60 378 
San Benito-Santo Tomas—Rama Road 
i . 
San Benito-Empalme Boaco 2V ; 324 1 ;; - 340 • . 
Empalme. Boacb-J^igalpa. • ' - • » •; • • •-- . 1 t « 




Sébaco-Waswalí 47 564 • " • • • • • 4 5 9 2 
Conchita S-Ma^a chapa - ; • , ... 17 204 214 
Esquinas-San Marcos 27 324 : ! 340 
Nándaime^r añada 16 192 i 202 
Source; - Transport;; .Mis ̂ io^ [based ,on ̂ ffiçial traffic figures furnished 
by the Highway Department ofthe"Ministerio de fomento y Obras 
:
 ; P ú b l i c a s * sV-:. ...... ,.r • 
•.'.̂'â/'- • C^^^^f or .this..çolumn were, arrived at - on the assumption that 
during the 12 hours of the night ( b e t w e e n - 6 1 
.. A there .is a.:tr̂ ffic jof; only . 5$-of the vehicles in circulation 
during the daytime. ,r" 
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That part of the highway to Rama between, San Benito and 
the junction to Boaco has a daily traffic of almost 340 vehicles* On 
the Sdbaco-Waswali section of the road to Matagalpa there was a daily 
traffic of 592 vehicles in 1951« The lowest figure along other routes 
where traffic figures have been recorded was 202 vehicles a day, 
..„These figures-illustrate the" transportation possibili-
ties and the urgent need for buildihg up an appropriate road 
which would include, aside from the main routes, s e c o n d a r y ; 
localC&nd feeder rbads. Such; a network should also be .coiQ^iri^ed'^i^ 
other^Means of transportation^ 
Another proof oJf the increased automotive traffic is the . 
..... • V/'i t "'V incre&^e, in the nu&ber of registered vehicles, Excludinginiilitarjr--4hd 
officii, vehicles^\¿na motorcycles, motor vehicles increase'••b^iwe^H 
1949 afid 1952, even-though in "'absolute figures the number is small: 2334 
vehicles in 1949> and 4279 in 1952, ( S e e ^ ^ ^ ^ T ' '"'The'total is divided 
almost",dually between commercial and private vehiQl̂ -̂ jĵ n̂ .̂ r̂ k'eas'ê fint1, 
the number of public passenger* *buses is difficult to ascertain, because 
trucks which are frequently used as small passenger buses are not clas-
sified:-;̂  buses bu4;'as ordinaryttrucks# However, if 
these vehicles are^a&sumed to used as buses, then 
of the J ^ public, .ipas^hgerr car- ; ^ 
riers;^ whaôh "Gah-be"- considered"very satisfactory. On the other hand, 
.yr xnrx^i-
and small trucks, and this number would seem inadequate for the country's 





and out of proportion to the service required in the cities*. There 
is no information concerning vehicle distribution by departments, but 
the larger part of them are in use in the capital and in surrounding 
1 / areas. 
Table 65 - ' v \ . 
Nicaragua : Registered Motorized Vehicles, by Type and Use 
* 
1949 1950 1951 1952 . 
Private cars . 1/153 1,380 1,766 
1 
2,036 
Taxis 249 280 . 345 589 
Tru«ks (all sizes) 794 792 1,200 1,409 
Passenger buses 138 179 220 245 
Government vehicles 250 251 299 318 
National District vehicles 25 25 23 21. 
Fire Department vehicles 15 15 15 13 
Red 6ross vehicles 2 2 2 2 
National Guard vehicles 350 310 560 575 
Motorcycles 196 197 250 29t> 
Totals: • 3,172 3,431: 4,610 5,208 
Source: Ministerio de Fomento y Obras Públicas, Departamento de Ca-
rreteras, Managua, 
Since the greater part of these vehicles have been imported 
in recent years, they are in good condition. However, overloading, lack 
of repairs and the bad condition of many roads, make for an intensified 
use, so that a vehicle.gives only 3 or 4 years of efficient service in-
stead of 6 or 8 years as it would normally. As in the other Central Amer-
1/ There is also a large number of pack-animals and animal-drawn vehi-
cles, In 1948 it was estimated that there were about 6,000 parts in 
use, ' • 
. .7 . /ican countries, 
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ican countries, the cost of vehicles and equipment is. very high« For 
example,.the lowest priced two-ton truck costs approximately 30,000 
cordobas (about500)^-while heavier type vehicles cost from 45,000 
to 50,000 cordobas ($6,000 to #7,000). These high prices are due main-
ly to the high ocean freight rates, the import duties, and the rail 
freight from Corinto to Managua. The ocean freight rate between the 
United States'5 and Corinto is 2,500' cordobas per truck. The import 
duties are 15!^"ad-valorem"in 'the case of commercial vehicles, while 
passenger automobiles, which are classified as luxury items, pay an ex-
change surcharge of 3 cordobas per dollar above the regular exchange 
t • * 
rate of 7 cordobas to the dollar. This means that an automobile costing • 
$1,000 dollars would cost 10,Q00 cordobas at a Nicarp.guan port. The 
rail freight rate from Corinto to Managua averages about 500 cordobas. 
for an automobile oxid 600 for a medium siae truck.;. Sales commissions at 
times are also, quite high. In..fact, the cheapest automobile coming from 
the United States costs 26,000 cordobas, and the smallest European car 
costs 15,000 to 16,000 cordobas. European motorcycles cost from 3,550 
to 5*895 cordobas, according to their power capacity. 
In general, 5-ton trucks are used, but many of the lead-
•ing trucking, companies use 6 to 7-ton capacity vehicles., and one or two 
of them use 10-ton trailer trucks, which are the most efficient and 
economical for.transporting heavy freight such., as lumber and livestock. 
Gasoline prices ore high; In 1952 it cost 2.95 cordobas 
a gallon (42 cents). Recently, Diesel motor vehicles have been coming 
into use, and fuel for these costs 1.45 cordobas a gallon (.20,7 cents), 
V> J'..v.:--- .V L/. /The cost 
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I 
The cost of tires is also highs size 8;25 x 20 costs 1,100 cordobas ' " 
(W ¿'M' • " "" ' : ! • 
Although a large number of trucking concerns have only 
one vehicleothers own fleetr- of 5 to 15 vehicles, and specialize in 
moving livestock, lumber and other heavy freight« As has been said, the 
. ... . : . ..  •. ...... ., .-,,>•>. • i" I' ^ 1 ;; < v. v. •. •:': vl: ^ - — 
greater part of motor traffic is on the Inter-American Highway'and on a 
few other roads in the vicinity of Managua» Merchandise is transported 
tcr'lbcal 'markets "on' ox-carts or pack animals'̂  and imported goods are 
likewise distributed to small towns and villages0 Since imports and 
exports^are mainly carried by rail, the roads are used principally for 
carrying goods from "the towns to the railroad stations. For example, 
coffee, which is carried by cart to the' collecting centers or proces-
sing mills, is transported from there, by truck to the railroad, where 
it is shipped,to. Corinto,,.. A .similâ ^̂  £̂<th reference. "'-/ Q 
to such products as sesame seed, sugarjand cotton^ There ̂ isjilso .quite . __ 
a large amount. of̂ lyrdber shipped by truck to Managua and vicinity for \s.ril 
local usjD • ''TĤ uiihĝ  disLinces-̂ tend 'to; ̂ ncrease, and lumber is now 
brought -'fromrTJliohtale s' t'blianagua,--' a 'distance''oF^OO^^s ./'ahi'^m " * 
Rivas,.,100 kms^-away. Lumber .which is:--floated across Lake Nicaragua:,is-"'"-
also.hauled frqm San Jorge t^Managua^or to San Juan del Sur0 Viov^ 
v ̂  ^Managua is an-aniportant-distribution center, utilizing.-
for tftis distribution mainly^trucks: tp:;the north and south along the 
Inter-American ;Highwayy gP't^r^ M S ^ M 
the traffic consists of general merchandise, 20$ of coffee, and another 
20$ of ̂ ^icultAr^l.p^diacts.^ which .jarj.fwith thQ,.s(3asqn̂ ;7,Th0 greatest 
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volume of traffic of agricultural products occurs between December and 
May. These factors affect the transport system, since during the winter, 
trucks often return'empty, and sometimes reduce their rates by as much 
as 50$. 
Rates are not controlled by the government, but there is 
a tendency for the concerns to agree on uniform rates. On the Inter-
American Highway between Managua and the Hondurean border —except along 
the first short run between Managua and TIpitapa— rates charged fluctuate 
between 3 and 5 cents per ton-kilometer. (See Table 66.) The rate ap-
plicable to livestock varies between 13 and 15 cents per head per kilo-
meter, according to the condition of the road and to the distance.. 
Table 66 
Nicaragua: Truck Freight Rates between Managua -and El Espino, 1952 
From Rate Approximate rate 
Managua > Distance per 100 lbs.. per ton-kilometer 
to: . ^ (Kms*) (cordobas) (centavos) (cents) 
Tipitapa 22 1*50 . 1.40 20 
Sëbaco 103 1.50 30 4- ' 
Matagalpa 128 1.50 23 3 Estelí 150 2.00 26 3.5 
Candija 186 3.00 32 4i5 
Somoto 220 4.Ó0 36 5. . 
Ocotal 240 4.00 33 4.5 
Espino 259 4.50 34 5 
Source; - Ministerio de Fomento y Obras Públicas, 
There is considerable, traffic on ox-̂ carts; the rate is 
50 cordobas . ($7) a day. As the length of the haul and the amount carried 





the cost of such transportation, but on the average one could figure 
. ..the cost to.be approximately"'from 3 to 5 cordobas (40 to ?0 cents)) per 
1 / ' ; ton-kilometer,-7 ; 
I 
Keeping in mind the various domestic transportation; rates, 
several interesting phenomena may be observed. In the first place, ex-j,. 
eluding the freight rate between Managua and Tipitapa, which is excess 
sivb,. the,:other rates" are reasonable, averaging around 5 cents per' ton-
kilometer. -Secondly,, on the northern section of the Inter-American High-
way, which is paved from Managua to.Sibaco,.the rate is 3 cents per-ton-
kilometer, while, on the'rest of the. highway, which is gravely the i rate 
increases, to,5-cents '— a difference which does not seem to be justi-i 
fied.'in this amouht, although operating costs on the non-paved sections 
are naturally higher than on the paved sections Thirdly, there' Is a 
marked relationship between ẑ oad - conditions and transport costs —: for 
example in the case of livestock, (On hauls of 250 Ions, over bad roads 
1/ An example, of the consequences of this form of. slow and. costly trans-
port is found in the report The Economic Development of Nicaragua, 
by the International Bank for Reconstruction/and Development: l| nPro-
...duction .-and trade are heavily' burdened at'present by the the need to 
use beasts of burden for local haulage. For example, in the Lb6n-
Chinandega district, the charges for carrying raw cotton by ox-
cart to cotton gins 20 or 30 miles from the farm absorbs 10 per 
cent or more of the sales proceeds. It costs as much or more' to 
haul coffee from the Tuma Valley to Matagalpa by pack mule as to 
move-,.thereafter by truck, rail'and'ocean freighter' to overseasLmar-
kets" (Pages 223-224), , :/ 
2/ The ;unpaved..sections are well constructed and well maintained at 
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there .is .extra charge of 4 cordobas per head, or a total of 100 cordo-
bas per-load«)̂ ...Finally, transport costs by animal traction, as compared 
to mechanized transport costs, are 7 times more costly. This not only 
limits consumption, but alsô od'icfciaji... 
City bus service in Managua is quite satisfactory. There 
are 57 companies /with a total of 100 buses, which also provide service ' 
to the surrounding areao Perhaps lower fares could be charged, and the 
buses made more comfortable. If cooperatives, corporations, or combines 
were, formed., transport service would be more efficient and economical,. 
At present the fare .is;25..centavos, (4 cents) per passenger,.' 
. . There are a great number of .taxis in Managua. Two types 
of vehicles are used: . small European sedan models, which charge within 
the .city, lijmits.:one...coidpba per person, and standard United States mo-
dels,, which.charge twro t cprdqbas. . With the smaller taxis the public 
pays .less, and the couxitry saves on ...fuel imports,... Taxi fares, for inter-
city service are less reasonable and even high. On good roads, the 
average charge would bo about 16 to.18 centavos per passenger-kilometer 
' (assmiihg^tfe oh .bad roa¿ds;;aboút 
25 ccntdtfó'á/ ( í a r i d 4*'cents y respectively).. -'fSee 
Table • 6 7 ; ;; ; 
; - With rdspcSt •,t9* iñt6rCity' bus • service, on th6 southern 
scctlon;'^ Íñt¿r̂ u;:icriq aré 13;:compariies:operating 
27 vehicles, .and on -the. northern section,. 11 cój^á^ 25;.: 
vehicles. Most of thesO^büseá-consist 'oí á':truck'"'óhassis 'on'which'a • 
body.qf domestic manufacture has been superimposed, Their capacity 
/varies 
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varies from 20 to 40 persons, and little comfort is offered. Never-
theless, service is .regular .and..rates .are reasonable® ..They vary from 
3/4 to 1 cant per passenger-kilometer, according to the route, 1 (See 
Table .Sinco,;thcre are so lor vehicles and their capacity 'is llmit^: 
ed, iíf;is "fpi: thorn. %çf have IOT'operating costs as Ion, 
is such" a large" ñiimber*" óf " rlñdüperiáeñt'*'companiesV'" 
there». 
•v.̂." '"' •• ¡'Table 67 
« - v _ ! Nicaragua s .Authorised Ta¿ci Fares -for interurban. Service 
From . Fare per pas-
Managua" " .'. " - Distance Fare ' "•' scñ^ér^ÍíilomSter 
tos (liras.) (cordobas) ( cenbavôs ) ( cents)' 
Jinotega •••.163..... . 150). 
i 
) Villa Somosa 192 180) 
Somoto: ••: 220. .,-.. 190) .. • 16-18) • 2.5 
Ocotal 240 200) " ' ) 
Rivas, S # Jorge , 112- 100) ..-• " . ' \ - ' • . -. A-
Peñas' Blancas 127 ' 120 )' " ' í 
Boqui.ta-Casares ,70 .. -.9-5, •••••.: 27 .; . 4: 
Source..:.. Jefatura de Tránsito, 
T̂here.are very, limited international.passenger ¿nd freight 
services from Nicaragua to _S;an.Salvador (6.00 km,s,distant). The passenger 
fare :is- 50 .cordobas ,(appro^dmately JL01..cents -per.passenger-kilometer)^ :. 
and -for., .freight 8, to 10c.ordobâ .'per - quintal, (4a 5 . cents; joer ̂ on-kilor* 
meter)«-.. , ; , *• - ; . • .. 
'/Table' 68' 
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Tipitapa 22 1.50 7 r 
SdbaCo 103 4.00 4 0.75 
Matagalpa 128 5.00 4 0.75 
Esteli 150 8.00 5 0.75 
Somoto 217 14.00 6 1 
Jinptega 150 7.00 4.5 0.75 
Jinotepe 46 ••3.00 6.5 1 
Rivas 112 6,00 5 ' 0.75 ' 
Source: Transport Mission, on data provided by the companies. 
Taxes are one of the factors that increase operating 
costs of passenger buses and trucks. The annual tax for the registra-
tion of vehicles, licenses, etc., is about 160 cordobas* The transport 
companies also have to cover the social security tax, which varies from 
10 cordobas monthly when the company has up to 5 vehicles, to 5 cordobas 
a month when it has 10 vohicl.es or more. A company having 15 vehicles 
would have to pay almost 1,000 cordobas annually, or s*14Q. 
As has' been pointed out, the cost of . vehicles: is,, also 
high, and to this must be added that there are- no financial facilities 
for purchases. Neither the agents nor the companies can-obtain credit 
under favorable conditions, and this is reflected in the sales and in 
the service. 
There is no organization or government department speci-
fically in. charge of transportation matters.. Different aspects of trans-
portation are 
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portation .ore divided among several ministries. The Traffic Department 
of "'Li-he' ' National Guard fixes" taxi'and passenger bus fares, and inspects 
the' trucks o There is no operators1 organization«» ; 
5o M^JiX^I^iiJi • • ' 
The•sole air carrier with a domestic operating ¡franchise 
is Lineas Areas' de Nicaragua (LAMCA) e It was founded in 194,5 with 
the assistance of Pan American World Airways, which purchased ,1+0% of the 
stockc The government purchased 20%? and local residents•the balance, 
- . ' i During some '12 years,'.until its contract was cancelled in 1948, TACA de 
Honduras pioneered in air transport in Nicaragua, and extended its service 
into the mining areas of Siuna and Bonanza in the northeastern part of 
the country, which previously were inaccessible0 Operating with obsolete 
aircraft-- and landing on strips which by modern standards-would be whol-
ly inadequate, TACA made possible the establishment' of two completely 
equipped "mining centers, in the heart of the jungle, ! 
Today LANICA serves these two mining- centers and six other 
points in the "country: two missionary posts on the Coco£ River, a lumber 
camp, Puerto Cabezas^ El Bluff on the Atlantic1obast,. and thejmining 
community of La'Libertad« None of these fields was constructed by the 
government« Present passenger schedules consist' of a service six times 
a week around a triangular course from the capital'280 kms. elast to Blue-
fields; Or 420 kmso northeast, via Siuna and Bonanza, to Puerto Cabezasj 
and 235 kms,. along' the Atlantic coast. Two or three.times a week stops 
are made 'at the Rio. Cocos outposts,at the lumber camp, and at La Libertad, 
During 1951 over 27,000 passengers were carried. Passenger fares between 




points on LANICATs triangular route average about cents per pas-
senger-kiloniwtér j for packages 'weighings 12 kilograms or more, the rate 
varies from 2? to 41 cents per metric ton-kilometer. The Mission was 
.informed that LANICA is reporte''! to have made profits of 100$ or over. 
.This-.has enabled the company to clear its ¿tebts, to invest considerable 
sums in new equipment,, and to declare dividends approaching 20$, 
The company has seven C-47 type aircraft. Two were ac-
quired recently to replace two lost in cargo accidents during 1952. 
Maintenance facilities towards the end of 1952 consisted of little 
more than .a warehouse. Radio frequencies employed conflicted with 
other radio operators, so that it was scarcely possible to hear the 
central Managua station while .in flight at mid-day. The pilots have 
flown an excessive number of hours, judged by the universal experiences 
of responsible concerns elsewhere in the world. 
The primary activity of LANICA is the fulfillment of á 
contract as..air freight carrier for the mining companies at Siuha and 
Bonanza. Some. 75$ to 80$ of the 15,000 tons carried in 1951 were for 
the account of .these mines0 Most of the supplies destined to Bonanza 
• are fjown in. seme 130 Ions, from Puerto Cabezas, while Siuná is supplied 
primarily by.planes, that make use of a landing strip built at Alamicamba,-
on the . Rio Prinzapolca, In this manner the air haulage over the jungle 
, is. reduced to 66 kms. Contract rate per short ton from Alamicamba to 
.. Siuna is about $25, equivalent to 41 cents per metric ton-kilometer0 
Rates on Diésel oil are 10$. less0 
The Mission was informed that in spite of these.rates, 
. and of a large volume of traffic which is permanent the year round, air 
/service 
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service to meet the the>mines' needs was uncertain and inadequate,-:. \ 
Were,, it .possible for. a competitive carrier;to. obtain a domestic bper-
ating franchise to serve the mines, there can be little question! but ' /-
i 
that air.freight contract rates ttould drop considerably and that serv-
ices would substantially improve* The situation has become so critical 
from the point of view of the mines, that.they have.started construct-- i 
ing a 100 knu road to a point about 13 tans'* down stream from Aiamicam-
ba, where there is deep water the year round. When the road is ¡com-
pleted, if it is suitable for permanent traffic and adequate to handle 
all the mines' needs, the financial basis of present domestic air 
transport.in Nicaragua will undergo a radical change. When the ̂ Mission 
visited Nicaragua in November 1952* the company* s personnel seamed to 
be overworked» However, it was reported later that new pilots have 
; ' | . * • been engaged, and that other beneficial changes are being considered* 
i 
Inland Waterways i 
;;'-.; Even though Nicaragua has more than 2>000 kms. of 'navi-
gable inland waterways, the rivers, inlets and lakes have not been 
studied, and the details of interest to navigation; are unknown.-! -In 
j 
the -Ministry of Development and Public Works there is no department • or • 
section in charge of .inland navigation. The river channels are :not 
marked,-nor is there any conservation work on them. There are no regu-
lations concerning navigation, rates, nor conditions of carriage. There 
is -no:regular traffic, and' no estimates have been made concerning the 
volume'of passengers and merchandise carried. There are very few motor 
craft in use. Most companies operating on the rivers are subsidiaries 
/of other 
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of other cQompar^S: engag^cin..agricultural actMxtie.s\ : -J 
re- ;n^Yig&kle.jinl^n.4• ;of¿.Nicaraguavaise/Jthekf oiWv:' 
lowirjg,?-; " , . - uL:l A- r.v' -- - ; C: # ' "V. ',.>'< t-' 
. if. • ; " . o : • •'i:. *"^.'.J-J \/v-.:-h/r^KiloirieterS;j 
1. Lake Managua-Lake Nicaragua-Sa<n. Juan River System 
; Managua, (perimeter): v v., •;: v i i . - . \190'v ;.. . -̂ t 
Tipitapa River 10 
„ r-.;Lakê -Nicaragî a (perimeter)- .-.  --7? v. - :/.v ic; 7;;'r400 -y.li 
San Juan River 200 800 
2. Punta Gorda River 40 
3. Cucra River " 30 
.and .Lake- .Cucra VF:7' 7.7 • 1 " , :20.:: 
4. Escondido;. River- and - t r i b u t a r i e s ; , 7 . : 7 " ^ R ; : - , R • . 7-, : 
Escondido River 100 . 
..Cama. River.;: # , , . - • . - r.. • - •: . ..25'-\. vi ' 
""" Rama River • 30 
Mico' River* * ' 20 200 
5. Ciirinhuas River 50 
;̂..and;,Pê rl lagoon,.-. • . ;.-...\v.; . .60 ; 
6. Grande River 250 
7. Prinzapolca River and tributaries 
^ : P^ins&POJLCA . - \ 7 : ' V7 160 
" Bambana* River s 30 190 
8. Cucalaya River 30 
g-pd H ^ j ^ t l a ^ I ^ g p o n • r ;r: ; v / . r - 40:' 
9« ...Huah.uâ i£iver .; >7;.:.:;. ': :.;.•.••• ; • •: ' ,. 30; 
and Karati Lagoon 20 
10, Cocos or Segovia River 400 
(a) Lake Nicaragua. Lake Nicaragua is 153 kms. long and 62 wide, and 
Lake Managua is 60 by-21. They have a combined area of 9,000 square 
«VA 
kilometers, and occupy 20$ of the most populated and at present productive 
/area 
f . . «• { 
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area of the oountry«' " ' • | 
" Cn '"Lake Nicaragua the freight and passenger service are pro-
vided by the Ferrocarril del Pacífico» In 1950/51, 5,370 tons'of 
. Í freight and 12*800 passenger.® »ere carried« In 195-/52 the volume 
! 
increased to 3,300 tons of freight and 27,900 passengers..« . (See Table 
69), I 
Freight rabes are not very high» From Granada to pan Jor-
ge, along the western shore of the'lake, they amount to about ¡3 cents 
'per 'ton-kilometer. Between San Carlos, on the .other side of the lake,, 
and-either of the other above-mentioned ports, the rate is abo'ut 1.5' " 
cents per ton-kilometer a Livestock rates vary from 2.-70 ̂ cprdobas (40 
cents) to 7.80 ($1*10) per head, according to classification'.-; (See í 
Table 70). However, to these rates must be added, wharfage and handling 
Table 69 j 
Ni car aguai Traffic _.on Lake Nicaragua j 
: | 
Freight (in thousands of tons) 
Agricultural ¡ Passengers 
products Animals Manufactures Others Total (thousands, 
1944/45 »o «« «6 »• 10s4 •• 
1950/51 2e3 , Qoá 2.1 0a4 5*4 19,3 
1951/52, 3*5 lol 3.3 Q.4. 8.]3 27*9 
Sources Ferrocarril del Pacífico, Managua» .. ! 
i 
charges which are high. In Granada the charge per ton is 6 córdobas 
and at the other two ports, 2 cordobas. For livestock the charge is 30 
and 25 centavos per head respectively. At Grabada wharfage C j h a r g e s are 
i 
\ / s o high 
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se high that for each wooden board 10 centavos per inch thickness or 
fraction thereof, must - bo:paid, and for each wooden crosstie, 15 cen-
tavos . • •'• .'..'• • 
Table 70 
Nicaragiía : Transport Rates on .Lake Nicaragua, 195 o 
CORDOBAS 
:.. .;• F i? e i t P a s s e n g e r s 
Per 
D̂ stâ ioS. Per 100 Per ton- Per passenger Passenger-km, 
Run (Kms 3) kgs 0 kin * 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 
Granada-San Carlos . 221 . 2,20 0,10 14*50 7.24 0,06 0,03 
San Jorge-San Carlos l6ü 10?4 0*11 9o88 4*78 0e06 0.03 
Granada-San .J,o.rge 61 -. 1,20. 0o20 4.90 2.47 .0,08 0.04 
Livestock transportation (per head) 
Pigs 2.70 
Small animals (calves up 
to 1 year) 5.40 
Large animals 7*80 
Sources Ferrocarril del Pacífico. 
a/ These quotations were obtained by adding to Regulations No. 6 of 
the freight rates, of July 1, 1947,? the 20% increase which went 
into effect in 1951 o 
Passenger far 
es are ar ound 1 cent per passenger^kilometer 
in first class and 0.5 cents in second class. 
A study should be undertaken of the causes of such poor 
.service on Lake Nicaragua and of the means for improving it. Traffic 
might possibly increase if rates were changed and wharfage charges re-
duced. Roads built in the lake region —previously almost devoid of / 
/ -'roads— 
E/CN.12/356 ! 
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roads— maymake for an increase in lake traffic, as can be inferred 
from the. figures for 1952. I 
(b) Cocos (or Segovia)Rlver. This river has its source in the Mountains 
of Colon, Department of Choluteca, Honduras, and empties into theioarib-
! 
bean Sea, forming a delta at Cape Gracias a Dios, It runs for some 750 
kms. through an almost uninhabited jungle region* There is a stretch 
of about 220. kms from Wasp^n to Gracias a Dios which is navigably for. 
tugs and launches of medium draught. In a stretch 170 kms, upstrbam 
from 1/iaspin,, up to Ahuasvilla, there also seems to exist some service, 
although existing rapids along this stretch, tend to hinder navigation. 
Bravtigan and Company provides services along this! river 
with :Dicsel tugs e,nd barges, both for banana exports and for gene'ral im-
ports., It seems that this company is having serious financial difficul-
ties. . Between April .and November 1952, it carried 1,000 tons of ¡bananas 
for export, as well as 130 tons of beans and 500 of rice for local! traf-
fic. The rates charged vary between 1,5 and 11 cents per ton-kiliometer, 
' i , • 
according to the merchandise. Passenger fares are less than 5 mills per 
passenger-kilometer, ' ! 
(c) Escondido River. This river is formed by the confluence of ihe 
Siquia, Mico and Rama#Rivers, It empties into Bluefields Lagoon]-near 
' . • ••• . | 
the port of El Bluff, The river is important because of the project to 
use it as.a link with the Rama highway, thus enabling export traffic to 
go out through the Port of El Bluff. This river has never been measured j :•: nor marked, except for a few rails painted white that have been embedded 
j 
at places where there are rocks, i 
i 




• C-\'..'• .»---A.. 
:-''Thb-'--Mi-GO River is considered navigable for craft with 
not more than L f^et draught, from its confluence with the Siquia as 
far as El' Recreo^ r20 kms^downstream, The::Siquia River - iteelf,ris 
considered navigable for craft drawing not more, than -4;. fo.et;;ir:om thp 
quay Aat Real de Chontal.es' irpstrdam- .to 'the cĉ fluenpe' -with tliô  Miaq,:; { 
River I sonic '2'9 'kms'V distant; -ahd''--for':-"c:raft-,of •20: feetî draû t̂ v dovip--
stream''as far' ¿:s'; the:''rive-r port •Of Ra-may situated ̂ opppsit.e ,;th.e, conr ^ 
fluerice of the::RAnia':rand vMico • Hiv^rs This.--river, which - Is. - navigable . 
forboats' of 4-draught-for some-::30 kilometer 3; -before joining rthe , ̂  
Siquia', 'flows1 irito'Jthe:' two'' othersvat, tire/ river-'port of Rama¿r thus..... 
forming "tiiev'EscondidO- Rive'rv ̂  Froin;:• here;: it, is/ rv̂ ŷ gable - for craft, -pf 
20 'feet3 draught 5 as"- far -as- the"-bar̂  formed in aAplace. Galled; Guater jpl;... ?... 
(Itfat'erhole) 'kind ;bf:'lagobn: whore "the;, deltas begins^ . The depth at 
this ' bktf ' and at' the':bar 'along- the channel.:of .the delta in the Blue-...; . 
fields' "'Lagoon,''' is- ''wha't;-:ljj"iiits- -the' draught-:of bdajts,-that,-can. navigate.., 
the' river, -''"-''A- :, .v'.:. ' A-. v.:•••' ... 
' At-present', Rama-Exports palm oil,̂ ..rubber,..wood.,. bananas, 
' ipecac'," arid nugget" ¿rid'- bar goldy •¿.nd̂ impô ts-- general .merchandise ¿> There 
'are"still no port-fexilities'w^^^ 
These rivers that flow into the Caribbean .are.;„important, 
access waterways'- to 'underdevelopedt regions,-: It Ai§ -of .utmost- importance 
to construct access roads -'to -the-landing platforms. along, the. .rivers in 







NICABAGiíAí HIGHWAY ÍSF4W0RK 
• -'U4iv 
Length in Kms. 
1» A^l^sathor. r.Qi'̂JL 
A, 
10 Jnteít&neric-'an Highway • '••) •:•»" 
2„ San Benito-iiama (total length of 2.70 kms'¿): 
Bo Other important routes 
—-3.« • Sáhac.p-¿atago,ipv¡. 
4« Matagalpa-Jinotega»: ; ':• •'.••.'; 
5o León-Poneloya 
Cónchitas-Masachapa- ••.••'•'. • 






13. San Marcos-Cuatro Esquinas 
A.3S3-'... 
•i .-j.. • 
26 
20 I 
• 3 3 V 
. 5 j. 








C. Other secondary routes 
14» Condega-Pueblo Nuevo 
Estelí-San Juan de Lirsay 
Waswalí~J inotega 







San Pedro Lóvago-Santo Tomás 













Dry-weather roads a/ 
Total length of roads in Nicaragua 
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Length in Kms 
5• Managua-Santo Domingo-Masaya 27 
6.* Villa Somoza-Rama 114 
Length of roads under construction 370 
4« Summary 
1. Paved highways 303 
2, All-weather roads (not paved) 671 
3«. Dry-weather roads 1636 
4., Roads under construction u 370 
2610. 
Source: Transport Mission, from official data. 
a/ The Highway Department of Nicaragua has furnished an inventory 
of the ̂ most important dry-weather routes in the country which . 
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APPENDIX I I 
NICARAGUA ! IMPORTANT DRY-WEATHER ROADS ; 
: . . . . . . . ' 'i ' 
• - ;• Kins. 
Départaient of My^pffl, s ' 
lo Managua-Sabana Gl'anele - ¡' 15 
2 o Managua-Sboo Domir, go~Ticuantepec-Masayâ : 27 
36 La Crus Verde de San Isidro Road. ¡ 23 
ko Jocote Dulce Road ? 20 
5 e San Vicente Road ; 23 
6o Pochocuape Road 23 
7 o Florida Road • - • . . . 23 
8«, Inter-American Highway £m0 10-11 to Carmen . 1 8 
9» Las Piedrecitas-Los Brasiles - ! 22 
10o Las Piedrecitas-La Rapadura-Canta Rita • ] 34 
11« San Andrds de la Palanca Ilo ad 16 
12 e Los Brasile s«Miraí lor o s-ïïl Tamagás .. ' : ' .. 22 
Total .. 266 
Department of Carabo: "" . ;. 
1, Jinotepe-La Paz ¿e Oriente 8 
2 o Diriamba-'Casares 31 
3. Santa Teresa-La Conquista 1 8 
4® San Marcos-La Concepción ; 8 
Total • 55 
Department of Masaya ' 
• 1, Masaya-Cofradía-Las Mercedes , .. . ' I S 
2• Masaya-Los AIto s»Zaxribr ano-Tipitapa 2 5 
3« Zambrano-Tisma '-.y , 11 
4. Zambr ano-Granada 20 
5» Masaya-Catarina-San Juan de Oriente,";' j? ,v - ; 10 
6, Masaya-La Concepción " '7'* 13 
Total ^ ; 97 
Department of Granada •. 7: • 
h^m^wi mimtim i'jli>mijji. 9 9 f 
1. Las Fuentes-Diriomo-San Juan de Oriente 11 
2 o Granada-Masaya j .18 
• 3# GranadarEl Paso de Panaloyä i 20 
i 
Total ! 49 
i 
/Department of Rivas 




E^artm^nb oí- '-Rivas' 
1o Cchomongo-GüiscoyoI-Las Salinas 28 
, - 20 Riva s--Tola-Bo cana de Br it o 20 
3C Tola-Güisooyol • . 16 
¿io La Várgen-̂ San Juan del Sur - 19 
5 o Inte r ~Amer i can Highway-Belén 2 
60 Rivas-Potosí 7 
7o Rivas-Buenos Aires • „4 
Total • 96 
Department of León 
- 1» Malpa is illo-Mina El Limón' 21 
2 o La Reynaga-Mina La India - 2 3 
A 3 o El Sauce-A chuapa-Limay' 27 
4o La Paz-El Tamarindo 15 
5« León-La Paz-Ccntro' 26 
•' - •6. La Paz-Centro-Nagarote . • 16 
• 7. Malpa isillo-Madrcñal- Estero 34 
8, El Sauce-Villanuova ,, 20, 
9. Estero-El Sauce- '" J32 
Total 214 
•Department of Chlnandega 
1. Chinandega-Somotillo-Cinco Pinos 83 
• " 2. Villanueva-Somo cilio 18 
' 3. Puente Real-Villanueva . • v. . 42 
• 4« Estero-Villanueva 40 
5. Somotillo-Limay * • _J32 
Total " - - , .. 215 
Department of Boaco 
1» Tecolostote-Ccunalapa-Camoapa AO 
2# Boaco-Camoapa 22 
3. Boaco-Tierra azul ' 24 
4. Boaco-Muy Muy . aJS8 





Department of Chontales 
1« Juigalpa-Comalapa j 22 
2, Juigalpa-Puerto Diaz 11 
3. San Pedro L<§vago-Mina Jabali ' 14 
4» .Acoyapa-San Bartolo ¿2 
Total ; 89 
Department-of-Matagalm 1 
1« ' Daria-Mina La India : 32 
2. Inter-American Highway-Esquipulas j 12 
3# Ciudad Dario-Terrabona I 26 
4» Matagalpa-San Ram6n 9 
Matagalpa-Apante Grande j 10 
6. Matagalpa-Fundadora 1 24 
Total - 113 i i 
Department of Jinotega I 
I*.. San Rafael-Jinotega ; 18 
2. Jinotega-El Tuna. | 30 
Total - 48 
i 
Department of Esteli j 
1. Pueblo Nuevo-Limay 34 
2. Condega-Yali ! 26 
3. Pueblo-Nuevo-San Lucas ! 11 
4* El Sauce-Esteli 36 
Esteli-Concordia-San Rafael } 38 
' Total j 143 
Department of Madriz i 
lt Ducuali-Telpaneca ; 20 
2. Somoto-Totogalpa 11 
Total > ! 31 




K i n s . 
Dop:?rtmr=nt of Nue va Segovia 
lu Ocotal-Hicaro-Jalapa - 70 
2C 0cotal-Dipilto . ' : ' ' ¿2 
3o Ocotal-Maqueliso • • jlh 
« 
Total -96 
Total length of dry-weather roads 1,636 









Chapter V . ¡ 
• í , .CQ3?A RIGA. . ' 
' • •"' '•• . 1 
• 1 
; v . 1 _ 
' ' ' " ' * . ¿ . ; 
* '-i ¡ '•.•••> r . • " ' i 
• * • * ' 1 : '•'• > ' • ' 
" ' ' "- Except .for El Salvador, Costa Rica is the smàllèst.*iñ 
area -oí- the.. 'Centrai American republics and has the least number of 
• 1 
iñhábit%út¡s¿-v.)Locat ed between 8o021' and ll°14l north latitude! and 
82-°33t-:and-BS.̂ T̂ î est longitude? its area is 50,900-'square kilomè-v 
'tèrsi It has : a . population of 338*084) or l604 inhabitants' per " ' ' V 
1/ . 
squarér:kilólrietercThe country has 212 Ions» of coastline on the 
"At fanti e • 'and. I¿0l6 .-on .-.the Pacific«, . 
: • Còsta Rica, may be divided into three geographical 
zones; - v.,.. '!'•"•• 
• : (a) The centra]- zone, consists of a plateau'90; kms• ' " 
long-and.'-'45 kms;..;maximum width,¿ and has an area of 2,000 square kilo-
meterá..'The áltitude-.pf this zone varies from 900 to i,800'.'meters e 
above': sea-'Iev̂ ,l>;.mt.h volcanic peaks of 3»400 to 3?S00 metersio' The 
mean temperature is. about 20° centigrade®- Nearly seven-tenths" of • 
Costa"Rica'.'s total population lives in this zone, which from the ; 
economic-point; of view is the most important of the country) in" sòme 
parts the population density is almost 400 'inhabitants per square;'ki-
• lòméter,; one--of: the, highest in the world® On the central plateau- are '" • • • • .• -••..-• . . . . . . 1 
• "*" If--'1"' Dirección̂ Gensralr..d.e Estadística, San José» Estimate ¡ás of -
December 31> l?51o* ' : ' 'r<* • - ; . . - ... i 





also the most densely populated parts of the Departments of San José, 
vdth a population density of 60.0 inhabitants per square kilometer; 
Cartago, AO.5; Heredia, 18.5J and Alajuela 16.4 
(b) The eastern zone, .comprising the Department of 
Limon, on the Atlantic coast, has a population density of only 4*6 
inhabitants per square -kilometer, and .the greater part of its area 
is jungle and unexploited country» The land is very fertile, but 
the climate as well as the diseases :of a few years ago (mainly mala« 
ria and yellow, fever) have prevented this region from developing as 
rapidly as other parts of Costa Rica,-with the exception of the bana-
na plantations and Puerto Limón. After 1930 banana cultivation 
dwindled as a result of the Panama disease which attacked the planta-
tions, and.banana-growing was partially replaced-by the cultivation 
of cacao and abaca fiber. Large areas of land were abandoned, and 
the economic activity of the entire region diminished considerably. 
Progress, in sanitary conditions and the high fertility of the land 
are two factors .favorable to the..future development, of prosperous, -
farming and stock-raising, in this part of the country. _ To achieve 
this development, however, two basic problems would have to.be over*-
come; the heavy rainfall -r-which makes drainage works, necessary in 
the. case of certain crops—^ and the lack, of sufficient and adequate 
means of communication. 
(c) The western zone,'on the Pacific coast, hasta much 
more favorable climate for economic activity than the Atlantic zone* 
In the northern part is the Province of Guanacaste, with an abundance' 
/ o f f e r t i l e 




of fertile land and flat country- where mechanized farming is possible• 
At present the population.density is only 8*6 inhabitants per square 
kilometer, and the region lacks efficient means of .communication with 
the rest of • the country, - Nevertheless« in recent years there has been a 
.substantial increase in the production of corn and other products, as 
well as livestock,, Tn't'ho- future it may become one of the most impor-' ' j 
tant economic areas in Costa Rica and in all of Central ¿America». To 
the south of Guanacaste is the Province of Punt arenas, which ektends 
along the rest of the Pacific coastline« Its population density is i • -
8t2 inhabitants per square kilometer. Rice-growing and fishing along 
the coastal region of the Gulf of Nicoya constitute the most important 
! 
economic activities of this province,, Towards the south, are thé bana-
na plantations of the United Fruit Company (Quepos and Golfito)"* The 
• j 
rest of the region has yet to be developed and is largely covered by 
jungle» . , 
• ! 
Although not definitive, the most recent available esti-
mate of Costa Rica1s national income shows that it reached 811;million 
colones, or $145 million, in 1949o Per capita income was 1,020 colog-
nes, $180, which is the highest in Central America with the exception 
of Panama,. Of the total national income, 34$ is derived from agricul-
• . • . j 
ture, forestry, and fisheries; 2k% from wholesale and retail trade; 
17$ from manufacturing;'8% from government-services; 5% from transpor-
tation, and another 5% from finance, insurance,and real estate (See 
Table 71o) | 
The classification of the gainfully emploĵ ed population 




Table 7 1 
Costa Rica: National Income by Activities 0 1949 
(in millions) 
Colones y Dollars 
Total 811 • 145 100o0 
Agriculture, forestry and fisheries 273 49 33.8 
Mining and extractive industries 10 2 lo4 
Contract construction 22 4 2.8 
Manufacturing 137 24 16.6 
Wholesale and retail trade 198 35 • 24.O 
Finance, insurance, and real estate 38 7 4.8 
Transportation ••38. • 7 4.8 
Communications and public utilities 10 2 1.4 
Services 23 . 4 2.8 
Government and government enterprises 62 11 7.6 
Source:. Thè Twentieth Century Fund, Costa Ilica: A Study in Econemi c 
Development, p0 340» 
also reflects the predominance of agriculture-in...the-national economy. 
Thus, of the total gainfully employed population, -54.7$ is; engaged in 
agriculture, 11$ in manufacturing, 14.7$. in services, apd 7 .-9$ in 
commerce. This situation reflects a tendency for the population en-
gaged in agriculture to change gradually to other activities. In 
19271 61.8$ of the gainfully employed population.was engaged in agri~ 
• r •?• , • ••' 
culture, and 7«9$ in 'inanufacturing» .. 
Agricultural production may be divided into export crops 
and products for domestic consumption*: In 1949 the principal export 
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crops were bananas, coffee, .. cacao, and- abaci-, fiber., In.::1951- "the sej 
crops-.accounted for 97$ of-the total value, of exports-. . Bananas, ; 
grown .on .a large scale by the. United Fruit Company in the Pacifiĉ  
i i 
area, are also,grown--by a.-number of independent producers in the i 
same area, and on the Atlantic coast. In: 1951 banana exports amount-
j 
ed to 10..015,000 bunches, valued at $ 33*5 million, 9.421,000 from . 
the Compania- Bananera de Costa Rica — a subsidiary of the United ] 
Fruit Company—• and the rest frem independent producersT 
Coffee-growing takes-up most, of. the-land devoted, to.agriculture and 
it is-almost exclusively, in the hands of Costa Ricans. Most of the 
country's coffee is grown in the central zone... :In;1951 coffee ex'-i 
ports totalled 18,982 metric tons, with a market; value of $ 22.2 
j 
million. Cacao,-produced by the banana companies, on.the Atlantic 
coast, is Costa Rica's- third-ranking export product, ,In .1951.the i 
crops amounted to 3*916 . tons ¿ valued at $ 19- million« Abaca fiber-
is likewise produced in thevAtl&ntic zone,, primarily.by the United 
Fruit Company»- The annual export value;is- $ 2.5 million. In 1949 
the value of export crops amounted to-more than half the total-value 
of the products of agriculture^: livestock, forestry, and ̂ isheriê s, • i 
• The most important crops for-domestic consumption; are 
corn, beans . and'--rice-, -which are cultivated principally .in the. Provin-
ces of 'Guanacaste', -Puntare'rlas," San Jose, and Alajuela; ¡sugar and.pane-
. . , • . ' i la are mostly-concentrated in-the -highland - zone of Alajuela., . Cart^go i 
and San Jose. Dairy.cattle are found in the central region, while 
17 Only banana exports from Honduras have been greater than the Costa 
Rican exports. In recent years, Costa Rican banana exports have 
surpassed -iji value even coffee exports, ; 
/¿eef 
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beef cattle primarily, in the Province-.of Guanacaste. 
The central zone consumes/a :much•greater quantity of ce-
reals, ..grains, and meat than it:produces, and has to cover its deficit 
bringing in.these-products from other 'parts of the country. 
The most important .local/.manufacturing products are hides 
and leathers, canned fruit, bee?1, cotton textiles, vegetable oils, 
shoes, soap, and canned fish (Puntarenas). The factories are located 
mainly in San José,. Alajuela, and Cartago. At "Herèdia ---where there < 
is also some-tanning—and elsewhere in-Costa Rica, there are some 
small isolated., factories.. In spite of this'growing industrial acti-
vity, most .of the manufactured-.products consumed in Costa Rica are-
imports from the United States. 
;The distinctive trait^of. the transport situation iŝ  the ' 
compact network of rQads on the central plateau-and the lack of com-
munications between, this, plateau and-the''coastal areas, ' Only two 
railways connect, the- capital-and the. most ..important towns with the 
ports qij/Puepto .Limón -on ; the /Atlantic vantb- Puntarenas on the'.Pacific. ' 
(A second- cl&ssv highway .-also, connects.* Puntarenas with the' central ••"• 
plateau.);,, Thusv, .economic activity has/tended, to be concentrated' moré-' 
and more, in thev:cqntral region, . and,:, therevare areas'- with. ;great agri-
cultural, potential which.have. not. be,en developed; primarily because-
of the., lack., of,, efficient, means., of t transportAtion-.. ...The province .of A? .. 
Guanacaste. has been, liriiited.in its-development since • it...only ;has: a 
road between Ni.coya. and-.Puerto Jesús* .and the Temp is que añd Bebedero, 
rivers that flow into the Gulf of Nicoya..-̂ The.. Departments.-of -Limón- r 
•- /and Puntarenas 
E / C N . 1 2 / 3 5 6 
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and Funtarenas also lack means of communication„ The concentration of 
the population on the central plain also tends to increase due to the 
absence of roads radiating outwards« This situation reduces-the pos-
sibilities of a .more through exploitation of natural resources •[ 
. ' i 
IIc Means, of Transport for International Trade 
Almost all of Costa Rica's import and export freight is 
moved by rail'} a small volume Is transported by air. 
The principal ports, except Puntarenas, have onlyj rail-
way communi cation o In the case'of Punt arenas, although there ijs a , 
road, which, connects it with the interior of the country, more than 
99%.of import and export traffic is moved exclusively by rail. > 
Inland cornmuni cat ions that could be used for public 
transport -with Nicaragua .and Panama are completely lacking, Thja Inter-
America! Highway has not been constructed precisely at the Nicaraguan 
and Panamanian border zonesc 
- ! • - ' 
Railroads 
Two companies constitute the Costa Rican common carrier 
i 
railroad network. One belongs to the government t̂he Ferrocarril -
Eléctrico al Pacifico, which connects San José with the port of: Punta-
rerias, The other is a private company —the Northern Railway, whose 
trunk line connects San José with Puerto Limón0 In addition to these, 
there are three private railways belonging to the Compañía Bánahera de 
Costa "Rica, a subsidiary of the United Fruit Company— the Quep.òs and 
/GÍlfito 
i i 
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•Golfito Divisions on the Pacifis coast, and a line belonging to the 
Panama Division on the Atlantic ccast* These three systems are com-
pletely separate from each other and.from the common carrier lines0 
Howeverj" the port of Quepos as ?*ell as the excellent natural port of 
Golfito —considered Central America*© best Pacific port«- have no 
other inland communication 'with the rest of the country except the 
railway belonging to the .banana company» . -
o 
The country ls, railroad network is 1,327 kras . long in-
cluding only the Ferrocarril Eléctrico al Pacifico and the Northern 
Railway» The track is narrow gauge (1..06? .meters, or 42 inches). In 
1951 the two common carrier railroads carried a total of 1.5'million 
passengers and 450,000- tons of freight; 56$ of the freight was local, : 
32$ was import..-freight,, and 12$ export'freight * ; 
(a) Ferrocarril-Eléctrico al Pacífico. Electrified 
along its,entire length, it is the only electric railway in Central 
America. In addition, the company, which is governmentwned j also 
cMns the port facilities at Puntarenas and is in control of all .port 
* 
services. 
The San' José- Puntarenas trunk line is 115 kms9 long. 
Including the two short branch lines to Alajuela and Esparta, the to-
tal length of the systems is 132 kmse The company owns some old model 
electric locomotives (20 to 22 years of service) ,of low tractive ..force, 
two small steam locomoti ves, two Diesel yaro. engines, 13 auxiliary motor 
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The profile of the line —with grades up to 3%, ¿nd 
.;-o ; j 
curves with a radius of less than 109 meters along almost all its 
length—makes tractibp and'"limits the tonnage of 
the trains o There is a need for repairs and replacement of ties, as 
well as for a general improvement of the line. The rails are JO and 
p.e.r..yard. (35-.and..̂ 0.legs*,per-meter) „ The signals are electric. 
The*' rolling * stock is -in good condition but is insufficient to fulfill- • 
rapidly and efficiently peak traffic requirementsThere are^píáns . • / 
: I - • 
to purchase several more powerful ele-ctric locomotives, and 85 ¡new, 
. . . , : . • t • * ' ' ! v ' ' 
freight cars are due to arrive soon« With this increase in roiling 
• * • * • 
stock' and the above-mentioned track improvements, the railroad ¡mil be 
in a position to offer an efficient service0 
Passenger traffic on the Ferrocarril al Pacifico.j has in-
creased 53$ in the last 5 years, (See Table 72.) The amount of freight' 
carried has also shown a considerable increase, rising from 19;$*000' 
metric tons in 1947 to 2265000 in 1951? an increase of 17$, However, 
cargo it should be noted that almost all this increase was in import v : 
and both export cargo and local freight maintained a practically cons-
tant level." (See Table 72 0) ' j 
While- import and export traffic make up 3Sfo and 5% of 
the-.company's freight, respe ctivelyj local/traffic ' constitutes |57$c'""" " 
The road has not substantially affected the'position of the railroad. 
Almost all international cargo is transported by rail, and the |rai_l> 1 
road has continued to carry the sam$ volume of local .traffic..for several 
j 
i 
years. This is because the railroad freight rates compete favdrably 
. • • • •• • t 
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: Table 72 
Costa Rica: Rail Traffic, 1947-1951 
1947 .1948 1949 1950 1951 
Passengers (in thousands) 444 466 578 678 681 
















































Total . 194 169 201 213 227 



















Total 231 250 265 229 223 
Source: Ferrocarril Eléctrico al Pacífico and Northern Hallway Co. Ltd. 
a/ Thousands of metric tons. 
with truck freight rates, because trucks cannot operate directly at 
the port of Puntarenas, and above all because the railway company 
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! 
it does not haul» This extra charge may be considered somewhat mono-
polistic and discriminatory, 
. - Passenger fares; 3cte-:0*077,'colones--per kmv'íirst cláss 
and 0.055 second class, or 1.4 and 1,0 cents respectively» In con-
trast -to- the "situation" on most Central American railroads> rates ¡for 
local freight are higher than those for import and export cargo0 
(See Table 73«) | 
i 
After having operated at a loss during 1947 and 19^3, 
the economic situation of the-railroad is satisfactory at presenijo » - ~ 
The operàting. ratios have been W follows; 1947 , 91%; 1948., 116%; 
1949, 101%', 1950, 91*} 1951, j 
-..T(b) Northern Railway Company « Another name for this-., 
railway is Costa Rica Railway Company. This last-named company was V- r v " I 
organized in London in 1886, with the purpose of completing the con-
struction of the railway from Alajuela and San José to. the At!-, atic, 
and operating it. In 1905 it .was leased to the Northern Railway Com-
pany, which is-'a subsidiary of the United Fruit Comoany„ Later, ray a i • • ' i 
contract dated-'July 1, 1941, the" Còsta Rica Railway Company a c q u i r e d 
withoutpayment the capital .stoek;-of--i3ĥ -, Northern Railway • Germany J 
this company's outstanding debt with the United Fruit Company, and ' i various railway branch lines belonging to the Compañía Bananera de; 
I 
Costa Rica. The railroad's concession expires January 1, 1990, ati 
which tiuiQ-.>it will be'''turnéd''oVer to the government without comperisa-
* -
tion,, Besides* the rarlwayv' this company owns and operates the port 
, , , , .. • .  .. ^ T! • • ' " ' ' ' 'I facilities ef Puerto Limón,'which are' a considerable source or revjenue. 
: ' ' 5 /Table 73 
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Table 73 
Costa Rica: Freight rates on the Ferrocarril al Pacífico- for 
selected import and export products, 1951 
Imports 
Punt arenas-San José (lió kms.) 




Wheat 15.66 2.4 
Wheat flour 15.66. . 2.4 
Cement 13.92 2.1 
Reinforcing steel - 18.79 ' . 2.8 
Newsprint 15.66 2.4 
Textiles, all kinds .29.00 • 4.4 
Industrial or agricultural 
machinery , . 9.2 . 2.8 
Automobiles and trucks 100.00 " $ 17.60 
Exports •Vi . 
San José-Puntarenas (ll6 kms,) 
Coffee 18.00 2.7 
Abacá 23.20 . 3.5 
Cacao 18.00 2.7 
Lumber 23.20 3.5 
1/ 
Source: Transport Mission, from data supplied by the Ferrocarril 
Eléctrico al Pacifico, 
a/ Each.» 
.T̂ e trunk.line, San José-Puerto Limón,: is .165 kms.^long. 
The most, important branch line, .San José-Alajuela, - covers .<21 kms. .-The 
line's total length, including the branches in the banana region, is 
523 kms.., All locomotives .are steam. . There .are 3Ur very, old, with an-. 
% ' . . - ' . - . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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average age of more than 50 years. Considering this poor tractive 
! 
force and the difficult profile of:the .line,-, it/is not surprising 
that operating costs- are excessive,' The line has .grades up to- 4*6$ 
and curves as high-as. 35°> which considerably reduce the tonnage that 
1/ 1 
can be hauled" . . Moreover, maintenance of the. line is very costly, 
due to the heavy floods. and washouts.. During: the rainy seasons^ of 1 
1949 and,.1951.-the line was badly damaged, and: service was interrupted 
for some... time.; . , > ..:•; 
...The , rolling- stock of this railroad consists of :, two motor 
cars, 46 passenger cars, 3?6 covered freight cars, 236 flat.cars, and 
206 cars of.other.kinds... If there were more and•better locomotives r 
normal traffic needs,, could-.be,-adequately covered,. but besides ,thi's "li-
mitation, operations at- the. custom house are slow, and. there'is-fre- . 
quent congestion. 
« • 
, . .From, the point of vie\'\i of the number, of passengers trans-
ported, pfissepger traffic was.. 8$ higher in 1951 than in 1947* On the 
other hand, there is a slight decline in passenger-kilometers. (See 
Table 72 above.) . . . _ 
Freight, traffic in 1951 dropped 3.5$ from 1947, anci .16$, I 
from 1949, which was the heaviest traffic year in the last 5 year . " 
period. This decline is due primarily to the fact that although import 
cargo increased 28$, this increase did not compensate-the fall iri ex-
port cargo and local freight, which was 20$ and 3.5$ respectively in 
y The maximum wei^it that can be hauled on the trunk line with 
single traction, using the ,line1 s most -powerful --locomotives,: 
is: only 135 tons gross. 
/ c o m p a r i s o n 
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comparison to 1947. (See Table 72.) 
'The passenger fare first' class is 0.028 gold colones 
(2 colones to the dollar, old par value) and for second class 0.018 
per mile, or 1.7 and 1.1 cents per-passenger-kilometer respectively. 
This fare is somewhat higher than that of the Ferrocarril Eléctrico 
al Pacifico. As for local freight rates" on basic- foodstuffs or 
other products which, constitute the bulk of local traffic, the taper-
ing principle is a p p l i e d F o r import and export freight, the rates 
are generally fixed for each commodity and for each specific run. 
Some are very high --in certain cases-three and four times higher— 
when compared to thè freight rates- of the Ferrocarril al Pacifico. 
(See Table 74»} This is an important factor in the high cost of 
basic foodstuffs and of other commodities-for domestic consumption, 
and also bears heavily oh transport costs of export goods.' 
In spite of these high rates, operating costs of this 
railroad arò so excessive that every year from Í947 through 1951, it 
/ 
h»o ha.̂ Y) incurriñg losses. 'Thesè losses reflect the frequent inter-
ruptions of traffic during the' last two years due to washouts and 
floods. Operating ratios in the five year period 1947*1951 have been 
as follows: 194?, 119$; 1948/ 113$; 1949V 110$; 1950, 140$; 1951, 
136$T7 
The Mission believes that in order to reduce appreciably 
the high operating costs of this railroad, it would be necessary above 
y The railro-d showed a small net profit in 1952 due to a considerable 
increase in freight, traffic and to the^ increase in rates put into 
effect in June 1951. 
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T a b l e 74 
Costa Rica: Comparative rail freight rates for 
• - imports and exports, 1951 --




trico al Pacifico 
Punt arenas--San •José 
Imports 
Wheat flour * 
Wheat t .. ...., , 
Cement 
Reinforcing steel. .... ... . 
Wrapping paper' 
Newsprint 

























Source: Ferrocarril Eléctrico, al Pacífico and .Northern Railway-. • 
all to carry out important projects in order to reduce to a minimum 
the damages caused by floods and washouts, to use Diesel locomotives, 
and to improve the permanent way adapting-it-for heavier locomotives» 
But even after carrying, out these improvements,- traffic is so light 
that the railroad would have to kpep its rates and fares at a high 
level. Th.e situation would .improve if the United Fruit Company car-
ries out its project, of opening up .new plant at ions. ;of considerable 
size in the hinterland of Puerto Limón, and uses the lines of the 
/Northern 
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Northern Railway and the port facilities of this company for banana 
exports. 
(c) Railroads of the -Comp.afiía-Bananera de Costa Rica 
(United Fruit.) These railroads are- virtually;private carriers* 
They fulfill the industrial.and agricultural transportation require-
ments of the company;in its/Quepos andGolfito Divisions. There is 
also one United. Fruit rail line (Panama Division) which enters Costa 
Rican territory and follows the Caribbean coast for about 40 kms. 
The total system is 631 kms. long. Equipment consists of 42 locomo-
tives (most of them electric Diesels), 1.404 motor cars, and miseel-
laneous freight cars. 
2. Port and Maritime Situation 
After Panama, Costa Rica is the Central American coun-
try having the longest coastline::in proportion to its area. However, 
it may be said that it has only two national deep water ports; Puer-
to'Limó'ñ òh'the*:Àtlahtic .and Puntarenas .on. the. Pacific. The*'other 
two deep water ports —Golfito and Quepos on the Pacific— belong to 
the Compaj^a; Bananera do Costa Rica,, and they,handle almost exclusive 
ly private traffic; ; 
w ;, ../: In, 1951:Puerto.'Limónrs. total volume' of imports and ex-
ports was-154)601 tons,, .while..at Puntarenas the total was 126,413• 
However, spine .years Puntarenas has--more'international traffic than 
Limón, although .-this §eems to be due to the interruptions in the rail 
service between.Sgn José and Limón-:; Puntarenas is also the center of 
/considerable 
E/CN. 12/3.56 
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considerable cabotage with the coast of the Gulf of Nicoya. 
. ,i ..-.Ctf)-.- Puerto,Limón. . Situated on the-Atlantic' coast, 
east of.San Jcsé.,jPuerto Limón, is well sheltered on.the -horth, jfrom 
where the,,prevailing, winds \come, but not. :©n- the-northeast nor on the -
east* There is seldom a strong vpLnd from the east, but when there -
is, it is usually necessary to cast off lines and anchor the ships.1' • 
Therofrly meaps of cdmmuhication vdth the rest of the country is; the 
Northern-. Railway v, This company owns, the principal pier-and controls • 
its operations'» >'•'•. v 
v ; The-.pier- is ̂ cast-iron..with a. wooden superstructure# 
The tide :-is 18 inches. There are three'principal berthing areas, • 
i 
with .depths,.;of :22,:. 26; and 28 ,fe.et?- ¡. The .offshore ¿'ace of the pier is 
more th^in 1,000 f^et .long and one of the inshore faces is arounji 
350 f e e t T h e s e two.;, are the. only.ones-.used, since'when ships are 
loading; ;pr discharging;at thesp sections, it is not possible to' 
operate .simultaneously at the. third section. Unlike most piers'in 
Central America, the or;e at- Puerto Limón has mechanical- cranéb--.j i 
mountqd; on^tires.^hich. discharge' cárgo.-and-', deposit it directly in the 
f reigfit .̂ .ars . There is- als.o... a-: .spall, government-owned wooden pier 
which, i^usech for. cabotage, and. for-; some .b.anana exports . ; 
Of the total international freight handled by Puerto.. i 
. I 
Limón in 19-51 > : 87;, 500.: tons ;were; imports : and. 67j100 :ex^orts. Alf 
i 
though the volume of imports:.was .a. little larger. than: the volume of 
exports, traffic.was well-balanced in..general^ . Its distribution 
throughout. the year was also-quite regular.It-increased during the 
first and last months of the year, but the variation was not very marked, 
/According 
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According to information supplied by the port 'authority,-, 
275 ships in international, service called, at Puerto Limón in 1951, or 
an average of 23 ships per month; 36% were fruit company vessels, 8$ 
belonged to the Royal Netherlands Steamship Company, and the rest 
belonged to other companies. The average capacity of the ships was 
3,000 tons. 
The Northern Railway, which controls the port, does not. 
have warehouses for storing merchandise. The customs have 5 ware-
houses with an approximate area of 11,446 square meters, which means 
that there is 1 square meter of storage space for every 13 tons of 
traffic. Although this ratio reflects an excess of freight for the 
available storage space, the principal causes of the prevailing con-
gestion in this port are the inadequacy of access facilities which 
prevent prompt clearing of .the merchandise, and the fact that impor-
ters keep their goods in the customs overtime. .-YJhat makes the situa-
tion even worse is the fact, that since the customs are overstocked, 
cargo is left in the freight cars for a long time. 
Pier charges at Puerto Limón are 12.26 colones per me-
tric ton for impòrtS-à's well as exports (except lumber and animals)« 
Ocean freight rates are those established by the Caribbean Classifi-
cation* 
(b) Puntarenas.. The port of Puntarenas is situated on 
a long penirisúla which extends out into the Gulf of Nicoya. It is 
connected with the capital by railway and by a road, all-weather as 
far as San Ramón, and paved from this point to San José':. The port 
/ f a c i l i t i e s 
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facilities belong to; the; Ferrocarril-ELIctrico al.Pacifico* .. .1 
• ' • The pier: v̂ as built at the southeastern end of . the port 
for greater depth, but-: since the;. Gulf..is Very large ,;and faces direct- , 
ly* south, ships at the pier have .little protection, and it is neces-
sary to tie them with powerful cables .during loadings and discharging 
operations. The pier is steel and '̂I»"-; s.haped* . The-berthing area on 
the offshore face is 488 feet long (149 meters) and on the inshore 
face';396' feet- (121 meters")*.: The. depth on the.offshore face is 40 . 
feet at high tide :and 30' feet. at low ti^e. > The- highest tide, in .. 
...... L . .. ~ " ' " : ' f ; 
October, is -apprdxiniately 11 feet* ...The • pier is not very well maintain-
ed >:ibut• sbMe '-repairs'---are:being carried,..out.' -In any -eventcapacity/ ... i 
is: scarcely ̂ Sufficient ;f or .present demand,--and ships often.have .to 
aachor;;:64t; in the 'Gulf- awaiting-a berth» • . ^ . .. |... 
In spit:e:'.bf:the'fact that Costa Rica*s .principal »export 
import mark^ are;.on the Atlantic coast-of the: United Staties, Pun-
'"tar̂ ehas'1 plays an: import ant-part ipTthe country's international maritime 
trafficU • Ihv 1951-this port, handled U5% of the imports and exports 
(excluding the 'traffic' of. the ports of Golfito and Quepos) • Traffic 
'hefê  -is' much" more-; unbalanced-1^ In 1951 the volume 
of imports was almost five times greater than that of exports*.} This 
* , " 1 tends tb -increase all casts --r.;.ship, -railroad,' and te.yirinal charges in 
I 
general« 'Distribution "of :'traffic,thrQUghou.t. the, year ..is also .quite, 
irregular: - the" 'voluri&'rof .exports .in. October and November is only one-
tenth of that of :the :first months of ..the;-year.:;: Imports also fluctuate 
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t ramp ships , whichusually f;4rriye. Irregularly landwithcomplete icar-"• A 
goesr*c In; 195,1 .c.therprinc^ -product was' qo£fee A(jl0a354 tons); 
in :s,e,Qond place: fish,- and frozen :seaf;ooc}s; :'r(1,477̂  tons \••.•;The .pdrt -also.'l 
handled fi acoiraidera^^ ,;Mŝ :fpr. imj^orts ,v Z 
fueIs:,and;.sCernent. ;xire< the;jmost important (27 ,'Q00= tanfc each);, .second is-
flo.yr (Ig, 6QQ? ¿on?) y .:pnd. thirds wheat (5 ,:30Ĉ torjs A; uiT > a::••.•i'̂  
1951^ l^.shipap^inj intermtipn^ service: c^ledAat ¿¡1* 
Puntarenap>, -an^ay^rjage p-fr 1? , ships, perv mc^J^j.&f .^he^s-yessejs,-
30$ belonged,jb© :tp*;the;v ĵ /fc 
t$r th^.iri^it cp^anyy; a g s b p t J ^ r l c j'A) 
firms* ̂ The-.Grace.Lina; service regula r, •; but,;t he. E ur ope an:; li r?, • 
nes, a 1 thoughoperating:,:much less reg ularly>- togetherr.hVandledf a:-grea-A. 
ter volume of imports. Of t o t a l n ^ o r t s ^ 
th^,,Independent ll^A.i: a I 
-tujm . ;|'o ;;There isî a vprivate warehouse. r^belonging;to-[the frailro&d^-
whlch.ls, i^s^ly-V^ 
sacks^.while thp, cus/tpm rhouse;:can;,hoId.ilTO-.:: idt-^ ^¿lacapacity-i-t 
is not' rS^ff i c ̂ nt, Xor c;,r espq ciially .in'the; first .months-..) 
J 7 % P^tar^MSf iffiî rtierfs. la3î :tí̂ •̂mv©.'1fcheifei;goQ•ds ̂ outi 
p r o n e l y . A..: ./sricr v ^ * ^ v v j ; i ' J r , r.;.:,-; 
ax : Part^p f -Cpsta.J&pg*.S; t^-fti^ Central' 
Amerlc^;rco\^rief NifCĵ -agjoai.:anct;: . E 3 ; r r jte-i^n^ 
hanc&ed..¡through;,th;isr.portI iv; 1 9 £ 1 t o t al >t^ff iQ^mth; other GBr&ug&t-ii 
- P P 3 ^ ? r " t 9, tori© of ^pogts-j-^ndt 290o of:- e^oitfe.* time j . 
bn'- alsp: ̂  one:;.single terminal 
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but higher than at Puerto Limón, At present it is 15. colones per me-
trie ton. Ocean freight .rates, are the same as in /the other Central, 
American Pacific ports, with the exception of the two.- Nicaragua^ ports,... 
where an additional surcharge is imposed*. -
3- Highways 
The total length of Costa ftica's roads is only 2,500 
kmsT^ of which 1,800 are all-weather roads, and the rest dry-wea.ther. 
Of the all-weather roads there are 800 paved kms. and about i,ÖÖÖ kms. 
non-paved (with or without a wearing surface)* \ 1 j 
. - • , : 2/ ; - -I,-,-
The ratio of roads to population" is 1 kins'. of all kinds 
of roads for every 338 inhabitants, in comparison with 1'km»'per j249 
inhabitants in El Salvador,' and 1 kms. for every 462 inhabitants' in 
Guatemala. In Costa Rica, for every kilometer of all-weather ro'ads 
there are 468 inhabitants, as against 1,280 inhabitants in EX Salvador 
and 704 in Guatemala. For every square kilometer of territory there 
are 49 .linear meters of road's of all kinds and 35.4 meters of all-
weather roads. In El Salvador for every square kilometer there are 
366 linear meters of all kinds of roads and 72 meters of all-weather 
roads. In Guatemala this same ratio is 1 to iO and 1 to 39 respectively. 
The Costa Rican road network^ consists of one sin'gle 
l7 Included in this figure are only some 700 kms, of the more important 
dry-weather roads. The Highway Department estimates that "there are 
about 6,000 kms. of dry-weather roads", but the details and clas-* 
sification of these are unknown, j 
2/ This ratio has been determined according to the population estimate 
in 1952, on the basis of the 1950 census. 
3/ See Appendix I at the end of this Chapter. 
/trunk 
1 
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trunk highway not yet. complete (the Inter-American Highway), and a 
compact network of small primary and secondary branch roads on the 
central plateau in the vicinity of/San José. The average length of 
the primary branch roads (all-weather roads) leading off the..Ihter--
American Highway is 17 kms„, and the maximum.length., of„ some of these 
roads'-'isv54 fans. The average length of secondary roads 1 (isolated * 
ones òr* others which are independent of the Intqr-Americári Highway) 
is» kms"J#V and the maximum is 56 kms .. ? With, a -poach'. network of 'this 
nature, concentrated on the central plateau,..only very limited sec-
tió'nS'' Contiguous to the Provinces, of San José, ;.Garftág'O,"llagúela and 
Heredia are communicated with each other-, and yet;,, .this central rec-
tangular zone' has a total width of. only AO kms., - -, J: ; o ^ •. 
Road transport for ..internationaJL -Veî y limited 
due to", the''circumstances described aboyes. „..Mentipjií need b'e made ̂ óriXy 
of the Inter-American Highway, which :may eventually;;.have., some-impor-
tance for "intra-regional trade when completed,..-and the/road from Ba-
rranca to Puntarenas, which connects the Inter-rrMe^caft-.JHighwky' with" 
this Pacific port. . : .•••.- i" - ' 
v v-'-"-1 ' """(a) Inter-American Highway.. This, highway, crosses the 
country lengthwise from northwest to southeast, and once co.nple.ted 
will have ..a. total 658 ians.v.between the, borders of, 
Nicaragua;" ancl. Panama.;; ,. It will: connect directly .the. capital-5 of Costa 
Rica with-the capitals - of t'He Pròvinòeà;ofGuanacaste-,. Alaj-üela,-He^-
redi a, and Cartago, and indire etly' also" "with the capital of Puntare 
nas. Of all the provincial capitals only that of Limón is not 
/connected 
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connected to this highway. The length of the.section completed and 
* 1 
I 
opened to traffic in December 1952, was 346 kms.; a considerable1 part 
of the remainder is still to be surveyed and located. j 
The government of Costa Rica planned and constructed 
the two: páved .sections•-^an Ramón-San José (75 kms.) and San José- -
Cart ago (22 kms.)— and commissioned the U.-S. Bureau of Public 
Roads to survey,1 locate, and construct the southern section from! 
Cartago to San-.Isidro :dèl General (114*4 krns.) and the nórthèrri sec-"' 
tion from San Ramón to Las Cañas (112 kms. 
The grading, basing and surfacing on the first : section-
was completed 'in 1948, ,sand on the second section-in 1952. Neither-! ; 
has been paved. • (See Table 75.) ^' 
The specifications assigned for the construction/Of: 
this "international route in Costa Rica will exceed thoae applied -.toy 
the stretches already built. It is i; tended to improve these sec-
tions in order to have a uniform geometric design all the way through 
and the sams quality of construction on the whole highway. More than 20CK 
kms. of the highway still have to be located, about 310 kms. con^ 
structed, and:some-560 kms.'paved. (See Table 75.) The original' loca-
tion between Paso Real and the-Panamanian-border will be alteredi, ac-
cording to an agreement reached. -The new project is to follow the 
margin of the Diquis River, then continue parallel to the rail line 
1/ In addition to the two sections mentioned above, the U.S. Bureau 
of Public Roads constructed the access road from San Isidro ¡del 
General to Dominical (AO kms.), an important inlet on the Pacific. 
This road was used to bring in the equipment and materials for 
the Construction of the Inter-American-Highway. 
/ T a b l e 75 
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-.Table 75 - r - -
Costa Rica: Inter-American Highway 
Length 
Section . . •'. in. Kms . •.  , • Present Condition 
1. Nicara:guan border-Ba.'-aces 
2, Pagaces-Las Cañas,. 
3• Las Cañas-Rio Lagartos 
4. Rio Lagartos-Macacona 






6. San Ramón-San José .75 
7. San José-Cartago 22 
8. Cart ago-San. Isidro del. General 
/ 
114 -
9. San Isidro del General-Buenos Aires 60 
10, Buenos Ai r e ^ o r ¿Reel ; : •.•. : ; 'i:-,.r3Q: 
11. Paso Real-Margin of the Diquis 117 
River-La ;Ç:uest;^-Panamani.an . .-•:•;•;-
border b/ 
Total 658 
Impassable (being located) 
Passable (graded and drained) 
All-weather (graded, drained 
All-weather (graded, drained 
and surfaced) 




All-weather (graded, drained 
and surfaced) 
Impassable (not -.graded, ; 
being located) 
Impassable •: gr-
impas s able 
(being surveyed for, future.'. ; 
location) 
Source Transport .Miss^pn, tfrom-: field.:data, supplemented by U,¿3 .- Bureau 
of Public Roads, Costa Rican section. 
: 
a/ The first 3 kms. of section 6, beginning at San Ramón, are not paved, 
while:' the; .first 12i' km$.t of. '.section f 8 ,t beginning at-Uartagov':are:: . nJo 
paved, so that the total paved length is 106 kms, instead of 97« 
b/ The, originalAlocAtibh. (Paso Re al^S:ab anilla ̂ Panamanian border) 'has- -
been changed with the authorization of the Costa Rican government. 
According, to; the... change:/proposed- the. ro.ad will follow..-along- thfc coastal 
plain near the vast banana plantations in the region of Golfito. 
of the .Ctolfitg, •Division. and join: t.h.er:Inter'iM 
near., the.-, point: called;;La ,Guestar:: ;:This. .»111-, me an- ah approximate 
100$ increase in lengt^vp£-t^ -section;- or probably not less 
/than 
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than 58 kms.' 
The uhconstructed 105'kmv.'-'stretch between the Nicjara-1 
guan border and Bagaces is in a regiorv-'of volcanic soil)- a mixture of • 
• ! 
decomposed ash and"lava fragments., Where a. new locatiori is.' ih'prpgress« 
1 
This section will.connect with the-short border stretch•(still to ;be ' 
completed) on the present Inter-American Highway in Ni'CaragiiaV' : 
The sections Bagaces-Las Canas {19 kms.) and Las Cailas-
Rio Lagartos (39 kms.), which have been graded, can be--considered'as : 
1 
practically all-weather roads. At present the Bureau of Public Roads 
is hard at work-surfacing them.with stone,, Tconst'ructirig'^'i^rient'-'-' r 
bridges ,and drainage structures, and relocating soine stretches-that • 
will be. much improved. From Lagartos. to Macacbna' (35 kms.) a surface ' i 
of crushed-stone, has. already been applied; • '„The specifications''-fol-
lowed in building this road are excellent:- width'of wearing Surface 
6 meters; minimum'' total, width-, 10--meters; good horizontal and vertical 
alignment (long tanges.ts, easy curves -3nd good visibility); : grades not 
greater than 6% and good drainage. All temporary structures1 • have been | 
or are being replaced by. permanent. structuresy whose'-quality'-' ahd capa-
city correspond to the first-clasS specifications assigned to the high-
way. ' ' - • ! 
The" central camp of 'the Bureau of Public Roads is'now1'-'' 2/ I located at Macacona, . which is the -focal point of operations on the 
17" 
From La Cruz, a Costa Rican village 20 kms, from, the border,-! a new 
location is in project which is to join the proposed Rivas-San Juan 
del Sur stretch of the Inter-American Highway in Nicaragua. : 
2/ For the construction of several bridges and for the grading of new ' 
stretches, several other camps have been set up between Macacona and 
the Nicaraguan border. ' / n o r t h e r n 
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northern section, up to the Nicaraguan border » 
Between October 1952 and December 19-53) .work is to 
proceed on 50 kms. in order to finish the grading, drainage, basing 
and surfacing» For this project new equipment and materials have 
been brought in, the technical and administrative personnel, and the 
labor have been increased* * 
The section between-Éâcacona and. San Ramón (39 kms.) 
is nor yet paved, but the structurés as' well:as, t̂ he . transverse sec-
tion have been practically completed so -they can withstand the heavy 
commercial traffic. However, it is still "necessary to imrpve the 
horizontal and vertical alignment in oi^der to .-eliminate some curves, 
increase the radius, width", and Super-elevation, of others, and also 
reduce excessive grade changes. Some of the bridges and-culverts 
.require enlargement or improvementf 
Between San Ramón and San Cristóbal del' Norte (12 kms, 
south of Cartago), there are 106 kms.- of pavement. From a midpoint 
between Alajuela and Heredia,'there is concrete pavement to Cartago. 
(more, or less 28 kms.)", and' the" rest is asphalt. 
On the section between San Ramón and Alajuela there are 
several stretches which, in addition to having bad horizontal and ver-
tical alignment, numerous curves of small radius, frequent grade chan-
ges and poor visibility),, require widening and 'improvement, especially 
on the sections located, on hillsides..or on the edge of ravines. 
The section from'San Josë to Cartago (22 kms.), ccn~ 
' structed in 1928,. is mqstly''c:ohcréte, arid the rest asphalt.. It has an 
average width of 5«50 meters, good horizontal and vertical alignment 
/(in some 
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(in some stretches :oniy*ia±riX'^'^%ively' easy" curves and grades' of 
not more'"than ~ At present the pavement is in good condition, ex-
'ce£t'at-kniV' 10 'from ¿ah'Josd/' "At the end of the center line of the 
city" of: C'arta'go the asphalt pavement of the highway terminates. From 
th^re' b n ; towards the town of San Isidro it has only a light bitu-
minous surface/ 
Between dart'agb and San Isidro del General (114 Ws.) 
there1 'are only 10"or 12 knis. of bituminQus surface, the rest being 
completely graded, based, and surfaced with crushed rock. After pas-
sing' the San Tsidro1 de Cartago River bridge (about 7 kms. from'C|artn-
go)|vthe're:'begins:'an;- up' grade of some 3 kilometers with bad horizontal 
alignment"''airid'mafty 'curvesThe width of this, section is about 6 meters 
up to the point where the slope ends, and then increases up to 8I meters; 
[ 
the horizontal and vertical alignment and the sibility. are;;much.-better, 
and- the. grades are. .relatively igentleXma^mym-.fof .'approximately 7%). The 
highway is in .good condition for .both .heavy and high, speed traffic.- • 
Of the entire length .of the .highway -already constructed,-•'• 
this stretch has. been the most difficult to locate and- construct-̂ . fo'r-v 
this is also the most rugged zone of. the entire; route, Leaving Alajue~-
la, at 900 meters above sea level, , the highway b.egins, with' a strbngly 
positive mean grade and climbs to 3*330 meters on the peakof La Muer-. 
te (llO kms. from Alajuela)« .From here it descends, to about..750 meters'.' 
" ' ' ' l/ at San Isidro del General (47 kms. from the highest point on the;road)r 
17 Between Alajuela and Asunción (the highest point•on the highway, on 
the peak of La Muerte) the mean gradientes 2.2$; and between-A©un-
ción and San Isidro, 5.5$# 
/(b) Barranca 
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(b) Barranca-Punt arenas (1,6 Kms.) This route 
branches off from the Inter-Ama:ric-an ».Highway and providss:a means of : : 
transportation for the few export and import products „and the-: products 
of local traffic which are not transported by rail from;San Jos& to-̂ ' 
Punt arenas, It is a water-bound macadamroad with deficient- character-
istics and specifications,and is..poorly-maintained» ; It,is almost 
-'•-•'A 
parallel to the railway branch line Esparta-Puntarenasj >and will no 
doubt assume considerable importance, when the.western.branch of the 
Inter-American Highway is finished,..,and when :this:; branch- cpiiiplemerris: 1" ' 
the basic system of secondary and feeder .roadsThis system-is-es-
sential for transporting cereals,., sugar, :and. liyestock products from 
the Provinces of Guanacas^e and Puntarenas,, and fromr.t'he s o u t h e r n ' 1 ; 
zone of Alajuela. . . . . - ::• ' .- •• v"-̂-.;.. • 
k*::Air- Transport1--' '' '•'•" - ' " 
v - 'SariQosd' the only capital in the Vies tern Hemisphere 
without-landing'facilities for four-engine aircraft« It is served 
primarily M t h twin-engine DC-3 shuttle services connecting with the 
international mainiiners at Managua and Panama. Even these shuttle 
services find it'difficult to maintain schedules in the afternoon 
during, the rainy 's ears tonSince some 95$ of all persons visiting 
Costa.-Rica arrive by international'airline, these difficulties inhe-
rent•'at:-La Sab'ana' airport; have long given the government cause for 
y Esparta (Province of Puntarenas) is on the Inter-American Highway, 
4 kms. east of Barranca, _ .. . ; . . , " ' - 7 . 
• - ::: : - ' • ' • ' ' " " ' ' ' ' * - . • • • -/concern. 
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concerni In November 1951? following an exhaustive series of studies, 
a new site was selected at El Cpco> near Alajuela, some 19 Kms. north-
west of the capital, adequate to meet present and future needs of-in-
ternational air transport# A "total expenditure approaching $ 2 mil-
• n ! 
lion is contemplated for grading, drainage, paving, terminal buildings, 
access roads, utilities, etc. Clearing ar*d grading was begun in the 
spring of 1952, and by expediting the work, the airport is expected to 
be 'completed by the latter part of 1954• 
There are three major international airlines currently 
serving San José, namely Pan American World Airways (PAA), TACA Inter-
national Airlines (TACA) and Royal Dutch Airlines (KLM), all thrpe with 
DC-3 planes. In addition, the local, domestic carrier,. Lineas Aéreas. 
•. • • •- " j - • 
Costarricenses (LACSA) also flies a number of important international 
routes, using C-46 aircraft: three weekly round trips between Miami 
and Panama, via Havana and San José; three shuttle round trips: weekly • 
between San José and Panama; and twice a week to Managua, under a 
. . . . . . . . ' j 
pooling arrangement with LANICA, of Nicaragua, Every other week LACSA 
operates, a special, tour to Mexico City and return. 
. . In 1951 LACSA transportad 780,000 kilograms of cargo on 
international routes, which was more than 60$ of the total of 1,285,000 
kilograms carried by all four international operators; and 17,217 pas-
sengers of the 45,918 travelling by international airlines. PAA 
transported 20,829 passengers and 308,000 kilograms of express. Upon 
completion of the new airport, permitting the through main line planes 
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International fares and rates on PAA, TACA and KLM do 
not differ much from those described in other chapters of this report» 
Cargo rates are about 20 cents per metric ton-kilometer for large ship-
' ' • . . . : 1 ' 
merits'and about twice as much for small "shipments of less than 45 kilo-
grams, One-way passenger fares average 5.3 to 5.6 cents per passenger-
kilometer, For LACSA,- however, no such general statement is possible. 
Its one-way passenger fares vary from 5.9 cents per kilometer on the 
San José-Havana route, where there is no direct competition, to 3.1 
cents per kilometer on the special San José-Mexico City flight. LACSA 
has carried large consignments of tomatoes from San José to the Canal 
Zone at 4 cents per pound, or 14.7 cents per metric ton-kilometer. 
Northbound to Miami, , low specific commodity rates are 
offered in an effort to counter-balance the heavy southbound cargo move-
ment, the minimum rate is 5 cents per pound, or 6 cents per metric 
ton-kilometer, 
III, Means of Transport for Domestic Economic Activity 
Except for the railroads, which link the central plateau 
with the Provinces of Limón and Puntarenas, and the airlines, the out-
standing characteristic of Costa Rica!s transport system for 'domestic 
economic activity is its relatively compact road network in the central 
zone and its lack, of roads radiating outwards to the coast and borders. 
On the central plateau lives 70% of the population, and although agri-
cultural production is large, it is mainly coffee. Except for'-sugar, 
panela and potatoes, which are also largely produced on the plateau, 
/the other 
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the other basic foodstuffs —corn,^beans, rice and manioc— have to be 
brought up from the coastal areas. (See Table 76). especially from -Qua« 
naca^ste and Puntareriáá. A somewhat similar situation prevails with 
beef cattle^ 
. At present a Considerable amount of traffic is cabotage 
; on the Gulf of Nicoyá, from the Province of Guanacaste .and that part 
bf the Province of Punt^renas located, on the. Nicoya-.Peninsula, tjo the 
port of Puntarenas, where transhipment is 'made to the railroad or to 
trucks runnirig ori the highway up.to S^n José. The-few roadá" that go 
from the central pláteáu to the above-mentioned provinces are; .also :v ; 
used to some extent,.:. bùV" on a. much .smaller scale. As for the Province 
of Limón and the low-lying parts, of the. Provinces of S-arr Jo'sé.'.áhjd' 
tago, and the . northern -region of..the. Province- of " Alajuela,. there" is 
no' doubt that th¿ lack -oí c.ommunication's ..'is a fhctor which has hjeld, 
back the.: development•• -of theirVagrip^ [ 
1« Railroads 
As explained in the previous section7 the railroadb 
offer considerable service"'in transporting goods locally¿ this traffic 
in 1951,'amounted to 56$ of the total rail traffic. On the Ferrocarril 
al Pacifico this local traffic was 57$,' and on the'Northern Railway, 
55$. On both lines freight rates for local traffic, are based on 
tapering principle, and vary with, the type of merchandise from 15 cen-
tavos per metric ton-kilometer for rice and cement, up to 75 ceni 
vos for domestic textiles on the Ferrocarril al Pacifico. —that 
1/ 
T7 See Section IX, point 1", of this chapter, p. 293 








Cesta Rica: Production of Principal Farm Products by Provinces 
(in metric tons) 
••• ¿A - • : ó/ • ' Brown 
Corn1-'Beans~ Rice Coffee Sugar * Panela Sugar'Potatoes Manioc 
; v ••• • . . ....... . blacks 
Totals ,57»522 If),672 18,-919 20,336.23,851 31,503 3,228,. 7,062 7)107 
; • v12>415:A.3-)091' .£>577 6,403-. ¡ . . 6,203 1,579 , -210 • , 317 
9,110 3,024 4,616 3,273 12,499 12,299 1,465 "641" 1,950 
A 4,360 -v: .547 : .7 93 -. 5,898 10,056 . .. 5>775 . 84. 5, 999 . .590 
1,298 - 185 62 4,324 695 2,119 5 ' '26 29 
.. 15,484 .2,566, 4,808. 319 . — : 2,778 13 . 68 . 324 
11,323 1,241 6,715 105 — 1,211 — 114 1,854 








Sources; For corn, beans, rice, coffee, potatoes "arid• m&ñíótí:"data frorii the J-
Censo. Agropecuario. .1950 for the .1949/50 harvest* For centrifugal 
sugar: Anuário'Estadístico 1949 for the 1948/49 season. For-pane-
la and brown sugar blocks, Censo.de la Caña9 1948. . 
a/ The fanega of corn (768 lbs.) was converted to kilograms at the 
ratio of 1 to 353.28;::the,:-fáne.ga 'of ¿coffe^. in berries, mas con-
verted to washed coffee at 46 kilograms; the box of beans (32 lbs.) 
at 14.72 kilograms. 
to say, 2*6 and 13»2 cents respectively. (See Table 77.) 
On the Northern Railway freight rates are generally 
higher than on the Ferrocarril al Pacifico« 
2 . ' R b a d S r&ii'&^Highways A . — A i v : ; \ . f ; . ; ;•/; • "i* ; 
- • • : Besides-the Inter.-American and- the ..Barranca-P.\antarenas-
if 
Highways described'a^ove, which are .also used for. local traffic, the 
17 See Section II, points 3 (a) and 3 (b), pp. 308-314, respectively 
. : : , ..-.• — ./jable'?? 
• « • • • » . • < ; t . . . . . 
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• Tabla 77 
Còsta Rica: Rail Freight Rates for Local Traffic 
Ferrocarril Eléctrico al Pacifico 
Husk rice 
Domestic"corn 
Beans, domestic unhusked•rice 
. Cement 
Diesel oil . 
Domestic * cottonseed oil 
Textiles.(domestic): 
Northern Railway. . .. . 
Unhusked rice,-beans, ; . 
Corn 
Cement 







• 13 • 2 





- '8,0-.; - ; 
Sources: "Ferrocarril Eléctrico cil Pacifico and Northern Railway. | 
-1 
other most important routes in the road, system of: Costa. Rirca are; the ;; 
i 
following; •: r.• | 
(a) Cartago-Turrialba (34 kms . )... It is entirely paved 
with asphalt, but is not well maintained. The,grades are .relatively 
. . . . . , 
gentle, and the., horizontal, and vertical alignment, is fair. 
(b) San Juan-Villa Quesada. (52 Kms»)» Constructed. 12- . 
years ago, it is paved, as far as Villa Quesada., where .a road-branches, 
off to Aguas Zarcas and Los Chiles, .and another orie to Florencia and 
Quebrada Azul, both unpaved but passab.e the. year round. The section 
as far as Villa Quesada, which has required considerable .maintenance 
/work, 
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work, is 5 meters wide, has relatively gentle grades, and fair align-
ment (except in a few stretches where there is an excessive number of 
curves,- some of them sharp), ""rre present, grading',' drainage, and 
paving work is going ahead ori; the roads to* Los "Chiles and-Pital,- and • 
to Florencia, Quebrada Aziü, and Santa Clara,. The present state of the 
work on these roads is very deficient. The economic ^one of. influence 
of these roaás-.is important because of its potential for the develop-. 
- • • " . ' ; 
• \ • -»-.•-... •. . 
ment of livestock raising and derived industries,. A-.' - . ¿ 
( c) San Isidro del General-Dominical (LP kms.),' This".. 
road was constructed as an access route from the Pacific coast to: the 
Inter-American. H^^hway, pending completion of that part of the, highway, 
between Cart ago and San Isidro-;,,.. Its specifications- are thd̂ ê foi*:, ¿ ...... 
provisional traffic route, but it is an all-weather road. Today, it A 
.„constitutes an important route.for.shipping products in and out of 
the San Isidro del General region, thus supplementing the convenient-
cabotage route via the port of Dominical, It is also a route for 
bringing: fish'intb the interior of the'country. Dominical is. a- tourist 
resort as well. Although all the necessary permanent bridges.- are-. 
lacking, 'the government ias:*well:.as..private. interests help) to keep this 
highway iri"an acceptable 'state--bf- repair . ' • 
(d) Other reads . : - The -'reads branching..cut. from the , -
Intér-Airíerican Highway: in..the ':ceñtral;'¿egkion.-.are numerous. They con-
stitute an important network for local traffic, and.are ;al^o important 
as feeder reads "fo'r export tVáífic 'to'the railroads. -Most. of thes-e : -
roáds áré short;: and'-mariyAof;them-' paved- and-.well ̂ maintained. - Un-
fortunately theiir economic zoh¿ ofr'influence-is'very, limited. To . 
/increase 
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increase their usefulness it will We necessary tc build other tijunk 
and secondary routes, and to increase the number of farm-to-market 
roads» " 
3• Public,Expenditures on Roads and Highways 
. . * 1 
"" ~ Budgetary allocations for the years 1948-1950 and ',1952, 
covering the costs of the technical and administrative personnel! as 
well as th-g¿construction and.improvement work on some projects, :!'are 
very small.Considering the high-cast of these activities in Costa Ri-
ca, Thus, from 1948 to 1950 the annual average expenditure on roads 
was"scarcely $'550,000, and in the last:three years' it. increased to 
an average of "only . 810,000 • (See Table. 78,) 
? , From; 1941 to 1952. Costa Rica spent ,3¿7 'million oh 
the -Inter^Amrican'Highway. -In-addition to$,755|000 spent ;for jstudy, 
maintenance and other work, the government of the-tUnited States had 
contributed a total of $ 21 million up to the end of 1952 on this high-
way. (See Table 79*) j 
'1952 cnri bjs con-
i 
sidered insufficient even to take care of the maintenance on the! 1,800 
.... ..„.. i. 
kms.. of all-weather roads. In former years, at least lf)% of the! budget 
for. roads .must. h$yg been.spent.. on maintenance, work. Consequently, .even 
in those years when greater sums wore allocated^ the balance to be 
exist-spent on the construction of new roads and -on the improvement of 
ing ones, aside from the- Inter-American Highway, had to be very small. 
The amount allocated for the Inter-American Highway in 1952 was such, 
that undoubtedly this is the reason-why-so little was-allocated to 
/Table 78 




Costa Rica: Budgetary Allocations on Construction 
and Maintenance of Roads 
Thousands of Thousands of 
Colones • Dollars-. 
3,145.3 554.7 
1949 .  . 2j88a.4 .508.4 
1950 3,180 . 7 561.0 
1951 ' 4,734.1 . • 834.9 
1952- ... . 4,467.7 788.0 
1953 "*"•"' ' -4-,580i4 • ... . 807.8 
Source:- . Transport -Mission. Estimate based on the Ley del' Presupuesto 
General de la'República« A... 
Note: These figures do not inelude.thé sums-allocated for the Inter-
American,.Highway nor the portion that corresponds to the High-
way Department "from theAtotlal..'sums .allocated to purchases of 
r ^mecha,ni?ed. equipment and accessories. Neither :do they include 
general' adiiinistrátive^expens.e.s nor_others. incurred in operating 
„the :-cent ral..work-shop which depends directly from the Department 
of Public Works; • • •':.<•.,•. .,. • 
Table 79 
Costa Rica:- ^Expenditures,on .the .Inter-American Highway 
•_..•/:; mr . (In thousands of dollars)'" 
.., Year â/ Total United'States" "r • Costa Rica.,. 
1941 ' 8,400 -.., 5,600 2,800 
1942 800 800 ; — 
1943 •-• 12,000 - .-,.. 12,000. — 
:-=•.,-, .1952 . 3,500 2,600 ' 900 , 
? ' TotalS / 21,000 3,700 
t ; 
Source: Transport Mission, from official' data. . 
' a/ Only those years are listed when there were expenditures. 
/other 
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ether roadsb It seems obvious that in order to improve the transport 
' I 
situation in general, Costa Rica will have to proceed in suchj a man-
ner so as to spend more money on roads.and highways» 
4e Road Transport. Conditions ! 
During recent years road transport has been developing 
rapidly, At present there are 9 ¡>935 motor vehicles in the cojuntry, 
excluding motorcycles and vehicles for official use ¿in additjion, 
i 
there are more than 10 ¿000 ox-car^ts, and a large number of pajck ani-
mals , These numbers, can be considered satisfactory when compared to 
the extent of all-weather roads available to' motor traffic, ijnasmuch. i ! 
as they represent about one vehicle for every 81 inhabitants J 
According to-official figures, motor vehicles are di-
! 
vided about evenly between private cars (5?220), and commercial vehi-
i 
cles (4,715), including in this^last figure, jeeps and station wagons 
whose use is divided between private and commercial activities. Of 
the commercial vehicles, 775 are buses, 650 taxis, and 3,290 trucks. 
(See Table 80). 
! 
Trucks represent a third of the total number of motor 
vehicles, and although the number of buses may seem low in comparison 
to the total number bf vehicles of all kinds, due: consideration should i 
be given to the concentration of population in certain areas, and to 
the lack of roads and.'highways in general. The largest number of; motor 
vehicles, are ,concentrated in the capital city and the neighboring dis-
tricts, while in provinces " such as Alajuela, Heredia and Limijn, there" 
are very few« 
• /Table 80 




Costa Rica: Type and Number of Vehicles, 1952 




Government'vehicles • ' 350 
Motorcycles 675 
Bicycles" - 8,975 
/ a/ 
Source: Departamento Comercial; Ministerio de Economia y Hacienda, 
a/ Including jeeps and others0 
The cost of trucks is very high: 
Approximate price 
• ' Trucks of'' • Colones ' • in dollars -•' ' ' 
• 1 1/2 ton .' 195200 • -3,400 
3 1/2 ton 20,500 3,600 
• • " 4 • ton" ' - • : V 28;700 ' • : 5,200' - " 
5 ton 35,100 6,230 
As in. other Central American countries, high ocean arid 
rail freight rates, pòrt'charges," and customs dutiesall contribute 
•greatly to1 increase the'cost : òf vehicles. Thus, the'rail freight 
rate for the 115-km0 haul from' Puntarenas to San Jose is* 100- colones 
($17.60-), to which 20 colones ($3«50 ) are1 added-for port charges., and 
for the'-l65-km.:haul from Puferto Limón to San: José, there- is'-1 a charge 
of I«28 colones- (22b5" cents); per cubic-: foot, with an additional 12026 
colones ($2<.15 dollars] for port ̂ charges * : ."/-A: 
Equipment and motor fuel are also high0 Tires..'measuring 
, " /700 x 20 
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700 x 20 cost around 1,000 colones ($176)'; gasoline is 2.80 colones 
(50 cents) a.; gallon, and Diesel oil 1.90 colones (33 cents) a ; gallon» 
A few buses arid'the ;largest trucks .use-Diesel oil. 
' Vehicle- taxes -are•• reasonablyFor^example, for !a truck 
they amount to- about 145 colqhes •($ 25), which includes license .and . 
*. V 
registration charges, -etc-* • . . 
There are few, companies operating a large number of-;. 
,trucks; in most cases the vehicles are. operated by their owners. ' 
However, there are some companies operating 5 or 6 buses. The avè^' ; 
rage capacity of a truck is15 tons'*- • The number pf t-ra5-lers'::is.;very-' ;;; 
small. 
As the import-export traffic is almostwholely handled 
by the,railroads.,..,.highway and road transport is mainly used to move 
imported products from the capital to other population centers," and 
to move export products to the railroad stations. '" 'Besid'espineal"' — 
traffic on the central plnìfreiiir is also moved by.road. The highways 
with" .the greatest traffic, .link with the finished portion of the Inter-
American Highway and use '.it':as' a trunk line, that tfrorn San ;José 
to C^rtago to the south, ,aild...from San José to San-,Ramó.n ila the,;horth. 
There are no official regulations governing rates charged .for-jroad r ;. ' A-i:. transport of merchandise," but on the basis of information received 
directly from the trucking companies, some rates can be a^oted. (See 
Table 81). 
As" can'b'e'" seen)'• the "average r at g;.asT:about;;2jp"'.Qentavqs~;•;.;;• 
per ton-kilometer, a reasonable rate considering the condition of the 
roads', operating costs, and the cost of service. 
/Tdble 81 
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VátiXé 000,.:. 
Costa Rica: Road Transport Freight Rates, between 
San José and other- points 
From San José 
te : 
Distance. . Cost per 100 lbs/' ;VPer ton-kilometer 
(Kms*) (colones) (centavos) (cents) 
Liberia 
Bagaces 

















Source: Transport-Mission; ..from data pro-vidëd by the' coiripaniês 
-, •. Table' 32 -
Costa Rica: Type of Transportation Used to Move Farm Products 
Number of farms enu-
,,morated - • ' ^ Per Cent 5 1 
Ón'foot 
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Source : Dirección; 
Ì950. 







Since the Inter-American Highway is not yet completed 
to the borders of Nicaragua and Panama, there - is no international mo-»' 
tor traffic with these countries » If the highway were finished, traf-
fic could be considerable3 ! 
In Costa Rica transportation by animal traction, is ex-
tremely important! (See Table 82«) According to the 1950 Agricultur-
al Census/the ox-cart, is by far the most important transporting 
1 
unit in farm operations, followed by the pack animal. It is ;worth 
noting that Only of the farms in Costa Rica use trucks, 1 in spite 
of the increase in the total number of motor vehicles --especially com-1 
mereiai ones— in recent years. 1 ' ; 
The importance of the cart in Costa Rica is also evident 
in the cradtsmanship conspicuous in their construction and in the 
beautiful colors and artistic designs with which they are decorated. 
Unfortunately, the narrow wheels of these carts damage the.paved sur-
face of the highways 0 . ' • ' i 
There are approximately 700 buses in operation1, a number' 
which seems reasonable when compared to the extension of the» countryrs 
present road network* Of this total number of buses, 200.serve the 
city of San José itself, and the remainder are used in inter-urban ser-
vice, 1 • ' ' I 
Urban bus service is covered.by some 40 compariles owning 
•• • ' i 
an average of 4 to 6 vehicles each. These buses are kept iri acceptable 
running condition, specially considering that,some of them have'been in 
service for over 1C yearsc The body is in most instances wood, and of 
! /local 
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local-"manufacture ó The fare is 15 centavos (about 3 cents), which, 
"may be considered quite reasonable,' specially if compared with the 
"present fare in-'Panama City, which on: the average is 10 'cents v In ' 
view of a petition recently presented by the operators' requesting 
an increase in fares, the government made a' study of -costs. From 
the information obtained9 several interesting conclusions were- ar- "• : 
rived 'at-which -could'apply to most of the other -Central American^ 
countries^- Operating-costs per" kilometer of a bus'"using gasoline' -'• 
amotint-to'1.10* coloñes, while of one using Diesel ' oil, operating' 
' - costs "are"'1*02 co lo nò sv This difference -is due to the greater 
economy in fuel consumption of the Diesel type vehicle,"luhich more' 
than'' counterbalances ' the • greater maintenance costs . 'There are also 
interesting-comparisons" oh consumption and- cost': of''• fuel. ;While' gas-
oline :niòtor - vehicles • average 11 to' 1.6 kms* per' gallon;, the -a:vèràgë:-: 
"for Diesel vehicles is 16 to "21 kms-. per gallon, so: that the fuel' 
cost per kilometer is 21 centavos for buses using gasoline, compared 
with 13 centavos for - thos ¿' using Diesel oila Thus, the saving 
through the use of'Diesel vehicles is quite evident. : • : 
• Since the average passenger travels a:' distance * of U 
kms. from the foregoing- figures it follows that the present fare of " 
15 centavos would be equivalent to 3.75 centavos per kilometer. ' "! ' 
Since operating costs' are-'1'. 10 ""coionës" pèr-kilometer, -it would be 
necessary for a bus to carry a minimum of 30 passengers during'the 
whole trip in order to break e-ven 0Apparently" thè government has 
approved a fare increase of 5 centavos for buses that have been" in 
/service 
i 
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I 
service less .- than. &r.years,.;,a-n<i which, -operate-.-on-. ijtjns of > more than 2.5 
,, . The.- government regulates, and ccntrpls;. all public .. 
senger. services;- by..virtue; of; Decree No. 1277 of 1951'* known as the.;- y. 
Ley-,de Transportes »- This ;law created the Consejo Superior.;dejTránsi-;;. 
I 
to.,, .which.is,, responsible, for-.the - regulation of fares-,and; tho. authoriza-
tion of spo.ci.ficy.routes for .passenger vehicles;,*.....There:;is-,np government, i 
regulation for freight... carriers• . . :> . ;• •, ; . :•.y. . : . : . v ; r . 
i 
5V Air 'Transport ! 
Three airlines currently serve domestic "routes:; Expreso 
Aéreo'Costarricense (ÉÍACÓ), Aerovías del Valle (ÁVE), and Lineas Aéreas 
Costarricenses (LACSÁ). EXACÓ, which was organized early in 1951, 
operated a charter service along the east coast, using small aplanes 
capable of landing on runways which are often little more than cleared 
strips on the beach. Without this air transport, most of these coast-j. 
al settlements, from Colorado near the Nicaraguan border to Sixaola on 
the Panamanian border, would be virtually isolated. 
AVE, with headquarters at San Isidro del Gene rial, performs 
much the same type of service for some eight communities in the Valle 
del General. Its three single-engine Cessna type aircraft shuttle all 
day long across the chain of mountains separating the Valley from the 
coastal banana centers of Palmar and Puerto Cortés. During .'the month 
». 1 
of October, Í952, a total of Ó30 passengers and 77,000 kilograms were 
carried. The carrier averages at least 50 landings a day, and the 
number of services between the Valley and Palmar run from 3;to 10 daily. 
I /LACSA 
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LACSA was organized by Pan American World Airways, as one 
of four Central American affiliates. PAA holds l£)% of the stock, the 
government 20%, and Costa Ricans the balance. In the late summer of 
1952 TACA of Costa Rica, which" had' been operating since 1939, sold its 
equipment to LACSÀ, and the latter took over the operation of 'all the 
major' domestic routes' In'the country. "In addition to its international 
operations, already'described, LACSA maintains a complex network of do-
mestic services six times a week to some'26 points, using a fleet of 
i 
four C-46's and four DC-3's. It is the only carrier in .Centrjal: America' 
that does not abruptly, halt local operations; at;-the Border, Jut conti-
nues on into . the ..neighboring country, of Panama,.;, serving Puert o Armuelle s 
and David ,on. the. .-west. cpast,..and. Changuinola and Bocas. del Toro .on the 
east. The airline. vital.,to the cotintry.! s.economy, for.; it ¡carries 
fresh milk,, :cheese, butter.,... eggs other,,farm,.produce up-to the pene-
tral platea.ur ;and lettuce,^ tomato.es >and similar .¡products ..down^to the • 
banana .plantations on the coast, , .  , .. .. • , 
During 1951, -the last.year in which LACS A and. TACA. de. 
Costa Rica .both, operated.as -separate .comp.anies,, they, carried jaltogether 
over 140,000 passengers and almost 11,000- tons.,.of ..cargo.... . At ;.the time. . 
TACA de ,Costa Rica s old. out tp..LACSAr -it was ..reported to be operating • 
! 
at a good profit.. Earnings werereported between. $1.5 5 and.$l60 per : 
flying hour.,, against expenses of about $130. per ..hour. . Utilisation of 
, - • . ' • • . . . . . . . - . % '.• • . • 
its fleet was between, four and five hours, per plane per day. ¡ Mainte-. ; 
nance and overhaul of LACSAr.s .fleet,..is., handled by Servicios. Agrotécnicos 
Latino -Americanos (SAM ), operated by -the.- former, owners, of -T|CA de... 
/Costa 
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Costarica,; The shop is the best of its. kind in-Central America, and 
is one of the very few in all Latin America to receive a certificate 
from the U, S. Civil Aeronautics Administration as .an approved repair • 
station* 
A new schedule of domestic rates for.all air carriers 
was approved by the government in March, 1951> equivalent to .from 
4*3 to 5..0 cents per passenger^kilometer on most of the., principal. 
flights. The lowest, rate S S cents per kilometer— is on the run w i 
to Puerto Limón, where LACSA is in competition with the 'railway.. In 
the Valle del General, fares are about 0.6 cents per passengejr-kilo-
meter higher than the general average. Round trip fares are 10% less. 
A 15$ one-way,, or 23*5% round-trip discount is allowed government 
employees travelling on official business,- as well as personnel of the 
Institute of Inter-American Affairs and of similar organizations.. • ••• 
Freight rates appear to be dependent more or less on 
what a finca owner or shipper is willing to pay. Thus, rates equivalent 
to around 23 cents per metric ton-kilometer are quoted for fresh milk-., • 
cream, cheese,, butter, lard , etc. moving up to the capital, while other 
commodities, pay about twice as much. To. the two major banana centers 
of Palmar and Golfito, rates are 68 and 54 cents per metric ton-kilome-. 
ter, respectively; between the capital and Puerto. Limón, 29 cents per 
metric ton-kilometer.. In the Valle del General, and along the ¡ east 
coast rates are roughly double the general level», j i 
AVE has. developed an interesting combination fare for 
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beyond, For example, an employee of .the., fru.it company stationed'at'" 
Golfito -can gd "by 'bus on the Inter-American Highway from San 'José to 
-r-.j-:' -A'- "" ! -
San I'sidrô -'fTy to'Palmar and continue by-train to:rG}olfito,-¡for a 
total. cost' of 30oliO colones against a normal airfare of 50 o0:0 colories. 
In a region where most people only afford to- spend; a minimum on trans-.... j 
portation, no matter how circuitous the route mq.y. be,--this represents 
an important saving«' "i.-. ' 
' • ; • -A [. . 
6. Cabotage AA~ . ' 
This .type ; of,traffic is very important in Costja Rica.for 
the movement of local freight, particularly on the Pacific» ¡ 
According to data .of -the Dirección General de Estadística/ 
138 ports along the Pacific..have cabotage -service with Punt arenas, al-
though statistics refer -only --to the . ports whose annual traffic with 
Puntarenas exceeds 300.. tonsi;-or=.50,000' colones yearly. The majority of 
these ports are located between the Bahía de Salinas, on the.Nica^aguan 
border, and the Peninsula of Jíicoya, and many'of then are river-ports.. 
Some, of the ports situated south, of Puntaréñas are on inlets'or 
! 1 "'" " " ... " ... V . • • h estuaries® .. - .... ; A • • 
• The totals volume of. "merchandise';—exclusive of ¡livestock—r-. 
discharged at Puntarenag.,.in 1949^'as 46,428 tons.' The deadweight of the%. 
various craft calling, at̂ p.o;rt-wias estimated at about 83,000 tons „ In-
coming traffic also ip.cludod and 31*810 heaid of live- • 
stock. .. ;A c,A • | 
TJ Latest year - for .which figures %re;: available 9 j 
I/Cabotage 
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i , 
Cabotage traffic -was very much distributed among innumer-
able ports, the most important of which being Puerto Jesús. From here 
an all-weather road leads 24 Jaas. into, the Peninsula of Nicoya to-the 
town of Nicoya. Cargo consisted primarily of grains, lumber, ;and beans. 
The total volume of these products- .during 1949 was 4,795 .tons.. 
•-V- —- — -Second-in- importance"was"Bebedero, á'river"port;on the"" 
Bebedero rí̂ ver, situated to the north of the confluence of this river 
with the Tempisque, at the extreme northwest" of the Gulf of Nicoya. 
Of the 3>77;9'^cns of cargo shipped through this port, more than,half 
was lumber-and'steers. 
From Ballena, another river port on the TempisqUo River 
inland--in -thorN^^ 3,665 "tcns of cargo -were^ " ''."VT .'.• 
—mainly...rice, steers--,..-and corn. ; (See....Table,.83.) •-. -.iv • y 
Cabotage traffic through Puerto Limón was .less, but sig-
nificant. In 1949, 17*339 tons of merchandise were discharged at this 
port from other ports along the Atlantic Coast, mainly from Barra de 
Colorado, on the delta of the San Juan River near.the .Nicaraguan-border. 
Of the total cabotage craft calling at Limón, 85% were from Barra de 
"' * .. • ( 
C o l o r a d o , f r o m Puerto Viejo, near the Panamanian border.,-',and. 5% 
from-the rest." Of the" 14¿72ó- tons'''originating "in Bárra' de 'Colorado, 
1 1 , 4 0 0 were .bananas, and approximately 2 ,000 lumber. The traffic, 
from Puerto "Oiejo was also primarily bananas; there were some shipments 
of lumber and cacao. (See Table-" 84.) • • , i 
The reason for this intensive traffic is primarily the 
lack' o f ó a t i c ñ s , . . ' The ̂'Pehins ula Jo'f'; Mi coya" is"ainiost completely 
; /Table 83 




' ' " '" " a / 
Costa Rica: Cabotage Shipping Through Puntarenas, 1949 
Port of embarkation Metric tons % of Total Puerto Jesús 4 795 




8.1 3,665 • 7.8 
2,449 5.3 
2,030 ' 4.4 Others ...... 5,,. ji: . 29,710 64.I 
T o t a l 46,428 • ' 1 0 0 . 0 
Source: Dirección General de Estadística, San José, Costa Rica. 
a/ The principal products were: lumber, l6,760: rice, sloso-
corn,. 6,480; salt 4,411. - ""' ' - " - > ' ' 
Table 84 v ' : ' • - j 
•  Costa R i c a : .. .Cabotage -Shipping Through. Puerto Limón. 19A9 i 
Port of embarkation,;..... ,. . . , . Metric tons . % of Total 
Barra de Colorado 14,728 - ' • - , Q 
PuertoVieX. ; . ; ; ; ..... 10 *2 
Others 839 • • 4 < 9 
Total .17,339 100.0 
. Eirocción General ae Estadística, San José, Costa Rica. 
/ i s o l a t e d 
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isolated from the rest of the country. Even if the road netwbrk is 
extended, a considerable volume of trade will continue to be sea-
borne, as ocean transport requires no outlay on way but only on ter-
minal .'facilities and oh the craft itself« This cabotage traffic will 
continue, especially with products as lumber which at present1 make 
up a considerable volume of the tonnage carried® 
E/CN o 12/356 
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APPENDIX- I ! 
COSTA RICA: ROAD NETWORK ' . j . 
Length in Kilometers 
Non-paved ¡ 
Pave d all~w e athe r '< T ot al 
roads ¡ Built 
I © All ~w e at he r r o ad, s ! 
Trunk Routes 
lo Inter-American Highway (total- í 1 
length : 658 Ions«,) 106 240 ¡ 346 
.Branches of the Inter-American Highway i 1 
2. Liberia-Los Piltros 6 6 
3* Liberia-Planta Eléctrica — 4 1 4 
4. Las Cañas-Tilarán 23 ; 23 
5. Las Cañas-Bebedero — 24 24 
60 Las Juntas-Junction IoA0H0 — 3 1 3 
7. Las Juntas-Dos Amigos — 6 6 
8. Miramar-Junction I .A J-í 0 (Barranca) — 7 7 
9. Barrance-Boca de Barranca 5 ! 5 
10 0 Puntarenas-Junction I0A5H« — 20 20 
11. Barrance-Judas de Guacimal — 28 ' 28 
12. Gua cimai-Caíías 58 1 58 
13. San Ramón-towards Silencio 3 — , 3 
14. Palmares-Zaragoza 4 1 4 
15. Palmares-La Granja _ _ 22 i 22 
16. San Juan-Villa Quesada 52 — 52 
17. Quebradas-San Pedro de Terrubares — 4 4 
18. SarchI-La Luisa — 6 i 6 
19. Sarchi-Eva 1 — 1 
20. Sabanilla-San Luis — 1 i 1 
21. San Roque-Junction I«A0H0 5 — 1 5 
22. Cooperativa-Victoria-Grecia 3 — 3 
23* Grecia-El Mesón-San Pedro Sabana 1 
Redonda 7 7 
24. Tacares-La Argentina — 3 3 
25. San Pedro-Junction IeA0H. •8 — i 8 
26. La Garita-Atenas — 5 5 
27. Atenas-towards S„ Mateo-Rio 1 
Grande-Junction I.A.H. 25 8 1 3 3 28. Alajuela-Montecillos — 3 1 3 
29. Alajuela^San Isidro-Sabanilla 6 4 I 10 
30. Alajuela-San Pedro Poas 13 — i V 
31. Las Ventanas-Ciruelas-Alajuela 15 — \ 15 
/32„; Alajuela 
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Length In Kilometers 
"'iT5rí«paved' ¡ 
Paved all-weather -l-! Total 
roads- :Büilt 
QO 0 Alájusla-Tust&T' __ 
V" • 
•• ,2 ':- - ••••' 2 
Rio SsJiiTifio-San Antcnio Seredia 1 3 ... Ti. ' .' 
34 » Heredia-Vara Ellnca-3 c Miguel-
La; Virgen 21 V-22 -- 54 
35. Sari Joaquin-Juntitim Hereala- La 
Virgen 6 • .--.i "-y-. , '--•-'•"••' 9 
36. He^edia-towards Capilla del Monte • ' . • ' < . . , ' • \ • ; ... 1 
La;;Cruz 7 3 V — í 10 
37, íJeítedia-San Isidro de Heredia 7 t 7 
38 „ Sap. Jerónimo^ünction 10A;K .0 5 11 • 16 
39o Héredia-Santg Domingo-San José • 10 - 10' 
40. SV-José-Villar Golón-Stgo o' de 
Puri s cal -B arba ceas 2ó i 22 : • . 48 ' 
41. SaiÁ,.José-Aserri~£>an Ignacio de 
Acosta ' r' ••••••• 19 " 0 - -ru .. 23 
42. S an.. J os é -Cas caj al 18 •• 18 
43. San' José-Junction S n José™ 3«, 
Igñacio de Aco'sta 7 •:.-:-. 3- •••' ' • 10 
44. 'Jünction 1«A ,H'0 - 3 : 3 
45. C art ago -Vo 1 cáh. I r az ü 30 30 
46. C a'rt ago -T ur ri alb a 40 -.•: 40 
47. Ju;an Viñas-Infiernillo " 3 3 . 
48. Cártago-Dulce"'Nombre-Trés Ríos 3 4 7: . 
49. Dulce Nombre-El Cas — :: -4 • .*-. '.4 • 
50. Cor is -Junction "I ftA 0H 0 — 1 • -¿rl- 7 . 
51. Cópey-Junction. IoAoH0 ' ' .: : 10. .- - 10 . 
52. S4,nta Maria -Júnction 14 •; •; " ' 1 • 14 . 
S3. Junction-San Marcos ...,' ^ 3 ^ • 3 , 
54. San Isidro del General-Dominical 40 • • 40 . 
55. •Ximón-Airport ' • 2 • . 
56. "Limón-Pórtete... — * " 4 • - 4 . 
36O 416 ! 776
: ' 
Other secondary roads 
56 ; 57« Puerto Jesús-Nicoya-Santa Cruz 24 
58. Mansión towards Hoja Ancha - — 3 ' 3 
59. Branch towards Colonia Carmona 7 7 . 
60. Turrucares-Piedras Negras 3.5 ? • ! 10 »5 . 
61. 0 retina-San Mateo 4 — 1 4 
62. Turrubares-Quebradas — . 8 . 
63» San Rafael-Cooperativa Victoria »«i 6 6 
64. Villa Quezadá-Quebrada Azul — — 16 16 
/ 65 . Villa 
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Length in Kilometers 
Non^Paved ' 
Paved all oath cr̂  Total 
roads ; Built 
65." "Villa' Quezada-La "Marina-Aguas 
Zarcas-Los Chiles — 23 23 
66. Florencia-La Vieja — 4.5 4.5 
67. Ojo de Agua-Rio Segundo 5 --r 5 
68, Volcán de Paos-Junction Heredia-
La Virgen 6 i 6 
69. San Isidro-La Laguna — 2 i 2 
70 è Vara Blanca-San Rafael — 7- 7 . 
71. Branch to Heredia-La Virgen h .4 
72. Branch to Escazú a S. José-Stgo. • . • 
de Puriscal • i — ; 1 
73., Branch to S.José-Stpp. de Puriscal i i 1 
74. Alajuelita-La Verbena — 
• ; 
1.5 
75. San José-Alajuelita-San Josecito 9.5 ¡ 9.5 
76. Alajuelita-Concepción — 3.5 , 3.5 
77. Branch from Mata de Plátano a S. i 
José Cascajal 4 
- ' \ 4 
78. Tierra Blanca-Ipis (two stretches) 15 ' ' 1 5 . 
79. Cot-Santa Rosa 6 i ' 6 
80. Cot-Crvce-Pacayas-Capellades 15 4 19 
81. S ant i a go-J uan Viñas 4 " ; .1 4 
82. Turrialba-Santa Cruz 4.5 7 í 11.5 
83. T urri alb a-Ango s t ura 5 5 
84. Turrialba-La Suiza 43 : i 43 
85. Santa Cruz-Alto de Umaña . — 5 5 
86. Paraíso-Cuchi 5 6 ' 11 
87. Parals o-Tap anti 20 " " " " • [ 20 
88. Tejar-Tablón 9 i 9 
89. Short stretch of previous branch — : : 6 i 
90. Pavones-La Suiza — 7 7 
91. Rio Macho-Palomo Cachi — 8 !/ . 8 
92. Angostura-Pavones — 4 " 4 
93. Santa Ana-Lindora 6 — 1"' 6 ; • 
94. Santa Ana-Salitral — 2.5 í 2' 5 
95. San Rafael-Paso Ancho 3 3 . 
96. San José- Y Griega 2.5 — i 2.5 
97. San José-Tibás 3 — 3 
98. San José-Paso Ancho 4 — !,.. 4 . 
99. San José-San Sebastián 5 — : 5 
100. Santo Domingo-La Valencia . . 2.5 — í'"."1; 2.5 ' 
101. - Tibás-Colima 1 - - i ' l * 
102. Tibás-Llórente. 2 — 2 
103. Tibás -S anto Domingo 3 — ! \ ' ' 104. San Pedro-Montes de Oca 6 — 6 
105. San Pedro-Sabanilla-Montes de Oca 4 — ! 4 
/lO 6 . Comentario 
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• Length in Kilometers 
• Non~Pnved 
Paved all-woather : Total 
1 ' , ; roads IBuilt 
1Ó6 . Comentario,Es.cazú--S.anta.. Ana — , 1.5 .•!•• 5 
107. Coronado-San Jerónimo — 3*5 - 3.5 
108. Coronado-Durazno 1 — , 1 
109. Co roñad o-El Rodeo 3 -- 3 ' 
110. Coronado-La Holanda 7 — 7 ; 
111. Cinco Esquinas-La Uruca 1.5 1 ,. 2.5. 
112. Coronado-Preventorio 2 — | 2 
113. Cyrridabat-Zapote — 2 i . 2, 
114. Desamparados-Paso Ancho, S. 
Sebastián ! 4.5 4.5 
115. Desamparados-San Antonio Pa-
tarrá 8 .— . , y8. , • 
116• DesamparadosrSan Miguel Higuito • — 6. ; , --6;-
117. El Rodeo-San Pedro Coronado — 1.5 - 1.5 
118. Escazú-San Antonio 2 — - . 2 
119. Guadalupe-Cinco Esquinas 1.5 — .. 1*5 
120. Guadalupe-Ipis (Coronado) 5 — . . 5 
121. Guadalupe-La Paulina 1 — .  . 1 
122. Gua àaiupe-Moravia 1 — 1 
123. Guadalupe-Mata de'Plátano 5 -- ..... ;• 5 " 
124. Guayabal-S an Jerónimo — 6 ... .6 
125. Hatillo-María Aguilar 1.5 — 1.5 / 
126. Hatillo-San Sebastián -- ,2 :-. 2 
127. Ipis-Rancho Redondo 5 -'6 ; 11 
128. La Holanda-Cascajal 4 — . 4 
129. La S abana-Pavas 5 -- 5 . 
130. La Uruca-Eléctrica — 6 6 
131. Lourdes-Cedro s 3 — 3 
132. Moravia-Guayabal 2 — . 2 
133. Moravia-Tibás 3 — 3 
134. Pavas-La Uruca — 2.5 2.5 
135« Rancho Redondo-LLano Grande 
136. • Rio Tiribi-Las Mercedes — 3 . 3 
137. San Antonio-Curridabat — 3*5 3.5 
138. San Francisco Dos Rios-Zapote — 1.5 1.5 
139• Y Griega-Desamparados 2.5 — 2.5 
140. Y Griega-San Francisco San 
Antonio 3.5 — 3.5 . 
141. Y Griega-San Pedro^ Coronado 2 — 2 
142. Alajuela-Carrizal - 5 5 
143. Itiquis-TacacorI — 1.5 1.5 
144. San Josecito-La Garita 10 —- 10 
145. San Ramón-San Juan — 3 3 
146. San Ramón-La Paz — — — 
147. San Ramón-San Rafael — 3.5 3.5. 
/l48# Santa 
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Length in K*í lo.nieters 
Kon^paved ¡ 
Pave d all^ eather T ot al 
roads I Built 
IAS.' '-Santa Cms¿Aquiares 0 ; 3 • 
149 c * Ve i 0 6 n -Ti e pr h Blan c a 1 *' * cri • Got-Cruce St ¿Ans¿ Turrialba i : 
1510 Infiernillo »-Tncurrique — .-I'M 
152, Llano Grande^ancho Redondo : -3 L ' 
153 c-• *San Pedro Barba-Barba ; ' -4c5-. •''"'''4.5* 
J—/ r 0 Barb a-San Roqüe — ' :í/:; 3 * 
155. Cariblanco-Sán Miguel "" — A"; 
1-0 e San Pablo-San Isidro - 1,5 1.5. 
157.' :*Slar api qui -Sari José de lá" Montaña 4. 
158. Cinohona-San Rafael Vara Blanca • '5 
159 0 S ant a B árbar a--Z e t illal 1 2 ¡ " 3 
160. Prayjanes-Cariblanco \ • '14 -
l6l. -Frayjanes-Volcán Poas • 6 • .3 !9 • 
162. Heredia-Barrió Mercedes;; 2 ''T;'; • "r'2 -
163. :*Heredia-Frayjanes c f ~ 34'-'- ' ' ' 34 • 
164. Heredia-Sant ©"Domingo 5' •"' 'f uL-'-A"' i ' 5 • 
165. áéredia -S an Páblo 2.5' 
166. ¿a Fuenta-San"Joaquin Flores 6 " •••i 6 • 
167. La Valencia-Barreal • 1,5" ' ' 5.5-
168. Poasito-Vara''Blanca . . " A " 5 5 • 
169. "áio Segundo-La Claudia"- 1.5': , MM - f - '' 1=5-
170. San Joaquín-Santa Bárbara 4 k • 
171. Sán José-San' Rafael ' 3 ••••• ; " 3 • 
172. San Josecito^an Isidro';* •••:.' -i-' .•:,l. ; i . 
173. Santa Bárbar'a,:-San Lorenzo — 5 • 
174. Santa Bárbara-San Pedros- — • • • • ' • 2 • 
175. San Pablo Heledla-Rincón — • I--.:' -•• • •• i • i • 
176. San Antonio "dé Belem-Ojo de Agua — -1' 4>5.; "'4.5' 
177. Santa Bárbatfa>Santo Domingo — - ,.•: — . * 
178.' 4Él Roble 2 2 • ii- ;••"•'•'"4 -
179. San Francis co-Barreal """ • ••• • - 0.5; •• ; • 0.5-
180. Santa Lucia-Getsemani 4,5;.; ••'M • 4.5= 
181. ^Santo Domingo El Roble-S'Stillal - i ' • 2 > 
182. • Santo Domingo-Santo TorñaB ' • • • A - ••' • 2 • 
183.: ' Santo Domingo-La Valencia 2 
184. Liberia-La Cruz I0AoR0 . • — > 
185 v • Heredia-San 'Ahtonio de Belén 10 — — . ÍO 
• .'• 1 * 
343 ;. ' 7O9 ' 
Total length of all-"weather roads: ; 1j 831 » 
E / C N . 1 2 / 3 5 6 
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II PryHweather roada 
Length in Kilometers 
185« La Cruz-Pi¿§rto Seley-Frontera Nicaragüense ' ¿T 
186, Santa Rosa-Peña Bruja .. . 15; 
187» Santa Rosa-P.ue.rto Castillo ' 18 ' 
188, Santa Rosa^otóunidad-Filadelfia-Bolsón 72 
1$9# Junction I..A ,H *-El Pelón-Potrerillos ' 
Junction I>A.H* 19 
1/0» Branch Rio- 'Saito to Carretera Comunidad 
Bolsón 18 
191 ¿ Liberia-Cpmúriciad-i3ardinal-El Coco 37 
192, Lib e ria-P.ue rtt) ¿"Culeb ra 22 
193 ¿ Filadelfia-S anta Cruz 29 
194; Bolsón-Sta.Cruz-San José Pinilla ... . , • . 49 
195 • Veintisiete. 'de"AbrÍÍ^iañction Sta * . 
' "§ losé Pinilla " ". 9 
196. Bagaces-Rio Negro • 32 
197» B agaces-Bebedero 15 
198 f Puerto Humo-San Antonio 16 
199 r Nicoya-Quirimán 10 
200, Hoja Ancha-Junction Puerto Jesús-Nicoya road 11 
201 f Branch to Colonia Carmena y Puerto Thiel 17 
202, Chornes-Gua.cinal-Junction I .A-, H. 13 
203 • Xa Fortuna-La Vieja 28 
204« Quebrada Azul-El Muelle .8 
205» Aguas 2arcas-San Miguel 8 
206 9 Zaragoza-Atenaos 8 
207» Espartaban Mateo-towards Atenas 26 
208. Esparta-San Ramón 28 
2091 San Ramón-Silencio 4 
210. La Luisa-Junction C» San Ramón-Silencio 12 
211• Turrucares-La Carita 5 
212. La Guácimaan Rafael 5 
213. Alajuela-Santa Bárbara 7 
214* San Jerónimo-La Hondura 15 
215. Jorco-Los Frailes-Junction I.A.H. 15 
216. Tarbaca-Los Frailes-San Marcos . 28 
217. San Marcos-Jardin-Junction 12 
218. San Isidro del General-Repunta * 1? 
219. Other routes 70 
706 
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III. SUMMARY 
: "" ' "' Î •'•.'' " 
•"'•' "•'-••'' Kms» 
1. Paved highways • 800 
2. All-weather roads (unpaved) 1,000.-- -
3. Most important dry-weather roads . TOO 
" " ! 2,500 
Source; Transport Mission, from official data, 





The Republic,.of P&nqjna is on the Isthmus between Costa 
Rica and Colombia. It was part of Colombia until it obtained its 
independence in 1903« Panama lies between 7° and 9° '30 1 north latitude 
and 77° and 83° west longitude.- The country's area is' 74,010'"square* • 
kilometers .(excluding the Canal Zone which has an afea of 1,.432 square 
kilometers) and its population is 805,285,or 10.9 inhabitants per-
square. kilometer. Of the gainfully employed population r-30% of the 
total population-.55% is engaged in agriculture, 16%. in services of all 
kinds, 8.2% in commerce,. 7*4$ in various Canal Zone activities, '7.4$ in 
manufacturing industries., and the rest in other activities, such" as 
construction,, transportation, electric power, etc. 
The country whose width varies between a minimum of 60 kms. 
and a maximum of 177 kms..~~. is crossed from west to east along the central 
part -by the - mountain range which enters Panama from Costa Rica and 
descends gradually to the Canal Zone.- Beyond the Canal Zone the mountain 
rang'e again increases in altitude towards the Colombian border. 
The climate is warm, and the rivers are short in 





most cases since the country is both-harrovj and mountainous along 
the central part. It has about 930 kms, of coastline on tjhe Carib 
bean and more than 1,200 on the Pacific. 
Tie Republic of Panama has 9 provinces and h districts 
.(S'an Blas- ánd Barú) V The' population is concentrated, arounji the Ca-
nal, mainly in the Provinces of Colorí and Panama. However, according 
to the figures of the 1950 census, 58$••of the'population lives':out-
sidé'-these two provinces. ' • " ¡ • i 
• The -country may be divided into the following econo-
! 
mic 'sones: ': ' ' -
• " (a)1 The zone adjacent'to the Canal -commonly called 
in Panama the Zóna Canalera- which includes the cities of Panama and i 
Colón, and which"'-is the most active region economically. It Is the 
principal market for all the country's' products and' the main source 
of public revenue. Its activity-depends primarily -on the*traffic"' 
*""• through-the :Gáralv ' The opening tip of this waterway 'and Itsi utiliza 
I ration.-as a^eointaer<^ ¿ŝ '-a••'•United''ISttités defense"iroute have 
given' Panamá 'á pc:c .iliar''economic structure.- A considerable part " 
of the population-lives in-"this area and-derives its income directly 
from work-in-.the- Canal Zone--or''from the traffic through' the Canal, -
Income 'from -both these activities'- is appreciably higher than that de 
rived from agriculture, and it is a strong attraction to workers who 
often leave their work out in the country and in the cities j to look 
for higher salaries in the Canal Zone. On the other hand,' Expenditures 
made by the United States government for defense and in maintaining i 





ticúlarly upon that^of this "area* This "peculiar ecònomo- situation 
is summed up in a classical phrase: "Panama lives on and for the Ca-
nal" , ~ ; 
(b) The zone west of the Canal and south of the moun-
tain range "(borili of this "'range the country is • almost completely unin-
habited) 9 which includes the Provinces of Còclé,' Veraguas,, Herre-
ra, Los Santos, and the western part'of the Province "'of Chiiiquii"'-
This is the farming and livestock region which 'Supplies with; 'agricul-
tural products the central part of the country. "Rice, corn,; coffee, 
sugar cane, potatoes, oranges, vegetables, etc., are grown here» There 
is also considerable 'livestock,' especially in Chiriqui/"' 
(c) Thi southwestern zone of the Provineè of "Ghiri-
'i 
qui, where the banana/ plantations" of the Cháriqui Land Company -an' af fit 
iate- of the United'-Fruit Company- 'aTe 'iocatcdV Bananas are the main 
product of this zone, but sugar'J coffee, potatoes, oranges'ahd'vege-
tables are "also' grown ' in Potrerillos' and Boquete, and rice, ; corn, 
'and coffee'in Concepción. '' *' \ 
(ti) The" western zone of the Province'of Bocas del To-
ro, on the Atlantic coast, which was at first the center of banana 
cultivation. When the region was '"abandoned because "of the diseases 
that attacked the plantations, bananas were partially replaced by i 
abcica fiber and cacao plantations. For the last three years ¡the United 
Fruit Company has'been spending large sums reconditioning this 
land in order'to plant bananas again."-' ""'"'* "r! ' 
(e)" The island's'"and' the' còastal zohè "of"'the' district 
of S'an Bias, on the"Atlantictbwai*ds'''the''''CoÌoinbi"àri border, ' with an 
indigenous population. This area produces ' ú̂bsVáfltiai"'' '¿[uàntity of 
coconuts,"'most 'of'"which"'are smuggled' into 'Òòìombia, - ¡ i 
' v / (f) The Province 
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. (f.) The Province ofDail^n, on the Pacific,; contiguous 
_ . to Colombia and thinly populated^ The land is very fertile, and ba-
nanas and plantains are grown here. Mechanized rice production has 
recently been introduced. 
. In-spite of the difficulties which it has haji to over-
| 
_ .come, industry has achieved, some..development in recent year ¡3.. The 
principal industrial plants, are:... the cement factory located on the 
...highway, between. Colon and Panama. City, with capacity to., supply the 
f... .--needs of .-Panama and of the Canal Zone, and oven to export; the ply-
; wood factory,.ten miles from Panama City , which employs more than 
300 workers, not counting those engaged in cutting and transporting 
timber; the,factory producing vegetable oils, fats and soap in Pa-* 
nama City, which supplies most of the country's demand for these 
. products; the meat-packing, house in Panama City, with .modern,. ..equip-
. ment and a capacity in excess of livestock supply; the. milk products 
company ..in the Province of Code, which pasteurizes .milk from this 
province as well as that from the Provinces, of Vppaguas,.Los Santos 
and Herrera; the national brewery, which is the country's largest in-
dustrial enterprise; ..a.nd.many . other smaller plants engaged in pro-
...ducing clay and chinaware articles, alcoholic,and soft., drinks, • fur-
niture, dr.esses., • shirts,» flour products, .and other.,articles 
| 
•. < ;« • . . Despite.this .comparo.tively-significant industrial de-
velopment.,.-r̂ ost;pf the ixiajiufactpred. articles ,as well a ..large., quan-
tity of the food-* stuffs consumed in Panama are;imported.. The. ,lead-
•.Ing -.-;exports are, bananas, (50%).. abaca (l0%), and cacao (8%); then 
, cement,,, sugar, ..and, cattle- hides* . Lumber,, seafoods, and,,coconuts:.are 
- ,, also, of . some . impprtsanpe.. .. .. • . •..., ..... .. i ... 
Tlhe .distinctive trait, of. thp;.transport,.situation, in 
• (xj \ /Panama is the almost 
E/CN. 12/356 
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Panama is the almost total lack of means of communication between the 
zone around the Canal and the rest of the country,, and the^concentra-
tion of means of communication in this area. The Inter-American High-
/ 
way is the only trunk route connecting the capital and the Canal Zone 
with 'the' agricultural provinces in the west. The eastern part", of- the i 
country:'is practically devoid of raids, and cabotage is - practically 1 
the.only means of transportation between eastern and central Pana-
má,. As a result, the development of production in,areas of ;relative 
I 
economic importance is limited by the lack of. roads, for transporting 
their, products, and whole regions remain outside the country1 s:econo 
my, ' 
II. Means of Transport for International Trade ! 
Panama's foreign commerce is handled almost completely 
by sea -from foreign ports to Canal ports, although there is, also a • 
........ i 
sraall volume of"air transport. Traffic from the ports to.trie chief 
inland':markets" moves 'by rail and highway. ^ 
Bananas, the country's principal export item,; are 
shipped chiefly thrbugh Puerto Armuelles, in the. -Province of' Chiri-... ••".••• i 
qui. 
1. Railroads . * ! 
Two public railroads operate in Panama: ; 
(a) The Panama Railroad, which is part of the Panama 
Canal Company, and the property of the United States government., -and 
(b) 
the Ferrocarril-Nacional de'Chiriqui..- in-the Pro 
vince of Chiriqui, 'which, belongs to :the Panaiimnian • gpyernmeñt-. 
The Chirioxui. Land Company "and the United Fruit Company /own two ¡railway 
ST/TAA/Ser.C/8 
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'• own two railway systems for the service of the banana plantations: 
one in the Chiriqui region, for exports through Armuelles on the Pa 
cific coast, and another in the Province of Bocas del Toro, with an 
• exit point at Almirante on the Atlantic coast. > 
(a) Panama Railroad, This company was incorporated 
in 1849 in the State of Hew York, but became United States government 
property in 1904? when construction of the Panama Canal was: started* 
It is part of the Panama Canal Company l/. 
The trunk line extends from Colon to Panama City and 
is-81*6 kms. long. The total length is 260 kms. The gaugej is broad-
er than standard—A 5 feet, or about 1«52 meters. The ballast is 
| • . 
crushed rock, and the rails are 45 and 50 kilograms per meter. The 
line is well maintained, and runs on level land: maximum grade 1.25$ 
and maximum curvature 7° • The signal system is automatic block. 
The locomotives are electric Diesel and steam. There 
are 5.electric Diesels of 1,000 HP, 3 of 1,600 HP/ and 6 steam. The [ 
rolling stock consists of 34 passenger cars, 8 miscellaneous cars and 
602 cars of all kinds. i i 
.The- bulk of its traffic consists of freight imported 
through the port of Cristobal', bound for the Canal Zone and ̂ Panama 
City. Exports are shipped to Panama City, and from there tq Crist6 
i 
bal. The Panama Railroad moves yearly a total of almost, half a mil-
lion passengers and a little, over 200,000 tons of freight. |(See Ta-
ble 85). 
1/ Effective Jaly 1951? the organization was changed and two separate 
units were formed: The Panama Canal Company and the government 
of the-Canal Zone, The Company is to handle all commercial mat-
' ters pertaining to traffic through the Canal and affiliated serv-
" ices; the government -s jurisdiction is to bo limited strictly to. 
government matters„ 
2/ Standard gauge'. 1.435 meters (4 feet 8 1/2 inches). . 
/ Table 85 
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Table 85 • 
Panama: 'Panama RaAlfroad Traffic " • 
Train-Kms- Passengers Freight 
Years [thousands) "(thousands) (thousands of short 
. tons) 
1947 394 616 . . 386 
1948 353 501 387 
1949 335 397 291 
1950 296 318 223 
1951 369 '446 234 
Source: Panama Ptailroad. • -
Both passenger .and freight-traffic have been diminishing 
In 1951 the volume of freight had dropped 39% from 1947, and the num-
ber of passengers .25%. This is.due to the competition of the excellent-
highway. . between Panama City and Colon, which -parallels; the- rail-
way. To face this competition, the railroad,, which operates the port, 
has established a through freight rate a combination., of railport 
and ocean charges. For example: the through rate for ,general :c&rgo 
from New York to Panama City, via Cristobal, is (?21.00 per ton 2/; 
25% of this charge, or '£5.25 -is rail freightage.and s?2#20 are port 
charges. But if a Panamanian importer should receive his. goods -'at'. 
Cristobal, and send them .by. road to Panama City, he- would-have to 
pay t h e ocean freight rate for Crist6ba.l, which "is $18.50 (including 
discharging). There would be a balance of $2.50,.which in many ca-
ses would not cover t h e cost of truck transport. For this-reason.the 
Panama Railroad does not. quote separate.import- and export rates.. . -Due 
to this rate structure there are frequent complaints on. t h e part-of 
business firms and road transport companies*. The rail service, both 
passenger and freight, is satisfactory in general. Although .the 
"1/ Rate in effect when the Mission .visited Panama,, /passenger cars 
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pas.senger cars a re not modern, they are quite comfortable for the 
short run between Colón and Panama -City, Transshipment is carried 
out promptly when there arc no.customs delays at Cristóbal; 
For the last three years? the company's financial re-
turn« have been unsatisfactory. In 1949 it had "a deficit of $219,000 
(operating ratio 110$); in I950> |l65?000 (operating ratio 110$); and 
in 1951, $129,000 (operating ratio 108%). 
Ferrocarril Nacional de Chiriqui. It belongs to 
the government and .connects the city of David, capital of the Prcv-i • 
ince of Chiriqui, with the port of Armuelles, in the District of 
; Baru. Its total length is 120 kms. The trun': line (David-Puerto • 
Amelles)-is 81 kms.long"/ There are also two small lines: David-Do 
; lega (ll kmsj-'and David-Pedregal (4 kms.) and two branch lines: one 
_ ; to San; Andrés . (l7rkffis:.) and. another to Potrerillos (7 kms,). At 
present...another'branch line Is being constructed, to Divalájwhich 
is- 12 kins.' .long. 
' The track is narrow gauge: 0.914 meters (36 Inches), 
with rails o.f-28 arid 3'5 kilograms per meter. The maximum curvature 
is 16°,and' «the maximum' grade is "5$. The condition of the permanent 
way is--very .poor'-'eiccept' for the 21" kms.stretch that crosses the con-
cession of--the' Chiriqui' Land' 'Company, in charge of maintaining it. 
A ; A . .The rolling stock consists of 4 mechanical Diesel lo-
comotives,' 1 steam lo'coiraotivOV' 12 motor cars, 7 passenger trailers, 
and-62 miscellaneous freight cars/ Ai the rolling stock is very old 
and worn out. It would have to be almost completely replaced if the 
company were to offer and efficient -service. This would als¿ reduce 
operating costs. - i 
The railroad depends for its traffic very much on the 
/Chiriqui land 
' > . E/CN.12/356 
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Chiricui Land Company. The passenger traffic is almost exclusively-"' 
limited to the movement of employees and'workers of this company, 
and is much more important, -than the freight traffic. From 1946 to 
1951 there was an increase .of. 27$ an passenger traffic while freight 
traffic declined 60$.̂ /.̂ ..... 
The port of Armuelles-:is..managed-by the raalroad. The 
traffic consists almost exclusively of 'banana-exports and of imports 
for the Chiriqui Land Compo.ny, Goods to or .from David constitute les 
than 10$ of this port's total, movement ; '•./. 
The railroad..crosses the-properties of the banana com-
pany, which utilizes 21 kms. of the- line'to IBOVG..its. own-trains to 
Puerto Armuelles. The charge for .this right-'.of :way is the railroad1 s 
chief source of revenue, which amounted, to $140,455 in 195L, or' 50$ more 
than the freight revenue, . . r .  
The rate for import freight.via Puerto Armuelles bound 
for David, is 9 coats per ton-kilometer. .. The- port charges at Puerto 
Armuelles are one dollar for handling and.two for 'Wharfage per ton, 
but if the freight is bound for railroad stations, the wharfage is 
only 80 cents. 
The railroad also operates the small port of Pedregal-
connected with,David by a 4 km. line. Since there ̂ is a,good road 
between. Pedrego,l-and David, the railroad charges a port fee of. 
80 cents per short, ton-for freight using the railway and §2.40 for 
• freight going -by road. 
The railroad is not in a position to compete with the 
road and has had to scrap the line to Boquete. The' rails and other 
material are being-used to construct a branch line to Divala (already, 
1/ 46,000 Tons" in 1946 and 19,800 in 1951. . ' ' /served by the 
E/CN.12/356 
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served' by the David-Alanje~Pivala road). 
In spite of its high tariffs, the railroad has been 
losing money in recent years. Operating ratios were 104$ in 1950, 
and 103$ in 1951. Traffic revenue is insignificant, and future pros-
pects are not promising. On the -..ontrary, once the section of the 
Inter-American Highway from Concepción to the Chiriqui Vie jo¡River • 1 
is opened up, and the short branch road between Concepción and Diva- . 
lá is built, the railroad will lose ;ost of the traffic it has left. 
(c) Railroads of the Chiriqui Land Company and the .. 
United Fruit Company. The Chiriqui Land Company has a 207 km. rail-
way in the Puerto Armuelles Division with 11 locomotives,. 40/passen-
y 1 
ger cars, and 559 freight cars. The United Fruit Company ownd.a 268 
km. line in the Bocas del Toro Division with 15 locomotives, 37. pas-
senger cars, and 275 freight cars. These systems are not corimon car-
riers and are used exclusively for the freight and passenger trans 
port of the banana companj.es. 1 i .. 
2. Port and Maritime Situation • 
The traffic through -the Panama Canal 'is "considerable. 
About 7,000 ships per year go through this important international i 
traffic channel.• First in importance' is the traffic iron United 
States Atlantic .portsAto South American Pacific ports and Asia", and 
in second place,..traffic from European'-ports' to United States ¿nd'Ca 
nadian west coast .ports..-'- " < - - ' 
In spite of this important traffic, there''are'f¿'\v"''": i 
port facilities in tlie. Republic 'of'-.- Páriána;• '•'' Almost'- á Ü the ' coúntry' s 
traffic moves through Cristóbal', - located in the Canal Zone on ;:the At-




.. • • . Besides these, there are four other principal ports.: 
Panama City and Colon,, which are public ports but have little traffic 
and the other two already considered, Puerto Armuelles and Almirante.-
The latter two are primarily banana ports serving the fruit companies. 
From the pciiit of view of the country!s economy and 
of commerce with Central America, Panama offers interesting possibil-
ities., -which will be discussed in the Part- II of this report, 
3. Highways 
The total length of Panama's roads is approximately 
1,700 kms., of which 1,200 are all-weather'roads and the rest are dry-
weather roads. " Of the all-weather roads some 620 kms. are'paved with 
concrete or asphalt, and 580 kms. are non-paved roa;ds with a broken 
stone base with or without a wearing "surface. Iii Panama the 'ratio of 
road length to population is one kilometer of all kinds of roads for 
every 497 inhabitants and one kilometer of all-X'veatliér road for'evr 
ery 704 inhabitants. In É1 Salvador there :is one kilometer' of ~ all ' 
kinds of road for every 249 inhabitants.'' The road density of Pana-
ma is 23 linear meters of all kinds of 'roads""and!' 16.2' linear meters 
of all-weather roads for 'every square • kilometer'"òf area. " In'Éi Sal-
vador there are 366 linear meters of roads of all kinds and"'72" me-
ters of ail-weather roads per square"kilometer of àrea. 
Panama's road network ' consists•of only two trunk 
highways (the Inter-American and the"'Trans--Ist'hmic), sòme JsMli: scat-
tered secondary roads, which for 'the'"most'̂  part are branch roactò òf 
the Inter-American Highway, and a nuraber of dirt roads which are diffi-
cult to travel and are connected "directly or" indirectly' with'the 'inter -
American Highway, Unlike" Costa rica and El Salvador Panama hai no 
Appendix I to this chapter. /zone with a 
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zone with a high concentration of roads. It is a country devoid 
I 
: • 1 
o f surface c o f l t m u n i c à t i ò n , a n d certain z o n e s -Bocas del Toro,; Da-
1 ! 
• rién, the eastern section of Panama, and the northern sectiorji of 
! 
Veraguas and Code- are 'almost entirely lacking in means of ¡trans 
. . . . . . . i 
p o r t o M o s t o f t h e t e r r i t o r y i n t h e o t h e r p r o v i n c e s i s o u t s i d e t h e i 
. . . . . , . - . • . j 
"sphere of influence of the few roads which exist, j 
• From the point of view of international commerce, 
i 
the most important roads are the two main highways : the Intèr -j 
American Highway, not because of the relatively small part it now 
plays in foreign commerce, but because of the importance itiwill I 
have when it is completed: and the Trans-Isthmic Highway, because 
of the traffic passing over it between the Canal ports and the prin 
i 
cipal cities in the canal zone-, ' j 
• i 
(a) Inter-American Highway. . Of this road's ¡proba-
• • • j 
ble total length (900 Kilometers), only 572 kilometers have been • 
built, of which 290 are paved and the rest graded, based and/or sur 
faced. It will cross Panama from west to east, ..directly, connecting 
I the provincial capitals of Chiriqui, Veraguas, Coclé » and vPàriama • and 
I 
indirectly connecting the capitals of.;Herrera and.los''.Santos. '-(See . . . . . „ . . , • • • • • _ • j • 
Table 86). ... . . 
The first 23 kilometer section, contiguous tó thè Cos_ 
! 
ta Rican border, has not been constructed yet, but it has recently 
been relocated and it. is about .to be built. This, section has beeri-
surveyed by photograrometrie reconnaissance permitting the establish ; j 
ment of the international point, of o o r m e c t i o n * - - - . - A c c ' o r d i h g , t q • the • 
j 
origino! plan, the Panamanian' section was to follow the road'already 
built from Concepción to Volcan, and. continue from Volcán, to the bor-
der, and form a junction at the point called La Union.. .. .The.,new- route- • 
'/will! follow a 
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will f o lloví a line which is practically east to west. 
Table 86 
Panama: Int e r -Ameri can Highway-
Section Length in Ksis. Present Condition 
1. Costa ttican border-
Concepción - 23 Impassable (being located) 
2# Concepción-David 24 All-weather (graded, based'and sur 
faced) 
3. David-Remedios 95 All-weather (graded, based and sur 
faced) 
4. : '•-Remedios'-Sóna "' 92 All-weather - (graded, based, andsur 
faced) a/ 
5* Soná-Santiago 47 All-weather (graded, based and sur 
•s :•'•  - faced)--.;: < - ..v 
6. ?:^;Sahtia:go-Divisa • • 36 - Paved..• •••• 
7. 'Dlvis'a-Aguadulce ' ' • 23- Paved- • '-•• ' •• 
8. •Á^dulce-Kata ' 10 Paved • • : - -
9*- ' -••Nat^ehbnómé • 1 ' • -33 Paved •' • • 
10.-Pehonomé-Ríb- Hato ' 30 Paved " • .. '.ẑ -
IV. -Rio Hatb-Bejucb '•• - -46 -Paved' -
12, Bejuco-La Chorrera 42 Paved 
•Í3 ; I»a'Chorrera-Panamá " 33 Paved 
114.- ;Phn^á!-To'cumen - : • -25 : Paved 
15,. Tocumen-Pacora '12 Paved - ' • ' ' 
16.-- : Pacora,-Chepo- 24 All-weather (.graded, based and sur 
, faced) b/ 
17v-; • Chepo-Cólombian border - 305 & Irapássable (not located) ' . 
900 
a/ Traffic .is . difficult during periods-*of ~hezvyr?±rrz~ " — — 
b/-'' V/ith large' amJount of loose bioken stone. • > 
i 
Between Concepción and David the highway lias been relo 
/cated and-
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cated and reconstructed. -It has a width of seven meters, góod hori 
zontal and vertical alignment, gentle grades and a crushed ¡rock 
I 
surface in good condition. Shortly before the Second World War, 
j 
three modern permanent bridges' were built, butthere aro sev^n tempo 
1 
\' . ! 
rary bridges which need to be replaced by permanent ones and sever-
al* which need widening.and, perhaps, i m p r o v i n g T h e Concepción 
j 
section was partially paved three years ago, but the asphalt surface 
\ - • 
is seriously deteriorating. j 
The sections.between David and Santiago varyjat pre-
1 
; dent in their, features and physical condition. Starting from David -
a section of ab ut 50 kilometers has been relocated and is now being 
rebuilt on contract. Sight permanent bridges will be constructed, * • i 
four of which have been completed.' Between David .and the Chniriqui . 
river (approximately 8 kilometers) the route of the existing road j 
has been followed, and a modgrn-,.susp^nsion bridge, has_ been tjuilt* 
From the pointvwhere this 50-kilometer stre.tcjh ends, 
the new location follows the present roadbed very closely, fciut the 1 1 
alignment and the width of the curves are bettor than before! as far 
I 
as Remedios. . .. [ . • -,..••••. . • 1 1 ' • 
The western part of the Province of Chiriqux has under 
gone a remarkable agricultural, livestock, and forest.development since 
i *  1 
the construction of the main.-..highway- and its branch roads. ! . 
j' 
: Between Remedios and Sonó, (about 92 kilometers.) the. . 
final road location will be about '10-. or 15 kilometers inland1, since. 
1/ The bridges over the^Kiedra. river (a' iow;kilometers from! Conceg 
cion) and the Hula river (at 'CohcepcionT "ar& very- narrow;- as re~ 
Lated to the traffic capacity of the Inter -American Highway. 
/the very narrow 
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the very narrow present road runs through a region, of scanty popula 
tion and rough ground,.swampy in some- places. This terrain presents 
serious-difficulties for good alignment, and almost all bridges are ; 
narrow for the present and future .traffic demand. The new route 
will connect three towns (lr"Le5 Las Palmas, and La Mesa) and will have 
a good location "where it rejoins the present roadt ' — 
In the section b ;tween Sona and Santiago (47 kilome-
ters) the old road has been regraded, widened and surfaced without 
any important changes in its horizontal and vertical alignment... At 
present there are some stretches (6 to 7 meters wide) with fair align 
ment, numerous curves, poor visibility, several steep grades and nar-
row bridges. The wearing surface is in fair condition but-, from 
lack of moisture and agglutination of its components, there is now 
much dust and some disintegration under traffic. This phenomenon 
may also be observed on the unpaved surface of some of the other sec 
tions of the Inter-American Highway-and of other îoads' in-Panama. 
Between Santiago:and. Panama. City' the highway isAcom-
pletely paved: with asphalt as-far as the point called Rio Hvto 
(132 kilometers) and with concrete from Rio ..Hato to Panama City ( 1 2 1 
kilometers). Part, of this pavement is very, old and has not been kept 
in satisfactory condition. As a result of this the condition, of the 
entire section shows considerable, variation. For example, between 
Santiago and Aguadulce .almost all of the asphalt surface is.wearing 
out and has disappeared altogether in some stretches of 60 meters or 
more. Between Nata and Penonomé- it is also in very bad condition. 
.But between Nata and Aguadulce.all the concrete-surfaced stretch (Rio 
1/ There are ten bridges in this section, of which '9 are' rigid arid 
one. Is a -suspension.-bridge.. . Of the rigid ones', '.seven are narrow 
with steel frameworks and two have fairly *vide concrete 'structures. 
The suspension bridge is an old, narrow bridge over the Sah Pablo 
river. /Hato-Panama 
E/CN,12/3 56 .-,. : 
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Hato-Panama City) is in better condition and fairly well maintained. 
. - 1 
Between Santiago and Rio Hato there are about 21 nar^ 
. ! 
bridges and one wide one, all old, with steel trusses j which are 
i 
in good condition, although their maintenance has been neglected,. j 
Between Rio Hato and Panama City there are 16 bridges of wljiich only , 
three or four are steel (and they are old and narrow), and|the-rest 1 I 
are concrete, relatively modern and wide. The alignment between Agua 
! 
dulce and Rio Hato is good, and the grades are easy. The present , 
road between Santiago and Nata will be largely used for relocation 
and rebuilding. Between Nata and Bejuco (109 kilometers on the pres-
ent road) a new route is planned, the exact position of which has. 
! 
not yet been determined, but which will probably run through Penono 
. ' ' ' | 
me and Rio Hato in view of the importance of these places, | 
I 
The concrete road (Rio Hato-Panama City) haS good to 
I 
fair horizontal and vertical alignment9 .easy curves 2J and!gentle i 1 
grades although in certain short stretches there are some unnecessary 
curve's, poor visibility and defective: vertical alignment* 
All the paved section (Santiago-Panama Cityj) bears • 
heavy commercial and tourist traffic, and because of this, the govern 
- i 
ment plans to improve some stretches and rebuild others injthe near 
future, j 
The section between Panama City and Chepo consists of 
| 
a stretch paved with concrete as far as Tocuraen and with akphaltic 
• • - ! 
macadam up to Pacora. From Pacora to Chepo it is graded,, based and i j 
surfaced with crushed rock permitting all-year traffic/ This sec 
1 
tion is now being improved and completed. The origin?.! road location 
more super-1/ Some curves need widening and longer radii, as well as 
elevation, /has; been changed 
- - ' - I i 
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has been changed, and it has been decided to use the paved stretch 
leading to the airport at Tocumen. The asphalt stretch between To-
crimen and Pacora «-built on contract in 1950- has already worn out, 
although it lias abase of acceptable thickness and materials. 
Leaving Fanaira City, the concrete stretch is 24 feet 
" (7o32 meters)'wide and later narrows to 22 feet (6.71 meters), Hor-
' izOntal and vertical alignment is good, gradients are gentle, and 
the road is in very good condition,, Several bridges are still tem-
porary, "and others are narrow, 
There Is an asphalted detour to -Pacora, which Is 
4.50 meters wide, and another surfaced with rock to Cerro Azul. Part 
of the section between Pacora and Chepo was macadamised with bitumi-
nous material,' but the pavement deteriorated from.the excessively 
heavy machinery" traffic. 
(b) Trans-Ist'hmic Highway: Panama City-Col6n (80 ki 
•lometers)This route, which was built and financed by the Panama 
Canal Company, is 'completely concrete-paved, has good horizontal and 
vortical alignment,' easy grades (less than 6%) easy curves and it is 
in very good condition. It begins with a width of 6 1/2 to 7 meters 
at the outskirts of Panama City, from which it continues with a width 
of only 5 meters up to Its end where' it widens to 7 meters again. 
4* Air Transport 
International -airline pper.at.ions are .centered at. Tocu 
men airport, 24 kms, to the northeast of Panama City. The airport, 
built at a cost of some $3million, has a concrete runway, and was. 
opened to international traffic in 1949- It is adequate, for the lar-
gest modern airliners. The airport and the local control towerare.... 
owned and. operated by tr.e Pana^aix! an-, government. "A- new ̂ terminal-building 




stands unfinished, awaiting $750,000,00 of additional funds, ejected 
to be raised by a government bond i§sue. 
Due to the presence óf various restricted flying areas 
in the proximity of the Canal, responsibility for flight control as 
well as servicing of air transport operations, is shared with the U.S. 
Air Force and the Civil Aeronautics Administration* The former pro-
vides meteorological information and air traffic control, and the lat-
ter provides radio communications. Both are stationed at Albrook 
Air Force Base, 29 kms. away and connected by underground cable with 
the civil airport» This three-way distant control arrangement has 
functioned remarkably well] while traffic at Tocumen has steadily in-
creased, delays in airway clearances have been held to a minimum, and 
there have been no accidents or injuries of any kind, 1/ 
Four international air carriers connect Panama with 
Central America, namely: Pan American World Airways (PAA), Royal Dutch 
Airlines (KIM), Líneas Aéreas Costarricenses (LACSA), and, since Feb-
ruary 1953j TACA International Airlines. Other air carriers serving 
Panama on routes to the north, south, and east include: Braniff Air-, 
ways System, Pan American Grace Airways (PANAGM), Aerovías Nacionales 
de Colombia (AVIANCA), Aerovías Ecuatorianas, and other non-scheduled 
services. British Overseas Airways Corporation (B0AC) operated 
through Panama until April 1951^ and a Peruvian airline.-Aerovías Na-
cionales del Sur- maintained services from January to August, 1951« 
. During 1951 a total of 101,110 persons entered or left 
Panama by air, via Tocumen, and there were an additional 72,904 tran-
sit passengers with destination other than Panama. Some 99$ of all 
1/ In April 19539 after the Mission visited Panama, an Ecuadorean plane 
had an accident and caught fire, but there were no casualties. 
/persons entering 
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persons "entering or' leaving Panama bv air -pass through Tocumen. A 
few. persons, ¡.traveling f rOm western Panama to San Jose and beyond, may 
transfer- frpm CQPA 9 the domestic carrier, at. .David', or Changuinola, 
to thê  Co£tv.-Eican-airline, LACSA, and thus avoid an unnecessary 
trip to. Panama City;' 
In addition to its regular daily passenger schedules, 
PAA makes an all-cargo DC«4 flight, once a week as far as El Salvador, 
stopping at Managua en route. 
A substantial air freight business has developed car-
Tying goods- prepared for foreign distribution in the Free Zone at 
Colon, by the large drug, soft drink, and other companies which have 
established assembly plants there. Special sealed trucks bring these 
shipments to Tocumen airport, across the Isthmus, PAA reports a 
spectacular increase in cargo revenue in Panama, amounting to'485$ 
for the first nine months of 1952, 
Internationa], fares and rates between Panama' and Cen 
tral American points follow the general pattern of other Central 
American countries, that is, about 5.6. cents per passenger-kilometer 
one way, and around 41 cents per metric ton-kilometer for packages 
weighing less- than 45 kilograms down to 17^20 cents p^r.metric"ton-
'dlometer for considerably larger shipments. 
Ill. Means of Transport, for Domestic Economic Activity 
The.lac A of inland-cornmunications -except for the Inter 
is: one of the greatest 
American. Highway-- /'-barriers to the development of the-Panamanian econ-
omy. The greatest concentration;of '-population- and'income is In the" 
Canal Zone,' and consequently, -in this'area consumption Is -considera-'• 
bio» especially of.-.food tproducts, which'.could' be -supplied domestically 
•'• ;A 'A; • :' , /for the most 
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for the most part. At present, imports of food and beverages .are very 
large., ' .while extensive areas possessing great fertility are prac-
tically' uncultivated "due to lack of sufficient means of communication .V 
VJith reference to export crops, there are possibilities depending on 
the-;cultivation of existing fertile areas as yet untouched also becau 
se of their isolation« 
- ; The country needs to increase its exports in order to 
balancé, its international payments. At present, the country's econo 
my depends too much on services rendered to canal traffic„ 
The present production of the country (see Table 87) 
o 
is chiefly' centered in the towns west of the G .anal in the Pacific re 
gion,. which produces part of the foodstuffs consumed in the central 
zone. Even in these provinces there is a possibility or further 
agricultural! development, which could be carried out if the means of-. • 
coixmiunication were extended to fertile zones now isolated. Other re 
gions, such as the Province of Da.rien, have hardly begun to develop 
agriculturally becauso of lack of means of transportation,, 
. Table .87. • ; ' • ' 
Panama: Production --of Some Farm-.Products by Provinces, 
•  (metric tons) 
Rice C_orn . €.;- Bean's--:- Panola Potatoes Coffee Sugar Cane 
Totals: 48,585 63,286 7,237 3,565 -1,640 2,826 355,472 
Bocas del Toro 59 204 . , .14 . ^ 4- . . ' 2, 235 Coclé 3, 766 •:. 3í .813' : 298 , .:• 33? * 64 110 135, 688 Colón 1, 497 1, 650 156 9 - 497 2S 821 Chiriquí 10, 115 13, 719 . 2,643. .. 2,876 • • 1,576 -l • ' 15 70, 518 
Darién l, 0.50.- . ' 932 . • ? 7 5 ; • 996: -1 • 720-
Herrera 4, 779 7. 578 422. s • , . - '6 47, 620 
Los Santos 8:. 26? 14, 2.08 1,010 31 — 258 44? 100 
Panamá 5, 135 7.. 142 . 436. , - 65 - " ' - 120 15, 341 
Veraguas . .13, 93.7 •13, 850' 2,181 233 - 774 . 35, 429 
Source : Primer .Censo jfceior̂ '! Agrcioe^àrio, 1950 
1/ In 1949 ,1'nd.̂ 950At lie "average annual value - of¿imported foodstuffs,.; beverages, ~ and tobaccj was $>18.7 r4Iliop, and.in J-*- ̂ lô^nillxon,^ oftotal value of importa- of approximately 5?30.?9 and ?p55*7 ralliai for 1950 an 1951 respec-tively. • ' , 1 . 
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1 . R a i l r o a d s 
Railroads have little importance for domestic economic 
activity. The Panama Railroad has lost some of its importance for lo 
cal traffic since the opening up of the Transisthmic Highway, and be-
cause of its exhorbitant fares for local service. Passenger fares 
first class from Panama City to Colon are ij>1.25 one v<ray and $2.00 
round trip; second class fares are sp0.78 and $1.25 respectively, or 
about 15 and 9 mills per passenger-kilometer. 
The rates for local freight are high, but the runs are 
short and ' there • is little traffic from station to station. The 
rates fluctuate between A3.00 and 58.00 per short ton, according to 
classification, for distances up to 40 kras. and between 04.00 and A10.00 
for distances between 40 and 80 kms. The maximum length of the main 
trunk line is 80 kms. (See Table 88). 
Table 88 
"• Panama-i - Freight Rates. Panama Railroad: 
(Per short ton) 
Class Class Class Class Class Class Class 
1 2 3 ' 4 5 6 - R -26* 
Any Distance: • 
(in dollars) 
Up to 25 miles (40 
kms.) 8 .. 7 6 5 . 4 3 5 
Any distance from 25 
to 50. miles. (40 to 
80 kms.) 10 9 8 6 5 4 : 6 
Per ton-kilometer in 
80 kms." (in cents) 12.5 11 10 7.5 . 6 '5 - A 7.5 
Source: Panama Railroad. 
Note. • : Lumber • and cocoanuts C .L. -(car load), class 6; bananas :C.L,. 
5; animals 2, sugar C.L. 5, L.C.L., 4j automobiles and acces 
sories C.L., oxcept tires and tubes C.L., 4> L.C.L., 2; coal 
C.L.6; vegetables, 5 and 4.. P r o d u c t s from the Republic of 
Panama and/or the Canal Zone,' manufactured or nothave a \ 
discount of 50$. 
/The Ferrocarril 
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The Ferrocarril Nacional de Chiriqui -whose rates are 
even higher 'than those of the Panama Railroad-'-'has lost about 60$ of its 
traffic, and has even had to abandon lines' such as the one «from -Dole , 
ga to Boquete,. Since the"'opening of the highway,v t-h'e majority -.of's-o 
freights £00^ by road." ' : • 
The passenger fare is 2.5 'cents-'per kilometer'"first'i 
class ? and 1.6 cents second" class,' Freight rates are-'extremely'high. 
The rate for general merchandise is • 20 cents :per-ton-kilometer'in' 
small lots, and 15 cents in lots up to 7 tons and distances greater 
than 30 kms; for more'than 1 tons there' is :a::l5/2 discount. "Tho". rdte 
for basic commodities is 10* cents', with a ''di'sco\int':;6f::- 25$"-wheh/-ship-
ped in lots of more than 3 1/2 tons and "for distances- •greatei,'tha;n 
50 kms, ' " " 
2. Highways and Roads 
Highways constitute the .only important means of trans 
port serving the interior. Except, for the. coastwisc shipping carried 
on in the province of Darien snd. in-sane other -places, all interior traf-
fic passes along the Inter-American Highway"and'tho"Trahs-Ist'hmi'C'" 
Highway, along the branches of the first, and along secondary"ot;:dry-
weather roads. (See Appendix .I). ' 
(a) Inter "American Highway a ... .'•'; 
.. . This highway is undoubtedly the main;.artery'.o'f .'.Panamar s 
"internal'traffic flow inasmuch as -almost -all-agricultural .products 
. ..'from the''western regions that, enter-the Canal Zone pass along this route 
'..*.-.: through : the Arraijin' Customs. .\Sfee . Tâ ie' 89). There' a^e several roads 
1/ Spo Section II, point 3 (a) of this chapter", p".';c35i£,iN 
/branching off 
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branching off from the Inter-American Highway and adding up to about 
.439 kilometers which give access . to several agricultural zones (See 
•above Table 86). 
(b) T_r_ans_-;Istbmi c Highway 
This highway i.s the principal means for the transport 
of food and other local freight from Panama City to Colon. 
(c) Divisa-Chitre-Las Tablas (68 Kms^) 
This is the largest and perhaps the most important 
branch of the Inter-American Highway connecting the latter with the . 
capitals of the Provinces of Herrera and Los Santos. It is complete 
ly paved with asphalt and penetrates the important .agricultural and 
livestock region of thvj Peninsula of Azuero. It has been improved 
and is in good condition, bearing a rather active commercial traffic 
the year round, for it provides an easy and economical means of trans 
port to the capital, the Canal Zone, and the ports and coastal prov-
inces. 
Table 89 
Panama: Farm Products entering Panama City through Arrai.jan Customs 
1950 a/ 
(metric tons) 
Origin - Cattle Hogs Chickens ::iik Corn • Rice Sugar Total 
(fresh) 
Totals: 11,822 2,402 875 1,146 914 6,131 7,756 31s046 
Chiriqul 2,456 • 560 8 — • 3 936 ' 12 3,975 
Veraguas 1,756 403 54 97 3,631 . 38 5,979 
Los Santos 3,199 1,030 376 - 101 '61 4,769 
Herrora 2,229 321 123 6 180 477 484 3,820 
Code " 1,736 48 58 1,116 7 790 7,220 10,975 
Panama b/ . 446 .40., 256 01 ¿L1+ 526 236 - 1,528 
Source: Hinistorio de Hacienda y Tesoro, Arraijan Customs. 
Note The weight of each hbad of cattle was estimated at 350 kilos; 
each hog at 80 kilos, each hen at 2 1/2 kilos; a liter of 
milk at 1. kilo* One "quintal is equal to A6 kilos. ' 
a/ The Arraijan Customs is on the Inter-American Highway, just on the 
border between the Canal Zone and the western part of the Republic 
of Panama. 
b/ Referring to the part of the Province of Panama situated to the west 
of the Canal Zone, 
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(d) David-Boquete Road (4Q..4/SS,«) 
This road, which has recently• been paved with asphaltic 
macadam, connects the qapital of the Province of Chiriqui (passing * 
near the town and railroad station of Dolega) with the center of a 
mountainous region of agricultural and comercial importance. The 
greater part of tho route has good horizontal and vertical alignment, 
grades . of less than 6% and it is in good condition. Its prolonga-
tion will become the natural route to the Almirante Gulf, on the Ca-
ribbean Sea. 
(e) Concepci¿n-El Hato (Volcan) Road (50 Kms.) 
Some stretches of this road—which was the original route 
of the . Inter-American Highway—have poor vertical alignment, others 
have been imperfectly graded, and some have been improved. However, 
at present only very limited maintenance operations are being carried 
out, and there is still much to be done along the greater part of its 
length, since the rough broken terrain of the region it crosses did 
not permit the construction of a better highway due to the small amount 
of money set aside for the work. 
Upon leaving La Concepción,the road goes steadily upward 
until it reaches an altitude of 1,000 meters at Cuesta de Piedra,' a 
short distance from the hydroelectric plant of Macho de Monte, which 
; supplies electrical energy to David; at Volcán it reaches an altitude 
. of 1,320 meters, and a branch road leads to Cerro Punta., at an eleva-
tion of 1,900 meters. (The-peak of the volcano is at 3,500 méters). 
• During the last war a road was eontructed.from Volcán 
..to the Costa-Rican border which, strictly speaking,: is an access, road, 
difficult''to travel (even in a jeep") during the rainy-season, but which 
/-is frequently 
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is frequently used during the dry season or the months of little rain-
fall« It has already seme importance and considerable potential value 
as a means of transportation cf certain products of this zone which is . 
beginning to develop0 
3 > Pf^Ho tures or 1 Jlip'vrays 
The expenditures on road construction and maintenance 
during the years 1948-1951 were high as compared with those of other 
Central American countries.. Only Guatemala —a larger country— spent 
•amounts nearly equal to those cf Panama for the same years, (See Table 90.) 
Table 90 
Panama: Expenditure on Construction and Maintenance of Roads and Highways 
(in thousands'of dollars) 
1948 2,621.2 A " 
' 1949 2,713-8 
1950 3*647.5" 
_ _ 1 9 5 1 , 3?394*7 
Source: Transport Mission« Estimates based on Information 
obtained from the Contralor de la Republica. 
4. Conditions of Highwayt „TransportatAon 
' Although the highway system of Panama is limited to the 
presently finished sections of the Inter-American and Trans-Isthmic High-- • 
ways, the number of motor vehicles in the country is by far the largest 
of any country in Central America. It amounted approximately to 20,000 
vehicles; in 1952, not including official vehicles or the 15*000 vehicles 
used by Canal Zone employees, which if added together would make a total 
of more than 35»000 vehicles*. About 60% of these are private' automobiles, 
and the rest are commercial vehicles; recently the percentage of.private • 
automobiles has increased SuiAl more. -About 75% of these operate in 
Panama City and vicinity*. while provinces such as Los Santos and "Veraguas 
have less than 200 vehicles each, (See Table 91) 
/- Tkble 91 
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Table 9 1 
Panama: Registration of Vehicles, by Provinces, December 31 
' 1950 
Belonging to Canal 
Total Private ; Commercial Zone employees. 
Coció 486 252 234 
Colón 5,461 864 .781 3,816 
Chiri quí 1,133 456 677 — 
Herrera 330 150 • 230 — 
Los Santos —/ 131 121 60 — 
Panamá 24,523 7- 622 5 ? 482 • 11,219 
Veraguas 197 76 121 — 
Source: Policio. Racional, Inspección General del Transito» 
a/ Registr ation as of May 31, 1950. 
The most usual type cf truck employed is,the 11/2 ton 
truck (load capacity of 4 tons), but in the last 2 or 3 years there 
has been an increase in the. use of heavy trucks. At the present time, 
there are 19 ten-ton trucks in activity, compared to 4 or 5 „a few 
years zgo, and the number, of .5̂ -ton trucks has doubled in the last five 
years. Judging by the registration ox trucks in Paniuna City .and' Col6n,-
their number.has remained more or less stationary since 1948 (See Table 
92) . . ;... • • 
Table 92 ; • . , . • .... 
Panama: Commercial Automobiles for Freight Transport Registered in • . 
the Municipal Treasury of Panama- City and Colon, December~ 
1952. 
Year • Total. No. of automobiles Panama City Colon 
1946 '1,723 1,357 366 
1947 1,83 3 1,430 . . .383 
1948 sJ 1,962 1,585 " 377 
1949. 1,769 • 1,401 ' '368 
1950 1,977 1,606 371 
1951 11,621. 1,479 ' 342 





Source'. Municipal Treasuries oi' Panama City and Colon. 
a/ Refers to trucks, delivery and pick-up trucks. Excludes those' 
with official license plates, 
b/ Registered as of Hay 31» 
c/ Registered as of June 30. 
d/ Registered as of February 28-0 
This fact is further confirmed by a study of imports, 
which ;show a-tendency for truck imports to diminish in 1951 (See 
Table 93).. 
. Table 93 
Panama: Imports of New-and Used Automobiles, by Typo; 1943-1950 and 
1951 > by month 
NcAiA-o.iTLobAAe-s _ ; _ Used Automobiles 
Year Total Passen- Trucks Chassis Total Passen- Trucks Chassis ' 
ger- Cars •' Others ger Cars Others 
b/ b/ 
1946 1,550 682 296 391 181 822 265 438 11 108 
1947 2,638 1,505 583 328 222 968. 256:.. '545 3" 164 
1948- 2,543 2,004 248 181 " 110 563 302 149 5 107 
1949 2,724 2,052 275 111 286 849 572 • 113 8 151 
1950 2,400 1,829 163 175 233 1 ,257 783 254 5 215 
1951 2,417 1,994 96 . 171 156 751 594 78' 3 76 
Source : Contraloria General de la iíepúblic; a,.. Dirección Consular-Comercial 
a/ Excludes automobiles completely exempt from import duties. - . • 
b/ Includes busses, station wagons, motor-bicyles, pick-up trucks, trailer 
trucks, tow-cars, fire trucks, etc* 
There are no statiscal figures for ox carts or pack ani 
mals. However, the agricultural census of the Province of Los Santos 
indicates that in-1945, .'Q.ut -of a total of 8,949 fiheas, 6,652 used pack 
animals, 1,741.employed carts, 167 used trucks, and 389 used other means 
of transport for their-prodî cts-. As can be seen, the truck is at the 
end of the list, ., and represents only 2% of - the total* 
Probably-the . number-'of trucks has increased since then, 
/but it is still 
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but it is still insignificant. The cost of transportation by pack an-
imal is very high, and official information indicates that it fluc-
tuates between 40 and 60 cents per ton-kilometer* 
The cost of vehicles is high. A 1 1/2 ton truck (four-
ton load capacity) costs &3/'65 "with body and #3?46-5 without. 
The prices of automobiles are more reasonable. They cost from $1,970 
up. Passenger busses -with'body cost from-$5*000 to &6,000. - Maritime 
freights influence these prices to some extent * A common type of au-
tomobile pays $257 freight from New York to Cristobal when its desti 
nation is the Republic of Panama, and only $125 if it is going to 
. the Canal Zone for the.use of a resident/ There are.credit facilities 
granted for the purchase of vehicles. . For example,.one can acquire an 
automobile upon payment of a third of the cost, the rest payable in , 
installments over a period of 24 months. 
Gasoline.is also high. The retail price of gasoline is 
38 cents a gallon, of which 5 cents is tax. Diesel oil has a reason^ 
..abfeprice: 18,5 cents a goXLon. 
. . . " Taxes' are not high. Aside from the annual tax of $36 
for private automobiles and of sp50 ' for. passenger busses and trucks, 
the passenger busass pay a special tax based on the number of seats. 
Thus, busses with a' capacity up to 10 passengers pay $4 a month;, of 
from 10 to 22 passengers, $5 a month; and of more than 22 passen-
gers $7, 
The trucking business in Panama is not carried on by 
small proprietors, as in most ox the other Central American countries. 
There arJ various trucking concerns, operating 20 to 30 vehicles, giv-
ing - good service and under an efficient administration. A company 
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- example-. The vehicles used by this company have an average life of 
10 years,' or-'l60?00C kilometers» and their tires yield on the average 
••30;,000 kilometers of service. These figures show a -considerable'mar-
gin. over those .which could ba obtained in-neighboring- countries, and 
not all of-, it-can be attributed to operating conditions on the Trans-
Isthmiet Highway? because in o t h e r parts of Central America there are 
also some good highways . The working conditions of the employees seem 
. satisfactory and the drivers are well paid and enjoy social security 
benefits. 
'Aside from' the Import traffic,:there is- á heavy traffic 
•" of cement coming^ from the factory which is located-̂ at the side: of the 
: road. From;Panama. City to Colón the traffic:is less dense and .consists 
f for. the most part of cacaô - meat, hides, ; coconuts,; etc*- The trucks are 
able to utilize from 25% to 30% of the capacity of the vehicles on the 
return trip. The distance between. Panama City and Colón by road is 
80 kilometers; the freight rates vary from $2,50 to $5.00 per ton --the 
equivalent of 5-6 cents per ton-mile for large lots and 5-8 cents per 
ton-mile, for smaller lots— that is, 3.1 to 3-7 and 3.1 to 5 cents per 
t on-kilomet er, Merchandise coining from Europe , as well as* several", other 
products pay $ 5.0.0 including port charges,... . 
The Mission was able to observe with satisfaction the 
use of heavy trucks, trailer-trucks, and semi--trailers, which are the 
most economical means of transport by road where the traffic is regu-
lar and where the roads are in'-good condition.: The transport by trucks 
. •••• on-.the Cristobal-Panama• City route is very- satisfactory*' The most 
• adequate-types-.oftrucks'-are.--used,, the-vehicles are.new oroin good run-
ning condition, the service is regular, and both 'cargo.. and::vehicles are 
-insured. - .. 
On the Inter-/:merican Highway, traffic is concentrated 
• - # •-•; . . ; - -.. ;; •: :.. • /-between Panama 
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between Panama City and David, and the towns in between. - The stretch 
having the greatest movement is situated between Santiago and Panama 
City, where the rate is §8 to $10 per ton of 2,000. pounds. The 
rate for transporting cattle to Panama City, which is one of the most 
important cargoes hauled, ie «¿4 »50 from Anton, in the Province of Co-
de; $6.50. from Santiago, in the Province of Veraguas,« and $11,50' 
from Remedies, in the Province of Chiriqui. These prices seem to be 
somewhat high« A typical example of the movement of food products is 
the big traffic in rice which constitutes the basic food of the popu-
lation of Panama. The Provinces of Cccle, Chiriqui, and the western, 
region of Panama normally have a deficit of.3,800 tons, which has to 
be supplied from the 9?500 tons surplus of Herrera, Los Santos, and Ve 
raguas, 
Although .there is very little inforraation about present 
means., of. inter-urban freight transport, it seems that it is made on 
-pack animals and' ox-carts from the producing centers to the important 
.cities- and from there 'on by truck. Then it is distributed again by 
ox-cart and pack.animals. 
The rates for these services were mentioned before» $8 
to $>10. ;per ton-plus the cost of local transport by pack animals or 
carts. * 
As regards passenger traffic, at the present time in .Pa-
nama there are about 800 passenger busses,•; .the .ria.jo.rity, of,. which • operate 
on the' . route between Panama City and Colon.and serve urban traffic 
of these two cities. . -• .•. v " 
City bus services are granted as concessions to* two large 
companies which operate the principal- routes- in the city of Panama, 





obtaining a licence- can provide bus service, generally with 16 -seat 
vehicles. Rates range from.-. 5.'to* 15 cents in the city and suburbs, and 
are fixed by the concession contract. The big companies generally have 
.busses? ..of... modern.type that are usually kept in very good condition, 
while the smaller vehicles "oA" the independent concerns are not always 
in satisfactory condition. The large number of small operators on the 
secondary routes gives rise to hard- competition among drivers, whose 
principal objective is to get the largest possible number of passen*-
gers regardless of- safety-, or comfort•conditions. This situation is 
further aggravated by the fact that the greater part of these small 
vehicles are. rented by their proprietors to the drivers 'at the rate of 
&5 for um period of B hoars * 
At the present time the authorities have limited the 
granting of permits,for small busses of -this type, In order t:> prevent 
this situation from becoming even worse. 
The-most .important inter-urban' bus service is between 
Panama .City and Colon, . in ".direct competition with the railroad. The 
latter charges a fare of; 4>'2 . - round trip iri' first1 class," and .¿1.25 in' 
o . . 
second class, whereas the. bus charges a fare of ̂ 1,25 round trip, that 
is, less than one cent per;passenger-kilometer. The largest company 
operating on this route, has 52„.aiodern busses in good condition and the 
service is satisfactory.- Other inter-urban services ore run from Pa-
nama City to Chilibre (29 kilometers), charging a"'fare of 25 cents per 
passenger; fr.O£vPanpiiT,a::City to-Chorrera (33 kilometers), the fare is 
35 cents,. Panama .City tc?. Santiago .(253' kilometers)'|4.50t and. the re-
gular service from Panpxia City to-David (487 kilometers) costing $10 
for which 7 passenger vehicles are used (station wagons).At the present 
time there is no governmental regulation of passenger or. freight; rates.,-
" " /but It seems 
ili/ÎJKoî./Jt-̂' : 
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but it seems- that the, recent provisions concerning price control -will 
* also perrrdt controls in the field of transportation. .. ^ , 
One of the most serious problems facing transportation • 
in Panama is the competition existing between the Panama. Railro.ad and 
the trucking and bus companies using the Trans-Isthmic Highway« In the 
section relating to Railroads reference has been rade to the dif-
ference-'in rates established in the Port of Cristobal with the object 
- ;-.:of'"favoring railroad .freight, , Furthermore, in .a manner similar to what 
happens.-in'.rio-st Central American, ports, the entrance of trucks belong-
' • ing to. private companies into the port premises .—which are the prop-
• erty of the Canal. Company-.; .is prohibited, and .for this; reason-.the 
trucks cannot load import merchandise directly'.- at -the. docks They 
.'have.'tô. load it. ât'thé railroad.- warehouses outside the port precincts. 
• --This prohibition,was -put into force during th§ second -world war, while 
formerly trucks were permitted to enter the port inclosure. 
. ï • : ; •. On 'the.-'other hand, -neither are trucks permitted to make 
• delivery from, the; Balboa' doc.ksvto;.th& freight warehouse-.of .Panama City 
.'* • ' (a distance/ .of 4'.kilometers) because this operation is a monopoly of 
o 
; .the-:railroad,:*although :a part:.of.this freight could.be handled more 
rapidly by. truck.The :ret:urn traffic -thatvis to say from Colon by 
•: :way of - .Balboa.-, is. also,v.a monop.ply of the .railroad company; - . 
c-
< • . -Raters for; city .passengers .and, freight services o-utside 
. of the Caml'Zo.ne. are-.high,; /,-Thi.s may .be:due in part .to the high cost 
.of .vëhiçîLe-s.and-..gàôo Jijier.-and•.-to'.'the -unbalanced freight traffic between 
the trip; going: amd.;the„trip returning*, In principle, -a, reduction of 
these rates seeini3;;tov,b̂ ,fpasibloi- -It';is encouraging- to not?-that the 
1/ So.q Section II, point 1 (a), of this chapter, p. 348' /government 
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goverrtfttt has paid attention..to one of. the'principal causes, of the high 
cost of operation, which .is the lack of proper maintenance. ... With, the 
..aid. of "Point Four", a program has bedn initiated for. tha training of 
automobile and truck mechanics, 'a* . - ... .• ,v 
• .It soems evident that Panama possesses.a.sufficient nun-
b̂er.of motor vehicles to provide à regular and. offic.ient ..service, through 
q,ut .t;he,..cpuiritry,. and if. the..noter vehicle, fleet..were.,distributed more 
.uniformly ..outside, the .Çanal..Zpne...it. would .greatly.benefit the .develop?-
ment of. agriculture/ Tho principal obstacle to..-this, development is the 
lack of farm to market, roads, 
5, Air Transport ' • 
The prihcipol domestic oar carrier is the'Compariia Pa-
ncuaend do Aviaclori" (CO'P'A)'," a Pan'Yiueri'can i.orld Airways affiliate in 
which PAA owns 33$ of the stock, while Panamanian citizens hold the 
'balance, COPA' commenced operations in' 1947> after receiving a two-year 
permit to use Albrook Field, in the Canal Zone, with two DC-3 planes 
'purchase d from" PAA ïor $120,000" and later modified in SALA!s shops, 
in Costa' Rica, to seat 34 passengers. After Tocuaon Airport was open 
edt COPA operations 'wore'transferred there. 
Three times"a week"COPA "flies'in both directions around 
•the "westeî 'n 'half of the country stopping at1* Colon, Eocas del Toro, Chan 
guinola, Puqrtp Armuolle.s» and . David. i-.Tĥ  other three days of the week 
a' plane Artàkës :theround'" trip'from Tbcuaeh to "David, and back, in the 
'morning. A total of"'five 'points are thus connected with tho capital, 
and only one of then'is served more often than three tines a week, 
• • During 1951" COPA flew'2^2,705 miles and carried 14,301 
passengers, of "which'6,570 entered and 5,605 left from Tocumen. YJhen 
not operating on its published schedules, C0PÀ1 s planes arc used ex-
- • • /tfinRivftl v hv 
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./.tehsively by-PAA; on charter'cargo service,=' particularly to Me'Üellín, 
Colombia. Utilization of • equipment-appears to b<3 -under 3 hours -per-" 
plane per day. Outside-'-of Tocumen:, -the Smc3st''"inipbrtiht' 'traffic' gener-
ating* point on its scheduled sqrviqea is--David. - Some- 66% of the pas-
• sengérs-" -and S2% of the 'cargo transported 'during* the month -of October 
1952, were carried between"David and' r£q:cumen. The--company'has instal-
led̂ " a-cold, room at-the-'airportat David and has-a'contract' to trans-
—port-to the Canal tomato'es,- strawberries»and other. farm-:produce grown 
in the -'Cbiriquí highlands. ' • • • 
An important source of revenue for the- company are • its 
earnings as .general traffic representative for PAA in Panama. While 
the company enjoys no subsidy from the Panamanian government, operations.. 
appear to be very profitable. During the ten months to October' 1952-, 
for example, a net profit of $56,000 was reported on;a capital of 
$100,000; and. annual dividends of about 50% are reported to .have, been 
declared. 
Early in 1952 a company known as Aerovías Interamerica 
ñas de Panamá. (AVISPA) was organized with Panamanian .and American- cap-
ital", and recognized as a Panamanian-flag ..carrier. It applied' to'var- . 
ious countries, including the United States, to operate international. 
routes» and in the meantime commenced, domestic operations'paralleling • 
COPA^s routes, .wjth a bórrb-w.qd :DC-3» The plane was damaged landing-at. 
Bocas del Toro .and since then operations have ..been suspended»-
From time to time a number of small operators with light' 
planes-have undertaken-to establish domestic-scheduled or charter serv-
ices* The only one which has...continued.for any length of time is- -
Aviación General, S. A. (AGSA), which maintains its.principal base at 
Marcos .A. Gelabert (Paitilla) -airport..on the outskirts of Panama-City, ~ 





rily'Piper single^engine planes, are along the San Bias coast to the 
east of tli'o Canal, and in the general area of Santiago to the west. 
The company also has a. modi contract with the government, and carries 
a limited amount' of mail from Panama City to Aguadulce and Santiago, 
Some of the areas served, like the rich southern tip of the Peninsula 
de Azuero, or4 the coffee finpftS, ground Santa Fe, 'or Veraguas, would 
be. virtually isolated in the rainy season without the air service- of 
this company. . . 
AGSA's-. passenger, fares on tie route from'"Colón along 
the San Bias coast are 8. cents per mile (equivalent to about '5 cents per 
.km,). Considering the jungle nature of the terrain over which the car 
rier flies, and the primitivo character Of the landing strips on which 
it operates^ ' this- charge does not appear unreasonable. Cargo rates 
to and from the San Bias Islands average about $ 1 . 0 0 ' to $ 1 , 5 0 per ton-
mile ( $ 0 . 6 8 - sil.03 per motric ton-km.). In the Santiago area freight 
rates arc at about- the. same general level, while passenger fares are 
somewhat higher. CO-PAfs passenger fares vary from a low of -7.2 cents 
per mile (4.5 cents' per-km,) up to 14 to 20 cents per mile (8,7 to 
12,4" cents per km.) on the.short flights betv;eon David\and Puerto Ar-
muelles, or Bocas del Toro .and Changuinola. Published tariffs for 
cargo shipments over 45- kilograms run between |0.50 and'(¡1.50 per ton-
mile ($0.,34 - Si.03 par metric ton-km,) -
Between David and Panama City, where truck transport of-
fers some competition, COPA has a special bulk rate of 3 cents per 
pound, equivalent to 26 cents per ton-mile (18 cents per metric ton-km. \ 
"While truck charges aro less than half this rate, the spoilage factor 
by surface tr nsport on perishables, due to the combination of bad road 
and tropical weather, is said to be almost prohibitive, running as high 
/as 8ú% for tomatoes 
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as 80$ for tomatoes, for example. 
During World War II the United States built an extensive 
system of airfields with paved runways throughout the country, which 
•were turned over to the Panamanian government after the war and now, 
for the most part stand idle.' The principal exception is at David, in 
Chiriqui Province, which is served by both COPA and by IACSA from San 
José-', -Costa Rica. Paitilla Airport, now re-named for the former Direc 
tor General of Civil Aviation, Marcos A. Gelabert, has been allowed to 
deteriorate badly since the establishment of Tocuraen International Air 
port. Within reach -by taxi in a few minutes from El Panama Hotel, or 
by bus for 10 cerit-s form the center of Panama City, it offers an ideal 
starting point-for domestic travelers. Serious consideration should 
be. ,̂ iven to eliminating domestic operations from Tocumen, 24 kms, away, 
and initiating a vigorous program of local air'transport development, 
using Marcos A. Gelabert airport as the focal point. 
There appear to be remarkable opportunities for air 
cargo operations within the country which have not been adequately de 
veloped. The'possibility of Chiriqui Province serving as a source of 
garden crops for the Canal Zone has scarcely been tapped. A thorough 
analysis of interno,1 routes and services and an enlarged program of gov-
erment. . encouragement of local air freight will pay the country sub-
stantial economic dividends in the long run. 
/Appendix I 
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APPENDIX I 
PANAMA: ROAD NETWORK 
Length in kilometers 
Based Total 




1. Inter-Americo.n Highway (total 
length 900 kilometers) a/ ' 29O 282 572 
2. Trans-Isthmic Highway (Panom 
City-Col6n) ao • — " , — 
370 282 652 
Bra .nchos of Inter American Highway 
2 3. La Capitana-.Chepo • — 2 
4. Pacora-function I.A. H. ' 3 — 3 
5. Cerro Azul-Junction I.A.H. 4 6 10 
6. Panama Viojo-J .'.an Diaz-. 
•function I.A.H. 8 . 8 
7. La Chorrera-Nuovo ¿¡mporador - '22 22 
8. La Chorrera-Puerto Caiirdto 4 3 7 
9. Capira-Lxdico - 3 3 
10. Capira-Cermerio 3 - 3 
11. Campana-junction I.A.M. - 2 2 
12." ' Bejuco-Pucrto do la Zona - 3 3 
13. Nueva Gorgona-. junction I.A.H. - 2 2 
14. Part of the Lagur.ua 
junction I.A.H. - 4 4 
15. El Valle-.Junction I.A.H. 28 6 34 
16. La Ermita-Junction I.A.H. « • 2' 2 
17. Anton-Puerto Obaldia - 11 11 
18. La 3enadora-Junction I.A.H. - • 5 5 
19. PenononS-La Pintado. • ' 14 • - Ik 
20.. Pononomo-Puerto Posada - 22 22 
21. Pocri-Junction I.A.H. - 1 1 
22. Aguadulc e-Puert 0 Aguadulc 0 - 5 5 
23. El Cristo-Junction I.A.H. - 4 . 4 
24. Llanos Sanchez-Junction 1.A.H. - 6" 6 
25. E]; Roblo-Junction I.A.ft. - 2 2 
26. Divisa-Chitre-Las Tablas 68 . - . 68 
27. Ocu-Junction I.A.H. . . 19 • - 19 
28. Atalaya-Junction I.A.H, 2 2 
29. Gr.ntio.go-3.an Francisco 19 19 
30. Santiago-La Colorada 17 17 
31. La Peiia-Junction I.A.H. - 3 3 
32. Rio-do Jesus-Junction I.A.H. - 5 5 
33. Ruia-jdio s-Puert0 Rene dio s - 7 7 
34. Lajas-Junction I.A.H. - V.. 3 3 
/35. San Félix 
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Length in kilometers 
Based 
and/or Total 
Paved surfaced Built 
Total length, of all-weather roads * ' ; 
• Dry-weather roads 
Sustraer Rout'es 
51» Part of the Lnguna-I.AtH. Junction 
road • 
52/ La Sonadora-Pajonal 
53Trinidad-Los Pozos •;" : 
54» La. Yoguada-iíacaradas " " 
55• La Palma-Pocri-Pedasi * " 
56... La Colorada-Puerto .Mutis 
57. La Peña-La Mesa-Las Palmas-
I.A.H,'.Junction ' 
58«' VoIcan-iCosta Rica border 
59• David-Alan j e-Divalá 
60/ Al,an je-Boquerón 
61." San Francisco-Sp.nta Fe 
62. El Roble-Calobre-San Francisco 
63. Ocú-Pesé 
64. Río de Jesús-Montijo 
65. La Peño--R.omance 
66. San Pablo-Cafíazas 
67. Cañazas^nction La Peña-Reaance 
35. San Félix-Jonction I.A.H, • - 2. 2 
36. Horcencito-Junction ItA.H. - 4 4 
37. C-ualaca-C hirioui - 18 . . .18 
38. David-Boquete 40 40 
39..' .David-Pedregal .5 /; 2 ; ..:• 7 





196 '". 243 439 
Other secondary roads 
41.- Pina-Chagres-Salud - • - 12 ;. . 12 
42.,' Piña-Eseobal . 0.«.:. : < -.V 'r- 18 
43. •Chitré-Puerto Chitré ' . \,... • . . 4 
44. Trinidad-Pese-Junctácnr-C. Divisa ̂.. 
Chitré* Road 18 . . . 10 .. .r • ,28 
45. -La Yeguada-Sabana grande- . . . - . - . - .. 
C. Junction Divisa-Chitpé uoad • 17: : . . 6 23 
46.:; Las Tablas-Puerto Monsabe • 13- 13 
47. Las Tablas-La Palma - 12- 12 
48.- Ponuga-Junction- C. Divisa- • V 
. Chitré Road - - : 2. 2 
49.- Dolega-Potrorillos i, v , 1 3 . . 13 
50. Boquete-Alto Lino 3 
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Lenght in kilometers 
Based 
and/or Total 
Paved surfaced Built 
68. Calobre-Santa Rosa-
I.A.H. Junction ^ - 22 
69r Las I-iinas-Pose - 19 
70 # El Cristo-Santa Rosa-Pocri* 
I.A.H, Junction - 23 
71. Santa Rosa-*Junction I.A.H, - . - 8 
496 
Total length of roads in Panama 1715 
3. SIMiARY 
1. Paved roads 623 
2. All-weather roads (unpaved) 596 
3. ilost important dry-weather routes 496 
1,715 
Source: Transport Mission, from official data. 
a/ The unbuilt stretch between Chepo and the Colombian border has not 
yet been located. Its length has been estimated at 300 kilometers. 
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' PAkT -WO 
REGIONAL TRANSPORT PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS" 
FOR THEIR SOLUTION ' 
Chapter I 
ROADS AND HIGHWAYS 
I, The R^ad and Highway System of the Central American Countries • 
In the six countries comprising the Isthmus of Central 
America there is a grand total of approximately 23*000 kilometers of 
roads of all kinds, of which only half are all-weather roads, the rest 
being passable only in the dry season. The total length of paved high-
ways is 12% of the total. • 
El Salvadorj with 7*700 kilometers, has the most 
extensive network- of roads of all kinds, but Guatemala has the greatest 
length of all-weather wads:- 4*360 kilometers, a figure which represents 
3$% of the total of all-weather roads for all of Central America. • Costa 
Rica follows with 16%, Honduras with 14$* El Salvador with 13%, Panama 
with 11$,and Nicaragua with 9$* Costa Rica has more, kilometers of paved 
highways than any other Central American country. It has 810 kms*;-' Panama 
has 620 and El Salvador 600.- (See TaMfe.94.-) 
On the other hand, if one compares the road density-
figures for these countries with those for population density, the 
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T a b l e 99 (Continued) 
" ' Central America: Length of Roads classified by Type 
-••:•• •:.• All-weather roads Dry-weàther roads 
.Paved Unpaved Total Dirt Total 
(concrete (based and/ott 
or cisphaxt) surfaced) 
(kilometers) 
Central America 2,660 8,790 11,450 11,370 22,820 
Guatemala 330 4,030 4,360 2,170 6,530 
El Salvador - 600 900 1,500 6,200 7,700 
Honduras — 1,570 1,570 I60 1,730 
Nicaragua 300 670 970 1,640 2,610 
Costa Rica 810 . . 1,020 1,830 70Ó 2,530 
Panama ' : : 620 600 1,220 . . 500 •1,720 
(percentage distribution)" 
Central America :.•"• 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Guatemala 12.4 45.9 38 .1 19.1 28.6 
El Salvador 22.6 10.2 I3.I 54.5 33.7 
Honduras — 17.9: . • 13.7 1.4 7.6 
Nicaragua 11.3 7 .6 : 8.5 14.4 11.5 
Costa Rica 30.4 11.6 , 16.0 6.2 11.1 
Panama 23.3 '6.8 10.6 4.4 7.5 
Source: Transport Mission, from partial data furnished by the official 
organizations.. • • -
density, with :366-meters''¿f roads of all kinds per square kilometer, and 
72 meters of all-weather roads, followed by Guatemala with 60 and 39, and 
Costa Rica with 49 and. 35,respectively. These three countries also have 
the highest pbpulatlon densities, in the order named; (see Table 95.} Nica-
ragua, which has the largest area, has the smallest population density and 
the fewest all-weather roads. For roads of all kinds,. Honduras is the 
country with the lowest density figure (15 meters of road per square 
/kilometer ). 
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kilometer ), 
Table- 95 . . 
Central America: Comparison of. Road..Density "with Population Density 
'̂ Area * " " Estimated'Population Road" density: meters of 
in squarer . ; density a/ road per square kilometer 
•• r Kilometers f- Inhabitants,per ' Of all types^; All-weather 
• "... sq. km.. • 
Central America..-, 517*900--- 17.4 44 • 22"' 
Guatemala 108*900,- . .:* 27.1 !. 60 39 - • 
El Salvador 20*900 " 92.0 366 72 - • 
Honduras 115*200 12.4 15 14 
Nicaragua •. : 148*000, ; • . . .. ;?..-.!•: • - 18 7 
Costa Rica 50*90.0, 16.4 •.: 49 - 35l • 
Panama : 74*000"- 10.9 • • • • • 23 ù , 16 
. Source : Transport Mission* from partial data furnished by the official 
organizations ... : ' : 
; • • - *; • v .-•.•• a/ 1950 or 1952; see basic data in respective Chapters of Part I. 
If one compares the length of existing roads with the popula-
tion figures of these countries (see Table 96)* El Salvador is in first place, 
for it has the smallest number of inhabitants (249) per kilometer of roads 
of all kinds, while in Honduras there is one kilometer of roads of all 
kinds for every ?68 inhabitants, the lowest ratio for the Central American 
countries.' Costa Rica is in first place in all-weather roads, with 468 
inhabitants per kilometer of highway, Guatemala is in second place with 
668, and El Salvador List with 1,280. 
. ' /Table 96 
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Table 96 
Central America : Population-Road Ratios 
Estimated population Number of inhabitants 
for 1952 per 1 km, of roads 
(Thousands of Inhabitants) ' All types All-weather 
Central America .9,229 .404 805 
Guatemala. ' 3,000 460 . . ; " 688 
El Salvador 1,921 : • 249 1,280 
Honduras .1*500 • 868 954 
Nicaragua ' " 1,120 " ' 431 1,150 
Costa Rica 843 338 468 
Panama 845 .497 704 
Source: Transport Mission, from partial- data furnished by the official 
organizations. 
1. The Road System in Relation to National and Regional Communications Needs 
Since the Central American countries have similar geographical 
and climatic conditions, and there is a similarity in economic aspects and 
historical background, it is pobsible to attempt a comparative analysis of 
their transportation systems. In dealing with highways, account must be 
taken particularly of the extent and condition of the roads,-the direct 
relation which should exist .'between the location and characteristics of the-
road system, and the territorial extension, the geographic position of the 
most important centers of population, production and.consumption, and the 
degree of coordination between the road .network and other means of trans-
portation, " 
Bearing these .factors in mind,.it is seen that in El 
/Salvador 
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Salvador they all combine to form a road system of relative efficiency for 
transport, while in Honduras, Nicaragua"*an± Panama there are serious 
problems for 'the''movement of imported "productŝ  and "of local products "Tor 
export-and- for domestic consumption. While, in the-case of El Salvador, 
the only thing needed is to improve and integrate the existing basic road 
system," complementing it'wxt'K Systems of secondary'1 and farm'to'market roaets in 
a way that w i l l ; p a r a l l e l the development of productipny. in the other three 
countries, the construction of almost the entire basic system of roads and • 
highways is required,-as well as its progressive expansion with secondary 
and feeder roads. In the special case of Guatemala, the 4*400 kins, of all-
1/ 
weather road's which''ficjw* exist" are "still' insufficient, ":aside from the' fact' 
that along most of their length their physical features.are inadequate for 
economically and rapidly converting them into better quality roads for 
"'greater''traffic'capacity "at"low "operating' Costs. For this reason'"it is 
essential for Guatemala to complete its basic road network by building new 
roads, by improving those that now exist, as fg.r as it is economically 
possible, by coordinating them with one another and with other means of 
1/ This is due to various causes: (a) The present location of "one roaa 
network does , not include a widespread ..zone of economic influence in 
relation to the country1s area, nor with the areas of departments 
through which the roads pass; (b) the location; of most, of these 
roads has not been done within efficient technical standards in 
relation to ,the topographical, geological,-and hydrographical con- . 
ditions of the region; (c) their construction features do not 
meet the standards for roads,where low-cost automotive transport 
is possible; (d) high annual expenditures for their maintenance are 
required, because-.-of their, low standards of .construction; (e) in 
certain areas of the country there are still no direct connections-
(and in some not even indirect) between the main highway routes-
and the important production or population centers, and in others 
there are merely very inferior .quality .secondary branch roads. 
/transportation 
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transportation more effectively, and finally, by complementing the basic-
road system with feeder systems, 
:;. :Costa Rica also, is a special case,, becau.se of the disconnected 
and highly concentrated^nature of its. road network. It can be said that 
this network only, meets the needs of th§ economy of the central region of 
the country $ sp. thatwhat .is needed, is the location and construction of 
other--routes, :—including secondary and feeder roads— which would, expand 
their area of • service• 
., ;• - • Furthermore., .in .all. .the countries mentioned, it. is 
necessary. to. carry out at. the same ; time lajge-scale improvement and organ-
ization. oftransport services, on. a basis which would be economical for 
the public, the operators, and the government.* 
r\ . Thus it may .be seen that the general transportation, problem 
becomeŝ .eyeri more acute when, considered from a regional standpoint. If 
each one .of these countries, has had t.o face great difficulties of one kind 
or another., in. the building up of transport, systems which'are still 
inadequate {or ;effectively helping to '.develop their national economies, it 
might.; seem-paradoxical,that .th§y should undertake the building up of a 
vaster system,. ;of ,an international scope, for which they are probably as 
yet unprepared,.and.,the cost .of „which could mean in the end definite 
limitations in.the programs of,,improvement and extension of their national 
road systems.. /Nevertheless,^various factors should be taken.into account 
which ..would.help to., increase .the general..usefulness of the national road 
networks once they have been coordinated and integrated .into the interna'- _ 
tional highway (system. • ... . : . _ ... 
..-••. .. . . /in. the first 
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In the f i r s t place, the rboat important trunk highway ini • 
1/ - .. ,, 
all the Central American countries is the Inter-American Highway, which 
has been planned and built for international traffic,—The-^ationat^ead 
systems now in existence serve local markets of limited size, and their 
general usefulness as transport routes pould be greatly increased,* if, by 
means of their connection with the Inter-American Highway, part of the 
inter-Central American freight traffic could be carried in addition to" 
local traffic -principally in border areas where there is potential traffic 
of a certain importance- to say nothing of.the traffic for importing and 
exporting outside the area. If it is considered that "there are no public'' 
international rail communications in Central America (except between' EI" ' 
Salvador and Guatemala), that air transport has only"a limited field of 
application, and that the system of maritime communications is inadequate 
-then an international network of highways seems to be the most appropriate 
means for transporting a large part of the products in the region.' 
Moreover, the relatively short distances separating the 
Central American capital cities also favors"this' type of traffic, particular 
ly in view of the fact that the bulk of inter-Central American'commerce is 
carried on between the capitals and a few other centers of consumption and 
production of neighboring countries. In general, the distances separating 
one from another are not too large to make highway passenger' and' freight • 
transport feasible, 
The regional economic integration'which the Central " 
American countries are striving for would necessarily bring as a result an 
1/ Honduras may be considered an exception to this in many respects. 
/expansion 
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expansion of markets.and an additional demand for means of transport.' -It 
can be foreseen that the existence of a road, network of international scope 
will erilarge the operating areas of, business, will tend to increase the scale 
of production, and will be an effective means for attaining the specialization 
and'-integration that are being attempted'.. 
Finally, any basic plan for the improvement of the local 
transport systems, which, normally would require high expenditures of. capital, 
could bring greater general economic advantage if it were coordinated with 
an international highway system which would facilitate the movement of 
products-within'and in and out of the region^ In other words, the -
substantial investments in road transport- systems would be economically 
sounder and more profitable if at the same time other investments were made 
on international roads permitting a rapid'increase in commercial and'tourist 
traffic^ a gradual reduction in the cost of transportation, and an'indirect 
amortization, in a shorter time, of the investments on the project. 
2. Highway and Road System for International Transport Proposed by the-Mission* 
In the present Report a possible basic highway plan for 
Central America is proposed comprising both international highways and-
domestiq'road systems (with the exception of farm to market roads). This plan, 
which could be carried out over a period of seven years, would require a total 
investment of $206-million , -of which $118 million corresponds to 
international highways, or highways used internationally, and $88 million to, 
the internal road systems.. The plan could be carried out in two stages: an 
immediate one of two years costing $75 million (-37*5 annually), and a 
3 0 Vi * ' ; /Table 97 
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- ' Table 97 
Central America: .Estimated cost of a seven-year international 
and domestic highway plan, by countries and 
(Stage I. - 2 years;'Stage II - 5 years) 
•International • Domestic 
Total System System 
Guatemala 67.1 26.0 41.1 
Stage I 16.7 ""8.4, 8-3 
Stage II ' 50.4 • -.17,6 ' . 32.8 
El Salvador ' ••••-.• 22.2 . lé.2 — 6.0 
Stage- I 8.9 7.5* 1-4 
Stage II ^ - . : 13.3\ -8,.7 4.6 
Honduras .":-•• ;-">. 4ß.O' 32.7. 7-3 
Stage I 18.1 18.1 
Stage II ••••• : ' . 21.9 • • 14.6 • 7.3 
.e . . ' ' 
Nicaragua ' - - .22.0 10.1 11.9 
Stage I 13.0 7.1 5.9 ; 
Stage II' • " .:r .. '..9.0 ' 3-0 6.0 
Costa Rica • > ' • • ̂  ... . ^ 27.4, ... • 17,5- 9.9 
Stage I ' 10.6 ' 5.0 5.6 
Stage II • . ló^v • • 12.;5 . 4.3 
Panama .".•...-.'•. . '•'•••:;. , • 15.1.. 12.0 
Staae I 7.5 •'•'••' 3.0 " • • 4,5 
Stage II • , 19.6 . 12.1- 7.5 
Totals '. 205.8 , 117.6 88.2 
Stage I 74.8 49.1 25.7 
Stage II . - '•'.'•• •• . 131.0. 68.5 62.5 
Source : Transport Mission 
/second stage 
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second stage of five years costing $131 million . (26.2 annually)» (See 
Table *97.)' Of the'overall plan the first stage relating to the ¿t*.ernational 
system would require $49 million $24.5 annually) and the second stage would 
demand $69 million- (<13.7 annually). The investment in the domestic system would be $26 million »(«13 annually) in the* first stage and $63 million. 
2/ 
(12.6 annually) in the second. 
The plan is" necessarily based on certain assumptions regard-
ing construction costs and on a clas3i.fic0.tion of the highways according to 
the category assigned to them which also affects the estimated costs. In 
the Appendix to this Chapter will be found a note on costs and on the 
classification of the highways, with the corresponding specifications. 
The only route along which effective international automotive 
traffic is now carried along the countries of the.region is the Inter-American 
Highway^though there are other routes of less importance * on which a certain 
amount of international traffic is also carried. Among the latter are the 
following: (l) The -Northern Highway in El Salvador, reaching Nueva Ocotepeque 
in Honduras; (2) the Military Route in El Salvador, which connects San 
Miguel with a point on the Inter-American Highway near the Hondurean border, 
. . . •« 
and along which a considerable amount of commercial traffic from El Salvador, 
1/ The choice of seven years for the plan is based on the consideration that 
a shorter period of time would require perhaps too high an annual 
investment whereas a longer period might prove to be inadequate and 
inefficient due to the difficulty of foreseeing its full scope and" cost. 
In any case, the first stage of two years is assumed to be an intensive 
stage, since it is necessary to achieve initially a large "degree of 
progress, thus offsetting the slow rate of increase of highway construction 
in the past. 
2/ A detailed discussion of the proposed domestic road systems will be found 
in" -'Chapter II of Part III of this Report.. 
/Honduras 
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Honduras, and Nicaragua is carried; (3 ) the Southern Highway in Honduras:̂ ; .¡..--¿s 
which constitutes for all practical purposes a prolongation af the Ihter-l.:V? 
American Highway connecting the- capital' of Honduras with the neighboring. h 
countries; (4) National Route. No. 1 in Guatemala, which runs from the 
central region to the Talisman bridge, making a direct connection between 
Talisman and Tapachula, in Mexico, which in turn is connected by railroad, 
and from a point in Mexicors interior, by highway with Mexico City; (5) 
other routes with sporadic traffic passable with difficulty even in the 
dry season, of little importance, short in length, and having limited 
international penetration» 
Table 98 
Central America: General Seven-year International 
Highway Plan, by countries 
Total F i r s t Stage Second Stage 
Kms Millions Kms Millions Kms Millions 
of of - o f 
dollars dollars «dollars 
^ " Year Year Year Year Year Year Year 
T q^al I I I Total I I I IV V VI VII 
Tuatemala 726 26.0 201 8.4 4 .2 4. 2 525 17.6 3. 2 5 .2 3 . 8 2, .8 2.6 
;i Salvador 483 16.2 352 7.5 3 • 7 3. 8-. 131 8.7 4. 2 2 .8 1. 7 — — 
fondura s 1,413 32.7 840 18.1 7 .9 10. 2 573 14.6 8. 7 4 .0 1. 2 0, .7 — 
ficaragua 434 10.1 353 7.1 4 .0 3. 1 ' 81 3.0 1. 9 1 "l • • — — — 
ôsta Rica 461 . 17.5 127 5.0 2 .5 2. 5 334 12.5 2. p 2 .5 2. 5 2, .5 2.2 
'anama 413 15.1 95 3.0 1 -.5 1. 5 318 12.1 3. 4 . 3 .3 2. 3 1, .8 I.3 
ientral America 3,930 117.6 1,968 49.1 23 .8 25. 33 .,962 68.5 24. 2 18 .9 11. 5 7. .8 6.1 
Source : Transport Mission 
The internat ional highway plan recommended by the Mission 
i s based on the conclusion of the Inter-American Highway and the construction 
. : ' • - /or improvement 
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or improvement of other international roads such as those described. The , 
first, two-year stage, includes specifically the construction, improvement 
and necessary paving to establish through traffic on the Inter-American 
Highway from the Mexican border to San Jose, Costa Rica, and to better 
transport conditions in the Panama section of that highway; similar work 
in Guatemala, EL Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua, to establish the Pacific 
Coastal Highway, including the construction of new sectionŝ  the establish-
ment of permanent traffic on the Inter-Oceanic highway'between"El'Salvador-
and 'Honduras-; conclusion of the Hondurean Inter-Oceanic Highway; a 
connection between.Eastern Honduras and Northern Nicaragua;, and a third 
internalionai road ̂-¿'tween Guatemala and Ei Salvador. (See Tables 9$ and .. 
99.) 
In the' second stage, the international highway plan • • ; 
includes the conclusion and total paving o.f all the highways comprising.the' 
first stage, and furthermore the construction of a third road between El •. 
Salvador and Honduras, and the termination of- a fir sty'route" between" Guatemala 
and.-Honduras. 
Table 99 --
.Central America: Seven-year /International Highway Plan, 
"" by Stage's*.-and--by Highways 
Expenditure 
in millions of dollars 
Total Year I Year II 
19-2 10.2 9.0 
• - . . v. . " % First stage : 2 years 
• 1 - ' " ' Length 
— - • * • in kilometers 
(a). .• Inter Merican. Highway a/ 
r 514 
/Guatemala b/ 
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Costa Rica' "'• 
Panama 
(b) Pacific Coastal Highway 
Guatemala '"'"'" 
El Salvador • 
Honduras / ' 
e / Nicaragua — 
(c) El Salvador-Honduras Inter-' 
Oceanic Highway 
El Salvador 
Honduras " " '"' 
(d) Honduras Inter-Oceanic 
Highway , . .. ( 
Honduras-' " '' 
(gs) Eastern Highway of Honduras 




(f) Other highways 
2) Third International Guate 
mala-El Salvador Route 






























































El Salvador g/ 
181 3< .8 2.0 1.8 
139 • . 3. 1 ,1.6 1.5 
42. ' ' "0, .7 ' 0.4 0.3 
99 ....... .- • , • 2: .0 . l.o ... 1,0. 
40 0, .8 0.4-,- 0.4 
59 1, ,2 Ó.6 0.6 
Second Stage:; 5-years 
Lengths.--. . : . 




















" • ....': Expenditure 
in millions of dollars 
Year Year Year Year Year 
HI" "IV " V "' VI " VII 
10.9 8.9 6.8 7.1 6.1 
~2To X O 270 278 276 
1.4 1.1 — — — 
2.8 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.2 
3.4 3.3 2.3 1.8 1.3 




T a b l e 99 ( C o n t i n u e d ) 
(b) Pacific Coastal Highway 193 11.0 'k-k 4^1 2.5 
Guatemala 117 1T9 1.2 1.9 O 
El Salvador 76,/ 6.1 2.2 2.2 1.7 
Honduras. —p. • 0.5 0.5 - ~ 
.Jy Nicaragua '"• . •" " — • 0-5 ..0,5 —^ 
t. V 
(c) El Salvador-Honduras Inter- 2.8 2.8 
Oceanic Highway1 . 
El Salvador - """h/ °*8 ™ " " 
Honduras — - 2.0 2.0 
(d) Honduras Inter-Oceanic 6.2. 2.2 ..2.3: V-0 "0.7 
Highway: ~ "" 
Honduras 360 6.2 2.2 2.3 1-0 0.7 
(e) Eastern Highway of Honduras ^ / 
• and Northern Highway of — — 1.2. 1.2 
Nicaragua ........ 
.Honduras — 1.2 1.2 — , — — 
Nicaragua ~ — — —v. 
(f) Other highways 
Third International Guate- ' * • " __ 
-mala-El Salvador Route 
Honduras 90 2.'9 1.5 1.4"'--' — 
El Salvador 55 1.8 1.2 0.6 -- — 
First International Guate-
mala-Honduras Route "Tl5 2.8 '1.6 1.2 
Guatemala 100 2.3 — 1.3 TTU • 
Honduras 15 0.5 0.3' 0.2 
Source: Transport Mission. . . v 
a/ The improvement that some already paved stretches in El Salvador .and Costa 
'Rica need has not been .'considered, in the belief that it can be done later. 
b/ It is possible that the expenditures in Guatemala might be slightly higher 
than the total estimated amount, but it is probable that experience and a 
greater and more efficient' use of mechanical equipment might reduce 
construction costs. 
c/ The actual expenditure will be approximately 750,000 dollars, by agreement 
between the government .of El Salvador and the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads 
(San Salvador office), which will mean an expenditure of about 22,000 
dollars per kilometer, but it is not known what work in addition, to the. 
paving will be done. . 
/d/ Estimated 
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d/ Estimated length. 
e/ Completion and piving of ¿anagua-Chinandega section and construction and 
paving of Managua-Granada section, \ 
f/ Not including the San Pedro Sula-Paerto Cortes stretch, since it has 
. already been included in the El Salvador-Honduras Inter-Oceanic Highway. 
gj Construction of., 42 new kms. between San Francisco (Gotera) and the.-': 
border, and improvement of' the 13 km. existing stretch (Military Route-
San Francisco) 
h/ Length in kilometers'does' not appear since the only work, is that''of 
paving* 
(a) Inter-American Highway. It is estimated that the -total • 
length of the Inter-American Highway in Central - America.. wIB/'be' 'approid-iiiately 
2,900 kilometers upon its completion. In the chapters on each of the Central 
i/ 
American countries it has already been stated that some sections are- still 
impassable. '(Seeabove Table 100.) 
2,238 kilometers of the highway have been constructed, of 
which 963 kilometers are paved, and the rest graded, based, and surfaced. 
(See Table 101.) -
The length already paved represents 33^ of the total, the 
part that Is built but unpaved., UU%y ̂ nd the part still, to'" be' built, 23$. 
Along the sections considered impassable there are stretches, such as that"'' 
in Costa Ricafbetween Bagaces and. the Nicaraguan.border, which have been 
used during the; dry season.. In the present year ..(1953) / this stretch.'has 
again been opened to traffic while natural conditions permits 
. Qf the- countries of Central America, Panama has the longest 
1/ See Chapters l->6 of Part I' of this Report • 
1 " /paved section 
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paved section of this highway (290 kilometers) followed by El Salvador and 
Nicaragua (273 and 215 kilometers, respectively), Costa Rica has paved. ... 
only 106 kilometers and Guatemala ?9. Honduras has no paved_ highways. The 
countries, with the longest impassable ¡sections at the present time are 
Panama, Costa'Rica and Guatemala. 
Table 100 
Central America: Present condition of the Inter-Amerlc'an "7 
Highway, by countries and by sections * . 
Length in kms. Present Condition 
Guatemala: .. 510 
1. Mexican border-Km.303 ~40 Impassable.. 
2. Km.303-San Cristobal 122 . All-weather 
3. -Sanv Cristóbal-Sumpango I43: . All-weather 
4. Sumpango-Guatemala a/ ' 37 ' Paved. 
5. Guatemala-Kilometer 22 23 Paved 
6. Kilometer -22-Asunclón Mita 126 All-weather 
7. Asunción Mita-Kilometer 160 13 Paved 
8. Kilometer 160-Salvadorean border 6 Paved 
El Salvador: 307. 
1. Guatemalan border-Santa Ana H Paved 
2. Santa Aná-San Salvador 66 Paved 
3. San-. Salvador-Cojutepeque 33 Paved 
4. Cojutepeque-Cuscatlán Bridge 
(Lempa River) 57 Paved 
5. Cuscatlán Bridge-San Miguel 48 Paved 
6. San Miguel-Sirama ' 38 ..All-weather 
Honduras : 160 .... 
1. Salvadorean border-Jícaro Galán ~4Qi All-weather 
2. Jícaro Galán-San Lorenzo 12 All-weather 
3. San Lorenzo-Choluteca • - .38- ••;•• All-weather 
4. Choluteca-Nan Marcos 58 All-weather 
5. San Marcos-Nicaraguan border "12..." -• "'All-weather 
Î7 With the exception of a short • stretch - of. the-Southern Highway-between "-
Tegucigalpa and. Toncontin Airport > mainlyi withi-n the urban- limit's" of the 
capital, about* 6 kilometers long, However, the asphalt surface is not 




P a g e ' 3 9 8 ' 
Nicaragua: 
1. Hondurean border-Somoto 
2.' • Sonjoto-Condega 
3-, Condega-Esteli . 




8 . Rivas-Costa Rican border 
Costa Rica: 
1. • Ni car aguan- /borde r-Baga ce s 
2. Baga ees-Las. -Cañas •••• • 
3^ .Las Cañas-Lagartqs..River. 
4'v Lagart o§ ̂ ive r̂ acacp;ha,;' 














~~5~¡ Ma cacona-San Ramón 
6. San Ramón-San José 
7. San Jpse-Cartago 
8. Cartago-San Isidro deL General 
9-# San Isidro del General-Buenos Aires 
10. Buenos Aires-Paso Real b/ 


























Panama: . .,..- . -895.. -
1. Costa Ricárt bórder-Concepción - - • • .'H® Impassable 
2. Concepción-David 24 - All-weather 
3. David-Remedios v'-" 95 All-weather 
4. Remedios-Soná ]" ' 92.. ... .... All-weather C J • Soná-Santiago - . \ ' 47- . All.r-weather 
6. Santiago-Divisa : / .36 " Paved-
7. Divisa-Aguadulce-Natá-Penonome -66 Paved 
8. Penonomé-Hato River 30 Paved 
9. Hato River-Bejuco-La Chorrera , -88, - Paved 
10. La Chorrera-Panama-To'Cumen 58 ' Paved 
11. Toe ume n-Pa cora 12 Paved 
12. Pacora-Chepo , c/ 24 All-weather 
13. . _ Chepo-Colombian borderó . 300 • Impassable' 
Total length of the Inter""American Highway . 2,913 : V 
Source: . Transport Missionfrom official data.. .... 
a/ It has not been possible to verify if the terminal point of this section 
is exactly 22-kilometers from the starting point., 
b/ Estimated length-. 
c/ Estimated length based on the scale of .the. official, up n, allowing .for- . 
.'̂ marginal .'factor for additional length for its-location. 
/ T a b l e 1 0 1 
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T a b l e 1 0 1 
' C e ntral'America: Present condition of the Inter-American 
Highway. Summary 
• All-weather len&th - Impassable length-
Based and/ (not constructed)" 
' Paved or. surfaced 
Kilo- X o f K i l o ^ $~of Total Length % of TOTAL- LENGTH 








Source: Transport Mission, frc>m o f f i c i a l data,. See also Table 100. 
The original agreement of the representatives of the American 
countries determined that the spec i f i c function*of t h i s highway 1—as that of 
the entire Pan American Highway— would be the direct communication of the 
capitals of the respective countries, in th is case Mexico and the Central 
o 
American republics . At"the present time this aim i s being accomplished with-
re lat ive effectiveness' between Guatemala, £ l 'Salvador and, Nicaragua, which 
are already connected, and. i n d i r e c t l y between these countries and Honduras, 
About' 320 kilometers are s t i l l to be constructed in Panama, 
some 300 in Costa Rica, and 40 in Guatemala. However,"in Guatemala i t i s 
s t i l l necessary to relocate'and reconstruct prac t i ca l ly 230 kilometers,apart 
from paving and other additional work. In Nicaragua the new locat ion, 































31.5 572 63.9 323 36.1 895 
43,7 2,238 76.8 675 '23.2 2,913 
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Hondurean border and Somoto is required] the improvement and paving of some 
stretches (including the building of several permanent bridges) of the 
section between Somoto, and Sébaco;- arid finally, the 35~kilometer stretch . 
next to.the Costa Rican border needs improvement, and pavingv 'In Honduras 
the completion of .g-rading and drainage work ;ls required, as well as the 
replacement of temporary bridges with'permanent ones, -the construction of 
some..bridges, the.'new,-location and improvement of the stretch between Kms. 
110.and-120,- and- the-relocation and construction of the short stretch of 4-
kilometers rtext to the Nicaraguan border. In'Costa 'Rica the requirements : 
comprise the construction of the Nicaraguan border-Las Carias section .(127 • • 
kiloketers) ,• the locating, and .construction of the San Isidrc del General-
Panamanian border .section (covering in itself aiv approximate length of 200 
kilometers),, the -improvement of some -already constructed stretches, and thé' 
paving of around 550 kilometers. Panama needs, besides the construction of 
the entire -section between. .Chepo -and the Colombian border, to improve some 
stretches, to relocate and-, build .others., and-to pave around 6Ô0 kilometers, 
apart from the construction.and•substitution.of -many "bridges. Finally, in 
o 
E l Salvador only minor completion-..work, and the t o t a l paving'of the 34-ki lo 
meter s tretch .next to. the Hondurean border are required, as well as the 
improvement of some already .paved sections .and the replacement of some 
temporary bridges with .permanent ones. 
At present , i t i s possible t'o carry on international t r a f f i c 
on th i s route the- year round, only between..-Guatemala• E l Salvador, Honduras 
and Nicaragua. During the dry season i t . i s possible to t rave l on the s t i l l 
unbuilt section in Costa Rica,.-:(Nicaraguan border-Bâgaces) "and to continue 
/as far as 
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as far as San Isidro del General, 136 kilometers beyond San José , Costa 
Rica, The bulk of the heavy commercial t r a f f i c takes place along the 
section between E l Salvador, Honduras, and. Nicaragua. 
Considering the importance of the internat ional communi-
cation which wil.1 be carried on by means of the Inter-American Highway, . 
and the magnitude of the work s t i l l required before i t i s en t i re ly 
f inished, i t i s appropriate to formulate a rat ional plan of execution 
envisaging the greatest possible benefi t to be derived from a greater 
and e a r l i e r . international u t i l i z a t i o n of this-highway. I t would be 
suitable to proceed to i t s execution in two .well-defined stages: 
The first - stage would constitute the work needed to 
establish direct communication between the Mexican-Guatemalan border and 
San José, Costa Rica, by finishing the only presently impassable stretches 
of this, section of the- Inter-Amo ri can Highway. These are the following: 
in Guatemala, Mexican border-Km. 303 (40 kilometers); in Honduras, 
Nicaraguan border-Km. 157 (4 kilometers); and in Costa Rica, Nicaraguan 
border-Las; Canas. (127 kilometers) . During this first stage it would also 
be possible,during the construction of the above-mentioned stretches, to 
do other important work in-the three countries mentioned, as well as in 
the other countries in order to establish • traffic, under, the-- best 
conditions between the provisional terminal points (Mexican-Guatemalan 
border and San José, Costa Rica), and to improve other sections in 
Panama. The details of this work' may be found in Table 102. 
In the second stage, direct communication between the 
Central American countries and Panama City would be achieved, by construct 
ing and paving the unbuilt section in Costa Rica and the Costa Rican border-
/Concepcion 
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Concepción section in Panama. To this -would be added, the improvement -
and paving of all sections not finished .during the first stage. (See "• 
above Table 102.) , ' . : . 
It is estimated that to. carry out the-first: stage a^"-
maximum of two years would be -required, and a .total approximate • 
expenditure of $20 million.. The second stage- would .-require a maximum 
period of five years and an expenditure.of about $40 million.; 
As a result of .the completion of the first :stage> the 
four countries which are now linked the. year, round.by the: Inter-American 
Highway (Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras,and Nicaragua;)-,; would, have 
permanent direct communication with Costa.,Rica, as. well as with the ' 
countries of North America. The benefits.which this communication would 
bring would furnish a great stimulus.for going ahead with thé building 
of. the stretches between San José and. Panama, .Gity->..v. It, i.s .judged still'• : ' 
premature to face at this time the. problem of .the ; construction:' of" -the'* 
eastern section of the route in Panama, ..which would reqtm.rè:..considerable ' -
expenditures and a great deal of time for construction in-..an undeveloped--
and very thinly populated area (around .300 kilometers); . Furthermoreit : 
would not yet be possible to establish. communication with .the: G.olcmbiañ - " 
part of the Pan American Highway, because Colombia has many .miles of -•-
highway still to build in a swampy and. unhealthy region..-.:. 
• ' ' R S C O Ì M K ' H D À T Ì Ò N ' I : 
With regard to the Inter-Meri can'Highway: 
(a) Priority'should be given to the construction 
of the now impassable stretches between the Mexican-
Guatemalan border and oan Jose, Costa Rica, 
/(b) Having finished. 
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(b) Having finished, the f i r s t stage of 
construction, the ent ire section between the Mexi 
can-Guatemalan border and Panama City should be 
completed. 
In order to carry out part (a ) of t h i s recommendation, 
the construction of some 170 kiloffieters of highway w i l l be required in 
Guatemala, Honduras» and Costa Rica, as Well as other projects' in each 
of those countries and.every one of the other Central American Republics, The 
required expenditures in each one of the s ix countries woulcl be as 
follows: Guatemala, $4.7 million; El Salvador, $0.5; Honduras, $2.9; 
Nicaragua, $3>1; Costa Rica $5.0; and Panama-, $3.0 million. 
When the second stage is finished,-the Inter-American 
Highway will have been completely built and paved from.the western 
border of Guatemala all the way to Panama City. The approximate 
expenditures which would be required In each one of the Central Ameri-
can countries during the second stage are as follows: Guatemala, $11.4 
million; Honduras, $1.3; Nicaragua, $2.5; Costa Rica, $12.5; and Panama 
$ 1 2 . 1 . . . . J. : V • . 
* 
' * s. 
Table 102 " 
Central America: Inter-American Highway Plan 
F i r s t stage : 2 years 
Guatemala 
(A) Construction and paving of the 
Mexican border-Km. 303 section 
(B) Relocation and construction Of 
Km. 303~Km. 268 section (without 
. Paving) .' ' 
. Expenditures 
(in, mill ions of dol lars) 
Kms.. Total - Year I Year I I 




/E l Salvador 
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El Salvador 
(X) Improvemént1 ahd paving of the- -
last Section: Sirama-Hondurean - " 
border 34 0.5 0.5 
Honduras 
-(A)- -Completion of the gradirig and 
drainage work,, ̂ reparation of" 
the - sub-base and. of the^base? re-
placement of 3 temporary bridges 
: with permanent ones, and pacing •' • 
of the Salvadorean border-Jicaro 
- - Galán section' " : 40 v 1.0 1.0 " -
(B) Completion and paving of the 
--Jícaro Galán-Sílh-Lorenzo section : "12 0.'3: - : 0,3 ' ' — 
(C) New locating and construction 
' (without- paving)'- of the short-- * 
still-unbuilt stretch next to 
the Nicaragua*! border' 4 0.2 : 0.2 
(D) Construction of 9 bridges (some 
../ - .:to replace- temporary ones) be- • 
tween Jícaro Galán and Choluteca — 0.4 — 0.4 
(E) New locating and improvement of 
the stretch between Kms. 110 and 
120, and'completion-of others -
(without paving) on the Choluteca-
• - Sari Marcos section ' : • 5 8 ' ;1.0 * •' — •' 1.0 
Nicaragua. 
[X)New location, construction and 
' • paving- of the-Tiondurean border--' : --* ' 
Somoto section, and the building 
of several bridges 19 0.9 0.6 0.3 
(B) Improvement of some sections 10 
kms. long between Somoto and 
Condega and paving and completion 
of the whole section 32 0.7 0.3 0.4 
(C) Improvement of Condega-Estelí 
section,-' including .construction 
of permanent bridges 36 1»5 1«0 0.5 
Costa Rica 
1J) Construction of the sections be- " - -- - v: -
"•tween the Nicaraguan border and 
Las Cañas, including bridges 127 5-0 2.5 2.5 
Panama 
(A)' Improvement and relocation of 
- • certain strétches of the David'-
Remedios section, including "the-.' 
building of 4 bridges - ' '95' 3.0' ' 1.5' "1.5 
Totals' 19.2 10.2' 9.0 
/S econdstage: 
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Second, stage: 5 .years • • Expenditures 
• * * ."'"""'(in millions of dollars) 
Yeáír.-rear .Year Year Year 
"" """ ' ' Kms. Total III IV V VI VII 
Guatemala , 
(A) Paving of the Iim.303-Km.268 
section; ;-,. i ' 35 .-..'0.4 • : . • • — 
(B) Relocation, construction and 
...paving .-of ,-Kai..-.268-San. ;Gristórr •'•-•- -v • ; • 
' baí"'section 87 4.2 1.6 2.0 0,6 — — 
(C) . .Relocation, const:'ruction>and ::; • 
paving of San Cristobal-Knu 
'120rpSectipn:,: . : >v 60. . -2A8 . • . — 
(D) Relocation, construction and 
paving ..&a..22-Asuncî ^ ' •12.6-: ¡ - ¿.••"v—? i " s : 1 . 4 ' : '2.6 
Honduras , . m. ,• v-'V ; - . • . • 
(H Paving of the San Lorenzo-
. Nicaraguan .bojr de-rv, section, , 1 0 $ . . •. 1-3' . - v 1-3 V — — 
Nicaragua- .. -••:•• ,, V v; • 
(A) Improvement and paving of 
Estellrr.Sebaco se.ction: •-..; •. 4.6,, 1.4 - ^ 1.4 '• — — 
(B) Improvement and paving of 
Rivas-Costa Rican border • 
section 35 1*1 — ltl — — — 
Costa Rica 
(A) r .Paying of the JNIiĉ raguan ••• • ' " • ' •• 
bordér-Las Cañas section 127 1.3 '1-3 — — — — 
(B).. Locating, ••construction.and •.; .• -.'/ ' 
paving San Isidro del Gene 
,ral-Paso,LReal,¡section, in-,. • 1 • v 
'eluding' bridges 90 5.0 1-2 2.5 — 1,3 — 
(C), . Locating..construction and .. : - . • . •.: 
paving of Paso-Real-Panama-
.nian ;border. sectión, including:, 11.7• : 6.2..;: G..2 . ;0.1.. 2.5 • I.'2 2*2 
bridges. 
Panama... •,.„... , > • • ,: • •-. •: •.:' J • --" v • 
(A) Locating,construction and 
paving of. Costa- Rican: border- , '.v.\A - . " . • . A•-.** 
Concepción section 23 1.3 — — 0.8 0.5 — 
(B) „ Relocating,-.construction and •• ;-. *.•••.. 
"' paving Reme dio s -S oná ' 92 5.0 2.0 2.0' 1,0 
(C)»-, Relocation, Gpn^truction and. . - . ' 
paving Soná-Santiago ' 47 2.6 — — — 1.3 1.3 
(D) ;; Completion,and paying .•': - j ;.-:•.•.• - - - • 
Concepción-David 24 0-5 0*5 — — — — 
(E>.. Re paving.; Santip;gc-Hato, Riv,er 132- t2-..:.7 : .;. Ii.0 :1.2^0.-5 -- —- — 
Totals 39.8 10.9 8.9 6.8 7*1 6.1 
/(b) Pacific Coastal 
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Pacific Coastal Highway in Guatemala,;.El Salvador 
and Nicaragua 
have been planned by the 
governments of the respective countries with the principal object., of .: : •• 
communicating'the a'gfcicultural arid stock-raising zones along- the. •/. 
Pacific coast with the principal ports and^cònsumption.Centers-, are now 
in the process of construction in all three' countries. • Part, of the (M 
abotfèVineritibned zone's are ¡already in production, but others:, .still 
practically unused/ require 'means.- bf commühicátion^'in .order to;, -expand 
acreage under cultivation and increase marketing facilities. -í 
The -location selected for: the:-:coastal highway in each 
of these countries is indicated on Map 1, and on Maps 2, 3, and 5-> -which ; 
show "the "respectivé': -transport systems of Guatemala>•. El-/Salv?íd'!0..r».-.and 
Nicaragua. .  .: r ..... .;.'. 
(i) In the case of Guatemala it is believed that, besides 
increasing agricultural and livestock production,/it will ;.be ; possible.^" '" 
to expand forestry and to establish some industry in this area* The; 
location selected in .this country will ma-ke usé. :of :the ,greater-part of 
National Routes 6W and 6E, which are now passable ' the vyear-ro'ond if rom . 
Escuintla'to Ay ut la • on thè-western border i- arid :tò Chiquimulilla,, which 
is at the present time the eastern limit of the highway. The prolongation 
of this route from Chiquimulilla to Pijije, on the. Salvadorean border, 
offers the ̂ possibility of it becoming^ anothér.. trunk :highway. extending ; 
alongthe entire length of Guatemala,' whicfrwill"absorb -a .considerable 
proportion of the .international traffic which will develop., between the 
•countries'.of the north and̂ .Guate'mala -on. the one - hand, and El. Salvador. 
/and the other 
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and the other Central American countr ies , on the other . The- inter.-, 
national connection with El Salvador w i l l be accomplished-by means, of 
a short extension of the l a t t e r country's projected coastal highway 
to i t s western border.' .At present the project' c a l l s for the terminal 
point to be Hachadura. 
( i i ) The planned coasta l highway in El Salvador now 
under construction c a l l s likewisejfcr a f i r s t - c l a s s road from the extreme 
southwestern region as f a r as Comalapa on the San Salvador-Zacatecoluca-* 
San Marcos Lempa • Highw?,y. Beyond t h i s junction t h i s l a t t e r sect ion w i l l 
const i tute the continuation of the coas ta l highways passing through 
Üsülután, and w i l l end in a junction with a second-class branch road 
connecting the' c i t y of San Miguel with the Rio Grande de San Miguel. 
The f i r s t sect ion of t h i s route , between Hachadura., and Comalapa, now 
under construction, w i l l be located a very short distance from the 
Pac i f i c c o a s t l i n e , and Will l i n k the ports of Acajutla and La Libertad. 
The eastern section leaves the coast e n t i r e l y , but crosses a region of 
greater potent ia l agr i cu l tura l and l ives tock ra is ing importance, to-, 
which the government i s trying to apply part of the benef i t s of a 
hydroelectr ic p r o j e c t , by means of a complementary, project•of i r r i g a t i o n 
and drainage t With t h i s end in view an invest igat ion i s under way as to 
the p o s s i b i l i t i e s for obtaining b e t t e r u t i l i z a t i o n of the lands located 
along the southern side of the Lempa River . Considering the great 
importance of t h i s p r o j e c t , and the high expenditures that w i l l be 
necessary to carry i t out, from every point of view i t would be'advisable 
to extend t h i s highway to the e a s t , as fa r as .a point where i t would be 
/ f e a s i b l e to build 
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feasible' to :build a- connection with the Inter-American Highway by means 
of a "branch leading to Siràma. In this way> another "means of internation-
al'. communication between Guatemala, Honduras,and El Salvador will be 
established. •• 
(iii) The Managua-rLs*6n-Chinandega Highway, now alsQ 
under construction, -is actually thé coastal highway of this region of 
Nicaragua'. Beyond Managua'it will continue along the :Managùa-Masayâ- -
Grariada routé (planned for construction), and the Managua-Costa Rican :••• -
border eastern section of the Inter-American .Highway. Official plans: 
call fo-r 'the construction of 124 kilometers between Managua and Chinan 
dega, and 43' between Managua and Granada-, :at an approximate cost of ^ 
somewhat more than-$3 million. T̂he factors that have determined'the im'̂  ' 
i/ 
portance;. of this project have already 'been - stated, the predominant... 
one being-the competition vdth the Ferrocarril del Paclfico —whose' • % 
influence heldup'the ' construction "of the highway for 'a time- but now . • 
on thé (Sttier. hand the-highway-project is-'considered 'ari e'ffectivë'way 
of complementing the-: railroad, which has already reached the limit of 
its freight and general transport ç&pàeity.. It should..be added only •"•" 
that in order to.:increase even-more the benefits that• could be derived 
from this pro ject it is - suggested i (a) that the city of Ghinandégâ,. --nçw • • ' 
considered the. terminal point 'of this- highway, be connected with the 
port of Cor Into, so that part of the export-import traffic could be added.. 2/ 
to the local traffic that will be carried along• this route; (b) that 
V See point 2 (e) in Section III/Chapter IV, of Part I, p. 256 
2/ See in Part III of this Report the recommendation on the Ferrocarril". 
del Pacifico of Nicaragua. 
/an extension 
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an extension of the highway beyondVCHinandega'be built to Puerto Mora 
zán and as far as the Hondurean border.,of Nicaragua, with the object 
of connecting it, by means of., a branch .leading. to^Q^oluteca/ with the 
Hondurean section of the Inter-American Highway, and indirectly with 
~"the"~ottier two great international routes of El Salvador and Guatemala, . 
etc. • • ; 
• Víith •thé'-é̂ ecution of the entire proposed plan, not only 
will a new route communicating the capita,ls; .of-lye.. .departments (Chinan 
dega, León, Managua, Ma saya, and Granada)^ be, .e.stalilishp.-d̂ : but.-also there 
will be a new outlet to another,..Pacific pórt../(Cppintp;-). for. Honduras, 
and another international route for Nicaragua^. especially :useful .fbr 
moving the import ¿export1 ;prodücts that may 'Be ' needed- "in the region of 
the Province of Choluteca. ,.¡ ,j-..*?;-
•"^RECÓMMATIÓM II '-yZslTj" -
With regard to the Pacific Coas'tal,Highway:-..-. . 
(a) that the planned routes in Guatemala, El, -
-—Salvadorrand Ñicaragoa"'be constructed.. t.o j first., .cate-
gory specifications; ,' 
(b) that the routes, in Guatemala and ElrSalyado.r' 
be connected directly with,each other, and indirectly-.- . 
• • -with- -the coastal highway of Nicaragua.by .means of ;a -;. "A 
section of the Inter-American Highway .in- Hoindurasyj-.-' 
and a Choluteca-Chinandega branch ; , — A • • V-. v. - - ' 
In the possible two-stage plan .(:S©er- Table-.103.)'; for. these . ; 
routes,the cost for each country (Guatemala..,. El Salvador, Honduras,-and 
• . . • . V 
Nicaragua, respectively) would be, $6.8, $10.3, $.l*l,4rct-$3»8.million. 
In this plan the order ofpriority is indicated, together with the work 
that it would be necessary-.to carry out gradually until completion and 
/total intercommunication 
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total intercommunication of these routes* 
Table 103 . 
Central America: Plan for the. P a c i f i c Coastal Highway 
Expenditure 
(in millions of dollars) • •'•" 
: : / •.'. Year Year Year Year Year 
Kms. Total I II III IV V 
1. Guatemala.•-. . ' f.;:. . -v.,..---:.: 
(Western section: Ayutla-Escuintla) 
(A) . Improvement, ¡.relocation of \. 
some stretches, construction 
of/.bridges and. paving,;of he ̂i.' ' -
Ayutla-Coatepeque section ' 35 0.7 — — 0.4 0.3 
(B) jNew-location//construction-: 
of new highway, bridges and a/ 
; paving -.of. Coatepeque-Retalhu 35 -Iv4;y-; 0.8 • 0 . 6 : 
leu section 
(C) New location, construction * • r:/ 
of a new stretch, bridges 
and paving, Retalhuleu-
.  Mazatenango section b/ — — — — 
(D) Improvement, relocation of 
certain short- stretctesy ; / •/ -v-::- " 
construction of bridges and 
paving of Mazatenango-San • • ' 
Antonio S. section / :/•./:•, • • • . 5 0.1 ' • • 0.1 — • —- -— 
(E) New location, construction v 
of new-highway,'' bridge's-./and ••••" v v; 1 
paving bf San Antonio- S • • • c/ 
Rio Bravo; section : • / ;. :!//: .h :: '25 7 ̂ 0.8 0.8 • — — • 
(F) New location, ;construction-H ; ::-.v • 
of new highway, bridges .and/. -' • .••.•'•/ •'• 
paving of Rio Bravo-Popoya 
section "" 32 1.6 — — 0.8 
(Eastern section; Escuintla-Pijije) 
(G):\ • Relocation and/new-con- . • / - : •/ • 
struction of some stretches, 
. •imprbvecmeht /and..paving;\of: : •.'•/ . • . "' 
Chiquimulilla-Cerritos 
.-.-section. :. / •..•;:. >.:•.: .20 v.: 0.4; .: • -- —- 0.2 0.2 
/(H) Construction 
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(H) Construction and paving 
•"•'of dry^weatber. routs... be- . 
"'i-ween •C'errito's, Pijije, and-
Rio de la Paz, including 
half of cost of interna-
tional bridge 1,2 
6;8 
0.6 0.6 
1.5 > 1.4 ; 1.2 1.9 0.8 
2. El Salvador 
Xk) New location, construction 
of highway, bridges and 
...paving, of Rio de la Paz-. 
Hachadura-Acajutla-Sonso 
nate Highway section, -in 
eluding half of cost of 
„.international- bridge 40 . 
:CB) ̂ location, construction ;; 
and paving of section be-
.. ; • tweeh • Sons.onate -Aca jut.la. ... 
Highway and a point such 
-. as Comalapa on San ..Salva.̂  
' - .: ;dor-Zacatecoluca .Highway. .. ' . 80 . '. 
(C) Completion, construction 
of bridges and paving be-
tweenyZacatecoluca San. ., . 
Marcos Lempa'(probably 
some 15 kms, of total 
length of section) 23 
(D),; Location, : const ruct ion, . .of ; 
new highwaybridges,' :"' 
drainage ;structures and..; 
paving of San Marcos Lempa-
Usulutan-San Miguel-El . De . .. ...,, 
lirio section 60 
(E) Location, q obstruct ion,..of. ~ • 
highway and bridges and 
. :paving .Qf : ,section between 
San Miguel-El De l i r io 
junction and>Sirama(I.fA.cH v),.36^. f 
2.0 1,0 1.0 
• d / - v. -
4.0 .1.1 1.2 ,1.2 ' 0.5 : — 
0.5 0.5 
"2.4'v :'0.4:v':l.eÔ 1.0 
1.4 
10.3 2.0 2.2 
— 0.7 0.7 
2.2" 2.2 1.7 
3. Honduras 
m •Surveying,: location^ con-
struction of highway and 
paving- of- southern .branch, 
of Inter American Highway, 
• between* Choluteca . and. a .. 
point of connection on the 
Nicaraguari" border: with the 
/prolongation 
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prolongation of Nicaraguan c/ 
Coastal Highway l+5~ • --'-• 0.6 0.5 
1.1 , - < T O . 0.5 
4. Nicaragua ..„...,. 
T I T Surveying, location, con-
; -struction of highway, s.truc • ' < 
•• tureŝ  and paving .between ' 
Chinandega-Puerto Morazân c/ 
and Hondurean border 55 1.1 — 0.6 0.5 
(B) Completion and paving of — 
highway between Managua ' ' " ' 
and Chinandega, including \ " r" • 
all kinds of structures 124 1.7 1.7 /;/,•. '';; --
(C) Locating, construction of ^ • ' "•/' 
highway and all kinds of . 
. ̂  , structures on Managua- .. , , t . 
Ma s a ya -Granada section 45 """ I >0 , ;'• 1:0' " 
3.8 " i.;7 ;. r.6 0 . 5 — • -
a7 Following the new location, the distance may kilo-
meters to about 35. .. '•'••• 
b/ The ..Mission was ,able to verify the fact that;;ih ;Dbtdber,1;I952V about 50 
kilometers, of the "Nahualate-Mdzatenahgo-Rio Ocbsltd' sectibn;'w?re'in the 
process of construction. /'V'"''" \'V 
c/ Estimated length. •"'•;: ̂  "" ' : 
d/ Including the amount to be expended on the project up to 1954* 
( c ) El Salvador-Honduras Inter-Oceanic ' Highway. For some: 
time this name has been given to the road which,; beginning at :the: port of 
La.libertad in. El Salvador, leads,to the capital of this country and' 
continues along the Northern Highway of El Salvador tô ; jciin • ; 
the Western Highway of Honduras, which will conhect .Nueva Ocotepeque and 
Santá 'RóiáT de ; "Copán with Sah Pedró: Sula ánd'Púéíto-Cortés^" Althoügh 
almost all of the Salvadorean section is practically complete, and the 
Hondurean section between San Pedro Sula and Nueva Oóótepeque. is. under • 
construction, there has not yet been an offitííál'-' agreement' -between the 
two countries for the construction of the completeInter^Oceanic.Highway. 
This project has the following advantages.̂ for El: Salvador 
' ' ' /and Honduras: 
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and Honduras: (a) a part of the imports and exports which El Salvador 
now carr ies out through''PWrto'-Bar^ and;pmbabl,y.. a ; part 
also of the...exports which are now moved through the "Salvadorean ports 
of Aca jut.la and :r.Gutuco..;.could be transferred to the""new rout e ^ ' ( b ) — 
reciprocally>VHonduras.;!coulii ,re.ceive an additional quantity of i n t e r -
national t ra f f i c " f rom' the Salvadorean port of Cutuco and obtain imports 
also through other ports of that country; (c) both countries could . 
increase t h e i r commercial interchange of agriCialtur^l,;.ldvesto.QkVand" 
industriai-products and .-would, have .the potent ia l op of " . / 
developing * new zones which are now unexploited. 
The real izat ion of t h i s project-. would • c a l l r f o r ,spe:cifl^- ---
cations for a f i r s t c lass paved highway, with the; ,objectof^reducing to 
the minimum the operating costs \of automotive- transport . .-PertiriQiit .'to 
th i s proposal would be the connection which th i s part of the h.ighi/my 
would establ ish with the Hondurean northern "road in. San Pe.drq' Su la , ' a s • • 
well as the p o s s i b i l i t y of an international connectip.n W^th-the Guatema 
lan road, to Puerto Barr ios , 'which'is now under cons t ruc t ion , .Both roads 
would also be adequate for a busy heavy commercial-traffic.. (See/Table : 
104.) — -V- W.. - , " 
• . • . » „ . . • 
RECOMMENDATION-'-'III,'.. ... V 'V^. 
I - ^ i t h - r e g a r d ;to the Inter-Oce ;anic' :Highwa^,.; " 
between "El Salvador and Honduras, international , . .' . 
communicdtion'should be established between the 
Salvadorean section and the San Pedro Sula-Nueva 
Ocptepexjue. section in Honduras,, now under con.Sr..,.: .. ; 
truetion.,;ana"ponstruction should be continued .''.. 
as ..far as _ Puerto CortSs in order to achieve;/;* 
completion'of 'the"-full- l©ngth..of...the highway. 
: ^ /Table' 104 
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<" • . Table 104 
Central America: Plan for El Salvador-Honduras Inter-
Oceanic Highway 
Expenditures 
(in millions of dollars) 
Kms. Total Year Year Year 
I : II-': III.. 
1. El Salvador-
Improvement of some stretch-
es,»1 construction of some 
unbuilt structures, replace 
ment óf others and the -
paving of the whole road. 
2. Honduras 
CA)'" Surveying> location and -
construction of the high-
' way and¿structures and 
paving of the Salvadorean 
•• border-Nueva' Ocotepeque- ' 
Santa Rosa de Copán 
- stretch. • ' 
(B) Location of some stretches, 
construction of the highway 
and structures on the Santa 
Rosa dé -Copan-La- Entrada 
section (now under cons-. 
t ruction-) 
(C) Improvement, construction 
• '6f bridges' and drainage -
structures and paving of 
the La Entrada-San Pedro 
Sula section. 
(D) Surveying, location, cons-
truction of the highway and 
structures and paving of 
the San Pedro'-'Sula-Puerto 
Cortes section"'.1' - - : 
3. Summary 
El Salvador -" ' 
Honduras 
Total 
96 2.4 0.6 1.0 0.8 
2.4 ' Ö".6 1 .0 ' 0 . 8 
â/ 100 4.0 :;0.2 . ;2.1 , . 1.7 
â/ 
40 ;1 .6 • 1..2 . 0 .4 
100 1.5 0.9 0.6 
60 I» 5. — 
; S .6 2.3 
2.4 
8.6 














a/ Estimated length. 
/(d) Honduras 
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• r::- :- ..( d)r. - .Hondura s Iriter-Oçeànic Highway. • This • rià'àë4îaë-'-
been given :.to.f'the.î.routè which will connect the port- of: San Lorenzo (on 
the Pacific-coa-.St)-'with"iTegucigalpa',• Sán Pedro Sula, and Püérto Cortes' 
(on the^AtlanticAcoast) v^'At present it is constructed'only'between 
San Lorenzo-land- iPotrerillos," a ' total length'of 379 'kilometers (riot in-' ' 
eluding:the.':lerigth-.-of the stretch'-between Jícaro Galán and Sán Lorenzo, 
which is- included as ;a' part of • thé ' Iríter-Ameri'can Highway) .'' It is ' " 
estimated that the additional'section-bdtweeri ̂ Potrerillos and Puerto " 
Cortes would amount to some 95 kms. The section between Jícaro Galán 
and Tegucigalpa—Southern Highway--. is-.. 119 -•kmá-tv''iong and is now being 
improved and paver1. The section between Tegucigalpa, and Potrerillos 
—Northern Highway--• is ;2ó0 • kms, long /-ánd • its'- features and' condition, 
which have been de scribed-in-:Part- I of :this report/ are for the most 
part deficient and; require c o n s i d e r a b l e • ^Likewise, an 
account has been given of the difficult conditions under which transport 
is now effected along the whole route and the problems due to its 
incomplete: .and def ̂ on........All this^amounts to a' high 
operating cost for motor... transport.,...unnecessary, transhipments and 
sluggish movemi3n'ts>:. as: well as other disadvantages. 
"... "For' âll thèse' reasons,Alt would appear to be necessary 
to undertake new location of sections of this road for the purpose of 
improving, completing and totally paving it between its terminál'-points.-
(See Table 105.) Also, this road constitutes ihe nerve;center of_the 
17 See Section II, Point k (a) and Section lliy';Point'1 (à) '¿f 'Chapter 
Ill, pp. 192 and 201, respectively. "* V' 
• A - . - - • • /"entire H^ndureán 
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entire Hondurean- road: system aftd is;the route, of, most importance for the 
national economy due to its close relation to.import traffic from the' 
Atlantic , .and the Pacific, and ;to : its direct connection ¡with the Inter'-
American Highway, which communicates"it with.El Salvador:andnNicaragua.' 
Finally, -as it .communicates -the. capitals of. El/Salvador- and'Nicaragua-with 
that of ,Honduras, it . therefore;takers the ,.place/;.of the Inter-American/-,-. 
Highway itself , which- was to have, gone through Tegucigalpa in/order to 
fulfil the. ..fundamental objectives .originally assigned ..it, •/ 
HECOMMBNDATIQ-I I I V . • • . / ; . - . . . . / " 
Priority should be given to improvement 
of the. constructed- sectiop and %to./.the-.cohstruc- : 
tion of the- unbuilt stretches of the projected 
•Hondurean. Inter.•-Oceanic Highway-,, between: San / : 
Lorenzo and Puerto Cortes, with the object of 




Central America :. Plan for , the Hondurean. Inter-Oc.eahic Highway-
. . : Expenditures 
(in millions of dollars) 
- • • ' • : • • Km?«:-Total Year Year Year Year Year Year 
I II III IV V VI 
Honduras b/ 
Southern Highway -.„••• • • • - ;. 
Relocation and recons-
truction :of several sec _ / . , • 
tions, improvement of 
others, replacement 
of some bridges, cons-. 
, .traction .of all drainage --;.../. . ..... - : " / ''7. ;'"'  /'"" 
'structures and total paving -J..-••;•//:.,: • ••/•. :./-r . .:.-
until it is converted into 
a first .class highway. 119 4.8 2.0 2.0 2.0 
/Northern Highway 
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Northern Highway • r..v;s. c .,-t - or — 
(¥5 Improvement of the first 
36; kilometers .beginning ;at A:-1.'' v/:.-. :• x.\\ -- ; 
TegucigaXpa9 relocation 
and reconstruction of the: : • 
next 66 kms. as far as Co-
ma yagua construction .of • -U- : J •• A 1 ' • ' " ' ' • 
several bridges and drain-
age, ;struotur.es. arid, paving: '. < •- •••; . 
of the entire Tegucigalpa- , 
Comayagua section;1;."w'-Z -• lG2-; ;1;4 0.8'̂  : 
(C) Relocation of some stretches, 
improvgmerft ,ofi.-.othersyroo'ns.-
truction of some bridges and 
drainage, stractures; and-, • ? ^ ; " • ' • 
paving of the entire Coma 
yagua-Potrerillos.'. section,: * 3 *2 '•' — : " — 11#5 :: 1.0 "'0.7 
(D) Construction, structures and . . . . 
paving -.of • .thef.Po.trerill.oŝ . , U---•• ^ — ' : 
San Pedro Sula section. . 35 0^9 .0^5 ,0^4 : 
Total '•i;"ll?r ;2.5, ;2.:r t.2 "2.3" 1.0* 0.7 1 ' 
a/ The construction of the .San. Pedro .Sala-Puerto. Cortés section .ĥ s al-r 
reády-tfeen-''conáidéréd':iñ the'plari :for'v'the'"Él Salvador-Honduras Inter-
Oceanic Highway. : < « 
b/ Thí¿"'"hlghway';ls howl!beíng' improved: and reconstructed 'on 'contract by 
the J.A.Jones Construction Co,, which began vrork on,it in .1952. 
(e) Eastern Highway of Honduras-Northern Highway of 
Nicaragua. At present the. terminal points of. this route., .in Honduras are 
Tegucigalpa and. El Paraíso (12.9. kms.) , ¿and in, N i c a r a g U c i , YalagUina. and , . 
Dipilto (30 kms), the latter, being a branch of. the, Inter-Americ.an .Highway,.;, 
The projected Hondurean section, intended to connect .with: the. Nicaraguan 
border, would have a total length of. 8 to 10 kms., and in Nicaragua,about, 
12, and the total cost would only be about $500,000. But it will also be 
necessary to make considerable improvement.s-; on:-they-existlng'•'rpad'S"";"both; 
countries. In order to effect these improvements within a maximum period 
7 3'.'.'.V-"7•. /of three years, 
E/CN#l^/356 
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of three years, it would be necessary to convert the routes in bQth_;::; 
countries into a highway of category 1-B. Since the El Espino-Sébacé 
section of the Inter-American Highway in Nicaragua is' going.to. be im^ 
proved and paved, it will also be possible to 'communicate „Tegucigalpa 
and Managua by means of the proposed new routé' and its .continuation . 
(from Y&lagtiipa qn.): along the Inter-American Highway> •. 
According to the proposed •:re.commendatidhsr-.i.t.iis. -/.<. 
estimated that Honduras would spend in a three-year, period .around' ,• 
$4.,3 ' million s(for,a total of. 139. Kms. improvement of the • constructed 
part and construction of the new section), -and. that-.Nicaragua.would • 
spend p.T. million" t42 'Krhs.)'.""-, (See'!-Table 106.) -, 
In Part I of this Report the importance which the 
Eastern Highway as well as its communication with .that in Nicaragua may 
have for;th^se twp^çountries.has be^n stressed. ,A considerable part of. 
the development, of. the .rich area? which these ..roads,.are to . traverse will 
be due to"the increase in international traffic and the expansion'of 
local markets. 
It should be added that ; according to the proposed 3-year 
plan,' the annual expenditure of Honduras would be $1.43 million, and' that ' 
of Nicaragua would be $0.23 million9and that this would be"very advanta-
geous for thé'economy of both countries in view of the fact 'that they 
would"' begin to reap benefits' from the pro ject immediately upon completion 
of the first stage, which wduld make possible'international communication. 
1/ See Section III, Point 1(c) of Chapter III, p.' 203 
/RECOiaiEmTIO^V 
RECOMMENDATION V 
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Communication should be established 
between Honduras and Nicaragua.'-by^/aekns-" '*-
of a highway from Eastern .Honduras; /s/';; 
gucigalpa-El Paraíso) to Northern. Nica^" 
ragua (Yalaguina-Dipilto).,..-and both 
countries should undertake..the'-progresé 
sive..improvement, qi their respective 
sections over a period of 3 years;-; 
— -;TABIE' 106 
Central America: Plan for the Eastern Highway of Honduras.-
and Northern Highway of Nicaragua- - :. 
Expenditures 
- ( in - millions ' "ó'f do l i a r s ) 
Total Year Year. Year 
I I I I I I 
Honduras . .' L:--..',.-:.. .-•• 
(A) .Correction of alignment arid • •• - u "''"" 
improvement, including widen 
ing, drainage, replacement 
of some bridges and paving . - : •-.r ; 
of the entire Tegucigalpa-—.AA.-'.A-.-'- ••• -
El Zamorano section. • 35 1 ? 1 . . ,.0.3 ;., : . Q*4 .. -0*4 
(B), .New. . location, struct Tir es - arid' re - - ' " 
"" construction of some s t r e t - . *• 
.. .ches,; improvement ,'ail'd-^struc- : 
tures on the rest and paving 
of. :thes, entire ; Eli Zamorano^ ' -' " • '•-"'• 
' ' D'anli sect ion. _ 75. ,2 .7 . l.J? . , 0 . 9 . G..8 : 
(C) Improvement, some'-'structuibes"• ' 1 " " 
and paving of the Danli-El • . • . • 
Paraíso- section-. - - . v . : - : - - - • • 19 0.2" " 0 .1 0 ,1 ~ 
(D) Surveying, location, cons- _ 
t ructi.qn : and" paving ' of thé-- '- : V '"-; ; : " ' 
El Paralso-Nicaraguan border , .. •  : .-• -
. section. : ^ .V : 1 j.- Yft) " 0 . 2 r " O'.l ~ 
/Nicaragua, • : 
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Nicaragua 
(A) Location, structures and 
reconstruction'of^-some ; ; • 
stretches, improvement,' • • 
structures arid widening ... 
of the Yalagiiina^ipilto ; ' 
section. • . 30 0,4 . 0,2 . ' 0.2 — 
(B) Surveyings-location ..and ; 
total construction-.of the ,: • 
new Dipilto-Hondurean .-• :, • . , 
border section. 12 0>2 0.1 — 
0.7 0.4 0.3 
Summary 
Honduras . 4.3 1.6 1.5 1.2 
N i ^ a g ^ ^ S :.. ,'.-. Q,..?'. - 0*4 •' 0.3 : 
T o t a l ' " " ' - .'.v.'r. 2.0 1.8 1.2 
j ". (f) 'Other-international routes. 
The following deserve special consideration among the outlined 
plans: . . . . 
(i) Third International Honduras-El Salvador Highway. 
This route will consist of the proposed road.7in Honduras: Coma 
yagua-La' Paz-Marcala-Salvadorean border (estimated length: "90 kilometers 
and that in El Salvador: Military Route Jmibtion^afl Francisco (Götera)-
Jocoaitique-Honduraan border (estimated length: /55' k^s.),' .'From the. : 
military"Route, which originates on the Inter-American Highway at 'San 
Miguel to San Francisco (Gotera), an all-weäther road: 'of113- kilb/iiefesrs 
has been constructed, and the Ministry of Public-Works plans to prolong 
it as far as Meanguera,. a short distance fröm the''Hondureän border.' Hon 
duras is at present constructing a road from Santa Rosa de Copän (on the 
/Western Highway) 
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Western Highway) to Gracias !and %a ;Esperan3a,..4epcirtmehi:al capitalsof 
Lempira and Intibuca, and<;itt Is ..pro^abl^ that,.this road,.will be pro-
longed as'far as Marcala it: would,be. of considerable -benefit to the 
economy of the country if the departmental capitals of La Paz and Coma 
yagua were also communicated, by this important .route,.. 0ne:!.of its., 
terminal.-points .will be on the,Western Highway and. the other on ;the 
Northern :Highwa_y,...thus- completing one of .the .basic circuits of. the. v _ -
Hondurean road, system-. To ..reinforce, this importance -through its- , ; 
conversion.into. a..- highway .for .international- transport -it would- b e : , 
sufficient to construct a relatively short branch.between Marcala; and; -
the: Salvadorean border '-(.once, a. preliminary.suryey .has established the 
possibility... of its. .construction),, and extend, the projected. Salvadorean , 
branchufrom...Meanguera to. the border.,. . ., . .. . f ....... , 
y . ... Assuming that the route proves t.o be difficult to locate 
and construct in Honduras and, that-, it, is,¡built, as a highway: of category 
1-B along its entire length, it can. beestimated;that .the post -pf.rcons^ 
truction would be $4.7 million.and. that,it could.;.be:,conipleted in. two 
year? beginning, with .year III of., the general * plan,proposed > -:in; order .to-
first give, attention tP the .completion ,pf..the lengthwise Hondurean 
highway, Santa Rosa. d$ .Cop4n-GraciaSr:La.,E3peranza-Marcala. .Of the ...;. 
total, est.iqated cost,. 65$ would pertain.,to .Honduras, .and the .rest to 
El Salvador. (See .Table 107-),:. ,, ̂ ..... , .......... .: - , •• • 
' " " RE COMMEND ATlON VI 
A. highway should be constructed', 
between Honduras, and El Salvador, from 
• , ̂  .-/Comayagua 
E/CN.12/356,'. v : - ' • ,, • . 
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: - ; •;>. ,-:,•:i -.Comayagua- through. La . Paz,, Marcala^--' . j ̂  
and San Francisco (Gotera) ending 
: -at; the .-.Military Route., over a pe— . 
riod of 2 years beginning in year 
>:. - ;. Ill ..of the .general plan, and withl . 
specifications corresponding to 
• •••:-;.. • - category :1*-B::- . •-•. . ' • 
(ii) Third International Guatemala-El Salvador Route. 
This will come after the Inter-American Highway and the Coastal 
Highway, and will consist of the San José Acatempa-Jalpatagua-Rio de la 
Paz road (40 kilometers), under construction in-Guatemala > and the Sonso 
nate-Ahuachapan-Las Chinamas-Guatemalan border road (59 kilometers), al-
ready constructed and passable the year round, in El Salvador. 
Here it is a question of the connection of two roads which will 
be practically linked,.within a short time, but to which .more importance 
should be given, constructing them according to higher specifications. 
The fact that the highway might connect two regions of considerable 
potential agricultural and livestock importance and that these areas may 
be directly communicated with the port of Acajutla, with Sonsonate, Santa 
Ana,and Ahuachapàn, which are important centers of production and 
commerce in El Salvador, and with the Guatemalan and Sa3_vadorean sections 
of the Inter-American Highway, characterizes it as a potentially very 
advantageous factor for the economies of the two countries. 
It would be necessary to complete the construction of the Gua-
temalan highway and to improve progressively that of El Salvador until 
they are converted into a route Qf C a t e g o r y ; ! I t is estimated that 
the total cost of converting this route into an important international 
road would be about • ;|:2 jrdlli.oru. j 
..Y-vj, . . /RECOifflflSNDATION VII 
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,.- RE C OMMB ND AT I ON VII " 
That El Salvador and Guatemala jointly 
carry out the construction of the San Jose 
Acatempa-Rio de la Paz-Sonsonate highway to 
convert, it .into an international route of 
category 1-B, .... — ... n ••"•"A 
(iii). .Fir.s.t International Guateimla-Honduras: Highway (Zacapa-Chiquimula-
Eaquipulas-Nueva •: Ocptepeque:. . 
/..The^e;already;-exists a" 50-kilQmetsr all-weather road with 
relatively .deficient /features in:the: Guatemalan section between Zacapa 
and Que.zaltepeque, (Rational-Route No.' -20), 'and a 25-kilometer road be-
tween .QuQzalte.peque;and Esquipulas (National Route" No, 18). From Es-
quipulas to the Hondurean border there is also a 10-kilometer road, with 
very.poor features, and ̂ open-to •traffic only iri the dry season. 
...Jrop; Nueva Ocotepeque-,- an : i'mp6rtarit 'point on the El Salvador-* 
Honduras Inter-Oceanic- Highway, therfe could'be constructed a branch of 
some 15 kilometers to the Guatemalan border. And in Guatemala it will 
be necessary to improve the existing road with. ..the ..object of transform-
ing it into a route of higher category between its terminal points. 
If this highway were - p^Mng^d'- to^jo^n'the" , 
Guatemala-Puerto • Bcar-rio.̂  -road : .(iiOW mnder:: construction) .It would be 
possible to establish international- communication' between the two coun-
tries , at the same-, tiiie./.connectlng-two important' trunk. routes: the El 
Salvador-Honduras Inter-Oceanic Highway and the Atlantic Highway in Gua-
temala, and also directly stimulating the development of the Departments of 
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indirectly stimulating that of the ̂ neighboring--zones of these two 
countries and of El Salvador* 
The service - of the proposed highway would'also be extended 
with the object of establishing coordination with that of the branch 
of the international railway between Zacapa and Metapan, especially for 
those, products: whose transport. would .be., bulky or' inc onvenient- by ""highway, 
It may be estimated that the total length-of; the* -road-'betw#eh" 
the two trunk routes mentioned" above1 would be about" "115 kilometers and 
that the-.approximate cost of ̂ converting"it :Into:' a"rbute'ofCategory 1-C, 
or its equivalent;,. would? be.; about $2%8- 'jrallion.- 'Df-this'su^ approximate^ 
ly $2,3 ndlJiion.would pertain: to-:Guatemala, arid the rest to Honduras• 
(See Table 107.) . : ' -
It is ̂ suggested -.-that this" -route be-'converted into the proposed 
international route during •years -IV -and'. V of fch&'-plan, when the two 
important trunk. routes..t:o be. connected' by it 'are- already completed or al-
most completed,; r.} .. .rr-;/ • 
RECOMMBMIYTION VIII 
That a/'connecting' highway be "established 
between the Atlantic Highway in.Guatemala , 
. • ;.and .the nVie s'terri; flighway • in 'Honduras and an 
effort be made to utilize all, .or almost . . . 
- all,. the- 'sections 'of • national",routes numbers 
20 and 18 between Zacapa and Esquipulas, 
-with construction"of a new road' "between"the 
latter point and Nueva Ocotepeque, . . 
..- /"'•. - • • < * v ' V /Table 107 
E/CN.12/35'6 
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Table 107 
Central America: Plan for other propo'sed'international highways 
Expenditures 
• . v .' (in millions of dollars) 
Kms. Total Year Year Year Year Year 
I II . Ill . IV V 
(l) Third International Honduras-El. Salvador Route 
Honduras 
(15 Improvement and paving of 
the road from Comayagua to 
La Paz. ' A20 ' 0 . 4 ' : — — ' 0 . 2 0 . 2 
. (B) A-Surveying, location, cons- • 
truction and paving of the " " 
La Paz-Marcala-Salvadorean 
border section» 70 ' 2v5 " — I»3 1*2 — 
. — - • ^ a • 2.9 " — .1. 5 • .1.4/ •. — 
El Salvador ' "' A 
IK) Improvement and paving of 
the Military Route-San ~ • 
[.Francisco (Gotera;).;.section, ' " ' 
' ; including structures, -i 13 0,3 — — 0.2 0.1 
(B) Surveying,^location, cons 
truction and paving of the •- • • 
new San Francisco-Hondurean -, . : 
border section, including 
structures. 42 .:• 1,5 •• : —- '•' — ~ 1.0 0.5 . 
1.8" : -- 1.2 O — 
, : < Summary ;; v. . 
• ;A .Honduras 2.9 — — 1*5 1.4 
El Salvador 1^8 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^1^2- --0.6 — 
.A --Total ; - 4.7 — ' 2.7: 2.0 
(2) Third International'El Salvador^Guatemala Route 
Guatemala 
Improvement, including lo-
cation of some sketchesj 
bridges and drainage 
structures....and A ;.:,.:........ -A..; :AA. A.y-i.-.-UAv-
the San José-Acáteos AAA. :.-.-..• A-.. 
tagua-Rio de la.„Pazi s.eption.; . 40 . 0.8, ,Q:.4 0*4 
— A; . - J A - V / A - i ' -(j^O ¿ 
/El Salvador 
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•L.V2- 0 . 6 0 . 6 
1 .2 Ô7S Ö7S 
0 . 8 0 . 4 0 . 4 
1 .2 0 . 6 0 . 6 
2 .0 1 .0 1 .0 
El Salvador 
Improvement o.f the entire. . 
Sonsonate-Ahuacapán-Las 
Chinamas-Rio de la Pas 
• Road;- • - - 59 
;;• •' Summary 
Guatemala 
El Salvador . 
Total - * - A " 
( 3 ) First International Guatemala-Honduras Route 
Guatemala 
(A)Improvement of the road be-
tween Zacapa and Esquipulas, 
including widening3 relocat- ~ 
ing of some stretches, struc 
tures and paving 75 1*5 " ™ -- ~ 0..8 0.7 
(B) 'Surveying, location* cons-
truction, structures and 
paving of- the- Esquipulas-
Hondurean border section. 10 0.3 — — — 0.2 0.1 
(C) Surveying, locating, cons-
truction, structures and — 
paving of the Zacapa-
Atlantic Highway Junction 
section. 15' 0 ^ ^ 0¿2 Q-úL 
' 2 .3 - - — — 1 .3 1 .0 
Honduras 
Surveying, location, cons-
truction, structures and. - ' 
paving ;qf the 'îJueVa 'Ocoté' •""*" ' 
pe que-Guatemalan border 
section. 15 0J5 • ~ 0 ^ 0^2 
• 0 .5 — — — 0 .3 0 .2 
Summary - • 
;'Guatemala 2.3 — — — 1.3 1.0 
Honduras . .0.5 _zz _ZZ 0 *3 0»2 
Total ....2T5 — . T7E 1.2 
3 , Additional Recommendations i'or Improving the System of Highways 
• for.'International Traffic 
' - D e s i r a b i l i t y of coordinating construction or improvement 
/activities 
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activities ...on highways for international traffic- between two or more 
countries»' As a result of international agreement, it :may happen that- ; 
upon deciding' to'construct a road along which traffic may be carried on 
between two or more countries, that- the construction may not- be coor-. 
dinated in such a way that the expenditures made bring about the benefits .. 
foreseen for the finished project. As a consequence of thi«, countries' , 
which apply their funds most rapidly to road projects.may suffer from 
the results of lack of synchronization. This situation is.aggravated-in 
the case of those countries, having-limited financial ce.pacity, .because -
the expenditures .made remain'unproductive during a more or less.long • , 
period, until such time as it is -.possible -to make: connections with, other ; 
sections of the international route, or* until a greater utilization- of... j 
it can be made-for domestic traffic. ' 
In order to avoid this, it is appropriate to ,set . down in a 
precise manner the'conditions under which the project. .is.;to be -.carried . 
4 
out, according to a definite plan of execution which., includes-, both the 
date of initiating, and terminating the different, .parts,.of -the project-. 
RECOMMENDATION IX 
There, should be due coordination 
between the. different countries .with 
regard to construction or improvement 
activities of their respective sec- V. 
'tions of an international highway 
project, and in the case of interna- . A.,, 
tiorial agreements being signed for 
the construction of a particular .route • ••;. 
the specifications should be established 
precisely," as well as the time.limits • 
for the execution of each part of the 
project. 
/(b) Uniformity 
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1 . .(b)...̂  Uniformity of^ the basic..- characteristics - of highways. 
for international transport. With the aim of obtaining an effective co-
ordination of 'xnÉërriàtional-transport activities, it is advisable to 
adopt on the highways that serve this purpose a relative uniformity in., 
certain fundamental-characteristics, so as not to give rise to traffic- • 
difficulties-or deterioration of the road itself. The.basic features 
which it is necessary to bring-into'-conformity within certain limits 
are the following: (l) width of'the-wearing, surface and of the 
shoulders; ' (2)•width of bridges; (3) maximum grade; (4) maximum 
distance between:changes-in "grade-; (5) maximum'radius of curves; (6) 
minimum resistance of' the'sub-strùcturé; (7) minimum resistance.of the 
superstructures (8) minimum weight resistance of-bridges*.. 
The uniformity that it is-wished to bring about-.in the • 
feature's mentioned should 'be 1 interpreted :'within'-"a highly - flexible frame' 
work. :-It"ië' not ihdispënsable that'thé specifications^ .for the-Ì geometric 
0 
design of a :highway in-onë country: bë identical with :those corresponding 
to the-rbute"'(or routes) where the'f traffic will continue, in the .'neigh-
bo ring country. It is only required that the characteristics of the 
highway in the latter country be-sufficiently-.adequate so that the inter 
national traffic can be carried on normally and under relatively similar 
conditions between 'the' tw-a'-bbùntriès^-Thè "-objective "is-.'that there be no 
great difference in costs óf; opération bôtween- one ••.country and another, 
and that in neither'cò'ùntry the road-étrnòturè become", deteriorated for 
not being adapted- t'o' the" s'ainè' type 'of: traffic. ' 
The--total "cost of operation -in*. automotive transport 
. - ' ' - '/includes 
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includes not only the expenses relating to the vehicles themselves 
but other direct costs such as operating personnel and such 
indirect costs as the transportation companies or individuals . 
may have. Consequently, the time consumed in transport consti-r ; -
tutes a weighty factor in operating costs/ : m d it would be both 
disadvantageous and unsuitable i f w i t h the object of reducing these 
costs, a country should make large expenditures,, assigning firSt-class 
specifications to an international highway, only to find that the same 
had not been done in the neighboring countries with which this traffic 
is connected. In such a situation, the latter•country would benefit 
from the expenditures of the former, subtracting - from it-—with no 
compensation whatever— a considerable part of the advantage it would 
have under similar operating conditions. 
"In such a case, the damage to the country at a disadvantage comes 
•'from the greater fuel'and tire consumption wear and tear, and operating 
4 Jne of their vehicles over the inferior routes of the neighboring countries, 
and from the deterioration of its good highway caused by the vehicles 
of the other countries* One might add the harm done by the fact that 
it may be impossible to use the same type and capacity vehicle on the 
roads of one country as in other countries or by the limitations imposed . 
upon the traffic by the deficient resistance of the road structure or of 
the bridges. It is heavy commercial traffic which suffers most from the 
effects of such a disparity, while light commercial and tourist traffic 
is much less:affected. 
Neverthless, it should be borne in mind that the fore-
going does not hold true in the case of those secondary routes which 
/-although 
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-although connected m t h .an; important; international highway of another 
country- have as yet a small volume of traffic and few possibilities . . 
of increasing it in the near future, such that a greater expenditure 
in their improvement would not-be warranted. 
RECOMMENDATION X 
In those cases in which there is 
no pronounced difference of traffic 
between the countries,it is desirable 
that--in so far as it is economically 
warranted, a relative uniformity of 
the basic-'features of the highways ; ; 
: ... , . should be achieved. 
(c) The need for 'each of -the countries - in. which inter-r 
national' trafflc'-ls effected-to malntairi:.in a good state of^.upkeep the 
. highways'and -structured -serving*. this" traffic.- It" is not-enough to, obtain-. 
' a "Relative 'urilfô-rîïaty'̂ în f undàfitônteïi:hd'gliway- :f eatures,-. on -;.the different. .. 
sectiohs ""6"f ' an ' international "'highway^ •'• It;ls necessary that these roads 
and structures bé maintained" at àll times In", the 'best- possible • condition 
in order that traffic may.té carried "on within a-..normal ! pattern and at-.; 
low' cost . "Furthèrrdôre,:- It 'is'aiot' enough "«that some countries keep up--
thêir section in'good" condition"-if' the-'others' 'do".not;. With respect to .this, ' 
an àhalyèis" sii'nilà'r to- that/'made'- in- the -foregoing.jsectipn (b) i.s applicable, 
as regards to1'thé effects,-gôod-ahd^bad-, for' the-.- countries:;; concerned ;of 
disparity in the physical features of an international highway*., ; 
Therefore ,-'-ït'-is -advisable' that": all;-countries served by 
an international route maintain in "the-"-best '.possible: /cbn&itipn; their , • : 
/respective 
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respective,sections in order that traffic may be carried on in all of 
them under similar conditions. f: 
^ ' ' ' - A.'' -- ' RECQMi^MDATIQN ̂ XI 
Each of the. countries communicated 
"••'•• by ¿ñ inter national highway should try 
to maintain its respective ̂ section in . . 
the best possible 'condition*'*by su£~ 
ficient and timely appropiation of tne 
• ' ; necessary funds/ and in accordance with '; 
the importance of the route. 
II. Other Regional Problems and Recommendations for 
their solution. 
There are various problems meriting special considera-
tion which can be classified as regional in nature. Their presence may 
be proved to exist in each, one of the countries of Central America, and 
their solution in some cases demands a large investment of capital and 
time, as well as a careful selection of personnel. . These, problems, 
concerning which a general recommendation is being, made, g.re the^ , 
following:^ . . 
1. Limited Technical and Trained Personnel-
None of the official organizations charged with the 
responsibility and work of planning, building and carrying out improvement 
maintenance of roads and lrp-ghways in Central 4E&erica has at its disposal 
a sufficient number of engineers or specialized .staff in each one of 
those tasks.Nqr are there at.hand the indispensable personnel trained 
as operators and mechanics, or work superintendents and. foremen, ,nor.are 
there the required number of personnel specialized in the building of 
/highway 
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highway structures: master masons /:masons>-'calent ers/blacksmiths, etc» 
If any one of the countries under study had • to "carry"out ' 
plans for highway construction of relatively considerable magnitude, it 
would find it impossible to complete the project under normal conditions 
of cost and construction time, and 'it would be forced to bring in a 
large part of the trained and technical personnel required from foreign 
countries, or to turn over the project .to- foreign contractors. The re-
sult in either case would be- a considerably increase in the cost of the 
project. 
This problem is accentuated by the fact that an 
appreciable ..part .of the qualified-feechnical personnel at 'present avail-
able—has..-.not, a a yet acquired sufficient experience and'He chnical: '" ' 
specialization... \r'- " : • • " 
- .;,• .-. ': Each-of:-the' different- phases of-a highway project ré-
quires a careful,selection of .'personnel and-of-- the -procedures' to be 
applied, since the ..organisations;, responsible 'for the execution: of ;the" 
project are faced with numerous and important problems whose solution 
depends mainly on carrying out tfte^.prpposed .oJij&i^ 
that an inadequate; ;OT: -only • partially1-satis-ractory,', solutiôri'to a problem 
on. an-/import an t' highway-project-- -wili:': reflect- directly- In a'more or less 
considerable- inc'réase In.-the cost, or in'the-partial or total abandon-' 
ment of'one or more ;;of the proposed ''objectives',''' ' 
; . --r-The ••importàh'cè ''3'f ̂ -this-:iprbblem'is' -of • such a nature',' "'v 
that, it might.,be.-said that• the":'sucô^ës• In"'t-fte ' planning: and éxecution of 
a system of jtrânsportâtion depends above- all on 'the quality and ' 
v;• ' ' '•. /experience 
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experience of thé specialized technical personnel so-necessary for • 
carrying it-*out, : In the Central American1 countries the problem takes' 
on even greater importance because of their'-at present low-economic' 
capacity and because.of the high cost of constructing and maintaining-
roads. 
• It is' a difficult task to determine", 
precisely to what extent a highway project should be'-planned and 
executed in such a way as to obtain 'the greatest "-possible economic" " ' ' 
and social benefit with the least• possible' capital investment 
commensurate with low cost-maintenance The factors-involved in this 
problem are numerous and make it highly complex. Therefore, each'one 
of them should-be. analyzed and duly evaluated. A project must take 
into account not only: construction costs, but also'those which its 
maintenance .and operation will imply. These last will be- greater 
insofar as the general characteristics of the -road and pîan'- 'of'the 
route are-of inferior quality* and'insofar as the capacity for traffic 
is limited. Therefore, in many.cases.it is.best not to'reduce too much 
the initial" money outlay necessary for construction, but rathër, to try 
to reduce to the-minimum the operating costs- of the vehicles, the annual 
amortization charges and interest oh capital, and the maintenance costs. 
From the Intelligent economical coordination-of all these factors 
,should arise thé decision of the'^technicians th-àt';will bring about'the ' 
solution of these problems". • • 
. i "The- methods used "in the construction-and-maintenance of 
roads and highways are still deficient in the ma jority of -Latin :American 
• " /countries. 
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countries. This is evident if one considers'the productivity reached', 
in some of the more highly-developed" Countries, as a result- above all "••'" 
of the high degree -of mechanization'.to";'which they;have adapted their--: 
economic activities. - .. 
Although in the Latin American countries it would be -, 
f 
impossible to justify economically a capital-labor relationship or a 
degree of mechanization as high.as In other: economies which have a. 
relatively.greater . abundance -of .^capital, .nevertheless ̂ -considering 
the high present _ cost .of highways in.: Central .America, :it would- seem- • 
advisable .to .-arri ve-.at a greater degree of,mechanization*. »'-It is 
necessary to bear ..in ..mind that in the last few years .there " have been 
introduced -above all in the United State s-:special. motorized equip-
ment for the grading and paving of highways -which has been found to • 
be much more--efficient-This :equipiment'ls[:¿apáblé-'of. carrying out -
with ext raordinary.>speed' and economy- operations of excavation, ̂ dlstri ' • 
butiori,;"ànd.:-levëll.ihg- of - great massë;sof earth arid-:other materials, as 
well as -.the -pre"pàr-àti'ony-mixing-, transport,'and'^distribution:of- concrete ' 
and asphalt aggregates; and other-materials-necessary'for paving. ' 
••...: .In,-spite -of.1 the ^constant' improvements-made. iri: Central':Ame-
rica, in-the -.construction, and- maintenance '-activities dû-ring thé' last 15-
years, especially, in thé years immédiately following'.* the -Second V-'orld-War,: 
it is necessary to-introducé still further'innovations" In the-systems used/-
and to improve the organization of this work, such, as.- Introducing mecha-ñi- • 
zatiorí gradually • in those sector^:: where -road building ' is - still carried 
on with..primitive, methods. , - ••• . : • ••• '- V̂. • 
--..:-: -'-.••. • /The acquisition 
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The, acquisition of: modern construction, and. maintenance-. . 
equipment requires high capital investment, "which ig •. ju$tified;'only.: : A,' A 
when it is possible to obtain, low construction costs- with a considerable • 
saving in time with the new equipment. In order to realize these basic 
objectives it is necessary for the personnel in charge of equipment to 
be both efficient, and highly responsible for its operation and 
maintenance..,; It is not enough to know how to operate the machinery;; it-
is essential to operate it with the greatest degree of efficiency, which-, 
implies obtaining the highest,, yield at the.: least possible cosfcv A*In-
acquiring such a high degree of efficiency two factors" play an important 
part: (a) the technical ability applied to operation;, and (b) the 
effective attention given to maintenance of the equipment. 
From the foregoing there stands out the immediate 
necessity for the Central American countries to (I) increase the amount 
1/ Take, for example-., the, everyday case of; an ordinary1.gasoline mechanical •  
excavator (90 degrees rotation) with a capacity of 2 cubic yards 
(1.529 cu.m.) .to; which; has; been .assigned;, an average:, work order of A.222 
to 245 cu.m. per hour in ioose earth (from 111 to 126 cu.m, in hard 
soil), and whose consumption of fuel should not;.exceed 43 «5- liters-- -• 
of gasoline and 0.65 of oil per hour; but which, upon operating, only 
moves 100 cu.m. per hour in loose earth (and 50 in hard ground), using 
58 liters of gasoline and 0,86 liters of oil. It is obvious that as .. 
a result..of ine.fficient-wprk turned • q'iit Aälpj^ of..-..excavating':'"* \ 
per cubic' met§r haß ..been .doubled, (and more,, than doubled'with the: ;. 
greater overhead, and/.unforeseen, costs); .-to .this -mustrbe.further added A: 
the 33%.:'greater;..expense . for,".fuel, and'lubricants, and. the/already-high ' • 
depreciationAcqst' .(for..lack of adequate maintenance);;; : and,lastly,, the 
time lo'St. and Upsets in. schedules, on rt he : originally -proposed plan.. 
Thus, the" lack of' an efficient, .and ..responaiblejppeT^torohas.:made-• the -
use of this costly excavator,,under-.th^^ .. 
able and uneconomical. . 
/of specialized 
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of specialized technical personnel' through th£ establishment of 
efficient schools of•training for ̂ specialization in-both theory:.and-
practice; (2) bring about an increase1 in the quantity and quality- of.; 
personnel 'in the fields of mechanics,, electricity, and e'qiiipmeat.ioperatipn;. 
* / 
and building,'masonry, carpentry, biacksmithing1etc.. (speciali:z.ed,:in-the 
building of highwiy 'structures1-)-/ aftd'- contractors, supervisorsy - etcV. : 
through' 'thev bstâ lishriielit'-'b'f workshop-schools and::others.:for': skilled. 
training, ' ' r '": v.-; 
2. Scanty ' Tec'hnoiogxcai investigation of Soils and:"Materiais'< Used' 
in Highway. Construction 
The .scientific study of the properties of soils consti-
tutes an essential part of the engineering studies made previous to the 
design of the cross section and to the location of a route,. 
Through,this type of study it has been possible to create a new 
technique of soil stabilization, which has been succesful In reducing 
considerably the cost of constructing certain types of roads. This has 
also permitted the construction of road-bases, which, can withstand ;' / 
effectively a*rid''":pferriianently---thfe heavy /load's transmitted . through the wear-
• ' ' ' " ».:>*''••. . .-',•' ' ' • , . , ' ' * • . ' 1 » . •• f -••>;..-. t .» • 
ing surfaces of'high "quality roads. 
T T This personnel includes: (a) engineers in-the following special 
fields:' " planning, studies'and projects.1, road construction, 
planning and building of bridges^ pavement: construction,-, drainage 
etc., maintenance of roads'and bridges,^operation-'and maintenance 
of :e^uipment:, analysis andstudy6-f.: soils; testing';of construction-
material's, structural1 eri-g'ineerihg and- methods of technical, and:, 
administrative organization;' (b):; surveyorsy' accountants,' 
superintelidehts-, administrative chiefs, etc. 




The fact that such'results have been obtained acquires 
special significance for those cases in which it is/necessary to ; 1 
construct many secondary and feeder ro.ads, -where it is not advisable 
to spend (because of limited traffic) large'initial sums either for -
construction or maintenance in order to have, an all-weather road. 
Moreover, these, new methods make it .possible to-reduce, considerably • 
the thickness of the wearing surface of high-cost first-class highways. 
In the special case of the Central American countries, 
where it is necessary to build costly primary road networks as well as 
numerous secondary and farm to market roads,special attention should be 41 
given to the methods of soil stabilization with the object of (l) reducing 
the construction, improvement and maintenance costs of their highways; 
( 2 ) making them permanent routes passable at all times; and ( 3 ) making 
it possible that they can be economically and technically converted into 
highways-of superior category. 
Notwithstanding the apparent complexity of the problem, 
the necessary operations involved in a more or less permanent stabiliza-
tion of the soil constituents of a road have reached a high level of 
mechanization which facilitates the process and. reduces considerably 
both the costs and time involved. 
Another aspect which requires c?reful .-vbter.tion is 
determining the properties of construction materialsu Or the litness 
of their selection depends not only the cost of construction but also 
the quality of the road. It is indispensable that tests and o^.periments. 
which are now universally accepted, be carried out in order bo get 
satisfactory results in the building of highways and highway structures. 
/Lastly, the results 
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• Lastly the results obtained in these investigations as 
well as in the- study- of the geological, hydrographic^and . climatic .. 
conditions of the region,, will determine • the. methods--of construction 
and maintenance: of roads which best and:most• economically can.be..- . 
adapted to .this areia* - • .. ' . 
3. Scanty Compilation .of -Statistipal Data in Relation to Road and 
Highway Activities, 
These data refer to (l) inventory and classification of 
roads in each of the countries of Central America; (2) total and unit 
costs of construction and maintenance; (3) average and peak. 
traffic density on the most important highways; (4) techni-
cal personnel and personnel trained for highway service; ( 5 ) labor 
utilized -on road activities; ( 6 ) wages and salaries; ( 7 ) relative 
efficiency of mechanized and manual labor; (8) inventory of units of 
mechanical equipment in service; (9) annual amounts spent on construc 
tion, improvement and maintenance of roads; and (IO) the annual 
progress of these activities. 
The importance and need for this statistical information 
needs no further comment * It only remains to emphasize the importance 
of keeping a permanent registry of traffic density along the most 
important highways of a country. The statistical information on 
traffic at present available is insufficient and includes only recent 
years. This should be continued in a methodical way, arid efforts'made 
to improve it gradually. 
.A primary function of official organizations concerned 
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constantly a statistical record o,f traffic.. roads 
of the country. The demand for highway services can be determined 
only through a study as close as possible of the intensity/ volume 
and kind of traffic carried on. Effective control •(in.th:e field)' 
should be exercised by any of the above-mentioned organizations •over 
periods of time sufficiently long so as to permit results_giving;.;. 
average" (and'maximum) traffic densities as near as possible to .the:, . -
actual situation. 
.. RECOMMENDAT-IOM" XII •' 
1. That the governments take the : : 
necessary . steps- tor • • ' : 
(a) the establishment of technical training • . 
schools-, and. workshop-^schoôls "for theoretical 
and practical specialization and the training.. 
of road personnel, including both professional 
and non-professional; or, short of this, th^;, 
creation o.f departments'charged with1 the 'teach 
'ing' of these subjects in present schools* . 
(b) the qarrying out-:of-. researdh ;oil'xsoil's! 
and highway construction materials, and the 
installation of.a regional laboratory for" ' ' " 
the study and"analysis of the first and the 
testing of the .second; ^ 
'2, 'That' the' governments study the 
possibility of .joints,aption';.for": establishing " 
-common standards* for the registration of 
road activities in;..thair^respectivescoiiht^ies,' 
and for'the'compilation of statistical data 
related to ..such activities v, • ;.i. , * . : * ' • v " 
/Appendix on Costs 
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• APPENDIX ON POSTS AMD SPECIFICATIONS 
To draw up a basic general plan for international and . 
Domestic highways in the Central American countries the Mission has .found 
it necessary to.establish certain categories with their respective, 
specifications and,as a consequence, to adopt certain assumptions re~ 
garding costs;: . . . . . . 
The scale'of categories established is shown below* 
Rather than.;to-fix definite standards of construction, its purpose has . 
been merely to illustrate the different characteristics that highways 
should have according to their importance, their-ability to develop 
traffic, and the possibility of their future connection with other 
means of transportation. " "" ' 
•Three general. ;cate.gQ.ries- of highways are considered,-
divided in turn into' "three, subcategories. It is believed that these 
categories will meet,'the immediate.:needs in a general way. Undoubtedly 
there exist highways in. a category ; higher'.than 1-A* but it has been as-
sumed that thé' 'high .çQst and -'specifications of ••-the Inter-American High-
way limit at present the choice, while -at the- same time they vdll satis-
fy efficiently.the traffic demands over a-more or less' extended period. 
Scale'of read;-categories which- could be adapted..to 
the proposed highway plan 
I First Category . . 
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I-A Penetration or mixed asphaltic irlacadam 
Maximum grade » 6% 
Minimum width of pavement ~ 6 m. ."• *• 
Minimum ditch to ditch'width; « 10 .m» . 
Minimum radius of horizontal -curvqs 50 m* 7 ' - • 
Minimum design speed * 60 kmv/hr. T f * 
1-B Vfaterbound macadam plus surface treatment with bituminous 
' : products ..A AVA A 
Maximum grade - 8 % 
Minimum width of pavement 5 
Minimum ditch to ditch width « 9 m» . 
Minimum radius of horizontal-curves * 50 m. 
Minimum design speed ® ¿+0 krru/hr. • 
II Second Category , 
•2. ' Unpaved highways with-the addition of some A.' /" 
impermeable' and dust preventive material '- --A- • "-' 
2-A First-class waterbound-macadam 
Maximum grade » 8 % 
Minimum width of wearing surface « '5 irw A: A! 
Minimum ditch to ditch width's 8 nu • •-VO: .A ! 
Minimum radius of curves « 35 m» 
Minimum design speed » Lf) km./hr» 0 
2-B Second-class waterbound. macadam 
•Maximum grade « 8 % 
- -Minimum' width of wearing : surface =? .5 m,- : :'• :'. .A:-': 
Minimum ditch to ditch width » 7»43 m. 
• .ir Minimum radius of curves:- » 30.-mi.; ̂ ..cx— ,,.-
Minimum design speed - 35 km./hr, 
2-C Stabilized soil bound with clay and integrated with a sufficient 
" ; : proportion; of. gravel, and ^and:;-V-,:- V;. ; :A • •/A.O - : ; : . . • • • : . ; : 
• - Maximum'gradé & i 0 A: ::-.• ; .•.•.-.  - v . • / • • 
Minimum width of wearing surface r-4»80 m. 
• Minimum.ditch-.to .ditch width,*; — J m. . ; . 
Minimum radius of curves = 30 m# 
M̂iniraumAdesign speed ,r. 25 km./hr-« 
Ill Third Category /.i-
3. Compacted rock base and surfaced roads« 
/3-A Third 
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3 - A Third-class waterbound m a c à d a m - - : . _;,•/ y • 
Maximum grade ? 10% -•• ://. 
.Minimum width of wearing, surface > 4»Ö0 mis ;/.. 
Minimum ditch to ditch , width ^ • 
Minimum radius of curves '30 my' • : . 
Minimum design speed « 25 kmi/hr. ' -
3-B: Gravel' ör" crüshecirock'-ml^ed-^ clay, and sand -... -
(without soil stabilization) -V 
Maximum grade 10 % - -.Z ;/;/.:-. 
Minimum width of wearing surface''="4¿60' -m-i/;/,:// . 
Minimum ditch to di.tchwidth £ • 60 m," ;;;•.:/-.• 
Minimum radius of curves'= '25 m. •" 'r:J-:v; ¿r?....--';; 
Minimum design speed » 20 km'./hiv '- r; " • • .///..y ... 
3-C Gravel or crushed rock placed and consoIidated 'OverHhe: natural 
terrain-;,-(with ,or, without, the, addition of sand and clay, as* 
required^-rr7rrr: ' 7 ' / ; - ' Z J 
Maximum grade » 12 % 
Minimum width of wearing s u r f 1 " ; /;;t 
Minimum ditch to ditch width * 6 m. 
Minimum radius of curves-,» 25.m. - 0: • 
. Minimum design speed ®"15 feri^/hrv ; • «•/•.. 
Although costs have ' only 'beön'estimated|r-the-?fdgur.es at-
tempt to reflect the local average costs-in-'the 'differenti/Centrali 
can regions. Hence, in each.- case the estimated • cost should be- interpreted 
with caution as a rough approximation.'which Should take--into account the 
extent and specifications of the proposed'ròad, " "tn sòme cases--'specific 
recommendations refer only~%ö' ""iinpröV̂ mcnt : of--'aaï̂ èixi-sting not--to 
it's paving, in others only pavement is required;rand in still other cases 
the reconstruction of the highway-is 'in,'.'fact̂ ^ "All these alter-
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ROAD TRANSPORT 
In order to facilitate the development of regional trade 
and commerce, and-promote the economic integration of the Region, it is 
essential that persons and goods should be able to move speedily and 
economically across national frontiers. If this goal is( to be achieved 
it will be necessary firstly to plan and construct an adequate region- . 
al highway network, secondly to remove the existing barriers with res-
trict and hinder international traffic, and thirdly, to improve the 
standards and increase the number ..of international, road services,». , 
The result, of the present system has. already.- been notecL. .. 
in the Part I. of this report., which clearly shows...that, the existing in'r . 
ternational, service.s ar.e. .limited,: irregular. and inadequate. For. instan.ee. 
as regards, passenger,- services, • onljr,in.. t|ip. ,casg: of El .Salvador. a:nd^ , 
Guatemala §.re .these..fairly. frequent. and: efficient ,:But:.the,.t.ptal-nujî er-
of buses engaged-iprthis, traffic is- les-s-'t.han: ̂ '.iscpre, and only.one. of. 
the spryicQS, approaches.,in . any way the . standards. desirable, for^nterna-^ 
tional^passenger traffic. ...Rates yary ,b.ê e.en..l-.5 Tand- 2.5; cents> :.pern;. 
passenger kilometer,, and, whilst these, fares are. not „excessive, ne vert her 
less, the irregularity of :the services, the: lack, of comfort, .the. ppor. .. 
condition of vehicles, .as well.^s ,the..time__ taken .for the jouyney .--rtfee..,..; 
average speed being, about ..30., kilometers per lipiu?—, discourage travelers... 
from using the rqad either fpr.„touristiQL or,,business .,purpos..es,, .with:-t̂ e 
- / r e s u l t 
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result that at present a large percentage of potential road traffio is 
diverted to air travel in spite of the additional cost. 
Much the same position exists as regards the movement of 
goods traffic^. .. There.,.arp.,a.. £ew._sp6;radi;c; trucks service.̂ ,, but the total 
traffip i§ . not.- oppressive .. In El: Salvador --'which h$s . by far t.ĥ ; largest 
volume of international road , traffic—. 10,000 tons were imported by>jroad. 
in 1951.and 6,000 exported. Rates for.international traffic vary between 
9 and 16 cents per ton-kiloijieter, and cannot bq iconsidered unreasonable. , 
takihg-all factors into,consideration, , . 
The.impression.created.by these comparative figures is_that 
either there is very limited traffic between the Central American coun-
tries or that alternatively other means of transport than road are employed-* 
The former is definitely wrong, since an investigation of exportL_ajnd^im-, 
port trade indicates that regional traffic has increased, and in the future 
could expand. Similarly a review of existing transport facilities in-
dicates that road transport is the obvious medium for this regional trade., 
where there are connecting roads, since apart from the railway line be-
tween Guatemala and El Salvador^ there are no through railway systems in 
the region, nor are there any reasonable coastal shipping services, with 
the result that only air and road transport are the possible alternatives« 
Air transport is not normally an economic proposition for the carriage 
of heavy cargo and low value goods, which made up the major part of the 
regional traffic'movementj however, the existing unsatisfactory road serv-
ices have made it necessary for the present to utilize air'transport for 
a considerable amount and type of traffic normally carried by road. 
/Since 
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Since therefore the remould appear to: be» ai reasonable po~ 
tential traffic demand, and as road'transport seems to.be the most satis-
factory medium, the obvious quo^tioriJ"'àrisé$ -as "to'why-there is at present 
so little actual road movement. Thé answer is threefold. Firstly it) 
is due to the complete lack of an adequate regional ...highway.-., system, ...se*" . . 
condly to the various administrative barriers which restrict movement, 
and thirdly to the vÌciÒus*'"tràhspprteircie;.:which:¿rises-" from the servr 
ices being sporadic, unsatisfactory and unreliable, so that merchants are 
'" riot inclined^ to .utilize truck transport for their goods j nor do tourists 
'òr' other-travelers favor transport, by.bus for similar reasons, which in 
its turn limits thé available traffic thus affecting the efficiency of 
the services , and .- giving: rise - to : reluctance on the part of users to employ 
-" them;. ' '"ì-: '. ... ..V...- "'"'"' • •. •'.;• 
• ; i".-:.-. '.jhë .problem, of a regional highway network :and: re commendations 
as regards -"ways-.rand ..means- ' for -'its planning and construction thave .already-
been discussed in the previous - chap.ter7. - IThere. remains therefore the pro-
'bleih.'of how tó remove- easting administrative..obstacles and'break-'the. pre-
sent vicious circle which restricts the development and growth'of: inter-• i ;. * ... * ^ 
national road'- services : : •; ..... , : .. . -
" The'se obstacles ;and difficulties may Jbroadly speaking be 
classified ; as follows: '--V :>....... v.,'..... / ' . . - •" - < — • 
I. Complicated customs and other. frontier" formalities for: 
(l) persons, (2) vehicles, and (3) goods. 
II* Lack of security of tenure for services, and inadequate 
operating capital* « >.!/:• „ ~ ' V , . 
1/ Ses Part II. Chapter I, p-. 382 
/III. Excessive 
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III, Excessive operational costs, of services» 
IV, Conflicting national traffic r e g u l a t i o n s . 
V. Other obstacles: (1) traffic police.checks; 
(2) lack of accident prevention methods; and (3) lack of garage and 
other service facilities» 
I. Customs and Frontier Formalities 
1. For persons 
Typical of the procedure facing a Central American national 
"wishing-to travel to a neighboring country is that of a Salvadorean de-
sirous of visiting Guatemala, which is as follows: 
Before leaving El Salvadorj a traveler must obtain and exit visa; to 
obtain the exit visa he has to obtain an exit permit and to obtain the^ 
exit permit it is necessary to have three certificates of solvency: (a) 
Revenue Department (covering income tax, highway tax: and pavement tax); 
(b). Communications (covering telephone account); (c) Municipality (cover-
ing water, light and garbage collection). After having gone through this 
lengthy and complicated procedure to obtain the exit permit, he must then 
proceed to the Immigration Department with birth certificate, photographs, 
finger prints, etc. After this he must proceed to the Foreign Relations 
Department which requires more photographs and then, if fortunate, he can 
get the exit visa. Even then the visa is only valid for 15 days and the 
whole complex and protracted procedure must be renewed should another 
journey be envisaged. 
Faced with these difficulties, it is natural that the businessman 
restricts his journeys to the minimum even to the detriment of trade. 
The would-be. tourist may be put off altogether and decide not to travel. 
Goods traffic by road is delayed due to the fact that the driver has to 
wait so long for his necessary permits. Thus the whole transport s.ystem 
is disorganized and discredited by these protracted administrative regu-
lations .1/ 
1/ .See Inland Transport in El Salvador« United" Nations, Doc. ST/TAA/J« 





Similar procedural regulations exist for travel bet-ween 
most of the 'Céntral :Aiiierican/countries,. This is not exceptional to the 
region, since obstacles to international movement•have been;experienced, 
in most p.arts of the world, and accordingly world wida a.ctlpn has been 
taken to .improve''the', existing situation,, typical of which....was-the.- ¡con-
vening by the United Nations of a meeting of experts to. prepare ;for. a" 
World Conference on Passport -and Frontier Formalities*àt*Gèneva'in<1947*. 
Some of the more important r e :œMiènd, atio ns;: ; c ont aine d in the report of 
" :thi-3' Conference";are.particularly relevant to the present position, being 
as follows;.: •; ' ; / • , ; . . . • - , . • : : , . r.J" *' 
;; " . 7;, Documents . . '//' ; 
k % Passports - ". ' • .f '/"/'; " : 
(i) The général abolition of-the'requirement that/a passport -be • • 
carried for purposes of foreign travel is not feasible at présentj but: 
bilateral or multilateral agreements to waive such a requirement *should 
be encouraged on the basis of reciprocity« 
B V Visas ; 
, (rii)-./-ThèCabolitibn 'oï; visas;- which £asr.already 'taken'"-place between 
several countries"by" a" series of'-bilateral agreements is recognized1 as an 
appreciable advance and the-'Meeting^ recommends,\thàt/negotiations-for fur-
-ther./ agreements should,. be undertaken with the 'genërài'abolitio^r of.: visas 
• as its /ultimate, objective". ; • •'' -'';. r , : . 
(iv) Visas should as far .as'possiblebe-made..-valid for any ..number of 
journeys within the pe'riod'in which ':they-;can:;-b^ 
' they should:valid twelve months or more from the date of issue. 
" " « - . - ' . .J. : ; é * • • . .«-<• »,..« • • • . * . • • . . * • . 
y Extract from nRecommendations 11 • contained in the Report of the Meeting 
of Experts to prepare a World Conference1 tiri"'Passports, and;.Frontier 
Formalities. Unitedv^Nations, Doc. E/CN.2/124# Annex 1. 
:;>i<(.„\ ;/(vii)'The'objective 
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(vii) The objective should be thé universal abolition; of visa fees. 
Pending complété abolition of visa fees^ they should be made as low as 
possible, * ' • ; 
(xii) * The formalities to be undergone when applying for a visa should 
be simplified and in particular the number of"documents required in support 
of an' application for ;.a visa should be kept to the irreducible minimum. 
It, Frohtle-r;Formalities . 
i(a) frontier control should be carried out as expeditiously as possi*-
ble. Governments should- Consider- what arrangements they might make, where 
necessary by bilateral agreement* .in order that'control of'-passports, 
luggage, currency, and, where applicable, preliminary sanitary control, be 
combined and carried out simultaneously or at least in immediate success 
sion, during the course of the,journey; for example, at sea, on board the 
ship; by rail, in the train, aither .on route- or when halted at a frontier 
station; by road, in adjacent premisesV" If control en route be impracti~ 
cable, these formalities should be confined if possible to a single 
frontier post where authorities of both countries would carry out their 
duties 
C, Customs inspection of b a g g a g e • ; • i 
(iii) (a) While examination of baggage'hörihälly'takes.plgLC?tat points 
of entry or exit, encouragement should be given to alternative arrangements 
for the examination, at the passenger^ option, of registered baggage at 
inland customs, stations either, as regards, pjqpprt control, before dispatch 
to-the frontier, en route for abroad, or, as regards" Import"-control,, after 
crossing the frontier .on arrival fröm abroad, 
'(b) . -Encouragement should: also be' given to bilateral agreements for 
joint customs stations at fröntiers for; advance, examination, at the tra-
veler's option, of registered baggage in the, country of dispatch by the 
customs of the country of destination prior to the dispatch of the' • 
•¿...baggage across the common frontier," ** * - - , 
• . ,r. On April 1'5> 1953 the" United Nations. Economic and Social 
Council referred to the matter again in connection with resolution 5 of 
the .Transport and Communications Commission dealing"with' cüstöms-forma-
lities for" temporary impprtatipp of; private -vehicles-'.arid/ for-tourists, 
;: . - : /and requested 
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and requested the 'Secretary General to call in-.,1954*; preferably at 
Geneva, a governiriental conference -with a-view to-concluding two world, 
conventions on the subject. One .i$ to deal with temporary, importation 
offrivate road motor vehicles carrying persons and the equipment of 
such vehicles. The other is to deal with tourism, that is, the.-person-
al -effects of tourists travelling by any means of transport..... 
Itowould" appear that numerous efforts have been made by 
non-governmental regional associations to drawthè,: attention of the 
Central Ame ri can Government s tò these' and 'other Recommendations and to 
request their implementation. Thus at its 1951 Session,.the Convención 
Centro Americana de Cámaras-de^Comercio e Industria approved the follow-
ing- recommendation: .• 
To recommend to 'the Governments - of: the six republics of 
Central America :: and .Panama, that, through appropriate-measures they 
establish a'single" .Central American' tourist card valid if or no less than . 
one year, to permit free movement of persons within Central American ter-
ritory, without being subject to passport and consular visa requirements; 
This card should, be ..extended only to' Central Americans and 
Panamanian nàtionals and to residents of 'each of theáe:*-countries. 
And at the V Pan American -Highway Conférence, Lima, Perú, 
in 1951* the following Recommendation w m a d e '(XV): 
To recommend to the American republics that they seek to 
establish at their frontiers, buildings housing simultaneously all 
authorities connected with international migratory movements, and seek 
also to eliminate'all-requirements-and.formalities that are not absolute-
ly necessary. 
These and other.: efforts /however, would--.appear %p have been 
successful to a -very limited -extent,as the present situation shows, which 
ÏF 
" See .Report .-of 'the-Transport, and. Communication Commission to the 
Economic and Social Council .ori its,'Sixth Session..-Docv E/CN.2/142, 
- New York, February 1953• 
/is as follows; 
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is as*'follows:'{ì)v.some So ver riment s have-accepted-" the Centrai American 
1/ 
Travel'Card Tor nationals of their respective1 country;' (2) other Govern-
ments have accepted official identity cards used, b y airlines; (3) some 
Governments have- unilaterally granted'visa exemptiòn for tourists for 
less:than--3 months;/e., gv, Costà'Rica* Guatemala, Honduras, Panama, El 
Salvador, '¿òr: nationals of United States.;; (4"hlittle has been accomplish-
ed as regards f acilitating-. frontier formalities"«' : v • • i 
The.-' Mission- therefore'- 'considers that the simplification of 
travel- and frontier formalities./for'.vcitizens: of the ••.Central. American', 
countries. should .be intenàified;f •:•, ; ï •;. -
RECOMMENDATION XIII 
(a) The Central American Governments should jointly 
• consider, the?- possibility- of abolishiiag,'for-.travel in the 
. : region, .the: requirements of; a passport..for. citizens, of •. 
. their., respective-states., .andr subs.tit-uting as -alternative -. 
: .. .. . a. Central American gravel card-.or .some cither-.similar .. 
- . ,document• , : • - • 
(b) The Central American Governments should jointly 
•• : consider-ways.- and. means, of facilitating...frontier formali-
tieS; by uniform agreement as .regards? the. hours of. operating 
of frontiers posts,and if possible confining these forma-
... .... lities to.,a single, frontier post where authorities of both 
1 countries cbuld carry' out their' duties;' " 
(c) Traffic facilities, should be. the. same •whichever. _. 
means of travel is utilized» 1 • 
-. \ - It., would also ;appear beneficial -to, tourism if some, of '' ' 
these advantages could be' extended" to visitors " from outside Central ' ". 
l/ A list of bilateral agreements now in force which according to 
t -official -information..received up .to .1 September,.1952 by the Secretary« 
General have^ been concluded in the post-war period with the purpose 
of"reciprocally abolishing the passport requirements, is as follows: 
.Costa I^ica-El Salvador (Central' Ameri"cari':Tiavel rCard:\can-
instead of passport),; Costa Rica Guatemala (Central. Ameri'qarC travel 
card can be used instead of passport), . ( DOC ^ . E / C N,2/124, - bctober 
1952,) " 
• • •••1 . /America, 
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America, and the.;-Mission therefore endorses the recommendations of the 
Central'American Regional Tourist Congress that "tourist's passports" • 
1/ 
should be visaed without prior consultation,J1 
•».2. - For .vehicle^ 
At the present time^ formalities for the temporary impor-
tation of vehicles are not unduly restrictive,: hut they are liable to -
criticism on the following grounds: (a) the. procedure varies from 
country to. country; .(b). the same: formalities are required for vehicles-
registered in Central America, : as-,for from, all other countries; (c) : ̂  
identical formalities are required for; passenger -cars, buses ,and trucks; 
Xd)-requirements,, are-almost'the some for.-regular-., commercial vehicles., ser-
vices . as. for.-occasional. frontier - c r o s s i n g s ' • • -
A similar.problem.existed until lately in Europe and: it ' 
was in order to overcome these difficulties and facilitate;international 
road traffic-.between, the 'Western Europen countries, that.: under the aegis, 
of the-.United Nations Economic Commission for Europe various conventions 
and.. agreements rhavebeen; approved, -among; which..- .are. the.; followings r:.(a) 
customs ,conventions-,to facilitate tourism,.. comercial;vehicles • classing 
frontiers-, and, goods transported, in^such -vehicles,;;' (b) agreements'; on 
.the;freedom.of the--road to; facilit,ateoertain international.popneroial 
.. .services.;..and (c) -international.sch.eme--.for insurance of motorists 
. .: Consideration is now -being . given .to-.world wide adoption;.of 
a Tourist Convention and it is interesting to note the reply of the 
y It is understood, as regards El Salvador, that Vspecial, identity cards 
to be issued by airline cpmpapies'-can used by visitors from-other 
Central American countries instead of passports." (Doc. E/CN.2/l24)\ 
/Government 
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Government :of Guatemala-to"the request of the Secretary General ofthre 
United Nations -',fOr the -views of Governments concerning the'desirability 
of concluding on a world wide basis, conventions, which reads as follows: 
The Government of Guatemala has no modification to propose to the 
Draft International Customs Convention on Touring or to the proposals of 
the international organizations, since the exemptions granted in Guate-
mala are~in general broader than those proposed, and since with regard 
to vehicles, the documents and controls proposed would^appear to offer 
more effective safaguards from the fiscal standpoint*^/ ' 
• Presumably If the Economic and Social Council agrees to 
the Recojmerldatiòri-':of the'Transport and Communications Commission,a 
Conference of Government representatives:will be held in 1954; and the 
Central American Ôovérhme'nts twill no doubt' take part'in the discussions' 
arid ultimate 'agreements » However, thé Mission feels that If reai econom-
ic integration is desired,It should be possible to conclude agreements "" 
which -would4-pròvide-' for- greater'" facilities" for regional" movement than 
could pòs'sitily be granted oh'V'world widensCàie. 
- - 1 '-«ilst-
;obviously the'simp les t'vJ ay would be "to grant freé 
passage '•fotf-aïl vëhi*cle's'*Twithln the:':'£ént£a'l -"Amèridàri'S'tatês' without any 
documentation,;--I-t:" is unlikely 'that -Customs "officials ' would accept such 
an innovation-'which'might 'ïa'voiirr'3:lrl:egâl -s:ai'ds and purchases"of vehicles. 
Accordingly,: thé : simplest -method iW;"overòòinitìg:,this' difii-'ciilty- and at the same time 'satisfying' eus t'óhts ' r é'quirèment's w'óuld be by thè'"introduction of 
standardized'tèmporary^importation' papërè, and'^for 'this'' purpose considéra-
. . .. _ , . . . . 2 / . . . . . . . . 
ti<>h might: be-given! :tó the' standard 'Triptych'"form ' proposed to the Draft 
1/ United Nations, Transport and Communications --Cemmis-sion, 
2/> Sfee Appendix I to this-' Chapter;- 'pV 46 5:': ' . * î V î v;'/ 7:'; ;: ' ^ 
/Customs 
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Customs Convention, or a more simplified document,, if desired,, ;mi'gfet; * • 
be drawn up. Recommendation to this effect mas made, at-,the 1951 Con-
vention of the Central American Chambers of Commerce-arid I n d u s t r y ; • 
which reads as follows: "Study of a Convention to regularize vehicle ' 
traffic between countries by means of a simplified Carnet Pes Passages 
en Douane"• 
As regards goods vehicles and motor b u s e s i n most' cases 
these vehicles are operating on regular Services.and therefore the ob-
jective should be .to expedite their'passage as quickly as possible, . 
preferably without the use of such a. customs document. ̂ .Nevertheless, 
to indicate clearly that the services are duly authorized:and.that-the 
vehicles are regularly used for international transport .it.would seem 
desirable that all .trucks and buses crossing frontiers should ̂ be.ar;some . 
form of identification, ¿for example * a spe cial Central. .American-, regis- • 
tration plaque. The plaque would be placed in a'clearly visible posi-
tion at the front and in the rear of all commercial'-Vehicles, and might 
be issued-for a specific, sum- (say ••$> 10)-by the - national'authorities res-
ponsible for licensing after due proof :of-^md^dim^th. operate between 
other countries had been receiyed^ -:•* 
' RECOMENDATION XIV 
(a) Governments should consider joint, action as .. 
regards simplification of customs formalities "for pas-
se'nger cars operated in the region and owned by re.s.i-
dents.of th.e.,region* by means.of a- uniform customs card, 
backed'by an appropriate financial guarantee; . . ;.r 
(b) Governments should also -consider; joint action 
as regards simplified customs formalities for commercial 
vehicles owned and operated in the region, by the intro-
duction of some form of regional identification^ prefer-
ably in the form of a Central..A.merican:'plaque. -AU ̂  •- ' ; 
;•:. : ' •' • " ' ~ : Jj^ : ̂  Goods 
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3- Goods traffic 
- ": Lengthy and costly, delays vare often experienced by truck 
operators,at frontiers whilst cdstoms officials inspect and check the 
merchandise- carried, which is often a long and arduous process adding 
to the;:.cost ...of. Operation and reducing the efficiency of the services, 
A similar position until recently existed between the 
Western European countries, but in 1949 an agreement was concluded 
for the Provisional application of a draft "convention in order to fa-
cilitate International"transport of goods by reducing customs require-
ments at-frontiers u e ' The objectives are clearly laid down in Arti-
cle 3/..which, states;. 1' 
"Except in the case of suspicion of abuse, and subject to, " 
compliance with the .conditions and- requirements laid down-in: the follow-
ing^ articled/goods transported by road in sealed vehicles or contain-
ers shall not. be- subjected to Customs examination at offices'" 'en' 'route' 
and payment or deposit of import and export duties and import or export 
taxes shall, not be required, at such .offices D ; V:-
.. This ob jectiye;was .achieved*by-the introduction "of a' 
special Qarnet-I'Trl.R.^j.-.and, the .acceptance of "^regulations' -'fconcdrnirig" 
the construction, .egid.,equipment :of ..vehicles - and--containers1 intended for : 
the international transport of goods by r o a d u v ' - ' 
As a result, drivers were enabled to pass through customs 
authorities without undue delay and proceed directly to an internal 
customs house. 'Thg Mission cqnsidersthat some such' simplified procfedure 
on the . above, wpuld considerably facilitate International'road "traf-
fic, particularly ..on the-Inter-American Highway, 
TJ Draft International- CustoMs,: Conventions on Touring, on Commercial 
Road Vehicles and on the International Transport of Goods by Road. 
Geneva,.June 16, 1949• 
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RECOMENDATION XV 
Governments should jointly consider, the methods * 
-••necessary to reduce customs requirements at frontiers 
for goods transported in trucks, arid to, this end con- ; . J.; 
slderation should be given to the possibility of rea-
ching an agreement for the use of sealed vehicles-,- or . 
other such steps', which would permit merchandise car-
ried in road vehicles to proceed rapidly through, fron-
tier customs inspections• 
II» Lack of Security of Tenure 
To organize and operate an efficient international road. • 
.service is a costly undertaking requiring not only a large .permanent , cap-r 
ital investment but also considerable .working capital.,,. This-is ,parti- -
cularly so in the case of international passenger services.; Since the 
equipment for this type of traffic should be far. superior.,to .that, used 
on urban and inter-urban services, particularly as regards, seating, 
comfort, luggage facilities, lighting, ventilation,and, other ..amenities,, , 
a suitable bus costs an operator as much as $14;000. When.it is consir-
dered that a small fleet of these buses will.be required, including, re-
serves in the case of breakdowns, and that in addition there-:must be 
adequate garage and servicing facilities in two or more countries-, that.-, 
the drivers must be of outstanding ability —able to: deal with the .. ., 
various administrative and other formalities which may be met en route—, 
and that the services must run regularly whether there are passengers or 
not, \^ome"i^ei^ill-b'e-;gath"ered of "the" cohslclerable. financial investment 
required.--.'. A review 6f *:any of: thd "larger .'bus, operating. concession in; any 
part of- the worid;:Vdill ;confirm-.thes.e '.remarks Exactly, the .̂ ame-,...position 
/applies 
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applies for goods traffic to a (slightly lesser extent.0 
Thus it is logical that adéquate safeguards and security 
of tenure will be required by aiiy transport undertaking before in-
vesting in such an enterprise. In other words, inter-governmental 
agreement will be required from the countries concerned as regards the 
total number of permits to be issued on-a specific route and the dura-
tion of the concessions to be granted, before investment of the neces-
sary capital* . 7 , , 
In return for agreement as regards the maximum number of 
operators which will be permited on the route, as well as a reasonably 
long term operating permit, carriers should be able and agree to pro-
' - 1! 
vide a high standard as regards equipment and service. 
In each case, transport permits for international ser-
vices would be granted by the competent authorities of the states con-
cerned in the transport operation, each for the part of the journey in 
its own territory. This approval, while not constituting an obligation 
on the Governments of other countries to grant a similar permit, might 
nevertheless be favorably received« 
Consideration might also be given to the formation of 
either: (a) jointly financed and operated companies by nationals of the 
two countries concerned in any particular through service» In this case 
1/ • As regards technical conditions applicable 'to international passenger 
transport services, ̂ the French Government submitted recently some 
.. suggested standard rules to the-ECE Working Party on the Development 
and Improvement of Transport of Passengers and Goods by Road. These 
rules are reproduced in Appendix II of this Chapterf. as a guide to 
Governments. United Nations Doc0 Trans./WP 14/25. 27 October, 1952. 
/joint 
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joint Government approval might be given for a-private organization to 
operate,, the ;.service or it might be .undertaken under combined Government 
and/pr^vatf.-enterprise or by the Governments themselves; however, in 
the latter .two .gases., it ..is suggested that , the organization and opera-
tion of the .company..should be of a .semirautonomous type, (b) An inter-
national ..Central >.Ameri:can company with capital .-subscribed from either 
private or Government, sources, or. a combination of .both, which would . 
operate throughout^ the; whole,.region/ again, in the latter case organiza-
• tion and-operation.should. b;e of;a semir-autonomous type. 
RECOMMENPATION XVI . 
(a) Governments'should consider'joint action''In' 
• : ,• order-.to introduce, a .uniform, .procedure for the granting 
of international transport'licenses and the conditions' 
attached"..thereto,, with particular reference to. the ne-
cessity for adequate security of tenure and diiratibn of ' 
service, 
(b) Subject to agreement as regards' (a) above,-
operators should provide modern equipment and vehicles 
of a standard suitable to international services, and' 
should also publish rates arid timetables for such ser-
vices; third party insurance.should be. compulsory, as 
well as measures to prevent--accidentsy-particularly as 
regards speed; 
•(c) -Governments should give consideration to the 
....possibility of; setting.' up either joint'companies of na-
. tionals xntere'sted. in any Specific 'inter-country .route, 
or/alternatively "consider.-.the'; possibility of establish-
ing a Central American road transpbrt'Acompany.to oper-
ate passenger-and. goods services throughout'-'the'', region; 
- (d). In considering, proposals for'the' improvement 
.and Increase of international services ,\Gdverhments •• 
should consult representatives both of the.'carriers- con-
cerned-,-., and of the .agricultural,&ri& induStrlsil. interests 
... ..involved; ..//..A.',/ "/. 'A' / A;" -A' : A ; 
(e) ̂ -Gpvernmehts..^^should,. 'asAan'interim' measure1/-"con-
sult with existing'carriers'in order''td 
could be taken immediately on the lines suggested above 
. ;' ; to '-improve international services bilaterally; 
"" (f) ' Governments should study the granting of a 
standard permit for international traffic. 
/ill, Excessive 
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III• Excessive Cost of Operation 
Attention has been drawn to the high cost of vehicle 
operation'inCentral 'America»!. to the montainous to-
pography of 'Central America which naturally effects road design and 
construction so tHat even the best of highways has sharp curves and 
freqUent'st^ep inclines, Little, however, can be done to improve con-
ditions' from'reconstruction and maintenance as suggested in the fore-
golhg'-chapter r ' On the' other hand, it Is possible for Governments'to 
assist in reducing both costs of equipment and 'operation, by' reducing 
\ 
the heavy duties and taxes on vehicles, fuel, tires etc., as well as 
abolishing unnecessary local taxes,'which 'not' only result in high 
rates and f a r e s b u t a l s o .-.often encourage, the .-utilization of inadequate 
and unsatisfactory ..̂ ypos- ̂of .vehicles^ , This- stib ject.-is .dealt.with in 
considerable det;̂ il:. " i n ; I I I ;;as- Applicable . to domestic rpad^trans-
port; it is, howpyer,:' eiven,jnpr% inportapt regards;. International road 
transport» ' .•: v- /• v: / ̂  :'•.•••:••-. -
. "..'.'. "' ' •. RSCOl^jEND A TIP N JiVII : ,>.: o • • .. > -ill-.. • — I i,.' .1 'I,.'..-!.. • — I 
;.,. ,.Governments; should study appropriatemethod's 
. of ̂ reducing: opomting.: costs-,, particijlarly !with-*a-: view"to;: 
.7:,. (a,) lowering .the price of-:' gasoline- and diese'l fuel by 
a reduction of . customs . ana other .-duties:) •. such as will r 
benefit ,,the . p u b l i c , : . > •.<:•.•.;,; .-•..• ' 
" . . (b)... .Encouraging: and faeilitating-the:-importation 
of modern tĵ pes. .of„ buse.s - and-; trucks -suitable for inter-
national, services > by. reducing' import /an*h other duties 
op., such vehicles; and, . <" -
(c) Considering the reduction or elimination"of 
all local,and provincial tax^s-which./may.affect adverse-
ly . the. operation of-international ̂ services 
•-/v. /iV. 'Conflicting 
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IV. Conflicting National Traffic Regulations. 
The MissIohvf¿eÍs that to''expedite' through' road-' trans-
port services^ parti"¿ul'irly; on; t he Í^ter-Américan Highway, steps 
should' be taken to'---reach agreement on a'road' traffic regulations., -)5ar-
ticularly-as-regards' t^e^eights and' dimensions ;-of' vehicle's,' since the 
present divergencies '^-¿rising from the''"fáct "that'each country has its 
own 'separate-"spe¿'ifIcatiohs'--" are \"'ne'of' the "main ob'stacies restrict-
ing international 'movement ¿' • Coháiderab'lb attentldn has' 'already been 
given' to:' this- problem'-both on ; á'- reglonái 'and'' wbtld-wlde basis .; For 
"Instance,; ás Té'gárd̂ ,'"iíh%'' jormfer there is" the" Inter^merican Convention 
of :1943'> and"'is regards '""the" latter,' the' Í9'̂ 9 ¿eñeVa' ftoad and Motor Con-
ventions ' Also;;'recently ai" the' V Pan' American' Highway Congress it was 
resolved; r : "' ' r 
'••"•-'• to the authorities of all'countries that 
thqf study the possibility of adppting insofar as possible uniform or ..at 
least'-'áppréci'&líl^ traffic. ' 2'.: To 
suggest to the Pan American Union.-r.in Washington to invite the traffic, 
directorá^of :'meíffi>err'couritríes -of the'-drgahxz'átiori bf Arúeritiári 'States 
with, a view to preparing the basis, for drafting .a convention on traffic 
ttób'e-íSU'Bmi'tt̂ d-tb - the:'American • republics ̂ ::'ihdicátihg; appropriate limi-
tations in weights of vehicles, etc., and, taking into account existing 
conventions on the subject. ' •• A r v--0'-' .•>'"'••••"• 
% A i II ••* -'Ánd^atAthé^lV lS!es'si'on ofvtheAEcdriómic ' Coikflisslon vfór rL'a- " 
tin America attention was also .drawn to the prQhlem.,of reaching an 
agreement on international highway traffic regulation. (.on...̂ he Inter-Ame-
rican Highway) . 
.... ....... ..-...."u-.-.-vv — . • . . 
7 ••«••. F • J '•" • " • {•/••• • R;.' ' .. • \ J , V 
• r'' •''•"'>•:,' •'•'•' '*• '}'•; ; • " "" ' .' •* ' ' .. '••' "-..''.' • : ' •.; 
'•" , • '-"j:. . f. •'. •• ."'-J ' i >:.. •. ' Of- ; . f . •; .'*,'. .. , • r " ' f -T' * A. ' . f*¡ •- ' ••..•'• . . 
1/ Resolución. 24 (IV), approved June 15, 1951* 
/The Geneva 
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The Geneva Convention lays down certain general broad 
principles for uniform regulation and control of road and motor traf-
fic, which.should be acceptable as the minimum basis for any national 
codes. It also goes a step further by means of annexes to the Conven-
tion providing for more specific and detailed technical regulations» 
One of the annexes concerns the technical condition of equipment of 
motor vehicles and trailers in ihternatipnal traffic« 
Finally, the problem of road signs and signals has -also 
been the subject of careful study.on a world wide basis. Thus the 
1949 Convention has, a protocol dn dniforfti sighs and signals, but this 
was not accepted on a world-wide basis, as agreement could not be reach-
at the Conference, due to the fact that there were two basic sys-
terns advocated, the so called nEuropeanMand the "American", and there-
fore the United Nations set up a group of experts to study the problem 
of devising.a uniform world wide system. The group of experts has now 
concluded its work, which presumably will be brought to the-attention 
., i! : 
of all'Governments in the near future*. In this respect attention is 
drawn to the Resolution of the 1951' Conference:of the Central American 
Chambers of Commerce,- which states!" 
• • That an agreement be signed 'between the six republics to 
standarize the signals on highways and'on'roads within urban limits, 
particularly the-
position of traffic control agents 
' ' A-resolution of the 1952' Pan' American Highway' Conference' 
is also of interest, which states: 
y On the results of this work, see Final. Report submitted by the group 
of Experts on Road Signs and Signals to the.. Sixth.Session of the 
Transport and Communication Commission. Doc.' E/CNt'2/ll9," July 1952.-
To recommend 
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. 3«....To; recornmenä "to::;the /American,:republics 'that when 
the-::- Convehtiö'n• on, uniform road'signs ;.and .signals" Is open to signa-
ture^ It :-béVsubscribeci. and' : Implemented at ;the earliest opportunity.. • 
To reáffx'm'^ "made' at 'the V Panamerican Highway 
Congress to: 'the ' effect that those American countries which have not 
yet . done so should proceed to sign and ratify at the earliest oppor-
tunity the Convention on Highway Traffic .drafted at Geneva in 1949« 
Finally, the attention of Governments is.,drawn to the 
work at present,, being- undertaken by the United Nations pn,..the-.prepara-
tion of suggested";toiform-'regulations for licensing of motor vehicle^ 
^ ' 1/ 
drivers in international traffic. • 
As the main purpose * of these conventions and agreements 
is to facilitate : internatlbhal road transport, 'the Mission -feels ;that; 
their, acceptance,-by :.the:-'Gbntral' American Governments. wauld be,- of:- great-
assistance... in•facilitating' traffic movement in the ...region and particu*-' 
larly; _Qja..the Inter-A'ifierfcari Highway, as well as indirectly.assisting 
in simplifjang -the 'design'''arid 'construction of. locally fabricated.: bo--' " ' 
dies for..trucks arid busses',' J' A-:-•.•-;.•;-1 -••'•.¡•.̂• 
-R^OMMENDATION m i l ' 
(a) That the Genevi"Road~ "and Motor Convention be 
promptly accepted and ratified by all Central American 
countries, and that. they .consider..in dlie cdu^s'e 'the..110;-A 
vised ./Protocol̂  oh; a' Ainiiprm; sy3:t.em'-'o'f:- road signs' and-;-X;:. ' 
signals-^drafted by .a, group.. of i experts'."v -r A 'VA'A:- A: „Ao 
(b) " That0 Goyer^rieiits; .-¿jointly '-give- ' carefulA consider-- . 
ation AtoAtMi Annex'to"'the Convention respecting weights 
and dimensions of vehicles, with a view to either accept-
ing it as applicable to the roads of the Region,.,, or . to A_„AA:A:.; 
specific international roads-/.-suehras!^ 
Highway; or, alternatively Governments, consider., a. 
special agreement on modifyin;g-;.the;'idi&eh^ionB' to maxima 
suitable, to"-the;• roads' a.nd bridges of the region;.. ; 
1/ See "Conditions to be fulfilled by drivers of motor vehicles in 
international\traffic". United Nations, Economic and Social Council 
Resolutlbn*'468; (XV)-E, 13 April, 1953. 
/(c) That Governments 
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(c) That Governments give careful consideration to 
••; ' . the^ proposals; to; be ̂  submitted, for t heir' co.nsi.d or at i on f. as. , .; , 
- - •• •'••iregArd'5'-agreement;on.minimum" ura'fo for li~ ... .. 
• * - • ; ;:'censing'motor" vehicle' .d'rivers in international' traffic.. '., 
' V. Öthör obstacles 
Among other obstacles which to a lesser extent restrict 
or hinder the development of international road traffic are the,follow-
ing* 
1i Excessive national traffic police checks 
Most of the Central American countries have introduced . 
for one reason or another a series of traffic police checks at various 
points on the main highways, While from a national point of view these 
may or may not be useful, they are definitely a hindrance to internation-
al . traffic, as repeated stops increase the time taken and operating 
costs. It would appear that if vehicles operate with the Internation-
al plaque mentioned in Recommendation XIV, then as their identity 
is clear, they might be allowed.to pass through such checks unhindered» 
RECOMMENDATION XIX 
- JL Governments Should 'take joint action- to. p&r'mit -
-'exempt - -from ,:rcom— • • 
pulsory stops at-:'Various -national traffic' .".police"--v 
icheck points, in-so,;far - as • national ct raff ic control 
:1s; met: with'»-r ^:.•:./ ;-;•> ,'u 
2 * Lack .of accident, prevention methods 1.-. 
:F;ew- steps : have been; taken- so: .'far.-:in the prevention of 
accident. As it is anticipated that' considerable traffic will 
E/CN. 12/35.6. " 
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eventually develop on roads of-inte'rn&tibrial- importance, it is 
essential in the interests of road users that all possible action 
should: be':-tak'en; to -promote' road., 'safety, particularly' on' rqads such 
as the- Inter-American-Highway • 'The Mission .-theref or^ . pndqrses the. 
resolution in this'"''respect* made at the recent Pari' "American\Highway 
Congress in'1952: "' ' ' '.'. Â." ' A • . A. 
1» To recommend to the American Republics that they make 
every effort to carry out an intense, educational traffic campaign 
among drivers and pedestrians-2, • -"To- :request-'the- Gcrvernments'to 
investigate the causes of accidents .and study the ineans to prevent ~ 
them. 3.' To request the United Nations Organization "and reaffirm 
"to the Organization of American States that ..they proceed ..to .:carry,,: 
out periodic rneetin'gs of experts on traffic and traffic education. 
4. - To request the international, federation of ..automobile .,clubS:,tfyat, 
they'.transmit to'their'affiliated Institutions"It's wish"'/for intensi- • 
fying to the utmost any action that, ma^ tend tp_solve: the..,problem,...... 
mentioned above. 
Attention is also drawn to the work done and recommendations 
made in this field by the Standing International Commission on High-
way First Aid. This Commission has drawn .up a general scheme for the 
Organization of Highway First Aid which has been accepted by some 
twenty countries. The scheme includes location, standard equipment, -» 
training of staff,and indication of first-aid posts on highways* It 
is considered that the adoption.of•such a scheme on the regional high-
2/ 
way network would be of considerable benefit to international traffic. 
l7 The League of RedCross.-,Societies;; has. now iak.e.n. over; the 
functions of. the SICHF/w '•/ 
2/ See similar • recommendation- tfpr -the .European Highway . Network, 
E/ECE'/Trans t 227• 'September 18', 1950. 
- .  ... • •••--.•••'-.- -• ;' ' /RE COMMENDATION' XX 
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...J 
(a) ..Governments should take joint action for the 
: :òorivéning of 'periodic^ meeting's of experts of thè: region 
on road traffic and road safety; . ; 
(b)' Standardized^ first -aid posts propferly'' staffed f 
in accordance /with' the Recommendations of the Standing 
:' Ìntetìiàtional Commis sion oh • Highway First-Aid- and :6 f -•• thè 
League of Red Cross Societies, should be provided at 
frequent intervals oh the Inter-American Highway %hd; ' 
. .other regional roads» 
.. •. i 
3. Lack:' of'^.ark^e and 6ther:'^ervicB-facilitiesCA"' v . - v . 
':• • At the' preseht tiem there1' are very" few- 'garages' or *ser~' 
vice-stlitioris ;;6h the1'main :strfetches; of -"the • Inter-Ajneri^an Highway -
ahd':'6th^r regional roads,': which:rresults In: ebhsiderable ;cfelay' 'and-- - • 
inconvenience when breakdowns occurr. . ..-.-v... •;. 
¿̂v̂t.*;:.; :i.-;-11 ^wouM b e: of; great assistan'eeL.to -International traf-
fics If arrangements • could; be .made: for. 'S(B rVi c e1 ̂s t at ions to: be" provided, 
at ''regular'intervals: through-^the .entirexlength; ofi the highway, ¿-.and, al-
y 
so on -other through • mads * :•:;While. this i.si hot;a 'inatter:. f or; Governmen-
tal actionj :nevertheless:'it.' is felt;' that: encouragement/, might be given 
by;-the:-'authorities;, to private. .companies.', to. .establish;:: such stations,» • . 
RECOMMENDATION XXI 
In order to facilitate international traffic, 
adequate garage and workshop accommodation should be 
provided at suitable intervals on the roads of the 
regional -highway.; : network'fpa'rticuÌarÌy :*in;' tfre"'irnàô r"T. • ' 
veloped zones.. These installationsrshould; b:e locatr..-;.;-
, ' in .such* a:, manner'; so; as: ,tp .be'-..easily. a.ccps.sible :: . .;-. 
to motorists and ye.t • :hbt ; rest ricfe > the t#r*af fic. • f l o w . \ ;.. 
Sec the recommendation for Europe» Ibid 
/APPENDIX I 
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' "' : : .ÜPPENBIX'l . 
• / Triptych .... . 
r * 
. , a * * 
I. Importation Voucher, 
T R I P T Y C H ;No. 
For the temporary importation into.-.,, 
of the vehicle.,4escribied:beIowv'''."" 
„ . .v -i-i• .•<•«*»• .„• 
VALID until .*««*«,,««.»«.«.• «.'«*•..•...*•**.»., m • • m, «. «. f* • .•«»« ••>: . ' f 0 
Guaranteed *by. •*• # £ a- «r •• • «r« . • • • .* •• • r «r ̂  •• • • v < • • • • • • •. # • . • +• « •«• t 
Delivered »by».*̂. ̂  .¿v .. • . • • • . • • • • » . . • v • • .. • •. • • • . •.• • .* 
Holder «..»»»*-«. .. • • . • .#••-«• . • • •. • • • • • • • v»«• •«• $ , ^ * • 
Principal residence.................. •.••••••••••••. (block letters). 
or Business Address . 
For a MOTOR VEHICLE driven by internal combustion, 
electricity, steam; TRAILER .. . (Delete- words' ••nbt£*w 
Type (Car," buslorry, van, tractor,'motorcycle with ' ' applicable}• ; v'1... 
or without .sidecar, cycle with auxiliary engine) . .. . .r • 







Number of cylinders. 
Horse .power» . f.... .. 
Type or shape...... . • 
Make.. „. ... 
COACHWORK Colour. 
Upholstery. f.................. 
Number of seats or carrying capacity 
Year of manufacture 
Spare tyres........ 
Other particulars.. 
Net weight of vehicle (in words and 
Value of vehicle ••»••....•• ......... ...... figures) 
/This vehicle 
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This vehicle is imported subject to.the holder's obligation to re-export it 
by the date specified above and to comply with the Customs laws and regula-
tions relating to.the temporary admission of motor vehicles in the countries 
visited, under the guarantee o f ( t h e guaranteeing association) in 
virtue of an undertaking which, the latter association has given to,..,...... 
(the Customs authority)......, the. 19».•• 
® * 
Signature of the Secretary of the guaranteeing association* • 
Signature of Holder 
The vehicle described above was imported at the Customs.Office''Of.. ; 
on..».. . .1953.., where this voucher has been entered in, the "Special 
Register, under the. No.,* • — — — - — — - • •-•— 
Signature- of - the- Hoìdervvr.v. • .... 
Customs* Officer1^ " SifehtAUrë* âh&"-Customs ' Staimi)'/. V • .Y. * • • • • .... • • 
Do not òmit'to make a similar entry. Iç. the, cprre^ponding. section, óf. Vouchers 
Nos, 2 and .Y/- ' . Y V, Y,, t . . : 
ÏHIS VOUCHER TO BE DETACHED AND RETAINED BY THE,CUSTOMS. OFFICÇ OF-IMPORTATION. 
Very similar (Duplicate copies for. Exportation Voucher and. holders copy will 
be -required) • 
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APPENDIX II 
PASSENGER TRANSPORT rn 
Technical Conditions Applicable to Vehicles , 
o-
¡A • - Technical conditions applicable to all motor-coaches. 
The interior lighting should, enable, all passengers with, 
normal sight to read without'effort. 
The windows must be so arranged as to give all passengers 
a satisfactory view of the scenery, while at the same time allowing each 
of them sufficient space for approximately 100 cubic decimetres of 
clothing or hand-luggage. 
Blinds must be fitted so' as .to give passengers..effective' 
protection from the sun. /" 
All sliding windows must be completely air-tight when 
closed. 
Ventilators must be provided to prevent the over-heating 
of the atmosphere inside the vehicle, and renew the air efficiently. 
The minimum dimensions of the space allotted to each seat 
shall be as follows: 
«-depth of seat.** . ...Om.Z^O 
(from the inside lower end of the seat-back 
to the front of the seat) 
-width of seat .0m#4& 
-clearance in front of the seat, measured 
on a level with the seat.. Om.75 
Motor coaches operating regular services must display on 
their sides in letters at least 0m«10 high their points of departure and 
arrival and at least one intermediate locality. 
Space completely protected from the weather must be re**. 
served for luggage, up to- a maximum of ZjO kg. per passenger. 
®• Conditions applicable only to luxury motor-coaches 
The engines of luxury motor-coaches must be powerful enough 
to climb gradients of 1 in 10, when fully loaded,, at a minimum speed of 
30 km. per hour. 
/These 
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These motor-coaches must .have, a transparent strip along 
each side of the roof so as to give a clear view of mountains or monu$ 
ments. , >• 
The minimum dimensions for seats stipulated in Section-. A 
of this Annex shalli be increased to:Omi#45y 0m,52 and Om.78 respectively. 
The angle of the seat must be adjustable. 
The height of the passageways must not be less than lm,90. 
These.. motor coaches'must-.have •.toilet...and. lavatory accom- . 
modation, 
• • • :°They must not'have folding-Seats. 
Source: Economic Commission for Europe, Inland Transport Committee, 
Trans/WP14/250ctober: 1952; -
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Chapter IÌI • 
-MARITIME AMD-PORT PROBLEMS • 
I. Introduction 
. . . . . 
. , The Central American region hasc great natural advantages 
# 
for maritime transport. Although tides, currents, winds,.and othçr fac-
tors have .-not been studied with sufficient detail to establish-à defi-
nite approach in regard to the"utilization of the area's coasts* it may-
be said that,- whatever the final evaluation of the natural resources 
which are adaptable to maritime navigation, the necessary conditions 
are present for the development of a heavier maritime traffic than is 
carried -put tQdayr. . -, "J . " 7 * . • 
• : • : v• -All these, . countries ' --with the • exceptiori- of El Salvador, 
which:has--only a Pacific, coastline--^'hàvéucôasts: 'on;:'b oceans. (See 
Tabled 1Q8> ): -.Moreover, -because.'òf thè shape of thé -land'in' the Central 
American countries, which is in general long and*narrow, there are very 
few production centers or markets situated more than 150 kilometers 
from the Atlantic or the Pacific. " through the'riecesààry^meàns"of ac-
cess, maritime traffic along the Centrai Améribâh "Coastìs • cbuld 'se'rvè': 
—-within an economical radius of operation— a major portion ofthev 
total area of the Isthmus- and, undoubtedly"the greater part-of. the -
production zones« " ' •'" " : " 
As has been'pbiYLt'ed out'in'Part I'-of this report, there 
are good natural ports on tîié"Atlantic'^ 
/ T a b l e 1 0 8 
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T a b l e 1 0 8 
Central America: Lèftg'th of' Coastlines 
(in kilometers) 
Countries Pacific . Atlantic 
Guatemala 244 166 
Honduras 153 • • . 880 
El .Salvador-. 296 — 
p: ' ! Costa Rica 1,016 • . • - 212 : 
Nicaragua ̂  >,. 420 720 
' Panama. 1,.400 :•., - 790 
; Total .., 
< 
• 3,529 2,768 
Sources:' Costa Rica: Instituto Geográfico NaclQnair-Serles..;Estadísti-
cas, _1951> Dirección de Estadística, San José, Costa Rica; 
Él Salvador: T«F. Jiménez, Nueva Geografía dê ISl Salvadorr "-' 
San Salvador, 1947; Guatemala: Síntesis Geográfico-Estadlsti-
ca de Guatemala, Dirección General .de. Estadlstica, Guatemala, 
1948; Honduras: parios A; Pirie!,''Geografía de Honduras Tegu-
•''••- cigalpa, Í951; Nicaragua: Dirección Genera.1 .de; Estadística;- • 
Panamá: A.,- Rubio., Atlas Geográfico Elemental de Panamá, Pa-
1 "• namá, 1947• , í . - - "' 
in Guatemala, whose west coast ports are at open roadsteads •/-•Allrthe 
Pacific'ports",''except La Libertad and Amapala,. ape acc<p.s,sibl,e.;by-.rail 
and iff'Some cases —San José, Acajutla, Punt arenas and-La-;.Unióne-'. by • 
road also; 'All the principal ports on the Atlantic,,.are, cqnnected'with---: 
their respective hinterlands by rail, road,or river. 
'Finally, Central America, because of its A-:/ 
strategic position between North and South .America,. because It is 
..»..../relatively 
E/CN.12/356- -, • 
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relatively clòee to thé;. Caribbean islands, and.because it- is the neces-
sary passageway for the greater part of the ships plying between Eu-
rope and Australia, is a natural zone 'for 'iiiaritiJïikxoinmerck;.. :' 
'' '- Considering these"'advantages,- it might be expected 
that' -Central -Altierica would ;have today an intensive and generalized' 
maritime traffic' amohg its component countries as well as' kLth* thè' 
rest of the'world» Nevertheless;, maritime commuriication With 'the rest '-of 
the world' is''Infrequent, except with the lïnite'd: States ¿and éven hère there is 
almost no shipping competition. Interneentrai American maritime movement' is 
smallywith inadequate services and-a ,very-small current volume of 'commodity 
traffic. 
The diversification of import and export markets is 
limited'b'y this insufficiency of services, which deprives Central '' 
America of the natural' advantages which' its location and geographical 
shape offer it in the way of exit for its products and' entrance for * ' 
its import's. Moreover,* import commodities are ofteri excessively cdst-
ly as a'result of the freight rates, port charges; ahd' cither transport 
costs. The economic disadvantage which this situation represents for 
countries like thbse in Central America --which' vrë'lft'the'procéàs "of 
accelerating, their economic development arid need to import raw mate~ """ 
rials, machinery,- equipment and, generally speaking, most of the 
capital goods whose increment constitutes in'" it's elf" t heir: principal 
means of development— is "highly significant ' ahd," although' this Is not 
the appropriate place to analyze it, must be taken into account, .às a ' 
limiting factor in 'the growth'and Industriaìizatibn 'of "the" région'; 
* • <;"ìvì-. r-.'.^r-y A A.t •• .- \ i, f 
. . ... . ... H r-̂ v,.̂ ;.../IL»...-.Maritiméj..̂ ,.,, 
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II•• Maritime Services and Traffic • -j 
1. Inter-Central American Navigation ' . 
Only on the Pacific coast of Central. America is there 
regular and. frequent service", provided chiefly by the- Grace Line,, the: 
Independence Line:and:a fruit company* , In. general .the. ships of ; these 
companie-s touch, the international ports ranging .from Qhamperi.co, Gua--
.témala, to Balboa, Púnanla.Canal Zone. Service^is. also provided by 
the. Nicaraguan Merchant Marine and by rother lines, although it is not 
so'frequent'as that.--of the larger companies* • • 
• On.the Atlantic coast there: Is .very little maritime' :' 
service*: . On the north coast there is service only between, ports 
situated. In the Gulf of .Hondurasand frpn one end to the other,, that 
is y from Cristóbal tooPuerto Barrios9 but. all the Atlantic coast 
: y 
between the se-.two .end. .points is. practically devoid of service, 
. -.-. According, to departure ...data obtained .from, 8 principal 
Gent ral-: American ports.,, a .total, .qf.-. 199..ships, passed through Pacific 
ports coming :£rqmother;.Central American ports in 19.51,* a n d 174 
passed through. Atlanti^^^ 109«) 
; There-,is. also a. fairly..important, local coastal move-
ment in Costa ;Ri;ca-*and in; Nicaragua;« Although no figures , are avails 
able, on.the.^..regularity ;..an.drfrequency. of. s.ervice in Costa Rica, it is 
known .that..there. :is an., intensive, movement..in the ports of .Puntarenas 
and^uertp Limón,, as-will.:-be..sqen;shortly^.. In Nicaragua, local coastal 
movement shows that a total of 111 foreign bottoms with 96,67! net tons 





put in. at Nicaraguan ports in 1951> and 546 national ships with 15;855 
net tons. (See Table 110.) 
Tafrï» 10$ 
Central America: Maritime Seyvico,bgtwe&n selected Ports, 1951 
(Number of ship departures to pppts of immediate destination) 
From the Atlantic Puerto Puerto o La Puerto 
coast to: Barrios Cojrté; 3 - Tela 
I 
Seiba Limón Others Total 
Puerto- Barrios „ 8 8 • 10 8 1 35 
Puerto Cortés 7 — 1 3 35 
Tela* 51 35 2 — 88 
La Ceiba 35 2 1 — 2 40 
Totals 93 45 8 ' 11 11 6 174 
From the Pacific 
coast to: Cham- San Acaju- La Li- Cutu- Ama- Punta-
perico José tla bertad co pala renas Total 
Champeric* 1 11 1 " — 12 
San José 11 — 3 15 2 2 1 34 
La Libertad 1 33 33 — 17 22 5 111 
Amapala — 23 8 — — 4 35 
Totals 12 44 ; 59 24 19 . 24 10 192 
Source; Transport Mission, from data supplied by companies operating 
the ports. 
Although there is frequent and. regular service 
on the Pacific coast and partial service on the Atlantic coast, the volume 
of coastal traffic,is extremely low and only attains significant propor-
tions in Costa Rica1s local traffic^ carried out principally through 
/Table H O 
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Table 110 
Nicaragua: Maritime Movement Ëatween Nicaraguan Ports, 1'9'51 
Nicaraguan Ships - . Foreign Ships T o t a 1 
Ports No. of Net No. of Net No. of Net 
arrivals tonnage arrivals tonnage arrivals s • • tonnage 
Puerto Morazâji 12 593- »»pa Í2 593 
Çorint® 11 42 54,409. 53 55,230 
Puerto Somoza 1 237 • 20 . .3,236 • 21 3 >473 
San Juan del Sur 63 2 »080 . 18 36,636 81 38,716 
San Juan del Norte 52 902 4 18 56 920 
El Bluff . 251 7,643 23 1,015 274 8,658 
Puerto Cabezas 133 2,930 3 56 8 136 3,498 
• 1*438 Cahf Gracias a Dios 23 . 649 1 789 
\ Total 546 15,855 111 96,671 657 112>256 
Source: Meptoria dß la Recaudación de Aduanas por 1951/ Managua, 1952. 
Puntarenas and Puerto Limón (an estimated total of 62,000 tons in , 
1951). 
. Otherwise, present day traffic between Central American 
countries is- limited to that handled by the fruit conpaïiy in the Gulf 
of Honduras, between Puerto Barrios, Puerto Cortés, Tela and La Ceiba, 
which.amounted to 2,100 tons óf .products in 1951; to »ondurean pine 
exports (7,000 tons),- chiefly to Costa Rica and Guatemala; to the small 
cotton exports from El Salvador to Panama (900 tons); to Panamanian 
cement exports to El Salvador (10,-225 tons), Honduras (3y672)y- Costa 
Rica (1,020) and Nicaragua (3A0), and to traffic on the Gulf of Fonseca, 
principally from Puerto Morazán, which exported .17,000 tons of goods to 
/Honduras, 
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Honduras, El Salvador and Panamá, In other words, regional maritime 
traffic in 1951 amounted to some 50,000 tons, although this figure 
includes à large quantity of Panamanian cement which El Salvador will 
probably cease to import when the new plant in Acajutla is in full" 
production» 
Time and again this scarcity of traffic has b'eeiiattri- 1 
buted to the blò'se similarity Of the productive structure òf thè Cen-
tral American coühtriés", which limits the possibilities of commerce 
among'themf Nevertheless, a consideration of the multiple causes which I 
may have brought about this unfavorable situation seems to indicate 
that, although this'structural similarity is a factor which"limits the 
potential'economic radius of Central Ámerican trade, there are today a * 
ñümbér "of"possibilities for economical arid'" advantàgeous" traffic in 
'textilès/'ìivèstbck' and "dairy" products"/' vegetable' -oils ' and fats, wood 
and'derivativés, etc« of such volume that --whatever the limitation 
imposed òn ' trade by the'structural "factor-- Central" American traffic 
could' achieve'an Intensity arid a volume far greater than it now has. 
'"in"this connection, a remarkable illustration is the. fact 
that:Costa Rica --undoubtedly' subjecf'to'5the"same or similar limitations 
as'the" areas near" it —'has a lo cài shipping traffic of 70,000 tons. It 
is'di f'í I cult'"to understand why this" traffic could not "be carried on with 
equal' inténsity from country'to' country. It must be supposed that other 
factors',' chiefly high freight' charges, excessive and lengthy clearance 
procedures for shipments, complicated and costly customs regulations 
and others,'which the Mission had"no" opportunity to study, have prevented 
/trade 
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trade-between the Central American countries from rising above its 
present low level. - -• 1 - t • . .' • ; ; 
,. It is also observed that, in spite of this light volume 
of maritime- commerce, coastal service is the principal channel for 
moving products between the Central American countries., about -30%- to 
35&,of'the total, trade between, these countries being by coastal ship-
ping-.. This fact alone seems to indicate, on the one hand, the lack 
of other adequate means of transport for intra-regional trade and., on 
the-other hand., .the existence of special advantages for maritime trans-
port as a means of regional commerce. In effect-, if it is kept in 
mind that most of the production centers and markets are relatively 
close to one or the other of the two coasts and that in mountainous 
countries such as these,overland transportation is difficult and costly 
(and there are at present no adequate rail or road channels for region-
al . traffic), the possibility of establishing sufficiently frequent, 
•regular and economical maritime services for the transport of the kind 
of gopds involved presents itself as a question of major importance 
for the economic development of Central America, Moreover, the con-
elusion cannot be avoided that, as long as there are no adequate means 
of regiona.1 transport, the high cost of moving products will severely 
restrict the geographical radius which can be.served by any given pro-
duction center, limit the size of production units and in short reduce 
the possibilities of regional specialization in Central America» 
Finally, the high rates imposed on maritime-traffic in 






and have deprived the coastal region of what could be (in view of the 
short distance from production centers to ports) an economical and 
efficient means of transport. 
The ordinary rate.now charged by the shipping companies 
between Central American ports fluctuates in the vicinity of $25 per 
ton, for all shipping points and for all. points of destination» Con-
sidering this element of cost, in addition to the charges for loading 
and discharging, it would seem that, commodities such as corn, lumber, 
"livestock and other products which could represent an intensive com-
merce between the Central.American countries, but whose unit value is 
low'/ cannot,' in general, be transported by sea at this high cost« There 
is'a need for small, more economical vessels, adapted to this special 
kind of traffic and able to operate, .at rates substantially lower than 
•those now in effect, and for lower port charges. 
2• Overseas navigation 
- To the general possibilities of inter-Central American 
maritirtie. traffic .discussed above, there should be added other consid-
erations with regard to, .Central Americans maritime traffic with the 
rest of the world. OS special interest is the possibility of bolster-
ing inter-Central American traffic by combining it with the overseas 
services which can supplement it by transhipments, connections, etc. 
Central America 'now has frequent and regular maritime 
communication only with the United States, while services to-other 
areas of a potentially greater traffic —the Caribbean, Europe and 
/South 
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South America-r !are. in. every rcas.e irregular .or deficient. 
The following .analysis of the frequency of maritime ser^ 
vices is based on the number of ships departing in ,1951 from 8 of the 
principal Central*American ports,. bound for countries outside the re-
gione is assumed.that these figures, also reflect --within.reasona-
ble ̂ limits. • of estimation--.- the inbound traffic,- which is very similar 
to- outbound-traffic in regard to-number of. ships, and the frequency of 
service-* . : • 
It should .be borne ...in mind, that ,the figures reported do 
not include, the . maritime movement, of ..Costa -Rican,Nicaraguan, and Pana-
.-manian ports, where most, of the traffic with. Europe, South America,and 
. . . . { . • 
the;-Caribbean..are handled,., .and that, .as a result the . statistics given be-
low (see Table 111) exaggerate to. a .certain (ext..e.nt the disproportion 
observed between services connecting.with the United States and those 
connecting with the other regions» .These statistics are included in 
the report only as an approximate index of international maritime ser-
vice * ' • • . • .. 
' •. (a) United. States and Canada » - In 1951,, 8?$ of all ships 
leaving. 8' .Central: American.ports, r-Puerto. Barrios, Puerto Cortés, La . 
Ceiba,and-Telay on; the Atlantic,- .and. Ch.amper.i.co,,.̂ . La .Libertad, .Amapala,. 
o 
and San José on the- Pacific-- were -bound, for..the. United. States., and pa-
nada. >(See Table lili) The-bulk:-of this service..is provided by the • i/ 
fruit companies -^-chiefly the-- United Fruit:..Cpmpany---which because of 
1 7 O f the 722 recorded departures bound for the United States and 





Table 1 1 1 
Central America: Frequency of Maritime Service between Central 
American Ports and other Ports, 1951 
(Number of ship departures to immediate points of 
• '' ' " destination, 1951 ) 
United States Mexi- Jamai- Cura^ Euro~ South 
and Canada CO Cuba ca pao pe America Others Total 
From Atlantic 
Coast: 
Puerto Barrios 262 1 6 1 3 3 '» i 1 277 
Puerto Cortés 149 - — 2 1 . 1 153 
La Ceiba 81 — 10 __ 1 — 3 95 
' • Tela 102 — 5 1 — — 3 — — 111 
» 
Subtotal 594 i 21 4 5 6 "5 636 
From Pacific 
Coast: 
Champerico 33 16 • 49 
La Libertad 7 ' : 4 1 — 12 
Amapala 23 12 ••— - ' 35 
San José •65" • ' 4 — — 1 7 6 "" * ' .83 
Sub-Total 128 .24 — , .1 19 . 7 : — 179 
Total . ,r722 25 21 '4 " 6 25 7 5. Ö15 
the ports. 
the specialized and perishable nature of.their cargo, receive prefer-' 
ential treatment in transit, and exert a different kind of influence ' 
on Central American, economy than would be the case if they were ordinary 
/shipping 
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shipping companies^ Thus the'two companies, United Fruit Company, 
operating on both oceans, and Standard.-Fruity. operating''only"on the 
Atlantic, g»>\ .directly- from- 'Central "American ports to the United 
States and. Canada^ without calling at Mexican or non-Central Carib-
bean ports o — •• 
The Gra.ce Line,, .with. 13 ships., operates- between Van-
couver-and Panama,' with''stopovers in United States.,...Mexican and.Cen-
"tral Atnerican ports 0 This is *ohe most important line from the, point 
of view of general public .maritime, service- (in contrast to banana ship-
ping) * In 1951 this' company transported from Puntarenas 6,828 tons of 
exports, or 47$ of total exports', and it carried 23$ of its imports.* 
Its services are sufficiently regular and frequent and, together with. 
those of United Fruit, those of the Independence Line on the Pacific 
—with a total" of 5 ships--, and others-of' l&ss importance, are ade-
quate" for the traffic between Central American Pacific ports and 
, North America and--Canadao ^ .-
On the Atlantic, there are ..occasionally--ships belonging 
to other companies, bound for or proceeding from North 'America* How-
ever, their number is so few that it may be stated that they are usable 
. only-when-their arrivals. '-coincide with.:some:' cargd bound' for their , final 
destination or a port along their route, 
i ("D) Caribbean Zone,, There-is no regular service with . 
this'-zone, whose 'only maritime communication with Central America-is 
established through'some ships which occasionally touch Central.,Ameri-





departingjfrom. fo-ur principal.fAtlantic. ports and four on the Pacific, 
21 were bound for Cuba, 6.for Curaçao,.and 4 for Jamaica. No ships 
departed for-Haiti, or for. Santo Domingo. (See Table 111JL̂  
Although the limited nature of these figures should be 
kept in mind, because they do not include the maritime movement of 
Puerto Limón and of Nicaraguan ports, the inclusion of these figures 
would not substantially, modify, the general picture. In 1951; a total 
of 236 ships- left Puerto Limón whose exact destination is unknown. 
However, through indirect information, it is known that of this total, 
96 ships belonged to the. United. Fruit Company and were bound for the 
United States,. :21 were the property of the Royal Netherlands Steamship 
Company, probably bound for Europe and Curaçao, and the rest —120 de-
parturOA^r .were; probably . ships bound for .the . United States and in some 
cases fçr.other Central Ameriqan ports. 
f. -- Nicaragua, recorded a. total of 322 ships leaving Corinto, 
El Bluff, and, S,an Juan, del. Sur,, whose destination is also unknown. As 
is the case with the ports about which.there is exact information, it 
may.he. assumed that-the., great majority of these ships were bound for 
North .America ^ ancU-onljz^L^ for the Caribbean zone. 
-, Although it. must be admitted that this scarcity of mar-
itime services iswdue.rin..^art tq basic structural causes which limit 
the volume of trade between Central American and the other Caribbean 
countries (because the other Caribbean countries are fundamentally agri 
cultural' and" vëry ;siMlar. to. Central; Amerrca .ln rëgard:: to the ;-nature- of 
their production),.it: should -not be forgotten that Cuba --economically 




the'strongest of all these countries—- has an agricultural structure 
which is highly' specialised in one or two products and would be able 
to absorb a substantial tonnage of Central American agricultural and 
livestock products * Neither ehould the possibilities of traffic with 
Jamaica,"Haiti, Santo Domingo and Curaçao be underestimated* Consid-
ered in"its totality, this traffic could achieve a reasonable volume9 
(c) Mexico 3 Maritime communication with Mexico is 
limited to the Pacific coast,services of the lines Operating between . 
Central America, the United States and Canada, which at times touch 
the Mexican ports of Salina Cruz, Aoapulco,and Manzanillo In 1951 > 
25 ships departed from the 8 Central American ports under considera-
tion bound for Mexico0 
On the Atlantic there is no regular maritime communi-
cation with Mexicoo About the middle of 1951 the service of Royal 
Netherlands line was discontinued*- This service consisted of three 
ships of l60 net tons plying between Tampico, Veracruz, Progreso^and 
Central American ports, via Cristôbalo 
(d) Europe and South America» Central American mari-
time communication with Europe and South America is infrequent. Ac-
cording to the information available, only 25 ships bound for European 
ports and 7 for South America departed from the above-mentioned 8 
Central American ports0 
V With re'spect to maritime"traffic between Central American and Me-
xico , see also Economic Commission for Latin America« Factores del 
transporte mexicano que afectan el comercio entre Mexico y Centro-





- -European service is chiefly carried out by the Italian' 
Line,.with. 5 : ships which operate cut of Mediterranean ports to Vancouver 
with regularly,scheduled stops in Cristóbal, Puntarenas, La libertad and 
San Jose e.ve;;-y 4Q' days:• and, on a smaller scale, by ships of the French' 
Line and the Johnson Line, proceeding from France and Sweden0 'Although 
the service is infrequent, thes.e- lines-transport a considerable volume 
of import cargo ó For example, the European lines discharged 24?00Ô" ": 
tons -in Punt.arenasi in 1951 j or 25% of this port's total import's, ' 
In; regard-to'South' America, there"are no frequent and re~ 
guiar .servicesy, but there- are adequate'means"'of transhipment "at* Cristó-
bal and of direct service-between Nicaragua and-the western'ports of' 
South America,':." .v. 
. S umma.ry-t» •. From the " above ' it may be seen" that there - is re-"' 
guiar and frequent.service oñly between thé Unitëd'States and Central 
America, and . that service; is.': ir re guiar arid-infrequent with the rest of 
the potential-traffic areas--of Central America * ' 
• . The. scarcity of'service is due to a combination • of factors 
which for some .-years-has liMted Central American trade with Europe and 
South America. . However,'.there is" here' clearly• a-vicious circle, since 
the lack, of adequate servicer--is, in itself, a very powerful limiting' 
factor,. which-may also be-aggravated-by the existence of a rate struct 
ture unfavorable'to trade, with'Europe: and South America®"' 
The seasonal nature of thè traffic may also have contri-" 
buted to the irregularity of service, and It has been repeatedly given 
as an explanation and a justification for this irregularity® Although 
/in general 
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In general terms this conclusion is justified, it would have to be 
.qualified by various elements'which limit the seasonal nature of the 
.exports of the different Central "American countries. Thus, in El 
Salvador- where coffee represents'77$ of - total export volume, the 
country's exports show a marked seasonal fluctuation, with very inten 
sive traffic during the first months of the year and very weak traf-
fic throughout the"rest of the'year; In Costa Rica, on the contrary, 
banana exports, which'take place throughout, the year help provide a 
steady rate of total exports,-so that in no month do exports vary 
more than 30$ from thé monthly average* (See Table 112.) The situa-
tion in Honduras is very- similar to that in Cqsta Rica, whereas 
Guatemala and Nicaragua, because of the volume of their coffee ex-
ports, experience also .—although to. a lesser degree— the same sea-
sonal variation which is characteristic of Salvadorean exports. 
Import traffic, on ..the other hand,, is rather regular 
and shows only the' same seasonal/influences.,--in., the first and last 
months of the year— ' that - everywhere. ; affect not only foreign trade 
but economic activity In'general»-The .maximum difference between any 
one month and the monthly import average is 37% of the monthly avera-
ge in the case of El Salvador and 36$ in the case of Costa Rica (see 
Table 112)9 Although this-' demand for imports, which is more regular 
and active throughout the year, offsets the highly seasonal nature of 
exports in the 'coffee countries, this compensation is only partial, 
and it must- be concluded that seasonal variation is an important fac-
tor affecting the regularity and costs of maritime services0 
/Table 112 
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r,. ;'v Tâblé 112' : . ; . • 
El Salvador' änd ..Costa Rica: '" Maritime Exports - and Import's"by Months 
- •.-•••v-'̂  ; vXin .thousands of tons) " '• 
IJLJLP r Í-J I m p o i* t s 
El Salvador tiesta Rica El Salvador Cosía Rica 
.. - ; .(La :Libertad»; (Puntareiias, -(La Libertad, (puntarehas,. 
Months ''' AC&j'utla' and' Lirítén, Golfi- Acajutia and Limón, Golfi-
La;:Unión)-. ..;to *and Quepos)• La Unión)' :to and Quepos) 
1950 .1949 1950 1949 
January 17.9 ' 23.9 12 »6 17.1 
February • 17 »7. • - • 17,3. . 14.8 30.9 
March 7.6 27.7 13 »5 19.3 
April • 7.0 • • 21.9 • 9.6 ; ' 16.O 
May 3.3 31.2 -i <ÓJ C.JL 24.2 
June _ , ... 8o9 24,0 • 14.3. : 19.8 
July ' " 7.'2 18.8 13.6 14.8 
August :. . 2.Ö - 23 oO . 16,6 : 17.6 
September 2.6 24.3 14.8 13.4 
October 1.3 18.9 13.8 . ...: 14.7 
November 0.8 30.4 25.1 24.1 
December !-.•• 5.. 4 . , . ,30.9 ' . 13.1 •: • 11.9 • 
"" 82.6 293.3 181.8 223.9 
Source: El Salvador: Dirección General de Estadística, Boletín Estadista.co 
May and June 1952; Costa Rica: Anuario de la Dirección General de 
Estadística, 1949* 
Besides the.above.factors, there appear to be others 
which prevent a heavier internationalmaritime traffic?- A: case in 
point is that, referred to by the. delegate f.rom El Salvador in March 
1951 before, the Special, Committee of Experts from the'' American Repub-
lics for the Study of' Freight and Insurance Rates, of the Inter-Ame-
rican Economic and Social Council: . 
/"0 c.representatives 
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"oo^representatives of European companies have stated that even when 
there have been on the piers of Antwerp, Le Havre,and Hamburg numer-
ous ' cargoes for Salvadorean ports, the companies which control the 
Salvadorean ports and the members of the Conference in whose interest 
they act, have resolved to so limit the quota of cargo which (these 
European shipping companies) could transport that they were prevented 
from frequenting Salvadorean ports.,f2/ 
From the point of view of maritime communication, 
Central .-America occupies a favorable geographical position 
which permits it to take advantage of the available" capacity in ships 
comings from Europe which are bound for North American and South Ame-
rican Pacific ports, or for Australian and Asian ports. A large number." 
of the- ships engaged in this service have to pass through the Panama 
• u 
CanaXf.., situated at relatively short distances from the Central Ame-, 
rican countries and from which there is frequent service to Central 
American- Pacific ports and irregular service to those of the Atlantic 
coast. 
VInter-American Economic and Social Council, ESSE, Doc. 13/53. 
2/ In 1951 f 30 million tons of freight were moved through the Panama 
Canal, of which. 11.1. million tons passed from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific and 18.9 million tons from the Pacific to the Atlantic. 
The total ne,t tonnage of the ships was 27*2 million, or a theore-
tical cargo capacity of about 68 million tons. 80$ of the ton-' ' 
nage of ships--going through the Canal pertained, to ..ships which 
follow 8 principal routes; (a) east coast-west coast of the 
. United States }•.-(b),east coast of the United States -west, coast.. ...... 
of South America; (c) east coast of the United'States-Asia; (d)" 
Europe-west coast, of the United States and Canada;- (e). ,E.urope-,. i 
Australasia; (f) Europe-west coast of South America; (g) "east"""" 
coast of the .Unites States-west coast of.. Central America;. and .. 
(h) east coast of the United States and Canada-Australasia. (Annual 
Report of the Goveiymenof the Panama Canal for the fiscal year 
1951» PP. 8" and 12) 0 
/Although 
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Although up :to--the present time this favorable earciim*>;-
stance has not been fully taken .advantage of,'transhipment traffic-
constitutes an important parti- of the total Central American maritime 
movement... In 1951 a total of 283,000 tons coming from or bound for. 
Central American ports were, transhipped in Panama*, (See Table 113«) 
Table 113 
i ... , 
Central America: • Cargo T^ar^fnpped at the Panama Canal, 1951 
(short tons) 
Atlantic Coast Pacific Coast 
To Central America 26?945 
From Central America 8,306 
- 35,251 . 253,013 
Source: Panama Canal Company0. 
As may be seen, only the Pacific coast traffic is of 
significant proportions at the present time, while the-Atl^rrti^-coast 
* -
traffic only amounts to a little more than one-tenth of the former. 
However, it must be noted that on the Atlantic there is no shipping 
service making the run from Panama touching the different ports of 
this coast, and that transhipments are largely limited for this reason 
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With better connecting services there could be ari'increase and an 
acceleration in'transhipments at Cristóbal to the Atlantic ports-of 
Panama, Costa Rica, and Nicaragua, which are hot adequately connected 
at the present time «, " In its turn, this greater transhipment traffic 
would be an important element in the establishment of'an efficient 
inter-Central American coastal service. 
One of the factors which at present limits the volume 
of transhipments at. Cristóbal is the excessive delay which cargoes-
undergo before being reloaded« The Mission found that there are 
many complaints on the part of Central American importers about this 
delay... The delay seems, to be due in large part to the fact that, at 
seasons when crops are-being- shipped,.the shipping companies prefer 
to weigh anchor from Cristóbal directly to their ports ;of destination, 
without discharging small cargoes- consigned to Central American ports. 
Thus they avoid the expenses,Tdifficulties,and delays which this ser-
vice represents to them at times when they can take on large cargoes 
at other ports. The policy of the shipping -companies may or,.-.may.not 
be justified, but what is indisputable is the restrictive effect which 
this policy has on that segment of Central American' trade which could 
be carried out with Europe and South America'by means' of transhipments 
at Cristóbal. 
Moreover, traffic with Europe, South America arid the 
Caribbean presents a series of possibilities which would be"useful 
to examine in more-detail* As has been pointed out, Central American 
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for maritime servicies winich! ea-ch one of these countries exerts by it-
self is' also small," and"'the shipping companies have not established 
adequate services between; these areas and Central America.. 
Nevertheless. even though this individual demand appears 
to be insufficient to justify more frequent, maritime traffic between 
Central America and Europe, South America,- and the Caribbean, there 
is a possibility that the joint demand .of- two or more countries would 
justify economically a service between these, zones* and..regional Gen-* 
tral American ports which, through coastal services with neighboring 
countries, could act as ports of concentration and distribution of 
goods for all of Central America* 
Should inter-Central American .coastal service be de-
veloped"--with .the a.id,of transhipments both in Cristóbal and in region-
al. ports of concentration and distribution, it is clear that it could 
only be carried -out/on the'condition'.that the through rates be main~ 
táined which are applied to shipments between foreign points and final 
points of destination in Central America,. since the rate between Cris-
tóbal and. any -Central American port, for-example, is higher than that 
charged for direct shipments (without transhipment) to the same final 
point of destination« 
4. Conclusion 
It may be seen that there is a series of traffic pos« 
sibilities whose magnitude and practicability have not yet been studied, 
and the examination of which would be of the greatest interest to the 




disposal sufficiently detailed information to form a,definite judg~ . 
ment about this, important problem, it believes that,'in principle,-* • 
the potential traffic which*." could: be moved by the three "ways- indi- ... 
cate'd" --inter-Central American- coastal traffic, transhipment traffic 
iniPanama and-traffic through regional'-ports— even if it would-not ... 
justify'in Itself'the establishment, of .-additional; coastal services, 
cOuld in -itsvtotali.ty -serve as- a basis for-the . operation of regular 
cosstalr services."-between-the .Central American countries, especially ., 
on the Pacific coast 6 . , : 
RECOMMENDATION' XXII 
(a) That the governments cooperate with each 
other for the purpose, of improving .existing inter-
Central American maritime services with a view to 
fulfilling the present:needs ;of inter-Central Ame-
rican coastal and inter-coastal traffic at reaso-
nable and. economical- rates bearing in .mind that 
to develop that service it may be necessary*to base 
it also on transhipment, traffic.,to and .from Panama, 
and other Central American ports; 
(b) • That the Central..Merican. .governments • 
undertake a detailed study of present and potential 
traffic (l) between .Central, American,ports, (2) 
between these ports and overseas ports via tranship-
ment in Panama, and (-3) between.those ports and 
overseas ports in direct service,"in order'to deter-' 
mine whether or .not there are. economical bases, for 
the establishment of a Central American'merchant 
fleet for the more efficient transport of the above-
mentioned types of traffic, taking into considération 
the possibility of modifying and improving port pro-
cedures in the different countries of the Isthmus. 
(c) That in carrying out such a study the go-' 
vernments consider the. possibility of setting up a 
joint committee for the six countries, composed of 
persons qualified in maritime and port activities* 
/ill » Regional 
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Ili o' Regional Ports 
Because-, in. Central America the distances of transport 
runs are relatively small, and because the principal production cen^ 
ters and markets are communicated with only a limited number of ports, 
some of these ports serve .more than one country. Outsttinding are the 
cases of Puerto Barrios, in Guatemala, through which a part of El -Sal-
vador'1 s foreign commerce is channeled, and Cutuco, in El Salvador, 
which handles a part of Hondurean t r à f f i c o On .a small scale, San 
Juan del Sur, in Nicaragua, is already .a port useful to the north-
1/ 
western part of Costa Rica* In addition to these cases, -it may be: 
foreseen that as new means of domestic and international communication 
are developed^other'possibilities will arise for plurinational utili« 
zation" of national ports%. Among the new projects and possibilities ' 
for regional ports, mention should be made of the following:'" the pro-
jected port of Santo Tomás in .Guatemala; the. project : for " converting 
Acajutla into a first-class port in El Salvador; and in the future/ : 
Puerto Cortés in Honduras« 
2/ 
1. Puerto Barrios 
Barrios is the most important port in Central' * 
y T h e Panamanian ports and those of the Canal, Zone are considered 
more as transhipment -ports0 See Sections II and IV of this Chap-
ter, pp»4&and 502 respectively* 
2/ The observations on this and 'other ports in this section'refer 
chiefly to regional implications and not to the particular condi-
tions of each port, thià latter aspect will be treated in Part 
III of the Reporte 
/America 
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America p with the exception' of- Cristobal in the Canal Zone. 
Of the 471^299 tons of traffic which it handled in 1951, 64,777, or 
14$,"was traffic bound for or corning from El Salvador, mostly import 
cargo, "The use made of'Puerto 'Barrios by EI Salvador,-is explained : 
by the fact that it is the•only "Atlantic port with which El Salvador 
has overland communication's ; This communication is established exclu-
sively through the IRCA? which has:a branch line"running•from Zacapa, 
Guatemala, 'to San Salvador and CutucO:. ' : 
The function which Puerto Barrios may fulfil as-a-re-
gional'port'is subject to various factors,, some favorable and others 
unfavorable ̂  On' thè other hand, 'livhen the Atlantic Highway in Guaté-
' mala is completed, ' El Salvador'' will have' another means of access to 1 
this'port,'whicH'will be'connected with all the Salvadorean production 
centers and markets by means "of the Irlter-American Highway and the 
intèrna!"road"system óf El Salvador; this would facilitate a greater 
volume of Salvadorean freight traffic' through' Puerto Barrios. • Fur--
thermone,"upon'the'còhstrùction of'an international highway connect-
ing western and northern Honduras with the'Atlantic Highway'-'of''Óua-• 
temala, there would be yet another means of access for freight traf^ 
fic to Puerto Barrios, and this port would be-able to serve three 
countries• 
However, certain factors have to be borne in mind which 
" could-be - unfavorable1 to Puerto-Barrios'. Among these is'the project 
of; the ' Guatemalan "government for construction of a national port at--
Santo Toniàsy a- short distance - from Puerto Barrios. This project is 
con 




considered briefly in a later part of this report, but it is suffi-
cient to point out here that from the point of view of El Salvador 
and Honduras its usefulness would depend upon inland means of acces 
and by the cost of -using them in comparison with the- cost of utilis 
ing those which lead or will lead to Puerto Barrios, and, by the 
nature of the port, of the maritime services at its disposal, of it 
port operations- and their costn 
Likewise, it must be. considered that the—regioniil_ 
character of Puerto Barrios will also partly depend on the role as-
signed to Puerto Cortés * Honduras, as a port not only for Honduras 
but .also for El Salvador. This is subject to the completion of the 
road between Nueva Ocotepeque and Potrerillos and its extension to 
Puerto Cortés (since at present the only access to this port is by 
rail from Potreriilos)6 Upon completion of these projects, it is 
probable that Puerto Barrios would lose a part of its import traf-
fic for El Salvador, since the freight rates by road between Puerto 
Cortés and San Salvador could be less than between Puerto Barrios 
and San Salvador for some commodities. 
Finally, the advantage of Puerto Barrios for El Sal 
vador might be lessened if Acajutla is developed into a large port, 
1/ 
since this could represent a more economical route. 
2» Santo Tomás 
According to recent information, the Guatemalan go-
vernment has decided to build a new port —the estimated total cost 
1/ See point 4 of this -section, p, 496 
/of which 
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of "which is not known— "on the Bay of*Amatique, at the place called 
Santo Tomas, a fev;' kilometers from Puerto B a r r i o s S o m e members of 
the Mission had occasion to visit this point* In coming to this de-
cision^ the Guatemalan government has been influenced by the desire 
to equip the country v&th a nationally1-owned port administered by 
the government, This port, once the Atlantic Highway is completed, 
would eliminate the dependence Of Guatemalan transport.on the United 
Fruit and associated companies«, which monopolize the port services, 
thereby extending their influence to rail and maritime transport. 
However, no matter how important may be. the .-.considera-
tions which have influenced the government of Guatemala in .its de-
cision to build the new port, it should be. kept in mind that an under-
taking of such magnitude would be a heavy drain on-the national budget. 
To the cost of constructing the port and of its "'road of access there 
would be added other important outlays: port equipment and auxiliary 
installations —warehouses, custom house"and port authority..building, 
repair shops etc.— housing for employees and workers and the complete 
urbanization of the area. 
Also worthy of 'consideration is the fact that more than 
half of the export traffic which IRCA sends through Puerto..Barrios 
could not be channeled through the new port, because it is banana traf-
fic, Moreover, the transport of certain import products such as li-. 
.quid fuels and others which make up a large volume of traffic is less 
expensive by rail than by highway« 
l7 A contract for $-5 million was awarded in .mid-1953 for the construc-
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v.c.;. . .... .Considering; -on the. one hand, the logical desire of the 
.¿country to., possess its- own port and, on-.the other hand, the expense 
which such;a project, would involve, it would seem to-be more convenient 
•to try to find-a solution which would take into account the country's 
just;-aspiration-and at.the same time save it this high expenditure and 
.the.-. costly., duplication of port installations, while there are so many 
, pther public investment• needs i.n Guatemala, • not only for ports but for 
•other, .-aspects of transport, above al-1 roads. Apart from'such consider-
: ations .•. relevant-to the most productive use of Guatemala's resources 
-for domestic- capital, formation, there are the regional factors discuss-
ed..above. Thes.e should be taken account of in any estimate of the 
foreseeable, future, traffic of a new port near Puerto Barrios, especial-
ly'thevnejgative-effect, upon- Puerto-Barrios or Santo Tomás which would 
result from the completion of the projects intended tp divert part of 
the Salvadorean traffic now handled by Puerto Barrios toward Puerto 
Cortés and Acajutla, 
3» Puerto Cortés'.:./: 
• This is the- main port, in Honduras and its only overland 
access' is the railway from Potrerillos, 95 kms.. .away, where all freight 
bound f'or or 'coming from the' interior of the country by highway must 
be transhipped, as well as the freight to or from the are.as served by 
the Atlantic coast railroads. Puerto Cortés-may eventually acquire a 
plurinational character —and thus rival Puert'o Barrios— upon comple-
tion of the Hondurean part of the highway which is-to connect San Sal-
vador with Potrerillos^especially if this road is prolonged from Po-
trerillos to the portD 
/Whether 
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• '• Whether on not- Puerto; Cortes becomes a competitor of 
Puerto Barrios, the cbmmunication of Puerto Cortes' with the Ocot'e-
" 'peque-Oopla^ant/a Barbara region vdll be important, since-it-will 
• increase "the economic activity of this area of Honduras and' of the 
- northern part of'EI Salvador'•• A-greater commerce with the Salvado-
rean region-of Sarita Ana will also be facilitated.. -.Moreover, there 
f' may ensue spe'cific advantages - to "El Salvador in regard, to freight 
• ••'charges'on import "commodities* • The distance -between- Puerto Cartes 
• and San Salvador by road would be approximately the same as the' rail-
road run from Sa'n'Salvador to Puerto Barrios, so that the charges .on 
• -some "imported' products could be reduced-, and transit time cut. down* 
- Among ".other examples,' motor vehicles imported by El'Salvador could 
: "arrive at their destination-under -their .own power-instead of having 
• to employ the -costly rail transport- which, is how necessary. 
4* Aca.jutia 
This would be another port of great regional importance 
if the project recommended in 1952 by a United Nations expert',; member 
' of the\,Technical. Assistance Mission which visited'El Salvador, is car-
1/ 
•'-'. ried-: out', • At .present it is.at ari-'open roadstead'^.'similar to the. ports 
on the Pacific''coast of Guatemala. In 1951-its total movement,.was only 
5'4y6l6 tons. ACajutla is operated by. the-Salvador Railway Company, and 
•'-äithoügh-there-is communication by highway, .the roads dö ;not .have, ac-
cess to the pier, so -that all import traffic has -to be. transhipped to 
•!/•• Ricardo Ortis, The Harbour System of El Salvador,. United .Nations, 
Technical Mission to~El Salvador,. 1 9 5 2 O S T / T A A / J / E 1 Salvador/R.3. 
/the rail 
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the., rail.-,LLns> ¿..-Eyen.-t̂ e- .q^stom house is at S.onsonate, 20 kms. from 
the .por-ti i.rBail freight's include port, charges, tinder the system of 
If 
through rates explained in Fart I of this report. . • : 
: ;:0n.the basis . of'the re commendationsmade by the United 
Nations -expert,, the Salvadorean, government has. been studying,the. pos~. . 
sibility of ..constructing a new port in Acajutla, a short-, distance from 
the present p i e r w i t h protecting breakwaters to make it.:a real. inter-
nationa.l port• The .preliminary estimate of the cost of this project 
is 18 million dollarsti The importance of the plan is enormous, since 
it would \-not only provide El Salvador, with a .national port, but, due 
to the..small..area -of .the- country .and the. short inland.-distances, 
would also completely .revolutionize -the- routing- of; import- and export 
traffic. .A new port at Acajutlaswith road access to the. piers would 
tend to channel-through this, point the bulk of- El Salvadorrs foreign 
commerce, consequently, reducing: the volume; ;o.f traffic handled by -the 
other ports as well as-.that ̂handled.'iby «the- two railroads• These re-
percussions upon..traffic "flows, would undoubtedly create-grave problems 
for the railroads .—particularly from a- sharp reduction.- Of the' volume 
of freight they would handle— and would also present.; a problem to. . 
the Salvadorean government in regard.to the attitude it would have to 
adopt.. This. is. a subject which the. present Mission, is not able: to. • • 
examine, . On the other hand, to judge by the preliminary• study made ; 
by the'United Nations expert, undeniable' advantages would-accrue.to 
the country, in the.-way ;of improved, and more economical transport, . and.... 
1/ See Chapter II, Section II, point 3 (a) of Part I, p . H 0 o 
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thé- present' system cf. through rates comprising rail freight and port 
charges'• together, the disadvantages of which have been pointed out, 
would have to be radically"modified* 
This 'Mission'wishes to call attention to the problem 
• of exactly, where it ''would be more convenient to invest the funds 
"available to'El Salvador for improving its transport system-,'and 
above all to the' fact that the projected port at Acá jut la should be 
•considered not as a matter of purely national interest j '-but- as a:': 
: problem having regional repercussions. 
From a purely national"point of view, the sum of 18: • 
million dollars which the new port would- cost is undoubtedly very 
'large for a country like El Salvadôr .and should be compared with'the 
'Cost of other transport improvements to which reference is made-in' 
:"oth'er parts óf this report in-order to-arrive'at à: conclusion-about 
the urgency and order of priority:of the different projects.'-
- : On the other hand, from the regional point' • of 'View - the 
Mission feels that the port-of Acajutla should be studied in relation 
to existing plans for other nearby ports ôf plurinational, interest -
and their means of access. ' Reference "was- made above to; the- situation 
•;of Puerto Barrios and-to the position in which it may find ' itself :ln 
regard-to: the-possible competition of Puerto Cortés.- Attention-haé 
also been' called to the Guatemalan government1 s project-' of construct-
ing a port• next tovPuerto Barrios at Santo Tomás. If the possibility 
exists tHat• 'Púertó Barrio's may be able t o give El Salvador more e-ffi«-* 
cient and. inexpensive service, or that Puerto Cortés may.be utilized 




under -resÈs'oiia-ble- conditions once highway .communication i s e s t a b l i s h e d , 
Is- • undeniable-'that •••tho.'sè -elements jnustbe: considered .in. studying 
the JMvis-abd:lity ¿ef' undertaking the new.p'ort of Acajutla. Likewise, 
attentioh should be ;givsrvto the possibilities of improving the port 
ofCutUGO -'ánd' 'of changing thè-"system under which-it; now operates <> 
Finally,' it :shbuld :-be' pointed out that the" pòrt of . 
Á;cajütia'~is còf "interest not only to El Salvador but' also- to Guatemala 
(unle;ss'-'theré":is: a considerable improvement in port conditions and 
port- servicies at S'añ José), whose southeastern.'r'egion .will'ha easily 
cdiítóunicátéd;by road with-Acajutla, and to Honduras, the western part 
of which'is:only'a relatively short distance from this port. 
5. Cutuco 
This is at present the best Salvadorean port. Never-
theless, it is subject to the through rates system described above^ 
is operated by the IRCA and, although there is a road which reaches 
as far as La Unión (2 kilometers from the port), freight trucks are 
not permitted to enter the port area. 
Cutuco occupies a privileged strategic position in 
Central America. Due to its position on the Gulf of Fenseca, its 
hinterland includes not only the eastern part of El Salvador but also 
the southern part of Honduras; the highway from La Unión runs through 
southern Honduras, with a connection to Tegucigalpa,, and.continues on 
tó .the Nicaraguan border. • 
• . It would be logical to suppose that Cutuco, because of 
the saving involved, might also constitute a port of regional importance, 
/serving 
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serving not, only El Salvador but/H.ondurásVáríd 'perhaps • certain "parts 
of Nicaragua., ^n,.spite of this,. Honduras has a project for carrying 
out costly works on a port- situated'a-short" distance- away, on the . 
Tigre Island: the port ,of Amapala,. whose .physical features are very 
inferiorj where operating costs are very high, and where.almost any 
substantial improvement would mean a..very considerable expense. 
Communication by road between .Tegucigalpa and San Lorenzo —which is 
the terminal,point., of the .road , giving access to the port through 
transhipment-.in lighters :]to-Amapalarepresents a 'distance of: 70 
kilometers., which is shorter than the Tegucigalpa-La Unión fun, but 
this difference is more than offset by the double transhipment at' 
Amapala and San Lorenzo« 
From an economic point of view, it would be much more 
advantageous for Hondurean international traffic to utilize the port 
of Cutuco instead of Amapala, and for the proposed expenditures on ; 
Amapala to be'postponed. However, this is subject to a modification 
of the port system at Cutuco, allowing free access by trucks.. 19 the., 
port? area,- a reduction of port charges and improvement of the physi-
cal conditions of the port; or to the conclusion of some arrangement 
which would permit Honduras to have its own pier and.a free customs 
houseé 
6. San Juan del Sur 
Although it is not yet an important port, "it should be 





northwestern part of Costa Rica,, from which...some;%exports have already 
been sent out* When the unbuilt stretch of the Pan-American Highway 
between the Nicaraguan border and the interior, of Costa.Rica- is'com-
pleted* the Volume of traffic for San Juan del Sur from Costa Rica 
will undoubtedly be greater.. 'All this is also s.ubjerct to. .whether, 
Costa Rica rehabilitates Puerto Soley, which would provide, the country 
with a national export outlet in that area» 
7* General Conclusión • • • ; 
• .,,../ - - The--overall stuciy- of the different" ports mentioned 
above -with -a.view to their'utilization by more than one country indi-
cates that-thé'projected investments 1in "each*of the ports —especially 
in Acajutla, Santo Tomás, Cutuco and'Amapala— should be examined not 
individually "but t'àking into consideration the regional repercussions 
as well as the benefits to be derived, 'at least in the first stages, 
from the. improvement of services of nearby ports, as long as the pos-
sible advantages of developing 'hew ports are hot more positive. 
• RECOMMENDATION"XXIII ' 
'.That port development in Central America be consid-
ered not only from the national point of view but also from, *., 
the regional point of view, an examination being made of 
the advantages and disadvantages to different countries of • 
expenditures for new national installations before deriving 
the maximum benefit from those existing at other ports, even -
when these other ports are located in neighboring countries; 
and likewise, that the governments carry out studies and ne-
gotiations for the purpose of developing the ports of pluri-
national interest with a view to establishing conditions 
permitting the joint utilization of their services in those 
cases in which this would be advantageous. 
/IV. The Free 




• y IV * -The Free Zòne of Colón _ ' • 
1» Description and General-Observations 
." The Free Zone of Colón is a free" trade -zonê  established 
by the government of the Republic of Panama in 1948 in .the southeastern 
1/ 
part of the city of Colón» • ' • 
According to Article 4© àf thè Decree creating it, in 
the Free Zone it is permitted to "introduce, store, exhibit, pack, un« 
pack, manufacture, bottle, mount, assemble, refine, purify, mix, proe 
cess, and in general operate on and manipulate all kinds of merchan-
dise, products, raw materials, containers, and other commodities, with 
the single exception of articles which it is prohibited to import by 
the laws of the Republic"-. Merchandise is exempt from the payment of 
all duties, assessments, taxes and consular fees* 
Products may be sold and everted free of all duties: 
(a) to the dependencies of the United States government in the Canal 
Zone, such as the Panama Canal Company, the Armed Forces stationed 
there or in the territory under the jurisdiction of the Republic of 
Panama, (b) to ships going through the Canal, and (c) to any foreign 
country* When'* product s leave thé Free Zone to be-sold'or -consumed in 
Panama they; are-subject to the- same import duties as • if'"'they came from 
any foreign country*- " ' 
* • • •• Availing''themselves of the advantages offered by the 
Panamanian 'government and the federal tax-credits-granted by'the United 
y S e e the attached diagram* 
/States 






States government under the terms of the Western Hemisphere Trade 
Corporations Act, some ' packing and' distributing firms have esta-
blished themselves in the-Free Zone. Among them are United States 
companies engaging in '.bottled beverage sy drugs and medicines, razor 
blades, tires, cigarettes* and other commercial and industrial en« 
terprisesft 
The Free Zone of Colón has no port facilities, and all 
movement is effected through-the port of Cristóbal, .outside the ju-
risdiction of the Republic of Panama» However.,-, the creation of a port 
zone is planned to the north of the piers of Cristóbal in waters under 
Panamanian jurisdiction', for the traffic of the Free Zone and for 
transhipments. 
. . The Free Zone is in its initial stages, and its function 
so far has been limited exclusively to that of a center for the packing 
,'and bottling, of ch e m cal and pharmaceutical products and other of small 
volume and high value for. their later re-exportation by sea or air, 
chiefly by air. As yet no. industrial activities, properly speaking, 
are "carried, out here.., However, the government of Panama is confident 
that —once the piers and modern warehouses planned f6r the Free Zone 
are installed .and- efficiently equipped with mechanical means of loading 
and discharging— a considerable intensification of activity will take 
place, and the Zone will play an important rcle as a large redistribu-
tion center for all kinds of commodities, taking advantage of the po~ 
sitien of the Canal as a crossroads of many important maritime routes 
and of a maritime'traffic of more than 5*000' ships•annually and 30 
/million 
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million-tons of cargo© 
This large movement -• of ships and the possibility of 
utilizing the available tonnage for the efficient' and economic trans-
port of a number.of products which' may be in demaiid in Central Ame-
rica, once they "are processed or manufactured in the Free Zone/-is 
an important part of the entire system of the region. However, the 
Free Zone .has not so' far been able• to fulfil the functions for which 
it-mas intended,'partly because-it-is still in its'initial stage and ' 
.^secondly because:;-^except for the establishment of an-adequate'legal 
-administration—rnohe-of the other requirements necessary for its 
proper functioning; has yet "been' satisfied» -
2• The Free Zone and Inter-Central American Maritime Traffic 
The Free Zone can fulfil two typqs of functions -which 
must be clearly distinguished: (a)-as a transhipment and storage cen-
ter for products bound for Central America,and (b) as a place for the 
processing and manufacture of products for Central America. 
A prior requirement for both of these functions.is the 
construction of an adequate port —such as that "which is projected—> 
as an integral part of the Free Zone and in which it would be pos-
sible to load,- discharge^and handle products with at low enough rates 
so -as not to raise their cost in relation to the cost of articles im-
ported directly from their points of origin. 
The construction of this port would permit the use of 
y I n this rep or t • t he. -r .-£La on- of the Free-Zone with South America ' 
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the projected storage facilities for irerchandise in transit as "well as 
for-^he. -building' up of "stocks'bf those products in frequent and constant 
demand,- .which ••could be sent to Central American ports more rapidly than 
if thc^y'were imported "directly from their countries of origin * The 
dispatch Of large -shipments for storage in the Free Zone should in it-
self mean more economical transport than that available under the 
present-system of individual and small shipments, which frequently 
involve•very'high costs0 
• • - *•  : The other principal function of the Free Zone — t o which 
the Panamanian government attributes most importance— is that of a 
center for the packing, bottling^nd manufacturing of products for. 
their distribution-from the Free Zone to Central American ports. In. 
this, way it.is expected to achieve, in addition to the above-described 
economy of transport,, other savings due to the absence of taxes permit-
ting the products 'to be distributed to countries on the Isthmus under 
more favorable conditions than if these countries imported them direct-
ly from the different countries or origin. The importance of these 
possibilities for the Free Zone of Colón is obvious. If these plans 
are brought, to fruition through the means recommended below, or through 
other means which may be considered practical, the result will be an 
increase in national income and. the creation of new sources cf employ-
1/ 
ment. 
l/ In the same way, it may be possible for Central American products 
to be concentrated in the Free Zone for packing or processing-and 
later .sale to foreign countries 0 
. /Apart 
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Apart from the "do'mestic requirements "necessary for in-* 
creasing Industrial production (labor, electric power, etc,), the'de-
velopment of' the Zone itself'poses other specific requirements in 
regard" to transhipment"rates, without which it will not be able to 
fulfil the functions under discussion. ' ': : 
In éffect, the system of maritime shipping rates now 
in effect' is unfavorable :to the storage and transhipment- of commodi-
ties in the Free Zone, since the rate charged''fbr a ton of merchant 
dise from Colón to Central American ports-is • $44 and is higher 
than that which'is charged between North1American and European"port's 
for direct shipment to the same points of destination.-' (In regard :to 
three products which are at present of interest to the Free Zone,; sée 
Table'114.) As a Result, mere ••storage in the Free Zone represents ' 
"at'the present 'time, on'account of shipping rates, an Increase in the 
cóét óf transport'which in most cases amounts to 50% of the freight-
rate which'would be'paid for the 'same commodity: between the point'of 
v 
origin and the points of destination* 
It is clear that while this rate.system prevails> storage 
of merchandise at' Colón for later transport will not mean any economic 
advantage for the Central American countries, and, consequently, this 
traffic cannot be channelled through the Free Zone, 
It should be noted that in the case of the transhipments 
now effected on the piers of Cristóbal of merchandise not entering the 
Free Zone, through rates are applied which eliminate this additional 
1/ 
freight cost. 
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For its part, the administration of the Free Zone suc-
cessfully negotiated the establishment, for United Fruit Company 
ships included in the Atlantic and Gulf Conference.of the United 
States and -Pacific, ports;- QÍ' Central America,. through-rates for merchan-
dise unloaded at Cristóbal and bound ..for the Free-Zone and re shipped 
to Central American ports. This rate is equal to the direct "freight 
rate, plus- a surcharge of $2«20 per ton for discharging and an equal 
charge'- for" reloading • • 
It would be.advantageous "if this system could ba-extended 
to include all commodities' transhipped and stored in the Free-¡Zone, 
whatever the length of storage time and independently of the routes.-, or 
services utilizedo : 
In regard to articles which are bottled, packed^or proces 
sed in the .Free Zone, it has so far been possible to develop only.those 
activities which, because of the high unit value of their products' . 
-~such as medical products—are able.to withstandthe costs of air-
transport co consumer markets, since the. maritime freight rate applica-
ble to all merchandise originating at Cristóbal and bound for Isthmus 
ports is $44',dpllars per ten* 
This circumstance severely limits the margin of develop-, 
ment of the Free Zone and.,-.-as- a' result, it is of the greatest interest 
to the Free Zone to bring about the establishment of inter-Central"" • 
American maritime services at rates which permit the re-exportation of 
articles packed or manufactured in the Zone at a cost which allows them 
to compete with articles imported directly0 
' /Table 114 
'E7GKO 12/356 \ • 
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• ' ' ' Table '114 
o./ 
Central America: Comparative Shipping Rates .from New. York to 
Porta and from Colón to the 
Same Points of ̂ Destination.. 
. (Dol3.ars per short ton,or 40 .cubic, feet) 
Synthetic Vegetable 
Toilët'Detergent " Lard 
Soup ' ""Powders Substitutes 
From NevT York to Corinto : ' 40,00 " 42 „00 ' 33,00 
From New York to Colon:.. _ . . . 
Value nóf more"than:$200 per ton 15.50 22.00 ' . 20.50 
Value between $ 200 and.,$300 17.50 22„00 . . 20.50 
From Coiin'tò' Corinto"' ' " ; 44 »00 "44.00 ' ' ; ; ' 44.00 
From New York to La Libertad 40,00 42.00 33.00, 
From New York to Colón: ' - ' '' 
Value not morg than $200 per. ton 15.50 22.00 20.50 
Value ;bétwéén;':$200" ahd: $300 ' ' 17.50 22.00 20.50 
From Colón /to La Libertad . 44.00 44.00 44-.00 
From Nei' York'to Puerto 'Cortes 18.00 18.00 s "• 26.00 
From New York to Colón: 
Value not"mòre than'$200 per ton 15.50 ' " 22,00 ' 20 .50 • 
Value between $230 and $300 17.50 22.00 20.50 
From Colon to Puerto; Cortés '' 44.00 1 44.00 44ioo • 
From New York to Puerto Barrios .10.00 18.00 26.00 
From New York to Colón: . 
Value not. more than $200 per ton 15.50 22.00 20.50 
Value between-$200 and $300' • • 17.50 ' 22.00 ; •' 20 .50 
From Colon to Puerto Barrios 44.00 . 44.00 44.00 
Source: Rates of the respective conferences and data supplied to the 
Free"- Zone "by the • ope rating ' shipping companies . • • 
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RECOMMENDATION XXIV 
Since it is of common interest to all the Central 
American countries to broaden the: functions and acti^ 
vr5.ti.es of the Free Zone in such a way that they may 
all derive benefit from these functions and activities, 
it is ad-vis able : '.. 
(a) to"establish at the earliest opportunity as 
a general system through-crates, for pz*odu8foa ̂ hichyara... 
stored and rie shipped in the Free Zone, -bound for 'Cen- : 
tral American countries or other countries; 
(b) to pursue the 'projects for' the development -
of the port of Colón and the installation of the fa-
cilities necessary for offering the services 'required 
for a'greater activity in the Zone; and 
(ç) : to establish as soon as possible, in accord-
ance with Recommendation XXII, Central American mari-
time services with the purpose' of' taking advantage of • 
the traffic possibilities derived from the development 
of the Zone o 
V o Legislation 
It is clear that any improvement in Central American, mari 
time transportand in particular'the establishment of regular coastal 
'services, would require an examination of the legislation now in effect 
concerning-navigation, ports, maritime insurance, damages; customs clea 
ranees, etc. The Mission has not.had the opportunity to carry out such 
a study,' but calls attention to' the necessity of undertaking it/ -
^COaiENDATiON XXV ' / . ; 
For the purpose of facilitating inter-Ceritral.Ame-
rican maritime movement and services, it is advisable 
to undertake a study of' maritime and port legislation, 
in all its aspects and of the legislation'which affects 
maritime commerce on the Isthmus ? with the object of 
recommending changes and improvements which will serve 
to standarize -laws and regulations and achieve those ob-
jectives, Special attention should be given to navigation 
treaties designed with a view to permitting local'coastal 
vessels to engage also in international coastal services. 
ST/TAAy'-Ser 0 C/Ö 
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; TRANSPORT-' 
Ten carriers participate in international operations to 
and from "the" X'stMus, or1 in service-between two or more of the sb: 
Republics 0 Three 'are' major international airlines .providing passenger, 
express, and mail service to all,-or most, of the six countries« Three 
others provide exclusively;iii/.erriational connections-, generally on a 
speciali^'ed-basis', to a limited-number-of countries» 1 'Four-primarily • W .... 1 • ' ' , 




As indicated in Part I, some of these regional services 
have been in operation too short a time to evaluate their full potent-
ialities; while the frequency of schedules, capacity of equipment and 
l 7 P r i o r to 1953 only one carrier, Pan American World Airways, served the 
five Central American countries, and Panama/ In February,. 1953> TACA 
International Airlines extended its DCoperations from Nicaragua to 
Panama and became the second carrier to fly to all six countries. The 
Cia. Real Holandesa de Aviación (KLM) began operations in the area in 
the summer of 1951 and now connects Costà Rica, Nicaragua?and El Sal-
vador with Panama and thence tc Europe, via the Dutch West Indies. 
2/ Aerovías Sud Americana (ASA) flies only cargo between Florida and Gua-
temala^, and El Salvador; Transportes Aéreos,Nationales (TAN) provides 
cargo, and passenger service, for SI Salvador, Honduras .and Nicaragua 
with--Havana ahd Marni;1 and Resort .Airlines operates all-expense pas*-
senge-r air-tours to Guatemala0 ; • ' ;' . : 
3/ Lineas Aéreas Costarricenses (LACSA) operates .in pool-with Lineas Aé-
reas de Nicaragua (LA".NICA) between San José and Managua; it also flies 
between San- José and Panama, and from Panama via Costa Rica and Havana 
to'Miami o TACA de Honduras operates an international, spur from San 
• Pedro- Sula to Belize* British' Honduras j. and Aviate.'ca conducts primari-
• ly cargo charter ope rat ions -.be twê en Guatemala and New Orleans, as 
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nature of operations vary so widely as to render comparison between 
them of little value« Until relatively recently the six Isthmus Re-
publics, in effect-, have1 been largely dependent for their regional 
and international air transport requirements on one carrier, Pan Ame-
rican World, Airways; and this carrier remains by far the largest oper-
ator in the. area*-
The-problem of.whether operations are sufficient and 
adequate on a regional basis, might well be considered-more-fully by 
the governments, ..with participation, among others., .of-the Directors 
of Civil Aviation of Central'America, who have been meeting':from: time 
to time or by .specialists- convened for this purpose 
Studies by a Regional Advisory Body 
A full and detailed, study of the-current level of inter-
regional fares and tariffs and their relation t.o existing contracts 
and of the possibility of encouraging additional.services and/or car-
riers on a regional basis,' should also be undertake^« ; The various 
technical problems, including the coordination of -air navigation facil-
ities and services for regional carriers, should -a].so-be considered. 
l7 At the first Conference of the Chambers of Commerce of..Central Ame-
rica, in Sari Salvador, September, 1951* it. was pointed-out-^that . 
passenger tariffs between the countries of Central America and Pa-
nama were higher) on a passenger-mile basis* than in other areas> 
and it was resolved nto recommend to the Chambers of Commerce and 
Industry of Central America and Panama that they take steps in 
their respective countries looking toward a revision of- existing 
• contracts with air navigation companies for'the purpose of obtain-
ing more just and equitable inter-regional tariffs; and that any 
new contracts take into consideration the favorable effect of such 





Paolina .of- "Obérât-ions- ' 
- v. . • .'...'Two additional r̂ iated'- 'rnat might 'well be taken 
under, considerat-ion^from^a regional point of view-are: • (a) a suitable 
•replacement, 'for-thé:-present' • obsolescent -types of -aircraft which at pre-
ssent .'are-.-employed almost-universally' throughout the Isthmus j:; and: (b) 
the possibility of amalgamation or pooling of one or more 'of the pres-
sent- small-scale independent operations',' 
•¿•i '.- Obviously, the .-'choice-.- of' a uniform type of" modern 'aircraft 
to,--replace'' the""present • ¡regional - f-leet':-when it' becomes :no: longer econ'omi^ 
,çally. .desirable -, to- continue operating -the. "older: planes , " not only- will 
reduce the unit c,os:t;¡-of. the^new equipment'- to- each' carrier", but- wiîï'iiiake 
easier the pooling of schedules, and the consolidation of maintenance 
and other operating aspects, as may be agreed upon» 
Replacement of; Obsolescent;.Aircraft ' • 
:• : The^ quest-ion. of: when-and how to-replace obsolescent-air« 
craft.-..and--the:; typ^ of :• aircraft to be/chosen, as the replacement"'should be 
- y throughly studied, In-deciding on the new/transportvai^crâft to be 
çBployèd.--.ih Central America, certain- special-•chàracteri"stics-:-should: be 
sought; (a) ability to operate in and out of small fields, that is, an 
~<\ aircraft»' with short take-off arid landing performance;'-(b) rugged cons-
truction to:-operate on'indiffèrent landing strips'; (c) loading'arrange-
ments'"designed tò'facilitate the"'handling: of all types of cargo with a 
ikmimiini-'?o£ -tittie and "effort;' (:d)"high :rate 'of climb £t' high altitudes for 
operation in mountainous country; (e) the payload of the aircraft'would 
be about 6,000 to 12;000 lbsc: and (f) the" design should be' as simple as 
- possible for ease of maintenance3 
/Because 
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-Because- o;f the- short .distances between, points in Central 
America, high-speed is not o important K. It may be said, inter alia, 
that/the aircraft-that is.required-ior the region would also be valuable 
in many other underdeveloped countries, and it is possible that an air-
craft especially designed for this service would prove a profitable.en-
gineering investment 0 
Domestic Trans-border Extensions 
, Clearly, one way of stimulating,the economic ¿rowth of the 
region will be to; increase the volume of intra-regional -and- international 
.air traffic .movement• There are a number of ways in which the governments, 
at little, or no .expense, can assist in bringing, this about, with result-
ing direct., financial gain to the entire area» One .way would-be the encour-
agement of trans-border extensions of domestic services, wherever a com-' 
munity of interest, exists across, a frontier. Costa Rica, and Panama have 
set. an excellent .example, LACSA^ local domestic, schedules continuing 
into. Panama to provide air transport between areas on both sides of the 
frontier, A similar extension of Expreso Aéreo .Costarricense1s.services 
along the Caribbean coast appears desirable, from Colorado north across 
the border to Greytown and "Bluefields,. so that Nicaraguan workers in the 
northeastern corner óf Costa Rica may have an efficient means of getting 
to and from their homes. 
The efforts of Aviateca to provide suitable cargo services 
between Puerto Barrios, Guatemala and El Salvador should be encouraged 
and extended»- Consideration might also be given to effecting a . junction 
at Tapachula, Mexico, with the local services of Compañía Mexicana de 
/Aviación 
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AViacioHn-• •In- -Honduras, as soon as improved airports are available 
at'Biertb-Cortes arid - San Pedro Sula, domestic operations to those 
1 
pointsand others in the western part might profitably be extended 
into 'SI Salvador0 Th'ese': and other trans-border additions to current 
domestic operations uhould be carefully studied^ and Government encou-
ragement given those which are found;most desirable and necessaryP 
Expanded Air Parcel Post ~ 
The Central American Governments might also give consid-
eration to a greatly'expanded use of existing air transport schedules 
for the inter-regional movement of all forms of mail matter. The re-
cent establishment" of air parcel-post service between Guatemala and 
Costa Rica and Nicaragua is' a commendable step in this direction. At 
'thei present'time, the frequent protracted delays encountered in the 
movement'of mail by surface foe an s,v amounting on occasion to weeks and 
months,, as for example between El "Salvador and Nicaragua, across the 
Golfo de Fonseca, are a serious obstacle-' to the development of a 
healthy regional economy« 
Forwarding of all Intra-regional Mail by .Air 
A general agreement to'forward all mail by air, without . 
surcharge,- between the' Central American Republics, would be very ad-
vantageous • The Directors .General of the Post offices should be eni~ 
powered t o employ whatever air schedules may be available-^ by. whatever 
established carrier, which will result in expediting the movement of 
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dis-c-rimd'nät ory and- bs -based on rates .as ¡established by international 
postal ':aöri-?erenc3sV 
Simplified Tourist Formalities 
Simplified entrance and exit requirements for tourists 
is very necessary0 Many prospective travelers are deterred from vi-
siting Central America because of current difficulties in this res*« 
pect» Moreover, requirements for intra-regional travel, even for • -
residents of theolsthmusp ar^ very onerous. 
A simple means to encourage tourist travel is to author-
ize established air carriers to handle the issuance of tourists,, cards 
directly,- subject of course to suitable safeguards. Certain airlines have 
already limited arrangements lof this characters and these should be expand-
ed" and extended-7 to ..-other carriers.» It is also desirable to. liberalize visa 
1/ 
requirements for transit;passengers who may wish to stay:.over. 24 hours. 
Facilitation for International Air Transport 
One of the most important steps which the Governments can 
take to increase the flow of air passenger and commodity traffic is to 
implement fully Annex No, 9 of the International Civil Aviation Agree-
ment, This is the Annex which sets forth the standards and recommended 
practices adopted by the leading aeronautical .countries of the world 
fb:r the facilitation of international air transport. No documents 
should be-required,• for example, other than:.those-provided for in 
"Chapter 2 of Anfiex No* 9 for the entry and. departure of-aircraft on 
Regarding general measures to facilitate the movement of persons, 
-:'see Recommendation XIII; p« 450 
/int er-regional 
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•ihter-regi:o'nal- or international flights 4 Vihere evidence of origin"©r 
value of cargo is wanted, a single document, namely the International 
Cargo Invoice^ should be employed,, and copies of this document should 
be accepted in lieu of separate forms 7 such as consular invoices? cer-
tificates or origin, certificates .of value, export declarations and the 
Like* Failure to adhere, to accepted international practice in these 
matters contributes to delayed schedules, increased operating expenses, 
and higher fares and tariffs-, with resulting poorer service to residents 
of. the region* . . . 
Hegional Navigational and Rescue Procedures 
' " Much can be done, on a regional basis, to stahdardize 
and imporve air traffic control procedures for inter-regional' and inter-
national operations * The same is true for flight information and arriv-
a l reports, which in turn are closely linked to effective regional 
search and rescue services* All countries, should be sure that their 
airmen maintain proficiency in modern, standardised search and rescue 
methods, and that the aircraft of other countries have immediate entry 
for search.and.rescue purposes* .In rescue missions, success or failure 
may hinge on a matter of .minutes* ... 
Standardization of Weather Data 
Meteorological services'require a special degree of re« 
giorial' coordination, if they are to function adequately* Standardiza-
tion of observations and transmittal of data is, of course, important» 
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intervals subsequently ...MO (World Meteorological Organization) 
standards for reducing barometric readings to sea level should be fol-
lowed, Unfortunately at present, sòme data being regularly transmitted 
are so unreliable as to be vi little value« 
Need for off-sho.r^ Weather ..Stations . . . . - - • , , 
. Lack of weather reports from areas to the east, and west., 
of the Isthmus, makes forecasting extremely difficult.at certain times. 
International:.agreement to-establish minimum meteorological units.on. 
the Cocos .(Costa Rica),. Malpelo (Colombia) and Galápagos .(Ecuador) .. 
islands-.in the. Pacific; and at- San Andrés island (Colombia).,, in. the-• 
Caribbean, would..greatly, strengthen forecasting methods... .Possibly, use, 
could also ,be. made .of units, in .the shipping fleet .operating off-shore... 
from, the .Isthmus, particularly, on the Pacific, side.- The.placing- of . the . 
most important regional .stations on a 24-hour basis would, also, be va-v 
luable• 
Adequate Planning for Future Growth 
From a regional point of view, it is important* to keep in 
mind that , the movement of. passengers, goods, and-.mail qn. isthmus routes, 
in spite of its phenomenal growth in the last few year, is still only 
in its infancy. Planning for the future should be done accordingly* 
Development programs which take full advantage of this vital, growing 
channel-for the flow . .of commerce -will contribute-importantly to. the 
' = , . . /expansion 
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expansion and integration of the regional economy» ' 
Importance of ,.,a positive Government Attitude 
In .summary,' it may be said that while it would be di.f" 
ficult to find an area where surface transportation offers less real 
competition, the negative attitude on occasion of some Central Ame-
rican Governments has not been conducive to the development•of the 
most effective and economical regional air transport'services« Gov-
ernments* have often failed to give responsible air carriers reasona-
ble long-term contractsj they, have .not infrequently burdened carriers 
with unreasonable demands for special discounts and privileges;' con-
tracts have not been uniform to carriers, operations have been handicap-
ped by unnecessary restrictions and burdensome taxes. Adequate air na-
vigation. and meteorological facilities .have not. been provided, nor 
have airports been suitably maintained or improved* 
RECOMMENDATION XXVI 
The Governments should take appropriate measures 
to: . j 
(a) stimulate extension of domestic air services 
across borders wherever there is.a common interest on 
57 The average annual rate, of growth'of air transportation.in the 
United States'during the past decade is nearly 25 per cent per year» 
Recently the United States Civil Aeronautics Administration has es-
timated that airline passenger traffic in i960 will be about two-
thirds again as. large as ,in 1952, or approximately Lp million air-
line passengers. Downward trends in international rates are indicat-
ed by Pan American World Airway!s latest. cu$ of 45 per cent in 
trans-Atlantic cargo charges « In California, Western Air Lines ex-






on the part of the other .countries; 
(b) make fullest use possible of existing air 
transport services•for-inter-regional postal traffic 
of all kinds; "without surcharge; 
(c) carry out. with participation of the Direc-
tors of Civil Aeronautics in Central America and Pa-
nama, studies cn th-3 advisability of regional opera-
tions , on the level of intra-regional fares and tariffs 
and on the nev/ type of aircraft to be used when it 
ceases to be economically advantageous to operate the 
older types of craft now generally used in the area; 
(d) simplify tourist travel formalities by air; 
(e) implement in all its aspects Annex 9 of the 
International Civil Aviation Agreement on standards 
and practices recommended by the leading aeronautical 
countries of the world; 
(f) standardize and improve procedures for air 
traffic, arrival and departure flight information, 
and rescues; 
(g) coordinate weather data and services; 
(h) carry out an international agreement to es-r 
tablish minimum weather units-in conveniently located 
points east and west of the Central America Isthmus; 
(i) prepare adequate plans for future develop-
ment; 
(j) adopt .a constructive and cooperative attitude 





' "'TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS COMMON TO .CENTRAL 
.. .. -;•: AMERICAN COUNTRIES ANL;RECOMMENDATIONS' 
;'..". '-FOR THEIR SOLUTION. 
Qo3.pt er I 
; : ' - . KAIIYFAY TRANSPORT' 
• : • I* Rai].roa.c-.g, In Central America 
In .Central Americaneither national nor private rail-
roads •offering .public passenger and freight service/ cross the bor*-
ders of the countries in which they are located. The' only, exception 
to this is the International Railways.of Central America (lRCA)?which 
has a line connecting its Salvadorean Division with its Guatemala Di-
vision. This line enables El Salvador to use the Guatemalan port of 
Puerto Barrios on the Atlantic for a part of its export and import 
traffic» 
In this chapter,railroads will be considered from a 
general point of view; they will be classified and studied according 
to their ownership and control since the majority of railroad com-
panies in Central America, although legally independent and with dis-
tinct names and administrations, are subsidiaries of or connected in 
one way or another with the banana interests, forming a large system 
of inter-related companies 0 Thus,, we -shall consider , first the problems 





going on later to a consideration.of domestic problemse 
A l l the railroads in Central America are narrow gauge 
(35s 365 and 42 inches,c-orQQ**, 0 a?14>and. 1 *067 meters) 9 except .the 
Panama Railroad which is bro-id gauge; 5 feet, or I052 meters„ The 
total length of railway lines at the- end of 1951 was 5/179 kilometers. 
Total traffic in that year was 16 million passengers and 4 million 
tons of freight0 Of the total length of 5,179 kilometers, 2,899; or 
56$, was built by the banana companies and is used exclusively for 
their plantations. (See Table 115¿) The remaining 2,280 kilometers, 
or 44$> also offering public service,-.are classified in the following 
way: 
. 1,464 kilometers (61$>) belongs to banana companies or 
to railroad companies connected 
with them; 
101 kilometers ( k%) are national, but are adminis-,. 
. tered by a banana company; ~U 
144 kilometers ( 6%) belongs to a private British 
company; 2/ 
82 kilometers ( k%) belongs to the United States go-
vernment ; 2/ 
489 kilometers (22$) are national and are administered 
, by Central American governments»4/ 
2,280 kilometers (100%) 
l7Ferrocarril Nacional de Hondurase 
2/ The Salvador Railway CoP, Ltd. 
3/ Panama RailroadQ 
4/ Verapaz Railroad (Guatemalatotal length 47" kilometers; ' 
Ferrocarril al Pacifico (Nicaragua),,190- kilometers; Ferroca-
rril Eléctrico al Pacifico (Costa Rica) 132 kilometers, and 
Ferrocarril Nacional de Chiriqui (Panama), 120 kilometers0 
/Another 
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Another' very special aspect of transport in Central Ame-
rica is the fact that, in contrast ot the situation in the rest of'the 
world, the ports for international traffic are with few exceptions 
owned of"ddi:d.n'i3tered 'by railroad companies» (See Table 115*) Thus* 
"the predominant control of overland transport by these companies is 
extended'also ; to port and navigation services, since a large number 
of "the ships serving' Central American ports —especially on the AtTan-
tic coast-- belong to"the' banana Interests0 
< " The general nature of passenger and freight traffic in 
Central'America does not seem to be very favorable to railway transport, 
and future prospects do not justify the expansion of this system in'the 
field of public 'traffic,, On the contrary, certain railroads or certain 
lines which offered efficient service in former years, or even a short 
time ago, are today in an unsatisfactory condition. In certain cases 
it would be .more practical, especially from, the financial point of view, 
to replace them with other more adequate means of transport. 
In the first .place, it must be kept in mind that the ma-
jority,of the private Central American railroads —although some of 
them were originally built as common carriers— have as their chief 
1/ 
purpose the transport of bananas from plantations to ports. However, 
public transport, when it is effected by railroads connected with 
banana interests, represents for the banana companies an extremely 
l7 Except the Salvador Railway. Company, the IRCA, the Panama Railroad 
and the Northern Railway of Costa Rica.a 




Central America:- Railroads 
kJLJLJLJkJl 
Public ser- Plantation 
vi 0 e li ne s line s 
Kms 
Guatemala: 
lo IRCA (International Railways 
of Central America), Guate-
mala Division a/ 
2. and 3. Cîa0 Agricola and 
United Fruit - a/. 
4. Verapas Railroad 
El Salvador: 
5* ' IRCA, El Salvador Division 
6. The Salvador.Railway Co.,Ltd. 
a/ 
Honduras : 
7» F.C. Nacional de Honduras 
8. Tela Railroad Co. c/ 
9. Standard Fruit „Co. c/ 
Nicaragua: 
10. F»C. del Pacificò de Nicaragua 
Costa Rica; 
11# F.C. Eléctrico al ..Pacifico 
12.. Northern Railway a/ 
13. Compañía Bananera de Costa 
Rica a/ 
Panama: 
14. Panama Railroad 
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Puerto Barrios 
and San José b/ 
Cutuco 
Acajutla 
Cortes y Tela 
La Ceiba . 
Corinto, San Juan 
del Sur^and Puerto 
Morazán 
Punt arenas 
Limón • •• 








useful and im.port3nt 3tigplementaiy business, since it helps to reduce 
to a high degree the fixed costs of banana transport*and also allows 
• the-banana... companies .to obtain a, greater volume of freight for their 
ships o ^ • 
Railway communication has been and continues to be the 
most •praatical-.and..ecpnoriacaI system for banana transport, because 
this involves the moving of large quantities in full trains with fixed 
- •. ; - schedules, avoiding the risk of spoilage in transit* Rail transport .. 
(Table 115 continued) . ; • , 
L e n g t h 
public ser- Plantation •• Maritime ports 
vice lines lines operated by 
Kms* Kmso the R. R. 
Panama: 
~ ' a/ 
16. Chiriqui Land Company R J L 
17. United Fruit Co. R. R. a/ 
Total"-. . 2,280 2., 899 
Grand Total 5,179 
Source: Transport Mission, from data supplied by the railroad companies. 
a/ Railroads belonging to, affiliated with or administered.by, banana 
companies or their subsidiaries« 
The port of San José is the property of:the IRCA,.but is.operated by. 
the Agencia Maritima National, S. A. (Grace Line)«, The port of Cham-
peri co is served by the IRCA and operated by the Ci a. de Agencias de 
Champerico, Se A* (Grace Line) « 







fulfils these requirements better than any other means of transport. 
But in the transport of other export products*of general import 
freight and of local passenger and commodity'traffic, general, condi-
tions. and'characteristics-in Central America are not so suitable for 
rail transport-as' in the-case of bananas . 
It is generally recognised that the two principal fac-
tors favoring rail transport are long hauls and dense traffic. These 
factors -.-except in the case oi" the IRCA, which has a' reasonably im~ 
port ant traffic ovef* relatively long distances-- do not play a part 
in Central American railway traffic« ' J 
Vihen railroads were initiated in Central America, at • 
the end of the last century and the early part of the present one, 
railways were the best means-of inland transport. But with the build-
ing of roads and the advent of motor transport —the advantage of which 
for short hauls of general commodities is indisputable-*- rail trans-
port is efficient, economical and profitable only in-countries like • 
the United States, Canada, some'parts of Brazil and'other countries, 
where full advantage can be taken of its adaptability for-mass trans-
portation at low.cost over long distances. And even in- countries in 
which these ideal conditions prevail, to obtain á low operating cost 
the railroads must have adequate equipment and installations and 
above all an economical system of tractionf 
In Central America, as in many' countries of Latin Ameri-
ca., Common carrier railroads (private' as well as government-owned) 
have not kept pace -^-except in rare instances— with the technical 
. ' -v • /progress 
E/ON. 12/356 . 
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progress of: the railhead industry. Some .companies still have in ser-
vice a large part of their original locomotives and rolling stock, 
more than 50 years old« To this there is added the generally defi-
cient condition of the track, which is also a factor in reducing the 
speed and the hailing capacity of the trains, already limited by the 
difficult layout in mountainous terrain,, 
So long as bus and truck competition did not become a 
significant factor, the. railroads, in order to deal with the constant 
increase in operating costs, resorted to. the simplest method for raising 
their revenue: an increase in rates« When highway competition became 
important and the railroads began to foresee that it would deprive them 
of part of their import and ê cport traffic, they adopted the through 
rate systems, including port services and maritime transport, described 
in Part I bf this Report, 
But even with this measure and in spite of successive 
rate increases,, the general condition of Central American railroads 
is not good from the financial view point of the railroad itself, with 
the exception of two which are government-owned, the Ferrocarril Nacio-
nal de Honduras and the Ferrocarril del Pacifico de Nicaragua, which 
are only slightly affected by highway competition and which charge very 
high rates« There is little hope that the situation will improve in 
the future. 
Consequently, in view of present circumstances and future 
prospects, and considering the characteristics and requirements of pas-
senger and freight traffic, it is believed that the efforts of the Cen-





development of other means of transport rather than railroads. 
This does not imply that the governments should abandon 
br completely .lose interest in the existing common carrier rail lines, 
replacing them by other systems of transport. On the contrary, the 
Central American railroads? private or government owned, represent in-
vestments of several hundreds of millions of dollars and, in the 
opinion of the Mission, are indispensable in most Cases to' the national 
éconondes and will continue to be so for a long time. Moreover, rail-
roads are the branch of transportation which provides employment for 
1/ 
•the greatest number of peopleP and the sudden abandonment of any impor-
tant railway line could have unfavorable social repercussions, since 
the means of transport which would replace it could provide direct and 
immediate employment to only a fraction of the displaced railway workers. 
Consequently, it is.advisable to rehabilitate the railroads 
which are suitable for offering good service at reasonable rates, and 
to avoid duplication of inland transport systems in any one zone when 
the existing system is in adequate condition or can be improved at a 
reasonable cost, unless reasons of high national interest should pre-
vail oyer economic reasons. 
IIc Private Railroads 
The banana industry is extremely complex, and in order to 
V The total number of railroad employees' and wdrkers (public service) 
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make it as profitable as United Fruit .and its associates have succeeded 
'{ ! 
•¿a it is necessary not only to have, a solid financial and com-
mercial! -organization, but als'o to possess private means of transport as 
•well as':private port facilities and acequate shipping, so as to insure 
the smooth "functioning according to strict schedule of all the multiple 
operations involved, • from the cutting of the -bunches*-of-bananas to the 
'final distribution to 'markets, • with. lib risk of interference by ..outside 
•interests e " • • •  - - . 
" : - '•This- .business,'-.in which large, sums have been invested/, 
would be highly ri'&kyrii- the- inland--:transport 'of the bananas were sub'-
lject1 to-;:deiays-;,aii'd• did-: not-, receive*-priority in port operations« Be* • 
cause of this "-'fact or, the contracts .between the governments and-the. 
companies for the ;;:c6ncession of land and the exploitation of the bana-
na industry included the construction and operation of railway lines 
"-'and* ports, either for the exclusive.use oi\ the companies or. to be ope?*:\ 
•' r'¿ted' also • as public "services« " * .;-.•' 
Undoubtedly the countries granting .these concessions were 
benefited perhaps'more than by the-banana industry by the general econo-
mic development which resulted from the use of"these means of transport 
for the export of other national products, much more valuable than ba-
nanas. But it is 'also bejmnd .question-that the exploitation of public 
traffic has meant an important source of revenue for the companies, at 
1/ United Fruit h a d ™ net profit of 51 million dollars in 1951 and 38 
million in 1952, after paying $4*50 and $4.00 dividends per share. 
(Annual Report of the United Fruit Company, 1952)» ".in May -1953.; 
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least until very recently, as long as the operating costs were kept at 
a relatively low level, and as long as stiff competition from road'' • ... 
transport remained undeveloped* Even today, in spite of the consider-: ' a 
able increase in operating cc-̂ ts —principally wages—' and in spite' 
of read . competitions the operation of public service continues to be 
of benefit to the companies ? since- the cost of banana transport- is. re-
duced in proportion to the-total tonnage over which the fixed .costs 
' ' 2/ 
are distributed, . Moreover, public service provides the companies with-
considerable revenues derived from port,services and from maritime 
freight charges for the associated shipping companies» 
The; countries which have granted concessions for.the .ex-
ploitation of rail and port services do not exercise effective control 
over the operations., rates; and general conditions of the services*.. 
The contracts,.fix only .the ceiling rates which may be charged in public, 
that is, a maximum price for first class passage and one for second 
class, and for freight a maximum charge per ton-kilometer or ton-mile, -
with no stipulation as to the type of freight. Naturally, it was thus 
necessary to fix very high ceiling rates for freight in order to offset-
the low rates on commodities whose vo'lume is great in proportion to 
weight or which "have, other 'features tending to make their handling--or •. 
transpprt costly or dangerous.' 
V Wages absorb 55 to.65$.or more of the gross income of the rail-
roads. ' _ 
2/ Costs that are practically independent of the volume of traffic: 
administration, taxes, rent, financial charges, etc0 
/Thus, 
E/CN 0.1.2/3 5.6. 
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,. v ...... . ; ...Thus,, within such broad limits, the-railroads can freely 
fix theirs rates -as. best suits their interests.' They quote moderate! 
..rat.e.s ,for runs where road competition is stiffer and through diffsren-
.tial., rcites;, encourage certain.kinds of traffic along certain routes 
with the?..object of ..channeling.this traffic toward ports which they 
operate and. which .are-served, by their associated shipping companies, as 
is ;the case of-Puertp Barrios; and where road competition does not. , 
..exist, or is less severe, they apply high, ratesa which are not'always 
in reaspnable,-proportion. to. the cost of the service. . 
It i3 the opinion, of the Mission that public service- -. 
... given in concession should be better, regulated and that rail and port 
• ..rates should be re-examined, not with the preconceived intention of 
obtaining a general reduction in passenger and freight rates and other 
- operations., but to establish a system*of- equitable charges, based large-
ly.on the.'actual cost of the service, and. leaving to the concessionaire 
a-reasonable margin.-of profit e • 
: In the United States as well as in the great majority, 
of countries, except in Central America, railroads operate under, a : 
system-of government, .control. In most, countries no tariff may be . ^ 
put into effect without .prior government approval, bases on-the reports 
and recommendations of official organizations .specialising in transporta-
tion. In concession contracts it is usual for the government to reserve 
the.right to regulate .the service and especially the treatment-of the 
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from state to state are subject to- approval by the.-Interstate Commerce .. f 
u 
Commissiono 
R E ^ ^ N D A T I O N XXVII 
Governments she old try to renegotiate with the com-
panj.es the present concession agreements for rail and 
port services or?. alternatively, try to reach with the 
companies an agreement for the readjustment of present -
rates, taking as a basis * in their due proportions, the 
different factors which enter into costs0 
It is well known that it is impossible to establish -
scientifically perfect transportation rates since no way has yet been 
found to evaluate accurately the multiple elements which make up or 
affect in one way or another the cost of transport of different com-
modities, nor is there any well tested formula for determining the 
exact proportion of fixed costs which should be allocated to each-
type of traffic. It is,- however, feasible to establish-logical,.and 
reasonable rates,» based on (l) distance; (2) density and other-cha-. 
racteristics'of traffic;'(3) operating conditions, and (4) terminal 
costs. * " 
1/. This Commission was originally set up in 1887 to regulate and 
control rail combined with water transport between, the various 
States of the Union? with the purpose of insuring good public 
service, at equitable rates,, and pf avoiding discrimination in 
any form: against persons, localities or certain commodities » 
Even at that time unfair rate procedures were prohibited, and 
it was also obligatory to publish all tariffs, which were sub-
ject to the.approval of the Commissiono (See. Transportation Act, 
1$87, Elkins Act, 1903 and 1920, Hepburn Act, 1906, Mann-Elkins 
Act, 1910, Transportation Act, 1940 5 as well as thè Annual 'Re-






In regard to distance, an equitable rate can be one that 
does not vary per ton-kilometer for a comparatively short distance,'• 
then tapers off on a ton-kilometer basis as distance increases. This 
is the classical rate system, and that "generally adopted, since it is 
the system which takes into consideration the fact that operating cost 
i 
does not increase proportionaly to distance. 
.It is also'suggested'that the present• classification of 
freight be revised so that the cost of service and not the value of 
service be the determinant factor».. To establish cbet t&ft falioTEing 
elements should be considered: (l) weight-volume ratio (that is, the 
degree of utilization of rolling sto.ck},-.(2) cost of handling and 
inherent risk of transport, (3) volume, regularity and balanced direc-
tional flow of traffic and (4) extra cost due to special nature'of 
merchandise, such as perishability (bananas).heavy merchandise (vehi-
cles) or merchanside that requires special--care such as livestock or 
certain agricultural products® r • 
For the purpose of establishing different categories 
according to the size of shipments, it is suggested that the following 
be adopted: .(l) small express shipmentsj (2) less than car load; 
(3) car load lots; and (4) regular shipments, in complete trains, 
In regard to.special rates on certain runs and/or for 
certain commodities, they might be determined according to the fol-
lowing value of service factors: (l) national interest in the deve.-
lopment of isolated .or underdeveloped zones and encouragement of thè • 





aided by government subsidiesj (2) compétition from other carriers, to 
atxoid a loss of traffic which could compromise the financial condition 
of the railroad or adversely affect the regularity of service, and 
(3) economic density of merchandise0 
The Mission also believes that all rates, without excep-
tion, should be published, and that there should exist no. agreementr-cor 
arrangement calling for discounts? rebates or any other compensation, 
favor or special treatment for certain users, even though these users 
"be in ''some way connected with the railroad company• 
RECOMMENDATION XXVÏH 
All rates should be determined in accordance with 
usual standards'in publicly, regulated railroads, and 
should be publisnecu It ié desirable t.nt the rail- , 
roads be prevented from charging the banana companies 
a rate lower than actual cost of the service rendered 
on runs of banana trains.and from seeking compensation-
for this loss through increased public rates* On any 
run, the.direct operating costs of transport should be , 
covered, leaving \a margin to be applied to fixed costsi/ 
RECOMMENDATION XXIX 
(a) Rates should always cover the cost .of the ser-
vice; 
..• (b) In carrying this out, no exceptions should be.. •  
made, as far as possible, in favor of any freight or 
over any• particular run« 
Practices which hinder commercial competition should be 
eliminated« 
1/Direct or variable costs means the out-of-pocket costs incurred in 
operating the train': (l). wages .of locomotive and train personnel; 
(2) fuel and" lubricants; (3) other materials used in locomotives 
and trains; Ui-) repairs of locomotives and rolling stock, and (5) 
roundhouse expenses of locomotives and cars0 
/-REMMENDATION XXX 
E/CN.12/356 
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' RSGOMfflNDATION XXX • 
Ail freight rate pool? should be prohibited^, 
."•=:•. . that is, the combination of rail charges with port 
charges or others and/or with maritime freight rates, -
The different freight charges should be quoted sepa-
rately o 
Another provision necessary to the development of compe-
tition in the field of transportation is the elimination of certain 
obstacles which some railroad companies resort to in order to prevent 
trucks from entering port areas. • In El Salvador, for example, trucks 
arriving at Xa Unión by ..the Inter-American Highway cannot continue, on 
to the. adjacent, port of Cutuco in order to operate there, because the 
IRC A does- not permit public traffic on the short stretch of road belong-
ing to it, which, gives.access to the port zone0 
RECOMMENDATION XXXI 
Governments should take adequate measures to 
facilitate the access of trucks to ports served 
by road which are controlled by the railroads• 
Another practice which should be eliminated is the prefer 
ential'. treatment given in ports to. freight, which is transported by rail. 
Freight carried by other means is generally postponed and is charged 
higher rates or extra rates* for .equal service* Coffee from Alta Verapaz 
and other products which arrive by water to Puerto Barrios are subject 
to a port charge greater than that paid for products-transported by rail 
.. < 
and,; according to information given to the Mission, are often delayed* 
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whose services are controlled by government-owned railroads«» 
In' all "Central America there is' not one single international 
traffic port operated by a railroad where trucks can load and unload 
cargo directly on the pier0 ) 
RErjQ5P£gMDATI0N XXXII 
. At ports operated by railroads the governments 
*' 'should make it obligatory that the same treatment -
accorded freight transported by rail be also given 
"• ' to freight using other means of transport 0 
. .. The high cost of railroad operation in Central America-
is• largely attributable to-the inadequacy of locomotive-scrolling stock 
' and. permanent •:installationso-. The railroad companies., with the exceptiori 
'•.of. some lipes used exclusively for the service of the banana companies 
, -—the Tela Railroad-and the Compañía .Bananera-de Costa-Rica Railroad— 
have done little" in..the- way. of reducing operating costs-through modern*-
izihg .the-'-s-jrstem of.: traction.and making general inç)rovements.,in. .their ; 
^ installations. , ' • -, • . -
¿ Consequently, if when-revising the. present rates consider-
• : : àtiôn is -given to. the'high:-.operating costs/ qcca.sioned^by ,the use..„of 
obsolete and uneconomical traction material and by the"--'inadequacy of 
installations,' • the rates- to .be-.charged would be inevitably high and even 
impracticable' ;ahdr detrimental; .to,-the' development, of-traffic, Moreover 
—ahd this-is extremely." i m p o r t a n t i f t h e governments should approve, 
to be put into effect on runs where no competition exists, exorbitant 
rates due to the above described reasons, it"'.'would"be equivalent--t©.- re-
garding inefficiency and bad service at the cost of the national economy.. 
/REC0MM5HDATI0N XXXIII 
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"'' REC/OMIENDATION m i l l 
Governments should encourage th^ rehabilitation 
and modernization of the railroads of the concession-
aire companies,.with a view to. substantially reducing 
their operating cost* • 
The following are some of the means which could be adopted 
by the governments to facilitate the modernization of private railroads; 
(l) use their influence with the railroad workers* unions to persuade 
.1/ 
them not to oppose the use of Diesel electric locomotives on the ground 
that this would cause dismissal of personnel« It is the 1 elief of the 
.'Mission-that the replacement of steam traction by Diesel traction wou3d, 
by,,lowering the cost of operation, make feasible a reduction in rates 
, as., well as more rapid service, thus bringing about, an increase in pas-
senger and freight traffic, which is to say more trains and, consequent-
ly, a need for more personnel; (2) avoid —when- it is not strictly neces-
sary and economically justified-*- the duplication of systems of inland 
transport in regions where there are private railroad lines capable of 
offering good service at reasonable rates; and (3.) wherever possibler 
urge railroad companies that serve the same.region or locality to make 
common use of their installations and equipment, With a view to reducing 
' " 2/ 
^operating costs.* 
None of the Central American countries has a permanent 
governmental organization for the control of the public services of 
private railroad companies.¿- In the United States .this control is 
17 See Part I, Chapter I, p* 31 
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exercised ̂ by'the Triterstate Commerce Commission, referred to above« 
In Europe natters' rolatirig' to.- -.railroad.. transport- -«control of conces-
sionsy r;rb.es;.and Services, • et.c0?-.. as- well. as coordination- of railroads 
with oth&r moans' of'^trorispoH/T^.are-..handled -'by 'fcfigftcas -.of the appro-
priate miftis trie s.o.. In. the South American countries these affairs are 
cont'roXi^d-by_, an,.office generally called i?Direcciön de Ferrocarriles", 
which is usually a dependency of the Ministries o"f Development or of 
Public Works . . 
The Mission believes that an office of, this kind, would 
satisfy a need felt in Central America and would facilitate relations 
between the governments and concessionaire companies and at the same 
time help to solve economic problems related to transportation» 
: RECOMMENDATION XXXIV' 
Cremation" of an office, subordinate to\a .general 
transport agency —as proposed in.Recommendation 
-:.-/ . CXXIII'— to serve as liaison between-the government, 
and the concessionaire railroad companies which pro-
• vide public railway service and to"deal, with affairs 
relating to this-branch.of transportation* The prin-
cipal duties of the proposed dffice 'woiuld b.e. the .fol-
lowing:. 
(a) .to control compliance with the' laws> .-de-
crees, regulati 
ons.,\ agreements and contracts regula— 
• w.: jting. the services offered by the railroad companies; 
(b) to stimulate the .reform of these laws? 
decrees, regulations, etc*, when'-it deems this advi-
sable for the general interests of the country;.' 
-(c) to. make continuous 'study1 • of; tĥ - economics 
of railroad"services .and ,its influence on the nation 
a l . .economy; ; 
(d) to compile transportation statistics from 
...*.. the information supplied by the Companies and. to.. 
investigate and'ar^ly-sse operating costs; 
(e) to study passenger and freight -rates, and 
recommend and jus bify their adoption or revision on 
a firm basis; ' ' "• •: :• 
/.(f) to investigate 
E/GN.12/3'56 ' •• ' 
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'(f)- to investigate the complaints of users; 
(g) to . act as advisor .to the government.in in-
• '-land transport affairs in.general and especially in 
the coordination of different me.ans of transport; 
• ' arid 
•(h)- to intervene or mediate as a representative 
or advisor of the government in conflicts between 
railroad companies and their employeed and workers* : 
With the object of facilitating the creation of the pro-
posed organization, it is suggested that the modus operandi of the fol-
lowing .official organizatiohs be studied: Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, Washington, D; .'C*, •'Direpao das Estradas de Ferro, and Contadoria 
Central Ferroviaria, Río de Janeiro, Brazil, 
III» National Railroads 
There are only five railrcáds in: Central America which 
are publicly owned (see Table 115 above): . (l) Verapaz Raildcad, Gua-
temala - 47; • {2) Ferrccarril Nacional• de Honduras 101 kms*; 
(3) Ferrocarril del Pacifico de "Nicaragua - 380 kms . ; (4.) : Ferrocarril 
Eléctrico- ar-Pacifiooy: :Cösta Rica - Í32' kms* ; (5) Ferrocarril. Nacional 
Je Chiriqui, • Panama ' - 120 kms * 
Except for the Ferrocarril Nacional Eléctrico al Pacifi-
co, in Costà Rica,'the national railroads are those.charging the high-
est rates. (See Table Il6*-) 
The IRCA in Guatemala charges (for less than car load 
lots of basio consumption commodities in I„Vcal traffic) from 3' to 4 
cents per metric ton-kilometer, and the rates "on both of the railroads 
in El Salvador are somewhat lower* Attention should also be called to 
/Table 116 




Central America: . Comparative Railroad Freight- Ratesr"on 
Essential Consumption Commodities for 
a. Distance of 50 Kilometers. .in.JLess .. 
than Car-Load Lots on Government owned 
Railroads" 
l; 
• • ] - Charge In. . Per metric 
Railroads dollars per ton-kilometer 
metric- ton . in cents J - • 
• * • 4 
Verapaz Railroad , 6 .16 s/ 12' ; 
Ferrocarril Nacional de Hon* . 
düras 5.00 10 
Ferrocarril Nacional de Chi¿-
4.00 Is/ riqúi. . • 8 ' 
Ferrocarril d^l Pacifico de: - ; 
Nicaragua 3.90 7.8 
Ferrocarril Eléctrico al Pa-
cifico 1.75 - 2 .2 3.5 - 4.4 
Source: .Transport Mission, from data s.upplied by the railroads. 
a/ 47 kilometers» 
b/ In lots of more than 3 l/2 tons. 
the important fact that the private railroad companies --such as IRCAr-
pay better "wages to their workers than do the-national railroads..., (S.ee 
Table 117.) - . . 
1, Verapaz Railroadt Guatemala 
This is the common carrier railroad with the shortest 
line and the least volume-of traffic-in all. of Central America;. Its ~ 
line between Panzôs —terminal point of navigation on the Polochic 
River— and Pancajchô, in the*Department of Alta.Verapaz> is only 47 
/Table 117 
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Table 117 
Centr'al^me.rica:i. " Current". .la&es.:in Some' Railroads 
. . . . . 
Hourly wages, in dollars, on the basis 
of 8-hour working days 
Railroads ,, Straight Overtime . .Overtime ..Overtime 
pay (daytime) (night (night) 
and day)) 
IRCA, Guatemala Division 
Note: Data- "were.-.not available ..from .other .railroads 
a/ 7 At.,the, rate of 5 •yl: c9lOI^ÖS dollar«. 
b/ 'At the rHte" of 7•00' córdobáS per^doírár ̂  r • r : 
Engineers, 1st class 0.83 .. 1.25... 1.43 . - 1.67 
Engineers, 2nd class 0.79 1.19 1.36 1,58 
Engineers, mixed and local trains / 0.73 1.09 • - 1.25 1.46 
Firemen 0.34 • C .50 •0.58- ' C .67 
Conductors, passenger trains 0.73 1.09 1.25 •• • 1 . 4 6 
Conductors," mixed trains 0.71 - •t 1.06: ^ 1.22' . •1.42 
Brakemen, Puerto Barrios yard .< 0.33 0.49 0.56 0.66 
Brakemen, trains ' • i.- 0.30 
- M. : 0.Si- 0.59 
Northern Railway, Costa Rica-^ Overt ime-' 
Engineers> ist class : .'••' • 0.76 • 
Engineers, 2nd class 0.66 * • 
Firemen 0.35 • * 
•Brakemen, 1st.-cl-ass-•;•;•; • ••.;•• - 0 .35 
. Guards, freight 0.22 • 
Ferrocarril Eléctrico al Pacifico * . 
Costa Rica a/ 
Engineers, 1st cías s 0.68 Ìì02 
Yard engineers 0.47 0.83 
Firemen, 1st. class . 0,34 0.51 . 
Conductors (guards) " "''' "'/" " ' 0 .34 Ó .51 ' 
'• . .. . h/ • Ferrocarril del Pacifico de Nicaragua- •;• --•• J-.. -, : 
Engineers , 1st class 0.55 , 0.82 
Engineers, 2nd class 0.48 0.72 
Engineers, 3rd class 0.41 0.62 
Firemen 0.31 . . 0.46 
Passenger conductors 0 .34 -••'- • • 0.51 • - --
Brakejrien . :. . , ,. 0.17 0.25 • 
Source: Transport Mission, from data "'supplied'' by ' the' "'companies 
/kilometers 
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kilometers.long. The annual volume .of traffic, is .very slight; 5>000 
tons, of • freight .and a few thousand passengers » . • .. ̂  . . 
1/ 
As pointed put in Part I of this Report, the permanent 
way, due to lack of maintenance • wo-rH for. several 'years.r and the loco-
motives and rolling stock, are in poor condition,.. To rehabilitate 
this- railway: it;would be necessary to renovate the line- and acquire 
new locomotives and .cars. This would represent an expenditure which 
may.be estimated approximately as follows: 
• ' : Dollars 
2 electric Diesel locomotives, switcher type, weigh-
ing 44 tons, 360/400 HP, costing about $:-60,000 each v120,000 
•2 light passenger, coaches with 40/48 seats.' at. • -
$ 12,000 each . 24,000 
3 box freight cars, with a capacity of 33/22 tons, 
at.,$ 5>000 .each , ... . 15*000 
2 gondola cars, 25-ton, at $ 4,000 each, 8,000 
2 30-ton platform cars, at $ 4,000 each 8,000 
General repairs of rolling sto'ck'"nôW in"service 5,000 
Repairs and replacement of repair shop-equipment.- 20,000 
Improvement of permanent way 200,000 
• Total- . - • 400,000 
With this equipment the railroad could, operate two trains 
daily, and move more than 100 tons, with a utilization of only 50$ of 
the available capacity, since the traffic is practically all in one 
direction. This average would represent an annual traffic-of\36tOo6 tons,-
See Section II? -Chapter X, point ,1 (c),..p., 32 
/that is, 
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that is, seven times more than the present voluriie of. traffic. As it 
is not likely, from the economic point, ©f view, that traffic in these 
proportions .vail develop in the, near .future, such an' expenditure 
would not be'justified. Nor would it.be advisable to make a smaller 
•investment, Acquiring less material, because it would still be neces-
sary to improve the line for safety, reas-ons,. andthe small volume of 
traffic would mean a prohibitive, operating cost. 
";V? ' ' " ; Moreover, the small current traffic òf. -'thè Verapaz Rail-
road could be handled under better conditions by the highway which 
r&fe--"parallel" to \t he-frail "line between : Panca: j che and "Panzós, a road 
which 'goes, as far as El Estor, from .which- point freight " c.Q,uldVce^tinue 
» 
on by water to Livingston and Puerto Barrios,- or by the.Pa^cajché-
Tactic-Salamà-El Rancho-road' (especially lead ore from the Cobàn region 
to' gason to Puerto Barrios, via the IRQAw. • •• : 
RECOMMENDATION XXXV 
Dismantle the line of the Verapaz Railroad. 
' ' The rails and.-steel ties cpuld be used in the cons-
truction of "the'pier of El Estor and in the struc-. 
• " tures for the roads which are recommended for this 
_ . . area. The railroad's warehouse in Pancajché, which 
.. i ;-is-in good condition, could be used for the storage 
of coffee and cereals. The existing small staff 
could be reemployed in the reorgani zed. :i nl arid water-
way service which-is suggested in Recommendation .--rin" 
CXXI. v 
2. Ferrocarril Nacional, Hondür&s . 
' ' This railroad, only 101 Kilometers long, is owned by the 





1/ " " * - " - - } ••• 
company. From the technical and financial point of view, it may be 
said that it is "well managed: the permanent installations and the 
rolling stock are kept in good condition; the repair shop is one of 
the best in Central America, and a large part of the locomotives and 
rolling stock is modern. Financial returns —due to high rates and 
the absence of competition— have been very good in recent years. 
It appears that the Tela Railroad Company does not de-
rive direct profit from the good administrative service which it ren-
ders to the Ferrocarril Nacional. The salaries of the officials who 
work for both companies are paid proportionately by each company,, and 
it is estimated that if the government had to manage it¿ the-fixed 
cost would be greater than that which prevails under the joint admin-
istration 
The interest of the Tela Railroad in managing the Ferro-
carril Nacional seems to be largely due to the fact that in this way 
it can maintain control over operations on the stretch of the Ferroca-
rril de Honduras which gives access to' Puerto Cortes, eliminating the 
possible interference of third parties in the moving of banana trains 
coming from its plantations. 
The ''administration of the Ferrocarril Nacional was taken 
over by the Tela Railroad Company under the terms of an antichresis 
contract drawn up some. 30 year.s ..ago.;: ""This .'c'óñtra'ct'/ was replaced ̂ re-
cently by another administrative agreement, approved by Legislative De-
cree on January 29* 1952;.. Under the terms of this, agreement,- the Tela 
s r See Part I, Section II, Chapter III, pcint 1 (a)> p. 174 
/ R a i l r o a d 
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.Railroad; Company is obligated to. construct a 30-kilometer ̂ branch line 
from Potrerillos to:E1 Guanacaste (jurisdictions of Santa Cruz, de Yo-
joa,.and Potrerillos.)- for the transport-.of bananas from new. plantations 
...established in these areas.:by-independent producers. This branch line, 
the cost of -which^is:. estimated at $ .575>OQO> was; recently..inaugurated* 
..•It:,will be .paid: for by. the freight charges; for bananas coming: - from this 
i-branch line ..and transported by the-;Tela Railroad. Company over the Ferro-
rearril-de Honduras. ling, at the rate of $ 5G :.pér¡ carloady This is an 
•-•excellent .freight rate for the railroad, since it represents an average 
1/ 
of-6 cents .per' ton-kilometer . This rate will be . in.; effect. until the 
.-total cancellation of the'.debt incurred for construction of .-the branch 
2 / ' 
•line«: 
Under these circumstances, it is concluded: that, the maü 
agement -of the Ferrocarril Nacional de Honduras by the banana company 
• is'beneficial to the country. This becomes even clearer if- it;'is con*-
. side.red. that, .¡with the construction'of the .\ix>ad from Potrerillos to 
-Puerto Cortés ^-recommended by the Mission1as urgent rfor the economic 
3/ 
. development•' of the • country^.' the Ferrocarril Nacional dé Honduras will 
inevitably lose the greater part of,its .general import -and export traf-
fic "and';w-ill be .converted, into a .banana railroad, due to the development 
l7 This estimate is based on an average of 180 bunches per car and a 
^•-—weight of 39 kilos per bunch. " : 
2/ It is estimated that the Tela Railroad will invest 3»4 million 
* "in fthe' acquisition of land and the'preparation of plantations, and 
will assume responsibility for irrigation projects and the combat 
of banana diseases on the properties of the. independent.producers 
3/ See Re commendation.. IV, py 416 . , 
/ o f the 
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of the"'plantaii'ons served by.;the,new'-.branchJLine. It- will continue 
to be an access to Puerto Cortés for trains coming from the Tela 
Railroad system* . . 
RECOMMENDATION XXXVI ' " ' 
As long as the unbuilt stretch of the' Ñórtherrr' 
Highwayí'Troih Pótrerillos to Puerto .-Cortés is not 
open to public traffic, with direct access for trucks 
to the port zone, .it. seems advisable, to:... 
(a) Revise the rat^ structure of the Ferroca-
rril "Nacional de Honduras;; for. the- purpose of making 
it more equitable; 
(b) I up rove passenger .^service, and . .. 
(c) Improve the yard in Pótrerillos in order 
to facilitate transhipment operations from truck to 
freight car and vice versa» 
3. Ferrocarril del Pacifico, Nicaragua ' 
In Part I, Chapter if, of this Report-the présent defi-
cient conditions of this railroad have beeri described, both ,in-.regard 
. 1 / . 
to mobile equipment and to permanent 'way* Among common carrier: rail-
roads in Central America, it is among these which most badly-need to 
be rehabilitated and modernized, but it is also the railroad.which, 
in the opinion of the Mission, has the best'prospects; of- developing 
its traffic and increasing its revenues'^' even'after reducing its ra-
tes to a reasonable level. In Chapter-IV reference was made to a 
possible basic program of "repairs 'and rmbÜerriizatiqñ ,w.ith; - the object of 
substantially reducing operating costs»vThis program should naturally 
bo considered as a tentative outline giving an approximatetidea of what 
1/ See Chapter IV, Section II, point 1, p», 228 
£/ sSee,;.pp... •233-236. • 
/would be 
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"would be-needed and is, therefore,. sub ject to...later.;-ravision: .and..de-
tailed :S;tudy;. ' • . - - - . .. ... ...... ,N , 
Although the total length of the system .is. 360 ;kilometers 
—excluding the San Juan del Sur-San Jorge line, which it is suggested 
should be dismantled because"it 'is"hot 'profitable and because it is a 
completely ..isolated. line*: with a ̂ very slight-traffic that could be 
moved under better conditions .tv the highway now -under /construction 
connecting these two places— 190 kilometers consists-'of5 the trunck 
line Granada-Managua-Corint0, and the-traffic.-is .-relatively dense, 
with favorable¡prospects for being-increased. Freight traffic has al^ 
ready begun to rise substantially: from 202,000 tons in 
1946/47 to 
306,000 in 1950/51, or a 50$ increase. Through a general reduction in 
freight rates, and if the vigorous development" wliicE'"iTie'" country has 
experienced in the last few years continues, it is pr*. bable that rail 
traffic, will attain a volume of 400,000 tons within two or three years,. 
Passenger.movement, if the number of trains is increased and service is 
speeded .up, can also increase, possibly in an even greater proportion 
than freight traffic. 
Even if the stretch of road between Chinandega and Coring 
to is constructed,, which will undoubtedly draw off some traffic from 
the.railroad^ .the Mission believes that, if before the opening of this 
•highway a broad program of repairs and improvements has been carried 
out,, the railroad will be able to retain.its import and export traffic, 
which is the most important, as well as a large part of the long 





distance local traf fic *.-Naturally, the technical im-
provements-.--among which . ah' advantageous • replacement of steam engines 
'• ;; 1/ . - -J:"' 
by Diesel Iqcomotives may be' singled out — would have to be accom-
panied by- a reduction1 in freight rates ana by organization of new 
services«.;;. • : • . 
• RECOMMENDATION" XXXVII ' 
A technical commission to study the recondi-
tioning and modernization of the Ferrocarril del 
--Pacifico de Nicaragua, should be established to 
consider especially: . ._ • , • 
_ • - •  (a) : the total replacement of steam tradtibn 
by Diesel, for the purpose of obtaining the ad- . . 
:• vantages-which this would offer; 
(b:). the improvement of the line and the . 
reinforcement of the structures to permit the use 
of Diesel locomotives with 13*3 tons of weight, on. 
the drivers, (total weight 80 tons) and'the speed-
ing up of trains; . 
(c) the replacement of hand operated sig*#'"'"•' 
nals by a mechanic system on the trunk lines; 
(d) the enlarging o'f the yard at Managua 
and the improvement of railroad installations at 
Corinto to facilitate port operations, and 
(e) the use of small cranes mounted-on 
'pneumatic tires on the pier at-Gorinto to fkcil 
itate the transfer .of cargo from pieir to freight 
car and vice versa^in the manner already intro-
duced in Puerto Lim6n, Costa Rica* 
i . 
1/ The saving in the cost of fuel could be as much as 75$ of the cost 
of steam traction (In the State ;Railroads of Uruguay, which replaced 
steam traction by Diesel traction two years ago, the saving in fuel 
and lubricants is two-thirds, and it. is estimated that the cost, 
including the financing, of the electric Diesel locomotives now in 
service — 2 3 locomotives of 1600 H P — can be met from the "savings 
: realized in five years*)' In addition, a high percentage of availa^ 
-bility would be obtained,-, as We Has'savings in maintenance, etc., 
Total.Dieselizatioh also has the following advantages: elimination 
of water sQrvice,-. the closing down of steam locomotive repair shops, 
sayings on; maintenance of the line due to the fact" that' Diesel traq-
.,tiohis smoother and'lighter, and th'e utilization for reve'nye^produ-
cing of rolling stock previously used for the' transport of fuel oil.* 
/RECOMMENDATION XXXVIII 
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A division or section of economic, studies 
; should "be established ' as a" difèct'dependency of * 
the administration of the .railroad, to study; .  .... 
* "(à) rate" structuré, 'on the basis of "ÈéconH"' 1 " '" 
mendation X X V I I , taking into account the. opera-,,. . : 
tional costs' of the new system "of traction j 
(b) the mechanization of accounting, con-* .. . 
trol and statistics, and - -
(c) the adoption of a bonus or premium as 
an incentive, to work Ixx the shpps, similar to 
that adopted with- favorâble^results by many railroads * 
;' '0ther matteré in the 'province of that, department could 
be the analysis of operating costs and'of traffic statistics, public-
city for the railroad, the introduction of a service for carrying and 
' ^ ' ' . I/ 
distributing'refrigerated fish and other products, and, in general* 
the study of. systems for iïïç>rpving efficiency, diminishing costs and -
developing, traffic, 
. RECQI»]DATION X X X I X . 
-- With 'regard to piçk-up"and" delivery systems, 
it is advisable•• to: V . ... 
. .-(a) set up..a piek-up and delivery'.service 
'.Jf(Qr:freight and express (doorrto-door service)'.! 
in the "most ' inportarit. localities, served, by the. 
railroad. This service could.be carried" out by 
the railroad's own trucks in Managua and other 
.cities, . or.-by arrangement' Mth"trurkers'''where • 
(the.traffic is.slight; 
i 1 1 *i •'.'•• i J •• ii i L ••> j- , 
l/. , Fish taken out\of th$. refrigerating, chamber is' .placed in. a wooden 
... '' .container .lined "witli'̂ glass- .fiber and ..hermetically sealed,- with a 
/ ,' capacity., of 6D to 70 kilos. 'The fish, 'eVen.in! very .'hot weather, 
'" is :prese.rved in pprfect condition,;on "trips of 10 to ̂ '2 .'hours • The 
containers 'qan'be Manufactured in :the railroad1's own-shops, to be 
old or rented to'tpùstomers.. . Cork'may also be used às "insulating 
V Vma^çrial, but qxperience,'has shown that £lass fiber is. much better* 
' .çont̂ j-in.er?':.rç.ay a^so'lbe used for' the. transport ;.o£ cut-up pre-
% re frige r $ t Q d '. £9 wl /'.r.. V , T.. r. .. V! 
/(b ) establish 
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(b) establish ,an office at- a strategic, point. • 
in cities "where the station is distant from the 
business district for receiving express and small 
freight; • • . ,. 
:('c);, utilize the pick-up and delivery.service 
for the establishment of an import cargo delivery 
service (the importers could hand over to the rail-, 
road the bill of lading and other necessary docu-
ments, so that, the railroad, for a- small fee*, could 
take charge of the merchandise at the port and 
deliver it. directly to the business firm, and for 
the establishment of C.O#D. service; 
•-. '(d) ,e$tablish a, transport, and distribution 
service for pre-refrigerated fish in containers, 
•without .ice, a very practical- and.economical system 
—especially in the case of shipments which would 
not regularly occupy a refrigerator car— and eli-
minate the use of common wooden boxes with ice;' 
. (e) use, for the transport of live fowl, 
wooden and metal fabric cages, standard size and' 
dismour^table for better utilization of space on 
return trips, similar to the system in use in 
several Brazilian railroads» 
4» -Ferrocarril Eléctrico al Pacífico, Costa Rica, 
This -Costa Rican national railway gives.relatively good pas-
senger and freight service between the country's. capital and the port 
of Puntarenas-, also serving such important places as Alajuela and Es-
parta. The total length'of^ the network is 132 kilometers, and it is 
electrified along, its entire route. The. present, management is carry^-
\ ing out a well-conceived improvement plan on the permanent installa-
tions,- and- an important-.quantity of locomotives and. freight cars have 
been acquired. Within a short time this*railroad will be in a position 
to offer better and faster service, and its operating cost will be 
lower due to the use of' more_ powerful traction material. Its .financial 
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in 1951 it was 85$,).. and. prospects for the development o.f traffic are 
favorable, in spite of - the.; competition of road transport,. 
. Because.of the excellent service which.it performs, for 
the countryj ff economy.;, -this Pacific railroad deserves, broad support 
on the" part .'of the government,- to. help it speed up its/improvement 
plan* As practical measures designed to modernize the operating 
systems and to obtain higher revenues, the Mission proposes the 
creation of a.t Department of Economic Studies similkr. to( that-outlined 
in Recommendation XXXVIII, With regard to the port services provided 
by the railroad "at- Puntarenas, reference.is made "'to Recommendation 
XXXI concerning ..direct access of trucks to the. pier*. ,. -
RECOMMENDATION XL 
With the object of extending public service and 
• increasing revenues>• ̂ a.pickup, -and delivery" '.service 
should be organized as outlined in Recommendation -
XXXIX, plus the* extension of this service, through 
a mutual traffic contract, to the system of the North-
ern Railway, to make, .it possible for the trucks effec-
ting'the pickup and delivery in San José to distribute, 
the freight and parcel post arriving at the capital 
J over both" lines and to pick up freight and parcel post 
for the .stations of both lines* In this way there 
"would be established a complete door-to-door service, — 
which-would constitute a source of revenue and would 
give prestige to rail transport. In serving both of... 
. the .railroadsr the-,operating cost of the trucks would 
be lower* "it is also suggested that containers be 
used for the,transport of pre-refrigerated fish, and 
that a C.Ò.D* service be organized as well as;a-ser~. -, . 
vice for the delivery of imported merchandise« 
5. Ferrocarril Nacional de Chiriqui, Panama • 
The condition of-this railroad?hae been discussed briefly 
/in 
S / O N . 12/356*. 
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1/ 
• in: Chapter VI of Part I of this Report, The total length of the 
• line only 120 kilometers. Its freight cargo, which in 1946 reached 
48,000 tons,"'has been diminishing at a rapid rate"year after year. 
(In 1^51 it did not amount to 20,000 tons, which'represents à drop of 
60%t) On the other hand, in the same period there has been a 27% 
increase in passenger traffic, but this has.not meant a proportionate 
rise in revenues, -which dropped 6% in the passenger field-, "which indi-
cates à reduction in the average distance traveled. ' 
: Thé only 'important source of revenues which this rail-
road has-is the payment it receives'from the Chiriqui Land Company 
(a subsidiary of the United Fruit Company) for the concession to use 
the 21 kilometers of track which its banana trains traverse to carry 
H . 
export freight to Puerto Armuelles. These 21 kilometers are also used 
by the trains of the Ferrocarril Nacional de Chiriqui, but the line 
is maintained (and it is in perfect condition) by the Chiriqui Land 
Company. 
Freight traffic in 1951 brought in a very slight gross 
income: $90,500, and passenger traffic returned $223,000, or 2.5 
times more. ; (This is're.ally unusual for a ..railroad*)/ But both pas-
senger and freight traffic are destined to disappear immediately upon 
the opening to traffic of the stretch of the Inter-American Highway 
between Concepción and the Chiriqui Viejo river "and the s'hcrt branch 
road projected between Concepción and Divalá. 
To rehabilitate and modernize'this railroad so as to 
Ï7 See Part I, Chapter VI, Section II, point 1 (b), p # 350 
/leave 
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leave it in a position to offêjiL efficient service at. a reduç,ed(..opera-
ting cost'which would allow it to lower its very high rates,,.it. would. 
be! necessary to invest an estimated one million dollars, in locomotive, 
and'rolling stock and in'improvements, of .permanent installations*. 
•„.>- t . . • :RE.OQlfflIENDA.TION XLI- : * ' 
, . . ..Since .future, traffic prospects'of the Chiriqui' 
'National Railroad do not justify new.investments, 
it is recommended: 
(a) Not to invest capital, but to try to .main-
tain in the best way possible thé services which are 
indispensable while these, cannot be effected by. road, 
(b).. To-accelerate const ruction of the unbuilt • 
stretches cf road in the region served by the rail-
roads - - . V • 
(c) To lease to the Chiriqui Land Company the 
.rail line-.between Puerto Armuelles and'Progreso, or 
' a greater extension if the banana company should be 
..... interested» • 
(d) To carry cut a plan of building road in— 
_ tended to replace the services'of this railroad. 
The payments received from the Chiriqui Land Company 
• for rentton:its leased line-could bë used as a basis 
for the financing of these roads» 
..(e) To. apply to the--same ̂ project the' returns 
from the sale of the materials and property of the 
railroad. 
(f) To utilize the railroad station at David 
... as a bus. and truck.depot,- renting it to the interest-
ed firms. 
(g-) - .Tp. leave, in-the hands of the government":-
' " the port services at Armuelles and Pedregal, and 
(h) To . adapt ..these ports to truck -services-J ' " ' 
IV. Training of Personnel for Diesel Traction and 
Organization-of the Proposed New-Services 
The Mission does not believe that problems will arise 
in the training of engineers and mechanics for Diesel locomotives. 
/For example 
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For example ythe locomotive manufacturers provided the State Railways 
of Uruguay with an instructor who arrived with the first three elec-
tric Diesel units, and in a short time he instructed a sufficient 
number of "engxhe-ers- ̂ -sélocted from. amppg the best steam locomotive 
•engineers— for the 26 locomotives acquired, vbich are now in" ser-
vice*; At present the mechanics are being trained, since it was 
considered advisable to employ in Diesel traction a mechanic who 
woulcj. ride with.-the engineer and make necessary repairs -during the 
run (rather than continue with firemen who aré not needed),. 
Higher personnel who are to be employed; in the organi-
zation .of the Departments of Economic Studies should serve an ap-
prenticeship on a railroad such as the Compañía Mogiana de Estrada 
-dé Ferro, a- private Brazilian company, with headquarters in Sao Paulo, 
which has perhaps the best Department of Economic Studies in all of 
Latin America. As to the proposed doór-to-door services, the ap-
prenticeship, here could be served with the-Estrada, ;de Ferro Sorocaba-
• na, property of the Sao Paulo State Government* • whose ;TRodoviarioM 
Department, established some 15 "years''ago1/ is' considered .a model of 
organization and efficiency* * ' : -
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Chapter II • .•-: 
: ROADS AND HIGHWAYS .'••••• v. 
I. Primary and Secondary' Road System for Domestic Transportation 
f.'- - In the basic seven-year .plan which the Mission proposes 
for the ...construction rand .mprovement of .highways.in Central America; 
domestic-roads represent an investment of about $88 million, in two 
stages. , The first,- two-year stage, would cost $26 million, and the 
.second, five-year stage, $62 million.—^ 
The domestic primary and secondary road plan explained 
below* in further detail is designed to, provide each of the Central Amer 
- . • • • "--J -
icaarepublics. —taking account of existing highways— with a basic sys 
'tem complementing the internationally-used trunk highways. It has also 
been formulated: so as to require a reasonable and efficient amount of 
• •.. . . . [ 
investment. . Estimates have frsen made on the .same basis ,of categories, 
specifications, and costs used to work out the international highway 
-plan.—^ In any event, on many, occasions the data .are only approximate. 
Maintenance expenditures have not been included. 
Of the $88 million to which the plan adds up, Guatemala1 
share would be approximately $41 million; El Salvador's, whose road sys 
tem is well advanced, would be $6 million; Honduras1 part $7 million, 
since its main highways have already been considered under the road sys 
tem for international use; Nicaragua's, $12 million; Costa Rica*s, $10 
1/ See Table 96, p. 335 
2j See appendix to Chapter I of Part II of this report, p. UkO 
/million 
II. Guatemala: Means of Transportation and Recommendations of the ECLA/TAA Mission with regard to Highways. 
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million; and Panama's, $12 million, 
... The proposed plan for. each -country is described'be low, 
together with-an evaluation of the drawbacks, of existing domestic roads 
and of their inadaptability to national transport needs. 
.1. ; Guatemala v . \ / :.r. . 
Considering the surface and-topographical configuration, 
the abundance of natural resources, and the population distribution, it 
would .be most convenient,- with a view toward thè economic^'development 
.of the country, to consider as the three main trunk routes òf Guatemala's 
road and highway system the three, longitudinal routes which-are'at present 
unfinished and inadequate-for economical transportation, namely the In-
ter-American Highway, the Coastal Highway,, and National Route No. 7 
(Huehuetenango-El Esto'r). 
The importance of the first two routes has been previously 
discussed, and the reasons for the;importance of the third one"will-be 
discussed later. Therefore^ the-completion and improvement-bf- these 
primary .routes should be regarded-, as. of ,:the^highest importance in-a-pro-
. gram of road and highway development, in "view of the fact that they : 
would, by themselves and through the system, of transverse highways link-
ing them, have a zone of. .economic influence comprising most .of ' th^-óbun-
-'•:'« - lì." • ''"' '•' 
•try's area, • "••"••' 
Furthermore, upon their • completion, - practically .-all. 'de-
partmental capitals would be directly or indirectly connected to each 
other» and with seaports and other means of transportation, as well as 
with regions which are now economically important, -Lastly, it.would be 
/possible 
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possible in the future to branch off from their), penetration roads "into 
the still extensive .areas of Guatemala .which ..remain . .as yet unexploited 
(such as. those .along the. coasts,- the Peten.and other regions.); 
• A. Trunk Highways 
(a) Inter-American Highway. ' Though this highway is the most'important 
route both for dome.stiG and .international'.transport:.-in. Guatemala, it is 
.;not..yet able to satisfy^ adequate^ the -needs of - either one.of. these 
types, of-traffic». For this reason,- the • completion.,:.improvement,- and- pav-
. .. .ing of th*3 entire- length of this, route should be given, first priority^ 
1/ 
..a.s already proposed in this, report. 'The advantages which..would-emerge 
from-this re commendation., in. favor- of ..its - utilization- to improve, /domestic 
transportation-are a.n-added reason for giving it first priority.* 
(b) Coastal Highway, The same may be said about this -route, which is 
considered of greatr-importance for. the -development of -agricultural, 
livestock, and forestry-resources-in areas already productive* &nd-in 
others of high potential value -lying- in: th.e Departments' of Quezalte'na-n-
^o, .Retalhuieu, Suchitep£quez, Escuintla,--Santa-.Rosa, and Jutiapa> all. 
of whidv should develop rapidly with the • .f ir st-clas s.. communication this 
route would afford. The' recommendation for 'completion and-pavement 'of this 
.. route, lias already;-.been made in the: section on 'proposed plans for the' in-
ternational system,—/ - ' ' 
(c) I Longitudinal .Northern -Highway - 6Huchuetenango-E-r:Estor). This highway 
1/ See Recommendation I, p. 402 
2/ .S.ee Rdcommendation II, p#; • " " ••"' 
/wi11 join 
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will join thg-.Inter-Mep.ican -Highway at Huehuetenango, and it largely 
coincides ith. National Routes 7W and 7E, in which, even though they 
are-aii«-weather roads, transport operations are carried om-with-dif-
ficulty and at high cost; because of deficiencies ,dn ;their. specifica-
tions* and general.condition. Despite defective: conditions, these 
routes are already helping substantially t h e development of- certain 
mining, farmingvand livestock areas of Huehuetenango-,^ Quich&and other 
departments which only because of the high yields obtained at the present 
time are able to bear such high freight costs.' Through the improvement 
and completion of this highway and its connections with the Atlantic 
..ports, the Inter-American Highway and the central highlands will make it 
possible fbr the-agricultural, livestock, mineral» and:forest production 
of the Departments of Huehuetenango, QuichS,- Alta Verapaz, and Izabal to 
be moved In greater volume, at less cost, and without the. present limita-
tions. The cost of the project is estimated at $1.3- million in the 
first stage and $5.5 million in.-the second. (See-Table 18.) 
In the Department of Quich^ — a t Sacapulas— this road 
connects^with National 'Route No. 15^ and through it with the capital of 
the department (Santa- Cruz de,Quich£), and the Inter^American Highway. 
In the Department of Alta Verapaz it is connected with National Route 
No. 5 (at Santa. Cruz Verapaz),-which in turn links Cob£n with Salami 
and Guatemala City. It-ends at El Estor, on^the shores of Lake Izabal, 
/ 
through which communication is established with the Atlantic port of 
Livingston. 
/ T a b l e 118 
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Table 118. • cí . v. • 
. • -v .'•»- 1 
Guatemala: Primary and Secondary Road 
Expenditures in millions of 
— • dollars 
First Stage : 2 years Kms. Total Year I Year-II 
Longitudinal Northern Highway : " 1.3 . 1.3 . 
Atlantic Highway 9.9.-. : : 5.0 -, s 2.0 " 3.0 
Quezaltenango-Retalhuleu Highway ' 50 1.3 0.7. : 0.6 
National Highway No. 16 (Cuila- . ; 
pa-Chiquimulilla) • 45 0.7 • T" 
Total. : • 245 ' 8.3 4.0 4?3, 
Year Year Year Year Year 
Second Stage: 5 years Kms. Total III IV V VI VII 
Longitudinal Northern-Highway 219 : 5.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 
Atlantic:Highwáy 219 11.3. 2.5 ; 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.3 
National Route No. 5 (Guatemala % 
City-Coban) ' 210 6.3 ¿.5 1.5 1*2 1.0 1.1 
National Route No.15 (Splol^-Sa- _j 
capulas • 
. 8 ? 
1.4 1.3 i — • —I — ̂  ̂  '' 
Quezaltenango-San Marcos-El..Car-
men road 119 3.6 T—. - 1.0 1.1 1.5 
Retalhuleu-Champerico road 50; '•J 1.3 — 1.3 
National Route No. 17 (Salamá-El 
Rancho) . . . * • 61 - 1.2' ' - — 0.6 0.6 — 
National Route No. S' (Ayutla-Ma-
lacatán) 30 0.9 — _ _ — — 0.9 
Total. 997 32.8 6.4 6.3 6.3 
J- • 
6.2 7.6 
. Through "'its connection with National Ro.utes Mo. 5 and' :- ""' 
No, 17, which- links Salami with El Rancho (the point of intersection of.-, 
the Atlantic Highway with the railroad to Puerto Barrios), this trunk 





two means. That is to say, the. products transported from Huehuetenango 
to Santa Cruz Verapaz will be offered the alternative of either continu-
ing to the Atlantic by way of El Estor arid Lake Izabal, - or by x̂ ay of 
National Routes'Nos. 5 and 17, and thence by the Guatemala City-Puerto 
Barrios railroad'or highway, whichever may be more convenient. 
RECOMMENDATION XLII 
» . •. . 
(a) That the Longitudinal Northern Highway' 
(Huehuetenenago-El Estor) be gradually improved un-
til it becomes a first-class highway, offering easy 
low cost transportation,^and stimulating the re-
gions economic development; 
(b)- that only the first stage of development' 
be carried out, so that a high expenditure will 
not be required, it thus being possible to estab-
lish regular traffic at lower cost,. while the, ..other 
important means of communication are concluded with 
practically all.of which this highway is already 
connected; 
(c) that this improvement be made keeping in 
mind the need to relocate" and reconstruct some 
stretches of the highway to such specifications and 
features that would permit its eventual further'im-
provement by using .entirely .or aLnost entirely the 
improved route ; 
(d) that during .the first stage of this plan, : 
improvement be made only of the section between Hue-
huetenango and Sacapulas,'and that.the remainder be 
left for the second stage..' 
B. Other important Proposed Routes . 
.. . Aside, from the three important trunk routes for which 
.priority Has been recommended, it is important to consider the following: 
(d.) . Atlantic Highway. The government of Guatemala, has given, priority 
to the construction of this highway, which will connect the City .of Gua-
temala with Puerto Barrios. By October 31, 1952, the sum of $7.24 million 
/had already 
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had already boon expended on this project'3' and^ ab'out^-':sixth .of-the.; 
total project .had been done. The' total cost'is estimated- tovbevabout 
20 million dollars,-' Considering the cost' of th:ib highway- in th^f 
light of other transportation needs of '¿qual or-greater .'importance^ it 
is the Mission's opinion that it would'be preferablb-to.i.construct .-the 
Atlantic Highway in various, stages. The present plans of the govern-
ment, however,-' look -forward to .finishing..the highway in as short a time 
as possible;' through .an intensive application of nie'cfenical and capital 
resources. • ' . 
- 'In' a:'..previous, section of this report we have examined 
the special situation prevailing in railroad transportation between 
Puerto Barrios and--Guatemala- City,-, the nature of the rates charged and 
the intimate -Connection' between rail and port services — the repercus-
sions of which arc not limited to" this, routp but,''through the agency 
of rate control,-they are extended to^transport'activities in other 
zones ' ofGuatemala,.--,\Gn the:-other hand, it iS cortain that because of 
the nature, of - the traffic/now moving on the railroad, due regard being 
given to the actual distance "between terminal points', the railroad is 
the more suitable means of transportation for the majority of export 
products as well £s.̂ fo.r such imports as liquid fuels, wheat, wheat flour, 
heavy ma-'chinery,and other articles. The economic purpose of the highway 
is to' effect a loitering, of transportation costs, especially for many 
ihp'ort items. This,,of course, requires study of the way in which the 
'freight will be'.divided between the two moans of transportation in the 
future, which in turn depends in part on the freight rates for highway 
1/ See Part I, Chapter I, Section II, point 5 (d), p. 56 
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transport which will be charged.. 
Given the general conditions under which Guatemalan 
highway transport is carried out, the complete economic justification 
for the.construction of the Atlantic Highway and the priority assigned 
to it will depend on the fulfillment of certain conditions, among which 
the following can be mentioned: (a) that there exist a potential volume 
of freight which will assure a traffic density commensurate with the 
investment in the highway,..--especially in the light of "what a similar 
amount qould „do,.fop transportation in other parts of the country; (b) 
that therq be'available sufficient number of vehicles of thè kind neces-
sary. to.:move this volume of freight efficiently and at sufficiently low 
rates; (c) that in order to provide'service at rates that might compete 
with future railroad rates,steps'be taken to reduce motor transport 
operating costs, as, for instance>lowering the final prices of trucks 
and tires — which at' the present time in Guatemala are" burdened with 
excessive freight'rates, port charges-^ import duties, and dealer's charges 
Also, fuel costs, both for", gasoline and Diesel'oil, should be lowered, 
and it would be advisable to encourage the use of Diesel motor trucks 
be 
cause of their lower operating costs_on long distance hauls;—/ (d) 
that such vehicle maintenance and repair services be established as will 
insure first class transportation-'service; (e) that the necessary steps 
be taken to provide auxiliary means of facilitating transportation, such 
as changing port regulations in order to permit direct access to the dock 
1/ See Recommendation LXXXI, p. 636 
2/ See Recommendation XXXI, p. 534 
/and constructs 
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and constructing the more necessary feeder roads. 
'»'-Considering the ""great Importance of this project now being 
carried out arid- its'• implicfetions>-'Jthe Mission believes it is highly ad-
visable that those organizations of.the Guatemalan government charged 
with thè. various aspècts:ò'f the project make an exhaustive study of all 
the problems involved and'set' it in its proper place within the over-o.ll 
framework of the national economy. 
(-e) National Route No. 5 (Guatemala City-Salamd-Cobdn). This road now 
connects the capitals of the Departments of Guatemala, Baja Verapa^ and 
Alta Verapaz^ which product "fairly largò quantities of coffee and corn, 
and smaller quantities of other farming, livestock, mining, and forest 
products. Through its present connections x̂ ith the Longitudinal Northern 
Highway,^ with the Guatemala City-Puerto Barrios railroad, and its po-
tential coirnection with' the Atlantic Highway" (these last two through 
National Route Nò.17), it is most probable that it will acquire future 
importance, derived from its'possibilities to increase local traffic as 
well as that related to' impo'rts and exports. Therefore, it is advisable 
that at present its improvement be carried out only in an initial phase, 
within the' plan proposed in this report, and in accordance with the probable 
increase;in direct traffic which will occur between Guatemala City and Cobdn 
It is estimated that probably an improvement of the section 
from Guatemala City to Cobdn (210 kms.) could be carried out during the 
second stage of the plan, oyer a maximum period of 5 years and at an 
1/ See Recommendation XLII, p.. 559 
/approximate 
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approximate c.ost- of-'6,3 million-dollars/ and within specifications : 
corresponding to category-2-B:.' During- thd" first three years,- the- im-
provement of .the Guatemala .City-Salamá section (139 toVs») could be 
made, -and ̂ during--'the next-two years- that-from'lSálamá 'to :Gbbáñ: ('71 kms.). 
(See Table 118.) 
• • HSCOMMEHDaTION - XLIII 
National.-Route No. .5 should be improved over 
a five-year .period' in such a way as" to. carry out a 
first phase of its eventual: conversion into a first-
class, highway. 
(f) National Route No« 15 (Solold-Santa Cruz Quiché-Sacapulas). The 
whole of this route, which connects the capitals of the Departments.of 
Sololá and Quich¿ with the town, of Sacapulas, should be converted in its 
initial phase into one of category 2-B more or less, in accordance with 
the plan proposed in this report. The expenditure required for.carrying 
out its improvement in the second stage of the plan would be $2,7 mil-
lion, and the work could be done in two years,. . (See Table 118.) 
It is not necessary to present many reasons in order to 
justify this recommendation. It is sufficient to say that, along with 
uniting these turo departments, it would constitute another important, 
connecting road botvreon the Inter-American and the Longitudinal Northern 
Highways, by means of which it will be possible to develop to a consider-
able extent the production of coffee,, corn, sugar-cane, beans, etc., as 
well as the livestock,, forest and mineral resources of the Department of 
Quiché.' On the other hand, because of the shortness of this route (89 
kms.), and the moderate investment required, it would set up in a short 
/time-
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time,''through the Inter-American aria Northern highways,'a. local trans-
portation circuit (Huehueterlango-San Crist6bal-Totonicap^n~Solola-Santa 
Cruz Quich^-Sacapulas-Huehuetcnango)'' of importance on account of the 
potential of the region over ¿hich it v;ould exert economic influence. 
RECOMMENDATION XLIV 
National Route-No. 15 should bo improved, in 
a preliminary phase,, with characteristics such that in 
a period of two'years it'may permit regular traffic at 
lower cost, through moderate investment; and layout 
and cross section design should be established so that 
at a later stage it may be converted into a first-class 
road, utilizing all or most of the improved route. 
(g) Quezaltenanfto-San Marcos-El Carmen Highway. This route corresponds 
to the extreme vrestern section of National Route No. 1, and will.connect 
the capitals of these departments with the Mexican-Guatemalan border at 
El Carmen, on the Suchiate River. With the construction of that part of 
the Inter-American Highway between Tot'onicapiSn and Guatemala City, the 
eastern section of National Route No. 1 from Quezaltenango on, will no 
longer have the importance it has at present, and it probably will be-
come a secondary routej whereas the western section and its connection 
with the branch roads of the Coastal Highway will acquire much greater 
importance for carrying the increased traffic between the Departments of 
Quezaltenango and San Marcos, and the neighboring areas lying beyond the 
Mexican border. The present asphalt road, just finished or about to be 
finished, from Quezaltenango to Totonicap5n will join the projected route 
with the. Inter-American Highway and encourage an increase in its traffic. 
The estimated cost to improve this route in a preliminary 
stage so as to convert it into a category 2-B road, would be $3.6 million, 
/and it would 
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and it would take about threeyaars 'to complete. (See Table 118.) 
o 
• RECOMMENDATION XLV 
The present route-between-Quezaltenango> San 
Marcos arid El Carmen should be improved as a first - ' 
stage, after the completion of the western section . 
of the Coastal Highway between Retalhuleu and Ayu- . 
tla so as to make it a category* 2-B road, with a view 
to eventually transforming it into., a firstr-class high-.. 
way. 
(h) Quezaltenang:o-RetaIhuleu-Champerico Highway. This route will be 
the southern prolongation of the asphalted Totonicapdn-Quezaltenango . 
road and will link the Inter-Amcrican, the Coastal and the Quezaltenan'go-
San Marcos-El Carmen Highways^ and at the same time communicate the cap-
itals of the Departments of Totonicapin* • Quezaltenango, and Retalhuleu 
with the rich southern region of this last department' and~ with the. port 
of Champerico. The estimated length of this route would be about 100 
kilometers, and about 127.from Totonicapin. 
The present road connecting Quezaltenango" and Retalhuleu 
is inadequate. ' Nevertheless, there^.traffic-is already fairly dense and 
it tends to increase gradually as production of this area is being developed 
' - It is proposed, for the second stage of the basic plan, 
either to Improve or to completely reconstruct (to category 2-C specifi-
cations) this route in two parts, in the first instance connecting Que-
zaltenango and Retalhuleu during the first two years of work and then con-
necting Retalhuleu with Champerico in.the last year of the plan. The 
cost would be $1.3 million. (See.Table 118.) 
/RECOMMENDATION XLVI 
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RECOMMENDATION XLVI . 
o 
Improvement, total, construction or reconstruc-
tion should begin on the .Quezaltenango-Retalhuleu-
Champerico highway, because :p'f the present and po-
tential importance of its zone of economic influence, 
applying specifications for a category 2-C road. The 
project should be carried out in two parts. 
(i) National Route No. 17 (Salamá-El Rancho). As has already been 
discussed while speaking of the Longitudinal Northern Highway and National 
Route No. 5> it is advisable that a, connection be. made, between Salamá and 
the Guatemalan Railroad' leading to.Puerto Barrios, at El Rancho. At this 
same point a connection with the Atlantic Highway would also be made, 
when this route is constructed. Therefore the improvement of this road 
is suggested. It is estimated that the cost of the initial phase would 
be approximately $1.2 million. (See Table 118.) 
RECOMMENDATION XLVII * 
National Route No. 17 (Salamá-Él Rancho) 
should be improved in an initial phase to make of 
it .a roc?,d of category, approximately, while 
the other routes are being transformed into others 
of higher category, with the object of obtaining 
a regular traffic at less cost than at present; it 
should be given a layout favorable to later use, in"-
whole'-or in part, for its final characteristics. 
(j) National Route No. 8 (Ayutla-Malacatdn)This would'-be a road 
linking the Coastal Highway and the Quezaltenango-San Mara<bs-El Carmen 
Highway, which by this time (in accordance with previous-recommendations) 
would already bo connected with the Inter-American Highway. Its length 
% •* J * • 
-r/ is about 30 kilometers, and more of less follows along' the present road, 
/which is 
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which is passable at all tjmes,_ b'tó̂  Considering the 'im-
portance of making this connection- and. the relatively small expenditure 
which its improvement or reconstruction,would require., it would be Con-
venient to carry it out after the adjoining roads have been constructed, 
according to the proposed plan. For its preliminary conversion into a 
category 2-B road, about $1 million would be required .over a year?s time. 
(See Table 118.) -
RECOMMENDATION XLVÍII 
Improvement or reconstruction of National 
' Route'No* 8 should be undertaken after the roads 
with which it will be connected have been finished; 
this'improvement or reconstruction should.be- ma.de:. _ ; 
in such a way as to be utilized completely or in 
part f or the permanent transformation-the road will 
undergo at a future date; 
(kV National Route-No; 16 (Chilapa-Chiouimulilla). This is another im-
portant road-for linking the Inter-American and Coastal Highways, It is 
suggested that it be improved;during the first stage of the plan, in view 
of the fact that it crosses avrich coffee producing zone, especially 
that known as1Pueblo Nuevo Viñas, and because the Coastal Highway between 
Popoyá and Chiquimulilla is already.paved and the eastern section^of the 
Inter-American Highway is passable the year rou^d, Nevertheless^ consider-
ing the topography of the country which this route crosses (a distance of 
45 kms.), it -is suggested that.' its. improvement be, .carried, out in stages, 
beginning with .making it & 3-̂ B category- road during the first stage of the 
plan. In this way th§ initial investment will, be. moderate (about $0.7 
^inillion)V - ' 
/RECOMMENDATION XLIX 
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' r RECOMMENDATION ILIX' "v " 
' ' ' A first"stage'of improvement of National 
Route No.., 1.6. ..should, be given priority and an . . 
* effort should'be made to give.it those features--
. ... which will make,, it possible to .improve it further 
' i n the future« 
: "2. " El Salvador 
In the case of this country it is only necessary to 
improve and integrate the present road network, and to complement it 
with more secondary and feeder roads. Consequently, the main job 
facing El Salvador is to finish the Coastal Highway and to build and 
improve annually, a number, of supplementary roads which will have to be 
increased in accordance with the increase in production. 
In the recommendations made for building highways in-
tegrating the international 'transportation system,''' 'El Salvador 'partici-
pates1 in"the following: (a) Inter-American Highway, (b) Coastal High-
l y , (c) Inter-Oceanic Highway El Salvador-Honduras, (d) Third Interna-
tional Route El Salvador-Honduras, (e)'Third International Route Guate-
mala-El Salvador, All of these will àt the same time contribute in an 
• • ° 
important way to domestic transportation. 
In addition to these highways, the following would be 
very useful in developing domestic traffic: 
(à) Highways linking the two longitudinal trunk Coûtes. These would be 
the three following: (l) Zacatecoluca-San Vicente: (2) Usulutdfn-Teca^ 
M n ; (3) San Miguel-Coastal Highway Junction«, They would be of thé 
greatest importance in- establishing communication between thé" trunk high-
, ~ .. . .. /trays and 
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ways and in developing production in a region rich in natural resources. 
The first of these roads connects two departmental capitals; the second 
is at the present time an all-weather route, but defective,, which con-
— ^tinues as-.-anasphalt highway between Teoapan and the Inter-American 
Highway/ passing through Santiago de Maria; the third is also an all-
weather route, but requires improvement as well. 
It is proposed that these three routes be improved where 
the roads already exist, and that the unconstructed sections .be built. 
They should be paved throughout. The length of - the three is about 60 kms. 
and the estimated cost for improvement, construction and paving would be 
more or less $2.4 million, over a period of two years* (See Table 119.) 
RECOMMENDATION'L 
Upon completion of the corresponding trunk 
;-.** routes, the following connecting roads should 
be built, over a two-year period, as first-class 
paved highways:- Zacatecoluca-San Vicente, Usulu 
tdn-Tecapc-in, and San Miguel-Coastal Highway junc-
'  : - • - tion. 
(b). Sanba Ana-Sonsonate Highway, This route, which has only 10 kms. of 
a 
pavement and the rest built only with :a surfaced base of more or less de-
ficient characteristics, is an important highway already carrying a consider 
able amountrof traffic (chiefly coffee). Since the region including the 
Departments of Santa Ana,,Sonsonate, and Ahuachapdn is very productive, it 
is:advisable to relocate, ,reconstruct» and pave this highway, whose total 
length "is 45 'kms. The approximate cost' would be $1.4 million. (See Table 
119*) 
' ' • /Table 11? 
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Table 119 
El Salvador : Primary and Secondary Road Plan 
Expenditures in millions of dollars 
First Stage: 2 years Kms. Total Year I Year II 
Santa Ana-Sonsonate Highway 45 1«4 1*4 — 
Year Year Year Year Year 
Second Stage: 5 years Kms. Total III IV V VI VII 
Roads connecting with trunk roads: 
(1) Zacatecoluca-San Vicente,. (2) 03Ulut£n~Tecap4n and 
(3) San Migue 1-jJunction.I.A.H. ' 60 2.4 1.4 1.0 
Improvement of other routes: 
(i) San Salvador-La Libertad 
Highway 36 1.8 0.5. 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.2 
(ii) San Miguel-Montecristo sec-
tion of the Huta Militar - , 1? 0.4 -v- 0.4 — — 
Total'' 113 4.6 1.9 1*5 0.8 0.2 0.2 
RECOMMENDATION LI 
The Santa Ana-Sonsonate Highway should be 
relocated, improved»and paved as' soon as-pos-
sible, within a year at most, and without in-
terrupting traffic. Characteristics of a first-
class highway should be assigned to it. 
(c) Projects concerning other routes. The Mission considers it neces-
sary to call the government's attention to the two following highways: 
i. San Salvador-La Libertad Highway. Taking into account 
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domestic traffic, and its present inadequacy, which causes high oper-
ating costs, it is advisable to bring about its gradual.,improvement, 
with the object of making it a first-class highway :.in the future. An 
expenditure of $1.8 million over 5 years, is involved, :.(See Table. 119.) 
' RECOMffiNDATION LII ' 
The San Salvador-La Libertad' Highway should 
be gradually improved and widened, in such.-a way 
as to be able to convert it in the future into a 
first-class highway, making use of most of the 
" ' • • improved' road* ' 
ii, San Miguel-Montecristo Section of the Military Route. 
This highway should be finished, improved, and paved upon the completion 
of the Third International Route between El Salvador-and Honduras, which 
will be a paved first-class highway. It is. estimated that the 17 kms, 
would cost around $400,000 and take about .a year .to finish. (See Table 
119.) . 
RECOMMENDATION LIII 
The San Miguel-Montecristo section of the 
Third International Route should be finished, 
improved and paved, to specifications of a first-
class highway. ' 
3. Honduras 
This is the country depending most cn an efficient road 
network for integrating its economy and for complementing other programs 
of public works. It is therefore indispensable that Honduras.make.a great 
effort from the start in order to build a basic system of roads. 
Furthermore, the principal arteries for moving production 
/for domestic 
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for domestic consumption£re better adapted in Honduras (more-than in 
any other country) for serving at the same time international traffic» 
ihe-mb^t 'important international roads are also the most important for 
local traffic: (a) Inter-Oceanic Highway of Honduras, (b) Western High-
way, (c) Inter-American Highway, (d) Eastern Highway, (e) the projected 
highway linking Comayagua-La Paz—Marcala and the Salvadorean border» 
Other routes of potential importance for domestic trans-
portation are (f) the Santa Rosa de Copdn^Gracias-La Esperanza—Marcala 
Road, and (g) the Olancho-Road• There would be other roads recommended 
for integrating the basic road network-but they are not included in the 
seven-year plan» 
Since the first group of roads were the subject of recom-
mendations in Part, II of this;Report,:the possibilities of the other 
routes only will be discussed here» 
(a) Santa Rosa de Cop^n-La Esperanza-Marcala Highway»- This route'is 
under construction at the^praseht time, .arid..it will make possible the — 
development of- farming and livestock production in the Departments of 
Cop5n, Lempira> Intibuci and La Paz. The capitals of the first three 
will be communicated directly, arid mil connect with the Apartment of La fez by 
means of the Marcala branch, which is a part of the Comayagua-La Paz-
Marcala-Salvadorean border route, recommended for international traffic. 
This highway will form an important connection between 
the Western, the Inter-Oceanic of Honduras, and the Third International 
Route Honduras-El Salvador, In view of the large investment which the 
international system will require from this country during the first 
stage of the plan, it is not advisable that this highway be constructed 
/until 
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until the second stage,notwithstanding its .importance, because ..... 
priority would have to be given the other trunk routes,. Its approxi-
mate cost, as a 2-A (s-econd category) road, will be about.$5.3 million 
applied over a five-year period, (See Table 120») . 
RECOMMENDATION LIV " 
The Santa Rosa de Copán-La Esperanza sec-
tion should be built over a period of five years, 
and the La Esperanza-Marcala; section should be im-
proved and widened so that it can serve the purpose 
of regular and low . cost transportation® 
Table 120 . . . 
Honduras; Primary and Secondary Road Plan 
First Stages 2 years 
In this stage only highways of the 
international system will be built. 




Expenditures in millions 
of dollars 
Year Year Year Year Year 
III IV V VI. . VII 
0,3 1,0 1,0 1,5 1.5 
0,4 .0,4 0,4 0,4 0,4 
0.7 1.4 . 1.4 1.9. 1.9 
Santa Rosa de Copán-La Esperanza-
Marcala road 
Olancho road 
; - ' T o t a l 
(b) Olancho Highway. • This route should be. improved gradually, as far 
as it is economically and technically possible, in order to make it a 
third class road, and should be extended — i n accordance with the basic 
plan proposed by the Mission-- only as far as Catacamas; that is,- improve 
ments would haye to be made on the 149 kms. now existing, and 53 niore 
/constructed. 
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constructed. It is considered that, atrthe present time no more than an 
average of $10,000 per kilometer should he spent over the total length, 
as long as the region dœs not, change 31B. .pestent oanditicns to otter more fkrorghle to the 
development of transportation*- An. investment of $2 million-should be 
distributed over the five years corresponding to the second phase of 
this plan.. (See Table."320.-) • 
. RECO^EITOATIOM ÏM ", 
A road should be built at.a cost of not more 
than $10,000 per kilometer on the average, over a 
five-year period between Tegucigalpa and Catacamas, 
passing through Juticalpa, and an effort should be 
made to construct it with the general characteristics 
and alignment of a third class r G a d such as can later 
be transformed • into a high" class road. 
(c) Other roads which would be recommendable for integrating the-basic 
road network (but not included in the general seven-year planl Among the 
roads which-it is assumed cannot'be built during the seven-year period 
basic plan because of the additional expenditures, equipment, and- person-
— • nel required, and which are probably beyond the pr'esent economic çapacity 
;of the. country,;., the following^are believed to be of greatest importance : 
(1) Comayagua-Iia- Libertad-Sulaco-Yoro-San Pedro Sula. This route would 
..be .indispensable » in vié'w "of the"" fact that the Department of Yoro, with 
its abundant natural resources, is at present practically isolated from 
the rest of the country; and ( 2 ) Yoro-Olanchito.' : Th e latter important 
connection, which could be extended, if considered advisable, as far as 
Puerto Trùjillo, would ,. ; join thé " La Ceiba-Olanchito road^_at^reseni^_ 
being constructed« ' 
. • /Also 
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Also it would be interesting to study..tb̂ -: possibility-
of connecting Catacamas with Olanchito, Danli with Santa Maria, Juti-
calpa with Santa Maria, and Cedros with Sulaco. 
4. Nicaragua 
The combination of the Inter-American Highway, the Coastal 
Highway, and the San Benito-Rama Highway oT'Nicaragua may be considered 
dk$ a system of.'twb' gi^eat Icmg'itddinal trunk routes, from which in the 
future will depend the whole network of' connecting highways, secondary 
.and local roads, and eventually the roads penetrating into regions hith-
erto unexploited., ' 
In a first phase of integratioh of the basic road net-
work of Nicaragua, the application of the seven year plan includes the 
following recommendations, aside from those already discussed in the 
section on the international transport system -Inter-American Highway; 
Coastal Highway (Granada-Masaya-Managua-fLe6n-Chinandega-Puerto Moraz5n-
Hondurearrborder); Northern Highway'of Nicaragua (lalaguina-Ocotal-Hon-
durean border)-r.: ' ' ' • c 
(a) San Benito-Rama Highway (under construction). The importance of 
this road has already been stated ,in the first: part of this report, 
and inasmuch as it is a project of the: Departamento :de ^aminos that is 
being efficiently;1 carried, out, no recbnuiier^^tiqiv i^;-ii$cessaryr-
(b) Other projects of the ̂ Highway Department. Along with the 
Coastal Highway Cconsidered by;this report to include the Managua-tihi-
nandega and ManaguarGranada projects, a:s w.e.11 as the proposed-prolonga-
tion to the Hondurean border).,- the .Bepartamento de'Caminos- is initiating 
1/ ::.5ee ' Section II, Chapter IV, point 3 (b) p. 246 
/the following 
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the fallowing projects:. (l) Mafegalpa-Tuma-Caratera^ (2) Matagalpa-
Jinotega;. and (3) San Jorge-*-San Juan' del Sur. The Mission believes 
these projects useful and.observes that they are being carried forward' 
adequately and efficiently. Therefore, no recommendation need be drawn 
concerning them, 
(c) Chinandega-Corinto Highway. When the importance of c.ontructing the 
Coastal Highway was discussed, the advisability of connecting Chinande-
ga with the port of Corinto was explained, and it was said that this 
would make a considerable contribution to the Pacific Coast internation-
al highways project, whose double function of absorbing and.developing 
both local and international traffic would be better carried out. This 
connection would not affect notably the railroad which serves the port, 
in view of the considerable present and potential demand for transport,-
which "oould be divided between the two routes according to the direction 
and classification of the freight. 
The approximate cost of this road — 2 0 kms. l o n g — is 
estimated at $0.7 million, and it could be built during the first two 
years of the second stage. (See Table 121.) 
RECOMMENDATION LVI 
. A paved first class highway should be construct-
ed from Chinandega to the port of Corinto as soon as 
it is .possible to open to traffic the Managua-Le6n-
Chinandega Coastal Highway. 
Le6nrS£baco Highway * By means of this road linking the Inter-Amer-
ican and the Coastal Highways, the capitals of the Departments of Chinan-
dega, Ledn, Matagalpa> Jinotega, Estel^ and Madriz in the western section 
/of; the * country,. 
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of the country, as well as the ports of Cprinto and Poneloya, will be 
connected. This highway, will mainly stimulate the development of pro-
duction^ in'the'Departments of Le6ri, Chinandega, and Matagalpa. Its 
estimated length is about Ì0Ò kilometers, arid it would cost about $2 
million» /on the? assumption that it will.be made a.second class road. 
(2-C), It could be .built during the fifth and sixth y e a r s of. the .pro-
posed general plan, (See Table 121,) • .. .... .. 
- Table 121 ' 
-Nicaragua':' Primary and Secondary Road Plan 
Expènditures in millions 
of dollars 
First Stage-: 2 years Kms. Total' ' Year"! Year II 
Villa Somoza-Rama Section (San Benito-
Rama) •. v 114' 3.4 1.7 1.7 
Other projects of the Department of 
Roads - • • • '• ; ' . - 105 1.Ö- 0.8 1.0 
Chinandegä^-Cörinto Highway; ' " ;20 . 0,7. 0.7 
' Total'V 2-39 ; . 5.9 ... ;'i75 3.4 
Year Year.. Year Year Year 
Second Stage: _5 years Kms, > Total III IV V VI VII 
San Benito-Rama Highway-.. . r. ,/ 0,2 0.2,0.2 0.2; 0.2 León-Sébaco Road"" lotf V 2,0 — _ • — 1.0 1.0 — 
Branch roads .of the. San Benito-v. -1 . ' ! . 
• Rama Highway looi y 3.0 — 1.0 1.0 1.0 
v:, ; ; -Total.. . 200 : ; 6.0 ' ÏÏI2 0.2 ;2.2 2.2: ÏI2 
a/-; • Estimated length,... 
/RECOMMENDATION LVII 
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RECOMMENDATION LYII 
The Le6n~S<£baco Highway-should be built as a 
se.cond;classf route (2̂ -G) over a period .of two* years, 
"with specifications and alignment Such as to enable. 4 
its.later conversion into a first class highway; 
(e) ••-Branches' of the San Benito-Rama Highway. The following are recom-
mended,1 because of the present and potential significance of coordinate 
ing traffic on this road with lake traffic and with that on the Inter-
American Highway and the Granada-Masaya Highway:.. (l) .San Nicolas-Puer-
to Diaz; (2) The branch .from Acoyapa to San Ubaldoj (3).Tecolostote-El 
Paso-Granada Road. 
It is estimated that the length and costi ;o£-these would be 
about 100. kms. and $3 million/respectively. .(See Table 131.)' 
RECOMMENDATION LV-III ' 
By means of- a partial relocation» improvement 
and paving, the San Nicolas-Puerto Diaz road, a branch 
- from-A-coyapa to-San Ubaldo, and the Tecolostote^El 
: Paso-GFan^da road should be constructed, with first 
class features, as soon as the San Benito-Rama High*-
way is completed and regular navigation service is 
•-.established on-Lake^Nicaragua. 
(f) Other -routes suggested. Although not included in the plan proposed 
in this report, it is believed that the<Separtamentode Caminos of^N.ica*—• 
ragua-should study the advisability ..and financial possibilities for build-
ing the routes or do the works listed below: (l) Improvement of the Ya-
lagiiina-Pueblo Nuevo branch and construction of a second-class highway 
(2-C) from Pueblo Nuevo-San Juan de Limay-El Sauce (junction with the^ 
railway); (2) building of a road of the same category between Esteli, El 
Sauce, and Somotillo; ( 3 ) building of a road of the same category between 
/Chiiiandega, 
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(b) Barranca-Puntarenas Highway. f-In. view of the fact that Puntarenas 
is the only important Costa Rican port on the Pacific and that , this 
highway is a branch of the Inter-American, it will be called upon in time 
to provide a growing import and export transportation service, even though 
most of this traffic at present is taken by the railroàd connecting San 
José and Puntarenas* Its length is only 20 kms.>,- and it is. now in a poor 
condition from lack of maintenance. . Therefore¿ it should be .improved giv-
ing it preference over other routes. The estimated necessary expenditure 
for improving and paving it is around $0.6 million, over two years. (See 
Table 122.) 
RECOMMENDATION LIX 
-The Barranca-Puntarenas Highways should be , 
improved, giving it priority (after the Inter-Amer-
ican Highway), endeavoring to make it a first-class 
paved highway, and to do this in a maximum period 
of two years. . 
(c) Turrialba-Moravia-Puerto Limón Highway/ Owing to the difficulties 
that the railroad offers for economical operation> difficulties which 
will increase as the years bring greater depreciation¿ it is from every 
point of view desirable to build a first-class highway linking Puerto 
Limón and the capital. The Mission was Unable to ascertain on the spot 
whether the best route would be a prolongation of the present Turrialba-
Moravia highway (43 kms»), but, in case a thorough study shows this not 
to be the case, a new route would have to be found to replace that be-
. - , . i - . . 
tween Turrialba and Puerto Limdn., 




Chinandegay Somotillo, Cinco Pinos, and Juan de. Limayj (4) building 
of a third-category, route ('3-B) between Ocotal, Santa Barbara, and Jala-
pa^ to encourage ..-forestry/ cof fee, and cat t le .production;" (5) building 
of a seqond .category .route (2-J3) between. San Rafael-del Norte and Esteli; 
•and (6) building, of; a second- category route . (2^B) between Boaco, Camoapa, 
.Gomalapa, and J^igalpcv* . •--̂i.::.. " 
5• Costa Rica 
Keeping in mind the concentration of most of the country1s 
population on the central plateau and the present distribution of pro-
T 
duction over very limited areas of the national territory, it is possible 
to expand the road system of Costarica [only in a very gradual way. That 
is to say, a long-period of time will be needed to cover most of the na-
tional area with-a basic road network, • 
The Mission deems that in order to Improve the road system 
for domestic transportation,at the moment it is only possible to recommend 
the following routess (a) Intor-American Highway; (b) Barranca-Puntare-
nasj (c) Turrialba-Puerto Limon; (d) Nicoya-Santa Cruz-Liberia; (e) Villa 
Quesada-Florencia-La Vieja-Las Carias; and (f) other routes specified 
later« 
(a) Inter-American Highway» The same as for international transport, 
this route should be given priority for domestic transport, since at the 
present time it constitutes the most important highway to which the entire 
road system is subordinated.-/ 
1/ ' See Recommendation I, p. ^q2 
/(b) Barranca-
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• RECOMMENDATION. LX 
A first-class highway. shpuld built • 
' 'tŵ §n îixifriâlbâ  'XimÔn, giving to it 
high priority over a period of two years from,.. • 
.the.rd3te- work- starts 5'and""the ' best"way of finan-
cing the construction of ¿fchis route from special. 
;;v: funds, jshould be studied, after a preliminary in-
^ vestigation has determined the best route. . .  - ..... . ' .V.' 
(d) :Nicoya-Santa Cruz-Liberia Highway.../-This route would^help to develop 
in a short time the already significant livestock and cereal production 
of the Province of Guanacaste, through the direct communication that would 
be established with thp\Ifttçr*Amërican Highway at Liberia^" It is suggested 
that the construction of this route be started as a -3̂ 4 category road, 
during the first ^wo years of the second stage , of the plan. Its cost is 
estimated at--#1.9.million. (See Table 122.) 
RECOMMENDATION LXI 
A highway from Nicoya to Santa Cruz and Li-
beria should be. btuilt, over a'.period of -two years, 
to specifications corresponding to category in—; r~; 
its first phase, but so. located that it could be 
easily modified later to a better class highway ... , 
through_,the .total; or .practically- total utilization 
-df the route. 
(e) Villa.Quesada-La Vie.ia-Florencia-Tllardh-Lars Cañas Road. The con-
struction of this higlway would contribute greatly to the agricultural 
and stock-raising development, of the rich Province of Alajuela. At the 
same time it would close an .important circuit with the Inter-Arnericari 
Highway and its paved branch from Naranjo to Villa Quesada, which would 
also benefit the province of Guanacaste and the western part"of the prov-
ince. of..Puntarénas. The building of a 2-C category road is recommended, 
/with a total 
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Table 022 ; ; : 
Costa Rica.:.. : Primary-and'. Secondary ..:Road:PI&n. 
. o . . ir.; .•• Expenditures in millions 
i - • 'of 'dollars 
First .Sta^e: 2 years . v - • Kmsw, Total ; .Year I Year II -
Barranca-Puntarenas highway 20 0.6 0.3 0,3 
Turrialb^ , . ^^IpOa/ j ^ Q y ;• - -;-j¿ : 
. Total. 120 . 3 3 ; 2.3 
" , "-Year -Year • Yèar' ifear̂  Year 
Second Stage: 5 years Kms. Total III IV V VI VII 
Niçoya-Sta, Cruz Liberia highway 97 1*9 1.0 0.9 — — ~ 
Villa Queéada-Florencia-Las Cañas • • 
highway 90 2.3 1,0 1.3 . — ~ • — 
Surveying of • other probable routes — 1 0.1 0.1 — w — 
Total. 187 . 473 2 a ™ 
a/ Estimated length. 
In any case, -this highway ,"is recommendable for establish-
ing a rapid and direct means, .of' communication between the' towns of the 
central plateau and the Atlantic coast, and to contribute to the develop-^ 
ment of the eastern part of the country. For' lack of more exact data, it 
can be estimated that the total.cost of improving and rebuilding .the Tu-
rrialba-Moravia section,, and building the .rest of the highway.to Puerto. 
Lim6n, would be some $5 million. . It is suggested that this highway be 
constructed over a period of two years during the first stage of the plan 
presented,in this Report, (See Table 122.). • 
' ' ' ' ' ' / R E C O M E N D A T I O N L K 
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witfc'a'tejta^^timated :Q0St*v-"c££ adlliony to; b'e * carried oiit-over 
the first, two years^of Second stage 'e£\ithe 'plan proposed- by the" Mis- ̂  
sion^i--(~See:.Table , • : • - * / - •: •": 
RECOMMENDATION LXII 
A highway connecting Villa Quesada, "La Vieja, 
- • ' • ;/= -Tilar^riband "Las;::.Ca:has-... should. be built; -over a perr iocl/;-;-• /y J. -... } 
of two years, equal or similar to a category 2-C 
: • °road>V.-and .with-.specifications' and /location;such' that . - • 
it may be later converted into a higher class road, 
(f)' .Other, probable?.:route-It is ~ suggested- that the-.possibility of 
building the following routes be studied: (1) .Los Chiles-Rio SanJuaiu-
This*rir buie.:^ ^st pck^.r ai sing.. deyelpptie^ i. / ; 
gioni:Qf.i'4tee;.?San' G^ldseplairisy'/ 
the Sari-^uan-Jti"^ Sari Juan, ̂ -This^route ' w o ^ I d ^ v-u.-v 
similar; tp;:the^[prevloUs/^ ^ •proba-bie t'hat:/; 
building- this.- route wduld/.prove advantageous iiiiwduld-be'/.a dialect icon-rj 
nectio.ri with;a-ibranch::.-of: ,the>.:raiiroad .passing ' through ."Guipiles-. • •'.•- -
- •". ; i j l o i - <q . u x u , x £ , i . : J . : : : : > ^ h u X } ' ^ . r - v ; : . ; / . - ; ; a . L ^ v 
6. Panama 
Since the only trunk highways in Panama are the Inter— 
American and the Trans-IsthmicHighways, and since very few important 
branch roads lead out" of them, it is necessary to begin to integrate 
this country* s basic road network, This should be done in a gradual 
way, so as not to exceed the economic capacity of the country," and 
to obtain the benefits from the use of the new routes by stages. There-» 
fore, the construction only of those r o u t e ^ a s ^ ^ 
-T T 1 V" X ' - ' ^ • '••• W'.- - . ; - ' . ' 
••' •»'" t. 4 ""J • ' v/ .1- V' . .• i i .V - - -.--..••.* •• 
used with considerable possibilities of success have been recommended. It is 
/estimated 
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es,t,iraa.tedf.that, these,, routes.wojild fee the^following?Xa)~ Jnter-Amej?ican 
Highway; ,;(b) DavidrAlanje^Diva^ 
(c) Concepci6n-Volcân-Cerro Punta-Alto Lino-BoquetQj; (d) Bqquete^Almi-
rante; (e) Campana-El Valle-Penonomé; (f) Santiago-Puerto Mutis-^Ocû-Pesé; 
and (g) other routes which are" indicated'below. 
(a) Int^r-American highway... At the present;rtime its greatest importance 
is for, dome^t^ long as it Is $<?t.., co.nnep.ted. with the Costa 
Rxcan section, which will require some years yet for completion*-, Prior* 
ity: : íor .thís, route,:has already been recommended for international; traf-
f i c y , .. . • ; : ; . " " • ; ; " " . . . 
.(b). vDavld-AIanqg^piyal^r-Puerto ArmuellesrJnter.-American H i g h w a y T h e 
building of.this: highway.to.which high -priority, should be assigned- is 
. yery specially.:recommended, for-it will, help-greatly to increase t^e 
production; of? r i a e ^ : livestock in the southern part of 
•stJie ̂ ovi^^ railroad., ' whose 
precagiotts^ppe^^ : given rise- to. :Recoirmiendation XLI in 
this Report. 
There are particularly good possibilities for the rapid 
development of rice production and for a greater utilization of Puerto 
'Armuelles. 
The approximate length of this highway is 80 kms., and 
it should be given a category similar to 2-Bf Its construction could 
be done during the first stage of the basic plan proposed.In this Report, 
1/ „See .¡RepQm?ndatio$nI^ . 
2/ See Recommendation XLÍ, p*- 552 
¿ht 
/at a cost 
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at a cost of million. Upon its completion an important transporta-
tion circuit would be established with the David^GoncepciSn-Costa Rican 
border section of the Inter-American Highway, (See Table 123.) 
Table 123 
Panama: Primary and Secondary Road Plan 
Expenditures in millions 
First Stage: 2 years Kciŝ . Total Year I Year II 
David-Alanj e-Dival^-Puert0 Armuelle 
I . A ,H.> Junction-highway 80 ' 2.4" ' 1.4 1.0 
Goncepci<5n-Volcin-Cerro Punta-Alto 
Lino highway 70 2.1 1*1 1.0 
. • Total 150 4.5 : 2.5; 2.0 
Year Year Year Year Year 
Second Stage: £ years Kms; Total III. IV V VI VII 
Boquete-Almirante road 70 3*2 1.6 1,< - _ _ _ _ 
Campana-El Valle-Penonom.£ 65 2.0 1,0 l.( ) 
Santiago-Puerto Mutis-Ocli Pes! 75 2,3 0,7 <V 1 0*9 — — 
Total 210 775 3.3. 3.3 0.9 — — 
_ RECOMMENDATION LKIIl 
A David-Alanje-Divalá-Puerto Armuelles-Inter-
' American Junction hi^iway should bé built, giving ' 
it priority treatment after the Inter-American High-
way5 it should first be?built ás á category 2«hB 
highway, but with features and alignment capable of 
1 later improvement'-to'-make it-a first-clasá h i g h w a y : * 
(c) Concepci3n^Volcán*Cerro Punto-Alto Lino-Boquete Highway. With this 
highway the circuit between Boquete^ David and Concepción would be closed, 
/and it would 
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and it' woùM''"ëôntrib-tà ïïvest'otikVàyi agricultural develop-
tteht* of '-thé- à-o rie5^ettfe'eh Bo^Uet^/'-Vdicfei" th^'Co'sta' Ricàn border, and the 
Inter-American Highway, td'find 'the most suitable 
location for the Boquete-Voldin section, since it is a region of rugged 
and broken terrain with elevations above 3>0QQ meters,. The advantages 
that could be obtained would be even greater if the Boquete-Almirante 
road were constructed, as is proposed below. The approximate length of 
this1 .Goncepci~<5n-Cerro Punta-Boquete route is 70 kms#, which could be 
• ' . .;. . V ; S . 'V •. •' *• • •»• . . . ,. - - ' » ••-•>•. 
built at an approximate cost of $2 million during the. first stage of the 
plan proposed in ¿his Report« (See Table 123, ) . : : ' ' . 
• * i* 
^ ' HËC0MMENDATI0N LXIV 
A preliminary study should be carried out to 
• ' determinesthe possibilities of constructing a Cerro 
'.̂ ¿L M&lMWXithe already built^onèepcién-r-, -I'PJ?!-. 
VolcSn-Cerro Punta section should be improved and the 
-new èeètiôçiCbe built with features similar tô;a' 
-~gory:>2£B èpad# - - * it ; -1 • ' • • ~ • ' ' -
, v*0 f,-: ^ - v ^ w ; 
' Cd)',,-BoQtiete^AaMr5.gite Highway. ;'A connection between the David-Boquete 
Highway and the port of Almirante would be highly useful for the western 
parts of the Provinces of .Chiriquî and Bocas. del Toro, which have consider-
able prospectsrfor.agricultural,, ^Livestocksand forestry development. 
Besides, AlB^ante^is-à' 'terminé! pointVôf tjhèl'̂ Kilroàd̂  belonging tô the 
banana company'^ëtabllshed ih this'zOne,'/''This';w6idd,;beéome. a new inter-ne J:'..;.'::. " ;.v ' " • : -v.. • < -
oceanic higïtà&y;with:terminal'point s* at" the' po/ts ' eff Tëdrègal (on the 
Pacific) > and Almirante .{on .the Atlantic) • if.JThe ̂ ppro^^^e. c;o;st. of „.this 
route, with aç estimated .length.of -70, km*.*. wpuld be |3>2; million* as-
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be 'carried; x*ut:-within the .first two years of the second stage of the 
plan proposed-in ̂ this Report. . 
RECOMMENDATION LXV 
A Boquete-Almirante Highway should be built 
over a period of two years with specifications of" 
category 1~B. 
(e) Campana~El ,Valle-PenonOm£ Highway.' The estimated length of this 
route is 65 kms., with terminal points' on the. Inter-American Highway, 
closing-'a. circuit which would promote the development of zones already 
* 
in production as well ..as new ones not-yet exploited.' ' One' of the inter-
mediate" points of. the proposed route is El Valle, terminal point of a 
paved brarich road leading off the Inter-American Highway» "It is recom-
mended that at first a second category (2-B) road be built¿"at an 
estimated-co;st& .of $2 million, to be carried out in the first two 
years of the second stage of the plan proposed in this Report. (See 
Table 123.) -
• 0 REGOM'-IENDATION LXVI 
A highway should be built between Campana, El 
Valle and PehonomSy over'a 'two-year period, to cate-
gory. 2-B specifications. 
(f) Santiago-Puerto Mutis-Ocu-Pes^ Highway, .It: is ..believed that the 
building of this route'would stimulate-agricultural .production and cat-
tle raising (and derived industries) in the province of Herrera and 
the southern part of the province of Veragu^s; and_that it is important 
to form the circuit with the Inter-American•Highway and its two paved 
/branches: 
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' branches: Divisa-Pesd and Ghupampa-O'ciS. Its. approximate, length- would 
be some 75 kms., and its estimated cost $ 2 . 3 m i l l i o n / t o be built as a 
Category 2-B road in three years during the second stage, (See Table 
123 . ) ^ 
RECOMMENDATION LXVJI-i \ 
A Santiago-Puerto Mutis~Gcu-Pes£ highway 
should be built for over, a; threes-year.:.'period.y ( / 
category 2-B specifications,. 
Cg) Other routes suggested- An investigation should be carried out 
to' determine .the possibility of constructing,, subsequent to accomplish-
ment. of. the.rroad plan proposed in this Report, or. before if sufficient 
funds are available , the following routes : (-1), Santiago-San Francisco-
Santa ;F;ê La. Pintadaj (2) Las .Palmas-TCafiazas--Saa.Frahcisaoj ( 3 ) Pese-
xtos P.ozos-Mac a r-a c a s -S a b'a na Grande^ .(4) Santo"Domingo-Pedasi; and ( 5 ) 
•,Las--Tablas-Puertd Mensab^., . 
* - • -
II. Far m—t0-market Roads 
Although it. is difficult- and not' altogether desirable 
to establish a rigid classification of a. ..country's roads on the basis 
of their function, its road system should^ in general terms, be made 
up of primary roads (national and international), secondary roads 
(departmental, provincial or regional) and feeder roads (local and 
farm-to-market). This report has assigned chief importance to the 
primary and secondary roads, and the recommendations presented so far 
/have had 
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have had reference only to them. However,-the Mission.wishes to-make : i: 
it clear in this report that the functions of feeder roads is by no 
means less important.. 
The building of local and farm-to-market roads should. • 
b.e given considerable attention in each of the Central American coun-
tries, but at the same time it is essential that there first be built 
up the basic system constituted by primary and secondary roads,.and for 
this reason it has been thought advisable to give preference to the dis-
cission of these. It is now pertinent, however, to include a .brief . . 
analysis of the function of farm-to-market roads in a transportation 
?ystpm and within the economy of a country. 
Each of the Central American countries is confronted 
to a,, greater or lesser degree with the problem of building new farm-
tô mar-ket; roads and. improving existing ones, and at the same time 
integrating them into the complementary and primary systems in order 
to coordinate activities of transport with those of production. The 
solution of this problem would represent the fulfillment of one of the 
most important objectives of a road system:, to channel .products out " 
of production zones and transport them to ports or markets. 
Since in the majority of cases a considerable number of 
farm-fto-market roads is needed «—whose cost of construction and maintenance 
represents the provision of large capital investment, mechanized units 
and executive personnel, which tend to benefit the producers directly 
and the nation indirectly— it^ is most convenient for the government 
to discharge all or part of the financial responsibility of their building 
^ - /and maintenance 
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and- maintenance -to'thoáé "-fte'riving- the.--iHos-t- profit-'from"-their completion; 
This is the course which other countries have taken. ' Central America 
has ¿iéiy* advanced much in-the''construction of a farm-to-market road net-
work;;- > However,- the plans of El Salvador and • Nicaragua in'this regard • • 
are^óf -interest;'^ In El Salvador;District Road Boards . (replacing- former* 
Lócal-Road" Bo'ards) Mve^been functioning for the purpose'of obtaining . 
the-financial-^Cooperation- 'of farmer's. Through them it'hás -óeeen pos-^ V 
sible tó' finance/ build and maintain about • 4>300 • kms. of - 'farm-to-market'-
roads¿¿/ •' As "the1'Coastal Highway progresses, together with'its 13> 
projected branch roads, it would be practicable to build more feeder; 
roads •-•" The specif Ic amount'to bo • invested. in their' construction has:./ ' 
not been stated-yet, since they: are- dependent upon the other highways -
mentioned.ánd-upon other important workb, The plan of-'the .Dirección • 
General " de • Caminos .de/El S'alvádor\"fore'sées 'ah' expenditure óf '$l4*8':mil-
lion .-:on the- Coastal Highway and;-.-$41$ in the 13 feeder :róadsj expenditures 
so far.have been $4.:4'-niillIon and-'$0.8- respectively.. / 
' In March • 1953; Nicaragua prepared a program for the con--
struction and* maintenance-'-of 717 'kins.. of - fárm-tó-markét roads at' an 
estimated cost of $5.2 million,; These roads are to benefit 14 of the • 
country1 s departments:' . Managua" (78 kms.), Masaya (39 kms.-), Granada 
(30 kms.), Carazo (27 kms.), Chinandega ,(l6 k r n s . . ) , : León (57 kms.), ftivas 
(30 kms.), Nueva-Segovia (53 kms.), Madriz (71*5 kms.),TEstelf (54 kms.), ; 
Jinotega (62 kms.), Matagalpa ($0 kms.), ; Boaco• (100.5 kms.-),-and Chonta-
Ies. (49 kms.). The .Departments of Celaya ,and Río--San; Juan- arei :not In-
cluded in the program. According to the budget, the chief , itenv: of cost 
1/ See Part I,.'Chapter II¿ Appendix III. p# 1$2 




is.,fop• .grading-operations which, peps^ent. 34$ -of- -the total expenditure. 
.Select jiartQ;rialŝ -..amojait- to.-21$.and clearing of land, to 1%. 
• .y-;.;. ;;A,:very significant, example, is .that-of' Mexicoy where • the 
results obtained in a few years of economic and technical .cooperation 
betwe.en semi-official and private interests'and the government are 
-particularly impressive. The following quotation expresses the-Vidws 
held ;on..this subject by the Ministry of Communications and Public Works 
of. that country* ; 
In any country the network of feeder roads has been a 
basic factor in the integration of (its) nationality. To bring the 
benefits ;of. the major routes .to the humblest villages, enabling them 
to participate in the advantages-and-responsibilities of Mexico1s; pro-
gress^, is the. objective pursued through (building of) farm-te-market 
roads. .- It is.really a circulation system which joins by means of pri-
mary highways,.,small towns with important cities, and which establishes 
the necessary cultural and human interchange. 
In hardly three years more than seventy million pesos 
were' invested in the construction of nearly three thousand kilometers 
of farm-to-market roads. It is estimated that for Mexico to be adequate» 
ly communicated, at least fifty thousand kilometers of this kind of roads 
will be neepded. It is the work of years y the ..important thing is that it 
was already started and that it will continue... Work was begun in 1949, 
with only two million'pesos. 
The government resolution regarding this matter...was is-
sued in the latter part of 1948. It was necessary to interest all 
parties. The farm-to-market road, according"to the plan developed by 
the Department, of Road Planning, and .Development of; this Ministry'and the 
National Committe for Farm^tor-Market,Roads, is being constructed through 
the cooperation of private citizens and of the towns themselves. And , 
the farm-te-market road is at one and the same time a bond-and a symbdl 
of national solidarity and-a high and authentic school of civic action. 
It is being financed jointly by the towns, th*v State governments, the 
National Committee for Farm-to-Market Roads, and the Federal Government. 
... ...;.,:In a very short time national interest has been awakened 
-by this wprk',; and; investments increased to a surprising degreey so that 
it is foreseeable that within a few years one of the most essential items 
,• of:. goveriiment:.,pj^ai^ng will be .farm-to-market roadsi" This objective not 
: oriyj-sqlves, communication problems between towns, but also urban and 
suburban problems of long standing. 
/With this program 
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: ' With" this' programvvi :Me^GO; has - enriched-, its road system 
by more than three thousand kilometers, in addition to"the considerable 
highway building;which-hh& been-- completed*.-.under the present... administra-
tion, We have farm-to-market roads ranging from a mere five meters 
Width to the spacious paved' roads, such; 'as. -thqs.e from El Mante to Xico-
.téncatl; from Uruapan ,to Zamora; the Laguna' road network in Durango, and 
''many-others. V.,- • . -
•'•'.-  The most-.significant;fact is that the farm-to-market 
road system has been planned in each of the regions, and the effort of 
multiple cooperation is considerable,-.because it indicates the hope of 
the.towns, the faith of the people and the desire for progress of all 
Mexico'. At the same time a number of companies, such as automobile as-
sembly plants, tire factories, etc., have participated in this cooperative 
job through an increase in taxes,, applied to (the construction, of) such 
roads.... 
'r : • ' * • I-believe: that the work of r the' National Committee, of Farm-
to-Market' Roads Is'an example which should be. followed "in the solution of 
• other problems. During the Inter-American Road Convention held recently 
"'in' the United States, the task being done by the National Committee in 
Mexico was recognized'as outstanding» In India it has been agreed that 
the local road problem -<-very similar to that of Mexico— should be solved 
in the way it is done hpre*. Words of praise have been received from Cuba 
and from other countries. 
In regard to the financing bf this program the following comments by 
tine Chief Engineer of the Departamento, de Plantación y Fanerto de Caminos Vecinales of 
México ' are of-interest: • 
The program of farm -to- market road construction in Mexico 
is being carried out on the basis of two main formulae: 
(a) A number of communities, generally at a short 
distance from the existing highways and railroad lines, have offered 
their contribution to construct their owns roads, freely providing all 
the necessary labor and..receiving only technical guidance, hand tools, 
explosives, construction"materials, etc.. . This working formula has already 
permitted the. communication of numerous .toras with the Mexican road system, 
and, although it progresses slowly and cannot operate on any regular work-
ing schedule, it makes possible the building of many kilometers bf feeder 
roads per year, which directly benefit their builders. 
(b) The- second working formula, although less' impressive, 
is more practical and consists of dividing the cost of the projects between 
the;Federal-Government or the National;Committee for Farm-to-Market Roads, 
the State governments and the private citiziens to be benefited, as follows.: 
. If the Federal Government has the necessary funds available, 
it -provides one-third; another third is derived from the government of the 
/State 
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State?. in which the.jroadds loc^ted;.and. the;remaining third is provided".', 
by private citizens who will be directly benefited by the project. If 
the Federal- Government does, not; haye the' -necessary.funds, the National ̂  
Committee supplies the one-third which would come from the government, 
the. pther. two part,s being provided by the State* Government and. private, 
citizens.. In each case-, both the State in which the road is located 
and the private citizens who will directly, benefit from: it- contribute 
33*3$ of its cost; but in the first case the Federal Government con-
tributes.. whilevin the .-second case. :it only provides 16$, ..since ... 
the funds of the National Committee for Fam-to-Market Roads are con-
tributed equallyby th$ Federal'Government^and by the country's tire 
and automotive industries. This formula, which has been widely accept-
ed throughout the country, has overcome the previous, difficulties, when 
lack of funds prevented these roads from being built. For the private 
citizens.directly benefited by the roads the donation of a third of the 
cost represents a very small sacrifice in comparison with the benefits 
they receive; the;State Governments are also benefited through acquiring 
new means of communication which increase their revenues, because of 
increased gasoline consumption and because of all the commercial activ±4 
ties which spring from greater production and consumption* 
.RECOMMENDATION LXYIII 
(a) The. technical ^pad-planning organization , , 
of each of the Central American countries should work 
out a plan for the .construction of farm-to-market 
roads which will answer the real needs in the field 
of the.transportation and development of transportation 
products in the different economic zones already studied; 
(b) .the. possibility should be studied of establish-
ing, together with the above plan, the most suitable 
formula for its fi-nancing, execution and. maintenance, 
discharging most of the financial responsibility of these 
.projects to the producers and to.'the- semi-official and 
private interests which will be directly or indirectly 
benefited by these roads and sharing the technical 
direction in the most adequate form; 
(c) ways should also be studied of utilizing the 
labor of the towns which voluntarily offer their coopera-
tion, supplying them with the necessary working elements 
and,-technical direction.- ' 
III. Some of the Most Important Technical Problems Common'to the Central 
American Countries 
1» Insufficient funds allocated for the construction« improvement and 
maintenance of roads. 





: America, is the very-liiri^ of capital •which .can be used 
•for. the carrying out "of road. programs. ; 'It must, be kept in niirid that 
„fiber e is an urgent need for-the. accomplishment of 'these .programs/'that 
..the cost of'.construction and maintenance ofhighways ; is high in every 
rone of the countries-and also that*, in;order to try ,to reduce these 
.posts and in many -cases the time involved ih- their execution," more and 
more, expensive; mechanical, equipment must be imported.. 
The annual expenditures oh thè building and. maintenance 
of : roads during the past 5 years in^each of the Central American coun-^ 
tries was discussed in the first part of this Report.- Nevertheless, it 
must be stressed that the average annual expenditure during the past 
five years has been so small in relation to the minimum needs of each 
country, that it is still insufficient to carry out an appropriate basic 
-program on a-limited ̂ scale. The countries which have been investing 
larger .amounts of their own funds during these five years are Panama,-
Guatemala,, and El-Salvador. Not including certain special appropriations 
for special' projects :~the- Atlantic Highway in .Guatemala —/ and the 
2/ 
Coastal Highway in'El Salvador——'the average annual expenditure has been 
some $3 million in Guatemala anci Panama,^/ and $2 million in El Salvador. 
—- • ̂  • • - i -
1/ Special funds were sot aside for the construction of this highway. 
During the period from July 1951 to October 1952, $7.24 million had 
already been spent, 
2/ In the General Budget, of the Republic for 1953, a sum equivalent to 
$2.88 million..was assigned -to this highway..-,. 
This country spent from the General Budget of the Republic an • proximate sum of $3.9 million in 1950 and $3.4 million in 1951* • 
: - •"' • . /In the other 
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In the other countries the average, annual expenditure ..fluctuates 
around 1 million dollars. These figures represent approximately from • 
i^to &% of the national budgets. 
From the data shown previously y it can. be. Inferred. . 
that none of the Central American cotintries has been able to carry 
through an effective program of construction, improvement, and-maintenance 
of its roads, because of the impossibility of applying large enough.funds 
to those activities. Even assuming that ordinary appropriations could, ..be 
doubled, this amount would still be insufficient in practice .to take ; 
care of the effective execution of these activities. 
In view of the quality and condition of the Central Amer-
ican roads, it should be pointed out that in order to make maintenance 
.. . • ; • 2/ ' work effective, a sum of no less than 3% of the total cost of the 
all-weather roads (not including dry-weather roads) would be neecied^ In 
order to have a nearly approximate idea of the.necessary annual.sum,. the 
actual cost of the paved highways in Central America (2,6.60 kms.) could • 
be conservatively estimated at $133 million, and that of the non—paved 
all-weather roads (3,790 kms.) at $220 million, or a total of $353 mil-
lion for all-weather roads. The minimum amount to be assigned, to their 
maintenance would then have to be $10#6 million,, which- is approximately 
the same as the total budget assigned to roads in the whole, region at. the 
present time, „ 
1/ See the sections on pubjLic expenditures on roads in each chapter of 
Part I of this Report, 
2/ With the growing improvement of the presently unpaved roads and with 
the construction of new highways of better quality, the relative 
amounts applied to maintenance work will decrease, 
'' /This represents 
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. .. Jhis represents only:'the indispensable "amount for pro-
tecting the iriyestment already made on all-weather roads, and to avoid 
greater transportation costs as well as losses resulting from inter-
ruption or abnormal-operating conditions. 
The conclusions that can be derived from this fact are 
important:. (1) maintenance activities- on the all-weather roads in the 
Central American countries alone require expenditures more or less equal 
to those tnow made. from, budgetary appropriations for all road activities; 
( 2 ) funds, now assigned to all road' activities are applied to each one 
of them in proportions, which vary from- country to country and from year 
to year, which means that the'building1of hew routes, or the improve-
ment of existing .onesj.-'.brings as a result a lack of maintenance on a 
part of the road: systein and, consequently, causes a loss in their va^ue 
which is much, greater - than normal depreciation, except in those cases 
where the .total.budget .is increased in the amount necessary for the 
building or^improvement of. new routes; ( 3 ) if the ordinary annual road, 
budget, were used exclusively for maintenance activities, the carrying 
out of any program of new-road building or improvement of existing ones 
would require the setting a"side: of" special funds for such a program; 
and ( 4 ) even if it were possible to defray the expenses of necessary 
road maintenance, and appropriate additional funds for building neW 
routes, the whole problem would still not have been solved, for the 
greater part of the secondary or complementary systems comprising dry-
weather routes would not have been attended 'to; '•:.]•.' V 
Funds appropriated to the national road- organization and 
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services» go to the followin|i;,activities: (l) planning; (2) surveying; 
(3) importation of mechanized equipment (construction and transport) 
and spare.parts, as well as-.materials and,fuel; ( 4 ) construction^(new 
projects and improvements); (5)-maintenance, and (6) administrative 
expenses. , . _ ... *: . • • - '••••/'• 
The. efficient-execution of the .different stages of a -
project requires the appropriate financing .of. e,ach. one of"them. Failure 
to carry this .out* in regard to the amount of annual budget allocation 
pr to the timely provision of the-funds, gives rise to serious problems 
which affect the cost and. the construction schedule of the projects. 
. Every one of the Central American countries, needs to carry 
out important road programs, at the present time. Most Sf these programs 
involve a high capital investment for the construction of a considerable 
number of primary,ancl secondary route's, some of which will have' to be 
'first-class roads because of their importance.; others>-not requiring' 
such high initial expenditures, would probably ,be at first of a relative-
ly lower category, that is, all-weather roads capable of carrying 
satisfactory traffic. To fulfil these' conditions means the building of 
a type of road.with a'solid base surfaced'structure and'with such 
features as to pe^iiit operating costs, that, are not prohibitive for the 
development of transport over a mqre,;or ©Less long, period of time, and 
in relation to the potentialities for economic development of the regions 
served. ; . . \ .•. . .. 
It is also essential, that such programs foresee the expen-
diture.. of the amount.. strictly- necessary for the' maintenance of the exist-
/ing road 
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irig road' networks', for otherwise not only woi£Ld transport activities be' 
made 'ôiorè~ difficult' and" expensive, but al$6 there would be'" the' risk" of" ' 
rapidly'and increasingly losing the capital invested ^capital which is 
the more", prëciôuêin^ proportion'to'thè smallnèss of the economic capacity 
of the country. Furthermore, from the economic and social point bf view, 
it is most advisable —and in some ' cases imperative-*— to improve certain 
routes whose features, state of upkeep, and traffic capacity are no longer 
adequate for the size of the present demand for their services. 
Finally, there is a need for reforms that probably will 
6 
be required in almost all the Central American countries in order to ob~ 
ta'in better technical arid administrative organization of personnel and 
of government road departments, as well as to acquire more and more 
specialized personnel, mechanized equipment, accessories and replace-
ment parts, construction and office materials, laboratory equipment and 
materials, engineering'instruments and materials$ the installation of 
"better" and new offices and camps for regional maintenance,-i/ etc» 
RECOMMENDATXON. LXIX 
(a) That in the National Budgets, the largest 
'possible sum's be annually, regularly, and increasing-
ly, appropriated to the official organizations and, . . 
services charged with roads and highways, until all 
.their requirements are met so that they may carry out ... 
their assignment effectively; 
_ ?.. . (b) that all technical and administrative aç-
'tivities artd the acquisition of essential work elements 
relating to planning, surveying, technological study 
and maintenance of the country's roads be included in 
"1/--'These camps and'offices are relatively permanent, and urgently re-





these regular services; 
(c) that for the new highway, construction 
projects.and the improvement of existing ones, as 
well as for ;th6;,.acquisition, of equipment and ma- . 
terials required for these projects, additional 
funds be set a^ide:±n> accordance- with tho-mAst • . 
suitable procedures and under the conditions that 
'.the relevant Ministries of State may. establish; 
(d) that in view of the importance that the 
^highway••p^^r^s.:will have in the, economic.develop-^ 
ment of the Central American countries, the financing 
under equitable conditionsp. should be.attempted - with 
the help of national or international credit institu-
.vtipnS', v . . , . 
2% Lack of Planning of the Road Systems 
• iJLty ; • - • 
The lack of technical planning results in the indiscrim-
inate use of personnel, mechanized equipment and capital expenditures on 
various projects, some of which perhaps may not have enough importance to 
warrant the preference given them, since they may not have the necessary 
conditions for being sufficiently productive in relation to"the objectives 
or the amount invested. 
The importance of planning transportation systems in 
advance arises mainly from the need for coordinating their construction 
r 
with the various other development activities of a country. In the Cen-
tral American countries an advanced knowledge or estimate of the direct 
or indirect influence that these systems will have on the plans for 
agricultural, forestry, and mining development is indispensable, as well 
as of the possibilities that could be derived therefrom for the gradual 
introduction of industry and the increase of trade in the local or in-
ternational markets.- Likewise it is necessary to establish a limiting 
factor to the amounts appropriated for the construction and improvement 
/of roads 
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of roads in order' riot' fto';burden the economic ̂ capacity';of the country 
nor throw it out of -balance and prevent othqr 'local' problems' of greater 
urgency or importance ;';frdm. being attended to* 
..Therefore, .before deciding as." the - suitability, magnitude 
and order of priority to be given to the construction or improvement of a 
road and highway' system, .it.is necessary to .explore""and study the dif-
ferent representative sectors of production so that the selection and 
order of execution of the projected routes, as well as. the limit of ex-
penditures that, it would be prudent "to- corisidSf ̂'"wiil-be made according 
to a well-defined technical and economic criterion» This kind of plan-
ning comprises the general aspects of programming in'relation to the; 
most important sectors of the national economy« "By means of such -plan-
ning it Tfill be possible to establish the basic "outlines of the road • 
system that should be built, the approximate total ¿mount of investment 
th&t ̂ pan: be applied to it and the different stages in which it shojild be 
carried That is to say, it constitutes the ''fundamental stage in a 
roa4 and highway project> for it is the time 'to '"defirie vth'e£oa$ii 'of the 
program^ and to lay out the necessary elements for beginning the Second 
phase of .the .planning* " -'• 
. . _ The second phase consists priiiariiy" of' the-'technical study 
of the .possibilities for carrying out the plans,''"'ihi's requires above all 
the help of engineering for establishing possibie"'youtes'and determining 
•their general specifications^ in relation td' the" already defined-objectives 
.and within the financial limits imposed. Notwithstanding its essentially 
technical basis, such an investigation should also 'incliide 'economic-,consider-
ations and try to establish, in the most approximate way possible, a balance 
/between 
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between the estimated benefits to be derived from the projects .and 
their ;cost, It., should also consider the projections and implications 
that.,could/be derived in the short, and long runs from the .choice of 
the routes and general specifications, -Furthermore, it will.have to de-
termine the future possibilities for enlarging and. improving the plans, 
as well -as to establish the different categories and functions of the 
proposed routes. In other-wordsy by means of this second phase it 
: will-be possible to determine- the magnitude, quality, and approximate 
-cost of the routes,; deciding", which will be primary and which will be 
.  secondary and feeder-routes,-, which, will have*.international importance 
:,and which will-have only national or .local importance, and'approximate-
.ly the material and-mechanical equipment requirements, . 
v The third and final phase will determine the final or 
definite choice of routes, their specifications and cost, the.necessary 
equipment and personnel, and the construction or improvement methods to 
be applied to the projects,"" 
• It..-,can be .seen that the first phase of the planning of 
a transport, system i? of. ar.national nature,..;and in doing it maximum, im-
portance should be given. ;to the..factors having a direct, bearing on the 
country* s--economy*_ Technical arid economic. organizations should work 
together on this phase.,of ..-the planning. ,The. second phase 'can be ex-
clusive responsibility of the official highway-agencies' or have also 
the cooperation of others in the fields of economy and finance; and 
the third'phase"'has'"to do only with the technical execution of the 
projects, for which the maximum specialization and competence of the 
/personnel 
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personnel charged with canying it out are: essential./ : 
It is of the utmost import ànce that the^^-exeoUtiòri :of: a 
road and highway plan be carried out following thè -general outlines that 
have just been sketched, out. No highway system>\:or-'.'maiih' frighwdy j- should 
bé plartìied'and: built without taking the above-mentioned factors' ihtd 
'cònside'ratio'nr and the various phases into which the projects should be 
divided, : for this is the only way to coordinate it properly-with1 the 
other aspects of the national economy and to give :it the continuity which 
sooner or-later will result in the fulfillment of the proposed objectives. 
' * It is thus necessary to begin the elaboration of a high-, 
way program with a national plan, from which it will be possible succes-
sively to derive partial or local plans, and to set the different stages 
required for its implementation as well as the necessary annual expendi-r-
tures which should be applied ». 
RE COMMENDA TIÓN LXX 
(a) Governments should not authorize or recom-
mend the building of an: important highway or system 
of highways, without first having carried out the neces-
sary general economic studies,-drawn up the technical" 
plan for implementation and determined* the full person-, 
nel, equipment,-and5 other;: requirements-;- " • 
(b) for such requirements to be fulfilled, the. 
governments should set up the indispensable'technical : 
and economic agencies, as well as provide the means and 
necessary funds for the'technical road departments arid' 
the planning organizations to be able to do their work, 
effectively. ' • • - " 
3. Limited Availability of Specialized and Technical Personnel 
Although this problem has been suitably discussed in Part 




made in the form of a recommendation of a regional nature,-^ in the be-
lief that it was the most adequate to the magnitude of the problem—, it 
is nevertheless pertinent to present some further ; coaàidèr-atldC at the 
national-le^l^,.as. indicated an the following recommendation. 
HECQMMEMDAÌ.ION LKXI 
Considering1 the magnitude and importance ofathe'-
. .--• problem of the lack of availability of technical and 
specialized personnel in the Central American ,coun^- ; : 
tries,'"'" -
(a) the governments of each of the Central Aine* ' 
.. riciah countries should give the greatest importance 
and urgency to the-solution that can be derived from 
the joint action advised in Recommendation XII; 
(b) facilities for theoretical and px;actical 
specialization of professional and sub-professional 
technicians at universities, technical sòhools and 
institutes should be broadened (or created where none 
exist), and students should be incorporated .into :the 
different phases of highway and road projects in the 
field during and after their courses; " 
(c) mutual exchange of "professional and sub-
professional technicians among the Central American 
countries should be carried out as much as possible;-
(d) a limited number of technicians who have # v ' 
completed their professional or sub-professional 
education and who have acquired a certain amount of • * '' 
e;xperience in one or more important projects in their 
own country should be sent annually to other more technical-
ly advanced countries; to such an end, the scholar-
ships that the technical assistance agencies of the 
-United Nations and the governmental and private ins-
titutions of various nations grant to many countries , 
< i could contribute effectively; 
(e) in coordination/with the regional or central 
schools which may be established,, and by means of the 
cooperation of the relevant official organizations, . 
private institutions and commercial firms inters 
ested in highway construction or sale of mechanized 
equipment, local schools for theoretical and practical 
training of electricians, mechanics and operators of 
the equipment used in road building should be set up; 
(f) in each important project which is carried _ 
out in the country directly by administration or by con-
tract, and whore the use of project master masons, masons, 
carpenters, blacksmiths, stonecutters., rock drillers, etc. 
and others requiring a considerable degree of specializa-r 
tion,..theoretical-practical training schools^ should be 
established, with free schooling. • * ^ 
1/ See Recommendation XII, p.439and also Part II, Chapter I, Section II, 
point l.p. 431 • /¿.-Lack of 
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4. Lack of Statistical and Cartographic^' Information for the-Preparation 
• -bf'-Sttfdies ' 
. ; : The 'preparation of the studies for the building of a high-
way or a system of. highways requires numerous statistical data, without 
which.it is,,;mpossib.le to.f calculate 'bèfotehancì and.^ith the proper ac-
•"¿û a'by"' céirt-Siin .fundamental characteristics of the project, which determine 
to,a large, extent its cost arid effectiveness., Erom the data on probable 
dénsity and kind of traffic, -the future increases .can be estimated, and 
the., kind, of/services; :that the1 routes should, render . can be approximately 
established- -Dete.minatioh of̂  thè''capacity, of the drainage systems and 
of certain' essential characteristics of ..bridges-likewise requires data 
for several years.on th§ daily, monthly,, and annual discharge of the riv-
ers,.. and..-.of:.their periodic' and extraordinary variations; the estab-
lishing-. of. the ̂ maximum run-off from drainage areas and the variations 
in the-i level .of. the water-bearing strata . (specially the water-table) of 
.the" subsoil,- in the region within which the projects-, are located.' Cost 
figures -need ;tc* .-be related to those of. othe^ .similar; projects built pre-
viq^usiy,. sa that- a better appreciation may. result, from the comparison, 
and certain factors; affecting /Còsts may be..:f oreseen^ v in the same way 
there should" be a certainamount1of ̂ .statistical information about labor 
efficiency .of previous projects. ; And lastly, ,among' other data of importance, 
topographic>-geologie, and hydrògràphic maps of the region are of great 
usefulness? 
- When all or most of the information mentioned is lacking, 
estimates or approximations'^hich .do not always reflect the facts have 
to be Used,. -
^ /RECOMMENDATION -LXXII 
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. " RECOMMENDATION LXXIl ^ ; -
. (a) Offl.cial,agencies 1 in the "Central Amer- . ... L r. 
• •lean countries in charge of highway.projacts . should" ' 
gather as much as ̂ possible 'ail available * statistical 
and cartographic information;. r. 
(b) these agencies should try to prepare and . 
7; • organize in due manner the greatest. amount... of: statis-
tical infomation:;a;vailabie on? (l)'traffic density; .;..: 
' (2) ; seasonal discharges of riveis.ancl-:their periodic 
variations (3) maximum and minimum run-off of drainage 
.. •areas; ( 4 ) annual rainfall by regions; ( 5 ) variations 
in the levels, of the .water-bearing strata (specially- f. 
, the water table) of the subsoil; (6) costs; (7) labor' 
productivity;.. (8). efficiency 'of'- mechanical equipment; . . 
(9) prices of construction materials,, both of local arid 
foreign manufacture;= (10) 'prices- of imported mechanical 
, equipment," replacements, and fuel, 
5. Insufficient Number of Units; of. Mechanized Equipment for the Build-..r. 
ing and Maintenance of Roads and Highways • ' 
In discussing the problem of the,.limited: number ' of trained 
technical personnel in Part II of this Report,^ and in referring to the 
importance that their'quality has in relation.to the .methods applied to 
the construetiori-and maintenance of Central American, roads., it was: con-
cluded that it'Was'necessary to increase the degree-of ...mechanization in 
such activities,"and to introduce it gradually .in those sectors where it 
is not yet used or is still rudimentary, .. .. . 
Despite the improvement that it has. been, possible to 
achieve in work systems in recent years in every Central American coun-
try due to the introduction of mechanized elements and a' greater applica-
tion of modern techniques, it is essential.to lower the high costs of 
construction and maintenance. It is estimated, that this cari be accomplish-
ed in two ways: (l) increasing gradually the degree of mechanization up' 
to the point that would permit the most economic utilization of units of 
1/ See p. 431 ' """ ' ~ 
/this type 
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this type together with the most efficient use of labor, which can be 
determined only by the technicians of: .each, country, ;and. ( 2 ) increasing 
.the productivity of labor aiid..other personnel* .... 
It is necessary to'bear. in,, mind that •••the acquisition of 
mechanized'- equipment involves • high capital r investment* and that it 
must be imported from,abroad, which means spending foreign exchanges , 
.All the Central .'American countries, and ¡particularly Gua-
temala, El Salvador? and.Nicaragua, have..considerably added to their mech-
anized . road equipment. in 'recent..year'sV- •  Although they have all faced 
inherent limitations in this type of acquisitions, they have been able 
to establish the fact that only through greater mechanization .of road 
construction and maintenance, and by increasing'the'productivity of the 
personnel operating the equipment', wili it be possible to achieve a 
substantial reduction in the cost of grading operations. The probable 
reasons-for this decision, are, first, the heavy demand for transport serv-
ices :urging an. ever-increasing' speed of highway construction, as 
well as of transport operations; and second, the need to reduce the high 
cost of tfoad construction ariC-maintenance. 
Tables 124> 125 and 126 show the inventories of mechanized 
road equipment in Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras. 
' - The tables- indicate that . — ... 
the majority of the Central American countries have such limited quantity 
of mechanized equipment that it would be insufficient for even one con-
struction project of' 'considerable magnitude. It would not even enough for 
the permanent maintenance'work in the various zones into which the road 
system of each country is divided, should an organic and effective, road.. ~ 
maintenance plan be adopted. . 
/ T a b l e 1 2 4 
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Table 124 









Shovels and dredges mounted on trucks 
Portable hydraulic crane 
Patrols 
Rollers 
Tamping rollers "sheep's foot" 
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Source: Data from the Dirección General de Caminos. 
a/ This inventory includes the machinery, now quite depreciated, which 
wag put into service on the Atlantic Highway, part of which pre-
. . viously belonged exclusively to the Inter-American Highway, and 
TVlT̂fc *hn Ar> n̂ v̂ -v»« 1 n ~ — -* — 
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.Table 125 
-Salvador:.-: .Inventory of Highway Construction and Maintenance Equipment, 
Mechanical shovels 3 
Caterpillar tractors IS 
Tractors with pneumatic...tires,. . . . . 7 
Motor graders ̂  ........ .  .... .. .. 
Scarifiers ' ; 4 
Cranes . . . . . . . . l 
Carry-alls ... '  .' 12 
Soil stabilizers , , t i ' ; . 1 
Rollers of different tonnages ^ 
Rock crushers 14 
Tamping rollers "sheep* s foot" .; 5 
Loaders . . ; . \' 4 
Asphalt spreaders ;; 5 
Asphalt heaters . 9 
Manual gravel classifiers * 2 
Gravel mixers _ 3 
Gravel spreaders t / ." V". '' "V 3 
Water pumps 10 
Tank-trucks for water and asphalt ' . 17 
Compressors 2 
Electric plants .. ' 8 
Dump trucks (70 trucks of from 2 to 10 tons) ' r " 164 
Trucks 4 
Pickup trucks -
Power wagons 4 
Station wagons . 7 
American and English jeeps /"" / ' ' ̂  6 
Automobiles .r, . . ¡ . ' 6 
Panel trucks ^ ' ' 2 
Winches with gasoline motors , 2 
Solderers " 3 
1 - • • • ' •' '1 
Source; Dirección de Caminos, Ministerio de Fomento y Obras Públicas 
of El Salvador, 
/Table 126 
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Table. 126 . . 
Honduras: - Inventory of -Roo<dl:-Gonstruction• and' Maintenance EquipmentQ 1952 
(a) Construction 
Tractors 
Mechanical shovels 6 
Motor-graders- • - 4 
Carry-alls . 6. 
. ; Rollers ' ' 2 
Pull graders 2 — 
P a y - l o a d e r s - ' • - ; 3 
Rock crushers 2 
Compressors .. . • • 14 
Rock drills 3 
Euclid, 14 
Dump trucks 50 
. Pickup trucks . "10 
Platform trucks - 4 
(b) Maintenance 
Motor-graders 10 
Rollers . . 6 
Rock crushers 2 
• Trucks-- — • 59 
Pickup trucks 10 
Source: Dirección General de Caminos, Ministerio.de Caminos y .Obras.Pú-
blicas, 
v ' • RECOMMENDATION' LXXIII" 
(a)' -The governments should try to pur chase more 
mechanized equipment according to a plan determining 
the rate of increasing mechanization of such activitass. 
and the limits it should economically reach, in rela-
tion to the'advisable degree of utilization of manual 
labor; 
(b) a study should be made to determinfe the most 
that can annually be spent for such equipment in rela-
tion to the minimum needs determined by the size of the 
road programs and .-the..availability of foreign exchange, 
(c) it is advisable to try to achieve a relative 
uniformity of:-makes, types/and"horsepower of the equip-




ment.that is acquired, because of the advantages 
"that- can be-obtaine,d;..in fche;;supplying,of replace** 
ment parts- and accessories, arid ffî^tfiêr"possiblé'-"im-;v:v':'• 
proprement i»~operating. and maintenance efficiency4 
6. ;Low Efficiency in the Operation and Maintenance--:Ôf:--Me€hanize'd Equip--
-ment 
As a consequence of the limited^experience that these 
countrios have had, not only on account of the relative^ belated intro-
duction of merchanical procedures, but also as a^result;of; their short 
tradition in road activities (scarcely two decades), arid because of the 
insufficient quantity of specialized technical persoi^eT;;(professionai 
and sub-professional), deficiencies in technical.and'.'.aeffii,iiistrative or-
ganization, and the small appropriations of funds for road activities^ 
it. is obvious that the operation and maintenance of mechanized' equipment 
is generally carried out at a low level of efficiency. 
There are^ however, a few exceptions where certain projects 
:and" countries are-concerned.» has been possible to obtain high pro-
ductivity in countries that have been making great efforts to attain 
that end through increasing their purchases of mechanized equipment.. 
But the problem- still-remains, to; almost full extent, and its consequences 
are ..shpwn" not only in -higher -costs-of projects but also in a rapid de-
preciation of the road machinery. - • The'Central American countries should 
devote the greatest attention to raising -the-;- degree of efficiency of 
• thçse activités. • • • • " • . . . • 
; RECOMMENDATION LXXIV 
(a) The governments of the Central American 
countries should give the greatest possible atten-





tenance efficiency in the use and: upkeep' of . 
mechanized-equipment, seeing that it is oper-
ated by competent and responsible' personnel 
-.under the general control of specialized.tech-
' nicians, who should at .all times try to improve- . 
the trainings of the operators; 
(b) the personnel responsible for "the oper-
ation of the equipment should always be provided 
with all the elements and facilities indispensable ...... 
for efficient operation; 
; (c) .the operations of the mechanical.equip- . 
ment should.be daily controlled and recorded in -
order to determine their degree of1 efficiency and 
to correct their faults; 
(d) schools for practical and theoretical 
training of operating personnel should be created 
or enlarged, in accordance with the results of Recom-
mendations XII and'-LXXI, with the object of increasing 
the number of expert operators and their quality as 
rapidly as possible; • -
(e) an attempt should, be made to install theor-
etical and practical training centers for operators 
on all important projects,, under suitable conditions; 
(f) timely appropriations of funds should be. 
made in order to bring about the fulfillment of all 
parts of this recommendation». 
7. Deficiencies in Technical and Administrative Organization 
In Guatemala, El Salvador,, and Honduras the responsibility 
for the orientation and technical execution of all activities relating 
to planning,, surveying, construction, and maintenance, of roads belongs to 
a Dirección General de.Caminos, whose. Chief (or. Director) works directly 
under the Minister of Public Works (Ministro de Obras Públicas). In 
Nicaragua, with a category and authority equivalent to those of the 
three above-mentioned countries, the organization is called Departamento 
de Carreteras,.and is directed by a Chief Engineer who also-works direct-
ly under the Minister, of Public Works. In Costa Rica" the Departamento 
de Caminos Públicos is an agency of the Dirección de Obras Públicas "of- s 
/the Ministry 
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the Ministry of tlie'sajnê:-name-, and theref ore has neither the status 
nor the authority of"the three mentioned above.. *;..:The corresponding 
organization in Panama is called Sección de .Caminos, Calles y Muelles, 
and is also ah integral part'of: the Ministiy of Public Works, 
In none of these countries is there any other govern-
mental or.private entity or institution'having to do with road activi-
ties, except'for the local officesbf the Bureau of Public Roads of 
the United States government which were set up in each country to 
furnish technical assistance -in the Inter-American;Highway project, 
(An outline.of the organization of the Direcciones:Generales de Caminos 
of Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras is shown in Tables 127> 128; and 
129• It was not possible to obtain on time such information from the 
other countries.) 
In none of the Central American countries is there ari 
organization.specifically charged with the technical:planning of high-
way systems. Such an organization should be:'directly coordinated with 
all those technico-economic organisations concerned with .the formula-
tion of such a plan,.--;and̂  with others from the Ministries 'of:. Public 
' Works,, Hëalth, Agriculture, Education, ̂ qonpmy..and-Finance, etc. whose • 
functions are also related -to 'road programs.-. • 
•The lack of centralized.;control in .the road departments 
; in relation to the activities of the various sections" of which they are 
" composed Jias also been'noted*. This'is-due primarily.to the inadequate 
coordinated programming'of the general and special functions, and is 
particularly-applicable to the sections in charge of expenditures,, ac-
counting and costs in relation to those in .charge of construction,- ware-
houses,and repair shops» 
/Table 127 




••-Guatemala: -Organization -Outline- of • the -DlreceicSn--Gerre^ 
1252 
Administrative Offices 
1 Director General 
1 Assistant Director General 




1 First officer 
Clerks - - • 
1 Filing clerk 









Stationery Supply clerk 
Engineering Department 
1 Chief of Projects 
22 Overseers 
1 First officer 
7 Officers: 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th 
10 Draftsman: 1st, 2nd,- and 3rd 
1 Copyist: V 
1 Testing chief 
1 Laboratory technician 
2 Assistant laboratory technicians 
1 Sample tester 
5 Construction superintendents 
3 Zone superintendents 
5 Superintendents! assistants 
6 Bridge builders, 1st and 2nd 
1 Explosives expert 
38 Road Master Masons / . , . . , . 
1 Fuel storehouse guard 
Messenger 
Machinery costs operator .. 
Labor costs operator 
Material costs operator. 
Indirect costs operator. 
Costs assistants 
Payroll supervisors 
Payroll supervisor's assistant 
Payroll me.n 
Timekeeper- " — ; 
1 Assistant timekeeper '" "" 
1 Inventory clerk 
Inventory assistants 
Kardex operators 
Personnel transfer chief 
Kardex operator for machinery 
Assistant Kardex; operator for machinery 
1 Kardex operator 'for transport 
Contract Department 
1 Contract supervisor 
1 Materials technical-supervisor 
1 Clerk 
Construction Department 
1 Bridge superintendent 
1 Asphalt and L # chief 
1 Maintenance general superintendent 
1 Construction engineer , . .  . 
Warehouse Department . 
1 Chief of Department' 
1 Order registrar ' . 
1 Assistant order registrar 
1 Chief buyer 
1 assistant "buyer 
2 Supply clerks 
1 Overseer 
/4 Warehouse guards 
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Table 127 (continued). 
4 Warehcrusergüäids' Transport Department 
5 Warehouse assistants j >m _ -
1 Assistant Chief 
— - 3 Dispatchers .. . " 
Machinery Department • •"•' - 1 General distributor "(fuel) 
• • . '• •.'•!• 
;1 Department dispatcher = -
1 Department Head - 1 Dispatcher 
1 Overseer : i "•• 1 Order supervisor 
3 Machinery inspectors. .3 Assistants 
1 Work order supervisor •• . : ...... 
1 Machinery storehouse- guard • Medical Dispensary • . 
1 Vehicle controller 
1 Messenger ";; 1 Chief physician 
; 1 Assistant 
Source: Dirección General de Cominos,- Guatemala, 
. . Table 128 
El Salvador: , Organization Outline of the Dirección General de Caminos, 
1252 •  ' 
Administrative Offices 
1 Director 
1 Assistant Director 
1 Secretary 
1 Stenographer 
2 1st class assistants 
2 Orderlies 
Administrative Department 
1 Department Chief 
2 4th class officers 
3 5th class officers 
1 2nd class assistant 
2 Inspectors 
1 Chief of circulating fund 
1 Chief of warehouses 
1 Chief of card control 
2 Warehouse guards 
2 Warehouse guards:.1 for, Santa Ana and 
1 for San Miguel 
• 1 Materials dispatcher ; . v.J.-
1 Chief of general files and correspond» 
• ence 
1 Stenographer and file clerk 
1 Orderly 
Department of Studies and Pro.jects 
1 Department Chief 
1 5th class official 
4 Inspectors of bridge construction and 
erection 
2 Design engineers 
2 Engineers* assistants 
3 1st class draftsmen 
' -' 5 2nd class draftsmen ^ 
/Rights of Way 
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Table'Ì28:(cbntinued) 
Rights of Way and' Map'.- Piling: - Section 
1 Surveyiüg and-Appraisement .Superin^-
tendent 
2 Assistants 
2 2nd.class draftsmen 
1 5th class officer • •• 
1 Orderly 
Laboratory Department 
1, Chief,of Department 
1 Assistant chief , •;• -
1 Geologist 
1 Chemist • " 
4 Laboratory technicians 
1 5th class official 
1 Orderly 
Construction Department 
1 Department Chief 
1 Machinery superintendent 
1 Garage superintendent 
2 Engineers a/ 
1 Engineer's assistant 
1 5th class officer 
1 Orderly 
Maintenance ' "and" "Improvement. Derpart-
ment 
1 Department chief 
6 Zone chiefs 
6. .Zons, chief s assistants 
1 5th class officer 
1.Orderly 
Cost and Statistics Department 
1 Department Chief 
1 Cost superintendent 1 •. 
1 Statistics superintendent 
3 "Cost "Statistical clerks 
3 Statistical clerks 
1 1st class draftsman. 
1 Orderly 
Highway Location Department 
1 Department Chief 
1 5th class officer 
Source: Dirección General de Caminos, El Salvador.' 
a/ This title is paid more than the previous ones 
Table 129 
Honduras: Organization Outline of the Dirección General de Caminos, 1952 
Director ' 1 
Assistant.Director 1 
Inspectors • • 1 
Prcge.ct,.engineer 1 
Bridge'engineer' - ;1 
Laboratory engineer 4 
Draftsmen'' ' 3 
Chief of Administrative Division 1 
Asst. chief, Administrative'-Division . 2 
Accountant - r, 1 
Generalw arehouse.guard 
Payroll supervisor 








Source: Direccidn General de Caminos, Ministerio de Fomento y Trabajo, Comayagiiela, 
. October 13, 1952. . ^ /Furthermore, 
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'"'Furthermore, the lack of sufficient construction materials, 
replacement parts and accessories for mechanized equipment and other work 
elements in-the ..central and regional warehouses is quite general. In 
some cases this lack even- occurs in materials~of"lóir co-st-,--greatest need. 
t. ' 
and easiest acquisition in lo cai markets This "ca'tis'es delay si.arxd ̂ greater • , 
expense in highway construction-and-maintenance activities, and in th§ 
repair and maintenance- of road machinery. Among the principal causes of . 
this situation are*,- £.a) . inadequate appropriation of funds; (b) lack of... ; 
foresight in the annual needs fpr such-materials, as a result of inadequate 
general planning, .or-.incomplete studies in the formulation of each indiv-
idual project; (c) delayed acquisition of the necessary materials, wait-
ing until thè-:very moment when .they are needed; (d) excessive red tape .• 
in obtaining order authorizations'in the central warehouses and. workshops, 
as well as in the various màintehàiicè zones; (e) the limited previous 
allocation of^th.ese work' materials or of the-necessary funds for purchàs-'*' 
ing them in each zòne:of highway activity. It is also obvious'-that there, 
is an-insufficient number of specialized engineers in charge of the 
various 'technical sections, especially-in road, and 'bridge-.-construction 
and maintenance» • 
If on the one hand the scarcity of specialized technicians, 
in the pfficial highway departments is observed, on the other hand it is 
....clear that in some cases there--is-.an„exceissive number of administrative 
or executive, personnel in relation to the magnitude, of the projects 
under construction, and' to the: amounts appropriated annually from the 
national budgets 'fot road and highway activities, 
. ; /RECOM^jENDAÌÌON LXXV 
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RECOMMENDATION LXXV 
(a) An integral revision of the organization 
... charts of,highway construction agencies should be 
carried out with the object of determining the de- . 
gree. of inefficiency that may exist in thie implex 
'' mentation of its fundamental objectives; 
, . . (b). sufficient funds, technical and adminis-
' '' trative personnel and indispensable, work elements, . ..... 
. should, be assigned for.undertaking a total" reorgani-
1 ' zation or at least an improvement of the, services, of. - ; ; 
.these organizations,, according to' requirements; " 
0 ' ' (c) the assistance, when suitable or necessary, 
pf national or international organizations'of"technical 
assistance, or of experts of recognized experience, in.. - v . 
. these.. activities,•.should, be' sought even'if it requires 
setting'aside large special funds or awaiting :a rather •• ; .: . 
. long.time for results,'.. * '• 
ft, Inadequate Engineering.. Planning 
"" ' ' It is appropriate to refer to this question, even, though, 
it is"common knowledge that the success of important engineering works 
depends above all on the quality of the complete studies ..on which their 
construction should be based. In the Latin American countries there, is. 
a tendency to appropriate insufficient funds for this aspect of the:prob-
lem, perhaps as a direct result of their limited,.financial capacity in 
relation to the number and magnitude of public works ..projects,. 
The deficient accomplishment of engineering, planning:for. 
* 
the construction of a highway is reflected inevitably on higher costs 
and longer construction schedules, if not on actually effecting :the 
main objectives of the project. It also results in numerous changes in 
the original projects, and in additional works which, not having been 
foreseen, involve s u b s t a n t i a l ; i n "the plans and specifica-
tions. 
/Once the 
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Once the established-orderly steps for the planning of 
highway projects:are followed more orJ less .'cl.osely,;,it, is .also important 
that the preparation^-of •'••'studies dealing specifically with; its engineering 
aspects be carried out - according1 tb1 the well-known stages of: (l) re-
gional reconnaissance; (2) reconnaissance of ppssiblf alternative routes; 
(3) preliminary.location surveys; and. (4) ...final location .surveys. 
It is necessary to emphasize that, attempts: should be 
made to reduce to a minimum the high costs frequently, involved in the 
execution of each, stage. In the special case, of the Central. "American 
countries there is a very limited number of specialized technical person-
nel and modern methods, such as aerial"photograjiimetric surveying and map-
pings-should be introduced where possible, for they are of multiple 
benefit in-other fields'of the economy and for other kinds of public 
works, projects as well. By- using such methods it is possible to achieve 
a ĉonsiderable'.-'saving -'of time ahdf money,'while obtaining highly satisfactory 
results at the: same ..time; • 
'..General Planning and engineering studies for a project 
should be carried out 'by personnel as experienced and qualified as that 
used for the actual construction of the projects. Information on the 
amounts spent on surveying and preparation of the studies in the Central 
American countries has: not been available, but it is not difficult to 
see.that they have been-insufficient, considering the small total budgets, 
RECOMMENDATION LXXVI • • . . > 
(a) The necessary engineering studies for 
a highway project should be carried out following 
the adequate technical procedures which are universal-
ly established for this kind of work; 
/(b) sufficient 
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(b) sufficient funds should be assigned 
for studies and surveying according to the im-
portance and size of! the projects. 
/PART THREE 
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Chapter III „ o .. {•'!>; 
ROAD TRANSPORT 
-Introduction 
From a study of the existing national transportation 
facilities outlined in the first part of this report,it can be clearly 
seen that while road transport has very rapidly developed during the 
last few years, it is still very far from providing the adequate, eco-
nomic, efficient, and safe system required to meet the economic and na-
tional needs. 
The position varies from country to country, particular-
ly in relation to highway development and alternative means of transport, 
but basically the problems are the same, and any differences are more of 
degree than of substance. This is to be expected since they are neither 
uniquenor unusual,nor related solely to the Central American countries, 
but are the normal consequence of a particular stage of road transport 
development — which itself is part of the much greater problem of uni-
fied national transportation policy. It has been the experience at one 
time or another of almost every country in the world, a factor of far 
reaching importance to the region, since it can thus benefit freely from 
the past experience of other countries without paying for the costly 
trials and errors incurred in the process. 
The purpose of this chapter is to review the present na-
tional road transport services, to consider how far they fall short of 
/requisite 
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requisite standards, and to suggest recommendations for the attention 
of governments in order to provide adequate, economic, efficient, and 
safè̂ '̂b'aâ''transport* facilities for the future 
I, Nümber or vehicles ánd factors that would facilitate their increase 
r,At!.pr,es.ent road- transport facilitiesvin; ther Central Amer-
ican,. çoxm^ries. are ;very Inadequate* At j-j^^fo El--Salvador— 
they provide means of transport between most of the ^rger pities.but . 
still leave large parts of the country cut off from communication with 
the rest o f the country during the wet season. their*worst '̂-as in 
HoMuras^'tHey' provide only a skeleton communicatïoh service leaving 
thé widely "contrasted' alternatives of air or animal transport to provide 
the'sóie means'*'of" access''to many parts of the country. 
How much the inadequacy of road transport facilities 
seriously"'Kämpers the development of agriculture', industry''anä" social 
•progrdsâ"M&'been repeatedly stressed in many economic reports» Thus, 
( In ägfricültüre î " "the " shortage of ' road transport facilities encourages 
subsistence farming and prevents improved production methods. An excel-
lent ̂ éxàikpié'occurs "ln"'tïié Report of the International Bank Mission to 
Guatemala; which states- that:' "although beans are one of the principal 
items of' *fche ̂ national diet, production will come about through improved 
trànspôrt'ât'iônV ''l^hich'will " allovf W'aris "to be grown where they grow best 
instead -¿r^hete"''thfey""are5- to'be eaten." ' " (b ) It restricts marketing 
facilities:' Jthe" small producer has no'access to markets unless he person-
a l i y 'cäi'ties his'"limited' markets * surplus often over long distances by 
" ' " /animal 
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animal transport or frequently under his own power. He then either 
• spends more time in retailing his goods personally, or else., sells 
them to a middleman at 'a price over which he has little or no control» 
(c) It limits social development: since so many towns and villages 
U:..ia.pe:--ralin<Dst :'is'oia.'ted' from-'the ^Capital and without highway access, social, 
educational, hospital and medical services^ etc,.,.; are: completely lack-
ing or inadequate. 
lv 'Reasons for inadequacy 
' (a) L^Ck :bf highways. The main reason for the present inadequacy of 
roadwtransport facilities is undoubtedly the lack of planned national 
highway networks, a subject which has been treated earlier in Chapter 
-jII"of this Part, ' 
(b) Inadequate 'national fleets. Other major factors are the lack of 
mechanised vehicles and equipment, or, when there are vehicles, the lack 
of suitable types; and finally inadequate distribution of such equipment 
•when available. 
It is difficult to reach any general conclusions as 
regards vehicle availability in relation to the population. There are 
64>646 motor vehicles in the region for a population of 8,847.030 or ap-
proximately 136 persons per vehicle, but the actual distribution per 
person of national fleets varies considerably, e.g*, 41 persons per 
vehicle'in Panama compared with 305 persons per vehicle in Honduras, 
(See Table 130̂ ) - These figure's contrast with an average of 29 persons 
per vehicle in Europe,i/ or approximately 100 persons in Mexico and 50 
1/United Nations. Annual Bulletin of Transport Statistics. 1951* 
/in Argentina 
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'in Argentina.-' * -...... • ----- —' 
Compared with' countries lri other Regions there would 
f'appear little doubt "that Panama and Costa Rica have1reasonably adequate 
fleets in'relation to "their population, • and,'to. "a.'-certain degree this 
applies also to El'Salvador. But oh the other hand in Nicaragua 'and 
Honduras, even allowing for the handicap of their restricted highway 
networks, vehicle "fleets would appear to be Inadequate. ' It' should also 
be noted,"as pointed out "earlier 3 that in Central America there are few 
alternative land transport facilities: railways are very limited and 
water-ways are few and unused, which makes the region more than ever 
dependent for its'main method of transportation. 
Table 130 
Central America: Number of motor vehicles and population 
Country No, of Vehicles Population- Persons per vehicle 
Guatemala 14,499 2,707.030 185 
El Salvador 11,243 1,920.000 171 
Honduras 4,625 1,410.000 305 
Nicaragua • 4,279 .1,080,000 254 
Costa Rica 10,000 825,000 82 
Panama 20,000 817.000 41 
Totals s 64 ,646 8,847.030 ' 136 
Source: Transport Mission, from, official, data 
' 1/ International Road Federation, World Road Statistics, 1950. 
/(c) Mal-distribution 
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(c) Mal-distribution of vehicle fleets. The figures given above, how-
ever, are rather misleading particularly when applied to the actual geo-
graphical distribution of vehicles in the countries concerned^ since it 
will be found that in nearly all the countries more than 75$ of "the to-
tal fleets are concentrated in or near the Capital, while many large 
departments are almost devoid of ;'mechanized transport, being limited 
to fifty or so vehicles per .province/ It follows that these and other 
large areas are entirely dependent on the ox-cart, the pack-horse or 
even human porters for local means of transportation. The extent to 
which the region is dependent on such transport is surprising; unfor-
tunately there are no accurate statistics available, but as can be 
seen from the various agricultural censuses there can be little doubt 
that animal transport carries a large-volume, if not the largest, of 
national domestic traffic. 
Taking these factors into.consideration as well as the 
extensive highway construction plans envisaged, it-will be necessary 
for the present national fleets to be increased considerably and distrib-
uted more evenly if road transport is to provide adequate services to 
meet the requirements and increasing trade and -commerce. 
2. Suggested Methods for reducing high capital cost of vehicles and equip-* 
ment, 
Among the most important'factors which would appear to 
limit vehicle fleets as well as raise operating costs is the high cost 
of equipment. An average 4 / 5 ton carrying capacity truck chassis which 
costs about'$2>406 in-the United States, or $2,800 in Mexico, costs 
/more 
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mòre than half as much again in most Central American countries, e.g. 
in El Salvador .the price is 9,500,00 colones or $3,800, in Nicaragua 
30,000 cordobas or $4,250, arid in Panama $3,850. : 
...'"• Busses are even more expensive, particularly when they 
;are imported'completé with chassis, when prices range between $5,000 
arid $7,000. " ' 5 . ^ -
: These1 high prices are mianly accounted for by: (a) 
maritime freight'and port 'dues; (b)"customs and other duties; {c) local 
railway freight; and (d) dealers1 commissions. 
(a) Maritime freight rates. In the first place maritime freight rates 
are too high, ^hus residents of'the Panama Canal Zone are. able to im-
port cars at on average flat- rate of $125> while Panama nationals pay 
rates based oh cubic capacity, amounting to. $257 Equally high are 
maritime rates in "the other countries, .thus in Guatemala-.the' rates 
amount to 23% that of.'.the ;total cost, of an automobile- (CIF rates to 
Puerto Barrios), and 25$ that of a truck; and in Nicaragua they amount 
to 2,500 cordobas per'truck òr (approximately 360 Dollars). 
From the example cited as regards Panama it would appear 
that these rates could be reduced. Moreover even from the shipping 
companies1 business interests this would appear a desirable objective 
since motor' vehicles are- now being imported by air transport in Central 
American countries at rates which' are ultimately cheaper than by sea. 
I? "The Government of the Republic of Panama wishes to call this Com-* 
mittee's attention to the maritime freight rates charged... they are 
an obvious, undeniable and unjustified case of discrimination which 
causes great harm to the Panamanian economy." Statement to the In-
ter-American Economic and Social Council, March 11, 1952. 
/ I f the 
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If the shipping companies cannot agree to reduce their 
rates it: may become necessary to explore other avenues such as. the pos-
sibility of import by road or railroad from Mexican factories, or United 
States factories oh the Mexican borcler, etc, At the present time the 
two major obstacles in the way of such development are the uncompleted 
tzuatentalan section of the Inter-American Highway, and certain difficul-
ties inherent-in the assembly plant system in Mexico,-but it would ap̂ -
pear very likely that :both these difficulties could.be overcome-* 
• RECOMMENDATION LXXVII ' ' 
; In order, to reduce the high cost of motor'" 
vehicles, all possible steps should therefore be 
taken to.reduce maritime freight charges for'im-
ported motor vehicles,, and to this end. it is suĝ -.. 
gested that^manufacturers and their national rep-
resentatives request shipping lines to consider pos-\ 
. sible ways and means of achieving this end; alter-
• natively, if this is not possible, importers should ; 
be requested to investigate the possibility of supply 
' from nearer sources such as Mexico, and by other 
means of transport such as road and rail, 
(b) Customs duties. More important than the above as a responsible factor 
for increasing the price of motor vehicles in Central America are the 
Various customs duties, taxes, consular fees,and other dues^ which, are 
imposed'on imported vehicles, ... :.v-
Most of the countries, charge import duties on an ad''valorem 
basis which varies between 15$ and 20$, In some cases, such as Guatemala, 
duties on commercial vehicles are assessed on a net weight basis of 5 
cents per kilo. In addition,, consular fees, which sometimes are as high as 
5« 5% .to of the net cost price of vehicles^ (Guatemala and Honduras), 
" /and various 
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and. various other charges —such as pier, warehouse and'customs-fees-
all ..help, to raise the price of vehicles by approximately 20$ or more. 
Attention is drawn to the practice of' customs authorities 
in.some^ countries of charging duties on packing crates and other, packing 
material, which occurs where the duties are levied according to-weight, 
cubic, capacity, etc. As previously mentioned, the result:ofAthis-has 
been to encourago motor vehicles to be imported by air where no such 
packaging.is required, and consequently lower duty is imposed. 
While the legitimate interests of 'Government-in- raising 
revenues.by means of duties on imported goods is fully recognized, never-
theless these would appear to be an inadequate appreciation'of the posi-
tion as regards public transport vehicles. In the first place, a very 
clear distinction should be made between private passenger vehicles and 
commercial vehicles. The former are in most cases a luxury or semi-
luxury, whilst the latter are essential to the economic development of 
the country. Again, while taxes on the former should be born by the 
individual, in the latter, as constituting part of the cost of operation, 
they will ultimately be paid by the public, and by that section'of the 
public which is least able to afford it. Even as regards passenger cars 
there is also a differentation of use: some cars are'very essential to 
the life of the country, e.g. for the use of doct6rs, public servants, 
nurses and other official purposes, while others again are used part for 
business and part for pleasure, and finally some are solely used for 
pleasure purposes. 
Other means of transport do not have to pay similar duties, 
namely, there are no duties on locomotive rolling stock, or airplanes for 
/public 
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public; transport when entering the country, ~ ¿-v „•.; 
"... ... Accordingly, the present system whereby a"uniform'scale 
of import duties is ijnposed on all type of motor Vehicles is not only 
but.detrimental.to economic progress, arid "everi-fabfe so "when ap-
•plled.ad valorem to commercial vehicles, since the' duty theri'-becomes a 
:tax on,.efficiency, that is, better and more suitable; vehicles' are sub-
ject to higher taxes than the cheaper and less suitable types.» 
• . . On the other hand, the arguments advanced above are not 
intended to apply to private passenger vehicles', other than the very 
small, minority used for official or public purposes, • In fact, 'One of 
the more surprising features of road transport in Central America is 
the "unduly high proportion of luxury cars visible on the streets, par-
ticularly of the Capital cities, which contribute little if at all to 
national economic development. If it is considered that a reduction of 
duties on commercial vehicles might adversely effect the national budget, 
there would appear to be no reason why any'loss of revenue could not be 
offset by increased duties on private cars, particularly these of luxury 
types. 
RECOMMENDATION LXXVIII 
In order to reduce the high cost of trucks and bus-
ses, it is suggested that governments might consider: 
' (a) what steps could be taken to reduce the present 
high import duties, consular fees, and other charges le-
vied on the importation of motor trucks, motor busses, 
and other vehicles used for commercial purposes; -
(b) should it be necessary to compensate national 
budgets for any reduction in revenue accounted for by 
the fall in transport duties on commercial and public 
vehicles, consideration might be given to a. pro-rata 
increaso in the duties on private cars particularly as 
regards those of a luxury type. 
/(c) Rail 
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(e) Rail Freights -Rail':-freight 'rates, from:port s ;of. entry, to;.capital 
cities are excessivewhich- may .be.-due to the / f apt that.in.• most: ,cas.es 
there are' no> alterila tive ' transport means y: and that a; port, traffic mono-
poly is :;e'ri joyed' by' the' railroads. • . .L--.;.:;•: • 
In Nicaragua:, for instance, freight rates .on automobiles 
average around 500 cordobas, or 20 centavos per ton-kilometer, and in 
Guatemala from $130 to $150, or over 20 cents per ton-kilometer.-
Similar high "rates are charged in. El Salvador. (froni :Puerto Barrios to 
San Salvador 'and'inCosta Rica. (from Puerto ;Lim6n to San José). 
In addition 'to. the actual. :railroad freight charge there 
are. miscellaneous port charges —sometimes included within the railroad 
freight rate— such as the charge made in Puerto Barrios for use of 
heavy cranes.^ Considering the rate charges in other countries, 
and the fact that there would appear to be no justification 
for discriminatory rates as applied to motor vehicles, railroad companies 
should reduce their rates, 
RECOMMENDATION LXXIX 
In order to reduce the high cost of motor 
•• vehicles where excess ive. rail freight rates are : 
charged, governments should arrange with the rail-
road company concerned io reduce these rates, par-. • -
ticularly in respect of combined rail and port charges, 
(d) Dealers* Commission* While'.this -is a subject difficult, to-approach, 
since it refers to a specialized field/of private business, and. since any 
figure referred to can only be .obtained from.the agents themselves, it 
does appear nevertheless that in many cases commission rates charged by 
1/ See Part I, Chapter I, p. 44 
/ a g e n t s 
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agents are, excessive9 even when taking into consideration the addition-
•.¡aL.cos.ts incurred by. agents, to promote and foster, the sales of any 
partipular.;.make.. However, if* governments undertake by every possible 
official means to reduce the costs of imported vehicles, it follows 
that^it would-, be only reasonable, and. ultimately in the agents1 own 
inter est also, to .reduce their commission rates. ... 
" ' RECOMMENDiiTiON' LXXX '• ~ -v.-: 
In order to reduce the high cost of motor ::: 
• vehicles,-.distributors and agents,. in return for 
assistance rendered' by governments iri the form: of 
- v.,;-.reduced customs duties, etc., should, take a l l pos-
sible steps to'reduce' their commission to a figure 
: ... ..... :more in line.with, other countries. 
Action on the above lihes"would tend to encourage'the 
importation of trucks and busses and other commercial'vehicle's^ and thus 
assist in building up national road transport f:leets: td; a level consistent 
with the requirements of' national economic development-. •' 
.IIo., .Economic Operation 
Some indication "as regards the "economic or uneconomic 
operation of road transport is normally given by a comparison of the 
freight rates charged in any particular country, since they are ultimate-
ly based on operating costs. Nevertheless, care must be taken in any 
comparison.to take, into consideration the many factors such as condition 
of roads, traffic availability, equipment costs, taxation, etc., which 
all.naturally affect ultimate rates. It is essential that rates charged 
/should be 
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should be as low as consistent, .with efficient, operation arid'safety 
standards, and yet sufficiently high to provide financial .incentives tb^ 
operators. This is particularly important in-, the Centr&lvAmericari Coliĥ  
tries where road transport has. a practical monopoly of'much local arid' 
domestic traffic. -
From Part I of the Report it. can be seen .that rates-
charged vary considerably in each-country and as between the various 
countries. For instance, passenger.rates range from as:low as 1/2 cent 
per passenger kilometer in San Salvador, .to as high as 3 cents in Hon-
duras. While the former would appear to b.e too.low.^ the latter is obvious 
ly far too high. These rates campare with 1-1/4 cents in the United 
States,-^ where standards of service are far- higher, and with 1/2 cent 
2/ 
in Mexico,-7 (3-1/2 - 4-1/2 Mexican centavos), where the cost of living 
is lower but services not so good. Taking all the .factors into consider-
ation, i.e. the high cost of operation, and poor roads on the one side, 
and overcrowded poorly maintained vehicles on the other, it would appear 
that —with the exception of El Salvador— the passenger.fare rates in 
Central America are too high,, particularly in relation to the, services 
offered. 
1/ "Revenue per passenger mile traveled on intercity schedules of Class 
I intercity-bus companies in 1951 averaged an estimated .1.9-5- cents in 
1951 and about 2 cents in 1952. This is the equivalent of 1.22 cents 
per passenger.kilometer for.1951 and about.1-1/4 cents in 1952." Na-
tional Association of Motor Bus Operators. United States of America« 
2/ "Average cost of fare per passenger-kilometer: ;First Class (on paved 
roads only)., 0,045 Mexican pesos; Second Class, on any type of road, 





Similarly, goods traffic freight rates are high, in 
: fact- proportionately even higher than passenger, varying from a's low 
as; 4 cents per ton-kilometer in Nicaragua and El Salvador, to as high 
as 12 cents in Guatemala and Honduras, which compare with average'"rates 
of 2. to 3 cents per ton-kilometer in Mexico and 3,2 cents per ton-
'kilometer in the United States,^/ 
Even when making .-allowance for the fact that gasoline 
is cheaper and roads are better in both the United States and Mexico, 
nevertheless considering the far lower standards of service offered, this 
rate differential is startling, specially since in the United States 
services are so much more efficient and reliable and operators have to 
bear-much heavier, expenses both as regards wages and social"services, 
and.administrative overheads, 
- : At first glance it might appear that this high rate 
* • « 
structure resulted.from excessive, profits, but generally speaking this 
, is: not- so, .particularly in countries such as El Salvador and Nicaragua 
•where.road transport is operating' on marginal profits .insufficient to 
maintain business. 
It follows, therefore, that if the rates are high and 
small profits are being made by operators, then the operational costs 
;1/ "Average cost of freight charge,, per ton-kilometer on.paved roadsr 
. ... 0,1?8 Mexican pesos; on gravel roads, 0.224»,f Asociacifin Mexicans 
. de Caminos, March 31, 1953• 
2/ American 'Trucking Trends. Average revenue per- .inter-city-ton-mile 
varied around 5 cents from 1948 to 1951... 
/must be 
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must be excessive, a factor'wh^ch'was- repeatedly'pointed out.by-truck 
and bus operators to members of thè 'Mission when: discussing cost of 
operation. 
It has not been possible to obtain any detailed comparative 
figures,- ghinee very few operators koep accurate figures of working costs, 
but: on the average ..operating costs would appear to range around 3 to 8 
cents per ton-kilometer.^ ... 
It would also clearly appear from information received 
that these high costs are mainly due to the following reasons: (l) in-
adequate highway network and the poor condition of the roads; (2) high 
price of vehicles and equipment; ( 3 ) high price of fuel and tires; ( 4 ) 
high level, of taxation; and ( 5 ) seasonal traffic flows. 
In order to reduce operating costs, it will therefore be 
necessary to ascertain the reasons for the high costs incurred by the 
above, and to consider what steps might be taken, 
!•- Inadequate Highway Network 
The lack of a planned highway system and the poor condi-
tion of ròads as well as the difficult and mountainous terrain is un-
doubtedly the'main cause of the high operating costs in the region. This 
problem has been discussed and recommendation made to solve it.—/ 
1/ In 1949 > the cost was 2.57 cents per ton-mile (1.60 cents per ton-
km.) in the United States, * Comparative Cost per net ton mile. 
Analysis No. 21, The case for the Trucking Industry. June-July, 
1950. Testimony at Subcommittee hearing on Senate Resolution 50. 
2/ Part III, Chapter II, pp. .554 ff 
/2. High 
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2, High Price of Vehicle^ and. E q u i p m e n t • ' '• ' " 
This problem has also been discussed and solutions sug-
gested earlier,^ 
3t High Price of fuel and tires 
(a) Fuel costs. The price of gasoline is consistently high, in all the 
Central American countries, with the exception of Panama» On, the other 
hand, the price of Diesel oil fluctuates considerably, being as low as 
18 cents in El Salvador and as high as 46 cents in Honduras, . (See Table 
131») It is interesting to note in this respect that these two countries 
represent the extremes as regards low and high freight rates, though of 
course this may only be a coincidence. These prices compare with 5 cents 
a liter for gasoline and 2 cents for Diesel oil in Mexico> and an average 
price of 25 cents per gallon in the United States, It .can also be seen 
that taxation of one sort or another amounts for about half of this price * 
When considering the price of gasoline in relation to the 
consumer it should be borne in mind that more than 50$ of the national 
fleets consists of public vehicles, which is a very different ratio from 
most countries, where.private cars are very much in the majority. 
The effept of this tax is therefore similar to that of 
customs duties levied on vehicles, since apart from private owners who 
bear the cost themselves, road transport operators pass the tax on to 
•the consumer in the form of increased ratesy which ultimately become an 
indirect tax paid ;by the public, and a particularly unfortunate one, as 
it affects the cost of food and other basic essentials and therefore falls 
heaviest on those members of society least able to pay,.. 





^ "Table 131 
' C entrai America: Cost of Gasò line and Diesel Oil, 
1222 . 
(per, gallon) . . . 
Country 
Gasoline 
Price to public Tax 
•in national - : ;'- -included 









Guatemala 0.48 0.22 .. 0.48 0.24 0.24 
El Salvador 1.24 0.50 *"0,50 0.45 0.18 
Honduras 1.00 0.58, . 0.50 0.92 0.46 
Nicaragua• 2.95 — 0,42 ' 1.45 0.20 
Costa Rica 2.80 — 0.40 1.90 0.33 
Panama' 0.38 — • 0.38 0.18 0.18 
Source: Transport Mission,*from official data, 
a/ Guatemala: quetzales; El Salvador: colones; Honduras: lempiras; 
Nicaragua: córdobas; Costa Rica: colones; Panama: balboas 
On the other hand,. it is, fully appreciated that in 
practice it "would be very difficult for governments to make arrangements 
so as to differentiate between the tax on gasoline consumed by private 
owners and commercial users, . since a tax reduction on fuel solely for the 
use of the latter would probably lead to abuses which would be difficult 
to combat. 
The gasoline tax is an important contribution to the 
national revenue. Nevertheless, the greater the number of vehicles, the 
larger the ultimate revenue, and any taxes and charges which tend to 
limit fleets will naturally reduce revenue. Under the circumstances, 
therefore, while it would be helpful if governments could reduce taxes 
. on gasoline, it is not considered that such a.policy would be favorably 
regarded by governments. An alternative .would be to encourage the use 
of Diesel fuel by operators instead of gasoline, a course which could be 
/supported. 
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supported by the following arguments-: (l) it would solely benefit com-
mercial users; .(2) there ig* no doubt that busse? .using Diesel oil get 
more mileage to the gallon than similar vehicles using gasoline; ( 3 ) 
similarly there is"considerable saving by trucks, where there is a 
large annual mileage or long hours of operation; u (4) lower consumption 
of fuel x/ould" mean lower imports' (5) lower imports would result in 
• ... • • • 
saving of. foreign currency, 
On the other hand, it should; be borne in mind that (l) 
Diesel equipment is more expensive in the first.instance; and, ( 2 ) it re- ' 
"'quires"the services of trained mechanics," • ' . 
RECOMMENDATION LXXXI 
"Considering thè urgent need for cheap and eco-
nomical road transport, which is dependent in turn 
on low operating costs, governments should consider 
the possibility of reducing taxes on motor fuel;:.if, 
however, for budgetary or other reasons this is not 
possible, then the taxes on diesel oil should ..be con-, . 
siderably reduced' or abolished, 
(k) Tire Costs, Due to the poor design and construction of roads,- and 
particularly to the gravel surfaces which cover, a large proportion of 
them, tire mileage is exceptionally low, _ . •. 
In discussions with operators^the Mission^as-informed 
that on some routes the. kilometrage per tire was as low as.. 5*000,and 
1/ Normally in the United States, Diesels are not considered to be more 
economical for any operation where, annual mileage per power unit is 
less ttian'75>000 miles or where the vehicle is operated less than 2 
full shifts per day in shorter mileage operation. Information supplied 
by American'Trucking Association Inc* 1953» 
/while of course 
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. while..;.of course -this/is exceptional^ even, the ávéragé 6:í Í6,Ót)0 kilo-
meters, ,per' t-ir̂ v on ..good, roads is very low and would'appear to'be far 
below the normal standardsUnfortunately^ combined-with low mileage 
tire replacement prices are very high,(See Table 132^)' ' 
Table 132 
- • ' , a / 
Central America:, Purchase price of .tifres in selected countries , . 1952 
' , • .- : • • , . (in dollars) . ; . 
. • • .... El Salvador 120.00 
• • Honduras 125.00 
•• Nicaragua ' 160*00: 
. México '•'•'•. 92.00 b/ 
United States ; 106,55' 
• i'| >11 ' |l\ I i Ml i . i, ' I ' I • •••'••• I'!. 
Source: Transport Mission* from data obtained directly, and Mexican 
Road Association» ' 
... a/ Size 8,25. x-20 x 12 . 
b/ Estimated cost. 
.. .Thus tire costs form one of 'the"' heaviest items in the 
transportation budget for the Central American operators. There would 
appear to be three possible methods of lowering these prices: first, 
by improving road'conditions; secondly, by reducing maritime and rail 
'freight, rates —rwhich in some cases account for 35$ of the .cost--; and 
thirdly, by reducing import duties on tires used, by public commercial 
vehicles. As regards the latter,.and as suggested in the case of ve-
• hides, any revenue lost could be compensated by increasing the duties 
on tires for private cars* There would be little difficulty in implementing 
.. 1/' - In Europe the technical life of tires is estimated for goods trans-
port vehicles between 30-40,000' kms. Trial figures of Road Transport 
Costs, forking'Party on Transport Costs and Accountancy, / Economic 
Commission for Europe. Inland Transport Committee, - November k> 1952*-
/such a policy 
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.such ; a' policy^ since, the sizes used „by heavy comhte^cial vehicles are 
;Considerably'larger .than those- usëd fey private càrS^ " The possibility 
of establishing-.a tire, factory in Central America 'might 'alëô be 
considered."^ • •• 
RECCOMËNDATION LXXXII 
In order to reduce road, transport rates by .low-
er'ing operating e^en.seâ1, particularly in respect1 bf 
heavy and expensive tire costs, it is recommended that: 
(a) mporters'.^.nd inanufacturers should eonsuli 
with shipping and railway companies in order to effect 
. a „reduction in maritime'and .rail freight rates; alter-
.. , natively, if this is not possible steps might be taken 
/ /by governments in conjunction with manufacturing in-
. terests to study the possibilities of the construction 
of. a tire producing factôry ih; one of the Central 
American countries .so as to provide a regional; supply 
. • V' . center; • : 
(b) governments should consider thé possibility 
of reducing import duties and other, taxes on tires, 
used by commercial vehicles, bearing in mind that any 
loss of revenues in this respect could be compèrisated 
by higher dues on private car tires; 
(c) every effort should be made to reduce unneces-
sary tire wear particularly by more careful driving, and 
observance of' speed and, import regulations. 
4. High Level of Taxation 
Here again it is difficult to give any precise uniform 
comparison of the practices in the six Central American countries, since 
both the types and methods of taxation differ considerably. Apart from 
fuel taxation referred to in point 3 (a) above, there are the following 
taxes: (l) registration fees; ( 2 ) motor carrier tqxes; and ( 3 ) miscel-
1/ A recommendation on this subject has. been made already in'relation 
to the region's industrial development under the economic integra-
tion and.reciprocity .program considered by the Ministers of Economy 
. at their first .meeting In Te'gucigalpa, August 1952.' . See ECLA Document 
E/CN,12/296, • • ' 
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lanebus taxes;'""Gendra^^ and motor car-
rier taxes are not excessive, In the castr^of^trticks^ registration fees 
range around $30 to would appear, .usually to be levied according 
to. tonnage, 
But'/in. addition, to'.'these taxes: there' are ¿ften a large 
number of;- municipal/'and _ other'taxes';'"'' %-Fbr.'exsuiipie," in. Nicaragua, a 
truck operatof would have td pay basic i'kx .charges,' i.e., license plates, 
registration, etc,, averaging abbut 160 cordobas per vehicle per annum. 
In addition to these taxes there is an addltional-tax-'-'caBiied;;'the sofcial 
security'tax. This tax is levied, directly on all road transport oper-
ators by means' of a sliding sbale' on the' number of vehicles employed, 
coMiencirig at 10 cordobas per month per vehicle up to 5 vehicles, arid 
'5 cordobas per month for 10 vehicles or more. Thus an operator'with 
15 vehicles would have to pay nearly11,000 pordobas tax/"or $1^0 per an-
num on this account,-
As far as possible, taxation should be' standardized' on 
basic'uhiform principles"As "regards passenger cars this might' be on 
unladen Weight, horise power, etc,, and as ¿bgards trucks according t'o 
laden or -uhladen weight'or cargo capacity, and for busses on seating 
capacity or laden or unladen weight. It is'also cbrisidered that it 
would be advantageous if standardized rates could .be established in all 
; the 'Central American countries, """ '" ' 
1/ r Municipal and other . taxes payable by truck operators in Honduras 
b̂e'6ri'"de'scril)ed,' See Part I, Chapter IV, pt 266 
^ T vr: 
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- 'zojox 'Einally;. it....̂  andlocal, 
taxes pisq. iT̂ pearjeiY. be abolished. ,y; 
' REGOMMNDATION IXOlil 
In order to reduce the high operating costs 
: V:'. v. .. . of ;road • tra consider re-
ducing and simplifying taxation on motor vehicles, 
, jparti^ularjly ,as regardBl mijnieipal and other1 local-.. .. 
taxes, and that at the same time consideration is 
-: v- ̂  given ,to 'standardization, of .such taxes in all Central ,, 
American countries* 
5.4 .Seasonal Traffic. Flows . .. 
.1':-..;, One of the major-drawbacks to,economic operation,.of.rl.„ 
road .transport. (goods traffic) is the great divergencies in the ...volume 
of traffic-avilable from one season to another. This is primarily, due., 
to thef.fact that the main crops are all gathered in the summer (or dry 
-season) from December to May, and that road, condition deteriorate 
seriously in the winter (or wet season) from June to December,. owing 
to the very heavy tropical rain., storms,; These two^factors combined 
result in excess traffic being available in.the months of December to 
May> compared with a great shortage in the months of June to November> 
which is well illustrated by reference to vehicles-operating figures 
in Guatemala during 1951# (See Table 133.) 
While the Ministry responsible points out that these 
startling figures are not to be regarded,as-fully complete, for.various 
reasons, yet they are valuable in illustrating a general tendency eommon 
to all the Central American countries. 
, One .result pf this extensive fluctuation is naturally to 
-develop-, excessive and unhealthy competition in the slack months, and to 
/encourage 
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encourage irregular trucking ;actiyities:dn-' the busy season, i.e., 
private carriers entering the public .transport field, etc. Another 
result is to^benefit operators of mixed services«- >J 
...Table 133' 
GuatemalaSeasonal freight vehicle traffic, 1951: 4/ 
























Source; Direccidn General de Estadistica, Trinsito Interdepartmental, 
. a/. Fixed route- trucks. 
. •... ;|he.net result is. to make the -trucking business-
hazardous and uncertain. It is not easy to*-suggest'remedies, but im-
provement .might_be -effected by*, stricter regulation and contrbl of truck-
ing ̂ licenses in.the first-place, andsecondly by'internal organization 
of .-the. trucking- industry which might be undertaken by the formation of 
National Associations of^Truck Operators, 1/ 
1/ The International Road Transport Union might render useful advice 
in this respect«. 
/RECOMMENDATION LXXXIV 
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; , - RECOMHSNDA'TION:/iixXIV'' 
In or:;der to encourage the development of a 
'sound, well established motor carrieyindustry/:., 
governments should take the necessary steps to: 
(a) provide for truck licenses to be grant-
ed with priority to operators able and willing to 
provide all the year round services; 
(b) foster and encourage, the development of 
Aŝ ojiiationsvQ.f.'JSldad - Transport Operators , 
III,. .Efficiency of services 
lw Operational Methods '-'••' 
1 The main obstacles to the efficient road transport in 
Central America are the methods of operation employed by both, public 
passenger and goods operators, . Briefly summarised they are as follows: 
• (a), "-City••Servicesi City bus services aie generally.unsatisfactory, and 
below acceptable standards as regards frequency of services, .comfort of 
passengers and safety provisions, . Conditionshowever vary considerably 
from country to country. One general principle, /which, is evident .. 
--perhaps with the exception of Costa Rica— is that standards of service 
tend to vary directly with-the scale of fares charged, (See Table 134«) 
Thus in San Salvador, where fares are the cheapest, the 
services are by far .the .worst and the busses most decrepit, and. alter-
natively in Guatemala where rates are higher, the condition of busses is 
better and services more satisfactory. 
Frequency of service and route distribution are often 
very unsatisfactory, and result in overcrowded "busses with excessive 
number of standing passengers on some routes, while others have too 
1/ On one occasion Members of the Mission were informed that as many as 
100 passengers were sometimes crowded in a 30 seater capacity bus, 
/many busses 
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many busses arid'some have none at all. In some eases competitive ̂ bus-
lines race each other in order to gain passengers,"or ;altcrnativelj^ 
delay at'bus stops for longer than necessary/ Bus stops are inadequate-
ly marked or do not- exist, since normally there is no responsible au--
thority tb lifrdertake are marked^they are 
often completely ignored by drivers. Covered-waiting bays are almost 
unknbwri/ ' - • 
Table 134 
Central America: City bus nates -j 
In national 
" ' currencies^ -
(centavos) In US cents 
..T-i-,,- . -Guatemala .. • •- -. 5 : .... • 5. .. 
El Salvador "' 7 "" ' ""5"' 
j;;;- r, - ,;HpnduraS ; , ; . .. . : .... ; f 10.. ..:. . 5 
Nicaragua j 25 4 
• : Costa, Rica.,.% .... .. 15 , .3 
Panama 5 ~ 15 5 - 1 5 
Source : Transport Mission, from data obtained directly , 
a/ These rates compare with an average of 3 cents in Mexico'f or 
1st class busses, and 2 cents for 2nd class busses, .:g,nd,,an..,..;. 
average of about 10 cents in the United States of "America/ 
There would appear to be six basic reasons ror this' 
state of affairs. In the first placo, "there are far too'mariy small" " 
indepéndent operating services, for instance recently in Sari Salvador 
there were 110 companies operating 200 busses. 
Secondly, there is a'complete lack of administrative'or 
/technical 
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technical staff trained in the organization or operation of large 
scale public enterprises,-
Thirdly,- governments —with the exception of that of 
Panama—in fixing rates of.fares have not properly based these on 
costs of operation, so that in many instances fares have been fixed 
at rates prevailing 10 or 20 years ago. 
Fourthly, although in most countries there is adequate 
legislation covering the standards of cleanliness and comfort^bus services 
inspectors are often very lax; and Regulations are seldom implemented, 
"•fifthly, most of these "one-bus" urban operators do not 
even'allow for depreciation or amortization, -with.-the...result.:that the 
vehicle gradually depreciates until it can no longer function. 
Finally, another- of the main reasons for the present 
disorganized system of operation is lack of capital.to replace worn 
out busses or purchase new types. While replacement-from revenue might 
.have.been possible in the- early stages of operation, i,e, when fares 
were uncontrolled and presumably profits were adequate to provide for 
purchase out of revenue, now, however, with controlled fares this is 
impossible,, ? •. . 
It should be noted that there are some abnormal and un-
usual difficulties which the city bus service operator in Central Amer-
ica has. to contend with*. In the first place, many passengers on their 
way to market carry baskets with large quantities of vegetables, fruits, 
flowers, and items such as live poultry, etc,, which not only inconvenience 
other passengers but rapidly dirty seats, covers and floors,. Secondly> 
/many 
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many :of -the ;main< towns., particularly the capital cities, have/mrrow 
.traffic--jammed main streets, which prohibits the use of .large modern 
type busses; and thirdly, there would, appear-to be. too. many non-paying 
.official .passengers, . , ' .?•. • 
The .cost of operation will rise in proportion to ..the 
number of different, operator^ .engaged in any given service, since.stan-
dardization of equipment with all the resultant savings-is .not, possible, 
$nd a number of separate garages and other premises a r e required-Instead 
, of a few centralized.depots, and dozens, of separate small managerapjit 
administrations instead of one efficient organization, ; ̂or-e oyer y... the 
system is extremely wasteful of manpower resources;as well as material^ 
since the number of mechanics.and clerical staff ds:far greater, when 
.spread over so many different enterprises,^ Nor is it possible to pro-
vide the necessary capital required to replace and renew equipment. 
Such a. system.als.o provides a major obstacle to uniform control and 
operation which' is an essential prerequisite, to an efficient, and cheap 
public transport service,;- it also results in increasing traffic congestion 
due to the fact that the use of private cars increases in proportion to 
the inefficiency of the public ..service. 
One factor stands out quite clearly^ and that- is that city 
services will continue to deteriorate under'the present 'system,, until 
and unless, improved methods-of operation are.introduced,or alternatively 
a substantial fare -increase is granted, • . * • . ...rJ:. 
/ ,.:•,-To introduce an efficient public service.,some uniform 
l/A particularly'good e^&mple .of ' :th'is is the method of ôp^ratloin in Panama 
of uchivasn or small 16 seater busses, which are rented, out daily to 
'drivers whose main objective is to recoup the hire cost with the 
maximum possible profit. Little "public service11 can be expected under 
these conditions, , . _ /control 
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control of operation or some f o m of controlled monopoly is required, 
and this has:.been: the pattern adopted in most, of the-world:1 s large 
towns ancL-'cities-/ as it is .the only way of-providing a•-•".public utility",• 
The form of monopoly varies according to whether it is granted:to- public 
or municipal authorities, or private enterprises/' The former types.have 
' developed rapidly in recent y e a r s W h e r e private enterprise is entrust-
•• éd with such a monopoly^certain regulatory controls are usually, instituted 
regarding fares, rates, type of vehicle, distribution of profitsvand 
length of tenure * Where national or municipal"authority is concerned, 
it would appear desirable that the functions,of ownership and operation 
be -separated by means of som& form of semi-autonómous. organization* 
Unfortunately and understandably, the concept of a "mo-
no poly"-service, is very unpopular in government circles in Central A*-
nerica -although-'entirely.unjustified as regards city bus services*-,- -
and .in.sons cases legislation prohibits private enterprise form having -
such, a monopoly, while on the other hand no provision is made, for pu b -
• lie.' ownership.- Therefore, under ..these conditions-the only alternative 
• •to national or municipal operation would be. some form of .cooperative or 
11 consorcio",. -
Since city bus services-provide a public service they are 
therefore a form .of public utility.- It., follows that very large capital 
investments will -be required-, and.this fact cannot-be stressed too stron 
' glyr :N.ot enough attention is paid by governments and municipal author-
ities to the fact that a modern city bus service for the average Central 
American city would require around million to provide for adequate 
equipment, terminal stations, offices,..-etc* ... The .provision of. finance 
for new equipment is today a very-'specialized undertaking, and because 




of the large sums involved usually provides for repayment over 5 to 8 
years by ,means of, condfci^oi^l :salers .contracts, trust notes,- nortages, 
etcV.-it"'is~ ̂ tt.erly• impos'sib^ .fp^' the., sraaíl.single bus) operator to ob 
tain the... advantages of; such methodsfinancing,- and: accordingly tó 
purchase modern equipment, ., n .. 
: Thus if city bus services are,.tO: bo improved, there is 
little doubt that this can only be achieved by a reorganization of the 
present' number of'snail units into one or" two large groups "which can be 
effected under either private or public enterprise in the form of one 
or two large companies, "consorcios" or cooperatives. It will also bq 
necessary to have efficient and sidlled direction of such enterprises, 
and if it is preferred to introduce public ownership,it is suggested 
...tfyat governments approach.-tho relevant..international.agohc.les for assist-
ance Finally, adequate financial resourcesnu$t bo available to. pro-
.vide, the, necessary capital -for large , scale" organizations and operations. 
REGOM/iSNDAT 10N , .LXXXV .  
in-.ordpr to improve the standards of- service- - • 
of urban bus companies, and provide cheap,adequatey 
. a n d safe . city transportation,it will, fiecessary: 
,(a) . to, reorganize urban-bus . services, into-.a snail ... 
, './, • number of large -uiait$ • and. ultinatcly one .unit 
' • - • or; company,-* operated, under private. -or: publib 
enterprise; • . 
(b) in the choice or selection of such companies, 
to give due regard to the financial resources 
which will be required to provide efficient 
and modern equipment and facilities,?— -
: .. #(c) -foj^g^yernments,. -when-.fixiiig the "rate-for.'city • 
fares, to give due consideration to operating "" 
-costs; 
, (di to provide adequate security of tenure when 
granting licenses; 
(e) to obtain the services of duly qualified ex 
perts to assist in the reorganization of these 
services; 
/(f) to improve 
E/CN.12/356 / 
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(f) to improve the methods of government inspection 
. . • regarding cleanliness and maintenance of .busses;:: 
(g) to reduce the number of officials who are enti-
tled to travel ffcee on busses; 
(h) to revise legislation regarding condition of 
operation, and improve enforcement of'such 
regulations; and 
(i) to consider the possibility, of a "two fare" 
structure similar to that in Mexico City. 
(b) Inter-Urban or Inter-City Services. Inter-city 
. bus services are still.in the early stage of development in .most' 
Central American countries, and the following remarks with reference 
to a similar stage on inter-city bus:development in the United .States 
are very applicable. 
The early routes were generally short, and there was lit-
tle or no through traffic as it exists today with the elaborate arrenge-
ments for interline, transfers at central terminals.. The bus operators 
of the twenties, using elongated touring cars or truck chassis with im-
proved seats, had no terminals as we know them today. They used such 
locations as hotels as their headquarters and leaded and unloaded their 
passengers at the curb. Competition was extremely keen and sometimes 
even vicious, and operators would frequently stand on street corners to 
solicit any passer-by who looked like a prospect. Often the departure 
of the bus would be delayed until a load was obtained, and the destina-
tion was frequently not decided upon in advance but, instead was deter-
mined on the' basis of the wishes of the passenger. 
Little more than some sort of passenger-carrying vehicle 
was needed to go into business,, and it was, consequently, not surpris-
ing that the industry was plagued by the presence of some operators who 
through lack of resources or responsibility, did not provide dependable 
services. 1/ ... 
1/ National Association: of Motor Bus- Operators,^ Bus. Facts. 21st.' edition 
1952. 




The roajority of operators own one bus, which is usually 
many years.old, and ,has= a locally made body on a truck chassis. 1/ 
The owner is.usually»the driver. There are limited or negligible facil-
ities,, for garaging, maintenance, or repair work. Ihile most city bus-* 
ses elsevihere • operate with new efficient Diesel fleets, little progress 
has. been made in, this respect in the Central American countries* 
¡Regulation of inter-city busses extend at the maximum to 
control of routes and fares, and even this is hot required in some coun 
tries, ,e.g, Panama*. There is little to prevent any owner of a bus get-
ting permission to operate a service. All that has to be done is to com 
plete,the.official application forms and have his proposed fare ac*. 
cepted.., 
One of the salie-nt features of local bus traffic is. the 
use of^the mixed service vehicles, i.e., a bus which has a portion of 
the available spacc; used for. the carriage of goods, sometimes inside the 
bus, or sometimes outside, or even both. Thus,íniits, vegetables, live-
stock^and. other produce aro often included on the run to townr while in 
the reverse direction,sacks of sugar, flour, roles of cloth, furniture, 
and general merchandise are taken to outlying villages. 
This type of .-service is normally not popular in more de-
veloped countries, where separation of passenger and goods traffic is 
a fundamental principle..;. However, «there are sound reasons for the utili 
zation of- such service' in the present stage of road transport develop-
ment en Central América.- Firstly,there are very limited regular trucking 
services and no rail. services.; Therefore, it'is almost essential for the 
1/' In the United States the average .bus manufactured in 1927 seated only 
23 passengers-as compared with an average seating capacity of 37 or 
-'3S persons for the typical, vastly more comfortable, safe, and effi-
cient modern bus provided by the manufacturer. Ibid... 




villager to take his produce with \iim to the town, and bring his pur-
chases back even though they are bulky or heavy.- Secondly, in some out-
of-the-way districts the volume of passenger traffic would probably not 
be sufficient to maintain the service. This is particularly the case in 
the wet season, when few trucks operate on local routes, and finally such 
a sei*vice lays, the foundation for more developed and separate bus and 
truck services in the future. 
The chief drawback 'to these mixed services are the increas-
ed accident possibilities and lack of adequate sanitary provisions. 
However, neither of these two objectives is unsurmo.untale, and it would 
not be at all difficult to form regulations insuring both the necessary 
* 
safety standards and sanitary conditions. 
Fares vary considerably from country to country, and 
from town to town in the same country, since a combination of such fac 
tors as road conditions, number of services,and density of population 
affoct the fares charged. As mentioned earlier, average rates vary 
between 1/2 and 3 cents per passenger-kilometer. 
Probably one of the main reasons for the present state 
of inter-city bus services is the existing system of regulation and con 
trol, which is unsatisfactory as regards both terms and conditions grant-
ed to operators. In the first place, not enough attention is given when 
granting licenses to public convenience and necessity, .the tendency 
is to grant additional services to operate on "popular" routes, and ig-
nore the not so popular routes. Secondly, there is very little securi-
ty given to the operator as. regards competitive services, as at any time 





ability, of operation,.-:and thoroforo i'eW underta>:ings are prepared to 
•invest the'capital necessary to provide'' eff ofiiorit* and- ¿¿oApiriic''serv-
ioes» • • 1 ' • • ^ . 
' V. Another adverse, factor, resulting from the state of 
affairs is labor conditions, particularly as regards wages of drivers . 
and---cbnductois^^ttdhtio.h..to-'jyhich. has beo.n 'drawn in"a recent Internationa 
'al /Vliabpr Drgahi'^ation report which , states "that:' 
; As long'as road transport-and inland navigation' are car- • 
•ried ̂ put^by a. largo number of operators who : are allowed to- compete, 
freely with each 'other-and with'the railways; as long as - entry i'hto the 
Industry-^eriiains open,requiring only a relatively small cash investment; 
and as long as the financial, position of the-operator himself is very 
insecure,..the, bargaining position of the workers -will- be. unsound, 1/ 
M.:.,..... .. This stage of development has, been experienced in most 
countries .until official, regulation and control was established.; For 
instance.,;, in the - United Kingdom the Ex-it ish Road Traffic Act of. 193Q 
established traffic areas and traffic commissioners- responsible for the 
granting of road service license, subject to proof of need for such ser 
vices, as well as for the provision of Certificate of Fitness for all 
. t \ -
public ;service'Vehicles./ And in the United States the Mdtor Carrier Act 
•of-; 1.935/.required: : 
. .?u'Aong':other' things, * that1 any. prospqetiye tbus operators 
secure, .a. certificate of ¡public-convenience ,a:nd .necessity before starting 
serviceon '4ny inter state-'route, / To secure aucha ¿er'tific.ato from the 
Interstate 0dmme>'6e-',Conî issi6n> ..the- applicant- mu-st" prove1 that his propos-
ed •-service., is needed and; desired by thp public,' that 'it is not likely 
to constitute'destructive competition for existing'Services, and that he 
is financially and otherwise qualified to;-render service in accordance 
with • legale standards • • 2/ . ' ' :' 
17 International-labor Organization,• Inland transport Committee; Coor 
.: :dination of' Transport : ; ; Labour; 'Problems,- "Geneva,; 1951... 
2/ National Association ?of -iiotpr' Bus Operators;' Bus'Facts« 21st». edi-
tion, 1952. • -
• .,/ '. '.;./ ; . - •.. • • /It should1 
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It shpuld however, bo noted that as regards public , • 
passenger transport licenses, they are issued to only one undertaking 
in respect of any given route* 
Further, these undertakings quickly tended to group then 
selves into large national or regional units, such as the Greyhound Sys 
ten of the United States, the large regional passenger bodies in the U-
nited .Kingdom before nationalization, or the wide-spread-'road' passenger 
services in other countries, 1/ * 
It will be necessary, therefore., for governments; to reor 
ganizc the present licensing procedure in order to ensure the widest 
* • * . 
pos'Sibio geographical distribution of services and'that such services 
;are in .direct .relation to need, that they are only granted: toOperators 
with'Capitol to provide adequate equipment, and that-licenses are grant-
ed on terras-which provide adequate security ofr this investment, Fi~ 
nally; the' inspection of public' service vehicles should be undertaken 
by duly eualified experts of integrity,' 
miOMMENDATION LXXXVI . . 
In order to improve the standards of regulari-
ty, comfort,and effeciency of intercity bus services' 
-; as well as.to raise the standard.of living of. employ-
ees» it is recoraended that governments should es-
tablish by legislation such conditions, as regards the' 
operation and licensing of inter-city bus services': 
which will ensure that: 
(a)" licenses are only granted when public convenience 
, and necessity-require; 
.(b) licenses ¿re only granted to operators who are 
in a-position to provide.: officient services -
-with modern equipment and if possible service 
and - terminal facilities:'-. 
(.c) fares are fixed on a cost of operation basis; 
(d) reasonable conditions of tenure are granted as* 
regards period of license and number of compet-
itive services allowed; • < 
. (e) wages and terns of omplojment û f. 'drivers., ...cô L 
. duetors, ot'cv,. are ihcluded in operator's 
, • ;• tracts', • r: 
1/ . Intornritional Labor Organization, op* cit* 
/(f) drivers 
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.(f) ..drivers have adequate technical training, . 
,(c) Goods Transport, The development of. mechanized 
goods transport, by road is. a,-ve;ry .rec.ent. affair .in most of c,th^ -Central 
American countries, and it .therefore, sixffers. frpa all the .normal..draw-
backs. .experienced at this stage throughout, the world, which thave.:been 
well sunparized in a recent report of the Inland Transport Committee 
-of the International Labor .Organization..which states: ..: 
In so far. as it.is possible to. generalize about the evo 
lution vrtiich necessarily took a different form according to the politi 
cal and economic circunstances of .the. country concerned,- the usual de-
velopment of the road transport of goods for hire or reward has been 
„more or less on the following; linos. It started as .a very small scale 
industry'in which a great majority of operators owned only one or two' 
lorries, which, they often drove themselves.. There, being no major, res-
'"triction' Oh entry into the industry and, in the early days, no regula-
tions other ...than requirements with regard. to. the ..mi-numum standards with 
which*V6hicles' had- to comply to secure a license,, an excessive number 
of operators wore soon engaged in the .business, which no doubt proved 
profitable at first. Competition increased; there were occasional 
slunps.# . Capacity was.then in. excess of ,demand, .Charges made for the 
carriage of goods were usually not published and the terns of con+racts 
were-not divulged.to other operators. Under these conditions, competi-
tion tended'to force rates down to the point whore revenue covered lit-
tle more .than operating costs,., that -is, .the cost .of the fuel,- oil, 
lubricants, and tyres and, where required by law, insurance, together 
with at most. a .subsistence wage for the worker or the owner-driver, 
Thj 'operator-' niig'ht'*carry 'on'without writing off his venicle and without 
profit, in .order to keep.himselfin.business jji.the.hope of bettor times, 
These M o^vher-drivers'11' Oarry on their' businesses under varying condi-
tions, sometimes buying a vehicle , on the uncertain basis of the hire-
purchase 'system, sometimes running a second-hand vehicle without re-
gard to depreciation, often, risking final, loss for a temporary gain. 
These uneconomic conditions make for unfair competition with organized 
transport which undoubtedly has a prejudicial effect on wages in the 
industry. This situation and the resulting competition from which rail 
ways suffered sooner or .later obliged the public authorities to step 
in. 1/ 
• " Generally speaking, this report accurately portrays the 
present position of goods transport in Central America, which has the 
following 6harac'teristics: (l) in some . countries and. provinces there 
: i s' ̂ c ut t fir oat\• cbmj?ct i t io n r with, .resulting decline, in the reliability 
1/ . Ibid. ^ /and dependability 
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and dependability of carriers and services, e . g . , El Salvador; (2) 
in other Countries rates are regulated, but in most countries there are 
no.rate regulations of any sort; (3) in few countries are rates pu-
blished; (4) •'-services in'most countries are very irregular and unre-
liable; ( 5 ) generally speaking, carriers do not use a way-bill, no 
insurance' is required, and therefore there is no carrier liability; 
(6) services are: concentrated on popular routes, with few on more sparse-
ly populated areas; (7) as there are no Carriers Associations or. 
Freight Offices, it follows that no arrangements afe raade for centraliz-
ed.. collection and distribution services for small packages,, parcels, 
etc., which is one of'the reasons for the succossful functioning of 
"mixed .service" busses, which cater for this type of traffic» 
As an exception to this state of affairs' it should be 
pointed out that on the Trans-Isthraic route in Panaroa goods traffic has 
developed,very efficiently and there are few of the' above handicaps, 
•But.in other:parts' of Panama the position is similar to' the above. 
-. . .It follows that generally speaking road transport has 
not -contributed as much to' the economic development of the Central Amer-
ican countries as recent highway develpments would allow* It is ne-
cessary for- rates to be lower and for services to be more regular, re*-
liable and dependable. 
Organization and control of the industry-would appear to be 
a possible solution to the problem, and indeed this,, has been the pattern 
in most parts of the .world. 
In most countries, the first measure was to require oper-
ators to hold a license, and these wore granted only to those who satis 
fied certain conditions. At first, the conditions might relate to the 
standards of tho vehicle, later, however,several countries made the issue 
of a license contingent upon the observance of fair wages and. .conditions 
/of service., 
E/CN.12/35.6 : , x 
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of service, Vilien competition.was too- intense, some authorities allowed 
the license holder to operate only within a certain distance, from his 
base, or to carry only certain classes of goods, or imposed both 'Imi-
tations. Sometimes the number of licenses was limited to those requir-
ed- to provide an adequate service. In addition, special licenses were 
issued to operators working only ori their own account, these cover-
ing., suqh different cases as that of à largo company operating a fleet 
of vehicles for the carriage of its own goods and the delivery van. of 
the .small, local shop. This, very generalized historical pattern does 
not, of course, occur just in this form in any particular country. In 
each case, special factors have to be. taken into account. It is, how-
ever /lot too much to sa7 that economic forces andthe nature of the indus-
try have, in every country, forced the public- authority to regulate the 
carriage of passengers and goods for hire or reward by some means or an-
other ̂  usually by attaching conditions"to'the grant-of a license to op-
erate 4 1/ ; 
Thus it would appear that the. time is now ripe for some 
form of regulation and control of goods traffic in the Central American 
. countries; it cannot however be too strongly stressed that too much re-
t . ' 
gulation is as bad or worse than too little, and when controls are in-
troduced they should be simple, efficacious' and helpful to the industry, 
and not the reverse. 
It is difficult .to prescribe exo.ctly the limits of the 
suggested controls; unless rate regulation is likely.to have the-support 
of the carriers and is therefore enforced,-it would appear useless to 
undertake such a measure at this time since there are so many difficul-
ties with regard to its practical application, '-e.g. diverse road condi 
tions, seasonal traffic, etc., which would make rate regulation compli-
cated, difficult, and unworkable. On the other hand, there would appear 
no reason why carriers- should not.-be compelled to -publish the rates they 
are charging. 
Greater cara should be taken in the granting of licenses. 
In all cases, definite proof of the. heed for .-the service should be- estate 
/lished, 
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. lished, as well as the fact that no other service exists already and 
, cpuld. provide such a service. Also the ability of. the operator to 
. provide adequate'equipment as well as his financial.stability should 
be established, priority should be given to carriers who are prepared 
to(. inaugurate special service such, as carriage of fish in refrigerated 
trucks, movement of cattle in specially constructed trucks, etc. Finally, 
• ' . > - . 
when licenses are granted they ...should be on such terms as'to provide ' 
reasonable security of tenure for the operator; it might also- be of some 
assistance if way-bills were made compulsory, as well as insurance 
,on.both vehicle and goods; however, should the effect.of the latter bo 
to. antagonize carriers.or increase rates, they would not appear desira 
ble at the present time. ; 
• RECOMENDATION LXXXVII . • 
In the interests of creating moi*e efficient 
and.reliable road transport services it would appear 
necessary for governments to introduce legislation 
which may inter alia provide that: 
(1) Carriers Licenses to operate are only granted: 
(a) on proof of public need.for the service; 
(b) to operators who have adequate equipment 
and facilities to.carry out the proposed 
service; 
(c) on such terms and conditions so as to 
provide reasonable security to operators. 
(2) That all carriers are under legal obligation 
to publish their scales of rates; 
(3) Cpnsideration is given to the possibility of 
introducing a standard way-bill; 
(4) Consideration is given to the possibility of 
'requiring vehicle and traffic insurance by all 
operators. 
(d) Taxi Services. Private hire cars 2nd taxis in most 
of the countries of Qentral America are subject to regulation and con-
trol both as regards fares and routes. In some cases the fares Yjould 
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existing fare regulations is abnormal and exceptional, since none of • 
the vehicles are equipped with, taximeters, and in most cases no visi-
ble indication is.given as regards the official.fares. 
• •1 • • 
Inter-urban taxis operating as seven seater public paei. 
senger.vehicles fulfill a very useful purpose in providing.services o~ 
ver thinly.populated routes, and also in providing express, "rapido"' 
services. In. these cases,, however, it is most important that the rates 
should be fixed by regulation and they should be published,-.and that,, 
the services should operate regularly according to timetable irrespec-
tive of whether they have a-full load"of passengers. 
The best'ex?jmple of efficient .and satisfactory "rapido" 
services are those operating in El -Salvador, The fares are reasonable 
(being about half as much again as bus fares), and generally the cars 
are in good condition, the drivers are careful,and the services regu-
lar 
. ' -.On the other hand, the operation of such services in 
large numbers should not be allowed on regular bus routes, since their 
operation is'basically much more costly, -i.e., consumption of gasoline,. 
tires, etc.-, than bus services, to. the detriment of . the national econo 
• - * " ' 
my. If there is'sufficient traffic more busses should.be introduced and 
not taxis.. ' ; " " " 
O-wing to the narrow streets and heavy traffic in most of 
the large towns. it would appear desirable both in,-.the interests of im*-
proved traffic conditions and economy in fuel consumption,if a percent-
age. of taxis consisted of smaller type vehicles,... e.g.: as- used in M-ana« • 
gua. 
^Maintenance and, internal, and'.external conditions -of clean 
lines s. leave much to bo desired on many of the taxis.., This may be due 




to thé system of hiring taxis out to drivers by private owners: jat: a fixed 
rate per diem. .It would appear better to have organized taxi business 
with small fleets, rather than a number of privately owned ears«.V. 
Distribution of taxis in towns is unsatisfactory. In 
most cases they are all to be found in the center of the city where they 
add to the already congested parking facilities. They should be re-
grouped so as to provide available services much required-iniall parts 
of the city. . 
RECOMMENDAT10N LXXXVIII 
In oi*der to improve existing taxi and hire car 
services, it is recommended: 
(a) taxi fares should be reduced; 
(b) taxis should be equipped with'a taximeter* or 
should clearly indicate on the outside of the 
taxi the fares; 
(c) to reduce traffic congestion and to economize 
on the consumption of gasoline and tires, a. per-"' 
centage of smaller taxis should be employed 
within cities; 
(d) taxis should be distributed more, evenly through 
• eity limits; , 
(e) better enforcement should be undertaken as re 
gards,regulations for condition of use, i.e*, 
appearance and cleanliness of taxis; 
(f) inter-urban taxis or.hire cars should be regu 
lated as regards rates and routes, and^ these 
rates should be fixed in relation to operating 
costs and should be published; 
(g) taxis or hire cars services should not be 
allowed to compete in. large numbers on routes 
• where the traffic is sufficient to justify 
more bus services; 
(hi preference should.be given when granting l i -
censes to properly organized taxi companies/ 
rather than individual hired out cars. 
2,. Maintenance Costs 
Lac1-: of adequate repairs and maintenance constitute an-
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tenanc.e charges demand a far greater percentage of total vehicle oper-
ation- costs than is either necessary or normal.' 'Admittedly the poor 
road conditions are partly responsible for this state of affairs but 
only to a limited degree, and the real cause would'appear to be lack-'of 
preventative maintenance, and inefficient repair work. 
This state of affairs is only logical if one considers 
.the very rapid increase and growth of national vehicle'fleet's. In some 
cases, the entire fleet has been doubled in the last two Or three 
years, On the other hand, the number of trained mechanic^ available*" 
to service and maintenance of national fleets is about' the since 
there.,are very limited training facilities, available "inv"tife';•Centra£%rer-
ican countries. As a result,maintenance is. neglected and repairs are 
undertaken by inadequately trained garage "hands" which leads na't̂ Urilly 
to frequent breakdowns and vehicles being off the road fbr'lohg p'e^iods, 
adding very considerably to the costs of operation. Some trucks' arid 
busses are "off" the road, longer than "on" it. 
...... Such a situation is neither exceptional"'nor iihusual'''̂ ind, 
in fact, has occurred in most countries where road tWrisport has rapidly 
developed during the last decade bringing with it' a very rapid1" increase 
in the number of cars, trucks,and busses on the roads "without any'in— 
..crease in the number of service personnel available. ' This factor has 
also been fully recognized in many economically advanced"' countries'; 
. The problem in the region would"appear"'to be a two-fold' 
one. :First, to provide a simple course of instructibn'in preventative 
maintenance for all drivers of commercial vehicles, etc. Secondly, to 
provide a thorough course for motor mechanics. The 'objectives in'"each 
E/CN.12/356 
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• * ' ' • 
case are both*: practical and simple. In the first, it is to ensure that 
'tfre-'-driVerS of "busses, trucks, taxis, and to a limited extent,.private 
c&Y'si are aWai*e of and" able to undertake standard preventative mainte-
nance' methods. As regards the second, it is to ensure that mechanics 
are able to rapidly and efficiently undertake ~all I!first line11 repairs. 
It cannot be too'strongly stressed that in either case what is required 
is ndown-to-earth"' practical knowle'dge and e:xperience under qualified 
ihtructorS; ho advanced engineering courses are suggested nor theoretic-
al work contemplated -however beneficial such work may be, it being 
considered that this type of training might be provided at some time 
in the future at a vocational trianing school. 1/ 
The solution to the problem would appear to be for arrange-
ments " to' bo 'made for training facilities by means of night schools usr-
ing. easting workshops and utilizing the services of present works fore 
•men'." "ihe1,reason for proposing night school training is due to the fact 
that most" of "the'trainees attending'such courses would be presumably 
employed during the day as driver's, garage assistants, cleaners or in 
other forms of industrial activity."' Similarly the suggestion for uti-
lizing- the Seinriced'of' motor "agents 'arises'from the fact that only 
practical training in adqudtely equipped garages working on vehicles is 
considered satisfactory. " if suclV facilities could be made available by 
the governments^ alternative methods would have been proposed, but it is 
considered that the great Expense involved in the purchase of machinery, 
eqiiipmerit̂  and premises would" hot render' this a practical proposition. 
In fact", one of the gi^eatmbrits of the proposed scheme is that a great 
deal can- • be 'accoihpilshed''with' very''little capital outlay, since equip-
1/ A very interesting beginning on this line has just been started in 
..Mexico, where the Asociaci6n Mexicana de Caminos is taking an ac-
tive part in the formation of a training school» 




ment in the form of vehicles, tru.eks,tools, are already available, as 
•well as the services of potential instructors recruited f o m works manag-
ers, service foremen, etc# 
It is suggested that there should be two courses -one 
short-term.and the other long-term. The former would concentrate solely 
on preventative maintenance intruction and would cover a period of from 
two to three months duration with two to three classes a week. The long 
term course would cover basic repair work and in particular: (a) elemen 
tary shop practice and tool handling; (b) chassis work; (c) electric-
al. and ignition systems; (d) engine work; (e) body work; arid, (f) 
diagnosis and automotive repair shop operation. It is considered that 
this courso would probably require a period of from 8 to 12 months with 
classes two to three times a week. It is recommended that trainees, -
after taking the course, would be entitled to sit for an examination and 
obtain a qualification certificate. 
It^is suggested that arrangements should be made for 
certain 'agents to undertake the preventative maintenance course while 
others might concentrate on a full courso in one. of the six above-men-
tioned subjects, thus dividing the curriculum between the available re 
sources. 
The first step in the implementation of this scheme would 
be to hold a conference-of the leading motor dealers in the country, to 
discuss the problem and the suggested trainning scheme,and to work out 
a detailed program and work curriculum.. Should difficulty bo experienced 
in. obtaining the services of qualified .instructors,.help,might be 
obtained from international or national tednical assistance.iprogram-
/as regards 
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as regards" their provision as well as other necessary aid training 
equipment, i.e. films, display charts, etc. Governments might also 
give a stimulus to the course by announcing that in future only, those 
drivers and mechanics who had attended the course.would be employed by 
the various administrative departments. 
There is little doubt of the beneficial results to be 
obtained from the adoption of such a scheme.as outlined above. ̂  In 
the first place, the provision of a .body of trained mechanics in the 
countries would be a great asset to the national labour force. Second-
ly, the existence of a body of trained mechanics would considerably, 
benefit not only the road transport industry and all other industries 
utilizing automotive driven mechanized equipment, but agriculture as 
well, where tractors and modern farm machinery are dependent on the 
services of skilled mechanics» 
RECOMMENDATIOM LXXXIX 
In order to improve standards of maintenance 
and repair of motor vehicle^ the governments should: 
(a) work out with the support and assistance of rec-
ognized distributors and agents for motor ve-
hicles, a program for technical training of me-
chanics, either by means of night school train-
ing facilities or vocational training, or 
both these methods, or by any other methods which 
might appear more practical; 
(b) in the planning of such schools,, give due atten 
tion to the scheme now being introduced in Me-
xico; and 
(c) finally, that a5- regards the implementation of 
such schemes, advice, and if necessary, assist-
ance be requested either from international 
or national technical assistence programs.. 
1/ Following recommendations made to combat a similar state of affairs 
in many of the Far Eastern countries, the International Labor Organ-
ization through its technical assistance program is working on 
this problem now, and would probably be able to render considerable 
expert advice and guidance in this respect. 
2/ A general recommendation on these lines was made at the recent Con-
greso Extraordinario Panamericano de Carreteras, /0 
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3Uneconomic types of vehicles 
" • • 'It would.appear that inadequate attention has been paid 
to the choice of' suitable designed vehicles to meet the specific re-
quirement of .regional.traffic. In this respect, the absence'or limit-
ed number of trailers- and semi-trailers, as well as containers and 
other -specially designed-type of vehicles for the carriage of such 
traffic as timber, cattle, fresh fish,and vegetables is particularly 
noticeable. 
•-As regards bus types there would also appear to be 
(with one or two exceptions) no standards for body design; with the 
result that their construction is more expensive and the resultant pro 
ductions are uniform only as regards unattractiveness., heaviness-, un-
suitability, and lack of comfort and convenience for passengers. Also 
many busses operate with a limited seating capacity for only 15-16 pajs 
sengers, where there is adequate traffic for large numbers'. 
To overcome this, it is suggested that bus body dosign be 
standardized by type and seating capacity,and that encouragement be given 
to local construction. For public passenger transport there is also no 
doubt that larger busses are more economical to operate, depending natu 
rally on the type of service and the volume of passengers. Long distance 
express bus services with a high load factor (i.e. per cent seat occu-
pancy) are undoubtedly operated most efficiently with larger equipment, 
but somewhat smaller busses are required for thinner routes with more 
local stops.. 
Very few passenger type chassis have full forward control,. 
although the advantages of this type of design are obvious since bodies 





nodation, while the driver has better visibility and vehicle control. 
As regards goods traffic, there can be no question that 
combination vehicles (truck-trailer, semi-trailer-tractor are more 
economical for over-the-road operation than straight trucks. It is a 
question of coordinating load carrying capacity with available loads. 
It is also taken for granted that such equipment can only be utilized 
on reasonably well designed and constructed roads. Both these condi—-
1 
tions, however, are fulfilled to a certain degree in most of the Cen-
tral American countries, e.g. portuary traffic in Honduras,, timber traf-
fic,. cattle traffic, portuary traffic in Panama, etc. . (the only coun 
try in which the Mission saw extensive use of combination vehicles), 
and it would, therefore, appear that their use would be well justified. 
Finally, there can be no doubt as regards the economy re 
suiting from the use of Diesel vehicles where regular and heavy traffic 
exists. 
RÎSCOMMENDATIÛN XC 
. Considering the. necessity for efficient opera 
tion of road transport, joint action by governments 
Is recommended to encourage the use of more modern 
type of vehicles such as: 
(a) truck-trailer and tractor-ti*aiï'ér'combination 
and other special type of truck equipment for 
goods; traffic ; v -vdr ! " • 
1/ "The semi-trailer,;./although essentially detachable,' forms kn indissol-
uble . whole with its tractor for purposes of study and operation. Since 
the tractor carries. no ioad and-.cannot be-called a lorry, such a combina-
tion is more logically described as an "articulated" vehicle,. The appear-
ance on the market of articulated vehicles marked a very important "date, 
and opened up new horizons for profitable road transport, since with 
.. the same, power a greater load can be .towed than can .be carried. The ad-
vantages of articulated vehicles require no further proof, for they are 
adaptable and economical In operation. That is why they have rapidly 
increased in number while the number of ordinary lorries has dropped con 
siderably. -It.is even safe, to say. that once the International Highway 
Code comes into application,heavy lorries will be done away with altogeth-
er. • and replaced by articulated vehicles. "Use of Semi-trailer lorrie-
for medium and long-distance transport", TRANS/XPll/67. Economic Commis-




• (b) the- use of better designed more "modern types 
and standardized typps of busses; 
•(c)"' the use of Diesel engined vehicles; ' and - " ' ' ' 
. . . (d) for this purpose it is suggested that import 
or other duties be reduced on such vehicles,or 
alternatively, registration fees and other li-
censes fees, taxes, etc., be reduced for c a r — 
riers - operating such type of vehicles. 
4. Lack of Credit Facilities- -
At the present time there, are very'restricted credit fa-
cilities for the purchase of equipment by operators in thfe' Central Amer-
ican countries, -which applies equally to the larger-operation of city 
bus services as well as the owner driver of a truck. In all cases a 
large initial payment is required, and credit terms rarely exceed 18 * 
months, and sometimes a lesser period. Interest rates are also very 
high, even for a region where normal' rates' are considered high in com-
parison with other countries. This is one of the: main reasons for the 
lack of modern and suitable type vehicles in the region. 
This compares unfavorable with, the financial facilities 
offered in more economically advanced countries. . Credit facilities are 
extended for $-10-years for large scale bus operators in the United States; 
even the small operator, can benefit from low initial payments with * .. 
extended terms for repayment. 
Various solutions are possible, for instance, encourage-
ment might be given to the larger distributors in cooperation with the 
manufacturers to establish credit corporations for the financing of mo-
tor vehicles. Banks might be encouraged to extend credit and reduce 
charges for vehicles. Finally, in the case of large scale operators 
governments might guarantee loans, or advance money. 
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the legal position as regards hire-purchase for vehicles, as it is under 
¿tood that in many cases,the creditors position is very unfavorable so 
that even if\ existing, terms were acceptable, credit is restricted due to 
the legal relations between; seller and purchaser.. * 
RECOMMENDATION XCI 
In order to assist operators to purchase more 
modern and efficient equipment, it is recommended 
that governments: 
. . . (a) encourage large scale vehicle distributors, 
in cooperation with manufacturers, to promote. 
. . . credit facilities for the. purchase of busses -
and trucks; 
(b) assist large scale operators, particularly as 
regards international lines, and city bus serv-
ices, to obtain long ,te'm credits from the 
banks; 
(c) revise and modernize hire-purchase legislation 
in order to provide guaranties for the credi-
tor and just and reasonable safeguards for the : 
debtor. 
IV. Animal transport ; 
Primarily .owing-to the lack of an'adequate highway network 
.and the consequent isolation of'.whole-villages and'communities, 'as well 
as thé lack of reliable mechanized transport, a'.very large porcentage of 
the regional"-traffic is carried' by ox-carts,' pack ajiiFrialt--and' hunian'carrier. 
As there are no or very limited 'national statistics -con-
cerning such traffic, it difficult to give an estimate of the volume, but 
from specific investigations (such as the.Agricultural Census for the 
Province 'of Santos in. Panama), truck utilization would abpea? about 2% 
of the total farm transport while the .'ox-cart and the pac-k animal are 
by far the most popular methods of transport. Very much-the same results 





vehicle provedes 5% of the. transport used and.again'the ox-cart is repre 
seated as. the most popular method qf transport.. In Guatemala, the posi-
tion, is even worse, since there are relatively few ox-carts and pack an-
imal'Sf the greater part of domestic transport is carried on the backs 
.of human porters. , 
Presumably.a similar state of affairs is to be found in 
the . other Central American countries, and if this Is the case, there-it 
follows that the pack animal, ox-cart^ .and. in some cases human porter 
are responsible for.the collection of local traffic, such as corn,- rice, 
beans, sugar, cotton, as well as for the distribution of imported mer-
chandise from larger towns -to villages, and between villages. Export 
crops such as coffee, cacao, abaca, etc., are also mainly carried thus 
from the fincas to beneficios and other collectiong centers.. 
The cost of this typo of transport is. extremely high.-
In Guatemala the Ministry., of .Economy and Labor reports.: 11 An ox-cart has 
a capacity of 12 auintales;its daily rent costs form 10 to 12 quetzales, 
according to the goods carried and. the point of operation. In: most 
cases, the cart is subject, to free hiring." 
Not only is the use of animal transport excessively ex-
pensive, but is also very detrimental to highway surfaces, unless spe-
cial measures are taken to prevent "rating" of the surface by the iron 
rim of the cart wheels. In addition, large number of ox-carts and pack 
animals on motorable highways constitute a hindrance to the rapid flow 
of traffic, and increase the risk of accidents. 
A great deal of research has gone into the problem of 
prevention-of'damage to surfaced roads by animal drawn carts which have 
. /- resulted 
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result.ecl.in .specific action in- different 'pairts" of the world, normally 
in the form of. utilization of'rubber tired wheels and improved axles, or 
fitting a-much..broader iron rim on1 ̂existing; wheels. As regards the 
..former -the use- of rubber tired wheels-, the transport performance and 
therefore carrying capacity is greatly increased due to improved mobil-
i^X,.,and .greater tractive power'." The Mission noted that only in Guate 
.mala had such measures been taken, where the use of broad 4 iron tires 
by ox-cart owners- is compulsory. " 
..... .. There, are of course certain argument's in favor of an-
imal transport, e.g.-,;.the ox-cart and the pack-animal can be used in 
dual .capacity .both on the- finca. for agricultural puopbses and on the 
road for transport purposes, as* well as being very useful for small lo 
cal movement,, etC.A .. : • 
. Nevertheless, provided that motorable roads are avails 
able, the continued use of. animal transport solely for transportâtion 
purposes iswasteful and,;unccohoMc,•'•••and'trio'position is even worse as 
regards the use of-human- porterage-where in addition to transport defi 
ciencies there are also serious economic * and social problems. 
RECOMMENDATION XCII ' . 
Realizing the expense and handicaps incurred 
by the extensive use of animal transport over paved 
roads* it is suggested that,this should be . 
gradually, replaced b f mechanized transport, and . 
in the interim period, ox-carts should be improved, 
and to this end: 
ta) governments should take inmediate steps to • 
prohibit the use of animal transport in city 
centers and other crowded traffic streets; 
(b) governments should take all necessary steps 
to prevent damage to highways by ox-carts,.and 
in this respect consider the obligatory utili-
zation by ox-carts of rubber tired .wheels or*-
broader iron rimmed wheels;. 
/-(c) government: 
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(c) governments should encourage ox-cart owners to 
undertake these improvements by various methods 
... such as local loansj preferential hiring treat-
ment, etc. 
(d). Where there is a la^ge-volume of traffic ̂ carried 
. by hujru.m transport, governments should;take all 
. necessary steps to provide alternatively animal 
transport as an interim stage, initially financed 
by .government loans.; • 
. V. Organization and Administration of Road Transport 
1. Governmental —I -
.The absence of an administrative department solely re;-
spoisible for. handling all road transport matters seriously prejudices 
the efficient..development of road transport. There is undoubtedly an 
urgent need for. uniform/and centralized control by one department of 
the government, with the following functions relative to road trans-
port: (a) inspection, licensing and registration of all motor vehir 
cles; (b) carriers licenses for public passenger.and goods carrying 
services; (c) regulation and control of drivers licenses; . (d) -re-
gulation and control of. wages and hours of; work, in transportation" 
enterprises; (e) fixing of rates for the carriage•• of goods an pas sen 
gers; (f) prescription-of.technical cpnditions to be.fulfilled by.mo 
tor vehicles, etc.; (g) prescription of- routes and timetables for ur-
ban and inter-urban passenger services; ,(h) regulation and control 
of the functions and duties of, inspectors of motor vehicles; -,(i) 4 cdor 
dination of road transport with other, means of transportation; (j)' 
consultation with road transport associations on matters within their 
respective, sphere; (k) fixing of standards for construction and use; 
of vehicles. 
1/ On the general problem of transport coordination at the governmental 
level, see below Chapter VII of this Part. 
/RECOMMENDATION XCIII 
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• KBCOMLiEHDAT10N XCIII 
In order to assist, 'governments in the formu-
. ... lation of a road transport policy,, and for the 
efficient execution of such a policy, 'as "well as 
to. safeguard the best: interests of the public as 
„••.•' . .. -well -as 'employees and employers, it is suggested 
- 'that": ' '' . 
(a) governments should unify and.centralize all 
regulatory controls affecting road transport, 
. .. in one single administrative department of 
• V""'^ 'the- governments a Director 
of Road Transport; -
(b) governments should take such steps as may be 
: . necessary to ensure training facilities for .. .i . 
' offidialsvresponsible for execution of road 
::...* ':.. . ....transport policy, considering the important 
and c'onlp'licated': technical problems, involved 
and the lack of trained experts available'; 
(c) Tbi • these- purposes governments; should take 
advantage of the technical training facili 
ties available under international and na-
tional auspices. 
2. Non-Governmental (Private) 
There is also in Central America a complete lack of'or-
ganization among motor carriers and car owners,, l/ihile in more developed 
countries there are'automobile and touring.associations to represent the 
interests of the* private motorist,.and truck and bus operators associa-
tions to organize and coordinate their respective functions,in Central 
America there are no active organizations; and.where organizations do 
exist they would not appear-to-have the.support of the interested par-
ties, nor do they 'carry out the objectives and priciples which such bod-
ies are normally constituted to Scarry out. 
The benefits to all. concerned, of .such organizations 
should not be. overlooked. In the first place, they can and should pro 
vide advice and assistance to governments on all matters with which tech 
nical advice, assistance, etc. 
/-The development 
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The development of representative responsible bodies of 
this type iri every Central American country would be ,qf 'the greatest 
assistance to the efficient development of road transport. This is par 
ticularly só;in the field of goods transport. The absence of any freight 
agencies or 'carriers associations prevents coordinated and cooperative 
arrangements for collection of small loads, since there are no freight 
offices, or other terminal facilities in small towns and village's for 
the collection of this type of traffic. 
However, it is fully realized that governments have no 
power to act in this matter and that it must be left to the initiative 
and common sense of the interests concerned themselves.;, nevertheless, 
the governments could state that they would welcome the'formation, of 
this type of associations,, and. would be prepared to use them in a...con 
sultant and advisory capacity when considering automotor transport pro 
blens affecting their particular association. 
In the field of private motoring, it Is hardly necessary 
to refer to the useful and constructive work.much appreciated by. .govern 
ments undertaken by organizations such as the Automobile Association 
(AA) in Great Britain, the Touring Club de Suisse in Switzerland, the 
American Trucking Associations, Inc. (ATA) in United States, and the 
t 
Asociación'Mexicana Automovilística (AMA) in Mexico, and many other 
associations too numerous to mention.'' 
It is also useful to have drivers associations and other 
organizations of the labor force employed in road transpox^t, to repre 
sent the workers point of view in;any problem. 
'' /-RECOMMENDATION XCIV 
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^ RECOMMBNDATIQM. XCIV 
In order to improve., the standards of motoring 
'.;-services, .'governments should encourage the various. 
parties interested, i.e,,private motorists, goods 
: traffic operators and passenger traffic operators, 
vehicle drivers , and .conductors, to form associa--
" • - tions.pf their respective interests, or a national 
transport chamber.-whith might affiliate with a Cen 
tral America transport chamber that would be care.-, 
ful In coordination,'.transportation, as well as to 
-develop,and improve road transport-facilities, and 
provide representative groups,for discussion with 
the governments on policy problems.- . . 
' : VI, Safety r. " ' • 
Orie of the most important problems which all governments 
are being faced with today-is the,tragic increase in the number of road 
accidents. Although i n C e n t r a l America this is not yet the serious prob-
lem which it has become - in".;sqme countries, where the volume of motor traf-
fic is much greater, yet it is. growing, and the Mission feels that now 
is the time for governments to-lay. down a clear cut policy to reduce and 
prevent road accidents. , 
In this respect it should be noted that there are three 
basic causes of accidents; inadequate design and construction of roads, 
non observance of traffic, regulations, and public ignorance of traffic 
dangers and how to avoid .them. 
Throughout th.e world various bodies, both governmental 
and non-governmental, are studying this problem. Particular attention 
in this respect is drawn to the joint work of the European governments 
in the Transport Committee of the. Economic Commission for Europe. The 
subject was also raised: at the last. Extraordinary Panamerican Highway 
Congress in Mexico when the following resolution vns offered: 
1. To rocommend to the American governments that thoy make 
a strong effort to undertake an intense traffic education-
al' campaign for motorists and pedestrians1 
/-2.. to recommend to 
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2• to recommend to. the' governments that they investi-
gate the causes of traffic accidents and study the 
i . • means.-to avoid them; 1 
3. to request the United Nations and reaffirm to the 
.. .; „' organization of Ameriban States that they proceed 
to carry out periodic meetings of experts on traf-
fic and road traffic education; and* 
4* to request the Inter-American Automobile Federa-
tion" that they-transmit to' their affiliates the 
desire to intensify as nuch as possible the action 
required to remedy the above' problems/ ' 
The. field of activity is therefore very wide. The Mission 
considers,, however,,, that governments should as soon as possible undertake 
certain urgent actions in this respect. Traffic control and highway -
code regulations should be brought up-to-date and made available to all 
vehicle drivers* Vhen considering the highway code, the governments 
might take as a basis the conditions specified in the Road and Motor 
Convention signed an Geneva in 1949* and as soon as possible adoptiori 
and ratification of this Convention is recommended. Steps should be 
taken inmediately to impi'ove the system of road signs and signals on 
the main highways. There is at the moment a complete lack of direction 
signs, danger signs, and other signals which play a major part in*,ensur-
ing both safe and speedy traffic flow. Center line strips should be 
painted on all roads where traffic is dense, and especially on curves 
hilltops, bridges, etc. A road safety publicity campaign should be under 
taken by the gDvernments through lectures, radio announcements, advertise-
ments, etc. -
However, it is not sufficient to initiate such a program) 
unless traffic law enforcement is improved. At the present time regular-
tions dealing with circulation of ox-carts are in existence, but. no at-
/-tempt has 
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tempt has been made for any enforcement; a similar state of affairs 
exists as regards the enforcement of regulations dealing'"with overload-
..ing of goocis and passenger vehicles. More careful inspection of vehi 
cles is essential» 
Another important factor is the collection, study and 
analysis of information pertaining to accidents. In is recommended 
that accident statistics shoud be collected. in accordance with the 
standardized form recommended by the World Health Organization, 
oFinally, road safety training should be introduced into 
the national ediicational curriculum in order that children from the ear 
liest age should be acquainted with the dangers arising from high speed 
modern motor traffic, and the ways and means of -avoiding accidents». 
The execution of such a program? need not be confined 
entirely to the government. Here again a great, deal can be safely en-
trusted to non-governmental bodies -the automobile associations, deal-
er *s organizations, chambers of commerce, etc. All that is required 
of the government is a central policy sponsoring body and for this pur 
pose 'serious consideration might be given to the creation of a special 
Department of Highway Safety and Accident Prevention within the respon 
sible road transport organization. 
Thi importance of action on the above lines cannot be 
overstimated since the problem will become more acute with the ever 
increasing volume of traffic* 
' RECOMMENDATION XCV 
"V 
It is recommended that governments should: 
(l) initiate road safety programs in order to 
/-reduce 
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reduce accidents, arid provide safe, speedy, and 
efficient road transport. Such programs would 
include: 
(a) revision of present highway codes and 
traffic laws; 
(b) uniform and revised regulations as regards 
vehicle equipment, lighting, brakes, etc.; 
(c) stricter enforcement of traffic laws; 
J (d) improved" accident statistics; 
(e) education of the public, particularly • 
children, in regard to prevention of ac-
cidents; 
(f) obligatory third party insurance, or oth-
er means of established financial re-
sponsibility for accidents, 
(2) Encourage non-government bodies such-as auto 
mobile associations, truck and bus associa-
tions, to take part and assist in this work. 
VII. Road Transport Statistics ' 
It would be most helpful to the Central American govern 
ments in assessing the develpment of road transport to'have comparable . 
road.transport statistics, which is not possible at the present time 
because of the various categories and classes under which:motor vehi-
cles are classified, and which differ from country to coimtry. 
Th\is El Salvador refers to: "carros, jeeps, camionetas 
hasta de-9 asientos (mixta), camionetas de mas de 9 asientos (omnibus), 
pick-ups, jeeps," and Costa Rica refers to: "automóviles, autobuses, 
carros de alquiler, camines, jeeps, otros"; other in addition refer to: 
"automóviles, camiones, autobuses,' pick-ups, jeeps, otros". 
Not only does this make any comparative analysis impossible 
between the countries concerned, but it creates difficulties, as regards 
registration since there are so many different classes of vehicles, and 
finally the terminology used^is in many cases confusing. Thus a "camio 
neta" nay mean.a small, bus or station wagon used for commercial purposes, 
/-or a large 
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or a large car used for private purposes. Under these circunstances it 
can be seen that practically no comparable use can.be made of any ve-
hicle statistics. . " ' 
It would appear therefore highly desirable for the Central 
American Governments to agree together first on terminology, then on 
certain broad statistical classifications, and-it would be most helpful 
for this purpose if use could be made of any.accepted regional or world 
wide classification.in order to insure not; only comparison within the. 
region but also with countries outside, • 
In most countries drivers licenses are issued in relation 
to the various categories of vehicles for.which permission to driver is 
granted, and therefore it is at this stage that the vehicle classifica*-
tion-problem commences. Fortunately, attemps at standardization in 
this respect-on a world wide scale have already progressed considerably. 
Thus Art.. 24y' Chapter V, of the Geneva Convention on Road Motor Traffic 
(1949) .state's: • 
- 1. Each Contracting State shall allow any driver admit 
ted to its territory who fulfils the:conditions which are set out in 
annex &. and. who holds a valid driving,permit issued to him, after he has 
given proof of his competence, b r the competent authority of another 
Contracting State or subdivision thereof, or by an association duly em-
powered by such authority, to drive on its roads without further exami-
nation motor vehicles of the category or categories defined in annexes. 
9 and 10 for which the permit has been issued. 
Annexes 9"and 10 establish the following categories: 
a) Motor cycles with or without a sidecar, invalid carriages and 
three-wheeled motor vehicles with an unladen weight not exceed-
ing 400 kg. (900 lbs.) 
b) Motor vehicles used for the transport of passengers and com-
prising in addition to the driver^ seat, at most 8 seats, or 
those used for the transport of goods and having a permissible 
maximum weight not exceeding 3,500 kg (7,700 lbs.}. Vehicles 
in this category may be coupled with a light trailer. 
c) Motor vehicles, used for the transport of goods and of which 
the permissible'maximum weight exceeds 3,500 kg. (7,700 lbs.). 
Vehicles in this category may be coupled with a light trailer. 
d) Motor vehicles, used for the transportof passengers comprising 
/-in additicn 
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in addition to the driverfs seat, more than 8 seats.'Vehicles 
in this category may be coupled -with a light trailer, 
e) Motor vehicles of categories B? C or D for which the driver 
is licensed, with other than a light trailer. 
Presumably the governments concerned will accede to this 
Convention, and since the Article concerned is mainly intended for inter 
national traffic, it would be most useful for facilitating regional traf"-
fifc,. as well as standardizing vehicle classification, '; ^ 
Alternatively, if this is not possible, it- is suggested 
that vehicle statistics be contained under the following headings: 
(1) private motor vehicles; (2) goods carrying vehicles, e*g. trucks; 
and (3) passenger carrying vehicles, e.g. busses, etc., 
: • - RECOMMENDATION XCVI 
, •• • : • :In order to improve statistical information 
and facilitate- international comparison, governments 
. : should take joint action to consider the possibility 
of reaching agreement on: . . . . . . 
•(a) technical terminology; 
(b) standard vehicle, classification, either on the 
. ; lines put forward in the Geneva Convention for 
.granting of licenses or. in any other way suit-
able to the region. 
- VIII*' Conclusion .. 
While the suggestions .and recommendations submitted above 
are not comprehensive and may not in all cases be acceptable to (govern-
ments, they are in general framed in line with .practical experience 
gained in other countries, and they should provide a sound basis for 
organization and control of road transport in Central America• 
They should, however, be considered as part, and- only as 
part, of a national transportation policy which es essential to the court 
tries1 economic, political, and social development. 
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Chapter IV 
• MARITIME AND PORT. PROBLEMS : < 
i 
I. Maritime Traffic/Cabotage 
Most of the aspects pertaining to maritime traffic have 
1/ 
already been considered in Part II of this Report, since regional and 
* ! 
international services are closely connected with national maritime prob 
lems. : What was then said with reference to the lack of adequate region-
al coastal services, and to the-causeé of this state of affairs, also 
holds true for cabotage Services, • 
The Central American countries have long^ coast lines, 
numerous ports, and insufficient means of inland transportation. Con-
siderable cabotage traffic might therefore be expected of small craft 
plying up and down the estuaries of the main rivers and along the cbast 
between the ports. However, except for cabotage traffic along the 
Pacific Coast of Costa Rica -which in 1951 was approximately 65$ of 
international traffic -there is no other country in all of Central 
America with a high volume of this type of traffic. Nicaragua has some 
cabotage, both cñastal and intbrcoa'stal, and'"In.Hondurasland Panama, 
besides the coastal shipping, there is some traffic between the islands 
and-the* mainland». In Guatemala and El Salvador cabotaige is practically 
nil except for some traffic in the Bay of Amatique. 
The study .of how cabotage has developed in Costa Rica 
is revealing of the possibilities this type, of traffic has for other 
17 See Chapter III, pp. 469 ff 
/Central 
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Central.American countries. Costa Rica.has considerable cabotage, and 
138 .ports are served on the Pacific alone.. Cabotage craft in Costa 
Rica, handle a comparatively large tonnage of rice, beans, and corn., and 
also .considerable shipment s -.of- lumber x bananas, cacao, copra,., coconuts, 
. .and mangrove .hark. • 
In- 1949, . shipments ..through 40 of these ports exceeded 
.40,000; tons.. (See Table 135.) 
Table 135 
Costa Rica: Cabotage traffic in Puerto Limon and 
;.P-untarenas; rice, beans, and corn 
discharged, 1948-1949. 
. (Tons) •. 
. Puerto • Limón Puntarenas 
Products 1948 . . 1949 1948 1949 
Rice 181.0 738.5 7,036.4 8,080.4 
Beans I7I.5 524.8 1,496.1 2,296.0 
Corn 0.3 14.7 6,167.6 6,479.8 
Source: Dirección General de Estadística, Estadística de transportes y 
comunicaciones^ 1949» " '" 
The lack of cabotage services, in other countries has been 
attributed, to causes similar to those that limit regional traffic, that 
is, few shipments, inadequate ports, etc., .Howeverr bearing in mind .the 
case, of Costa Rica -aside of what influence these limitations, may have-





applicable to regional maritime traffic: the.lack of "ships and shipping 
interests limit-;, traffic, and the lack of traffic limits the services 
offered. It should also be pointed out that in"spite of the abundance 
of fish and shrimp, fishing fleets are practically nonexistent, and 
normally these fleets are a stepping-stone for future cabotage services. 
Thus, it.can be said that :a much more intensive use can 
be made of coastal routes for cabotage traffic if only the ports were 
subject to minor improvements, so that they could truly be considered 
sheltered areas and would have adequate facilities for loading and dis-
charging. Such, improvements:bòùld be carried out simultaneously with 
other measures essential in-order'~tÓ promote the construction of both 
small boats and .the work-shops needed to keep the..craft in service."̂ ' 
In order to do this, no expensive long term project 
seems necessary, and it is quite evident that the volume of traffic' 
would not justify it. All that has to"be done initially is to improve • 
somewhat the existing ports and other facilities for navigation, and 
to stimulate potential shipping interests, particularly with reference 
to^fishing fleets. 
• IIv- ;'National' Ports ' . • '' 
1»' Introduction 
The Central American countries have excellent natural 
ports, and every country has at least one good port either on the 
Atlantic or on the Pacific.- .The condition of the wharves and piers, 
warehouses, and fixed and mobile equipment in the leading port varies 
considerably. In general the constructions are óld-fàshioned and 
/poorly maintained, 
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poorly maintained, and the equipment is obsolete . This, does not hold 
true for.the ports controlled by the United .Fruit Company, that are 
usually constructed much better and are well maintained. 
Port construction and development has been practically 
in the hands of private interests. The. governments of the. different 
. countries has/e shown little, interest in ports, in their organization, or 
in the control of port charges. . The following quotation .is taken from 
the report of the United Nations Technical Assistance Mission that 
studied the ports of El Salvador: . 
.... The attitude of the government of Salvador as 
regards the operation of its ports is extremely negligent. It appears 
to have no interest in their functioning beyond the collection of 
custom duties, which amount to 50$ of the state's actual revenue. 
However, the majority of the nation's economic problems center around 
its harbors. And it should realize that the port area, whatever its 
size and operating means, is a transportation enterprise which demands 
a highly developed technique to facilitate the rapid handling of ships 
which use its piers. Many of these ships represent a capital..invest-
ment which is often worth more than that of the port itself. 
Finally, some of the leading ports were specially built 
for banana exports, and naturally, these ports are closely integrated 
with banana interests. The other ports, used for general cargo traffic, 
have been much neglected. 
2. Port Administration and control 
At present, the control of most of the leading ports 
and of some of the minor ones is in the hands of private companies. For 
example: (a) the United Fruit Company and the IRCA control Puerto Barrios, 
1/ United Nations Technical Assistance. Mission to Ei Salvador, The 
Harbor System of El Salvador, New York, 1952, p.67. 
/Puerto Cortes, 
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Puerto Cortes, Tela, and Cutuco,.(b) the Grace Line controls Champerico, 
San José, and La Libertad-.(this last; port through its affiliate, the 
Agencia -Salvàdorèna); (c) the Standard Fruit and Steamship Company con-
trols La Ceiba; and (d) the Salvadorean Railway and the Northern Rail-
way- bontrol Acajutla.and Puerto Limón respectively. 
Thus., of all the leading ports in Central America, only 
Puntarenas, Corinto,and El Bluff are under government control. The 
companies also have other transport interests, such as merchant fleets 
and railways. It is evident that not only is there a virtual monopoly 
as far as the- import and.export traffic of the different countries is 
concerned, but since it is impossible to. control legally the freight 
rates and port charges, these are often'high and discriminatory. The 
analysis of railway transport in Part I of this Report dealt with this, 
problem. 
It seems absolutely necessary that the Central American 
governments should have jurisdiction over their ports, at least in what 
pertains to port changes, access facilities, and freight rates. If 
possible, they should also care for their improvement and development; 
The Report on Guatemala of the Mission of the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development stresses this same point. 
RECOMMENDATION XC7II 
In view of the vital importance that 
modern and adequate ports have for the 
economic development of the Central Amer 
ican countries, the Mission.recommends 
that the governments set up as part of 





Authorities in charge of building 
and developing ports, port adminis 
"' \ tration and port operatión whenever 
necessary. . 
3», National port policy. 
Since there is no government department in charge*1 of 
port development, there is virtually no national port policy. El Sal-
vador has shown recently a great deal of interest in port development, 
particularly with reference to Acajutla, and Guatemala has undertaken 
a new Atlantic port at Santo Tomás. 
The neglect of port problems in the past has been a 
serious error. The lack of adequate port facilities leads to wastage 
of national resources, increases handling costs, and hinders economic 
development. It is therefore of the utmost importance to set up a 
clearly defined port policy, and to coordinate it with the economic 
development of each country, not only with reference to import and ex-
port needs, but also to the development of the country as a whole. 
Port projects should be part of a coordinated transport policy. Before 
proceeding with projects for port construction or for port improvement, 
road and railway access facilities, and in general communications with 
the hinterland should be considered. Thus, a national port policy is 
fundamental so that each government may be in a position to select from 
the various ports, the one best suited for the general welfare of the 
country; to develop the ports according to present and future traffic 
needs and within financial possibilities; to improve somewhat the 
minor ports essential for cabotage traffic. In other words, port ex-
penditures should be focused on one objective, and not be scattered 
/over a large 
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over a large number of, projects.- Private interests should also be stim 
ulated so that they'may^help maintain--and improve- local ports,. 
In certain cases it may be advisable to carry out pro-
jects on an international scale, that is, bijatéral-gLgreements could be 
signed à'S to the': ùsè ;òf a port by two neighboring;-.countries. This 
1/ 
"would result in-saving è for both countries-.-.: .. • ; • 
; A briéf-résumé of the presentiport policy.-.-in the Central 
'American cburitries' isr'revealing of what little progress has been.made: 
(a) port development in Guatemala and El Salvador -seems :t.o hâve been 
carried out viithout cdhsidering the general transport projects of the 
couhtries as a'whole}- (b) as yet nothing has been done.to.r-eonstruct 
ports desìgnéd to -promote' regional development.,.. such as Puerto Cortés 
and Gutucò, that servé both El Salvador and Honduras..; (c) expenditures 
oh" too many ports'" have" dissipated public-funds., as in the. case of the 
NibáVágúaflr • government'-' pro jé et s on Corinto".,: Masachapa- and San. Juan del 
Sur; (d) the'almost"complete neglect of existing facilities?:^ certain 
pòrts'V-subh as' La Libertad and' Acajutla.: • I.J';,•..•;>: •. . 
:: ' "• :mcommm\?iQit'xcviii .: y--:.;-- ,-: •• 
. i. • .0) The governments should, as far as 
'" "'"• possible,1 doordinat'etheir plans .and .. 
to that end should try to ensure that: 
' ' ' : : ( a ) ' Port5 expenditures should: be: related '•.,.. 
not only to present import and export re-
v ' - quirements, but- also to-reasonable future 
requirements. 
(b) Port- construction and development . . 
,. ; . should be closely coordinated with road 
; "• i:"!>'1' • and1 "railway access facilities,': ;and in c. 
certain cases also with river access 
~ facilities 
V See Part II, Chapter III, Section III, points 1,T 2 arid'4, pp. 4-91, 
493 and 496 
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.(c) Port operation, at-least in the lead 
ing ports, should preferably be in the hands . . 
* 'of independent organisations, or in the hands 
of private companies but.subject to government 
control of port charges and freight rates. 'It 
would also be ad-lsable that the minor ports ... 
-although under government.-epnt?ol in a broad 
sense, should be managed by well qualified 
superintendents. 
(-2)1' A long-term'program por port. construction and 
development should be worked out the earliest. 
Tt should beJ closely coordinated with the 
national transport plans, and should be related 
to future' commercial policy, particularly with 
reference to imports and exports, taking into 
account, wherever necessary, the requirements 
for regional traffic. , 
Til« Operation and Organization 
Efficient port organization and operation is one of the 
essential factors in transportation, for the costs resulting from 
inefficiency will lower the net' revenue from exports and will increase 
the cost of imports. • 
In a report on El Salvador, it has been expressed that 
the saving which it would be possible to obtain through efficient port 
operation is as follows: 3*1 million colones from,suppression of 
lighterage, 500,000 colones from revision of wharfage charges, and 
1/ 
350,000 from elimination of time losses. 
As may be seen in the first part of this Report, there 
are few ports in Central America that are adequate as regards capacity, 
available equipmentand proper administration, to handle economically 
the present traffic volume; and much less to satisfy efficiently future 
needs. Substantial improvements could be made in (1) piers and access 
i r See United Nations Technical Assistance Mission to El"Salvador, op. 
cit, pp. 100 ss. The transport Mission is not entirely in agreement 
with these figures, but they undoubtedly•show, the,magnitude of the 
charges and the possibility of making considerable savings. 
/to ports, 
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to ports, (2) customs facilities and procedures, (3) road and railway 
access, and (4) repair workshops anid .facilities for fuel and provisions 
supply. . " • '•" : '' 
1.- Piers and access to ports,-
(a) Guatemala 
(i) Puerto Barrios.. Jhe, two main problems that this port is facing 
are the customs difficulties and the,;pier space limitations for the 
handling of-the present traffic. volume.. JSven though the pier is large 
-2,400 feet long by 132 wide-, the mooring length is only' 1,000 feet on 
each face. As that facing north is used by the company for its banana 
shipments, only one is left for public,.service..--..-That'.the mooring length 
is not sufficient is confirmed, by the following statement of the Inter-
national Bank Mission: 
All the aforementioned factors', taken: together, point to the need 
of additional'pier space at Puerto Barrios. The most basic reasons, 
however, are the growing need for freer movement of cargo and the perils, 
of national dependence upon a single destructible unit of this kind .2/ 
On the other hand, a plan is being worked out by the government 
for the construction of a national port at Santo Tomás, located at a short 
2/ 
distance from Puerto Barrios * 
(ii) San José and Champerico. The San José pier seems to be 
adequate for the present movement of cargo. The pier at Champerico is 
in bad condition. However, the Mission does not agree with the opinion 
expressed in the International Bank's report that no improvement should 
be done in this port, for despite the small freight traffic that there 
is at present, it has a rich hinterland with large agricultural and 
mining production. Consequently if access conditions are improved, 
17~ 
The Economic Development of Guatemala, Report of the Mission of the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Washington,1951, 0/ R.186-. Ü s^e Part II, Chapter Section III, of this Report, pp*- 491 and 493 
/port traffic 
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port traffic vaill develop considerably. 
:. (b) El- Salvador 
1 (i)^ Cutuco.'In the report, of the United Nations Technical Assis-
tance Mission to El Salvador the "following is stated in reference to 
Cutuco,: : •"•'•' " . 
It has a concrete-pier which enters the waters of the Gulf *of Fon 
seça in.a .wide arc; - Although'it has a total, length of 400 feet (122 -
meters).its désign as such that it can, only fully accomodate1 ships, up 
. ;to ,1Q0-meters in length. If they are .longer, .as is often-the case,, a 
^sizeable .section of the hull,, usually embracing ohé hatch, remains "be-
•. ;ypnd :.the p i e r " In order to unload from this hold, the ship must be. ad-
vanced to. take-advantage of the effective mooring area. This, limita -
.. tion. holds, true fpr1 both sides .of the pier, but it is particularly ac-
•. centuated-oh the-inner face which .is the shorter. This is not the ..only 
inconveniencé presented by this pier. Due to the more or less normal 
direction taken by the pier in entering .the water -because of thé. pro-
blems. -of: :dopth, the -ebb and flow of the tide cause a ship which is. moored 
. or. which-approaches the pier on. a traverse to undergo either a breakage 
of mooring'lines or a violent" pounding against the pier so that during 
the;'movement" of certain., tides captains consider it dangerous to remain 
moored'. J" Moreover, although the Gulf of Fonseca offers a large expanse 
of calm-water, the depths at its entrance are as little as 23 to 25 
feet at some points. If a future expansion of trade calls for the 
entity of. type .vessëls in thé harbor'of Cutuco, while they are not 
the largest cargo vessels they require a depth of 26; feet, which means 
that either the h^^bor must be dredged to the necessary depth, which 
implies the loss of one of its greatest advantages,-.or ships' moving 
In And out,, pf the harbor will have'to await thé moment of high tide, 
which is also a detrimental factor. 1/ 
The present Mission learned that, inonder to avoid 
difficulties caus.ed by the action of the tides, this pier could be expand 
ed at a relatively low cost provided larger traffic could justify the 
required investment. ' • • — '-•'' ' " 
. (ii) ' La - Libertad and Aca.jutla. This Mission fully agrees 
with the opinion of the. United Nations Technical Assistance Mission 
regarding the obsolete and uneconomic condition of these two ports; 
V United Nations Technical Assistance Mission to É1 Salvador> "'"Thè" Harbor 
System of El. .Salvador. .New York, 1952, ppi- 31 .and 32* 
/The piers 
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The piers of Acajutla and La Libertad have-clearly -outlived their 
usefulness and it is unlikely that; anyone considers incorporating them 
in any major harbor system or continuing their present;mode'of operation 
which in itself would call for vast reconstruction. Both piers are in 
fact in serious states of neglect To what has been said should be added 
the fact that since these piers were not constructed for the mooring of 
large ships, their structures were, designed to withstand only limited 
stresses, with the result that time and disregard for their upkeep have 
conspired to bring about their deterioration. 
The pier itself, is limited because of the shed which completely 
covers it and only permits access to it through the side hatches. This 
i?/ such a stumbling blockto swift handling of the. cargo that it would 
. be said fairly that the length of the pier is equal only to the total 
widths of the hatches. The working area for the winch operator and the 
stevedores is so limited that it is constantly causing bottlenecks be-
.cause the workers are unable to maintain a- steady flow of cargo into the 
railroad oats in the cramped condition. This makes it necessary from 
time to time to halt the operation of the winch, which leaves the 
stevedores in the lighter with.nothing to do. This condition is. 
particularly aggravated in La Libertad where there are two such bottle-
necks; namely, the one we have just.cited, and another in the customs 
warehouse where the railroad cars coming from the pier are not unloaded 
as fast as they arrive because manual labor alone is employed. 
What has been said about these ports is a typical example 
of the effects that result from the existing situation of division of 
interests*. Aca jutla'and La Libertad are national ports, given as 
concessions to private companies -through short term contracts- and, 
neither the government nor the companies are disposed to make any invest 
ments in them. Nevertheless, the government plans to convert Acajutla 
into the most important national port of El Salvador 
(c) Honduras 
(i) Puerto Cortes, Tela and La Ceiba. With-'reference to Puerto 
Cortes provision has, been made to ̂ increase,the' available.pier space. In 
view of the fact that Tela and La Ceiba are mainly local ports, for.banana 
transport operation, their pier installations are adequate to meet present 
needs. 
(ii) Amajpala. The main drawback in this port is its 





deficient^system of operation, : As there is not sufficient depth at • 
..the .pMr,%shipsvhave*"to" ancho'r' far away from it and the cargo has to be 
discharged into lighters in order to be taken tQ.the customs. Unfortu 
nàtèly, the solution for this problem is not easy, this , being one of the 
' reasons why due consideration should be given to the possibility to „de-
velop Cutuco "as a regional port, in accordance -with the general plan, 
discussed in Part II of this Report. 1/ . 
(d) Nicaragua 
(i) Corinto. The pier length (500 feet)- of this port is in-
» ' 
sufficient and on this account ships usually have to wait for another to 
oleor before they are able to moor at the pier. Naturally this causes 
delay in thè itineraries and raises costs. Besides, ships can only mpor 
.On one face because on the other one there is not sufficient depth and . 
•the warehouses stand in the way. These defects were already pointed -< 
out in the International Bank Report: 
(b) The pier can accommodate only two deep sea ships at once, 
although it has some additional space for coastal craft at the shallow, 
lower end; ' 
(c) The'tanker berth is sandwiched between the freighter berth 
arid the accommodations for coastal craft, so that ordinary cargo' has 
to be worked side by side, with . flammable cargo; 
(d) There are rio cranes to.load and discharge cargo, so that even 
the heaviest and most cumbersome pieces of freight have to be worked by. 
ships ', tackle alone ; 
(e) There are no lift trucks to move freight on the pier, in the 
transit sheds, or the railroad yards * so that freight handling ashore is 
slow and expensive, l/ 
1 7 See Part II, Chapter III, Section III, point 5.» p.499 .. 
2/ International Bank for Reconstruction 'and Development/-She Economic 
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The Bank recommends that inmediate action should be — 
taken to. build an additional pier 16 be used preferably, for fuel dis-
charge, 
(ii) El Bluff and San Juan del Sur, The main limitation -
' • 
encountered at Bl Bluff is the difficulty of access of ships to the port 
i 
due to-the existence of several banks at the lagoon entrance which prevent 
ships of over 12 feet draught fromipassing^ Taking in account the im-
portance of the Rama Road project, an investment required to build a 
canal 15 feet deep through the Bluefields Lagoon,as proposed by the Inters 
•national; Brink, would certainly be justified. 
' ' In San Juan del Surthe problen arises from the inadequacy 
of the pier. "Tt "is so small and the depth ¡there is so little that the 
ships have to anchor near the bay!;s entrance, and loading and discharging 
operations have to be carried out by means ¡of lighters, When the Inter^ 
American Highway Is connected to the port, ¡traffic.will grow considerably, 
. . . • • •< 
for which reason the Mission endorses the International Bank's following 
recommendation: ' j 
For some time to come San Juan del Sur will probably continue as 
a lighterage port. All rail traffic will $top9 however, as soon as the 
pqgrt is linked with the Inter-American Highway by an all-weather road. 
The traffic workload, moreover,;,is likely to become a good deal heavier 
as trucks begin to run over the. new road/ On this basis, the mission 
recommends improvement of the existing pier, construction of additional 
storage space, construction of service and [access roads in the:immediate 
vicinity of the port, and the purchase of some light motorized equipment 
goods for use between the pier and the sheds* 
(e) Costa Rica f 
(i) Puerto Lim6n, The pier and its installations are adequate 
If Ibid,-p. 238. • ¡ ' ¿ ^ ; 
i ..... ' 
/ „ ! /as regards 
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as regards capacity for present cargo traffic, but, on the other hand, 
the main disadvantage of the port appears in reference.;£6 
Operations, .which, have to be'carried out at : the main pier.:; RegArdi^g 
:vthi4, \e;xperts of..'the Point IV Program have recommended that adequate 
steps , should be taken immediately to correct that situatioh; . ... 
(iij Punt arenas. The pier has t¥/o mooring facqs: one outside, 
which is .approDomately 500 feet long, -arid the other inside, about 400. 
" feeti' it' 'for.;̂ hich-: reason"'i't "is riot always; 
pd's^iDle. to.., .use:; both-- faces. : Ships , often have - to • wait - for ahbi^her:'to , • 
c3ekr";in'order to make possible mooring operations, with the consequent 
dela^ in their. :itinerarxe,s-'''and''ris'e in. costs. ..TIiV 
: : ' .RECOMMENDATION XCIX " 
Since it is essential for efficient port oper " • , 
ations to: have adequate loading and discharging 
areas and::to-maintain docks and. piers in good con-
dition, -it is recommended that an investigation be 
carried out in the shortest possible time to deter 
mine the present condition of port installations 
and facilities, namely, docks and piers, and load 
ing and discharging equipment, maritime access\ 
. lighthouses, pilot service, lighterage, etc.; and 
that a short-term program for improvement-and 
maintenance be Initiated at the earliest in accord 
ance with recommendations of other missions for ~ . 
. ..Corxnto, San Jos£, and Acajutla* 
• • . . . . ' « • 
2. Customs Facilities'-'and Procedures. 
;.The. inefficiency of customs procedures IrrCentral Amer 
ican ports has been emphasized by all transportation experts visiting 
the region. The International Bank Mission-to Guatemala-made ;the. follow 
...irig comjnents_in the. case of Puerto Barrios: - 1 . 
. . • ' - . / ' . 
17 U'ySr 'Department of Commerce, A Point Four Project, Preliminary 
Survey The Port of Ljmon, The Port of Puntarenas, pp. 
/Shortage 
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• Shortage of Space, Inadequacy of warehousing facilities forrthe:; 
receipt and examination'of merchandise by: the Customs Service'Is a 
growing problem in both Guatemala City and Puerto Barrios, The system . 
now in use . results in congested storage at these points .and. causes the 
inuiiobilization of large numbers. of railway cars through lack of space .  
into which to unload their cargoes. The latter, in turn, further in~ 
creases congestion in port areas by curtailing the transport of freight 
away from,the .piers. 
Slow Procedures., A second factor causing delay in the. customs Is 
thé -system used in the examination, processing, and release of merchan-
dise to consignees. .'The Customs Service has recently effected a degree 
of improvement'both in warehousing, methods and in examination and procès 
ing procedures. The former'now appears reasonably well handled, to the 
extent that the cramped space will allow* Procédures, however, still . 
appear cumbersome- and "unnecessarily slow, 3/ 
;The.;United'Nations Technical Assistance. Mission to El Sal-
vador referred to the facilities at La Libertad and Sonsonate in the 
i 
following terms: . 
The custom sheds were built to handle à much smaller volume of 
import goods than .they actually do . Thus goods "which have had to be 
stored during the past year havè caused such congestions within the 
sheds that they haye had .to-be placed outside In the surrounding-area,1 
For this reason the. government has. decided to build a new group of 
sheds, 2/ : . ' 
Regarding Gùtuco, ; the same Mission stresses the, consider** 
able expenses caused by the delays in moving freight cars; 
Due to the chaotic operation of:thejthree'ports a very large num-
ber of wagons are permanently out of service whilst delayed at customs 
warehouses» In the case of the IRCA at Cutuco during the year under 
review 3,000 wagons have been delayed for an average of 12-14 days 
whilst awaiting clearance. It is not unusual .for batches of 20-30 
wagons to wait as long as three weeks whilst merchandise passes into 
and out of the customs. 2/ i 
Ï 7 T h e Economic Development of Guatemala. Report of the Mission of 
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Washington 
1951,. pp. "147 and 148- - ! 
2/ The Harbor System of El Salvador, bp, cit.i p, 90« 
2/ United Nations Technical Assistance Mission to El Salvador, Inland . 
Transport in El Salvador,, New York, 1952, p,13.,... -
/In Part I 
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In Part I of this Report it was pointed out that 'the* 
customs services are unable to provide adequate warehouses, speed up 
the movement of merchandise >or simplify the procedure for loading port 
freight on to railroad or truck facilities. This is all due to the 
fatrt that customs administrative methods and warehouse space have 
hardly changed In the .last 10 to 20 years. It'has given rise to"slow, 
outmoded procedures and £0 inefficient handling of goods at the cus-
toms. Shipment is delayed, warehouses become congestecb and the whole 
flow of traffic is slowed down« 
However, there are many cases in which neither present 
nor future traffic would justify large investments by the governments. 
The Mission therefore considers that in the meanwhile the most urgent 
need Is to repair and maintain adequately the present facilities, 
extend mechanization, utilize available space more efficiently, dis-
patch goods more speedily in the customs warehouses (by restricting 
free storage time) and revise some administrative methods. All these 
improvements * could be carried out at a reduced cost , which would be-
soon offset by the savings they would originate. 
RECOMMENDATION C 
With a view to improving customs administration 
and procedures and speeding up the flow of goods in 
the ports, governments should: 
(a) restrict free freight storage time; 
(b) review customs legislation with the advice 
and aid of e x p e r t s in order to'accelerate administra-
tive procedures; / 
(c) build warehouse space * adequate to the.vo-
lume of port traffic and introduce further mechanized 
methods in order to make fuller use of covered verti-
cal space. 
/3. Access 
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3« Access by Highway-and .Railroad. . .; "j 
, . .The closest coordination of ¡port, railroad* and highway 
facilities is':required\to reducé the turnaround of ships and to im-
prove operational • efficiency^ : - [ ' :' -" 
. As ̂ stated throughout this"..Report, the auxiliary serv 
vices -, in,the Central American ports are ncjt" "satisfactory. Very, few 
ports have both railroad and highway acceás» Thus-, Cutuco, although 
! 
it has road- access, cannot be. served by trucks.- Puerto Barriosf 
Puerto Cortés, Corinto, and San Juan d<?l Sur either have no access by 
road, or trucks are -not allowed to enter the docks • 
It is however expected that ¡in the future the situation 
willMimprpve. somewhat .as road systems progress and direct access to : 
portsis permitted. To derive full benefit from the latter, it is 
essential that; highway transportation should be efficient and at low 
cost ,; and it is pertinent to recall the recommendation made previous-
, 2/ I 
lyv"\ori'jthe .advantages of using semi-trailers, as well as the advis* 
ability of issuing road permits only to operators possessing the re-1 quired equipment and facilities» I 
1/ "A port is riot a teminus but Is essentially a point of transit for 
seaborne- traffic, and its operations must therefore be kept as 
fluid and flexible as possible; a port is the place where goods 
are transferred from ship to shore, from shore to ship, or from 
ship to ship. Ships, ports and the various fcrms of inland trans 
port are linked together. Each is dependent on the other two'J 
R. J. Hodges,. "Some Factors Affecting the Turn-Round-of Shipping 
at British Ports"> The Journal of the ¡Institute of Transport 1 
March 1950. 
2/ See Part III,-Chapter HI Recommendation XC, p»664 
' /RECOMMENDATION CI 
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RECOMMENDATION- CI • 
Governments should take ..all necessary steps 
1 ' to-enable the'principal ports to have adequate 
access by railroad, highway* or internal "waterways, 
• ' arid to prevent preferential treatment or discrimi-
natory practices in favor of any particular type. : 
• of transportation; and they should adopt appro-
priate measures to enable trucks to. enter the. dock ;: , 
{ :; and warehouse areas in all those cases where this 
is at present not permitted«. . . 
N^ya.i: Stores and R&paiis"; ' 
Facilities at the principal ports are deficient in regard 
to supplying and repairing of ships. Adequate establishment of these 
facilities would not only improve port services but would also provide 
employment * for a large number of skilled workmen. 
RECOMMENDATION CII 
In the case of national ports, Governments 
should provide the means required to supply ships 
and carry cut necessary repairs, and should en-
courage similar facilities in the privately-owned 
ports. . . 
5. Port Dues and Charges 
This subject has been dealt with already in discussing 
i/ railroads and does not require further elaboration. 
y See Part III,. Chapter I, pp. 520 ff 
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Chapter V j 
AIR TRANSPORT ! 
• i 
" ' I 
For civil aviation :to make its maximum contribution to 
the economic development of the countries of Central America and 
Panama,.• it- is ¡essential to regognise certain basic principles. 
The cornerstone should be a modern, upHo-date Civil Aeronautics 
Lav/, and such regulations a>S are needejl based on internationally 
recognized principles of the Convention on International Civil 
Aviation, and the specific needs of each country.-
El Salvador currently has under consideration such a., 
model Law and implementing regulations;. Honduras has found it 
desirable to revise their Law enacted only three years ago, in March, 
1950. Every country should undertake to maintain up-to-date its ! 
organic civil aviation law and corresponding regulations. t i 
• : ' RECOMMEND ATI ON CIII ' " 
" ' V' . : . i ' ; 
ThOse governments which have not already 'done so should 
consider the advisability of appointing a commission 
composed of legal and aviation authorities and govern-
mental representatives, for the purpose of drafting an 
adequate Civil Aeronautics Law and corresponding regula-
tions, designed to meet the1 present and future aviation 
needs of the country. | ' 
i 
* i" •'• • i 
An essential corollary to the adoption of a modern 
i 
aviation law is the creation of an independent civil aviation 
organization, staffed by an adequate number of competent technical 
and administrative personnel. Without1 such an organization, the 
L 1 "Proposed Civil Aeronautics Law andi.Corresponding Regulations", 
Appendix II, "Civil Aviation in El ̂ Salvador",- by Glen A. Gilbert, 
Civil Aviation Adviser, ICAO, prepared for the United Nations 





execution of other recommendations would not be possible. It is 
important that such an organization be a civil agency, although it 
is recognized that in certain countries, some divergence from this 
basic principle may be necessary for the present. In general, 
however, experience throughout the world has demonstrated that 
military and civil aviation, despite their seeming similarities, do 
not mix well. Unless/civil air transport is run-with civil objectives, 
civil efficiency and incentive to improve the service suffer. This 
point has apparently not been fully appreciated in Central America and 
this has caused some of the present difficulties. In order to realize 
a change in this situation» civil aviation will have to receive great-
er support from the governments than it has heretofore enjoyed and the 
organizations set.up for this purpose should have stability of existence 
and protection from political interference. 
RECOMMENDATION CIV 
Those governments which have not already done so should 
consider the advisability of creating an independent 
Civil Aviation.Department, under the supervision of a 
-civil agency of government, independent at least with 
respect to all economic aspects. 
RECOMMENDATION CV^ 
Governments should study adequate measures in order 
that military officers consigned to duty as officials 
or employees of Civil Aviation Departments may request 
their withdrawal from their corresponding military 
body within a reasonable time so that they serve civil 
aviation permanently. 
RECOMMENDATION CVI 
The Civil Aviation Department should be granted suf-
ficient appropriations and provided with technical and 
administrative personnel competent to prescribe and 
enforce adequate safety standards, and to promote the 
development of air commerce through the reasonable 





Personnel of the Civil Aviation Department should be 
r - • , selected on a merit basis with security of tenure • 
subject to efficient performance of duties. While 
employed in the Civil Aviation Department, and for 
a reasonable period thereafterp such personnel should 
not own any financial interest, direct or indirect, 
_ _ in anj aviation enterprise* J 
RECOMMSNDATIOK CVIII 
i 
Salaries of Civil Aviation Department employees should 
be sufficientely high to attract and retain.career -
men of technical ability and integrity. 
RECOMMENDATION CIX ; 
-JU . • 11 .1' — ^ ' r j" . 
Full use should be made, both for personnel of the 
Civil Aviation Department and for other aviation spe-
cialists, of training facilities wherever they may -
be available, and that consideration be given to a 
staggered system of detailing key technical, legal 
and administrative personnel to training centers, so 
that they will become thoroughly familiar with modern 
methods, procedures and techni^ues^ 
j 
Just as.effective government regulation of civil avia 
1 
tion requires a basic aviation law and an,efficient Civil Aviation 
I 
Department, so the economic development pf air transport depends upon 
i 
en adequate government program-of airport development and a sound 
I 
w™^c^dSIe"orTSaI3ienance. The continued use of marginal fields exposes 
1 
! 
passengers to undesirable risks and seriously affects the effi*-
ciency of the operatorsT Airports, like i highwaysare a public 
means of communication and a governi^nt.rbsponsibility, the construc-
tion and maintenance of" which are important to the public welfare. i Furthermore, once having invested in runWays and facilities, it is 
unsound economics not to maintain theeu* ! "Preventive" maintenance 
* 1 
• 1 «* • 





maintenance turns out to be a costly procedure.resulting in greater 
eventual costs, 
RECOMMENDATION CX 
Governments should adopt a long-range program of airport 
development, improvement and expansion, adequate to meet . 
the present and future aviation needs of the country. 
..RECOMMENDAi 10N CXI. . 
Investments in airports and airway facilities should be 
protected from deterioration by an intelligent program 
of "preventive" maintenance. 
Throughout most of the "world it is accepted practice that 
certain basic navigation services and facilities required in common 
by all operators, which affect the safety of the travelling public 
and the reliability of operations, are. properly a function of govern 
ment and should -bo provided by it. . These., services, in effect, correjs 
pond'to the type of government aid provided to maritime operators. 
In the field of air transport they include radio communications for 
flight control, flight information and arrival reports, meteorologi 
cal data, weather forecasts, and similar aids to air navegation. In 
the interest of flying safety and efficiency, such services should 
be the responsibility of one central agency, either the :&>vernment 
or some agency designated to perform this function. Because of the 
small geographic area of Central America, consideration should be 
given to the desirability of integrating these services to the maxi 
mun extent. 
RECOMMENDATION CXII 
Those countries which have not already done so, 
should take steps to provide the basic navigation serv-
ice and facilities required.in common by aircraft -
operating in their area, and to examine the means of 
organising these services and facilities in the most 
efficient manner. ^ ^ 
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•It is generally accepted international practice that, 
by means of a system of graduated landing fees and other charges, 
governments recover at least a part of the costs of the navigational 
aids thus provided. Obviously, such charges should be related to the 
ruality and amount of services and facilities provided air transport 
operators. It is also generally accepted practice that repairs or 
fuel required by an international operator, but destined for use pri-
marily outside the country, are exempt from local taxation* To do 
otherwise is in reality self-defeating, driving pptential-business 
away and depriving local citizens of employment which they night 
otherwise enjoy. 
• '• ' I 
RgCOMMEHDATION CXI1I 
i ' 
Government airport charges1 for navigational serv-
• ices provided air carriers shojuld bo conservatively 
. :•• • related-to th'-j value of tho services performed. i 
G E C Q M H S I ' I D A T I O N C X I V 
Fuel, spare parts and nate'rials used in the oper-
. a t ion/ repair or overhaul of planes in international 
service, not employed between points within the coun-
try, should be exempt from import and other local tax-
es. 
t 
Airlines as vital channels; for the flow of commerce,-
require a f i m basis for development.. j 
Therefore, it is desirablej that they be provided with 
long-term, stable operating contracts, so; that they feel secure in 
investing their own funds in better aircraft and improved installations 
and services. Such contracts should be uniform and equitable, and 
preferences in fnvor of government personnel or p^pperty should be 
avoided. The e^qperience in many parts of the world has proven it to 
be an illusory form of economy, invariably costing the country more ! /-in the 
E/CN .12/3.56-
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in the long run, than it. saves,. V : V 
' 'HECOMMBMDATIOW CXV 
Governments should consider the desirability of 
.reviewing existing contracts with air carriers with 
"a view' to" revising them along strictly uniform, im-
partial and-equitable lines, and to eliminating.all. -' 
forms of discrimination involving either persons, or 
property,. whether official or :non-official. 
In-almost every country,in Central -America there are 
large areas virtually without surface-transportation, where great po 
tential wealth remains unexploited and even virtually unexplored. 
Air transport can help to open up those' sectors, as operations in 
the Valle del.:General and- the Alajuela- and Guanacaste provinces of 
Costa Rica, as well as in many,other parts of Central America, serve 
to-illustrate. If the areas prove to have sufficient growth-poten-
tial and the intervening obstacles are not unsurmountable, roads nay 
eventually follow to help carry the .increasing volume of low-value pro-
duce. and heavy freight. .. The economic, importance of air service does 
not diminish, however, with the advent of roads, when a'community has 
developed to a point where the .relatively.heavy investment in surface 
transport facilities can be justified. It is merely shifted into' 
other fields more uniquely related to air transport. Examples of 
this process of ccononic growth can be "found in many parts of the 
world. The same process, with proper government support', can be ex 
pedited in many of the. still undeveloped areas of Central America* 
Rates on developmental routes should be kept as low 
as* economically feasible, both for passengers and cargo. Govern-
ments should undertake to see that carriers, particularly those which 
arc not subject to the spur of healthy competition, fulfill their re_s 
ponsibility to serve the developing needs of all sectors of the 
/-country 
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country.There appears to be a tendency on the part of some carriers to 
be content with transportation of a relatively small group of wealthy 
landowners and company personnel, rather¡than to broaden the base of 
operations by providing other services \ai rates which the average ci 
tizen.-can .afford. There is also a tendency for some carriers with a 
monopoly of'"internal" scheduled services to be attracted by what appear 
superficially to be more remunerative opportunities on foreign routes, 
at the expense of their domestic operations. 
.. i 
it JC^.w/UHDATIOK CXVI r •" 
Governments should take steps to assure that the 
needs of all sectors of the country for air service 
are adequately met; and to encourage tne establishment 
of pioneering routes in potentially promising areas, 
as well as the introduction of i special reduced develop 
mental fares and tariffs.through a program of temporary 
subsidies if necessary. 
In- a number of countries which the Mission visited it 
I •• i 
was evident that" statistics relating to air transport operations and 
i 
traffic loft much to be desired. Yet accurate trustworthy statistics 
arc essentia'.- for satisfactory government supervision and planning, 
i 
as well as for niany'other purposes. 
RECOMMENDATION CXVII 
• i 
Governments should review Existing statistical 
procedures affecting civil aviation activities with 
a view to simplifying presentation and increasing 
the reliability of statistical'reporting. 
•! 
The activities of private fliers, aero clubs, taxi and 
charter operators and the like are beneficial to the country in many 
ways; the;- provide local jobs; they support a group of trained pi-
Ipts, ..mechanics and others whoso skills day be useful to the country 
' in time of emergency; they assist in promoting a general knowledge of ! /-aviation 
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aviation; they explore outlying areas and help pionaer new services. 
The encourageraent of such private activities will contribute to the 
economic development of the country. 
R E C O M M E N D A T I O N C X V I I I 
Governments should encourage a more widespread 
use of small aircraft; for personal transportation 
and for the various types of aerial work -agricultu 
ral, napping,:' survey,, etc-. • Such action may be ta-
ken by reducing or eleminating landing fees, import 
• duties,.'fuel taxes and granting' easy pas sago from 
country to country as provided by Article 5 of the 
..Chicago. Convention. 
It is the common experience of most countries that 
school curricula and teaching practices fail to keep pace with the 
changing conditions of the modern world. Yet a knowledge of avia-
tion and its impact on the world in which we live is an important 
part of education. 
jSCOMENDATION CXIX 
Governments should encourage their Education 
- Departments to fomlaarize themselves with modern 
aviation educational methods and materials with a 
view to incorporating such act-hods, where practi- -
cable, into their school teaching programs., 
E/CN.12/356 
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; , Chapter VI I 
- INUNP WATERWAY$ 
.. I. General Situajion 
Although river or lake navigation constitutes the most 
economical system of transport and is highly developed throughout the 
world, it is hardly used in Central America.^ since the waterways which 
could be utilized for navigation are found in thinly populated regions. 
j. .. 
A typical example is the Cooes River, .the only -means of surface transpor 
tation in the Cape Gracias a Dios District;, which has an area of 
16,500 square kilometers and an estimated population of 17,000 (1 inhab-r . 
itant per square kilometer). The river!s| total traffic, carried out 
almost exclusively by one company, is estimated at 2,000 tons annually, 1 
mostly bananas. ! 
The zones traversed by navigable rivers in the coun-
• t 
tries cited are very fertile, have vast forest reserves and are 
admirably adaptable to tropical cultivations: bananas, African palm, 
1 
sugar cane, rice, etc. The development of. river and lake navigation 
would contribute a great deal toward the development of production in 
these regions. j 
In Part I of this report reference was not made to El 
Salvador in regard to inland waterways. With the exception of the Lempa, 
which runs across the entire country, Salvadorean rivers are short, 
torrential in the rainy season and hold liitle water in the dry season. 
! /They are only 
JS/UN .12/35b 
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They are only usable for small craft in short stretches near the 
mouth. Once the hydroelectric projects at Chorrera del Guayábo are" 
terminated, the Lempa River may serve for navigation upstream from 
the dam» 
The Tempisque and Bebedero rivers, -which empty, jointly 
into the northwestern end of the Gulf of Nicoya,. are used in Costa 
Rica for coastwise ships serving the numerous ports on that gulf..The 
Tempisque is navigable from Ballena, terminal point of-the.road from 
Santa Rosa, and the Bebedero from .Tab'oga to Palmita. In. 195'1 3*665 
tons were transported on the Tempisque and 3>779 tons on the Bebedero. 
The rivers, of Panama —with the exception of the 
Chagres, whose waters are used for the -Canal-** are short and. icarryr. 
little water and are inadequate for-navigation. 
A brief description of the navigable rivers, lakes, 
, r 1/ 
and canals of.Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua has already .been-made. 
There follows a list of the principal inland waterways. 
Guatemala Estimated navigable 
-length Xkms.) 
Usumacinta River ... • 780; , 




Polóchic River *"' * 50 
Izabal Lake 60 
Dulce River 45 
Motagua River "200 
- Sarstún River 1 50 
Atitlán Lake . . 35 
Chiquimulilla Channel * 
T7 See pp. - 86 , 217and 275respectively.. " 
/Honduras 
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Honduras 
Segovia or Cocos River ' 400 
Patuca River I 400 
Aguan River . . . 150 
Ulua River > 150 1 
Nicaragua 
Segovia or Goccs River 1 400 
. Prinzapolca River j 160 
Grande River ' .250 
Escondido River and its tributaries * ; 100 
• Sari Juan River I 200 
Lake Managua, perimeter 190 kms. i 
Lake Nicaragua; perimeter 400 kms* 
In the Ministries of Guatemala, Honduras» and Nicaragua 
which have charge of communications and trdnsport there are no depart-,., 
ments or sections -which deal with interior (navigation, and there is no 
regulation of this system of transport. The rivers have not been inves 
• i • 
tigated nor studied as they should be, and there is no orientation or 
organization in the field of river or lake navigation. 
II. General Pr-oposed measures for the Development of Navigation 
1. Administration 
It is necessary that each 'country have an office or sec 
tion, within the Ministry in charge of communications and transport, to 
deal exclusively with inland navigation and all natters relating to it, 
j 
as follows: (a) navigation regulations, (b) registration and licensing,' 
i 
(c) a central registry, (d) statistics, (e) International problems, and 
(f) labor conditions* j 
Within the same dependency! there should be studies made 
•j 
! /of the navigability 
E/ CN-. 12/356- • 
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of the- navigability of: the- rivers, in close1 cooperation with the 'other 
administrative departments. • If in order to increase the capacity of 
river transport' the'1 shoî t term solution lies in a wise choice of the 
"type of vessels used (particularly the small ones), -it is also unde-
niable that the long term solution lies in the rivers themselves, and 
is very closely connected with problems of electrification, irrigation, 
flood prevention and many Other problems of river hydraulics. Conse-
quently, this- section "of the office would dedicate itself to collect-
ing or compiling the data-necessary for a better' understanding of 
rivers 'considered as means of transport. 
2v Navigable1 "waterways • 
' Before considering thé "conservation" of-navigable water-
:ways;j, "attention should be given to- studies' of thè rivers- as well a'S: of 
:the- region-which they will -serve from the-point- of view of -transport': 
vpbpiÙ^ioh'p-'-próduction- and consumption,'' at present and in. the future * 
•• ; •* ' ' -Por the thorough study of a -river thè most important 
features are: (a) the basin, -divided accordirig: to its tributaries,. : 
'XbO:;'the- rainfall: at key points1'of the basin,(c) total length of the 
principal- channel-a:nd: its' tributaries, '(d)- the level of the bed -(with 
conveniently Tocated level markers) for purposes of indicating1' its^ 
gradients, ! (e.): the permeability of the basin so" that -knowing' this and 
the gradient- it may be determined whether the ;flpw^is;tprrehtlal,. .. 
trahqliil or; mixed, "{:f ) the avêrà-^e , ilëast, ând greatest depth of the bed 
: ih>the' navigable sections,- {;g)J- the Thalweg 'in - me di uni,' ' minimum, 'and -
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navigable sections, (h) the average and minimum low water mark of key j 
points in the navigable sections, and (i) the maximum, channels in the 
navigable sections in order to determine the level of fixed structures* 
All this data are difficult to obtain, and the acquisi-
tion of some of :it will consume a long period of constant and careful 
observation.' - ; ' 
The improvement of the physical characteristics of in-t o 
land wàtérwaJys is a long and onerous task> above all on rivers where 
r the channel^ shift's and the bed itself is unstable. 
In all the problems relating to the physical aspects 
of inland waterways it is very important that the authorities in charge 
of navigation routes be in constant contact with all the other authori-
ties interested in river hydraulics, irrigation., hydroelectric energy, 
etc., because, far from being rivals, the services of all these agencies 
are mutually complementary, and their problems are fundamentally one. 
4 1 The previous knowledge of the river and then the regula-
tion of the width, depth, and radius of curvature of the channels of the 
different parts of every navigable waterway is a fundamentally important 
factor in thé determination of the types of vessels which may be used 
-and it will lead to the classification of Waterways according to. their 
- navigability during the rainy season and during the dry season* 
River and lake craft | 
' One of the first methods for increasing- the capacity 
i ' ' 
of river "and lake transport is the utilization of more aptly designed 
craft. "This method is also the only one which can produce immediate 
j 
| • /results, 
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results, especially if applied to the small native Central American 
craft ("pipantes" or- t,cayucos,l-y which are so uneconomical and so un-
safe that the iiission believes that it will be both easy and necessary 
to eliminate them if a regular service is established at reasonable 
prices. This would represent for the Interest of the regions a great 
saving in material and human energy. 
RECOMËNDAT ION; CXX 
Considering that Inland,navigation is 
' • an economical system of transport and that-
several countries in-Central America have . 
rivers, lakes and canals which could be 
advantageously utilized for navigation, 
it is recommended to the governments that, 
as soon as possible, they carry out or 
have carried out a study of the principal 
waterways of their respective countries. 
This study-should be entrusted to experts 
in the field, who should also consider the 
possibilities of river and lake navigation 
in relation to the general program of de-
velopment of national transport. The 
physical features of the waterways, naviga 
tion, ships, buoyage, etc.should be 
considered in the"study and suggestions 
and recommendations should'be made in regard 
to organization and administration. . 
. 7 H I # Special recommendations 
1. - Guatemala: Polochic River-Lake Izabal-Dulce River-Amatique Bay System 
, p r 
This important system offers an excellent and economical 
17 See pp. 90 ff 
- • /means of transport 
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means of transport for the region surrounding Lake Izabal and for a 
large part of the fertile Department of Alta Verapaz.- Navigation 
service on this system is carried out at the present time under ex-
tremely precarious conditions by the Ferrocarril Verapaz y Servicios 
Anexos. Its low transport capacity is a ^erious obstacle for the 
development of the areas which could be sérved by this navigation. 
It is the opinion of the Mission that the prospects for increased 
traffic are good. The movement of coffeejproceeding from Alta Vera-
paz, which could be channeled along this waterway, may be estimated 
at some 7>000 tons annually, to which could be added, a substantial 
! 
tonnage of lead ore, which at present is shipped by road from the 
mines in the Cobán region to Rancho, a station of the IRCA, to con-
tinue by rail to Puerto Barrios. This transport costs about $30 
per short ton as against $14 for rail freightage and $16 for truck 
transport. 
If there were good navigation service, coffee, lead 
ore, wood, etc. could be carried to El Estjor, on Lake Izabal, by the 
existing road, which needs to be improved isubstantially in order to 
1/ . I. • 
oe used for this purpose. El Estor, as a| terminal point of naviga-
tion, offers several advantages over the present terminal point of 
2/ : " ; ' . 
Panzós, because it permits the use of barges of greater tonnage and 
i T See Recommendation L in Chapter II of Part III, p. 569 
1/ See Recommendation XXXV, p,. 542.. The International Bank for Reconstruc r tion and Development also recommends Eli Estor as V terminal point. ~~ 
* 
i /draught-
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draught than those which the Polochic RiVier~>can*:fea*Kiley--and- this re-
presents-aconsider^ the operating cost per ton and in 
time, :sinfce;the 'river* is* very winding, has a relatively strong 
• currenti and'consequently makes for very slow navigation. El Estor 
also -has other-advaiitagesv,over Panzos. • It is a larger place in which 
there- are facilities available which are lacking in Panzos, and it 
already has a small •pieir which can be enlarged and improved in order 
to handle 'efficiently the traffic needs. The Mission believes that 
it is worthwhile to give some priority to building up the navigation 
service of the Verapaz Railroad since it could provide practical, 
rapid and economical service ... , 
RECOMMENDATION, CXXI 
r ; ' ; .(a)" Panzos should be abandoned as a 
" ; • terminal point of navigation of the Vera 
' ... V P a z Railroad replacing;it' by El Estor on 
v-n- .-..hw J^Q^Q IzàbalV At È1 Estor an adequate 
pier should be built (enlarging and im-
provement of the existing pier) and 
equipment necessary for handling lead ore 
freight., and logs should - be -installed - • • : v f 
/•; - ; warehouse*"' for. coffee and."other 'product?.' ' , : . ; 
. : : '"'s'haùlci''"tJe,'builtv '" . ; V ^ • 
' ' • ' ' (b) -Regarding * craft in use , tho. present ; 
craft: should be replaced by/a Diesel bàrge. . 
• : ; ^ ; ' . :and lightens of gtéàtèr capacityand' great- ; 
; . ' er • draught > appropriately designed .for thè 
' , ' '"'bar in-'the^Diilce'ftiver*: ;':>. ' ' , 
" • • v' '(c) ' It v^ll ai'so^be necessary ;to facil- 1 ; ' 
• ' ̂ vitate' the 'ài^ of" cargo . 
:fròm the: bàrgés to:;the òceah-gòing ships : ; " ; V 
at Puerto^BarrioS'i since- tfte present' " ' '  ' 
system of transhipping to freight cars in 
order to get the cargo on board increases 
the cost of transport and is an operation 
which may be avoided when the ocean-going 
ship can load the cargo directly. 
/2. Nicaragua: 
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2. Nicaragua: Lake- Traffic ) . ... . v-
Lake Nicaragua ánd Lake.Managua~Tipitapa,River-Lake 
Nicaragua system could provide an excellent means-.of transport and 
would permit the development of production.in a very extensive Area. 
Unfortunately, the Mission did not disposé of sufficient,time for an 
inspection of t.he region. Although it had at its disposal only the 
information provided by the Ferrocarril del Pacífico and.other 
official institutions, it seems evident that It is necessary to make 
! 
a thorough study of the navigation possibilities of the Nicaraguan 
lakes. . .j % . 
i .. .... • . RECOMMENDATION CXXH 
Special -attention should be given to lake 
navigation in Nicaragua, 'p. study should be 
made of the possibilities which this offers 
_ and ah'adequate navigation service, pref-
erably autonomous, but coordinated with 
"'-thé government railroad, should, be ;established. 
VA-, • : . 
ï T 
"The land adjacent't'd Lakè Nicaragua is fertile.,', and there is a 
possibility of Irrigation during the six-month dry season. The 
improvement of transport services oh Lake Nicaragua would great-
ly benefi^'ats'Qcîasts^'and' the cost ojf the improvement would be 
small i; co nsidéring - thè possible increase.. in production, Atten-
tion "is strongly dalled to./the ppssibil^y.qf ..using medium 
sized "prë-fabriôat;eii'"crà'ft which'^ in sec-
tions, via San Juan del Sur' arid Sajn Jorge,/to be assembled on 
the shore of the'-'lSke'̂ ûrider 'the "direction* of,.competent tech-
nicians." Report àk 'NicaraguaMi§slQn\o|t; the.-Food and 
Agriculture Organization,. November,.1950»-,; 
. '. . . . . *• -r.-'v ' • • . • : .'•'V f fr • - '•'.• 
' " . s: : - .i :: ->- • 
. . . . . .. v »....- f t . , , ......... V r ,. . ri ' • 7 ••• r .. , ......i /.-,.•.•....-• 5» / • ..  
... ...... t , ,, v, . . . y.- • ' 
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Chapter VII 
NEED FOR A NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION POLICY. 
I, Planning and Coordination of Transportation 
The basic purpose of all national transportation 
policies is to provide an adequate, efficient,and economic transporta 
tion system to meet the needs of economic and social development. One 
of the major obstacles in the way of improved transportation1 facilities 
in the Central American countries is precisely the lack of any co-
ordinated transportation policy and of overall planning of transport 
development. This is particularly serious-at the present time when 
most, governments are actively concerned with economic and'social de-
velopment plans regarding' agricultural production industries,'develo£ 
ment,/power, housing and improved social services. These programs 
will be greatly dependent for their success on adequate, efficient, 
and economic facilities. In other words^ economic and social planning must 
go hand in hand with transportation planning^ and any disregard' of this 
principle can only result in unbalanced growth, as well as in un-
economic use of resources, which'has.already happened in certain 
• ' o 
countries of the region where, duplicated, facilities • as regards rail-
ways and highways have already been constructed and where'development 
schemes-have been planned for areas without adequate road approaches. 
In other countries, however, a trend is discernible towards better co-
ordination of different sector plans, although in transportation • 
matters only highways are the.subject of special attention. 
/Repeated 
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Repeated references to these matters will be found in 
Part I of the Report, and-many-examples haVe-been given of inefficient 
and inadequate transport organization, arising from the absence of a 
central authority responsible for transportation policy and from the 
placing.of specific transportation administration under diverse author-
ities without sufficient coordination. 
This is also stressed by the international Bank 
Mission with reference to Guatemala: • 
" .there is evidence pf a lack of"planning with a 
consequent scattering of national resources over too many projects 
instead of a concentration on projects, essential to the country's de-
velopment. Responsibility for construction, operation, maintenance 
and policy control of the transportation and communications systems 
ranges all the way from a completely governmental function as in the 
case of.highways to the completely private- function carried on by 
the International Railways of Central "America. Between these two 
extreme's fall those operations conducted by private enterprise under 
varying forms of permits, contracts, or agreements with the Government 
whereby each reserves a' certain amount of control. The "pattern .of tax 
ation, or requirements for profit-sharing between the Government and ""l/ 
the private' enterprises engaged in these projects, also varies widely. 
Besides lack' of general planning, the regulation and 
administration itself of transport means in the Central American coun-
tries is scattered and lacking in unity. Regulation and control differ 
widely for each form of transport and vary from almost complete' control 
in the case of passenger bus services, to Complete freedom in the case 
of ports and waterways. Responsibility for such controls as exist is 
frequently divided among almost every department of the government, 
1/ The Economic Development of Guatemala. 1 Keport of a Mission of the 
International Bank Mission for Reconstruction and Development. 
/including 
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including the Ministries of Economy., Agriculture,' Public .Wprks, Develop 
ment, Police,and. Defense, Furthermore, transportation is not. sufficient-
ly regarded.as a public utility, to. be governed by national-interest-and 
not simply by, private profit. criteria.. 
Historically, the present position of transportation in 
/ 
Central. America is not. difficult to explain.In the-^latter-part, of .the 19th 
century and early part,of the 20th, the present railway network was con-
structed, which at the time was the main and only means of efficient'..trans-
port «However, it catered and was designed solely for export and import traf-
fic, and in almost all cases the railway companies were foreign owned and 
operated, and governments took little or no interest in their develop-
ment or. operation, .limiting .themselves to supervising fulfilment, of. the 
original contract'terms o.:; the concession. - A similar position existed 
as regards port construction and,.jnanagoment . it, was not until almost 
•the years 1940-1942 that the. construction of surfaced highways and the 
resultant development of road transport•forced- governments to interfere. 
Legislation was then, introduced .'as regards traffic rules, passenger . 
fares', and other more" general controls., ' 
• • It should, however, be,noted, that the absence of planning 
arid coordinated control of;transportation is.not peculiar to the Central 
American' countries', .but is merely one stage in transportation develop-
ment, a stage which'has'been experienced at one time or.another'in all 
countries, among them,all the Latin American republics. For example a 
Recent study on the economic .development ..of Mexico nvhere general de-
velopment and in particular transport-;growth,.have ̂ e n vrapid;IJQ, recent. 
• •;'. . •.'• ' i '" ' - 'v - • :. •: /years4* .. 
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years- it is pointed out, after analyzing investments in transportation, 
••¡that' although most transport expansion is directly or indirectly in 
.government hands, there is a total lack of coordination, which has led 
to duplication of installations, unbalanced^ growth and not fully pro-
ductive investment: 
- • The conclusion seems unavoidable that there is an urgent 
need for an overall policy and for the- coordination of government trans-
portation agencies. 'These are primary requisites if serious'waste of re 
sources is to be avoided in. the further development of transportation 
facilities and if the railroads are to cease to be a major .'impediment to 
economic growth. J " 
To take an illustration'from a developed European coun-
try with ample means of transport: • ' j 
/In 
the United .Kingdom, before the First World War, 
responsibility? was divided between the Boaî d of Trade, the'Local 
Government Board,, the Road Board and the Scottish and Irish Departments, 
other minor transport functions were exercised by the Home Office and the 
former Office of Works. .During.the First World War the transportation, 
problems which arose made it clear that the;country had no coherent in-
land transport policy and that there was nojsingle government department, 
which .could formulate such a policy. In particular, the growing impor-
tance of road haulage and road passenger transport and their impact on 
the railways demanded attention; Moreover,, the departments between which 
the various responsibilities in .connection with transport were divided 
were themselves already overburdened by the ̂ increase in their'duties 
brought about by the war and the growing complexity of the social 
structure. 
There were the main reasons ¡which lead to the decision 
to set up a Ministry of Transport. The Ministry of Transport Act was 
duly passed by Parliament.and ^received the Royal Assent on 15 August 
1919.' The Ministry then became the responsible department for railways,' 
tramways, road vehicles, roads, bridges, ferries, canals and other 
navigable inland waterways, docks and harbours and also electricity, at 
a later stage shipping was included, and electricity subsequently transfer-
red to the Ministry of Fuel and Power, Z/ 
Even in cases such as this, the problem is far from being 
1 -
solved.. In large part> the coordination achieved in the United Kingdom and 
1/ The Economic Development of Mexico, Report of the Combined Mexican Working 
Party,Washington:International Bank for Reconstruction and Development* 
1953. Page 96. . 
2/ "The responsibilities of the British Ministry of Transport", prepared by 
the British Ministry of Transport..United Nations, Transport and Communi-
cations Reviewt Vol. IV, No, ̂  \ /similar 
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similar countries is confined to regulating"competition* The very 
term "coordination'1 of transport is subject to different- interpretations 
For instance,, at a recent international meeting the following was stated 
• , In" the fir.dt place the tern has been used'to denoté -
the elmLnation of phj/sical impediments to the movement of vehicles,-
goods and passengers over separate thinsportsystems.• Secondly, 'it 
may roíate to the legal and comercial measures taken to enable goods 
to bo consigned for carriage on-two or-more'systems, 'or to enable pas-
sengers to purchase through tickets. Thirdly, "the coordination of 
transport11 is a term used by some to refer to the decisions" to. be ta-
ken with a view tx> determining which branches of transport require to 
• be developed; this subject is related to the nore' general one of the 
..balance of investments. Finally it- covers the regulation of competi-
tion between different transport undertakings, more especially between 
those engaged in different branches of transport / 1/ 
Particular attention is drawn to the third aspect, which 
in the present stage of development of the Central American countries 
may be the most important, This aspect was referred to also, in other 
reports of international agencies. In a docunent recently submitted 
to the Consultative Aseenbly of the Council of Eurepe, it is stated that 
: The tora m y includo the fixing of that portion of its 
total investments which a country devotes to • transport'(adding that 
fro:;, this angle) the coordination of transportan the European lovel 
is "hence'-only one particular -aspect of the :general problem of the coor 
dination of capital investment...(it is then pointed out that) transpor 
tation' provides a noteworthy example bf'"duplication and over-investnent. 
An I .L;0'g report states 'that: . 
Another aspect-of this conception of coordination of 
transport is the problem of ensuring the development of transport on 
the linos.that would be'most suitable for the country concerned. — 
Should capital be invested in building new railways or should it be 
devoted to roads? On what basis should investments bo "divided bet-
ween the development of rail, road, inland waterways or air trans -
port? It is natural that ñany"countries should bo facing this ques-̂  
tion today. In rogi .>ns whore there is no likelihood that any great 
wcD̂ it of goods will have- to be moved, air transport is now, at least 
17 Coordination of Transport, Inland Transport Committee Report 
II. 1951, 
/for a time, 
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for a time, obviating the need for the building of extensive railways»*^ 
The report goes on further jto givq examples of recent 
deyelopments;- in- coordinations-send finally ¡stresses the fact that it is 
impossible . to-'lay down any general principles on the subject, since it 
will be greatly dependent on local conditions such as topography, den-
sity of population, economic resource's, etjc» . .. 
1 
(in each case the problem can only be studied by) -experts 
who have had experience in the transport problems involved, working in 
the light of- the relative costs of construction and operation of the 
possible forms., of transport. All that need be pointed out here is that 
if limited resuources are to be put to the best use, decisions have to 
be taken on the basis of a< careful weighing of the relevant factors, 
and must not be left to chance,;#. i < 
The slow and painful experience of some European coun-
tries need not be the rule in Central America* When they come to be 
faced with the problem of coordinations transport services and regula 
tions^ the European countries had alroaly completed in large part their 
basic networks. Except in aviation, the major investments wero airea 
1 • • 1 
dy made. This is not the case in Central America, where, as this Re-
port shows, . transportation is yet to be-developed. This situation has 
the advantage 'of permitting'an integral pl'dniiing,,to .be carried out -
from the!.start,, so that i n v e s t m e n t policy;in different actional trans 
port sectors and in intor-Contral American^trahsport may harmonize with 
the.policy followed regarding services. ' If national.and-regional trans 
portation investment plans -comprising all jaspocts of transportation-. ; 
aro^ well conceived, .it will bo easier later to Coordinate and regulate 
the services, and to avoid the problems arising from excessive compe-
tition rind the consequent waste of resources to which faulty or incomplete j planning, or absence of planning, load_ tjo. It. is. therefore, appro-
- • ; * '' • «'.'-•' -I"'' ' '•' ' ' < . / i ' 4 ' * I 




priate today that special attention should bo given in each Central 
American country to the preparation of technical staff able to view the 
transportation problem as a whole. Such parsons should preferably be 
'utilized in a central technical economic unit; linked to 'the departments 
; • engaged in general''progrqjnming of economic development " and participat<-
'ing in the rj^ional cooperation tasks with the;rbst of the" countries 
in the area,; / » ' /; 
This latter aspect is particularly important,' as already 
seen •' in- the discussion of soctors in which .joint Central American 
action would bo effective in order to solve regional trahspO'ttatid'n 
problems, derive ma:draum benefit from-investments and render'the'ser-
vices more officiant. In fact' a national transport' policy in Central 
America canriot 'be conceived without including in it an international 
aspect and, especially, an inter-Central American aspect, that may be 
come increasingly harmonious, 
II. A First•Step: Technical and Administration Centra 
lizqtlon. 
The above would .appear to demostrate. clearly how impor 
tant and complicated are transportation problems, and in particular the 
problem of planning and coordination, and how necessary and useful it 
is for governments to be in a position to face those problems without 
delay. Their solution may differ form country to country, and while 
their magnitude makes it impossible in such a brief review to give 
anything but a broad outline, yet it would appear possible and desire 
able to sketch a suggested first step which is necessary to approach, 
the problem. 
The 'flrst step-for governments'to .take in the solution 
• • '• • ' /of this- problem 
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of this problem will bo to decide what Governmental machinery is nece 
ssary. The International Bank for'Reconstruction and Development has 
suggested for Guatemala the creation'of a .¡Public Utilities Commission 
"With powers and' duties generally similar to the Inter-
state Commerce Commission in the United States, but with a broader — 
scope of activity. It should be authorized by law to approve or reject 
in the public interest, all proposals or applications for.the estab-
lishment of now services and for the termination of existing ones* It 
should review and regulate all rates and charges for services rendered 
to tho public utility companies or private companies performing simi-
lar services and it should also review and regulate services-rendered 
by those enterprises. The scope of the Commission's jurisdiction should 
include: all carriers (rail,road, water, air, and pipeline.) operating 
wholly or principally within the boundrie^ of tho Republic; all port 
operations such as wharfage, loading, discharging, lighterage, towage,, 
drayage, storage, and related services; .and all telecommunications fa 
cilities serving the public. Other utilities, such as electric power, 
gas, xvater supply, and similar services, could bo added as found desir-
able. .¿/" \ 
It should be noted, however, that such machinery refers 
to only one' aspect of coordination, namely, the regulation of competi-
tion between different transport undertakings. The Mission is of the 
opinion that something more is required in; order to 'formulate the over-" 
! 
. ¿ill policy on transportation investment programsE including tho rela 
1 
tive priorities in the various -fields of transport and the dovetailing 
and coordinating of different sector programs and policies. This would 
require tho setting up of a centralized, government authority with broad 
.responsibility and powers regarding' all.transportation policy matters.-/ 
Whether such'functions should be discharged by a special 
.Cordission or directly by one of the .executive branches of tho govern-
ment is a question that would need to be docided in the light of the I* • • 
general organization of governmental, functions, in each countryr But 
to avoid excessivo> cost and,' particularly, to give thj agency adequate 
authority within tho government', the Mission suggests that it would be 
1/ Tho Economic Development of Guatemala, lop. cit., pp. 1 k2 and 143. 
2/ Actual engineering'and construction of¡roads, airports, ports, rivor 
improvements, railroad track, etc,, need not, of course, bo a function 
of such an agency, but of existing public works departments or minis-
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preferable to place such an agency directly under of one of the exis t-
• ing ministries rather than to assign its functions to a semi-autonomous 
commission, It might be desirable at a later 'stage:to convert the 
agency into a-/separate ministry 'with full cabinot rank. • The advisabi 
lity of adopting a uniform method in each country should not, of course, 
be overlooked, ih'view-of the common interest in regional integration. 
In Various parts'of this -report recommendations arc made 
regarding the desirability of concentrating the planning» policy and 
administrative or operational aspects of -each particular means of 
transport under an appropriate governmental department. What the 
present proposal amounts to is to bring together under one single au 
thority at a high government level all these various sector departments, 
in order to ensure that each government may have at all times an over-
all, and continuous view of transportation development, of competitive 
problems, of rate regulation, concessions, operations, etc. 
Finally, the Mission considers that one of the first 
tasks that should be undertaken by the general transport authority -if 
this recomendation is accepted by governments-, would be an overall sur 
ve^ of national transportation requirements and availabilities, and 
for this purpose it is hoped that the present survey would provide a 
useful basis. 
RliiCOi:£BNDAT 10N CXXIII 
In order tj secure a unified national trans-
portation policy and to promote balanced programs 
of investment in. transport- facilities and serv-
ices $ the Mission reconmonds the following action 
for the attention of governments: 
(l) Governments should centralize under a 
single executive authority all matter regarding 
national transportation policy and investment pro-
grams j as well as the regulation of competition, 
rate fixing, and other functions requiring coordi-
/nation; 
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nation; it being understood that Engineering and 
construction operations may continue under their, 
present specialized departments; 
(2) Arrangements should be made by •govern-
ments for the provision of qualified technical -
experts -particularly as regards formulation of 
rates and tariffs," to assist in tljie. building of 
such.an authority and to train local officials, 
(3) In order to promote harmonious working 
-conditions between the government] carriers, and 
users of transport, a Transportation.Advisory 
Comittee should be set up cor^x^d of represent-
atives of all forms of carriers and users of 
transport,; . | 
(4) Final-ly, in studying national plans, 
due attention should be given to the relevant re-
gional interests. 
